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RECORDS
OF THE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Part 2.1 1869. [May.

Annual Repokt of the Geological Subvey of India and of the Museum of

Geology, Calcutta, foe the year 1868.

lu reporting tlie ])rogreH8 and doingK of* the Geological Survey of India during the year

L868, T snail take each branch of our labors in the same order as I have for the most part

observed on former o(5casion.s

Mr. W. T. B Ian ford has, during the whole of the year just past, been engaged with the

Abyssinian Field-force, and sina* its return in arranging and examining the large collections

be made during the expedition. Mr. Ormsby was compelled to leave for EuroTO early in

the year, having suflered from cxpo.surp to the tropical sun. And Mr. Charles Oldham left

on liirlough in November. On the other band, Mr. Tween returned to his duty in charge of

ibe Mii.seinn her4‘. Mr. Foote resumed his labors in Madras, and Mr. Theobald in Burmah.
On the whole our numbers have been, during the past year, less reduced than usual in con-

scipience of ill-health.

At the comnienc^uiieiit of’ the year, I proceeded to the Madras Presidency to make
enquiry oil the spot into the facts regarding the asserted occurrence of coal close to the town

of .1 uggiapett, or Battavole, near the Kistna River. For years it had been persistently

repeated that coal had actually been raised in that neighbourhood, and this statement was
inaintaiiu’d notwithstanding'the fact that very many persons, deeply interested in the result

and most anxious to contirm the discovery if po^iblc, had visited the localities, but had
entirely failed to find any trace of evidence that coal existed or was likely to exist. Its

*K*currence in this place would have been of such high importance, that I was desirous of

visiting the jilace as soon as practicable ; 1 had also received from the Madras Government
.in urgent request tx) enquire into the facts. This request had reached me at a time when
Held-work was not pnK‘ti(;able. but I bad promised to go there as soon as possible. I left

Calcutta, therefore, early in January ; and actMirapanied by the original propounder of the dis-

covery, I visited carefully every locality which he indicatt^d. and went generally over the

district. I regret to slate that ! found no trace of the coal-bearing rocks ; no signs of ooal,

or of any of its usual aeeompanimcnts, nor was 1 able to see a single spot where anythinff,

in the slightest degn^e leading to the eniiclusion that coal did exist there, could be found.

On the contrary, all these rocks are an unbroken and uninterrupted continuation of similar

rocks which cover an enormous area in the districts of Rurnool, Euddapah, and Gnntoor
to the south, and which, thoroughly exposed as they are in their many folds, contortions, and
disturbances throughout this area, must have exhibited any beds of coal or coal-shale which
possibly existed. But, neither in ^e Juggiapett country, nor over the many hundred si^uare

miles to the south, over which similar rocks extend and which have all been carefuUy examined,

has any trace of such deposits been noticed. I was, therefore, ^mpelled to believe that the

statement of coal having been found at or near Juggiapett was either based upon an inten-

tional deception practised on the original observer, or was a delusion.

From the vicinity of J uggiapett, I proceeded southward, devoting some time to caro-

fully testing the accuracy of the geological mapping of a considerable area which had been
previously exianined by Mr. C. Olaham and Mr. King, and reiurned'io Calcutta.
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Towards the close of the year (December), I proceeded to Attok to examine the rocks
under the Biver Indus, through which a tunnel drift had been carried, with a view to determine
tile pcaotioahil^ of enlarging this drift into a regular roadway. I had wished to accomplish
this work earlier in the season, but as the tunnel was full of water, and was not pumped out
until December, 1 was oblig^ to defer it. Having already reported in some detail on this
question, I need not here enter into the facts, further than to state, there appeared nothing
either in the structure or in the composition of the rock-masses to prevent the immediate
enlargement of the drift with perfect safety, provided proper precautions were adcmted, and
the work were done at once. But that these precautions would render the cost of the tunnel,
when completed, quite as great as that of a first class bridge, and that even then tiie accom-
modation to the traffic would certainly not be os great as t^t afforded by a bridge.

^

Subsequently, at the request of the Government of the Puqjab, 1 examined with smne
care the ran^ of hills near Futtyjung, extending southward from Checrat,and in which
petroleum had been obtained. I saw everything to lead to the conclusion that mtroleum
would be found over a larg^ area in these orbitolite limestone rocks, although probably not
in any very great quantities in one place. The best position for trials seemed mirly indicted,
and these 1 noted. The probability would seem to be that limited reservoirs of this oil will

be found at no great depth from the surface, although 1 am not very sanguine that they will

prove very extensive in any one locality. Similar rocks occur again in a rudely parallel range
to the east^ and hero also traces of earth-oil are seen ; amd it womd appear very probable that
supplies will be found extending over a large area in this part of the Punjab.

^ examination of the Dhurmsala district, and also of the Goorgaon district new
Delhi, was r^uestod, with a view to determine the extent of deposits of kaolin said to occur in
each. Looking, however, to the inaccessibility of both and their distance from any markets,
which must prevent the economizing of this clay to any large extent ; and also to the fact

that, so far as any local demand existed, it was of no importance to determine at the
present the extent of these deposits, their existence being known, I felt compelled to think
this enquiry was of vastly less importance than others. And that, so far as any question
of extent or amount of such diqiosits was concerned, a very much more satisfactory answer
could be mven after the whole districts had been gone over than after a rapid visit to one
or two isohited localities. No mistake can be greater than to imagine that a geologist can,

a sort of intuition, arrive at a knowled^ of facts bearing on such questions. This can
omy be acquired by a continuous and detaimd investigation necessarily demanding time.

Bengal and Upper Provinces.—During the early part of the year just closed.

Hr. Medlicott was engaged in the investigation of the western and southern flanks of the
Garo Hills. So long since as 1842, Mr. Bedford, who had surveyed parts of this area,

announced the occurrence of coal in the hiUs bordering the Bramahpootra Kiver at the
western extremity of the Garo HiUs, near to a village cmlod Harigaon, and other outcrops
bad been noticea further to the east in the Sumesurri River. The peculiarly favorable
tiitnatien of these places, within easy reach of a great river, and in districts whore fuel was
otherwise not readily procurable, rendered it of high iinjiortiuice that the facts should be
ascertained. It was also known that the rocks which ac(‘ompany coal in the Khasia Hills

extended to the west, and there was, therefore, a probability that the coal might also he
found to extend in the same direction. It had long been hoped that a topographical
snrv^ of these hills would afford the means of recording carefully the geological observa-
tions, but as there appeared little likelihood of these hopes being realized wfthin any reason-

able time, and as meanwhile the question of the eastern and northwn extension of the
Eastern Bengal Railway was urgent, it was determined to examine the area, in such a general
way as might be sufficient, without entering into minute detail, to solve tiie question satis-

factoiily of the probable amount and character of the coal which occurred there. Hr. Medli-
oott’s report on the results of his examination having been published (Records of the Qeolo~
gieal Survey of India, Port 1,1868, p. II), it is unnecessary to enter into any detaU here.

It will he sumcient to state that he has shown that the rourious coal of the Garo Hills is

geologically distinct from most of that known in the Khasia Hills ; that, in aU cases, this

ooiti occurs near to the base of the whole stratified series within a few yards of the underlyii^
ctystalUne rocks; while the coal itself is very poor, in one place mainly a resinous shale, in

aaothef, a thick bed .of dark stiff clay with insignificant strings of limito through it.

in greatest quantity, it is described as a thick band of shale in the midst of whioli
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occiiTB the coal-seam : it is a eood deal crushed, altogether about three feet thick, but veiy

unequally carbonaceous, being locally split by strinj^ of clay and sand ; and contains but

lew thin strings of coaly substance. The mass of what would be extracted as coal is a highly

resinous batt or shale, full of small nests and strings of a kind of amber ; it gives a woody
sound when struck, is very tough, and breaks with a laige cox^hoidal fra^ure. It was obvi-

ous that whatever little use might be made of such deposits, if required on the spot, they

were practical^ of no value as a source of fuel, for general purposes. It is most seriously

to be regretted that the statements upon which expectations of coal had been founded should

have proved to be so fallacious.

Having completed the cursory examination of these rocks, Mr. Medlicott devoted some
time to a more careful examination of the Khasia Hills, for which portions of the topogra-

phical survey maps were ready. These very interesting hills had never before^ been visited

by any of the officers of the survey at a time when it was possible to examine the lower

parts of their steep slopes ; and consequently, as pointed out long since, much remained to

M done, before we could suppose that we possess^ any true knowledge of their structure.

Further, the full determination of the cretaceous age of the sandstones, &c., under Cherre
Poomee, (Quar. Jowr. G^oL Soc. London^ 1863, p. 624, Oldham, on cretaceous rocks in

£. Hengfld) which, in my own early description, in conseouenoe of their apparent con-

tinuity and conformity, (the fossils colleciea having been tost at sea) had b^n grouped
with the tertiary rocks above, rendered it necessary to carry out this separation in detail.

Mr. Medlicott has been able to do much towards this, and in tracing out these rocks has been
led to several very valuable conclusions, a brief summary of which has already appeared in

the Records of the Survey. As soon as the topographical survey of these hills is completed,

1 hope to be able to have them examined in detau.

Later in the season, Mr. Medlicott having arranged for the several duties assigned to
the assistants under his charge, was requested to take up the very important geological

question of the extent and relations of the several series of sandstones, iftc., associate in
Hengal with the coal, as compared with those in Central India. With this object, making
a rapid traverse uf the Ranigunj held, and passing westwardly by the Hazareebagh fields,

he has carried out the section across to J ubbuluure, and with very valuable results, which wiU
tend much to a clearer understanding of tlte different groups or formations. In a new country,
whore the gfmcral relations of the rocks is quite unknown, it becomes necessary for each
observer to form for himself a classification of the rocks he examines, grouping them
into series or formations, and often giving to these sub-divisions local names. But as the
examination of the countr^s advances, it not unfrequently happens that such classification is

proved to be of purely local type, and it is essential either to increase the sub-divisions or
to bring several together into one larger group. Ml*. Medlicott’s travorso of this wide extmit
of countiy will go mr, I believe, to remove, in several cases, the limited amount of confiision

which had unavoidably arisen from the fact that previously the officers of the survey had
been working at distant and isolated points.

Mr. Willson has completed the detailed examination of tb6 district of Saugor in the
Central Provinces, which he has connectetl iviih those of Dumoh and J ubbulpur to the east.

Unfortunately the want of maps of the countiy lying to the west of Saugor district has
prevented the extension of our examinations in that direction, as I was very desirous of
doing, in order to join on the geological lines to those we have been for aoibo time past
steaffily canying southwards through the Gwalior and Bajpootana territories. The district

of Saugor IS mainly oumposed of trapjioan rocks, which ore, in this parallel, the most northerly
portion of the Great Deccan area of tnese ancient volcanic rocks, ^ese rest upon Vindhyan
rocks for the greater portion of their boundary.

Mr. itallet has, during the early part of the year, completed the examination of the crys-
talline rocks of Bundlecund—^beiug a coutiuimtion of his work of the previous year—so
far as the area occupied by these rocks is comprised on sheet 70 of the Indian Atlas. The
further explorations of this year have rather induced Mr. Mallet to abandon the idea of
separating these rocks into two series as was suggested in 1866-67. l^e evidence, however,
is even yet scanty, and not conclusive. And it must remain for more careful investigation
when better maps, on a larger scale, of the Bijawur area become available. The maps, at
present procuraole, are too imperfect to admit of any close m* searching and
record.
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During the reoefie, Mr. Mallet completed a full reTOrt on the Vindhyan rooks, so far

as that widely spread formation is known in northern India up to the present. A general
map has been compiled to illustrate this. This report has been sent to press. At the com-
mencement of the working season in October 1868, Mr. Mallet proceeded to take up the
detailed examination of the eastern part of the Sone Valley, and is still engaged in that
area. I have already intimated to Mr. Mallet the necessity for greater activity m the field,

fisir looking both to the nature of the work done, and of the country in which he was
migaged 1 felt Reappointed that a larger area had not been satisfactorily examined.

Canying on the geological examination of the Gwalior and adjoining territories,

Mr. Haekett was principally engaged near to the Byana bills bordering on Jeypur. The
geology of this area has proved intncate and interesting. The sections are unfortunately ndt

good beii^ cut up by mtervening flats of alluvium which conceal the rocks. Bock masses
of a peculiar character have been found to intervene between the Vlndl^an series, and
the metamorphic schists, which may approximately be taken to represent the Lower Vindhysji

and the Gwalior series. These are possibly the same rocks as those which stretch away
towards Ulwur, and if so, this will mve a clue to the geology of the Aravali country.

The country around Byana is, as I have already said, rather intricate in structure, and
tedious therefore to work out, but I am not satisfied that a larger area might not have been
conmleted during the season. Towards the close of the year, Mr. Hackett resumed his labours

in me same or the ad|jQiuing country, but has been stopped by a want of maps. He bas
since been engaged further to the south in tracing out the boundary of the Yindhyan and
trappean rocks to the east of the parallel of Neemuch, Ac.

Mr. Hnghes in the early part of the year was enga^d in re-mapping the small coal-

fields which occur detached near Kuroun in the district of Hterhhoom, and in revising with

better maps, the Kurhurharee coal-field. It has been difficult to obtain any very satisfactoiy

information rec^urding this field, for the old pits which were some years since worked by the

]^t Indimi liailway Company are now full of water, and there are few other workings in

operation. Any description, therefore, now given must be revised when the field is more opened
out. At the close of the year, Mr. Hughes was engaged in the examination of the Palaroow
oosl-field in ^ota Nagpore. This might, Mr. Hughes - thinks, be called in preference the

Daltongunj field. It proves very smallm area, not more than about 30 square miles, and there

appear to be only two seams whi<m can bo worked, of which only one could at present be

profitably extracted. This varies considerably in thickness. At B aj be ra , where it was formerly

worked ^ the ^ngal Coal Company, it is eleven feet. It is of moderately good quality

The rocks of the field belong entirely to the Talcbeer and ^the Barakar groups. Tht
lithological character of the latter differa considerably from that of the typical rocks in the
Banigunj field, being as it were intermediate between the Barakar and the Ranigunj groups.

Mr. Ball has been panying on the geological examination of the districts of Singhhhum
and adjoining tributary states. He has been able to examine the copper-yielding rocks for

a distance of nearly 80 miles ; has noted some additional details with reference to the mode
of occurrence of gold ; and describes cases of excessive local metamorphism of the younger
T0(ks, reducing them to such a enrstaUine condition as to be entirely undistinguishable

lithologically from the old metamorphic rocks. Such cases are deserving of very careful
MamiTiiLtion.

Mr. Omshy had, in the early part of the year, examined a considerable area of the
metamorpUc rooks in Chota Nimpore and Hazareebsgh, but was unfortunately obliged to

leave for £urope in consequence of ill-health before the close of the season.

Having very finequently had occasion to represent the Importance of deputing a special

officer of we Survey to we examination of the mines of India, and to the eareful col-

lection of statistics regarding the quantity and value of minerals raised and brought to

market, I was glad to find that a gentleman, selected for this purpose, had been ordered to join

the departnient at the beginning of the yw. Mr. Mark Fryi^,^ thus nominated as Mining
Geologist in connection with we Geological Survey of India, joined his appointment in this

oount^ on the 1st of May 1868. After a little time in Calcutta, Mr. fryar was deputed
to the Ban^nj coal-field, there to make himself acquainted with the corn-bearing rocks
of India, and the method of mining adopted in this, the most valuable, coal-field in India.

It was necessary that he should a^uire a knowledge of the rocks as locally developed, which
would be useM in other locafities, and indeed perfectly essential before he could saibly take
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up any enouiiy in a new and undeveloj^ district. Mr. Fiyar also, later in the 8eaaoii« Tinted

the Kurhurbaree coal-field, when Mr. 1%eo. Hughes pointed out to him the several minpe and
their charaoteristio lithological characters. Towards the close of the year Mr. ISryar Vas
deputed to the Nerhudda valley, and to pass thence southward by Ohindwarra to Nagpore
and Chanda, where Covemment had sanctioned the full and detailed ezamination by actual

sinkings and borings of the extent and character of the coal known to exist there. For thia

purpose boring n^s of best construction and borers have been deiMtohed ihnn England,
and ^e work will be taken in bands at as early a date as possible. Mr. Ei^ar has submitted
brief reports on the coal found at Lame ta Ghkt, Jubbul^re, wd on the workings at the
Nerbud^ Coal and Iron Co.’s colliery at Mopani. The kxi^tiee must again be vishsd by
some one knowing the Indian rocks.

I hope that the necessary appliances for bor^, &c., which have been sent for, wiU reach

this county before it be too late to do any thing this working season. Once commenced,
the investigationB will be carried on systematically, so as to ascertain exactly the full extent

of urea over which the coal beds extend and the thickness and nature of the coal itself.

The country is much covered with alluvial deposits, and excepting by act^ trials H will he
impossible to say what the extent of the coal-fiolds may be, while the importance of the
locality taken in connection with the supply of fuel on the Nagpore branch of the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway and for other purposes, cannot be over-estimated.

It has not been found possible, with the reduced number of our staff, during the present

season to place any one of the officers of the survey in this part of the country, with a view
to trace out the extension of the coal-bearing rocKs to the south from Chanda, if they do
so extend. It is probable that the further extension will be traced, althoimh ibe evidence

seems tolerably conclusive that there is a continuous diminution in thickness or these rocks as

they pass to the south ; and it is highly probable that they will be found not to extend much
further than they have been already traced. We know that they have entirely disappeared,

at about seventy miles in that direction, and steps will be taken at the earliest possible date

to have the intermediate country examined. Reports of the occunenoe of coal have frequently

been circulated, and recently it is stated to be in some quantity near Domagoodium:
but these reports have not as yet been confirmed.

When proceeding to the Ranigunj field, I roecially directed Mr. Pryar*8 attention to the

very high importance of inducing, if possible, the colliery proprietors to economize the

large amount of waste and dust coal which at present is allowed to^ take fire and bum
away to no useful purpose at the pita. The pecimar stacture of Indian coal renders the

proportion of this waste, produced in hewing, larger than in coal of a more homogeneone and
richer character, while the very much greater brittieness of the strings of rich jetty coal

as compared with that of the tougher laminae of eairby matter also adds to the proportion

of the letter fuel, which is lost in the waste. I urged on Mr. Fryar to induce some of the

proprietors to make trial of washing and compressing ^is waste and dust so as to form bricks

or cakes of fuel, and mentioned to him the success which had attended some experiments made
by myself, on the use of common rice water as a medium for agglutinating t^ mass. Several

trials were made and many bricks produced from washed waste, and, as I believe, good promise
of success was established. The system has not, however, as recommended itself to the
proprietors ; they believe that the expense and cost would not he repaid by the result, and
they have theremre not taken any steps to carry the trials further.

In the experiments I had myself made yean since, and in those which were made by
Mr. £War durmg the past year, no sufficient pressure was available. And in consequence,

although the rice-water appeared to act very successfully, there was much too large a quantity
of it taken up. The result of this was the comparatively open and unoompressed texture

of the bricks, and when put on the fire they smouldered away rather than burnt.

only pressare used was that of a very inferior brick machine, nor was anything like proper
attention paid to washing the dust before moulding.

I am quite confident that a very huge amount of most valuable fuel could he with
profit economized in this field, all, or almost all, of which is at present allowed entirdy to go
to waste. I do not anticipate that it will ever profitable, nxuSsir the peculiar droninuitanoeB

of Indian fields, to ad^ the suggestions thrown out by some who have never seen these fields,

of reducing all the ooal extracted to fine powder oy emshing* then wariiiiig, monkUng
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and baking into mnmetriiud blocks. But 1 am satisfied that much may be made out of
the dust and dead^mall coal, now wasted. The peculiar conditions of toe field render if

oondpubocy that all this should be brought to bank so that the only ei^penses to be incurred
are in the aoti^ manufiEusture. It would surely be more profitable to reduce a larger portion
of this waste into the state of good useful fuel than to iXlow it to take file and bum itself

to a heap of ashes.

Hr. Fryar*B attention was also given to the utilization of the small coal and dust for the
pcoduotion of coke, and with considerable success.

During the pi^ year, ^ circular was addressed to the proprietors of collieries from this
office, ur^i^ on their consideration the vast importance of maintaining proper under-ground
plans, pointing out very briefly the advantages to be derived &om such. And 1 was much
gratified to find &om the replies received from every one of the large proprietors that they not
only saw the advantages to be gai]^, but were determined to secure them. Careful plans
are now being made of most of the mines in the Banigux^ field

;
plans of the wnrkinga in the

Kurhurbaree field will be commenced as soon as the workings there commence under the East
Indian Bailway Company, and will be maintained. In the Nerbndda plans are kept. I look
upon this as a most gratifying progress for a ye^ or two. The largest coal proprietors in the
Bamg^j field have not only engaged a qumified mining surveyor, but they have ordered all

their assistants to pass an examination in the use of the surveying compass, &c,, and have
secured attention to this study by giving an increase of Rs. 60 per month to the salaries of
those

^

who miy ^s. The same Company has also given an excellent example of progress by
ordering one of their own servants, ana wno, ^ their permission only, is also examiner of
steam-ship boilers under the Government of £^ngal (^Ir. Walker), to proceed each half-year
to their works to examine carefully and report upon, in detail, the condition, work, duty,
and capabilities of eveiy one of their steam engines ; this report to be submitted previousiy
to each half-yearly meeting of the Company.

Madbas.—*In Madras Presidency, Mr. Foote was absent on medical oertificate during
the greater part of the year. He only returned late in October. The remainder of the party.
Mr. C. Oldham and Mr. King, commenced the season's work north of Ghooty, and marching
up to Kurnool, surveyed, as they passed along, a sufficient breadth of country outside of the
bound^ line of the Kuddapah rocks, to ascertain the non-existence of any outliers of those
rocks in that neighhourhood, and to obtain a good general idea of the character of that area
of metamorphic rocks. It proved to be chiefly an area of gpranitoid gneiss, with a few trap-
dykes, and some runs of fault-breccia; the prevalent directions ofrthese being west-north-west,
with variation to north-west, and east-north-east, with a variation to north-east.

From Kurnool, the Survwors passed across the hills to the east, by the Muntaval pass.
Mr. King separated from Mr. Oldham at Doopaud, from which he moved northwards, carry-
ing on his examination in connection with the survey of the previous season. Mr. Oldham
proceeded to the Kistna district to join the Superintendent.

Mr. King rejoined Mr. Oldham in the middle of February, and working first through
the Yinuconda taluq, they then pused into the Palnad, and carried their geological lines up
to the Kistna River. Parts of this country are very difficult of access, wide areas quite unin-
habited without roads and without any means of obtaining needful supplies. Much of the
grological structure is also intricate, and the district is at the some time vesy unhealthy.

temperature during the pas^ear was unusually high in April and ^y, and repeated
attacks of fever prevented tiie ofiicerB of the survey from carrying on their examination with
their usual vigour. They continued, however, at work until the beginnmg of June, when
Hr. King was compelled to proceed to station. Mr. Oldham went northwards and crossed
ttfcKistna, honing to be able to conflate a detailed survey of fke Juggiapott country. A
ptft of this only could be accomplished, for the early and heavy oreak of the monsoon
compelled him also to leave the field about the middle of June.

During the autumn Mr. Oldham delivered at the Civil Engineering College in Madras
asouiae of lectures on Geolcgy. These were attended, and with marked rognlarify, by a
laiger number of the general public than on previous occasions, while the enginemng
was also very attentive and interested in the subject.
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When 1 left ihe neighhourhood of Juggiapett early in the )rear, m already referred to,

1 had hoped that there would have been time to accompli^ a detailed survey of that sfiudl

area, taken in connexion with the adjoining country, before the dose of the season. As I
have jnat stated, the early and very severe setting in of the monsoon prevented this. I regret
fhia t!he more, from the reiterated statements which have been ma^ as to the existence of
coal in that vicinity. Mr. C. Oldham, in remtting that he was compdled to give up the

attempt to finish the work at ^at time, says— was, however, able to trace out the succession

of the beds there for a considerable distance, and I had the opportunity of examining with
somewhat more detail than we were able to do, during our visit early in toe year, the way in

which the rocks lie, and to convince myself (in entire accordance with your own condusions)

that, certainly over the part of the area which I was able to survey, in which are some of the

localities where coal bad been reported, not only does none appear, but that the occurrenoe ^
any thing like a workable seam of coal, unseen, is impossible. The rooks are singularly well

exposed and their succession very clearly seen. The general succession of rocks seen m the
Juggiapett urea is, in ascending order, quartzite slate, limestone, schistose slates, and over these

upper slates, in the hills to the south, comes ajpparently another set of quartzites.* The two
lower groups, Mr. C. Oldham is inclined to refer to the Kuddapah series of rocks ; and ihe
limestone with the slates above it to the newer Kumool group. There is apparently uncon-
formity between the two series bore, as in many other places. The Kumool rocks cover a
large area in the Palnad, and the two limestones with associated shales, are seen separated

by quartzite, (the * Paneum* quartzite of the survey) ; this is locally of considerable thickness

and forms a very well marked bod, but elsewhere it thins out^ to a couple of feet

or even disappears altogether. The lower limestone of the Palnad is apparenuy identical

with that whicn covers so very large an area near Juggiapett, although the actual continuity

of the two still remains to be traced. Much of the limestone would form a very durable and
excellent building material, and several of the beds would yield a handsome ornamental marble^
being veined in different colours, chiefly buff and pink.

Chipped stone implements were traced up to the Kistna district. On the Mnntaval
pass, one was extracted from hard solid laterite.

From Bezwara, Mr. C. Oldham visited a small area of sandstone at Tunglamoody,
about 14 miles south-soutli-east of Bezwara. These sandstones there form a rising ground or
hillock of no great extent. They are quarried for use in the a^jafwnt country, \mere many
temples have been built of them. No fossils were traceable, but from the general character

of the rocks, Mr. Oldham considers them as belonging to the same group as the plant sand-
stones further to the south, to'some of which they bear a ^eat resemblance. Further, while
marching back to Madras ftom Guntoor, he noticsed similar sandstones and some poioellanic

shales in several places near to Yinkolu,and south orthat along the road : and at Eazpoody
a considerable amount of them is exposed, chiefly a greyish and yellowish shaly san^tone.
These beds are quarried to some extent for local building purposes. The great resemblance
litbolc^caUy of these rocks (shaly sandstones, and porcelain-like shales) to those in the
neighbourhood of Sripermatoor, in the Madras district, is striking. Mr. C. Oldham thinks
aU these belong to the same series, and thus we have, at a distance of 460 miles feom where
we first found them in the: Triehinopoly district, remains of a series of deposits once continu-

ous, and the connection of which is now only indicated by the many detached areas of the
same beds, which have been traced by the survey in the South Aroot, North Arcot, Madras, and
NoUore districts.

Bombay.—The Bombay party of the survey has been during the whole year under the
charge of Mr. A. B. Wynne, Mr. Blanford being, during all the time, absent witk the
Abyssinian Field-force. The party was engaged in uie examination of Gutcb, of which area
about one-balf has been very caremlly completed. The reported occurrence of coal, said to be
in workable quantity, was one reason whicn demanded a careful investigation cf the rocks
and their relations. But the principal interest connected with the investigation of Cutch cen-
tered in the fos^s, which c^ur there in considerable abundance. Along witii otiiers, very well
preserved remains of peculiar jilants occurred, easily recognizable, and giving a veiy
faciea to the flora of these rocks. This was characterized by the predominanoe of varione
forms of Cycadeffi. These same forms of Cycadee had been found in abimdanoe in ]l^ngal»
at the opposite side of the Indian peninsula, and in many places near to Madras, far to the
south, in ihe llajmahal Hills no associated beds occur from wbidi the true geological horizon
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«r these plaBh-beoriiiff rocks could be made out, while in Madras pre8iden<y also^ although Uie

suooessioii clearly eatMlished that these rocks were not younger than the cretaoeous lonUidson

them developed, there was (equally as in ^ngal) no possibilily of fixing their lower limit in

g^olcgioal time. In Outch these plant-bearing beds, on the oontrair, were said to occur asso-

ciated ^with rocks rich in manne fossils, well preserved, and the geological^ epoch of

which was well marked and readily determinable. But although undoubt^y associated with

Ihe marine fossiliferous beds, the mode of this association was still uncertain. Captain Grant,

the origi^ describerof the province, left it doubtful; while Mr. W. Blanfbra, during a
ouEBOry visit to part of Cntch, was led to believe that the plant-bearing rooks were actually

intercalated wim the others. The facts, as resulting firom Mr. Wynne's very cmrefnl and
detailed examination, appear to be that a very few and very imperfect remains of plants do
occur in layers distinctly intercalated with the truly marine oeds^ and have probaUy been
drifted into these localities from shores adjoining the seas in which the molluBca, now found
fossilized in these beds, then existed. Bat as a whole the beds in which the well-marked
jpdliBozaimiB occur are decidedly younger than those containing the truly Jurassic Ammonitee
and other characteristic fossils

; and that they constitute an upper zone, but belon^ng to the
Jurassic period. These very important results will be iUnstrated in detail in Mr. Wynne’s
reports. •

Mr. Feddcn has been engaged with Mr. Wynne in this carefol examination of Catch,
and has more especially devoted himself to the portion of the province occupied by the

tertiary rocks.

Tory extensive and valuable collections of fossils have been made by this party of the

survey, and transmitted to the Museum.

Bubmah.—^Mr. W. Theobald, Junr., having returned from absence of leave, resumed
the examination of British Burmab towards the dose of the year. The time which elapsed
up to the end of the yowc has been too brief to admit of any great progress. The countiy
imder examination has been that portion of the Prome district which stretches between the
Eastern or Pegu Yoma and the Irrawaddi, and lies to the north of the Toung Raweng
staream. This will, when finished, comolete the whole of the Prome district east of the Irra-

waddi. I confidently hope that we shall now be able to complete the examination of all British
Burmah soon. The results at best are unsatisfactory from the absence of any good sections

;

and any attempt at classification of the rocks can only be of the largest kin£ The whole
country is too much covered to admit of any great detail.

Publications.—During the year under report, we have^ commenced the issue at stated
intervals of a new series of publications called the ** Recobds of the GeolooiCj&l Subvev of
India.” These are printed in smalle/ type and on thinner paper (for free transmission by
post) than the more detailed Memoirs, but of the same size, so that they can on completion
of a volume be bound with these. It is contemplated to issue a number eveiy Ihree months,
making four numbers or parts in the year. It was impossible, however, to commence the
issue until after several months of last year had passed, and therefore, for 1868, only three
numbers appeared. In explanation of the object with which this series has been commenced,
I may quote here from the brief Prefatoiy Notice which accompanied the first part. *Thi8 series

will contain a notice of the ciunrent work of the survey up to date ; a list of contributions to

the Museum or Library ; a list, and ocoasionalW an analysis, of such books published elsewhere,
as bear upon Indian Geology ; and, generally, of all facts illustrating the immediate object
of our researches, which may fiom time to time come to our knowledge.

The three numbers issued in 1868 have contained papers on very varied subjects

;

coal, gold, copper, foesils, and sevmtd lo^ descriptive papers, which have proved of much
interest to loow officers ; also lists of all additions to Library, &c., during the year.

1 am happy to say this new series of publications, although necessarily issued with very
few illustrations, has already attracted much interest, and I thi& will prove very useiiil.

Of the Mehoibs of thb Gbolooical Subybt of India, a very valuable part baa been
issued, containing full inport on thegedo^ of the lower parts of the Nerbudda and Taptee
Valleys by Mr. W. T. Btanford. The dday involved in the preparation of the neoesMiy
iUustrstionB for this paper caused it to appear later than I had hoped. In the same part

»

also a detailed description of the strnoture and anatomy of the very curious little frogs long
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•

known to be found in some thin papery shales near Bombay. To Ikese Professor Owen had
in 1^7 given the name of Rana pusilla. More careftil investigation, and more perfect

specimens, show t^t these strange little feogji belonged to the existing genus Oxyglonut,

Mr. Blanford’s report includes all the country lying between the parts already described

by Mr. J. G. Medlicott (see Vol. H. Memoirs Geol. Survey qf India) and the Gulf
oi Cambay, and thus completes a geological section right across tlw peninsula to the neighbour-

hood of BomWy.
This part completes Volume VI of the Memoibb of the Geological Suevbt of India.

Of the figures and descriptions of Indian fossils, included in the PalaBontologia Indies,
the second half of the description of the Cretaceous Gastropod was issued in Oi^ber. This

contained lour fasciculi, and being ready at that time, I was enabled to issue it in advance,

so as to carry the publication up to October of the present year. The dangOT of loss, the

facility of destruction or injury, and the delay in transmission, of the smaller fasciculi, rento it

preferable to issue the whole series due for a year at once, if this be ready.

The description of the Ghistroj^oda, cxincluded in these parts, was carried out to the close

with the full detail to which I speciaUy alluded in my last report.

Much progress has been made in the preparation of the needful plates for the illustraiaon

of the Bivfuves, the group which will be published next.

At the request of several local officers we have, during the year, famished brief

geological descriptions of their districts, which they needed for statistical accounts, descriptive

reports, &c., &c.

Lidbaby.—During the twelve months of 1868, we have added to our library 1,766

volumes, or parts of volumes, of books. Of this total 508 were presented or received in

exchange for the publi<!ations of the Geological Survey from Societies and other institutions.

We continue to inaintnin our catalogue of these books up to date, and in the new series

of our quarterly niihlications (Thk Bkcords) a complete list is given, in each part, of those

received during the }>m‘c<ling tlire** months. It is ho])ed that this announcement being sent

to the several Societies from whom th«» priisci^iationH have been received will suffice as an
acknowledgment, and will thus obviate the ncH’essity of separate cominunicationB.

Wc are qiiite as seriously inconvcniencinl in our Library arrangements, by the want of
sufficient s])ace, as in the Museum. The books are tiecessarily placed in double rows and o^n
far to<* crowded in their eases. This renders it impracticable to be as careful of them as
might la*, and also seriously hiterferes with facility of consultation or reference. To give fair

room for all we would require at least double t|^e number of cases and shelves we have
at command.

To this rt'port is appended as usual a ILst of the Societies and Public Institutions from
which the Geological Survey of India lias received donations or exchange of publications

during the year 1868.

In my last report I stated that the literature of Geology, Mineralogy, Paheontology, &c.,

had of late years so vastly iucrejised that it w'as impossible to maintein our library effect-

iv(‘ly from the small sum annually api)ropriated to such purposes and I am happy to he
able to slate that an increase to this sum ha.s since then l>een sanctioned.

MusErM.—Up i<) the close of the year we had not received all the series of fossils

procured during 1867 in Europe, in connection with the purchase of the Klipstein collection.

But few now remain to be received, and I hope to be in possession of all at an early date.

During the year. 1 had the advantage of the aid of Mr. Geoff. NeviU in arranppng,
preparing, and cataloguing these fossils as opportunity offered for opening and examming
them, in many cases, tlie want of space has rendered it necessary merely to open, examine,
check, and pack up again, box after box, as we have not space in which even to arrange, much
less exhibit, our collections. Three additional rooms have been given up to the museum,
and this will afford a certain amount of relief, when.we have been able to prorure cases.

During the year more than 6,000 specimens have been catalogued.

We have returned to the Central Museum, Madras, the Oretaccons Gastropoda which they
had been good enough to lend us for examination and description, and we have added to the

h
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list M complete a eerieB of duplicates of this group of fossils as our ooUectioBB could afford*
I think lo^ museums should eBpecially» and in preference to any more general illustratsoBs,
seek to render their collections specially rich and illustrative of local Natural History, and
iny ^sire hw been to place in the Madras Museum the best series of duplicates wMch could
‘TO Mected from ^e very interesting and valuable collections of Tricl^opoly fossils made
dmnng our geological examination of that district in the Madras Pretidency. With a similar
oige^ I dso sent to the Museum at Bmamundry as complete a series as our collections
WOTld^ afford of the interesting tertiary i^sils found close to tliat town, carefully named,
and with accurate references

; so that those interested might have some good data for com-
parison, if they had the oprortunity of adding to these local collections. We have also
dming the year examined and named for several persons specimens and small ooUectiona,

f^mthe officers of the survey working in Cutch, the collections have received very large
additi<nis; among which are many good specimens. The other parties of the snrv^ have
not been engaged in richly fossiliierous districts. Mr. Medlicott has brought a small series
from the Ehasia Hills, and a few have been received from Bnrmah.

Meteobites.—To the noble collection of meteorites in our Museum have been added
during 1868 specimens of the fall of Pultusk, 30th January. 1868; of Klein Menow,

OctoW, 1861 : ot Perth, 17th May, 1830; of Ornans (Douhs), 11th July,
1868; and of Lodran near Mooltan, 17th of October, 1868, being five in all. Of one
of th^ (Klein Menow) our collection contained a minute fragment l^fore, but we have
now obtained a very splendid specimen. The others are all new to our series. For the
veiT rare specimen from Perth, I am indebted to the friendly kindness of Mr. Wm. Nevill,
Ckidam^g, Surr^, firom whom also I procured the Klein Menow specimen. To my
good friend M. Jnies Marcou, Paris, I owe the specimen of Ornans, while the contribution
m that from Pultusk was among the latest communications received from the able Diret^tor
of the Imperial Mineral Cabinet at Vienna, Dr. M. Homes, since deceased. This was only
oiie among a very numerous and long-continued series of friendly eommunications, in which
1 have ever experienced the^ most hearty and graciously rendered support and co-operation^m the Austiian Geologists, and from none more warmly than from the greatly regretted
Homes.

A srnaU map is as usual ^pended, showing roughly the areas of which the geological
examination has been completed, or is now in progress, in connection with the survey.

Geol. Subvet Office ;

Caicutta, March 1869*)

TnojiAH Oldham,

• Sujidt. of Geological Survey of Jndia^ and

Director of Geological Museum, Calcutta.

Liii tf Societies and other Public Institutions, from which Puhlications have been

received in donation or exchange fur the Library of the Geological Survey of India

during the year 1868.

Loedoe.—Royal Society.

„ Royal Institution.

„ Royal Asiatic Society.

„ Geological Society.

„ Oeolopcal Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.

» Royal School of Mines.

„ Royal Society of Arts.

„ R(yal (Geographical Society.
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Ditblin.—

R

oyal Society.

„ Royal Geological Society.

Edikbuboh.—Royal Sodcty.
• Glasgow.—^Goologicai Society.

CoBNWALL.—R(^al Geological Society.

VlBBNA.—^Kala. Hof ^Oneraliea Kabiuet.

K. E. Geologiscben Rcicba-Atistalt.

Xaia. Akad. aer WusenBchaRen.
Dbebdbn.—^Natiirwisa. GeaellachaR, Isis.

Beblin.—Deutscben Geologbcben Geaellscbafb.

Bbeblau.—Scblesiecben Gosellftcbaft fiir Vaterland. Eultur..

MuMiCH.^Eon. H^eriacben Akad. der Wissensb.

Mobcow.—

S

ocidtd Impdriale dee NaturalUteB.

Sweden.—Bureau de la recherche Gdologique.

Nobwat.—

R

oyal XJuiversity of Chriatiania.

Pabib.—

C

omm, dea Anualea dea Mines.

„ Socidtd Gdologique de France.

-Dijon.—Acad, dea Sciences.

Caen.—Socidtd Linndenne de Normandie.

Belgidm.—Academic Royalc dea ScienceH» Binixellos.

Neucsatel.—Socidt^ dea Spences Natyrellda.

Ladbanne.—Socidid Vaudoise dea Sciences Naturellda.

ZuBiCH.—^Naturtbrachcnden Gesellachaft.

Tobin.—Royal Academy.
Goettingen.—Konigl. Geaellschaft Wiaaenachaften.

Gebmany.—Lcop. Caroline Acad, of Sciences.

Copenhagen.—Danish Academy.
Philadelphia.—Franklin Institute.

„ American Philosophic^ Society.

„ Academy of Natural Sciences.

Boston.—Society of Natural History.

Amherst, Mass.—Museum of Compar. Zoology.

Salem.—Essex Institute.

Washington.—Smithsonian Institute.

New Haven.—Connecticut Acad, of Arts and Sciences.

Tobonto*—Canadian Institute.

ViCTOBiA.—Geological Sur\-ey.

„ Office of Mines. *

Calcutta.—Asiatic Society of Bengal.

„ Agri-Horticultural Society.

„ Indian Annals of Medical Science.

Bombay.—Branch of Royal Asiatic Society.

RoobkEE.—Thomason CoU^. of Civil Engineering.

Govcmuients of India, Madras, Bombay, Bengd, North-Western Pro-
vinces, Chief Commrs., Dude, Central Provinces, Burmah.

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.
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While engaeed in the examination of the tertiary ( ? pleiooene) deposits of the valley of

the Nerbndda nver in 1858, Mr. W. Theobald, Junior, obtained, among other foBeils, a
few remains of Cheloxia which are of great interest as throwing light upon the then

efxistnng representatives of this reptilian order.

Mr. Theobald described these deposits at some length in a paper the tertiary

and alluvial deposits of the c^tral portion of the ^erbudda valley'* (Memoirs, Geol. Surv.,

India, Tol. II, p. 279). He ^stinguishes two groups of beds, an ^per and a lower. To
both of these a lai^ number of tlie fossils is common, but Mr. Theobald is inclined to

fhiwlr that those of the upper g^up may have been, partially at least, derived from the

denudation of ihe lower group. The beds of this lower group are more fossilifetous than

the othArs, but they can only be examined where they are exposed in tlie banks of the

Kerbudda river itself, and in those of a few of the larger tributaries. The same author also

gives a list of land and fresh-water shells found in these beds. Many of the species noted are

still met with recent, and some appear to be identical with those determined by
Prof. Ed. Forbes from the Sevalik strata (see Falconer's Paheont. Mem., Yol. I, p. 389).

Of the vertebrate fossils also, several species are common to both the Nerbudda and Sevalik

strata. Still some jieculiarities in the ilovine and Pachvderm types have been pointed out,

which seem to show that the deposits of the Nerbudda valley are younger than those of the

^valik hills. On this point it is difficult to arrive at any definite conoliision from tlie

examination of the ibssils alone. The comparatively larger number of Bovines in the

Nerbudda beds, as contrasted with the Pachyderms, the absence of Mastodons, i&e., may Ih»

due to local causes. And farther, the number of fossils as yet known from the Nerbudda is

email, while from the Sevaliks, M hicb have been examined more* in detail, we have a large

numl^r of well determined species. The only question is, whether all the fossils whitdi have

been described from the Sevaliks really belong to one series of beds only, or whether they do
not in reality represent somevrhal distinct horizons (the Nalmn seric^s, the upix>r and lower

Sevaliks, &c.) It is certain that no particular attention was paid to thcM* aivisions when
the earlier collections were made. Much is therelbre still left to be worked out, both in

the Nerbudda and in the Sub-Himalayau country.

In the present note I shall direct attention only to the Cheloninn n^mains from the

Nerbudda vallej, Mr. W. Theobald, in his report quoted alaive, rei)eafedly itafes that

Chelouian remains occur throughout the lower gniup, but that iliey are rare as comjiared

writh those of the Mammalia (see pp. 289f290, 292). Besides these remains of Chelouia I am
not aware that any other ri'piilian remains have been nu>t witli in the Nerbudda beds,

although Sanrions and others most ])robably exisb^d within iluit area, as they do now, and
as they did already during the time, aud in the an^ of the Bevulik deposits.

These Chelonian remains are refenihle to three species; one, which is sufficiently

preserved, has been idcntificKl with the rtHjent Pan^ithura toctUy and, of the three oilier

fisgments, one appemrs to belong to a recent Batagur, and tlie other two to a Trioiigx.

I shall give firrt a shorty description of these* remains, and tlieu add a few words
inspecting the conclusions resulting from this examination.

Pangahuba tecta. Belly sp., Plate 1, Pigs. 1 ,
2.

MiMfe teettmy Bell, Monog. Testiidinaruin.

„ teefay Gray, IHustrotions of Indian Zoology. 0
„ Namadicuey Theobald, 1860, Mem. Geol. Surv., India, Vol. II, p. 296.

Baagehura tectOy Gunther, 1864, Ib»i)tik*s of India, p. 33.

Mmga tecta, Falconer's Pal. Memoirs, 1868, Vol. 1, p. 388.

The diell of Femgehura tecta* has an elongated oval form. The centre of the back
is elevated, more or less distin(*t1y carinate, the sides are rather flattened and slope at an
angle of about 45^, which increase up to 60° towards both ends. The carapace is anteriorly

« I have adopted here the ohmse m the epecifiv name, Uvta, as being more in lUfordanoe with the ffeneral
sjftem of noin(>nnlatiir& althongh llell Retd that Gray had misquoted the name tecta instead of tectuwt, the roof of a
lionae, whioh was intend^ to eapreae the general form.
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about equal to, or a liUle shorter than, the sternum, and slightly emaiginated
; poeteiiorly

it is obtusely rounded, and at the marginid shields more or less distinctly serrated.
^

In the specimen figured on Plate I,—which was discovered by Mr. W. Theobald
at Moar Domar in the Nerbudda valley,—^the carapace agrees in every respect with that of
the recent species, as will^ be shown by giving the necessary details of its structure. To
&cilitate a careful comparison, 1 have also given a drawing of one-half of tihe dorsal and
ventral views of the carapace of a small specimen, procur^ living in the neighltourhood
of Calcutta. These drawings are intended to illustrate not onl^ the epidermoid but also the
osseous shields. Proper attention is seldom given to the latter m zoological works, although
in palieontological researches they are of greater importance thw the former.

°

The fossil figured is not perfect, the posterior portion of the carapace not having been
found ;

hut the rest of the shell is quite sunlciently preserved to admit of careful comparison
for specific identification. The general form of this fossil is, as already stated, exactly the
same as that of recent specimens.

E^ermoid plates.—The nuchal shield is ve^ small, narrower anteriorly than posteriorly
All the five vertebrals are ohtuselv carinated in the middle, and Idie first three Wjome
successively more and more elevated at the posterior end. The first vertebral is pentagonal
with an obtuse projecting angle in front, slightly emarginated at the sides, narrow and
truncate behind. The second vei^bral is about the same size as the first, also pentagonal
truncate* at both ends, considerably narrower posteriorly than anteriorly, laterally
at one-third of the length fwm the front edge, widest and angular. The third vertebm
is the amallest, but the highest of aU, pentagonal, truncate in front, angular at the
side.**, after which considerably produced posteriorly, becoming gradually narrower and
terminating “with an obtuse point. The fourili vertebral is bell shaped, veiy much
prolonged, joining the third with an obtuse point, then becoming gradually wider until
it roaches about three-fifths of its Icngtli, after which it narrows again, terminating with a
truncate side, about one-half of the greatest width of the shield. Of tlie vcrt^ral only
the anterior portion is preserved, showing it to be truncate in front and quiddy wideningC' riorly. The sides were probably obtusely pointed and the posterior termination truncate

er than the anterior, as in wcent specimens. In these the sides of the fi^ vertebral
are sometimes piinted, sometimes distinctly truncated. Costal or lateral plates are five all
being transversally elongated and of a more or less irregular pentagonal shape, Tlicy
entirely agree with those of living spM'imetiH, as is equally the case with toe marginal shields
wliieh arc eleven in number on either side. The serration of the posterior marginal shields
remains to be properly rocor(ied if better preserved s[>ecunenH should be discovered, for neither
is it distinctly traceable in the figure given by Dr. Murchison in Falconer’s Pal. Memoiis,

On the ventral side we have first to notice a pair of small, triangular, posteriorly pointed
guhir shields. To these follows a pair of larger, subquadrangnlar post-gulars

; toen a pair of
rather high pectorals, next to which are the abdominals, being toe largest, and then the otoer
shields of normal size. The axillaries are comparatively small, {Kisteriorly pointed, the
inguinals large anteriorly, on the external side obliquely truncate. The longitudinal ridge
w'hich connects each axillary with its corresponding inguinal is very distinct, sharp and
slightly longer than in most recent specimens. The plastrum is distinctly concave, probably
a httle more so than in male spocimeus, as usually met with about Calcutta.

^

Osseous plates.'^T^o distribution of the osseous plates, as is well known, does not agree
with that of the epidermoid shields. There is a very large nuchal plate and a very ^all
caudal, the latter not being preserved in our sfiecimen. There are ten small vertebrals, the
last (the largest) not being seen in the fossil, but the other nine perfectly agiee in their
relative proportions and in their relations to the epidermoid shield with toose of live
specimens. The costal shields are eight; the first is the broadest, with reference to the
longitudinal diameter of the carapace; aJl the others are veiy narrow. The number of
marginals is eleven on each side.

On the plastrum wc have a pair of subquodraugular gular shields, to which follows a
pair of very Iwgo p^torals, these four shields enclosing in the middle a single, suboval post-
gular ;

there is brides a pair of very large abdominals and one pair of smaller ant^.
axials and inguinnls are not separated from the pectorals and abdomimils respectively.

No portions of the internal skeleton, aa the extremities, Ac., have been found preserved.
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!nie epidermoid pktes in Pangsh, Uela, and other allied epeoies, are subjeettoa great deal

of variation, which ia espeoially considerable in the finm of the vertebral plates, occasionally

so much so that they oease to be of great specific importance. The most variable are the

first and the fifth vertebral plates. In the Indian Museum there exists a remarkably large

specimen of Pangsk, ieeta irom Cachar. Its first vertebral is pentagonal, the second quadran*

gular, third rather large, of regular form, fourth veiv huge, b^ shaped, the fifth is thi^-fifths

of tl^ length of the former, of almost equal width tnroughout, truncate in front, sub-angular

laterally, and obliquely pointed postemrly, while, as a rule, it is truncate behind (see fig. 2, p. 1).

There are twelve marginals on each side, instead of eleven, the tenth being dividedW afurrow

in continuation of the suture which separates the fifth costal from the fifth vertebral The
oaudals are very small. *

Comparing the epidermoid shields of some of the specimens of P. tecta with those of

Palish, tentoria, it is by no means easy to point out any very remarkable distinctions, but

the mtter species can be always recognised by its broa<i, depressed back, the sides of the

carapace being distinctly convex, and the general form of the shell more elongated. (See

The^ald’s Catalogue of Beptiles, etc., Jour. Asiat. Soc., Bengal, Extra No. 146, 1868, p. 14).

Giinther 8 figure of Pangsh, tentoria is by no means chc^^teristic, being almost undistin-

guishable from that of P. tecta.

The costal shields are, on the contnuy, much more constant, and they do not appear to

vary essentially in allied species and genera. In all the species of Pangehwra which I have

examined they were arranged quite identically.

Mr. Theobald proposed for the specimen here figured the new specific name “ Namadicus**
while Dr. Falconer, in an essay ali-eady written in 1844 (sec Falconer's Pal. Mom., Vol. I,

1668, p. 382), had identified another specimen found in the Sevalik strata with the recent

species. The examination of the Nerbudda specimen has strongly confirmed Dr. Falconer's

investigations ; that celebrated naturalist summing up bis results in the words, ** that we are

not justified in constituting a difierenoe where we do not find it." Judging from all the

solid parts of the carapace, it cannot, I think, be reasonably questioned that the Nerbudda
and the Sevalik fossils, as described by Dr. Falconer, are both of the same species, and identical

with recent specimens of that species. It might, of course, bo said by some naturalists that

the fossil specimens may have been, for instance, quite differently (Coloured, and this would
be Buffioient to constitute a specific ^stinction. Such hypotheses cannot, however, bo admitted

as having any value in pointing out specific distinctions of fossils.

I have no doubt that the specimen from which Dr. Falconer's description was taken
is a true Pangah. tecta, but it seems very, doubtful that it was the identical specimen figured

by Dr. Murchison on Plate 32 in Falconer’s Pal. Mem., Vol. I. I have little doubt that tliis

last one is also a Pangah. tecta, but it can scarcely be the identical specimen which Dr. Fal-

coner described. Dr. Murchison (in a note on page 382) pronounces the figured specimen to

be the original of Dr. Falconer’s description, but when writiug the explanation to the plate

some of the differences must have struck him, and here he leaves the identity of the
specimen doubtful. On page 383 Dr. Falconer says, with reference to the first vertebral,

(of the ^idermoid coat), “ the exact form is not distinctly seen, though it seems to converge
less * • *.'* In the figure two-thirds of the first vertebral are broken off, and no con-

vergence is penjpeptible. Farther, the author saj’^s, ** the outline of the fourth scute is not
distingi^liable in the fossil, and the fifth^ one is wanting.’* In Dr. Murchisoa’s figure the
fifth ^eld appears perfectlyjnreserved. With regard to the fourth vertebral scute there is an
error in I^. Murehison's i^gure. The dranghteman has in place of the outline of the
epidermal shield marked the outlines of three osseous plates, and of these he does not seem
to have given the outlines quite correctly. The fourth widermoid vertebral scute extends over
three complete osseous vertebrals and an additional one-half, or nearly that, on either end (see

iQ. I, fig. 2). It is important to jMint out this distinction, though every one, looking at

Dr. Murch^n's figure, will readuy notice that some mistake of that kind must have
occurred. For no Emye or Pangahwra possesses seven soutes in the epidermoid covering,

and if intended as a rei>re8entation of oBseons shields, the number is, as I have alrea^
stated, too small. In spite of this discrepanev and the somewhat strongly bi-tuberculatra

second vertebral sente, I can hardly think that the specimen figured by Dr. Murchison
belongs to any other species than Pangah. tecta.
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Bataottb bp., BHOKGOEA, Ghrag. PI. I, Fig. 3.

Gunther's Reptiles of India, Ray Soc., 1864 p*

One right abdominal osseous shield has been found in the conglomeratic beds near the
Tillage Omeria. This abdominal osseous shield is 108 m.m. long and 94 m.m. broad in

the region of the inguinal process. Its form, the flat surface and the outlines of the

junction of the abdominal and pr»-anal shields, of the inguinal and of the adjoining marginal

on the external side, entireljr agree with the form of the same shields of the rec^t JBatagwr

dhongoka. Further materials are, howerer, necessary to show whether this supposed identi-

fication be correct

The species occurs at present throughout India, especially in the luger rivers, and it is

found up to the present time in the Nerbudda. Judging from the size of the fossil shield,

the specimon to which it belonged must have been about one foot long ; specimens touch
larger than this are met witi^ alive now in India.

Triontx bp., conf. gangeticub, C^taer, PI. 1, Figs. 4-»5.

Gunther’s Reptiles of India, Ray Soc., 1864, p. 47.

The two framents which are referrible to the above species consist of the largest

portion of the left lower inguinal plate, and a fragment of one of the bony (sternal) processes

with broad longitudinal furrows. The rugose surface of the inguinal ]^ate entirely agrees

with that of Triongx gangeticuSy and this is the only reaimn which can at present ^
brought in support of the presumed identification of the fossil with the recent norm. The
thickness of the plate shows it to have belonged to a la^e specimen. These two fragments
wore also met wi^ in the conglomeratic bed near Omeria. Trwnyx gangetieus is found at

the present time living in most <n the large Indian rivers, especially in the Ganges and its

tributaries.

We have thus up to the present throe species of Chclonia upon record from the newer
tertiary fliiviatile deposits of the Nerbudds vallev. These all belong to forms which live in

fresh water, and so far agree with Mr. Theobald’s conclusions, derived chiefly from a con-
sideration of the shell-fauna, that there arc no traces of any estuary or orackish-water

deposits. Of these three Chclonia^ we umy accept with the highest probability the identity

of Pangnhwra tecta with the existing species, and the great similarity of the other two
to existing species is also unquestionable. The Cbelonia, probably unnotu^ by man, appear

to have changed far less in the lapse of time than the Mamm^a. The Pangahura tecta,

and probably two other species (not yet known to occur in the Sevaliks proper), have
then continued to exist unaltered, from the time o^ the Sivatherium, Mastodon, various

Elephants, Sippopotamus, Col(^sochelys and others, down to the present time. The
changes in the conditions of climate, Slc., may not have been m«at, and if the species of

reptiles survived these changes man surely would have been able te do the some, had he
existed at that early date. That he did so exist, and that he was a contemporary of the

Colossochelys, as Dr. H. Falconer sugge^ited long since, wc have nu reason to doubt, although

as yet we may not be able to adduce any direct proof of the fact.

Explanation of Plate I.

Figs. 1, la, lb
i
dorsal, ventral and front views—half the natural size—of the carapace of a
fossil specimen of Pangsh, tecta from newer tertiary conglomeratic beds near

the village Moar Domar in the Nerbudda valley.

Figs. 2 & 2a dorsal and ventral views of half the carapace of a recent specimen of the same
species ;

(natural size).

Fig. 3 .. Ventral view of a r^ht abdominal osseous shield of a species closely

allied to, or identical with, Batagur dkongoJca, Gray, from the same beds as

Fig. 1 ;
(half of natural size).

Fig. 4 ... Po^on of the sternal process of a s^ics closely allied tgi or identical with,

Trumyx gangeticus, from the same beds as the last
;

(half of natural size).

Fig. ^ . . View of a fragment of the inguinal plate of the same species as the last, and
from the same locality ; (natural sizej.



Sketch of the Mstauobphic bocks of Bbkoal, bt H. B, Medlicott, A. B., F. G. S.,

Dejfy. Supt., G^eoL Survey of India,

From the descriptions of the earliest geological obseryers in India it has been
known that laige areas are occupied hy niotamorjuiic and Bubmetamorphic rocks. It might
not appear from its publications that the Geological Survi^ had given to these formations

their £ie share of attention. But such an inference would be far from correct; coloured

maps of large districts might long since have been published, with a general description of

the lithology and of the superficial stratigraphical features ; and smeious analogies might
have been drawn with the •fundamental’ rocks of other countries ; but any such accounts

would be illusive without some definite judgment upon the structure and relations of the

several rock-groujw. The following notice is a brief abstract of observations .made by me
daring two seasons (1862>63, 1863-64) spent on these rocks, from the watershed of the penin-

sula near Jubbulpur, in an oast-north-oast direction, to Monger on the Ganges, a direct

distance of more than 400 miles. Those who luive any knowledge of the diiliculties attend-

ing the investigation of such rocks will at once understand that my explanations can be only

tentative.

The broad promontory round which the 'Ganges turns at Bajmahal is the termi-

nation of a great expanse of gneissic rocks. Here, throughout its eastern extremity, for

nearly 100 mUes, the gneiss is covered and boonded by the Rajmahal Trap, with its asso-

ciated plant bods (Jurassic), locally underlaid by other members of our Indian Stratified

Series ; and various outliers, of iiTegular shape and size, of these latter deposits, comprising
our best known coal-fields, are scattered over tlie area to the west

; but from the Rajmahm
boundary the gneiss is continuous for 400 miles to the west-south-west to when* it passes

Under the Great Deccan Trap (supra cretaceous) of the M and la plateau. From the south

extremity of the Rajmahal Trap the general boundary of the metamomhic area extends to the

south-south-west. Across the middle of the area a straight line mi^it be drawn for more
than 150 miles from north to south, continuously on crystalline rocks.

Throughout the greater portion of the northern boundary (the region to which my
observations more c8i)ecially refer), and with few exceptions wherever rock is more ex-

p^d, the gneiss is in contact with submetamorphic rocks—slates, schists and qnart.zites.

The exceptions are where, only very locally, the Lt»wer Yindhyans lap on to the gmuss, and
where the ciystallino rocks themselves exWd through and beyond the otherwistj ivgulav and
continuous run of the schists. Tliis latter case is a most iin]x>rtaiit one ; it occurs in about
the middle of the region, and is connected with an interruption of nearly 80 miles in the
run of the schists, dividing them iujo two separate areas, and introducing all the doubts
and difficulties of identification. In tne western area the suhiiietainorphics art* coiitinuo is

along the south side of the Sone valley and into tin* Nerbudda valley, and are througiioiit

the whole extent bounded on the north by the great Vindhyan range, the strata of which
rest totally uncoiiformably ujMm the schists. In the eastern area, in Debar, the slate series

appears in detached groups of hills more or less ist>laU‘d in the dcfiosits of the Gaiigetic

plain; the principal of tlicse hills are those of Rajgir, Kurrukpur, Ghiddoiir, Bheowa,
and M ah a bur. There is perhaps a presumption that the analogous rocks in the two divisions

of this great zone are closely relat<*d, but many circumstances combine to complicate the

question of identification : in the western area the rocks are principally argillaceous, and the

metamorphic products of such ; while in the east, quartzose deposits largely predominate.

Again, tnis break of continuity is coincident with the eastern extremity of ^le inuneiise

Bpread of the Vindhyan rocks, and thus, through a general analogy of composition, the pos-

sibility was at first sugg^ted (the crystalline rocks not Ixung necessarily all of one penod)
that the quartzites of Rajgir, &c., might bo altered Vindhyans. This supposition may, I
think, be quite set aside : the Lower Vindhyans near their eastern limit rest (|uite unaifected

upon the granitics; and the most pciniliar and characteristic beds of the Lower Vindhyan
series are most extensively developed in this position, yet there are no rocks among the

Bubmetamorphics of Rajgir that would even approximately represent them specifically.

There is, on the other hand, no inherent difficulty to the general equivalence of the sub-

metamqrpbic series in the two regions, in the &ct of there being much difibrence of

composition at so considerable a dii^ncG. It need hardly be stated that only the leading

relations of the rocks are to be noticed : no fossils have as yet boon disooverra in any of
them, and no detailed work has as yet been attempted.
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The BuperficiaJ relation of poeition*—a great spread of cryetaHmej BHinged jby «ab-

metamorphie rooks-^is ' already Taribasly auggeative : the rival leading questions wovild

l)e
—

^to what extent are the c^staJlines mnlUc and intrusive, thus determininff the

sent limit of the schists P or, if the orys^ines are in the main gimissic and ttLemselves

metomorphie, how far may the present limitation of fhe submetamorphie series as a fringing

deposit he an original feature P Mo satisfactorily one-sided answer can be nven : the facies

of the crystalline rooks is emphaticfdly gneissio (metamorphic) ; there is aiM ample evidence

of granitic intrusion in the rocks of both series
;

yet, owing to theoretieal scruples,

and to deficiency of data, the residual phenomena are so numerous that no aj[»prori-

mately final judgment can be put forward even as to the ihain relative sges. It is time,

however, that our difficulties should be ventilated. The lie of this great band of slaty

rocks, on the south of the' Gangetic valley, and followed np, as it is, by the next suc-

ceeding de[X)Bits of the Ymdhyan series, suggests at first sight inferehoes as to the possible

substratum of the great%lavial formation, as to the inducing conditions for the great area

of erosion or of depression, and as to possible relations to the rorics on the north phuns,
in the Himalayan region. But, whatever independent interest these large structural futures
may retain, such speculations as those mentioned ate in a great measure negatived Ihe
appearance to the north of the Vindhyans in Bundelknnd of a large area of thcmn;^
gneissic rocks; and again, in Bebar, in the small group of the Barabar hills, well to m
north of the Rajgir range, we find veiy massive gneiss of most ancient aspect

I must here briefly recall to notice some observations I made in 1856-57 in a
neighbouring part of India (published in the 2nd Yol. of our Memoirs) as bearing upon
the question l)efore us. To the north-west of the Sono valley, and separated from it by
the long eastern prolongation of the Vindhyan formation, there m the large area of crystalline

rocks of Buudelkund; it is bounded on three sides by the Viudhyans and on the fourth

by the Gangetic plains. Along the south-east border of that area there appears a strip

of semimciaiiiorphic rocks—qu^tzites, limestone* wd slaty strata, wlth^ oontemporaneoua
ap, rising from beneath the Vindhyans. I described them as the Bijawnr mrmatian.

Tlis^ire in many places seen to rest abruptly upon a flatly denuded suilaoe of the gniesa

of The bottom rocks in this position are peculiar quartzites, often compact and
^ccciatdbi^v, ijud massive cherty limestone ; but along portions of^ the boundary tbe usual
rBijawur '^lata are underlaid, with at least approximate parallelism, by very non-descript
gneissoid The demarcation bt^tw(H;n these and the true gneiss is, naturally, v^ obscure ;

and it ww^ot tluni possible to work it out ; but there are locally some intenrcalated

beds of qfm^ziie-sandstoiA that eflectually betray the stratigraphiciti affinities of these
indct<*rminliteVtrata to be towards the Byawnr^i^ks, and totally diatinot from time
gneiss, to they seem in the relation of on ancient superficial covering. We* shall aeo

tliat probable vejV^sentativcs of the Bijawur rocks occur TOth in the Sone valley and in

Beh ar ; and we may at least get a hint as to the relative ages of the gneiss of the
two areas. \ n

A large part ^tlK submetamorphie area of the Sone valley is occupied by rocks
that would weu repres^tkhe Bijawurs—^ferruginous slaty schist with quartzite, limestone,
and much contemporaneous trw. They are much more disturbed than in Bijawur; it is

even probable that they are affected by certain ip^itic intrusions. The uncertainty upon
this and upon other unsettled points regarding their relation to the main cxystalline area to
the soutli is largely owing to the presence of another older series of slaty rocks in tbe Some
area, Bij awur deposits are known to be soipewhat fioUe, but unless they are so beyond
all possible conjecture, there can be little doubt of tbe existence of this older series. In
some of the best sections, notably in that of the Bebund, i^ere is a clear transition from the
coarse fel^athic gneiss, through well luarked stages crystalline metam<^hism, into a
series of fine clay-slates, with plenty of intrusive greenstone, but m which none of the
characteristic BjJawur rocl-is can be recognised, l/^ere decided Bijawur rocks oome in
contact with the gneiss '(here is no such intimate relation between the two. Now that
maps of this ground ara available Uiere is some prospect of our, being able to unravel ' these
obscure questions.

The hil^ formed of the submetamorthic rocks in Behar i^poar generally as

precipitous riidges of quaartzite, either singly or massed together in groups^ Even ia the

• Tho UviMibono ;of Deucoon, aMidi i doubtftillj dowribed mu cutUfir of tho LoiterViadbysa Uiaeetonoi

has sinoo boca sbown by y. a^t^fV Bfjsvrur
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lattei' case th« inner Tallies are so deeply eroded that it is often diiftoalt to get a sight of
the softer rooks oontaguous with the hard qnartaite. The Kajeir group is the most
removed from the main oiystallino area; the rodcs are less alters than elsewhere; and
it presents the best chance of disoovering the normal order of succession of the strata.

It cannot, however, be said that the strata here are less disturbed than elsewhere ; although,
on the w^le, the strike of the ridges and of the rooks is very constant to north-east by eurt;,

the state of contortion could not well be aggravated short ofpresenting a spreat breooiated

iMlomeration. There are some sections in which there seem to be several hundred feet

oFquartzite in regular succession. At some points also the fine slaty schists present a veiy
wide outcrop without any adihixture of quartzite. Exwpt veiy locally at the contact of

the two there is no ap]>earance of interstradncation.
^
It will presently be seen how essential

it is to the geology of this whole region to ascertain the true order of succession of these

two bands of strata. Some of my cmleagues have considered the quartzite to be the bottom
group; the suppositi(m would alleviate some of our difficultieB,^and there are no doubt
oases in which the schist now overlies the qoartzite ; but a close examination of the ground
does not permit me to adopt this view ; 1 consider that there is here but one great band
of quartzite normally underlaid by a considerable thickness of arnllaceous strata. There is

only one spot at which these Bajgir rocks are seen in contact with others : along the whole
south-east face of the range (at least at the several points at which I crossed it) nothing is

seen immediately external to the quartzites; at about amile from the base on this side there is

one small outcrem of massive granitoid meiss. On the north-west side the schists are very
generally exposed ; and at about the mic^e they form a wide fringe of low hills, on the
outer margin of which, near Ghunsura, there is one good contact-section of the schists with

a stronj^ mass of granite. The relation is unmistakably one of intrnsion ; there are small

protrusions and ramirjniiig offshoots from the granite into the sedimentary rocks, and enclosing

angular fragments of them. The goueral effect on the schists is veiy noteworthy : there is

litue of what is usually considered as hypogene metamorphism ; the line of contact is

sharply defined, and the schists tend rather to assume a nomogeneous, trappoid aspect,

than a foliated, quartzose, granitic one ; the granite of the intrusions has lost much of its

quartz. Elsewhere to the west, at Sapineri, Putturkati near Gya, and Muhair, and in

other isolated outcrops, these re-actions are exhibited on a much larger scale ; idols and utensils

are extensively wrought from the soft serpentinous T<x;k of the converted Rcbists ; and some of

the granite dykes yimd a fine kaolin, the only considerable use made of which is to adulterate

lime.

To the south-east of the Rajgir hills the Bheowa range stands on the border of

the crystalline area ; and further south, across the narrow valley of the Sukri, rises the fine

hill-mass of Mahabur, well in amoi^ ^e ciystaUines, and overlooking all the high land

to the south. One cannot resist identi^ing the great quartzites of these ranges wi& those

of Bajgir; and at Mahabur we again find a uiick underlyii^ series of fine schists. There
are, however, considerable changes to be taken into account : au the rocks are more metamor-
ph^ than those of Bajgir; the quartzites are frequently full of small innate mica; and the

schists are fine mica-schists, gametiferous, and often with much globular felspar, but
still the very kind of metamorphic rock that one might exp^i from the slaty schists of
Biygir ; and they are very markedly distinct from any variety commonly associated with
the gneiss. Bound the base of Mahabur I did not succeed in finding a section showing
even on approximate contact with the surrounding rocks ; but on the north flank of

the Bheowa ridge there is a fair example of what the general relation of the'two series

in this mgion may be. At the north end*of the Hurkur pass there are several fine domes
of granite ; they are excellent instances of a form of rock that is of frequent occurrence
aU over the gneiss area ; a more or less &int foliation is generally tracewle in it, and

never shows any attempt to throw out dykes ; it would seem nevertheless highly probable
^fhat it is in some manner intrusive ; the partial foliation (as Mr. Scrope has maintained)
being due to traction in the viscid mass. The case before ns is about the best evidence that
oould now be given in flavor of such intrusion : one of these domes occurs dose up to the
ridge of quartzite, and the two rocks show distinct re-aotions at the contact ; the granite
has lost its usud coarse porphyritic texture ; the quartzite is more than usually charged
with mica* and has a steep underlie from the giamte ; at the lower levels trai^ of the
sdiists were observed. If the supiKMitioa that forces itself so strongly upon our judgment
be correct, that these several mU-masseB are remains of a once continuous fi^rmation of
argillaceous, succeeded by quartzose, deposits, there could be no doubt left of tho truly
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intrusive character of these sub-gneissoid granitic masses. On the same 8Up|M>sition the

features of these Behar rocks, as thus &.r described, would £til well into harmony with

generally received notions upon the process of hypogene action,—^that these sontiiem

poxtions of the formation, being contiguous to the main region of hypogene activity,

nave undergone general metamorphism ; while that portion at a distance nrom the oentie

exhibits special and partial intrusion, with a corresponding degree of metamorphism.

1 must now attempt to exhibit those rock-features of the district which can
scarcely be brought within, or which would seem anomalous in, the partial view that has
been represented. The former are encountered in the sub-metamorphic rocks, and the latter

in the gneiss, although it seems possible to bring them ifhder one explanation. At about
twenty miles to north-east by east, exactly in the run of the Bajgir range, and having the

same strike, are the small hills of Sheikhpura. They also are principaUy formed of quart-

zites in considerable thickness. Some of these could not be distingaished from those of
Bajgir; many beds are tinted red, a feature not noticed in the Raj gir rock; and on the

southern ridge there are schists distinctly intercalated with the qua^ite. But the fact

most irreconcileable with the view taken of the Bajgir series is that these Sheikhpura
quartzites are certainly bottom-rocks. Along the whole face of the ridge over thetown they are

admirably exposed in contac^t with a coarse granitoid rock of very donbtful aspect. It is

so thoroughly decomposed and so massive that one might readily fail to detect its true character.

The quartzite, too, is steeply inclined against it, tiie beds m liontact being of abnormal
texture, and in a manner amalgamated with the surface of the rotten pseudo-crystalline

rock. The section, however, at once reminded me forcibly of those I had seen eight years
previously at the base of the Bijawur series in Bundelkund.^ This conjecture made at

Sheikhpura was fully confirmed ten miles further on in the same direction, where some small

hills appear on the f^nks of the Kiul close to the railway station of Luckie serai. The
northern hill is formed of a coarse conglomerate, large and small sub-angular pieces of
quartzites (1 noticed none of crystalline rocks) in a matnx of gneissose schist ; the dip ia

60® to south. The southern hill, only about 80 yards distant, is principally formed of an
amoinihous pseudo-granitic rock ; but in it also strings of abraded detritus can bo detected.

On the south side this mass is overlaid by quartzites of precisely the same desciiption and
in the same manner os in the section at SiieiKhpura. This section at Luckieserai most
strikingly ressembles some in Bundelkund, 400 miles to westward ; and the rocks are so
peculiar that whatever else is doubtful in the Behar region, 1 am disposed to regard it as
fixed that the Ldckieserai beds are strictly geologic^ representatives of the Lower (or rather.

Infra) Bijawurs. Now, the«qiiestion is, can the.se belong to the same formation as the Rajgiis ?

There are several suppositions possible : 1 may haye mistaken the true order of the rocks of
Bajgir, but this 1 am least inclined to admit; or* the real bottom rocks may not appear
anywhere in the Bajgir sections, the junction at Ghuiisura having cut through them; or,

both may be bottom-rocks in their separate l(H;alities—how far are we at liberty to impose any
fixed orcler upon the deposits, especially as the Bijawurs, which are in a manner our
standard of conqianson, are known to be most changeable on the same apparent horizon.'

Ah if to close this last mode of escajHs or to push it to the uttermost, there occurs at Bichua,
within two miles to the north-east of Luckieserai, a considerable hill, much larger than
those just noticed, composed entirely of fine ferruginous schists, exactly like those of
Bajgir or of Muhair; it is quite isolated in the alluvium. There still remains to be
tried the supposition we found necessary in the Sonc Valley—the presence of two distinct

series, but more or less resembling each other in general metamori>nic condition. To apply
this supposition in the Behar region biings us into difficulties with the gneiss oi the
main orystalliiie area : in the Sone district the Bijawur representatives would certainly bo
the yownper of the two series there pi*e8ent ; and in Behar, too, from what has been so

far stated, we should start with the same view ; but here we find that the series which we
have independently assimilated to the Bijawurs identifies itselfmoat closely with at least one
common form of uie groat gneiss of Bengal.

TheKurrukpnr hills form the lax^est of the Behar groups. The general featnres

are very similar to those already noticed; steep ridges of quartzite rising from the low
ground on all sides. Schists occur abundantly within the range. The contortion of

the strata is excessive, just os in the Bajg'irs. Gneiss appears clo^ to the base on
the east and south sides ; and on the west ami north granitic crystallines occur within

short distances. The Ghiddour range lies to the south-west of the Kurruekpurs, between
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them and tlie Bheowa ridge; here also the general appearance is similar to that of the
other principal hill groups.

Upon these general considerations of similarity of structure, position, and to a great
extent of compomtion, one would not hesitate to suppose the rocks of all these eastern groups
to belong tothe same formation as the Raj girs &o.; it is the conflicting evidence ofthe bottom-
rocks, as already noticed, that would s^gest a d^ht—^in the best sections I have seen at
the base of the Kurruckpur and Ghiddour hills, the rocks near the great quartzites

res^ble those of Luckiescrai. Although it would still be posbible that there are two
seiies of equal magnitude, and so closely resembling, yet quite distinct, the presumable un-
likelihood of such being the ease would quite entweigb all the difficulties to their complete
identifleation ; and it is only on the supposition of me sections to which I allude proving
deceptive that 1 would venture to suppose there being any separation at all among
these rocks, further than what may exist between the groups described in Biiawur
to which I would then consider them parallel. The case I would explain is well exnibited

at tiie east end of the Ghiddour range : for some distance a low flanking ridge follows the
curve, and close to the base, of the great cliifof quartzite ; it is principally formed of a coarse
schist-conglomerate, sub-angular pieces (some are six inches across) of quartzites undistinguish-

able from those of the clifl^, even to the peculiar innate mica ; still the rock is thoroughlj
metamorpfaic, with the pebbles flrmly soldered to the matrix. The underlie of this rook here is

30^ to 60*^ westwards, thus apparentlyunderlying the rocks of the range above. At the soiith-

east angle, however, insteaa of following the rnu of the range westwards, it trends away to

south and south-east, with vciy low dips, and completely identifies itself with the siinilarly

arranged gneiss, schist and subordinate quartzite that cover so much of the low ground.
I have little doubt in identifying these rocks with those at Lnckiescrai; and it appears to

me more than doubtful that they truly underlie the Ghiddour quartzites. There is ample
evidence on record of younger, appanmtly passing under older, deposits ; and without iiivolring

the inversion of either. On the strcngtii of their much more advanced type of metamoiphism,
these gnei&sic rocks at the base of the Kurruckpur and Ghiddonr ranges have boon
considered altogether more ancient than the rocks of the hills ; hut if the suggestion now
made be confirmed, that order will have to be completely reversed.

The same conjecture (K'curred to me from an independent point of view in the

neighbourhood of Mahahur. Within about a mile of the east end of this ridge, right in the

axis of its strike, we find those associated layers of tough mica-schist, huriihkMide-schist,

gneiss, and subordinate quartzite, covering considerable areas at low undulating angles of

disturbance. 1 was quite unable to conceive how such rocks could^avc been where they arc

at the time when the great quartzites were so intensely plicated, and the schists below them
received their steady cleavage. The follktion of the Mahahur schists is cleavage-fuliaiiun

;

that of those other rocks is strictly lamination-foliation. This mechanical objection is at

least as valid as the chemical one to which it is opposed, and which would determine the

relative ages by relative metamorphism. But, indeed, theix^ is little to choose between on
4his soore here, for the Mahahur schists are often gneissosc, containing much felspar.

In connection with this question of relative ages, it is necessary to notice the
stmetare of the ranges as related to their distribution. Their isolated positions are not
simply due to denudation : it is certain that the matter removed from between them at
their present common level consisted in great part of crystalline rock. Uniform as is the
general strike of the ridges, the termination of the ranges does not present a serrated front

;

the quartzites of the outer longitudinal ridges are bent round in a sharp regular ctfrve, form-
ing a continuous ridge of equal or greater elevation at the curve, with a precipitous external

face^ and generally an equally regular converging internal underlie. This mature is more
espSiially well marked on the eastern aspect. In the larger groups there are internal

features of the same kind ; the contortion iiresenting a two-ibld i^st^ of corrugation, one
of which (the east-we^t one) greatly predominates, producing the marked longitudinal out-

line of the ranges. The cleavage and its foliation in the schists have been observed to follow

these same curves. It was partly upon this evidence in the Rajgir group-^that one can
walk from any one ridge to any other without crossing a hand of the schists which appear so

freely in the enclosed valleys—^that I inferred the supraposition of the quartzites. The
drainage of these internal valleys does not take place endways, but by narrow gaps cut

through the longitudinal ridges of quartzite. Outside the hills granitic rocks are sometimes
seen in front of those abrupt tonninations of the quartzite ranges. Thus it would seem as

if the existing masses of the suh-metamoiphic rocl» had occupied areas of locally gi-eater
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dopression at the time of the first great gwitic inTasion ; and that to this we may owe
their ultimate presorvation as hill ranges. The feature is well exhibited in Mahabur : the

of the range would strike up a reach of the Sukri, and on each side of the river there

is an elongated oval of granitoid rock, as of denuded domes. The characteristic arrangement
of the doubtfiil gneissic rocks is also better shown here than anywhere I could mention

:

they apnear as regular conceninc coatings to the granitoid masses. The area on the south
is less elevated, and the diverging dips of the covering rocks range from 5" to 20^

; on the
northern area they are much steeper as if exposed lower down on the sides of the mass they
envelope, but the regularity of the encircling ring is unbroken, and of the same description

of rock as on the south, but in thicker masses. Upon the usual evidence of regularly alter-

nating stratification of highly contrasting materials, it is not, I p^ume, to te questioned

that these are true detntal accumulations remineralized; and it might, I suppose, be
maintained on the strength of some misunderstood process of hypogene intrusive a^ion that

they may have underlaid the Bajgir formation; or it mi^^t even be said that the strati-

graphicaffeatures of the Mahabur region suggest such a relation. But from the evidence

before us, I confess to a preference for the contrary supposition : it would require that after

the great disturbance and metamorphism of the Bajgir series the wnole area was
denuded to a much greater extent than now, and that upon the^ surface thus exposed
these accumulations took place, probably of some arkose-Uke materials, very susceptible to

mineral reorganization. Such must have be#n the composition of the bottom-infra-Bijaw u rs

In this Bohar area, however, there is ample evidence of a later giuuitic invasion : in the
southern tributaries of the Sukri there are fine sections of great granite dykes traversing all

the rocks transversely. This granite is very different from that already noticed ; it is l^hly
crystalline ; in the centre of the dyke the felspar and q]prtz form a coarse graphic granite,

with associated schorl and beautifully plumose mica, llie view I have proposed would imply
a prodigious relative antiquity for the Bajgir formation.

The views that have now been presented in connection with the^ submctaraorphic
series have manifestly’^ very direct bearing upon the rocks of the great gneissic area. Suppos-
ing the coiijoc.tiirc regarding the extensive representation of the peculiar infra-Bijawurs to

be corrifct, there would bo four principal geological divisions to be discriminated and
mapped, exclusive of all later granites, &c. There would be the gneissoid granite,

which would seem to be largely present, to be distinguished from true inetamorphic gneiss.

1 slioiild despair of settling this point without the extensive application of microscopical

analysis of the rocks ;
indeed it remains to bo seen whether even this test would furnish

a criterion, whether the crystals of such a rock would not assimilate more to metamorphic than
to fully igneous pnHlucts. ' 2^. It is more than probable that associated with that granite we
should find a most ancient gneissic formation long* anterior to the metamorphifim of the

Bajgirs, and possibly equivalent to the giieiss of Bundelkund. drd. We should probably

find remnants of the Bajgirs in their gneissose form. On this point there is some inibrm-

ation at hand : far within the great crystalline area, near the Grand Trunk Road north of
Burhi, there is an inlier of typeal Mahabur (Bajgir) schists. If they always remain so

characteristic there will be no dimeulty in recognising them. Even here th^ are attended

by the encircling ring of variable quartzites, having high converging dips towards the

schists, which oc>cupy the lowest ground in the neighbourho^ on the banks of the Barrakar.

The quartzites form a narrow ridge round them, and would belong to our next division.

4ith. There would be the hypothetical infra-Bijawurs. The establishment of this series

would probably relieve our field work of some perpetually outcropping difficulties, especially

in the shape of isolated, discontinuous runs of quarizites and breccia^ But apurt from these

more characteristic beds, I could not now assign a lithological criterion for this series gen-
erally : as has been seen they even simulate granitic masses. Great irrogulari^ and disoon*

tinuity is one of their features ; although frequently presenting excessive contortion, as if when
caught between two resisting masses, they are generally comparatively little disturbed ; and
what disturbance they exhibit seems to be lar^ly determined in diie^ion by local circum-

stances, resulting in great irregularities of dip. InBundolkund, where they were first detected,

these b^s seem to have but little extension ; but in Bengal they seem to occupy large areas

:

I have observed rocks of this description in far distant locwties of the great gneissic area.

January 1869.

* An a more recent, parallel for Bach kind of deposita, I would refer to the feltipathie beds of the lower Viudhyons
as exposed in western lichur, to south-west of Kutumben.
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GsoLoay of Gwalior and vicinity, by Oh 48. A. Hacket, Esq., Geological

Survey of India.

The following observationa will be confined to the aouthern part of the county' neai

to Gwalior, included in Sheet No. 1 of the Gwalior and Central India Topographical Survey,
the northern part being covered by the alluvium, which I did uot examine very closely.

Physical features,—The southern part of the area is traversed by six ranges of hills ,

thi'ce of theae have an east and west and the other three a north-east and south-west
direction. Of the three east and west ranges, that to the south, extending from near the
town of Par ou the west, to the Sindh river on the east, is between 3 and 4G() feet above
the level of the plain to the south and presents a steiq) sitaiq) in that direction. The other
two are not so hij^h and are less continuous; the northern range, that north of Gwalior,
being ibiincd of a line of isolated hills.

Tlio three north-east and south-west ranges are the continuation of ranges extending to

the south b(>yond Sip ri. All of them present a steep scarp to the south-east, and inenne,

<tt a small angle, in the opposite direction, roughly parallel to the dip of the rocks.

Two series.—TJie rocks forming the east and west line of hills belong to an entirely

different series from those forming the north-east and south-west line ; the former being
funned of the Gwalior SerIes and the latter of the Upper Vindhvan.

(Invo/formity.—These two series arc totally luieonforniable to each other, the former
having been immensely denuded before the deposition of the latter. In fact. 1 shall show
presently that the principal physical features of the Gwalior series, viz., tlic Par scarp

and the two valleys included between the three ranges of hills, were in existence previously
to the de))ositioii of the Upper Vindhyau series.

-The narrow strip of country south of the Par scarp is occupied by the

crystalline rocks. But except on the scarp and a few hillixjks in front of it, the rocks are

mostly covered by the alluvium. This area is also traversed by numerous large quartz
veins

; some of these extend for many miles in length, and attain to a height of 2 or 300
feet above the plain. Further south, these quartz veins are more numerous, longer and some-
times upwards of 500 feet high.

Crystalline Koces.

Par scarp .—As only a small area of those rocks is exposed within our limits, my observa-
lioiiH upon them will he very brief. The greater part of the Par scarp is formed of gneiss.

Where highest, there is <mly a capping of a few feet of the Par quartzite, the lowest member
of the Gwalior series; but in most of the deep l»ays, which nave been worn out of the
scarp, and east of Deogu rli wliei'e the scarp is cut bai’k by the Sindh river, no gneiss is seen,

but the quartzite extends down to the lewd of the plain.

The gneiss in the scarp is in a very decomposed state, and a good deal covered by the

debris of the quartzites, Alc. The foliation is obscure, bnt in places it can bo traced ; the strike

appeared to lie ea8t-2()**-north.

The gm‘iss most often seen in the scarp is eoinpus<*d of red felspar, quartz, and black

mien , f»»-<i|iiently thi* niicii is entii-ely absent, and sometimes steatite is very abundant.
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Anutbor variety ul* the gueiHb uccuth at the base of the scarp, at the western end, front

Deogurh to Ijadora, and also in the hillocks near the latter place. The ditferences betweini

the two vM^letieB are strongly marked ; this second vaiiety is far less decomposed than the

former; tho hillocks by Ladcra are formed of large blocks of it, some as much as 20 feet

^•roife. Foliation cannot be U*aced, and the ieispar in it is white. Many sections of the

junction k'tweeii the two varieties are exposed in the scarp, in all of which the boundary
between the two is well defined, the particular characters of each being as strongly marked
at the junction as at some distance from it.

Quartz veins,—The strike of most of the quartz veins which traverse tlie gneiss is

north 30° to 40° east, but I have met with one or two with a strike of north 10° to 20° west.

Tliesc veins oileu run into the Par scaiq) at a height equal to the height of the scarp. Neai*

the town of Par one of these veins can be traced for some distance through the quartzite

;

on either side of tlm vein the quartzite coniaius the debris of the quartz vein.

The Gwalioe Sebies.

This series of rocks, named after the city of G wall or, which is built on it, occupies hut

a small aiva in this district ; the greatest length along the strike of the rocks being about

50 miles and breadth about 15 miles.

The series is composed of a variety of rocks consisting of quartzite, sandstone, limestone,

jasper, and contemporaneous trap. The strike of the rocks is east and west, and the dip

t')wai‘ds the north seldom at a higher angle than 3°.

I shall divide the series into two groups, viz.,

—

The Pa a Giioiip and the Mobab Gkoup

The first, the lower in the series, consists principally of a quarizite sandstone and some
'.hales ;

the second includes by tar the greater thickness of rocks ; but in this gi'oup, then*

Is Tio bed suHicicnily strongly marked or coutiiiuous along the strike to be used for ime jiur-

pose of sub-dividing the group.

Jt*ar (juartzite.—The Par quartzite rests din*ctly on the gneiss
;
and occupies the top of

the escaqmienl extending from a little west of Par east to the Sindh river.

That the quartzite was deposited upon a very irregularly (denuded surface of the gneiss

can be seen where the quariz veins {.eiietrate the scarp, as at Goojurra. Tlic gneiss on

either side of the vein had been denuded considerably below the general level, and on the

east side to a lower level than on the west.

In the scarp >>elLiiid Pur one of these quartz veins can be traced nearly a mile through

the quartzite. The vein south of the scarp runs aliout north -20°-e4i8t, and at the top

along this Hue the vein is HOiuelimcs s(*eii in thi* quartzite and at others is covered by it

For several yards, on either side of this line, the quartzite encloses large pebbles of quartz

evidently derived fruin this vein.

A few inches of the base of the quartzite is coiiglomeritic, being formed of rolled pi'bbles

alxiut the size of a pea, enclosed in a matrix of red decoinjiosed felspar; above this it

hecomes very fine in texture, of a greyish color and regularly and thinly bedded.

Thideness .
—^The thickness of the Par quartzite varies considerably. In some places,

as on the top of the scarp behind Par, there are only a few feet of it between the gneiss and
the Morar group, hut: whenever a section of the quaitzite is exported some distance north

of the scarp, a far greater thickness is seen. In the Badhano gorge, situated between three

and four miles north from the edge of the scarp, there is nearly 150 feet of the quartzites

exposed.

Shahs.-—Ai the east end, about a mile north of the main scarp, there is a second scarp,

about 100 feet high, formed of about 40 feet of given and red earthy, sHghtly micaceous
shales at base, capped by about 60 feet of quartzite. These shales do not appear to the
west, but an* overlapped by the qnarizites in that direction.

At th<* top of this group there is locally a very peculiar rock. Its greatest thickness
io not motv tliau six fivt. It is best seen near Bara. Bast ot this it is occasionally met
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with, but to tho west it is not seen in situ. Tliis peculiar bed is very irregularly denuded^

Just south of Bara Castle channels are cut through it to the depth of the bed, leaving the

rook standing in columns some feet square, and large and irregular patches of it eztena for

nearly a mile towards the south.

The following is a sketch section of this peculiar bed :

—

a - Pnr quartzite . hh ^ — Peouhar bed . r -Shalos. Ap., of Morar ^roup.

The bed presents some variety. At the point b, x it is composed of alternations of

limestone and silicious bands
;
the former Ijeing softer are more worn,^ leaving the latter

in projecting bands rouTid the columns. The silicious bands weather into a very uneven

honeycomln'd surface. Dr. Stoliczka informs me that they are formed of corals. In the

outlying patches south of Bara hb, the limestone is entirely absent, and the bed is com-

posed ol‘ a eomijact (juarlzite, often of a peculiar oolitic structure.

Small patches of this bed are seen resting on the Par quartzite eastw’ards almost as

far fw the Sindh river, but the bed is thin, and the limestone absent.

Mobar Gboitp.

The nteks of this group consist of argillde<*ous shales, finely laminated ribboned jasper

and liornstone h(‘ds, frcijueiitly exceedingly ferruginous, but in places the iron is entirely

abhont. There is also some thickness of liuiest me having the same ribboned structure, the

bands of lirnostone from i to 2 and 3 inches thick alternating with silicious hands varying

from a line to an inch in thickness. The silicious bands are often of red jasper.

Trap.—The group includes eevcnil spreads of conWmporaneous trap, one of them
of great thickness and extend:.

7%fr^c,w.— It is difficult to estimate accurately the thickness of this group, as in

parts of the section the beds have a slight roll, but I should say that it must be at least

2,()00 feet thick.

The line of junction between the rocks of this and the Tar group is marked by a slight

rise in the gionrid. seldom more than 30 feet above the top of the Par quartzite.

It is an irregular line, roughly parallel to the Par scarp. At the west end it is only

a few yards north of the scarp
;
but eastwards the distance gradually increases, until oppo-

site Deogurb, there is a distance of nearly five miles between the two.

Badhanv.—The only actual junction lietwecn the two groups seen along tlie line is

at Badhaiio. Here resting immediately on the Par quartzite are about 30 i^et of white,

reddish, and light green micaceous shales.

It is doubtful if those shales exist along the whole line ;
at all events, there can be only

a few feet of them in places ; they appear to be overlapped to the south, as the further north

the section is situated, the greater the thickness of the shales exposed. Thus, a well situate

by the side of the Bombay road, just on the top of the Ghat aud about two miles north of

the Par scarp, is sunk through tho jasper beds nearly on to the top of the Far quartzite.

In the bottom of the well, several feet of black carbonaceous sbalos are exposed, but in a

gorge extending north f^m Simiria into the Par sc^ to within a mile of the well,

uthough no actual junction sections are exposed, still there is only a foot or two of the section

just above the quartzite covered. No black shales are seen in this section, they may occupy

the foot or two covered, but even then, there must be a great reduction in the thickness m
the shales between the well and the head of tlie Simiria gorge less than a mile to the south.
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• f 7rt// hedg .—At Dharoli. the beds resting upon the Par quartzite are white clays with
bands ot various colours. In this section not only art' the blae^k shales overlapped, but some
other shales above them: thus in the Sindh river at Bijura the following section is exposed,
none of which is represented in the Dharoli section.

Jiijitru .—The Par quartzite is not seen at base

—
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block corbonaeeoufl, Blltrhtiv micacc«)us. titiely laminated, shales
ditto ditto with ailicious cnncTetinnui

red and green ehales.

ferruginouM ehalea with conerotiouH.

red and green ahalea
abslee with ellioiontt concretiona.
red finely laminated ribboned ahaloa.

ditto with eiliciouB eoncrctionn

Concretions,—The eoucretioiis occur as llatti^h round balls of flinty chert, Boriietiine:>

li inches in the shorter, and 2J- inches in the longer diameter ; the longer diameter always
being parallel to the bedding.

In the Dharoli section the clay beds pass upwards into an irregularly banded rock ; the
bands of from one-eighth to one-half an inch in thickness and formed of alteraate bands of horn-
stone and siltcious brown haematite, the hands of hornstone being most frequently the thicker
of the two. The clay beds appear to be very local in their occurrence

; for in many places, the
hornstone beds form the bottom of this group. It sffems possible that the clay ^ds are the
hornstone lieds locally decomposed. The two are very similar in strncturt?

; the hornstone is

SMU in all stages of decomposition, and the rocks somewhat higher in the section, and equally
silicious with the bornstones have certainly decomposed into a similar clay, as, for instance,
at the iron mines near Mangor and Santow, &c., where the red and yellow clays can
be traced along the strike into the uudecomposed red and yellow jaspers.

The thickness of the clay and hornsione lH*ds is about 60 Icet The seetion above them
in ascending order is as follows :

—

Kcd ribboned jat.pt'r wixh ferrugiiiouB bauds
lllbboned hornetoue
K«d ud yeUowuih, Rlightly ferruRinMua, fineW laminated, banded ahalPH
SiliciooB ribnoRed ahalea
Felbitea and shales
Contemporaiicoas trap (Chou ra trap)
Felsitee aud shales
Limestone with b.'inds of chert
Felsitca and shaloi* .... «

’

Contemporaneons trap (B e I u trap)
SiliciOQB finely laminated ribboneZ shales, inuludiug tiands of Hmostonc
Ribboned jasper and fcrniginoas shales
Contemporaneous trap (M o r a r trap)
Kibbonra jasper and ferruginous shales
IJmestODO with bands of <%eit and jasper
Ribboned jasper, with ferruginous bonds
Semi-jaspideous ribboned shales

Feet
150
50
50
40
20
7(1

'ID

50
SO
fiO

.. :iiio

600
50
70
:,o

, 100

Camretions.'-^oncTeiwnnrj structure is very common in the lower part of this section,
particularly in the jasper-beds. Some of the concretions in these beds are four feet long and
four inches thick, but the greater number are about six inches long and inches thick ; the
longer axis always parallel to the bedding. The concretions are formed of thin laminsB of r(‘d

lasper and haematite, and are mostly inregularly cracked in the interior and the cracks filled up
with quartz crystals. In some of the concretions there are irregular cavities, sometimes
4 inches long and 2i inches high, lined with quartz crystals. The best sections of these beds
can be seen in the gorges north of Simiria, where vertical cliffs of them more than
100 feet high are exposed. The beds of this part of the section are locally worked for iron.
A description of the mines will be given presently.

FeUites.^The felsites occur above and below the Choura, Bela, and Piiniar traps, as
well aa under the ouUyiii^ hillock of trap near Fasoulee. They are mostly thin and
.regularly bedded, and in this respect resemble the silicious shales, with which they alternate.

The most common variety of the felsites is a cream coloured felspathic matrix in
which are imbedded innumerable dpk coloured CTj'stels. probably of augite Another variety
cofisists of alternate irregular, tfiin light-cream, and dark-green, coloured layers, probably of
fidspar and hornblende.

^ r j
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The followin^f in an aiialysiH of one tlie felsitos by Mr. Twet‘ii :

—

Silica ••• (10 50
Alumina with a lililr iron 24'61

Lime 2'OH
Magnesia ... 1*32

Potash 9 !(•

Soila .4-51

Total 102'0K

Mr. Medlioott, who has examinod a portion of thiM area, found in the noddy Rontli of

Raipoor some spherical hollow lumps imbedded in the lelsites, which he describes as
“ volcanic (P) bombs, spherical hollow lumps of coarse trappoan matter, imbedded numerously
like great drops in one of tlic fine compact intertrappean beds a few feet over the Choura
trap flow in section south of Raipoor.**

It is difficult to arrive at any conclusion as to the origin of these beds ; but from their

association with the traps, their general appearance, and composition, it seems probable that

they are trappean ash-beds.

Limestone.—The limestones are very uncertain in the section. Of the two limestones

exposed in the Dharoli section, the lower, that Ijetween the Choura and Bela traps, is

(‘overed bj' the alluvium both in the east and west of the line of section. The upper is very

discontinuous along the strike ; at some places there is a considerable thickness of it, while in

others it is entirely absent.

Unnn'tain oeeurrence of limestone .—The b(‘st instances of the un(‘ertain occurrence of

the limestone are ai Bliandaoli, Siharo, and Dangora.

At Bliandaoli the hill is about 150 fend high, in which, in ascending order, the following

section is exposed :

—

Feet
PilioiouR Rhales .... 15

('aiearomiK HhaicK witli bandN of liracRtoiie ... 20
LiinofOotio ... ... 100
Silu'iouR jftsppT*Hhoi<>s .. 20

The beds are nearly hori/onlal ; only a few hundivd yards further to the east there is

TUI limestone in tlie section. On the west, side, under the castle, the lirnestom^ is replaced

bv oehroous clay beds, in wbieb are a few thin bands of limestone. A short, distance further

w. st, the onlv limestone in the section is in the calcareous shales at the base of the hill.
• •

Siliaro. “About a. mile (*ast of Siharo and north of Ootilla there is a hill of lime-

stone nearly detached from the main range. The hfll is about 100 feet high. On the south

S'de. on tile top, there arc nbout 70 feet of limestone; under this about 20 or 30 feet of

ealeareouH shales with bands of limestone and at base silicious shales. In the main range
not 50 yards distant there is not a trace of limestone.

Danffora .—Another iiistaneo of the uncertain (K*.currcn(?e of the limestone is ai

Pan go r a. Hitc there are about 50 feet, of limestone seen in section. It continues round
the north side of the bill, but at a short distance to north-east the limestone becomes more
earthy until it passes into the oebreous clays. East of Dangora, the limestone continues

for a short distance towards Fasoulee, but at that place none is seen in the section.

I might mention many otlier cases of the sudden disappearance of the limestone, but

I think the above sufficient. The roc.k that replaces the limestone in the section is always

the ochreous clay beds. The limestone and tlie accompanying rock.s are as nearly as

possible horizontal, so that the sudden disappearance of the former cannot be accounted for

by dip. The beds above and below the limestone being identical with those above and below

the ochreous clay beds prove that the limestones are not faulted out of sight.

Teap.

There are at least four separate spreads of trap. 1 shall name these the ** Morar trap,*'

the “ fiarai trap,” the “ Choura," and the “Bela trap;** there is also a large spread of trap

west of Puniar ;
this, I think, is a disconnected part of the Barai trap.

Besides these great spreads, several smaller patches occur, as at Kote kt Serai,

Malipoora, Singpoora, Baroori, .and Fasonlee. It is probable that some, if not all.
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ofjthese patches are parts of the four great spreads, although the connection cannot be traced,

as these parts of the section are a good deal covered by the alluvium.

Morar trap ,—The Morar trap is by far the most important from its greater thickness

and extension along the strike. A map would scait^ely convey a correct idea of its great extent

and thickness ; as to the eastwards the trap is only scon at the base of the broken northern

range and in the isolated hills dotting the Morar plain; but there can he no (hmbt, these

isolated patches, and the trap under the hills round Gwalior, form part of one great spread,

extending from Bitholi on the west to Jhaiikri on the east, a distance of about .‘10 miles.

The western end of the Morg.r trap is covered by the Kymore sandstone, and the eastern

by the alluvium. There does not appear to be any tliinning out at either end. for at Bitholi
and J hankri there is as great a thickness as anywhere along the line. About four miles west

of Bitholi, iu a gorge near Malipoora, the Kymore sandstone is removed and a considerable

thickness of trap is exposed. This is just in the line of the strike of the Morar trap and

most probably is a continuation of it.

Thickness ,—The thickness of this trap must be considerable, although it is difficult to

estimate it accurately. The breadth of the spread, at right angles to the strike, is at the

western end upwards of three miles. The rocks immediately above and below the trap dip

at an angle of 2'’, and ii‘ the trap has the same dip, it must be upwards of 500 feet thick.

But as there may be an alteration in dip betwetm the northern and smithera edges, this

estimate is possibly excessive. At all events, there are vertical sections exposed in (iwalior
fort hill, and some of the hills to the west, showing nearly 2(X) feet ol' trap, and some of

the bills on the Morar plain, as at Dhaneli, Atar.soo, ami Karwus, are nearly UVl feet

high and are formed entirely of tra]).

Barai iru'p .—The Barai trap occurs on the south side of Barai IiilJ. It extends to the

east nearly as far as Tigara, where it i.s covered by the alliiviuni, and on the west for a mile,

and is then covered bv the Kymore sandstone. There is about 6U fei*t oi‘ this trap exposed

in the Barai hill. The small patches of trap, which crop out from under the Kymore sand-

stone, south-west of Barai, are obviously parts of this spread. The reason of its occurring

in detached patches is, that the trap was largely denuded before the deposition of the

Vindhyans, and that now, the KjTnore sandstone rests sometimes on the trap and at others

on the rocks below,

Puniar .—The trap at Puniar is about IJ miles south of the southem edge of the

Barai trap, and of which, although the continuation cannot now be traced, it probably once

formed a part. The traps are of about an equal thickness, and* the l)cds above and below

them are very similar. i

Choura frAjD.—The Choura trap is about 70 feet thick, and extends continuously

from Naigaon, just east of the trunk road, to Choura. East of this, it is covered by the

alluvium, but its coutinuation can be traced some distance further (‘ast, as small hillocks of

trap are of frequent occurrence in that diiection. It is probable that the trap seen in

the stream norta of Barori is a continuation of this spread, as the limestone on the top

of it is very similar to that over the Choura trap.

Its continuation w'estwards can also be tracked, for in the nuddy south of Raipoor.
about two miles west of Naigaon, a small patch of trap is exposed, which is probably a

part of this spread.

Bela Trap,—The Bela trap is about 150 feet higher in the section than the Choura.
It is covered by the alluvium at both the east and west ends, but to the eustwaixis, there

are many outcrops of trap along this line, the farthest of which is at Kote ki Serai, about
six miles distant ; these all doubUess belong to this spread.

At the northern end of this spread, in the nuddy near the trunk road, north-west of
Bela, the trap has the wpearanoe of having broken through the strata and overflowed
the rocks to the south. For a distance of about 20 yards, the nearly horizontal shales,

upon which, immediately to the south, the trap rests, are seen in actual contact with the
vertical trap for a depth of about six £eei. East of this section the trap is covered by the
alluviuna, but to the west it is regularly interbedded with the abides.

£aipoor, -lQ the noddy near Raipoor a similar apparant case of intiusion is seen,

bat here unconnected with any overflowing ti’ap.
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The variety of trap formiD^ the different epreade ia diorite. It ie mostly largely

ci^atalliQo, the separate ciystals of hornblende and lelspar being visible to the naked* eye.

On Ike top of the Morar trap near Beipoor magnetic iron is very abundant in the

trap, but with this exception there is little variety in the trap of the different spreads.

The Yindhtan Sbbies.

Already descrl})ed.—The western part of our area is occupied by the rocks of the

Upper Yindhyan series. This formation, including that portion of it here represented, has

already been reported upon by Mr. Mallet, (Mem. Geol. Surv., India, Yol. Ylf,, l*t. 1).

Relation to Gwalior. shall therefore coniine my remarks to its relation to the

Gwalior, and, principally, to showing the extensive denudation of the latter previously to the

deposition of the former. Only the two lower groups of the Upper Yinahyans, viz.^ the

Kymore and Rewah, are here represented; they form three parallel ranges, extending

from the south in a north and south direction, but north of the Par scarp they trend to the

north-east. The most easterly range is formed of the Kymore conglomerate and sandstone

;

tlie next-a few miles to the westr-of the shalra and sandstone of the Lower Bewabs, and the
third-still farther west-of the shales and sandstone of the Upper Bewahs.

Outliers.—There are also many outliers of the Kymore group resting upon the Gwaliors

;

one of the largest of these is the Gwalior fort hill, the upper half of which is formed of the

Kymore rocks.

Unconformity .—The Kymore cross the whole of the Gwalior section, and along the line

of junction numerous sections of the unconformity of the two series are exposed.

Kymore conglomerate.—Further evidence of the unconformity is shown by the Kymore
congloTuerate, which is formed, almost entirely, where it crosses the Gwaliors, of angular

and slightly rolled pebbles of red jasiwr obviously derived from these.

Z^oom/r/.— But the most interesting sections of the junction of the two series occur

in the two gorges in^ar Doorsari at Ladera and near Bhastori. These sections not

tiiily show tlio extensive denudation of the GwaUt*rs, but also that their present physical

features, as, for instance, the Par scarp and the two parallel valleys, existed before the depo-

sition of the Viiulhyans.

The Doorsari gorge is situatc'd at the western end of the Par scai'p about a mile

beyond the western limits of the map. South of the Par scaro the Kymores rest dirctctly

on the gneiss and h^rm a scai'i) running nearly north and south. The section is at the point

of contact with the north and south scarp and the P»r east and west scarp. The two 8cari)s

are eat-li about 2(K) feet high. The Par scaqi is formed of about 150 feet of gneiss capped
by 50 feet of Par quartzite. The Kymore scari) a few hundred yards from the contact has

about the saine thickness of gneiss at base, but capped by the Kymore conglomerate and
saiulsioiie. At this ^oiiit, the conglomerate is only a few feet thick ; north of this, the top

of the gneiss falls rapidly to nearly the level of the plain, and its place in the scarp is filled by
tht! Kymore conglomerate. At the [Hiint ol* contact of the two scanis, there cannot bo less

than a hundred feet oJ* the conglomerate resting against the steep Par scarp. At the top

t>f the Par scaifi, the conglomerate is only represented by a few pebbles, but it gi-adually

thickens on the low ground to the north.

ifTk
' H'MIf;

'

"^'TuiiiiTirriihjiuair lL^'l .jl -

Jiiui'lion i>r the Vimlhvini .11x1 Pai warp‘d uvar tlonrunri it— Kaihoki saiidntouc ; Kymoro conglofncraln.
Par HonttHtonc -(iiiciH't
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The setx>nd gorge occufs a short distance east of the above. On the west side, a siiuilar

section to that just described is eiposed. The gneiss falls to nearly the level of the pliun,

and the Kymoro conglomerate increases proportionally in thickness, until, immediately
south of the Par scarp, it is nearly a hundrt^ ^t thick.

In fact, the ground between the gorges, nearly half a mile, is occupied by a large

outlier of the Kymores, at the southern end of which (about a mile from the Par scarp),

the conglomerate is only a foot or so thick, but at the noiWern, there is a hundred feet of it

abutting at base against the steep cliff of gneiss, and at the top against the edges of the
horizonia.1 Par qua^ite, which at the top of the scarp it covers.

Ladem.—The next case proving the existence of the Par searp previous to the Vindhyan
epoch is near Ladera. It is situated just south of the Par scarp, about 24 miles west of

the Doorsari gorge. Here the Kymores are seen at the level of the plain, and abutting

against the scarp of gneiss and Par quartzite. It is also seen on the top of the scarp.

gorge in the scarp, just west of the narrow spit of sandstone, is also pakially filled up
with the Kymore san^tone. The bottom and west side of the gorge are of nearly horizontal

Par quartzite, but the east side is formed of the Kymore sandstone.

Weeiern extension of Par scarp ,—There is also some evidence that the Par scarp

extended west of the Doorsari gorge, for at Sirsa, about three miles west, there is an
outcrop of tlie Par quartzite, and tne Kymore sandstone is seen at a lower level immediately

to the south of it.

Outlier of Vindhyans at Bastari.-^ki. Bastari there is a large outlier of the Kymores,
stretching nearly across the southern valley. The hill is upwards of 100 feet higli, com*
posed of massive irregularly bedded horizontal sandstone. The base of the hill is covered

by debris, so that the K^nore conglomerate is not exposed. Patches of the sandstone

rest, uncoiiformably, on the ridges of the Gwaliurs, both north and south of the valley.

On the south side many of the steep lateral gorges running into the main valley are

partially filled up with the Kymore sandstone and conglomerate. It is obvious that the

southern valley and the lateral gorges must have Ihscii worn out before the Vindhyan
epoch, as no amount of faulting could have brought the sandstone into these gorges.

S(M:tioii ucar Bastari . a—Kjmorc sandstouc, 6—Jasper beds of the Gwaliur scrios; 4;->Par soudstunr.

Small outliers.—There are many other smaller outliers of the Kymore, particularly

near Jarga and Sohnsa. They mostly occupy tlie low ground, partially filling up {gorges,

or resting uiioii the sides of the hills of the^ Gwaliors, in all cases showing tlie extensive

denudation of latter previous to the deposition of the Kymores.

The question of the ago of the Vindhyao series has already been discussed by Mr. Mallei

in his report (Mem. Geol. Surv., Indio, Yol. Yll, Pt. 1).

Gwaliors,—The unconformity of the Gwalior scries in our area to ,thc gneiss on

which they rest, as well as to the covering Yindhyansi is so great, that no conclusion can

be drawn as to Uie exact place of the Gwalior seiies m the Indian series.

Hindown .—The only other place where the Gwalior series has been identified tx> a

certainty is near Hindown, about 60 miles north-west of Gwalior. The Gwaliors them IbrTu

a ridge about ten miles long, extending in a south-west and north-east direction. Tlic beds

are tlirown nn at a high angle, seldom dipinng less than in a north-westerly direction

Only a Tew hundred feet of section is cxpfmc<l. The ridge is entirely surrouudtnl by the

alluvium, and thus isolated from the other rocks of the neighbonrhrH)d
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IJpp&r Vindhyawt.—The rocks nou-rcst to the (Iwalior ridge are the Upper VindhysnK,
the upper group of which, the Bundairs, form a high scarp ruimiiig nearly i)arallcl to the

ridge. The Bundairs are for the most part nearly horizontal, but sometimes at their north*
Wfisteiii limit dip at a high angle towards the south-east. There are two other broken ridges

ill front, north-west of the Bundair scar]), dipping at a high angle to the south-east, pro-

bably formed of the lower groups of the Up])er Vindhyans, oic., the Kewab and Kymore.
Thi* nature of the junction betyj;een the Vindhyans and the Gwaliors is oliscured by the

alluvium.

Byana hill8.--K few miles north-west of the Gwalior ridge, and roughly parallel to it,

is another line of hills extending from Byana in a south-westerly direction.

Quartzite series.^Theae hills are fonned of a scries of rocks not yet described, which
we have provisionally called the * quaiizite series/ It consists of an immense thickness of

(juaitzite sandstone, shales and conglomerate. The lowest group includes numerous spreads

of contemporaneous trap.

The quartzite series is most probably more recent than the Gwalior and older than
the Vindhyan, for the conglomerate of the middle group (Dumdum a) of the quartzite*

series (contains pebbles of ribboned jasper, &c., almost certainly derived from the Gwalior series

;

and some distance south-west of Hindown. near Kerowlic, the Upper Vindhyans rest

uneonformably upon the lowest group of the quartzite series.

Lower Jlndhyans.—Lithologically, the Lower Vindhyans of Bundlekund have some
resemblance to the Gwaliors, particularly lo the silicioiis shales of the middle mngt* of our
area, but the ribboned jaspers, so characteristic of the (Jwalior series, are entirely absent.

It is highly improbable that the Lower Vindhyans and the Gwaliors arc synchronoiis

deposits, for no uncon fortuity beyond overlap has been detwted botwi‘cn the Upper and Lower
Vmdliyans in Bundlekund, and yet the lowest member of the Upptn* Vindhyans, the Kymore
eoiiglonierate, is composed largely of pebbles of red jasper, iilinost eert-ainly derived from
< fie Gwalior aeries. Again, in the Sone valley, a considerable thickness of ribboned jasper
oi’ciirs, identical in app«>arance with the jasper of the Gwaliors, and which series it probably
there represents. The Jiower Vindhyans rest uneonformably upon these jasp<*r beds.

/y/ytffrow,—Tlie Bijawar series and the Gwalior have many points in common; hut still

the characteristic jasper beds of the latter are not re])resented in the former. Tfie relation

«»r these two series to i'ocli otlier has therefore yet to he determined.

•

LateRITE. ,

There are two patelH*8 of laterite in our aiva ; om* at Raipoor hill, of wliich it forms

the ])eak, the highest ground of the district; the swond oc<;urs on the Kymore sand.stoiie,

aliout two miles to the north-west. Both these patches an* small in extent and are about

tK) feet in tliiekiiess. The beds composing these hills are exactly similar to ea4'h other, and to

the great spreiid of laterite of Central India --purple clay with bands of brown hicmatite

at base, eap])ed l)y the hard porous rock -laterite, and no doubt, these two hills are outliers

of the Central India spread, which has been trac*<Kl as far as Sipri, about tlO miles south of

the Jtaipoor hill.

Economic Geology.

Upper Find// Mr. Mallet has already deKiTiWd the resouires of the Vindhyans

in Ills rejiort on tliem
;
in this district the sandstone, both of the Kymore and Lower Rewah,

is largely quarru*d for building stone. The new barra<*kK on the top of the Gwalior Fort

hill are built of the Kymore sandslone, quarried from the top of the hill.

/row.—The principal produet.ion of ilie Gwalior series is iron. Foroaerly. the work-

ings for iron were far more extensive than now, judging from the large excavations

be met with. The peak of Par hill is completely burrowed by the old workings and a large

portion of the hill removed. Similar extensive excavations occur at Mangor and other

places. The reason that the workings are not so extensive now as formerly is, not that the

iron is exhausted, but that the wood to smelt it is used up , all the hills for many miles round

Gwalior being almoUrti entirely bare of any tn*c or jungle, the ore has now to l)e taken a long

dist ance to the furnaee.s.
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Par Hill.—The principal iron mines are situated at Far hill, Mangor, and Santo w.
Kearlj all the workii^ are confined to the lower part of the Morar group, about 1()0 feet

above the Par quartzite. That on Par hill, not now worked, occurs in an outlier of the Morar
group, forming a peak rising to the height of about 60 feet above the level of the e^e of the
scarp. The lower part, of the peak is composed of white claj beds with very regular variously
colour^ bands. The beds of the upper part of the peak are highly ferruginous, the iron
occurring in thin laminte in the vanegated days. It is from these beds that the iron is

extracted. ^

Ma/wfor.—The Mangor.mines, about three miles north-north-east of Par bill. These
workings are confined to a narrow valley running north and south and nearly halt’ a mile
long. On the east side they are bounded by a vei-tical olifF, tlic workings extend some 2(X>

yarns west of this, but the greater part ai-e close under, or only a few feet west of the clifl’.

The richest seams are workwi by small shafts some 30 or 40 feet deep ;
but on tlie west side of

the valley iron is miarried from the sides of the low hills. The section in the shafts is very
similar to that on Par hill, and the iron occurs in similar fine lamime in the clays.

In the quarries, on the high ground, on the west side of the valley, the iron is extracted
from lieds above those on Par bill. Those beds, although greatly decomposed, resemble the
lower beds of the Morar group ; the structure is the same, and they enclose concretions simi-
lar to those which ticcnv in the Morar gmup ; but here the jasper and flint, Ac., forming the
concretions aw decom^iosed into n'd and white oehn^ous (*lays. Both east and west of this
valley, the clay beds pass into the undecomposed beds of tlu‘ Morar group.

The workings at San tow are also confined to a narrow space. The^’ are
bounded on the north by a large quart/ vein, and the principal workings are close tt) this.

The richest beds are I'eaebed by small shatli!. about 50 to Hi) feet deej), from which small
galleries are extended.

The beds from which the iron is extracted are the same os those worked at Mangor and
Par; thev are in a similar decomposed staU^, and pass both to the east and west into tin*

jasper and hornstones of the series.

Smaller mines.—‘Betwnm Mangor and Saiiiow, on the higli ground, there are seiei.il

workings, hut most of them small; then* is one phu;e, however, near the eurious old lire

marked on map, where exieusivc excavations have Ix^en nnule.

All these workings are on the same horizon as those od Pa r, M aiigor. Ae., and the
iron is extracted from .similar clay ^leds, which pass into the undecomposed jasper and
hornstone rocks in all directions.

The strata in all those mines are locally much contorted. In placoh there are vertical
narrow strips ot the urifhxromposed rocks, running through tin* clay beds in all direct ion.'s.

ITiese strips are generally from three to six tcet wide, ami btiind uj) like a wall, soiiu*tinu‘.s

ten fwt high. They are mostly formed of thin lamiinr of iron, and show shurji eonlortion'*,

even in their small breadth. They are evfii harder and more siltcious than the unalter(*d r<K-ks

on tills horizon, as if the silica from the dt'coinpused beds through which they pass had IwMm
secivted in these strips. Iron is not more abundant in the jiiwis worked than in a great pari.
(>1 the series, botli on the same horizon and in other parts of the section.

The laminae of iron are as thick and numerous in the hornstone and jasper beds a# in the
<‘lay beds derived from them. Again, in the very highest part of the section, above the
Morar tran near Kharia, the iron is quite as, if not more, abundant. The reason, that the
places worked were selected, was on account of the local decomposition and softening of the
rocks containing the iron.

Tlie miners told me that they sold the ore at the pits mouth at the rate of lietuecn
and 70 maiinds for the ru|)ee.

TAm€sto7i€.—The limestom* is quarried and burned, but not on an extensive st'ale, as the
natives appear to prefer the kunkur to be found in the alluvium just west of Gwalior.

Blaric shales.—Some small excavations were made in the black shales in the bottom of
the well by the side of the fnink road west, of Puniar, in the ho{ies of their holding to
coal, but. ot lourse, without Muce.s.s

; the shales containing only a trac^‘ of carlmnacettuif. matltu'.
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Note on the slates at Chitbli, Kumaon, by Theo. W. H. Huoues, F U. S., Gwilogioal

Survey of India.

Whilst at the hill sanatorium of Almora daring the late recess season, 1 was requested,

in a letter addressed tome in September last by Colonel Hodgson, R. the Secretaiy to
Government, North-Western Provinces, Public Works Department, to express on opinion, after

visiting the spot, as totho suitability of some slate for roofing purposes, which was known to
<iccur near a village cfUled ChitdJi, distant only a few miles from Dwara Hal, one of toe well
known camping localities between Naint T4] and Masdri.

Slate required for roofing.—The question to decide was one of importance, for, if the
slate were pronounced suitable, it was intended to use it extehsively for roofing the military

buildings that were to be constructed at tho new station of Ranikhet ; it having been estimated
by Captain Bimey, R. E., the Executive Engineer in charge of Ranikhdt, that after tailing

into considerutiou the cost of extraction and carriage, the employment of slate would be much
cheaper than the corrugated iron in general use for roofing at most of the hill stations.

The following short pap<‘r sets forth the views which 1 entertain re^purding both toe
quality of the slate and the quantity of it available. It would have been impossible, how-
ever, for me to have aiiived at a satisfactory and reliable conclusion on the first of these
points had I not received considerable and oxiurteous assistance from Captain Bimey.

Colonel Hodgson’s letter reached me on the 17th September, but I did not proceed to

Chitdli until the 9th October owing to the lateness of the rains and toe reported unheultoiness
oi' the si)ot.

Positum..—The slate <iccurK in a spur of the hills overlooking a gorge, near the mouth of

which the village of Cliit<$li is built.

In this spur an <*xperimental quarry was opened out, but when I visited it, although

cflbrts had been made to clear away the uebris that obscured the section, the extraordinary

<’ontinuanco of the rains prevcntecl the men at the quarry from working as rapidly as they
oiherwi.se would have done ; and not more than 30 to 40 feet of rocks below the surface were
exposed.

The .slat(‘8 dip at high angles ; and, as may be presumed, there are difierent bands varying
in their coinparntivi* goodness. None of tlie slatos are cleaved in a definite manner, but a
lew do exhibit this structure in an imdpieiit stage.

Before proceeding to purely ecoiuunic mattors, it may bo useful to give, for the informa-

tion of those who take soirte inter(?st in geology, a gimeralised section of the Himalayas, in

order to show roughly the horizon whi<*h the slate-|t)ck8 of Cliitoli occupy.

Geological Station..—Commencing at Kalidungi at the base of the hills, and carrying

the section beyond the British frontier through the Milam pass, the rocks occur in the follow-

ing order of succession :

—

A.—Sc‘dinicntary rocks. Priticipally sandstones, shales, and limestones. A few
carbonact'ons iK'ds occur. S<»en on tlie road from K&lfddngf to Naini Tab

B.—Metomorphic rocks. Schists, qnartzibjs; different varieties of fynciss; slates

and greenstones. S(^cm at Naini Tdl, and from thence to Munshiliri.

C.—Gneiss, with numerous granite veins. Seen between Munshiari and the

upper Boti/i rillages of Bfiriu and Milam.

D.—Sedimentary rocks,* corresponding to the older, stxjondary, and newer rocks

of European classification. Seen between Milam and the Sutlej river.

The Chitdli slate forms a horizon in the class of rocks under toe heading B,—the
same class in which the groator portion of the mineral wealth of the Himalayas is contained.

The gentwal quality of the Chitdlf slate l»eaTs favorable comparison with other Indian

specimens ; but it is below the standard of typical Welsh slate.

Quality. differs from tho latter in splitting along toe planes of lamination, instead

of the planes of cleavage. It is coarser in texture : more silicious (sandy), heavier, and

has a duller ring on being stmek. Assuming the value of typical Welsh slate as 10,

thfe general value of the ChitdU slate would not be more than 6, There are, however,

* From this band conio tlie Arnmoiutn and the (Cbfiohf pathar), which thoae who
oniM the MiowH briucr bnek with them as iiKMoeuliM of their travails and their travela.
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some slHtes.—tliORi) oocurrinpc abnut 40 feet below the slates that crop out at the top edge of

the spur above the quarry,—which are of somewhat higher value, being closer gmincd, possess-

ing very even planes of lamination and splitting into thin slabs. These slates form a dis-

tinct band, their c^our being darker than tnat of those above them.

In recommending which slates should be utilised, 1 would certainly say the lower ones

;

the upper dates being altogether coarser and containing some iron galls.

I am sorry that I possessed no means of testing the al^orbing power of the specimens

which I brought away with me irom the quarry. But Captain Birney assures me that be

has carried on experiments during the past twelve months to prove the porosity of the slate, and

that the results nave boon satislhctoiy. Captain Bimey, to further test the slate, had exposid

several slabs to the action of the weather. All, with the exception of one which had

cracked, were perfectly sound when I examined them. The cracking of one slab T look upon
as a matter of Utile moment ns atfecting the quality of the slate, for all the specimens had
been procut^d from near the siiiface ; and I believe that this cracking will not occur when
the slates are quarried from a lower depth.

Supplg.—With regard to the question of supply tliere need be no fear. If the spur

of the hill be opened out on both sides, there will be a store of slate more than ample to

inei^t all the demands of the barracks at Raniklidt. The beds have only to be followed along

their strike to yield an unlimited amount of slate.

To conclude, I consider the ChitcU slate good enough for roofing purposes. And that

slabs less than 4 of an inch in thickness and much more than a squaro foot, superficial measure-

ment, may easily be obtained.

I would recommend, should the working of the quarry be determined upon, that some
competent person should be appointed to pass the slates. Native laliourers are too indifi'ereiit

to take any interest in their work, so that no dependunce can lie placed upon them ; and they

would just as willingly waste their time in splitting bad slat*' as they would in splitting good.

Tlie omploynient of one or two skilled slab-men to supervise the other labourers and also to

work, would in the end be more mjoiiomical than trusting to the Ifs’al abilities of the (,Miiteli

villagers, as they would probably spoil through carelessness an endless number of sl.'ites.

Notk on the leap vein neab Chtcholi, Raipue Distbict, by W. T. Blanford, Ks(|.,

Assoc., Roy. School of Mines, Dep. Supdt., Geological Survey of India.

The following is the result of a brief surface examination of the locality near Chicholi

at which lead was discovered three or foui* years since by Mr. Smart of the Revenue Survey.

The spot is rather more than 70 miles west of Raipur on the road to Bhandara and Nagpur.

The ore (galena) occurs in a well marked vein, chiefly composed of quartz, which
traverses the metamor)>hic rocks. The latter are not well seen in the neighbourhood of the

vein, but in the surrounding country consist chiefly of granite or granitoid gneiss and
homblend schist passing into diorite. Heside.H quartz the vein contains pink felspar in

considerable quantities, green and purple fluorspar, and a green mineral, probably epidote.

Galena is maringly disseminated throughout the mass for some distance on each side of the

rotod, and 1 funnd slight, but utimistakeablc, indications of the presence of copper; small

quantities of the green carbonate occurring in several places.

In some parts of the outcrop there is a large quantity of peroxide of iron, sometimes
os a coating on the surface, sometimes^ irregularly mixed with quartz (** gossan*'), and
evidently resulting from the decomposition of some other mineral. This is a coininoii

occurrence at the outcrop of mineral veins, and is, I believe, usually considered a favorable

indication by miners, in copper veins at least. But the value o£ such indications depends
greatly upon local conditions. Laige mosses of peroxide of iron atid quartz, or *' gossan"
as it is termed in Cornwall* are seen just north 01 a little peak about quarter of a mile north

of the road.

The direction of the vein is N.-10®-E.—S.-10“-W. ; it forms a series of ridges, some
of which are at least 100 feet high above the surface of the ^und. I traced the vein for

about half a mile north of the high road and for at least a mile to the souGi.

Beyond the distance mentioned to the north, I could find no signs at the surface of Us
oecnirence, but I did not search far. To the south it doubtless extends beyond the spot to
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which 1 traced it, and a hill ia seen in the direction in which the vein runs, which may be

formed of the quarts.

The width of the vein, as usual, varies greatlv. Near the high road, both north and
south, it cannot be much less than 30 feet. About a quarter of a mile to the south, this

thickness gradually decreases to about six feet. At this spot the veinstone rises like a wall

above the surface of the little ridge formed of its quartzose debris, and the direction of its

dip, obscure elsewhere, is distinctly seen. It here underlays to the eastward at an angle of

about 10° from the vertical, in other words, it dips at 80°. Beyond this, to the south, the

thickness probably diminishes still further, as, for about quarter of a mile, the vein can no
longer be traced at the surface ; beyond that distance it again forms a ridge of some height.

It is simply im^ssible from the surface examination of a metallic vein, especially in a

district where no mines exist, to ascertain what its value may be below the surface. All

metallic mines are more or less speculations. Taking into consideration the large amount
of veinstone exposed, the proportion of galena seen is small, and unless the quantity of lead

ore be greater below the surface, it will not alone pay for the working. It should be observed

that the fresh unaltered appearance of the galena found renders it impossible that its paucity

is due to the greater portion having decom|x>sedi||p Sat larger masses mav occur below, and
there is also a probability of copper ore being found. The occurrence of the ores in a well

marked vein is certainly a most important circumstanoe, and I may add that it is the first

instance of a distinct metallic lode that I have seen in India.

Altogether I think it may safely be stated that there is nothing in the appearances

presented by the Chicholi lode inconsistent with the occurrence of a good vein of lead and
copper ore below the surface. There are two disadvantages in the locality : the abseniu.' of

workmen acquainted with mining and want of water, not merely as a motive power for

pumps, Ac., out for stamps and washing floors. But these are only questions of expense, and
should rich ores occur, will readily lie overcome.

At Wiirdbaiid, 16 miles cast of the Chicholi lode, two rather irregular quartz, veins occur,

fomiiiig hills of considerable si7.e. I saw no traces of ore or of fluorspar in these, huf my
search was necessarily hurried. The direction of these veins approximates tt) that of the
Chiolioli lode.

Mth March im.
Bother specimens than before accessible have been assayed, and yielded 9 oz. 19 dwfs.

6 grs. of silver to the ton of Ipad.

# Thb Waedha eivbb Coal-fields, BERii^ and Centbal Pbovinceb.

The last notice of these coal-fields was given in the Records of tlie Geological Survey
of India, Vol. II, pi. 4, p. 94. Since that time great progress has been made in the detailed

exploration of the field, and it is now possible to give a tolerably accurate estimate of the
extent of area over which the coal can be traced, and of the amount which is available, in the
vicinity of the river Wardha.

This river Wardha forms the boundary between the Central Provinces, lying to the east
of the river, and the ‘ Assigned Districts* (Berar) and the Ni7Jim*8 Territories,Tring to the
west of the river. The same Ixmiidary is continued farther to the south by the Pranhita,
as the stream is called after the junction of the Wardha and Weinganga, and still further to
the south by the Godavery, as the continuation of the same stream is called after the
junction of the Pranhita and Godavery, near Sironcha.

Previously to the recent exploration the only places whore coal hod been actually found,
were a few points exposed by the cuttings of this nver. The whole surface near the river is

HO (covered with widely extended beds of calcarenui gravels and conglomerates (P pliocene) and
thick masses of sands and clays and often of regnr, or black cotton soil, that, as a rule, very
few, and these very limited and im^Kirfi^t, sections are scon and the structure of the country
must to a large extent be imagined or built up from these small sections. Although thick
beds of coal were visible in the banks of the river, their continuance inland could not ho
traced, and even where the rocks were exposed, the denudation had been so great, and the
thickness of the covering clays, &e., was so considerable, that the outcrops of bods of such
marked character as coal and coaly shale of 40 and 50 feet in thickness were entirely

concealed. And it therefore was essentia] that actual borings should be put down. The
results of a few of the early trials were given in the notice referred to above. (Vol. II, p. 94).
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Shortly the publication ol’ that notice three additional sets of boring tools were received

Irom Europe, and were at once turned to account. And soinetunc later, a steam boring

unichine of Mather and Platt’s construction was delivered at Chanda, and preparations wore

m^c for working it. 1 shall now give briefly the principal results obtained.

The two brace headmen who had been sent out from England had both sufibred irorn

the climate. Mr. Henpel had a veiy serious attack of fever, and was for a time dangerously

ill. But he got over uiis attack, T am happy to say, and resumed his work as zealously as

l^ore. Mr. Lougridge had suffered slightly at several times from the effects of the snn;

and I regret to say, the attacl^s became more :j^uent and severe, until it was necessary that

he should be invalided and sent home at once. The advantage of his aid was lost from

fhe veiy commencement of the open season. Mr. Bateman Smyth e was appointed

(10th December) in lieu of Mr. Lon^idge, and has proved a most efficient and useful

Superintendent of the Works. Mr. W. Penn Mather, who had had veiy considerable

expeinence in boring with the steam boring machines constructed by the firm with which he

WHS connected (Mather and Platt) and who had temporarily come to India, was appointed to

take charge of the Steam Borer, and joined in the be^nning of February.

Taking up the narrative of the exploration from the time of last report published in these

Records, I will now briefly give a notice of the principal facts.

I shall not at present delay to give the full details of the sections cut through at the

various holes, but simply enumerate the localities where these have been put down and state

the results. The details will more appropriately be given with a more detailed geological

reiJort.

Up to November 1869, as already stated, only a few unsuccessful borings, in which nothing

hut thin nnworkable beds of coal had been met with, had been carried out. A deeper boring

to the east of Chanda town on the road to Moolh, and on the banks of the Jhurnut
Nnddi, was then in progress ; and this was subsequently carried down to a depth of 248 feet

At this depth the progress made with the ftoor windlass jpow'er then at command was so slow,

and the importance of determining the existence of coal elsewhere so much more pressing,

that it appeared wise to stop this boring, more especially as there was nothing definite

tending to show the probability of a change in the rocks within a short distance. The tools

were therefore moved elsewhere. The same -section is now being pwmri by the steam Wing
machine, with the additional advantage of testing the upper rocks for a eonsidonibly greati'r

thickness. The borings to the south of the town of Chanda, although it was evident thal

they had been put down altogether outside the outcrop or line when* the known coal, if* it

occur, could he traced, were not ros^imed, as it seeini*d better to reserve tiiese hn* the
monsoon, when men could find good shelter in adjoining hungalow^s at a time when it would
not he possible to remain with safety in tents. A syst(*matic examination, therefore, ol’ the

country extending northwards from the known coal locality nearGliugus was comnieneed.
and has since then been steadily carried out. One additional bore hole was put down lietwecn

the pit sunk on the coal nearChandur on the bank of the Wardha and Nokora. This was
due west of the village of Ghdgus, and was intended to supply the information wliieh

we had been prevented from obtaining in nearly the same place by the loss of the minernl
lifter in the boring there. The object of this was to prove the actual amount of variation

which the seams showed within this distance of three miles. This variation will be Wl.
seen in the accompanying details.

GhfiffCs North. GhafirdsW. of riUiurc. Nokora.
Feet. Inf Feet. Inch. Feet, liicl

Black fthalo a 0 White sandstone s 6 Black shale 1 0
Coal 9 0 coal 8 0 Coal 4 o
Dark sandy shale 8 0 Shale mixed with coal 2 U Sandy shale, with a trace of
Coal 9 0 Coal 3 0 coal 2 10
Blue shale fi a Sandy shale and coal S 0 Coal 3 «
Coal 12 0 Coal 4 0 Dork sandy shale 6 4
Coal with Iron pyrites 4 0 Coal and shale » 0 Coaly shale with coal (bad coal) .1 «
Coal 5 0 Coal 7 0 Black shale lA 10
Shale 0 6 Sandy shale 10 A fW, inicrior 4 0
Crtal 11 0 Gxtt, ffood » 0 Coal 6 0
White sandstone. Coal, inferior 2 0 Sandstone mixed with shale A 0

Coal^ KDod. 11 0 Very dark nhale ... 3 (1

Sandy shale 0 2 Dark sandy shale 2 10
Cual 10 0 Coal 21 H
White sandstone. While sandy shale 0

foal ... Vi 0
White Ksiidsiotio .. 7 8
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TheHe boringB ai% about mile IVom each other ; they ai^‘ beyond a shadow of doubt in

the same general beds and the same coals, whereas the vciy great amount of change in

the tliickness and character of the seams within this short distance is veiy evident. This
is a veiy important point as bearing on the question of the economy of working.

Proceeding northwards, two bore holes were next put down at Telwas sa, near the
river Wardha. The most southerly of these was intended to ijrove the beds below the

thick coals, and to ascertain, if possible, tlie actual thickness of rock in this Lower Bar&t ar
group. It was carried down to 192 feet, and at this depth, when a few feet more would
certainly have reached the Talchir beds below, the mmcral li^r was allowed to get jammed,
and in attempting to raise it, the steel valve box at the endVas forced off and left in the

bole, which was then abandoned. Some thin seams of very impure coal were found, as anti-

cipated, just at the base of the series, but nothing worth working.

The second boring was fixed about a mile further to the north, on the east side of the
river, and here coal was ent at 68 feet below the surface, (of which 29 were surface soil)

;

and the same series of beds asatGhdgus, again showing considerable variations, were pierced.

Altogether 41 feet of coal of varying ^ality were cut through in a total depth of 138
feet. (See Annual Report, Re(M)rds, vol. Ill, p. 1-1).

Another boring was commcnc(;d in the lands of the village of Gowarala, nearBhanduk.
This w'as commenced, under a misapprehension of the instructions given, about half a mile

from when^ it was intended to have bi^en, but was useful, inasmuch as the cutters struck

the Talchir rocks immediately under the surface clay, and thus effectually proved the

absence of coal there.

Two other borings were put down at points intermediate between the Telwassa borings

just alluded to and the pit near Ohandur. These were near the villages of Bel ora and Nilja,
botli in Berar. Both proved the continuance of tht‘ same group of beds of coal and shale,

exhibiting quite as markedly as elsewhere the great and sudden variation in its character

and sub-divisions.

It mw next desirable to prove that tlic coal found on the Chanda side of the Ward ha, and
there dipping to the west, did actually extond into the country of Berar on the west of the
Hitnie river. To the south near the \illugos of Pipalgaon and Ukni small faults affect the
ernitinuitv of the roeks, and just opposite the point at which the boring in the Telwassa
grounds had betin put down, tlio series has b^n throw'ii down to the south of a fault whicli

crosses the river. This has enabled sturie of the lujds liigher in the series of beds overlying

the coul to be here ])reserved. And they overlap the coal lieds to a greater extent than is

seen in tile adjoining and more denuded un^a. To^estthis part of the field, a bore hole

was put (low’ll, which, how’cver, w'os not sufficiently far to the west, to avoid this great ov(‘r-

hip])ing, and w’hich, therefore, only touched the extreme outcrop of the coal beds. Another
hole about a mile to the north proved veiy satisfactorily the entire (xmtinuance of the coal

beds into the country on the west of the river, or into Berar.

Tracing up the same series of beds further to the north, liorings were put down in the

hinds of Konara. This was in the lower rocks (Barakars) and proved no coal : another boring

was put down at Borgaon, also without success. Some three miles further north, a boring

was put down on the Berar side of tlie Wardha at Goari (called also Agashi), but
nothing but black coaly shales were found here.

These borings wore all in the lower rocks. Still further to the north in Chanda district

near the village of Majri, a boring w'as |rat down, first to the north of a fault which cuts

across the lieds there, with a view to proving that side, but writbout success, and then a second

iKiriug was commenced to the south of this fault, where the great overlapping of the beds

was partially avoided, and here coal was found at 75 feet from surfiice, and gave a rough
section ot^

—

Dark shah*, a little coaly 0'2

Coal 51 '.8. And having proved this thick coal, we pro-

ceeded no further. This thick bed, it must be nmieinbeved, is not all fair coal, but is split up
with many beds of very varying qualities.

A boring, still in progress, was also put down near Nan dor i, on the Chanda side of

the river to the south of tlie large area of trap which covers many square inih*s of cwmiitry

near to and around Wurrora. This thickness of tnqipean rocks effectually conceals
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erer^ine beneath them, and looking to the great irregularity with which the coal rocks are
overlapped, and the impossibility of drawing any sound conolasion either as to the place or depth
below the sur&ce at which coal might be found, tiilly justifies our puttiug the entire of tiiis area
out of calculation in estimating the extent or quantity of the coal in these Wardha river fiel^.

A boring will be put down to tlie north of uds large area of trappean rocks where the lower
beds are again visiole over a small area near Panjoorn i, a village ^)out six miles north-west of
Wurrora and probably near Wurrora itselfl But with this exception there will be little use
in testing the rocks further in that part of the field at present. It is not at all intended to

assert that the coal gronp does not extend under a considerable part of tiiis area, but if it does

BO extend, the chances of finding it are so uncertain, and the depth at which it probably occurs

so doubtful, and in any case so much greater than in adjoining areas that, for the present at

least, the coal oven, if found, could not be worked to the same advani^e or economy as

elsewhere.

A boring has also been put down in the Berar country well into the centre of the field

and some six milra in a right line from the river Ward ha. This was at a place called Kaj ur,

which is near Naith or Ndt, and about ten miles to the north-west of Wiin town. This was
biniply intended to test the continuance of the coal under the upper rocks, which cover the
whole surface there. Up to the latest reports, 15 feet of coal had been cut into there, quite

sufficient to show satisfa^rily that the rocks continue.

Two or three more boring will now prove the whole of this northern part of the field

with perfect sufficiency, and with detail quite ample as a basis for commencing the a(;tua]

work of raising coal.

To the south of Chanda, the sections at Bal^ur, where good coal is visible at the water
level in the river Ward ha, in the territories of His Highness the Nizam or on the we.sf side

of the river, have been examined. It was concluded from this examination tliat there was not
much prospect of finding this coal extending into the Chanda district, as it had in all

probability been vciy largely denuded or washed awa}' and its place now filled in with beds

of great thickness of alluvial clay and sand, Slc. Still borings were put down to tost the

fact, and the rocks were proved at both sides of a marked fiiult which crosses the suction from
north-west to south-east, the rocks being down-thrown on the east, but to what extent it

was not possible to calculate from the limited exposure visible. These borings proved the

existence of a few thin beds of coal, 1 foot to feet, but nothing worth working.* The full

examination of the northern part of the field had then become so much more urgent that

the tools were removed there.
^

All the country south of Balarpi^ still remains to be examined. Theiv is a certainty

of coal occurring in the Nizam's territories in the area between the Pemgungaand the

Ward ha, and a few borings are there required to test the thickness and qiitility of thib itoal.

The area stretching from north to south throughout the district of Chanda from east of

Wurrora to Bhanduk and Chanda, and southwards by Balarpur to the Wardha
near Kirmirri, is all composed of rocks which belong to series above the coal. It is there-

fore possible that coal may be tbund to extend under these rocks and so cover a large area.

But there is not a trace of tliese lower coal bearing rocks visihle anywhere along the

excepting dose to Chanda town. And as the covering rocks dip sharply to the east all along

here a short distance only in that direction would throw the coal so deep below the surfai't^

that it could not be profitably worked in competition with the more accessible anil more
favorably placed coal elsewhere. This ai'ea ought to he tested by a series of well sderied ^
borings at long intervals, and if coal ho proved, as I fnlly anticipate it will lie near Uy

Chanda, the indications should be followed up carefully. There is no surface evidence what-

ever to guide the observer excepting there. I have already mentioned why the borings

at Chandra had been deferred until the monsoon weather. But when they are commenced,
it will be needful to exercise a little more geological skill than had been shown heforo, for

the holes which were bored were altogether outsit or below the horizon of the thick coal

which it was sought to prove

!

No other group of beds containing coal in a workable thickness has been trailed in the

field, and none other probably exists. It has been shown that this group of thick beds of

shale and coal maintains a constant horizon in the general series, that it is largely and
irregularly overlapped by the beds which succeed it, and that with a great amount of variation

* ft is HtAted (Supp. Gaz fndia, .Ian. 1R, 1R70, p. .10,) that Tertof wn] were proviiil at a depth nr 120 feet

from Hitrface, within half n mile nf B.'\iarpar ! ! None of the records of the borionfe bear oat thin aHserliun.
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there is still a constancy and continuance of tlie beds, which is satisfac-tory. In the
former report I gave the results of assays of the coals raised from each succeraive foot in
the boring at Ghugus ; and 1 showed also what an admirable generad index to the value
of the coals such assays were, I have had the same done for the coals cut through at
Telwassa, and I now give the results of these assays * It will be seen that the composition
of the coal raised here is very similar to that aiGhugds, and that, as a whole, the coals are of
very second rate quality. As shown by assay (lieoords. Geological Survey, India, vol. II,
pt, 4, p. 99), the uppermost seam at Ghtigiis was good bright coal. And so it provec' on
cutting into it in the pit sunk not far olf. But like all the bright clean coaJs of this lower
group, it also turned out very brittle and fi-agile, so that it would bear carriage badly.f

• Assays of Coal fhom the Chanda Distbiotb.

From No. 1 Seam passed through at No. 2 Bore hole, Telwassa.

Nos. Carbon. Volatile. Ash. Nos. Carbon. Volatile. Ash.

1 30-9 2t)*8 39*3 18 44*4 34*6 21*0
2

] 42*6 32*3 25*2
19 48*9 30*6 20*r>

3 S 20 49*4 30*4 20*2
4 41*6 32*8 25*6 21 60*3 33*4 16*3

5 34*2 32*3 33*5 22 44*0 31*8 24*2
35*1 26 7 38 2 23 50*4 31*8 17*8

7 86*9 26 7 36*4 24 50*2 33*0 16*8
8 33*0 25*4 41‘6

'

25 467 32*6
i

20*7

9 42*1. 31*6 26*0 26 51*4 80*6 18*0
10 39*1 20*4 31*5 27 51*3 30*6 18*1

11 43 9 32*3 23*8
j

28 51-2 32*2
,

16*6

12 4f{‘2 33* i 20*1 29 63*0 30*4 16*6
12 45* t 33-8 '2(1-8 30 52-.S 33*4 14*3

14 43*8 31*2
1

22-0 31 52*0
1

32*0 16*0

35
,

45-9 36*0
1

18*1 32 482 30*2 21*6

Hi 41*9 34*0
j

24*1 33
i

4;V8 27*4 28*8

17 37*1 32*2 !

^
1

30*7 34 501 30*6
!

19*3

From No. 2 Seam panned fhrovgk at No. 2 Bore hole, Telwassa

Nos Carbon. Volatile. Ash.
]

Nms Carbon. Volatile. Ash.

1 46*3 31*5 19*2
i

6 44*2 33*5 22*3

2 51*2 32*5 16*3
!

6 43*2
1

29*8
:

' 27*0

3 4:j*3 29*0 27*7 1 43*4
j

31*4 25*2

4 . .
i

49*3 34*0 16*7
i

« 47*3 1

1

28*6 1 241
1

.

* ---

All Imm HlnillarlY to the hatch sent last .September, » r, \»fforoiiHly at tlrnl, hut alter the cxpnlaiou of the

volatile matter ouly slowly down t 4 i the ash The anh of all the soroplt'^ jwhielUiaa been |)reserved) is very similar,

2.1 grains mined of iJos 32, 33 and 3t on being treated with sulphune acid, hydroehlorie aeid, and carbonate of soda

KU, on
the samples some small fragments of a ni'ieb superitn- coal may be penoived

From No. 2A, which appeared to contain some of the largest of thcKO, I picked out Bulflcient to make a separate

psaminalion. This gave the following result

Oarbon
Volatile

Asli

(121

n

'to

100 0

(Signed)

i Ihib briilU' nl lonld Im* u»kcd .miU .idxant.ige

Febiuuty ‘i9th, 1S7U
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The coftls below that were verv inferior, and much that has subsequently bi^on furnished from

the Hinking at Uiis pit for the use of the steam borinfip machine is scarcoly woriby of

the name of coal at all. with difficulty keeping up the fire, and not giving steam at all

in sufficient quantity. The present assays show that this is the character of much of the

Telwassa coal also. One thing is auite certain that, as pointed out long since, any estimate

of value based on the duty obtained from carefully selected coal from these will certainly

give a false idea of the average value of the whole ; while in any ordinary' mode of mining,

the iirej^ularity of these bettor lieda, and the certainty that they will not continue for any
great distance on the same horizon, will seriously interfere with the economic working of

seams of such thickness as thcase we have shown to occur.

It remains to consider what is the amount of coal which may be considered fairly and
economically accessible in these Wardha river coal-fields so far os examined, that is, in other

words, in the country lying between the Wardha and Perngunga rivers in the south and
tlie general outline of the trappean rocks which cover everything on the north. If we
take this estimate in two distinct portions, as referring to the oast and to the west side of

the river Ward ha, we can then combine the two to get the general results. In Wtin
district, to the w'cst of the Ward ha, there may be estimated to be about 70 square miles of

country under which the thick coal may fairly be presumed to extend, and will probably be

found nowhere at a greater depth than 120 yards below surface. Now, from this wcMnust
deduct a fair proportion for ground cut up by faults and disturbances, and so not likely to

yield very profitable return from the working of the coal. If for this wc deduct, say, one-

third of the area, we will have 4*5 square miles yielding coal. The average thickness of

coal established by the numerous trials may be taken as nearly 40 feet, that is, of coal,

coaly shale and Is^ds of varying character taken as a whole. As I have shown, a very large

deduction from this must be m^e, and I believe that an admission of 2<> ieet would be not

only a maximum tliicknws of workable coal, hut Iw even too high a figure. Bui taking

this as 20 feet of workable coal over 40 square miles, and assuming ()(MMK)0 tons as a fair

amount of coal obtained from the square mile per foot in thickness, w'e Iiave

600,000 X 40 X 20= 480 millions of tons of coal, of such quality as it is, available in East
Bcrar at depths lielow the surface not exceeding say CO fathoms.

Passing into Chanda we have equally an area of about one and half square miles iicjir

Ghilgus, (making the same allowance for disturbed ground as Iwfoie), and an area of about

five square miles in the north of the field. And as tlie beds (»f coal are jirocisely tlie same,

wc take here the same estimate of thickness, viz., 20 feet of ^j’orkablc ciial. And jmH-ced-

ing on the same data, we will have, therefore, in Chanda, r»(X),(K»0 x ()*5 x 20- 78 millions

of Ions. This latter result fully bears *crat what was slatted mcaiths hince, that there was

a very much larger amount of coal available in the ‘Assigned Districts’ than in

Chanda, in tlie vicinity of the Wardlia.

We certainly ought not to estimate more that one-half of these quantities of ffood

coal.

While engaged in the practical exploration of these coal-ficdds, I had frequent applica-

tions from the Engineers employed in making trial sections and estimates for a proiiosed

line of railway for information as to the position, quantity, and quality of the coal, and

as to tlie general question, which would b? the line best a(Lipled fr) meet the requiivincnls

of tlie K(i as to facilitate the transport of this coni to the existing lines of^railway

to the north and southwards to the Gvidavery. It was also asked that the opening up

of the cotton country should be home in mind. Every inlbnnation was readily alibrded

from time to time as new facts were ascertained.

But this necessarily led to the consideration and discussion of the best dirt?ctioii^ in

.
which to carry a line of railway with tlicse avowed objects. The intended point of junction

^witli the Ikiinbav and Nagpur line was stated to be the Ward ha station, and it was at first

assumed that the line go to Chanda or throngh the Chanda district. Long since I

pointed out that it required hut a very trifling acquainfence with the coimtiy to show that by

much a larger area of coal existed in Berar than in Chanda, and that it was simply

misleading o)jiiiioii to speak of this eoal-field as the Chanda coal-field. I also had occasion to

show that the pit wliich was being sunk to the coal near Ghfigils was quite unnecessary if it

ui-re iMih iiitemled a means of trial of the coal, and thiit if intended as a means of working
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the coal afterwards, it was injudiciously placed, and must be for years to come superseded
by others more conyeniently located. Such general considerations, however, based on a view of
the field at large were of little avail, as compared with * practical* views, and the work was
hastily pushed on. It is to bo hopc(i that the fact, that the Geological Survey have since then
pointed out tlio exact localities for borings and have thus proved the existence of coal wdthin a
few feet of the surface, where, they were told, ‘ such trials were only foolish blunders,’ evincing
an ‘ uttiT ignorance of the teachings of Mining,* and were ‘at places where it was impossible

that coal could exist,’ will be a warning to future encpiirers in their researches, and that they
will at least try to make themselves acquainted with the geological structure of the area they
are about to examine befoi-e they trust to preconceived notions or pennit themselves to be
swayed in their investigation of l^ts by personal wishes or local tendencies.

The facts stated above are suificieni to show that if the object of a proposed line of
railway lie to aettommodate the largest amount of nml traffic, there cannot be a shadow of
doubt that that line of raihvay should go right into the middle of the Wun district.

The consideration next in importance to the establishment of a free communication with
the coal-fields was stated to bo ‘ the opening out of the 11 ingunghat cotton country.'

But what is tlio H i n gu ngliat cotton (iountry ? By much the larger portion of the cotton,

which now finds its market at llingunghat^ and all of which is ship]^ or sent away as

iliugunghat cotton, is not grown in the immediate vicinity of llingunghat, but is brought
from very considerable (Usianees. Previously to the opening of the Nagjnir branch of the
Great Indian IVninsnlar Ibiilway, a large share of its supplies was drawn from the country to

th(* north and iiorlh-west of the place, and much excelloiit cotton was brought to llingunghat,
even From Arw ee, 50 miles to the north-west, and from the districts in that direction. All this

cotton now finds its natural outlet at the nearer mirla of Wardha and other places on the
lim» of railway, and scarcely a load, as might have been aulieijiated, crosses this new line of
comimniicatioi) to reach' llingunghat on the south. The country lying hotwceii llingunghat
.md AVurdha must also naturally seek the nearest inarkots for its produce. For the Jlinguu-
ghat market, th<*rofore, the supplies must now be derived from the south, south-east,

and s^)uth-wost. But to tlic soutn-cast, and partly to the south, on the east of the river

V\':n’dhu, with the (’xceptitiii of a small area near to the town, the country'' is almost an
unbroken jungle for hundreds of square miles. The so-called ‘ southern road,’ although it

passes very near to the large towns of W urrora and Bhandnk, scarcely touches oven isolated

patches of cultivation for its entire length from near llingunghat to near Chanda, and
again south and south-east of Chanda it sweeps for mile after mile through dense jungle.

This belt of forest jungle is in placi's 30 to 4^1 i^iles wide from east to west, and not
only does this immense area not yield any cotton at tbe present, but it is of such a nature

that no reasonable liojie of its ever jiroduciiig cotton profitably can be entertained. The
Miriace deposits are derived Iroiii the decomposition of coarse ferruginous sandstones and
other siiicious nicks, which yield a dry thirsty sand^' soil, in which the cotton ]>lants can-

not fioiirish. Between this immense range of forests, yielding little but mere jungle produce,

and the Wardha river there is a belt of open gi*ouud varying in width from two to ten miles,

over which are spread tliick deposits of alluvial clay and 'occasional]ji regur in which a
lair amount of cotton is growui. But, as shown, this area is very limited, and the amount
of produce must be t»qiially so. On tlie other baud, to tlie west of the Wardha, tlie country

is open and cultivated, and produces largely of cotton over an ai-ea very many times the

extent of tlie jiossihle cotton yielding country of Chanda. And besides this laige^ area in

Berar itself, immediately adjoining to it on the south, is the rich and well known district of

Bdlabad in His Highness the Nizam’s territories, from wdiich, even at pi*e8eut, with all tlie

difficulties of long land carriage (at least (K) miles to llingunghat) and heavy rivers to

cross, hy much the most valuable portion of the * Hingunghat cotton’ is obtained. I was led

to these considerations myself while engaged in the cureful examination of the country (and

lew persons, if any, see the country wiUi the same detail that geologists do), but I have also^
bei*n confirmed in this view by those actually engaged in the cotton trade, and who, therefore,

were personally able to ascertain tlie facta. Mr. F. Curwen, agent for Warwick and Company,
by far the largest dealers in Hingunghat cotton, stated to me on enquiry that he hud given

particular attention to this important question of where the cotton which came to that

market was grown, and had ascertained that taking the ordinary unniud sales at Hingunghat
as about 3O.<l0O bales, not more tliaii out of that ({uautity were the produce of laud
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near the town, and to the aonth and aonth-east of it on the left aide of the Waxdba river

;

b}' far the lai^g^eat portion and the best quality eominfi^ from the Nizam’a territoriea (fidlabad,

^c.,) and from Baat Berar.*W, therefore, if the object be to open out this valuable cotton yielding country

railway, that railway must be carried through Eaat Berar and to the west

of the Wardha.

iet p^ent the route commonly taken by the carts brining cotton to Hingunghat is

thnoogli Wiin, orosaing the Wardha river to the south-west ot Wurrora, and passing through

that town to Hingunghat« In this way it is ‘that strings of cotton caiia may be seen

maUng their way Hingunghat,’ but a very small portion indeed of their loads is derived

from Wurrora or Chanda, or any place on the east of the river.

These facts also account for the small and *not increasing* cotton trade at Wurrora,
Avhich is too near to the larger and more important mart of Hingunghat and too far from

the main source of the raw cotton to absorb mucli of the trade. There can be no doubt that

if once railw^ communicarioii be opened np into the Wdn and Edlabad country, new marts

and presses mr cotton will rapidly spring up in more immediate proximity to the places of

growth of the crop, where the risks of injury from exposure on open carts and from delays

in bringing to sale will be reduced to a minimum. And in this point of view, it may be

well deserving of consideration whether the necessarily reduced trade of Hingunghat will

then repay the cost of construction of a branch line of railway.

Other special objects to he gained by the construction of a branch line of railway were

stated to be the utilization of the timber forest of Aheree and the connection of the Goda-
very navigation with Central India. To accomplish either of these objects, it is essential

that the proposed line should he carried as far to the south as the bottom of the third barrier

on the Godavery river, or to the town of Mogdli, or rather Talye or l^alawye, on the

west, or of Dewalmurri on the east of the Pranhita. To accomplish this, it was proposed

to cariy on the line, which it was assumed would go to Chanda town, to Kirmirri, whet'e

a sound rockyt foundation for a bridge would be obtained, and crossing the Pranhita
there to proc^ to Siogdli* on the opposite or west bank of the river. How the timber of

Aheree which lies away from the river on the east side was to reach the railway on the

west 1 know not. But there is little need to discuss this, for the surface of the countTj

to the south of Chanda town offers physical difficulties, which will prevent any economical

construction of a line of railway there. The line, alluded to above, if carried into East
Berar could, on the other hand, be prolonged to Mog61i, or Talye, without meeting with
any equally serious difficulty. It couid cross the Pemgunga above the junction of the

Wardha, where the body of water and the cost of bridge would not be onc-balf of what it

is at Kirmirri, and where it would be close to coal.

Exactly the same a^ments suggest themselves if we consider the connection of the

Godareiy navigation with Central India, to accomplish which, the main point would, of

course, M to obtain the cheapest and best road to the bottom of the third l^rrier. But to

those maj also be if|ded the fact, that there is every prospect of a considerable area of (^al

in the Nizam’s territories between the Pemgunga and the Pranhita^ all of which would be

economized by a line of raffway on that side of the Pranhita, but would be useless or nearly

useless if that communication were carried out on the opposite bank, where no coal occurs.

Any advantages anticipated from the introduction of the Wardha coal into the southern*
parts of the Peninsula (Madras, Hyderab^, &c.,) would be common to either line. But these

may be, I think, put out of present consideration altogether. If, on further investigation,

the coal known to occur near Dumagudium and to the south of that place prove abwdaint

* Tbe Tshsildar of Wtn ri|KiftB that the ground tinder cotton ooltiTation this year was 28,177 acres ; the
aveorage prodnoe for eaoh acre was 7S|lbs., the total produce 1,077,770 seers fi,00D hojas, or is,000 gnttas (bales).

Besides the above, lilxrat 12^ bdas, or 24^ gattas, ore carried (hroogh this talnq to Himnffhat from Hie
Highness the Niaan's territories, from Bi^nr, Nanikgnr, and Edtibad talaqBw—.dpnI 1670.

t It is a sbigniarl; perverted misapplieiitioii of a tolerably well known geological term to epesk of the wide
epread area of ciyetWine to(^ which are eseposed at Kirmirri and to tiie east as a gneiss »ke.** The onW
real use of each speetid terms is to eonvsy aoeniaite ideas withoot the necessity of long deseriptiotts,hiit if em^oyM
when their nwaniilg is not .known they xniist have exactly the opposite effect, and mdat lead to oonihsion and
ohsonrlty.
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and of fair qnality, there would be do hope of contending With that field for the supplj of
Madras or elsewhere to the south. And it is greatly to be regretted that Colonel Ha^ was
not supplied with the means of investigating this very important question during the present
year. And in any case coal does occur many miles to the south of the Chanda cod in the
!Nizam's territories, which is much more conveniently placed for meeting any demands irom
the south.

Otlier considerations have been introduced incidentally as it weie» which may be just
alluded to. ' The rich iron ores of Chanda would before long,* it is said, * he smelted at
foundries near the coal-field.* Whether such a rapid introduction of iron works can fairiy

be looked for under any circumstances is more than questionable. That rich iron ores do
exist in the Chanda district is well known, and equally that they exist in practically exhaustless

quantity (there is a whole mountain nearly a mile long of n^netite in one place), but these

ores do not occur near the coal-fields, l^ere is also hematite ore in the Yanak hills, near
to where the line of railway if carried down these ought to cross ihe Pemgunga, and near
to coal.

In all these remarks 1 would say that I have purposely avoided entering on any ques-

tion of the comparative facilities, or comparative economy of construction of any such line.

Some years' experience in laying out and making railwavs might justify my discussing these

points, but 1 have known so many instances of absurd mistakes as regards sections and
estimates for such works based on a mciW inspection of the ground, or put together on the
infoimation ol' oiliers only, that I would not venture to offer an cqpinion without actual

survey. Nor is there any necessity to do so. Trial sections have, I believe, been taken over

both the lines referred to, and I am much mistaken if these sections have not shown Kow
entirely below the mark the first estimate of the cost was. But, eteteris paribus^ I merely
wish to assert, that a line of communication direct from Wardha into East Berar will

accommodate any likely traffic in coal, and will open out the cotton countiy infinitely better

tlian a line direct to Chanda, or through the Chanda district.

I cannot close without noticing how much, in my opinion, this matter has been obscured
by the unhesitating adoption of the term of the Chanda coal-field. It so happens that just
there the tcn'it<jry immediately adjoining is under a separate government, and ^belongs to a
diflerent jurisdiction, and the very existence almost of the Berar s has been scarcely alluded

to in discussing linos of communication, which were to be designed for the benefit of the
country at large. But geological formations are not coincident with political boundaries fixed

for the convenience of man. • Such examinations acknowledge no fiscal limits ; we have hut to

ascertain the facts carefully, and then to state then^ freely, convinoed that any attempt to

force the teachings of those facts into a preconceived groove of local tendencies must fadl

sooner or later, as does every such effort to run counter to the laws of nature.

Whether even the large extent of coal proved to exist in Berar, of a quality such as it

is shown to be, and varying so much as it does at different points, will repay the charges for

construction of a line of railway, is, I think, worthy of much closer consideration than it

has yet received. The calculations which have gone into in great detkU, although
correct in themselves, are based on data, which even the few weeks that have since elapsed

show to he fallacious. BngHsh coal was taken as eosting at Bombay on an amraw Es. 30
per ton

;
at Nagpiir Es. 60 to Es. 70. And it was calcmated, even allowing for me use of

two tons of local coal instead of one of English, that at any place east of Bhosawul a saving

of £1 6a., or Es. 13 per ton, would be effected by the use of Ghdgds coal. Tlie price

of English coal at Bombay is now, April 1870, Es. 14 per ton, that is, less tb^u one-half

the price calculated, or a difference in first cost grea^ than the estimated saving I ! 1 do not
believe that this rate can be maintained, but it is quite possible that the contmuea use of the

Suez Canal will tend to rednoe very considerably the average cost of English coal at Bombay.

This one item alone would totally upset all the calculations of cost, of profit, and o£
traffic even. And before it can be asserted that a br^ch line of railway to the Wardha
river coal-fields will even repay interest on the cost of its construction, vastly more careffil

and more widely gathered stetistics, both as to cost and amount of traffic tmui have as yet

been hastily procured, or at least published, must be sought for.

May 1870. T. OlDHAlf.
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In this case the outcrop of the seam may pass for a long distance down the river, being
concealed by the sand in tiie bed, which is nere of great width. All dips seen appear to be
lower than those at outcrop of the coal, and it is highly probable that the amount of

inclination may he higher at this spot than it is elsewhere, and the direction of the dip

different in consequence of the fault close by. The circumstance already mentioned of the

variation in both amount and direction of dip at different parts of the outcrops in the coal

seam itself is in favor of this view.

So ihr as an opinion can be formed on these very imperfect data, it appears that the

rooks associated with the coal cover a large tract of country, and it is improbable that so

thick a seam should thin out* within a short distance. It is, however, quite in accordance

with our knowledge of similar seams in other parts of India that the exact thickness,

the quality of the coal, and the proportion of go^ coal to inferior coal and shale should

be highly variable.

If the coal seam be continuous it should be found west of the H a s d o throughout a tract

&om one to two miles broad, extending probably in a west-north-western direction fVom the river,

the southern boundary of this tract passing through the more northern of the two outcrops

seen in the river. East of the stream the seam should underlie the village of E o r b a and the

river bank for at least a mile below and probably one to two miles above the village, and it

may extend for an indefinite distance to the eastward, but it is possibly at a considerable

depth below the surface throughout a large proportion of the area.

It is evident that before attempting to open a coal mine, boring must be resorted to in

order to ascertain the extent of the seam and its depth beneath the suriace. The best places

for boring will depend upon whether it is desirable that the coal should bo extracted on the

east or on the west side of the H a s do.*

If to the west, as the strike of the rocks is somewhat uncertain, the first boring

should be made about a quarter of a mile west-north-west of the spot whore tiie more
northern outcrop appears in the river. Although the strike at the outcrop is west by south,

there can be but little doubt that the normal strike is north of west, and that the alteration

is due to the fault. Should the coal not be found in the fii*st boring withiu a depth of 2(K)

feet, two others, one 300 yards further north, the other at the same aistanee to the south,

should be made. When the true direction of the outcrop is ascertained, it will be well to con-

tinue the borings along it at distances not exceeding half a mile apart, as any slight change

of direction coupled with the high dip (if the latter be constant) will take the coal below

the depth to which borings can most conveniently be made. There is also a possibility of

other raults occurring besides that seen i]^ the river.

On the east of the Hasdo the question is simpler. The fault so frequently referred

to must either pass through the village of K or b a or just south-east of it. West of the

fault a boring behind tiie zemindar’s residence would probably pass through the seam.

East of the fault the best place for boring is at a spot where sandstone occurs in the

left bank of the river below Korba, due east of the more southern outcrop on the right

bank. Owing to the rather high dip, these borings should bo made to a depth of ^out
400 feet, if coal be not found sooner. But, as I have already suggested, it is far from

improbable that the high dip is local, and that on the left bank of the Hasdo the inclina-

tion is less, in which case the coal may be found at a moderate deptli. Other borings,

if the above are successful, may be made at intervals along the east bank of the stream

below Korba. To north of E orba the coal for some distance is probably at a con-

siderable depth, but if continuous, it must again^ rise towards the sur&ce between one
and two miles north of K o r b a. It is, however, impossible to indicate with accuracy a

good spot for boring in tiiis direction. The best plan for examining the ground would

be to put down a series of borings along a line running north-north-east from Korba at

half mile intervals.

Facilities fir The dip of the seam where seen in the river, although con-

siderable, is by no means bo high as to he any impediment to mining beyond its effect

in rapidly increasing the deptii ol th^ seam below the surface. The sandstone above

* In case of «. rsftway bridga beins necassary across the Haado, Korba appears to be a more favorable

1^. than any other in the noifCbbonibood, as the breadth of the river is moderate and a considerable r»ortion of the
ohsainel rocky. For several miles above and below, the breadth is very mtteh greater, and the bed a wide expanse
of sand.
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the coal is firm
^

and massive, and will probably furnish a good roof. The coal appears

compact, the joints or “ backs’* are rather irregular, but still sufficiently marked in ^nexal
to f^ilitate mining, ^me of the very best ana brightest coal is as usual rather Ifotile,

but the greater portion of the seam bears carriage well. This bright coal, as I have
mentioned, makes a veiy fair coke, and in that state is &r less brittle, liesides being much
lighter and consequently costing less for carriage. The cost of coUng in ovens heated

by waste coal would be very trifling.

In consequence of the absence of bands of shale in the overl^^ing sandstone, the

quantity of water may be rather lar^r than usual, but in the small pits dug in the bed

of the nver the coal £d not appear in general to be porous.

In mining a seam of such thickness as this, especially where the proportion of good
coal is large, if the roof prove as sound as will probably be the case, it will be an important

economic question whether some more advantageous method of mining cannot be adoptra than

that of removing a small section of the seam, not exceeding twelve feet in height, by “ long

wall'* or still worse by ** post and staU,” more especially as it is highly impiobable that the

best bands of coal wul be found for any distance on the same horizon, a most serious draw-
back to mining on either of the two English systems mentioned. It would, however,

be premature to enter into this subject at present, but the methods adopted for extracting

the thick deposits of lignite or brown coal found in parts of Germany are deserving <$

attention.

Conclndon.^l have endeavoured to show my reasons for the opinion I have formed as

to the Xorba coal. My conclusions are briefly, that both the quality and mode of occurrence

are favorable. In thickness, in quality, and in the proportion of good coal to inferior coal

and shale, the seam snrpas^s that near Chanda. The question of th(‘ extent over which the

coal extends must be ascertained by boring.

Camp Kouba, )

im AprU 1870. {

The following table gives the result of .issay of the coals ivferrcd to in Mr. Blaulbrd's

rtqwrt just given :
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DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.

January 4/// —Specimens of clay, limestone, and hydranlic cement made therefrom.

—

A. Lonsdale, Esq., Moulmein.
„ 17th .—Copper ore from Tunjee guard near Heran tee. Iron ore and a few minerals

from Daijeeling.—%!olokel Hauohton, Daijeeling.
March 2l^rd.—Copper and copper ore from Dalimkote.

—

Colonel Hauohton.
„ 30fA.—Specimens of galena from Knlu valley.—J. Calvbbt, Esq., h. e.

„ —Ditto ditto from the Phansee Shan Co,

—

»T. Anderson, Esq., m. d.

• Cakes slightly.
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ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY,

FKOM 1st JlSUAET TO 31 BT Mabch 1870.

Tiiks qf Boohi, Donors,

Aoa8812, L.*-*Address delivered on the Centennial Anniveraa^ of the birth of Alex, von

Humboldt., 8vo., Boston, 1869. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist.

Aflik» C. D. H.—Beport of the Oovt. Geologist, Southern Division Queensland, (Pamphlet).

Rs., l^^bane, 1869. R. Daintbse, Esq.

Aplin, C. D. H.—Propress Report of Govt. Geologist for South Queensland, (Pamphlet),

FIs., Brisbane, 1869. R. Daintbee, Esq.

Binnet, W. G., a Bland, T.—Land and Fresh Water Shells of North America, Part I,

Pulmonata Geophila, (Smithsonian Mis. Collection, No. 194), 8vo.,

Washington, 1869. The Institution.

Daintbee, R.—Report of Govt. Geologist, Northern Queensland, on Gold Discoveries in the

Gilbert Ranges, (Pamphlet), with maps, FIs., Brisbane, 1869.

The Authob.

Daintbee, R.—Report on the Cape River Digging and the latest Mineral Diseoveries in

Northern Queensland, (Pamphlet), FIs., Brisbane, 1868. The Author.

Daintbee, R.—Report on the Gilbert Ranges Gold Fields, North Queensland, (Pamphlel),

FIs., Biisbane, 1869. The Author.

Daintbee, R.—Progress Report on the Northern Districts, Queensland, (Pamphlet), with

maps, FIs., Brisbane, 1869. The Author.

Dbsor, £. BT Lobiol P. de.—Echinologie Helvdtique. Description des oursins Fossiles de

la Suisse, Parts 4 and 5, 4to., Paris, 1869.

Duhobtieb, Euo. —Etudes Paldontologiques sur les Depots Jurassiques du Bassin dn
Rhone, Part II, 1867 ; Part III, 1869, 8vo., Paris.

Favbb, E.—llescription des Mollusques Fossiles de la Craie des Environs de Lemberg, 4to.,

Geneve, 1869.

Gbbvaib, Paul.—Zoologie et Fal4onto1ogie Generales, Paris 12 and 13, 4to., Paris,

1869.

Gillon, Aug.—

C

ours de Mdtalhirgie gdi>^rale rddigd sur les notes du cours fait A Tdcole,

des Arts et Mwufactures et des Mines, with Atlas, 8vo., Liege,

1869.

Gbbxn, a. H., Dakins, J. R., & Wabd,^. C.—Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Eng-
land and Wales. The Geology of part of the Yorkshire Coal-field,

8vo., London, 1869. Geol. Sub. of Great Britain.

Gbben, a. H., Fo6TBB, C. LeNeve, & Daetns, J. R.—Memoirs of the Gleological Survey** of

England and Wales, llie Geology of the Carboniferous Limestone,

Yoredale Rocks, and Millstone grit of North Derbyshire and the

adjoining parts of Yorkshire, 8vo., London, 1869.

Geol. Sub. of Great Britain.

GBnthbb, a.—

T

he Record of l&oologioal Literature, 1868, Yol. Y, 8vo., London, 1869.

Habbib, M. D.—^Entomf^Og^ Correspondenoe. Edited by S. H. Scudder. Published by
B. & N. H., 8vo., Boston, 1869. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hibt.

Hauoeton, Key. S.—On some Elementary Principles in Animal Mechanics, No. IT, (Pam-
phlet), 8vo., 1869. The Authob.

Haughtov, Rev. S.—Notes of a Comparison of the Granites of Cornwall and Devonshire

with those of Leinster and Moume, (Pamphlet), 8vo., 1869.

The Authob.

E.'—M^noirs of the Geological Survey of England and Wales. The Triassic and
BsnOtan Itoks of the Midland Counties of England, 8vo., London,
1869. Geol. Sub. of Gbbat Britain.
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TUhs of Books. Donota.

IIUKT, —Memoirs of the GeoWi9al Survey of Great Britain, &c. Mineral Statistics

of the United E^ngdom of Great Britain and Ireland for the year

1868, 8vo., London, 1869. Geol. Sub. of Gbbat Bbitaiit.

Kebpbly, A. K.—Bericht iiber die Portsehritte der Eii>enhutten—^Technik im Jahre, 1867,

4th Jahrgang, 8vo., Leipzig, 1869.

Lindenschmit, Db. L.— Die Atherthiimer unserer heidnischen Vorzeit, Vol. II, Pt. 12.

(Published by the Rdmisch-Germanischen Central Museum in

Mainz), 4to., Mainz, 1870.

Lubbock, Sib John.—Pra-Historio Times, as illustrated by Ancient j^mains, and the

Manners and Customs of Modern Savages, 2nd edition, 8vo., London,
1869.

Meunieb, M. S.—Gdologie Comparde. Etude Mineralogique du fer Mdt4ori^e de Deesa,

8vo., Paris, 1869. The Authob.

OosTBB, W. A.—^Petrifications Bemarquables des Alpes Suisses,-le Corallien de Wimmi8,-avec
une Introduction G^ologique p. Fischer Ooster, 4to., Geneve, 1869.

Pbttbbsen. Kabl.—Geologiske Undersogelser i Tromse omegn i Aarene, 1865-67, 8yo.,

Thorndhjen, 1868. UNrvBBSTTT of Chbistiania.

Pictet, F. J.—Materiaux pour la Pal^ontologie suisse, 5th s5rie, Parts 4, 6, 4to, Geneve*
1869.

PoNsoN, A. T.—Traite de Texploitation des Mines de Honille, 2nd Edition, Vol. II, with
Atlas, 8vo., London, 1868 ; Atlas, Royal Fol.

UosEK, F. B.—Ueber die Natur der stromatoporen und iiber die Erhaltung der Homfaser
der Spongien im fossilen Zustande, 8vo., Dorpat, 1867.

lluTHNEB, Db. a. Von.—Aus Tirol Bcig-und glctscher-Beiscn in den osterreiohischen

Uochalpen, Neue Folge, 8vo., Wien, 1869.

Rutiheybb, Pbof. L.—Ueber Thal-und seo-Bildung, Beitrage zum vcrstandniss der ober
Flac^he der Schweiz, 8vo., Basel, 1869.

Sese, S. a.—

B

oiumbraeen, en Juillet, 1868, 4to., Christiania, 1869.
Univbbsitt of Chbistiania

Smttit, R. B.—Gold Fields and Mineral Districts qf Victoria, 4to., Melbourne, 1869.

Tschbbmak, De. G.— Die Porph3^]^steine osterreichs bus der mittleren Geologischen
Epocho, 8vo., Wien, 1869.

^
ZiRKEL, Db. F.— Untersuchungen tiber die mikrmkopisohe zusammensetzung und structur

der Basaltgcsteine, 8vo., Bonn, 1870.

Periodicals, Ac.

American Journal of Conchology, New Series, Vol. V, Pt. 2, 8vo., Philadelphia, 1869.

American Journal of Science and Arts, New Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 143, 8vo., New Haven,
1869.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. IV, No. 24, 1869 ; YoL V, Nos. 25
and 26, 1870, 8vo., London.

Blochhann,' H.— Bibliotheca Indica, lin-i-Akbari by Ahul Fazl i'Mnbariki i'Allami,

New Series, No. 168, Faso. IX, Part II, No. 1, 4to., Calcutta, 1869.

Govt, of India.

Geological Magazine, Vol. VI, No. 12, 1869 ; Vol. VII, Nos. 1 A 2, 1870, 8vo., London.

Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. XXVI, 8vo., Calcutta, 1870. The Editor.

Indian Economist : a Monthly Journal devoted to Econoznio and Statistical Inquiries con-
cerning India. Vol. I, No. 5, with Supplement, Fob, Cadcutta, 1869.

Govt, op India.
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l^tles of Books. Donot's,

Juunial de Oonohyliolo^e, 3iae s^rie, Vol. X, No. 1, 8vo., Paris, 1870.

Lbokhabb, O'., UND Geinit2, H. B.—Neues Jahrbuoh fur Miaeralogio, Gdologie und Paldon-

tologie, Jahi^aug, 1869, Yll, 8Vo., Stuttgart, 1869.

PaliBOfitograpiiica, Vol. XVII, Part 4, 4to., Oassel, 1869.

PbtxsIcakn, Db. a.—

G

reographische Mittheilungen, Parts X, XI, Xll, for 1869, Fart I, for

1870, 4kg., Gotha.

Pfeiffsb, Db. L.—Malakozoolog^sche Blatter, Vol. XVI, 9-12 Bog., 8vo., Gaasel, 1870.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. VII, No. 26, 8vo., Boorkee, 1870.

PBIECIPA.L, 1?H011A80N OoLLEOE, BOOEEEE.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXVII, 8vo., London, 1870.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XXV, for January 1870, 8vo., London, 1870.

Becords of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. Ill, Pt. 1, 8vo., Calcutta, 1870.
Gbol. Subvet of India.

Kevue de I’exposition de 1867, Mines, Mdtallurgie, &c., Vol. Ill, 8vo., Paris, 1869.

Bevue universeUe des Mines de la Mdtallurgie, &c.. Tomes XXV et XXVI, Livraisons 5uie

et 6me, 8vo., Liege, 1869.

Bomeb, Db. E.—Novitates Conchologice, Suppl. Ill, Lief 20, 21, 4to., Cassel, 1869.

Govebnment Selections, &c. (fboh the Govbbnhentb).

Bengal.^Annual Beport on the Administration of the Bengal Presidency for 1868-69, 8vo ,

Calcutta, 1869. Govt, op Bengal.

Beport on the Administration of the Customs Department in the Bengal Presi-

dency for the year 1868-69, FIs., Calcutta, 1869. Govt, of Bengal.

Beport on the Police of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Presidency for the

year 1868, Vols. I, II, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869. Govt, of Bengal.

„ Kurz’s Report on the Vegetation of the Andaman Islands, accompanied b^' a
Beport on the Forests, with a Map, FIs., Calcutta, 1870.

, Govt, of Bengal.

„ Mubbat, De. J.—Report on Vat'cination Proceeding.s throughout the Governmeiii

• of Bengal, with an Appendix for the year ending Slst March 1869.
. FIs., Calcutta, 1869. Govt, of Bengal.

.. Annual Beport on the Convict^ttlement of Port Blair for the year 1868-69, 8vo.,

Calcutta, 1869. Govt, of Bengal
General Beport on the Revenue Survey Operations of the Bengal Presidency.

Upper Circle, for season 1868-69, FIs., C!!alcutta, 1870.
Col. J. E. Gabtbell.

Report on the Revenue Survey Operations of Lower Provinces of Bengal for

season 1868-69, FIs., Calcutta, 1869. Col. D. C. VanbenEn.

Bbitibh Bubmah.—(Home Department)—Beport on Civil Justice for 1868, FIs., Rangoon,
1869i Chief Commissioneb.

(Home Department)—Bepo^^t on Criminal Justice for 1868, FIs.,
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Note on thb Gbolooigal fobeitionb sbbk iioiro the coasts op BiLt^CEfsTXir and
Persia fbom KabaceI to tee bead of tee Persian Gelf, and on some of tee

Gulf Islands, 6^ Williae T. Blanfobd, F.G.S., Deputy Superi/u-

tendent, Geological Survey of India,

The coasts of India, so far as the geology is concerned, may he now said to he fairly

known, but hitherto, so far as I am aware,* very little, if any, information has been published

concerning the rocks seen on the coasts of the Gulf of ^Omfin* and the Persian Gulf.

Through the labours of Dr. GarteT,t we have a fair knowledge of several points on the

south-east coast of Arabia, but the only port visited by him eastward of Bas el H&d, the

south-eastern comer of the Arabian peninsi^ was Maskit. Dr. Cook has gpven descriptions

of the country around Bheldt and several other parts of Biluchist&n, but he did not examine

the coast, and Eastern Persia is almost a terra incognita even to geographers.

Through the kindness of !&Ir. H. Walton, Director of the Hlakidn Coast and Persian

Gulf Telegraph, I have had an opportunity of aocomp^fiying him in his tour of inspection

of the telegraph ofSces along the Biluchistdn (or, as it is more commonly called, M^rdn) and

Persian coasts,{ and of visiting and briefly examining several points Of interest, besides

the neighbourhood of the various telegraph stations. From the steamer, whilst passing

along the coast, the greater portion of the rocks forming the utterly barren hills have

been sufiiciently well seen to enable them to be recognised as belonging to the same pecu-

liar formation which 1 examined at BdsMal&n, Horm&ra, Gw&dar, Ch&rb&r, and Jdshk,

east of the entrance to the Persian Gulf, and which I believe to be the same as that which

I found on the islands of Kishm and Hanjdm in the south-eastern part of the Persian

Gulf, and on Ehdrak Island near Bushehr. The mountains behind Bandar Abbis and

Lingd on the north-east coast of the gulf are composed of rooks so mu(h resembling in

appearance those of the Makrdn Coast that I think it probable, with the exception of a

peculiar salt formation in Hormuz and the neighbouring islands to be presently described,

* This paper belns written sway friim books of reftraioe, I may hare OTsriooked some prsrionsly pnblishsd

desoriprion of parts of the Mskrin or Persisn Coast. It is prolmble that brief notlees of the rooks eoow in some
of the geographical papers an. the shores of the Persian Golf.

t Joor. Bom. Br. B. A. B., Vol, IV, p. 21, and GeoL Papers on Wmt Ind,, p. 561.

1 1 take this opportonity of eipresidng the very great ohllgations I am nnder to Mr. Walton the fhdliUss

eflbtded to ms for eiamliiing the dUforent places on the shore, at eome of whioh he stopped solely for the poipoie
of enabling me to visit them ; and-I am equally indebted to Blriiop, Commanding H. M. B. Asifoneflellk for

seslstanoe of all Unde, the use of boats whenever 1 wantedth^ and espeeiiliy for aid In dredging.
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tluit ik» niuAb Bildcadgt&n and Pendaa Ooaiii from near Cape Monze to Boahelir, a dis-

tanoe e£ inilei^ and the idanda lying off it, oonsiatB of the same group of rooka.

tCfaia gioiip» av^|oh ia of tertaazy age and newer than the nnmmnlitic aeiiea, may oon-

v^niegaSy be named the Hakx&n gioop.

The aaH; fonnation iff Hormuz and other plaoea in ihe ndghbonrhood ia far more

anoifint. Singularly enoughf no nnmmnlitic rooks are known to come down to the coast

thronghont the area desfttibed, although Gape Monze near Eardchi oonsiats entirely of them,

and I learn firom Mtgor St. John that they form the second range of hills inland of Bnshehr,

between that port and Shir&z, and thence extend &r to the southward, perhaps nearly or

quite leaohing the shores of the gulf near Bds Mnt^. The only other formation observed

on the coast ia the aub-reoent shelly limestone or calcareous grit, identical with that

found on the western coasts of India and known at Bombay as ** littoral concrete" or

*‘die11 concrete." There are thus, in descending order, so fhr as I have seen, three distinct

systems of rodm exposed on the Makidn and Persian coasts; these are, in descending order

:

1, httoral concrete (snh-reeent) ; 2, Makr&n group (post-nnmmnlitic) ; 2, Hormuz salt for-

mation (of unknown age). I ahaU describe each briefly, premising that the Makrdn group

is ihe prevailing foimaticm throughout the coast, the other groups being merdy local.

Sbrmia talt farmaHonr^The idand of Hormuz, once the centre of the trade between

and Burope, is one of the most singular {daces on the surfime of ihe earth. Bxcept

at a few spots on the sea shore, it is destitute of vegetation, and consists of a mass of

craggy hills of angularly confrised forms, hut of small elevation, with very few peaks rising

above the general level, and of brilliant colours, scarlet and purple predominating. One

peak, a little above the rest, is of pure white, as if covered by snow, and some valleys on the

westward nde of the idand are equally filled inth a white mass, suggestive cf gladers.

Otiier pei^ are black.

In the portion of the island south of the old Portuguese Port, which I examined, the

mass of tiie hills consist nf rodr salt* more or less pure, frequently mixed with a reddish

earth. Beds of vclcaoio oiigm, dol|rite8 and trachytes, some of them mnch decomposed, are

asBodated wrth the salt, and some shales and sandy beds are also intentratified. All

apparently hdong to the same series, but the rooks are much disturbed, beds of salt and

Tohsanic bands alike dipping at high angles. At the qpot examined by me the average dip

Is about SXf to the north-east. On the opposite side of the island, tiie strike appeared to

be TKorly the same^ but the dip is reversed. ^

Micaceous iron in ahundauce is associated with the salt, and I found mystalline masses

of anhydrite and peculiar isolated crystals of carbonate of lime. I had not time to visit

tiie widte peak, but 1 have been assured that it consists of salt.

In the Idand of Hanj&m, saltpiooks crop out, every here and there, from beneatii the

Makr&n group. They may always be recognised by -the surfiMse having frdlen in through

the washing away of Urn salt* sad the consequent fonnation of peculiar large oraterifoim

holbws. Upon the beds of the sidt series the tertiary rocks of the Makx&n group, or at

least beds which I believe to beloi^ to that group, are seen resting quite unoonformably.

The same unocmfbnniiy is aeen in the large island of Kishm or Jezirah at Tawilah, in

which are several onfrseqps eff tire salt series, easily recognised, even at a distance, hy their

ired odbur and irreguhw craggy zurfiMse, the latter due to thdr being so largely composed of

4 adhible lock salt Te^vards the nqrtbeni end of the klaiid, at a whidi I visited, there

era some large ndt oaves dug in a bed of very pure rode salt* frmn which oonsiderable

quantities of
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I found a small ontorop of the Hoinmz rooka on the island of Tdmb. The only pkee
on the n>Mn land of Persia at which 1 recognised ihe existence of this Ibnnation was at

B&s Bost&nah, north of Lmgd. I did not land, but the Commander of^ Ambertoitek,

Captain Bishop, took the steamer as close to the shore as he could with sa&ly, in order to

enable me to see the rooks, and their appearance and snifime wees oharaotetistio o£ the salt

series. «

I can form no conception of the age of these salt beds : thid^ are much distnsbed, but

b^nd the fact of their being much older than the Makrdn group, these is nothing to

indicate their geological relations. Th^ appear to be unfbssiliferons.

Ifahrdn qf beds.—Cape Monze on the western frontier of Sindh consists entirely

of nummulitio rocks, chiefly limestone. Farther to the westward, the beds near the coast

have an appearance entirely different from that presented by the nummnlitics, the distinction

being so great that it may be recognised at a distance of many miles. The- presailing rock

along the Makrdn Coast is a pale grey day, more or less indurated, ocoadonally intersected

by veins of gypsum, usually sandy, and often calcareous, oocuriing in beds of great thick-

ness^ With this clay are inteistratified hands of shelly limestone, calcareous grit, and

sandstone, but these usually form but a small portion of the mass, although their greater

hardness makes them oon^icuous at the surface. In all sea cliflb and inland searps the

clay is wdl exposed ; thus the magnificent nearly 2,000 feet high, at Bfis Maldn, is

ahnoat entirely composed of it. From its softness, it disintegrates rapidly, and the usual

features of the soeueiy are peculiar and characteristic. Where the rooks of tha Makr&u

group are horizontal or slightly inclined, the hills near the coast, as at Bds Maldn, Bkxrmdid

and Gwadar, are more or less flat-topped, the upper surface composed of one of the hard

calcareous beds, which are usually dark coloured or become so where exposed, fomnng a

stony plain, often broken up by ravines. Here and there, especially if the hardes beds are

few in number, isolated Uocb of iantastio form stand up above the general level of the

hills, precisely as in the horu^tal traps of the western ghflts, although the pale,, almost

white colour of the Makrdn days givesthem a very difiereut aspect from that.cff the black

basalts. The scarps around t^ hills are white or grey day diffi, often much oono^aled by

the dark coloured ddbiis of the calcareous hands.

Where, on the other hand, as is sometimes tho oase,^-^. y., near Jfishk and some

miles east of Hingl&j,—^the rocks of the Mak^ group dip at oonsiderahle angl^ the hiUs

formed of them assume a vexy serrated appearance in consequence of the rapid washing

away of the days and the prominence given ta the harder bands. Although this appear-

ance is peculiar, it is less characteiistic than that of the flat or nearly flat-topped hflls

surrounded by pale oolouxed diffs.

Locally, a peculiar appearance is produced by vertical veins of gypsum standing up
in the days, but this does not appear to be oommon.

The **mud volcanoes’* of the Makrfin Coast havohmg hsen known: they are numerous
and those seen by me at Chandrakdp appear to consist of the charaoteristio day of the

Hakr&n group, which being mixed with salt water, is ejected by means of gas, and dries

into oones.

Fossils qf Makrdm ffnmp*—^The Makr&n beds are evidently of marine origin* They
are nsually highly fossilifezous, the most abundant fossils being spedes of Ostrea, Peofea,

and Balanus. Bivalve MoUnsoa, especiallyforms of Aroa (sevml species), OsTdium, Issokuh
and spedes of the family Venerida, abound, but very often only occur as oasts ; Gastero-

poda, though far from scarce, are less common, firrms of OsrilhnfM, Ikrriiella, and JVofwa
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being petbfips the moet prevalent. No Braehioyoda or Cephalopo^ have been notiqed.

JSchkiodermau af^poar far itom eoaroe ; corals also oocor, but in no great abundance, whilst

Bbrauum^erUp although oonunon, are chiefly represented by minute spemes, the only

abundant flnnn observed of frequent ooourrenoe, which is not of vexy small size, being an

Operotdma, If any fossil diaracter can be sdected as distinctive of the formation in

general, it is, I think, the frequent occurrence of the cirripede Balam.

It must be borne in mit^ that all remarks upon the fossils of the group are founded

on very few and scattered observations, and that any oonolusionB now drawn may require

modification when the rocks are farther examined. Still 1 think it may be safely stated that

the &una diflhrs entirely from that of the nummulitio rocks. Only a small minority of

the fossils obtained can be identified with the species figured in D’Archiao and Haime’s

**Animanz Possiles du Groupe Nummulitique de Tlnde;” and, of these, it remains to be

seen whether all really occur in the nummulitic series, for it has long been suspected that

some of the species figured by the distinguished French geblogists are derived from a higher

group than the true nummulitics. The general fades of the Makr&n fauna is utterly

difierent from that of the lower tertiaries ; the commonest and most characteristic fossils of

thd* nummulitics are JP^aminifera, especially Nummulites and AlveoUnai the most

abundant shdls in the Makrdn group are barnacles, oysters and scallops. No junction of

the two series has hitherto been observed, but it may be safely asserted that the Makran

group is newer than the nummulitics, for while the fauna of the latter appears to be nearly,

or entirely extinct, at all events in the shallow seas near the coast, several of the Makr&n

fossils appear identical with species found living, in water of moderate depth, along the shores

of Billiclifstdn and the Persian Gulf.*

It is possible that the Makr&n group represents the Milliolitic deposits of K&thi&w&r

and the eouth<«ast coast of Arabia. Some of the calcareous bands of the former have very

much the appearance of Porbunder stone,** and seem to consist, like it, of the casts of

minute JFhramintfera,
•

Bersian Coast qT the Gulf, and thy neighbouring islands,—It must bo borne in mind

that, whilst I have littie doubts as to the identity of the fotmations on the Makr&n seaboard

from near Somi&nf to J&shk, my suggestion that the beds seen along the north-east coast

of the Persian Gulf belong to t^ same group rests chiefly upon their appearance

from a distance, a veiy imperfect guide, and one upon which I only hazard an

opinion because the 10^ have a very peculiar appearance. The only places, wherq, 1

exanmed the rocks, were in the islands Hanj&m,t Tdmb and Kh&rak. At the first named,

the beds dosely resemble some of the Makr&n group, but the pale day is in com-

parativdy thin beds and highly calcareous, so as to form a hard compact rock. Of fossils

besides characteristio oysters, pectens and barnacles, a Cidaris occurs with very

peculiar spines, which are scattered in great numbers throughout one bed in the valley behind

thetd^aph station. The spines vsxy so greatly that scarcdy any two are identical

inform, dl have the terminations esqpanded, and either flattened or cup-shaped, with

numerous finger-like processes from the end.

At Tdmb, nearly the whde island is covered with subrecent littoral concrete. Beneath

this clays are here and there seen, whibh very probably belong to the Makr&n group.

• B7tli«anlrtMioedCSe4iSa8iShsp.Ihmbeen toeollset with the dredge s oomldenlde xinmber of

fiwlldiiiiesliiliabitlBgihesase^ These wOl doabtlesi aid la audclng oat the nistloas of the MskiSB beds.

t Beqiai^ Qetinun MidiAagim of varies
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Tbe idand of Shdiakf near BuslidiY oonsuts of rooks preobely like iliose of Hanjlm.
Idttoral eoncrete ooven the lord gionnd near the coast; beneath it rise thick whituh
grey beds of fine argillaceous limestone, or reiy ealoareons day, capped by coatee dark

colonied gritly limestone. Except that the day is more caloareoiu, there is no difference in

mineral diaracter between these rooks and those seen at B&s Md&n, Gwddar and J&shk.

Fossils abound on Ehdrak, and again the most abundant are spedes of Oftreat Fwtm
and Balmtu, More careful comparison than I hare had time* for hitiierto is neoessaiy in

order to ascertain whether the spedes are identicd with those of the Makr&n Coast, but I

tiiink they are, and if any of them are not the same, th^ axe certainly olosdy allied. With

these oconr two spedes of and several Eohinoderms, amongst which the prindpal

are two kinds of ClypeatteTt a BcuUlla and an Eehmta, One form of Clypeoiter is near

C. ffalaenns, D’Arehiac and Haime; all the other fossils appear to be distinct from those

figured in the Animaux Fossiles du Group Nummulitique de I'lnde” The BaUtnut may
certainly jbe B, tuhlam, but the difficulty of comparing fossil Balanida is well known.

Littoral conerete.-^^ia is an impure loose textured limestone, abounding in shells,

casts of shells, and corals of very late tertiary or subrecent date. The minority and perhape

all (ff the shells found in it are identical with those now common on l^e ooasi It

frequently resembles in texture the well known CaleaWe Oroisier of the Paris basin,

and, like that rock, is an excellent building stone, indeed Bevera] of the towns on the Persian

Coast, e.y., Bushebr, are built of it. It usually occupies flat or nearly fiat ground dose to

the shore, and but little raised above the level of the sea, and it^s, doubtless, in many

instances, simply a raised coral reef.

This formation occurs on the western coasts of India here and there, as far south as

Bombay at all events. I did not notice it at the points visited on the Bildchist&n coast,

though I am disposed to believe that it is represented near Gwfidar by a rather argUlaceous

bed, of which I have seen fragments abounding in shells. At Jdshk on the Persian Coast

of the Golf of ’Om&Q, it is wqll developed, and forms a low cliff about 20 feet high. I

found it on the east side of Hormuz, on Hanj&m an^ Eishm islands, and the greater part

of the surface of Tomb island appears to be formed of H, it being here, if I am right in the

identification, raised much higher above the sea than usual, and slightly disturbed. Bushebr

is built upon it, and the eastern side of Eh&iik island is composed of it In the last named

locality the island is partly surrounded a "fringing" coral reef, so that the similarity of

the raised reef forming the "littoral concrete” and that now existing around the island is

striking.

The chief geological interest attaching to this formation is derived from the evidence

it affords of recent elevation of land. Beasons will be given in another paper for believing

that in this respect the western shore of the Gulf of ’Om&n differs from the eastern.

Cam^ GhoddoTf BU^ehistan, JaMuan/, 1872.

« Ehiza, KoEBck, Khfry, Ae., of Tuiooi nspi. The namee mUieGslf»emoetlyArahlo,aiidlamiBtasd
that where the Aiabe useJ, the FerdsDsemplojrk. Thns Eharsk or Xhez^ Hmjtm Heakam.
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Omtqr boid0rliig rigU iMiik of

Kovib ov a TEvnam ov viitn ov «sb EtriofncxsT um Havavooitda Dibtbiots ik
ZHi Nisav's Domihionb> hy WziUAX Env8» B.A.t Si^Mrintendeme, Qeoh*
gitsal Bi0rv9ff qf India.

The oonatry Tefeixed to in tbeae notes is a moderately derated and xatherthiokly jangle-

covered tract to the westward of the Godavery river, and

lying generally along, but to the south of, the 18th parsUel

,
id north Latit(Ede.r

That part of the tract adjacent to the ligbt bank of the Godavery bae been already

AiTCsdjxefiBind to in Beooids. refetxed to by my coOeagne Mr. W. T. Blanford.*

A path traverses the region in a general west-north-west ^leoribn from FddnGlia in

Obamtlons mostlj along Knmmnmet, to Narsimpet m the Ffikhdl talook some
paihftomPtitoQhatoNiisimpet. thirty miles east of Hanamoonda; aend it was along this

route that my observations were made, for except around the few villages, up some side

paths, or in the dry water-courses^ it is, at present, almost impossible to see anything of the

country owing to the prevalence of thin tree jungle and undergrowth.

The £bw people who inhabit this country are of the **Koi** tribe, which is at present

more generally confined to the Bastar Territory to the east

of the Godavery.

I took np the fiirther examination of this country at Pdldncha, m the ne^hbonrhood

of which place Mr. Blanford had been last season.

Pdldnoha is on the coarse sandstones of the Kamthi sub-group already described by

Mr. Blanford as extending thence down to Ellore in the

Go&very District These rocks, however, only extend

a little distance from the village ; and the path to Ydlamlnle passes on to rocks of the

"CrystsUine series,** gneiss of different kinds showing at

raze intervals out of the siqperficial deposits covering the

low-lying and slightly nneven country. .

Near the erossing of the Emnesrammi Tdgd, or a short distance higher np the river,.

.... X * ^ ^ Sood display of rooks which are not so clearly
Sob-cfys esa e wn

. of the gneiss series as those already passed over; and

these are found to be aseodated with hig^y altered quartrites forming the low hill ridgea

lying to the west and north of YellambQe and continuing northwards into the lofty group of

liiftg lying between the villages of Mnnderkheil, Odavanoor, MuUaw&mm, and M&mla.

Mr. Blanfiard Has noted (on bis working map) that part of this range may be of Yindhy-

Oolatanoor nuM of Vlndhyansw ^ rodks. The Bonthem flanks^ at any zate,!are made np of
waUMBab-oySSluief. quartrites, riates^ and sriiistose beds, which though th^
have a mnrii more highly altered character than the generality of the Yindhyans, are still

not snfihriently metamorphosed to be inelnded in the gneiss series. Occarionrily, it is tme,.

some of the quartzites and schists am remarkably tike ordinary wril-laminated gneisB ; but

the general aspect of the series is decidedly more Yindhyan in its character.

The series fozins a distinct belt of rooks, having a north-north-east south-south-west

Belt of Sob-oiTitilUiies between drike, between Yellambile and Ecyergoodinmt (some »
~

miles north-west) difficult to be defined by good boundaries

InluiibitsntB bdoog to **Koi" tribe.

Kamihi SeBdehmoe.

CiTitiUiiiee.

Belt of Bab-oi7M»aUiiee be
TeUanriiile and Kornrgooriliin.

• BeeoeSi of Oe OeClesIcMd Snrfej of ZDdl% Tol. IV, petto S; 8 end 4.

t As a iSle^ tike mam of pbuwr as thap an given In tbe ibaaliof the Infflan kSSm, an adhered to In thia

pspsg wtaCbif ere fiiei^te qgtn wllfeflw nnnae given bg the people. In the region under deeeriptlon the

people sefpeedAre or pribreepreasiw} llreve never heai4*peMlMm,* or pafrei.
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ton the gndfls between it and tibe OodaTOiy, but etill eepacable by oonetatotioii end

genend fades,

1 have (in previone yenrs) already obaemd a email patch of like rooks on the eastern

BamfieetlMinBellaiT end NaUon Bellary DisWet, just underneath the western
Dietriote. scarps of the Poll Conda range of hills, sonth-sonth-east

of the Cfaittrawntly riyer as it enters the Siadapah District. Here, they are quite distinct

from the adjacent granitoid gneies and the snporinoumbent, Yindhyan quartzites. Again,

on the western edge of the Kellore District, south of the l^ennair, there is an mtenBiYe

belt of similar rocks which I have doubtfully mapped for the present among the Yindhyans

of that part of the country.

dose to Yellambile, however, the series is rendered extremely interesting from its in-

At YdiMnbiie, UnMtoiiM numwon* bed* of grey limestone whidi diov to tbe
with Eoaonoid sfcraotore. unassisted eye a structnie, or arrangement and constitution

of the laminse, exceedingly like that of the l^zom Canadenae of still unsettled origin.

A short distance (some 600 yards or so) north of the village, there are several beds of

limestone cropping up in the jungle, on either side of the path to Munderkheil. Hhey

are striking about east by north, west by south, and are either vertical or dipping at high

angles north, or south ; while they are traceable to tiie northward for some short distance,

and southwards as far as GutmuUa. Ridges and bands of highly altered and omriied quart-

zites run between the bands of limestone strata.

Again, some 8 or 9 miles north-west, at the villages of Bungarchilka and Scyeigoodium,

there is a further exhibition of limestone beds of the same

Also St Bmigtrahilks. kind; but they do not show the Eozoonoid structure so

plainly.

Generally, the beds are of pale (weathering darker) gr^ and white laminated sub-

Aspeot of limestones.
crystalline (not saccharine or granular) limestone; the

• lamime running easy or parallel with the strike. This, for

instance, is the style of the beds nearest to Yellambile; but almost immediately north there are

other beds forming a broad brit traceable south-west almost to the Hiimersammi Ydgu, which

are not simply laminated but have their layers of difierent matter arranged in waving and

undulating lines, rapid contortions, lenticular masses with enveloping fauninsB!, and knots of

all forms. The undulations are equally various on surfaces across, or with the strike.

The harder laminm, still soft enough however to be scrached with a knife, stand out

well on weathered surfaces ; and they appear to consist of some form of Pyroxene, and are

generally of a grey or gr^ish-green color, and again at times quite white. Some of the

laminm are occasionally of a more decided green color, and they then aro possibly eerpwUn^
one, but this is rare. They are equrily unaffected by acid on fresh or exposed surfrces.

The outstanding layers are also themselves finely laminated; and as they widen out

often to half an inch or more, they assume a granular form, and are oocasionally firinged on

one edge* A number of such layers often run together and thus make up a broad rnmni of

irregular laminar-granular structure.

Though not a particularly bright-colored rook, it still shows those charaetera on half

polished suifEuses (I could only grind them down so to in camp), and they are then if

anything more Eozoon-like.

Murii of this limestone is more or less micaceous, and is then somewhat schistose; bat

neither the direction of the schistose suitoes, nor yet the dsavsge which is also exhilnted
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To Arlapnllj.

have axiytliing to do with this lammatioii which appears to be as distinctlj sedimentary

as the huninataon in any ordinary aqtteons rock.

This eidstenoe or not of Eozocmal stmctnre most now rest on that closer examination

of the rock specimens which ooidd not be made in the field.

From Ydlambile the path runs north-west to Bongarchilka. Thence, after going

Oonthnutlon of route past Boa- i^orth for a mUe or so, it passes round the northern end
garcihilka. • of the qiiaitzite ridge north-west of the village, and then

enters on Kamthi sandstones.

These are lying in easy undulations, or nearly flat, possibly with a general dip of

a^ain.
from 6®—10® north, or north-eastward. They cannot be of

much thickness between their eastern edge near Bungar-

cbilka and the village of Arlapully, the next place of any size on the road ; but they attain

To Arlapnllj
^ much greater thickness in some ridges and high hills to

the north, on whose steeper slopes the lines of out-crop

of the beds are very well displayed.

Arlapully is noticed* by Mr. Blanford aif a place where some fragments of coal had
been found. 1 did not know this until some time after having left the village, or a closer

Change in bejond Aria- examination might have made. However, in the next

march, viz., from Arlapully to Goondal or Goondala (some

10 or 12 miles west north-west), there is a gradual change in the appearance and character

of the sandstones, even in the rare cases in which they are exposed to view.

These become rather paler-colored, less coarse and tufaceous in their texture and full

concretions, when they are indeed very like the

Barakar sandstones of Lingala and Madavei*am on the

Godavery.

The path from Arlapully crosses the Kinnersammi Vfigu at the confluence of the

Jaldru (from the north), and then it^eeps pretty close alongside the right bank of the

main stream until it again crosses the river just before passing through the village of

Mootapooram.

At this crossing there is a good display of thick-bedded grey and yellow sandstones,

some of them rather fine-grained and not unlike Barakars

;

At Mootspoorsm.
indeed, from the fact of the beds undulating so easily and

there being an evident general dip of low degree to the east and north, throughout the

TTn-mthia up to this, it is highly probable that these pale beds are really of the lower series.

The above is what I noted at the time of passing the place. Since then I have seen

the coal area north of K&mflrum, to be described further on.
Possibly Cosl rooks.

j ^ Opinion that at Mootapooram or close by,

we have true Barakars, and it is at this village until the bed of the Kinnersammi

has been examined more 'dosely that trial borings might be put down with advantage, if it

ever become necessary to search for coal in this wild region.

The beds are rolling about easily with a dip of 6® or 6®, about north-west,

^ though it is difficult to say what is the true direction of

the dip in such irregular beds as these are.

At Mootspoorsm.

Possibly Cosl rooks.

If Beeords, Oet^ogioid Survey of fodis, y<H. lY, Part 3, p. 82.
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To Ooondala, near edge of KamihlA

Sarakars not seen.

It is even possible that a seam of coal xnay show in the place where <he largo

Perhaps a seam of coal at orossing pool of water lies at the orossing ; for, 1 found that the pools
of Kinnersanimi v^fl. water on the coal area of K&mdrum* are all lying on
the seams, or close by.

That we are near the bottom of the Eamthis, if not below them idtogether, at Moota-

pooram,iB soon evidenced, for the large village of Gk>ondala,

about 4 or 6 miles further jrest north-west, is quite close

to Vindhyan slates and quartzites. These form the main hill range, a mile or more south-

west of Goondala ; and a low plateau ridge, immediately west south-west, is made up of

coarse, ferruginous, dork-colored Kamthi sandstones.

No trace of Barakars was seen in this neighbourhood, little rock being visible in the

open flat country around. My examination was however

very brief and superficial, as owing to the diyness of the

season, I was hurrying on to examine the E&marum field before all the water in the pools

should bo dried up.

Goondala is the only village proper on t^e route ; there is a bazaar, &c., and the inhabit-

ants are not exclusively “ Kois,** as is nearly always the case with the other villages, except

Arlapully, where also there is a mixed population.

Continuing westward from this for a couple of miles, there are a few villages, among
them Lingoogooram or Lingoogoodium, all of which are just

on the boundary between the talooks of Nandyconda (just

traversed) and that of P&klifil to the west.

A short distance beyond Lingoogoodium, there is a small hill of Kamthi sandstones

round which a stream flows ; after crossing this and another

wider one, which may be the Kinnersammi, the path begins

Vindhyani.
, to ascend, and then crosses a low ridge of Vindhyan slates.

No more Kamthis are to be seen for 10 or miles to the west \ their general south-

western edge trends northwards past the small hill west of Lingoogoodium.

The path now runs through a rather wilder country, still covered with tree, jungle, and

coarse grass. The general elevation is about 1,000 feet above
Elevated and wild eoantiy.

surface of the country is rather rugged with

low ridges. It is impossible (unless clearings were made) to get a view anywhere to give one

a fair idea of position. I got on one small hill which gave a view over a country of appa-

rently endless tree jungle unbroken by any distinct feature,

the long range of Yindhyans to the south-west of Goondala

being only recognizable. Two or three paths cross this waste of jungle to S[&marum ; that

followed by me was reported to be the best. It is a mere track occasionally worn into two

rats by the wood-cutters' carts, and much intruded on by trees, so that my packages on the

oamol's back were much torn and rubbed. Otherwise, there are no difficulties or even

dan^ers.f

BoundAiy between two Talooks.

Kamthis cease near Linaooaoodiuin.

To K&mdnun.

* The fragments of coal said to have been found at Arlapnlly, could not have come down from the Kdmdnm
field, as there Is a high water ahed between the two plaoea. KfimArum fragments might tom up above Hungumpett,

on the Oodnveiy.

t The route, as given In Colonai F. H. Scott’s Route Book, Is described as rather nigged and dangerous ; but

this description is of many years ago. However, it ia wA m path to be travelled daring the night time.
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The rooke «re generally reddish and brown earthjsolay-slates and a few beds of qnart-

Bi le of VI sh
sandstone of the Vindhyans, not at all unlike those of

^ parts of the North Arcot and Cuddapah districts traversed

by the north-west line of the Madras Bailway.

K&mdruni, in the Pdkhal talook, is a poor village* in the midst of about the wildest

part of this jungle-covered region. It is supposed to be the
^ nearest convenient village to the coal locality of the Pdkh&l

talook.

Aoooont of the discoveiy of coal<

fleld.

Cosl-fleld, north northwest of Without further preface, it may as well be stated at once

that this coal-field is very small and ill-placed in every

way for its development.

At the most liberal calculation, it is 156 acres in extent, and it very possibly may yield

2,265,120 tons of coal, of which I should say 1,132,660 tons would be good coal, almost as

good as that of the Warda R. coal-fields. It is unfortunately lying at the very inconvenient

angle of 30^ on the average ; and the seams are apparently the water holders of the field.

This little coal-field was reported to the lldzam's Government by the then Tahsildar of

Account of the dlMoveiy of coni- Kandiconda, who gave a tolerably exact account of the

occurrence of the coal and the naturo of the country.

There was great enthusiasm on the subject, and a reward of Bs. 2,000 was at once

determined on ; but it became doubtful as to whose the reward ought to be, the Tahsildar

being supposed to have a great claim. He certainly made a rush at the field as soon as

he heard of it, though it was not in his talooks. However, it has now been definitely

settled that the reward goes to the Koi men who knew of the coal, and the Banya who
got the information from the Kois, hy making enquiiy on the subject. Under such a

&ir adjudication of the reward, it may be that farther information regarding other seams

of coal in this region may now be volunteered.

So far, there is no more coal in the locality in question, it may be fonnd lower down

N.«tb«eoian«».tluu.d. ^ PunRady V4gu, and, as stated above,

there are fair signs of it at Mootapooram in the Kandiconda

Talook, 'vohile the Barakars may crop out among the hills due north of Lingoogoodium.

„ The coal-field lies about six miles north north-west by
POBitlon of coal-field. ... « . i

west of Kamarum, in the bottom of a wide valley oi>ening

northwards, on a main feeder of the Pangady Yaga.

Leaving Kfi.m4rum, the path for about 3 miles goes along the plateau top of a spur

extending into the vidley, over a thin sot of Kamthi sand-
A small patch of Eomtbis.

stones and conglomerates which are resting nearly horizon-

Vtodhyaufi?^
oonntrj maisly ^ Vindhyan slates. This covering of sandstones

is only a thin outlier left on the older rocks, which, except-

ing at the coal-field, are the rocks of this part of the country. At the end of the

spur, the path descends a low scarp or step of 30 or 40 feet, and then goes north-west

for some distance down into the valley, until it crosses the main stream for the first time.

No other coal near at hand.

Position of coal-field.

* Deserted, while I was there, the '*KoiSi'* baring migrated to another group of huts not fiir off. As a rule,

tbosepet^le deserted every viUage we eametoor passed by, but they gradually emerged from the Jungle when
tbeyi^lvH^ that no harm was meant, and came up to the camp.
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Taltibin; trappeaa.

Talolur *' bouldor bed.”

Lowest Tolchin, a form of trap.

Bt^Io of the *' boulder bed.”

Here, the course of the stream is over dark green trappean rock (weathering into a

mudstone) with dyke-like masses of compacter rock,

occasionally laminated and bedded, which is soon seen to he

of the Talchir series. True Talchir conglomerates and fine

muds occur very shortly after this, especially throughout the course of the river beds, but

they are mainly volcanic muds and ashes associated with

a great boulder bed of irregular thickness. Higher up

come fine dirty green-mud and sandy-mud shales, and then thick beds of fine pale greyish-

green sands. The lowest rock seen within the neighbourhood of the river bed is of trappean

matter, generally devoid of lamination, of a dark-ggeen color,

occasionally nearly black, weathering of a dark-brown or

reddish-brown color, of a compact dull stony texture, weathering into a compact sand-stone.

Tills, as well as some of the shales, is occasionally slightly vesicular, or finely tufaceous and

containing small fragments of slate and shale. This lower deposit is in places somewhat

conglomeratic, but I think the true conglomerate is higher in the series. Over this

come a few thin laminated beds of the same style of rock, or as often an ‘ash-like*

mud-stone ifock with large and isolated smoothed frag-

ments of lime-stone, slate, quartzite, and occasionally

gneiss and granite. Some of these fragments are very large, as from 4 to 6 feet by 2 and

3 feet, and they are generally lying fiingly in the finest form of this ash mud. At other

times there are the more frequent seams of pebbles and shingle, though these are not crowded

together as in an ordinary pebble or shingle bank.

This appears to bo the representative of the usual ‘ boulder-bod’ in the Talchir scries i

only in this region the new feature of its having been at times derived from volcanic sources,

is I think clearly evidenced. As to, the occurrence of the smoothed boulders in the fine mud,

one can hardly lay aside the idea so often advanced by my colleagues, but that these were worn
and deposited by glacial forces. Two large smoothed and

rounded sub-angular^masses of Vindhyan lime-stone cer-

tainly seemed to me to bo scratched otherwise than as from the wear and tear of the river

;

but I had no means with me for heaving them out of their position to see if the uncovered

sides were marked in the same way. It is fiilr to state that the few boulders of lime-stone

(unscratched on their exposed surfaces) which I did displace, were not marked at all on

their buried faces. An enthusiastic glacialist would certainly have seen in the Talchirs of

this region, a deposit similar to that which is probably being laid down in the neighbour-

hood of Iceland, for instance, in the present day, where deposits of an undoubtedly volcanic

source will be found associated with the debris of an ice-nibbed country.

The path crosses the river four times in a distance of about 3 miles, Talchirs being

Barakan with of coal
traversed nil the time ; but near the fifth crossing grey

Barakar sandstones arc met with on the slope of Uio

valley descending again to the stream, and in the bed of the same there is a seam of thinly

laminated shaly and stony coal of about 20 feet in thickness, dipping at 30^ to soath->

west by west.

The outcrop of the coal is seen very strong in the river bed as one goes northwards, and

after a few yards the dip becomes a little easier. The river

then makes a little bend by which the coal runs in under

the bank, bat beyond the bend it shows again in the river veiy strong, still with the dip of
30°—36° which, however, rapidly increases to 45° (if not really more beneath). It is about

18 feet thick, close to a narrow golly of the river crossed by a baud of sandstones having a

Trappeau and glacial.

Beam in the river bod.
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north-w^st Btrike^ Here the coal sbakea into the land on the left bank t and nothing ftuther

is seen down the course of the atream* for a little more than a quarter of a mile of windings,

but sandstones lower than the coal, and then beds of the Talchir series.

Still following the stream, however, 1 found, at about 2,800 feet from the last gap,

Threa scams of coal lower down another sharply angular twist of the river crossing Bara-
tho iftream. ^ sandstones ; and here the following section is traceable,

in ascending order.

At the bottom : The boulder bed of Talchirs overlaid by dirty pale green fine muds, sandy

muds, and thick beds of pale gray green fine sandstones. These are generally dipping

westward or south-westward in irregular undulationB, at 20** to 30*.

Besting unconformably on the fine sandstones are

—

(1). Grey weatheriiifr, slightly fermgiiionsly sodnled, very coarse, open textured, soft,

pale, buff and white felspsthio sandstones, with occasional thin layers of pebbles.

Vsriously bedded, sometimes very thick, or thinning out over one onoUier. The
beds are somewhat thinner (3

'--4') near the top, and more compact ... ... 74 feet.

(9. Thinner flaggy beds of soft sandstone and dark grsy or blue eandy mioeceone
shales ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... i—gft.

(8). Goal .—Thinly laminated, rather etony, and tall o' patohes of a soft velvety charcoal.

(This Is the seam showing in the bed of the stream higher up) ... ... 6 feet*

(4), Coarse grey sands, thick and thln-bedded, somewhat thinner bedded towards top * at

bottom, resting on the coal, a very thick bed, 80 feet or so, of coarse pale grey

sandstones, with a few iron concretimis . . ... ... ... ... 00 feet

. (6). Coal.—(This is thromrhout the field a thin layer, and it at times thins out in strings

into the sandstones). ... ... ... .. ... ... 8—12 inches.

(6)

. Coarso sandstones same as those below last seam of coal ... ... ... ... 16 feet.

(7)

. Ccoi.—Similar to lower seam ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Ofcet.

(8)

. Thick beds of coarse grey eandatonee ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 feet and

upwards.

The upi)eT bed of coal (7) shows in the steep &C6 of the river banks ; a fine bed, 6 feet

of it exposed vertically, the dip being a little easier here (26**—30**). A little brook from

the westward has hollowed back a small cave in the coal. •

The middle thin seam (5) is just visible between cropping-up beds of sandstone.

The lower seam (3) is only visible immediately beneath a large cliff of the sandstones,

at a sharp turn in the river, where the latter is crossed by a ridgy band of the sandstones

below the coal, having a dip of 30* sontb-west.

The coal has been washed out, and the cleft thus formed is filled with gravel and sand,

but the upper part of the seam can still be seen just under the cliif. This cleft is the water-

holder of the place, and it is in like spots in the other sections exposed by the river in these

coal rocks, that water is now standing.

A short distance further down the stream, the same three seams of coal may, with caie,

be traced out at different points; here the dip becomes rather easier, while the strike is

tending more round to due west. South of this, for a mile or so, there is nothing but

Talchirs, and hills of Yindhyans on either side of the valley.

After a good deal of searching at the original locality, higher up the river, 1 found that

... .. X ^ riie three seams of coal are also there, and they are appa-
Throe Mams throughant the

. rently not much reduced or increased m thickness as a

whole. The upper seam is possibly a few feet less, while the lower is as stated 20 feet

thick. The be^ associated with coal are pretty much the same as those given in the

section above.

Following the stream upwards firom this for some 100 yards, round a spur on the right

bank, there is anoiiier watering plaoe under a ledge of sandstones ; and hero again is the
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lower seam of coal, etill about 10 or 12 feet thiok> orerljring sandstoDes striking across the

stream with a dip of 30^ south-west. Goal visible in both banks.

Lastly, still higher up the stream, about 6 or 700 yards, a 6—12 inch seam is traceable

in the vertical face of some low dipping sandstones on the left bank, at about 4 feet from
the ground. This is very possibly the thinning out of the lower seam.

At any rate, not many yards higher up the stream, the Barakars cease altogether and
Talchirs form the ground ; but these ever extend only a few yards westward, when they t^are

found to come up against Vindhyan quartzites of the main western hill-side of the valley.

These three or four places down the course of the stream, showing from one to three

sooofeotof oatorop
seams of coal, thus indicate a curved line of outcrop of

Barakars of about 8,000 feet in length ; the Talchirs hading

out to the eastward from underneath them.

Examined at right angles to the strike, they are found in the hollow of this curved

Buuku. oTnlaid by Kunthiik ^ overlaid l)y Kamtiii sandatonee forming a aeries

of low ridges just behind that point of the stream where

the coal was first found. The beds of these ridges, in their turn, dip at the high ridge

All abnt affainst main western forming the main western side of the valley. At either

ridifo of Vindhyons. pnd of the outcrop, the coal rocks and the Talchirs are

traceable into close proximity with the Yindh3'an8 of the main ridge. The western boundaiy

of this small field of Talchirs, Barakars and Eamthis is

then, as nearly as possible, a north-west—south-east line

joining the two ends of the curved outcrop ; and the greatest

cross-width of the area of Barakars and Kamthis is about 2,500 feet. The width of the

Talchirs was not ascertained ; it is possibly never more than a mile.

1 was unable to find any of the upper rocks in contact with the Yindhyans to the west*

The woBteraboimdiiry abrupt, with ^“^dj seemed that this boundary is either a faulted

sBtsepe^e. , one with a nearly vertical edge, or preferably a natural

one, the Kamthis, Barakars, and Talchirs having been deposited in a basin against a steep

shore of Yindhyans.

Wostem boundary.

Breadth of field about 2.600 feet.

The dip of the Kamthis in the minor ridges between the river and the main western

General dip of coal rooks 80« west- ^1*® valley, is stiU at about 30" westward : so that

we are perforce obliged to consider that the coal field

throughout has about this average dip ; except, perhaps, a little lower, at the northern end,

where the beds are striking round west at the main ridge.

Continuing the section given above in ascending order, I was able, by going south-west

Section of thickest part of Kamthis «^g®» roughly estimate that there are about
and Barakars. 140 feet of Barakar sandstones over the upper seam of

coal (possibly there may even be more seams than those now described) and then 950 feet

of Kamthi sandstones.

To recapitulate in descending order

Kamthi sandsUmea... ... ... 960 feet.

rSandstones ... ... 140

1

Coal 0

1
Sandstones ... 19 **

Baraisara ... ... Coal ... 0—18 inoliSB.

1
Sandstones ... 00 feet.

Coal ... 0 „
Lsandstones 74

Tatehin (thiokness unasoertoiiMd).
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Axw of Barakars about 166 acres.

Avcra^ tbickneas of coal may be
taken at 12 feet.

Quantity of coal available.

This is ihe thickest part of the Kamthis and Barakars together ; the latter thin out to

the south.

Supposing that the western boundary has a nearly vertical edge, which I think is the

true state of affairs, it may then, without allowing for

greater area by the pocket^shaped form of the bottom, and

the high dip, be considered that the area of Barakars is about ihe same as the area of the

ffelft in plan ; and this is about 166 acres. I think I am very well within the mark by taking

12 feet or 4 yards as the average thickness of coal through-

out the two scams together. There are about 4,8dO tons in

a square acre of coal, 1 yard in thickness ; but only three-

fourths of this can be got out in the working, so that we may
calculate on 3,630 tons, which being multiplied by 156 for the area, and again by 4 for the

thickness of coal, gives 2,265,120 tons of available cool. The coal, as described above, is

about half shaly, and stony, the shaly being the best ; so taking half this number of tons,

it may be said that there are available in the Fangadi Ydgii field 1,132,560 tons of fairly

good coal.

I could only judge of its powers by making ordinary fires (assays will be supplied from

^ the Geological Survey Office bv Mr. Tween). These were
Power of coal in an ordinary fire. j i p x x r

"
• -x u x ximade bciore my tent oi an evening ; it was cold at the

time tFebruaiy) in this elevated region; and with merely a starting of a few sticks of

wood, there was very soon a good blazing coal-fire which burnt with a brilliant flame for a

long time. It then quieted down into a red-hot fire, with a pale low flame, lasting so for

2 or 3 hours *, in the morning the fire was still in existence, but most of the burnt fiugmeuts

still retained their general form in a heavy light-colored ash. For such a fire, 4 or 5 lumps

of coal, each as big as an English biick, were used. The coal can be quarried in large

lumps, which will bear rough carriage. The fragments used by me were just dug out from

the bed of the river, where the coal must be much deteriorated* from that unexposed to the

atmosphere.
*

So fSax, the favorable aspect of the Fangadi Y4gu coal has been given.

Against it there is the extremely high dip, and the fact that as its outcrop is for the

Dimdvaatoires connocted with the greater part of its length either in the river bed or close

cool of this field, very great. along-side—the only pools of water in the river being now
Dip high, and aeama fell of water. seams—it is extremely probable that even in such

an exceptionally dry season as this, the seams are full of water from outcrop to full depth.

The area is very small and it is situated in the heart of an elevated and completely

Area amaU. and eitMtion very oat jungle-covered region, in which the number of village, or
of the way. rather small gn^ups of huts, is extremely small and scattered.

The only nseful route fi>r the coal to be drawn out is northwards by the valley to Salevoy or

Mungumpett. In the present condition of the jungle, work could only be done from early in

January to the end of Ma}', as the country is reported to

be either highly feverish, or rendered impassable owing to

flooding by the rains during the rest of the year.

Unhealthy legioo.

From KfimAmm, the path continnes still westward, first of all traversing the western

CkmUnaatlon of Toate from range of Yindhyans, already referred to, by a cross valley,
weatwavda.

^

thickly grown with jungle, through which a clearing has
lately b^n made ; so, across the rest of the FAkh&l Talook to Hanamoonda. Beyond

K&
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the high ridge just crossed, there is a wide stretch of forest-covered, mostly high flat

country with occasional shallow valleys and easy descents to other terraces of flat ground,

until the more irregularly hilly country in which the great Pikhil tank is situated is

reached. This country is all of Vindhyan rocks, mainly earthy slates with bands of quartzite,

m Au A II
series of slightly magnesian grey silicious lime-^

stone having a dip of 6® to 10® south-eastward. The general

lie of these Vindhyans is undulating, with a gentle dip to the eastwards : occasionally also

high, and even vertical, strata occur, so that they hade up at times in low headlands to the

westward.

The F&kh^ tank has been made by throwing a bund across a river, which has cut its

pakhsi tank
western outcrop, between two of these low

headlands, and thus there is a noble sheet of water kept

back among the few irregular hills bordering eastwards on the line of low headlands. It is a
splendid tank : there was no rain to speak of last season, and yet now there is a beautiful and
wide-spread sheet of water lying back in two arms on either side of a good big hill east-

south-east of the bund : while from these are long bays reaching up behind low ridges of

outcropping Vindhyans. On every side there is far-stretching jungle ; even below the tank

bund, for mUes, there is the thickest and densest jui^le, only broken here and there by a
few patches of rice cultivation. There is not the population even in the country below the

tank to make use of its waters ; and no careful means are taken in these days of Mahommedan
rule to conduct the water to a part of the country, where the population is more numerous.

In the old Telingha times, when Warrungul was one of the great centres of the Telugu

people, there must have been something more stirring in the way of human life than there is

now in this desolate region of wide-spread jungle.

Not more than a couple of miles below the tank, there is a great rectangular fort still

standing entire as to its high mud and stone walls, but all overgrown with, and in the

midst of, tall tree jungle. The, Nizam’s Government is at present erecting a large convict

jail hero, which not being yet ready for its prisoners, and with jungle around, looks ^most
as desolate as the old fort.

The coup-d’oeil of Pdkhal tank is tame, the country bein^ flattish and unbroken by any
good hills, except the long low ranges fiir to the east near Kimarum, and the one large hill

at the bank of the tank. In beauty and picturesqueness, it cannot for instance be compared
with the great Cumbum tank iu the Kumool District.

The bund of the tank is very nearly on the western edge of the Vindhyans ; in fact, the
base of the low headlands at tbe south end of the bund is

possibly made up of the bottom beds of the series, in this

part of the countiy ;
for, about half a mile west of the bund, the stream of water from the

sluice is crossed, and here there is very coarse granitoid gneiss of the crystalline series, and
these are the rocks which make up the rest of the country

westward to Hanamconda.

Western edge of Vindhyans.

Crystallinea

Note on Pdihdl raak.—The tahslldar of Narsimpet has obligingly furnished me with the following data
regarding this tank from records in his office ; The tank is said to have been constructed about sixteen
hundred years ago by imah Khaldya. The bund of the tank is nearly 2,000 yards long, breadth 6,000 yards,
and the depth back from the bund, 8,000 yards. When fhll of water, the depth at the sluice is 18 yards.”

WILTdAV Kim,
Deputy Superintendeni, Oeotoyicaf Survey of TnSta.

Caw GvnnieooniirH,

Isf March 1872.
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Sketch of the Geology of Obissa, hg W. T. Blakfobd, A. B. S. M., F. G. S., Deputy
Superintendent, Geological Swrveg qf India,

The province of Orisfia consistsj geologically as well as geographically, of two veiy distinct

portions,--^ihe one, a belt ofnearly flat conntryfrom 15 to 40 miles in breadth, extending along the

coast, and the other, an undulating area broken by ranges of hills in the interior. The former

is entirely composed of allny^l formations, the greater portion of its surface being probably

composed of deposits from the great river Mahanaddi and the smaller streams, the Bramini

and Baitami. Near its western limit alone, a few hills of gneissose rock rise from the

alluvial plain, especially between the Beamini and Mahanaddi. The inland area, on the other

hand, is chiefly composed of rocks of very ancient date, so completely altered and crystallized

by metamorphic action, that nil traces of their original structure are lost, and any

organic remains which they may originally have contained obliterated. The same rocks

cover an enormous area in Eastern and Southern India, and are usually spoken of in works

on Indian Geology, as the Oiystalline or Metamorphic series.

Further exploration in the little known Tributary Mehals will, doubtless, show the existence

of beds belonging to other formations, but hitherto the only instance in which any considerable

area is known to be occupied by rocks of later date than the metamor]>hic8, is in the tract known as

the TalchirOoal Field in the estatra ofTalchir, Ongdl, Bamda, Atmallik, Badakol and Denkanal.

High up the Bramini, a series of very slightly altered or unaltered rocks, comprising slates

with jasper, quartzite and schistose beds, are known to occur ; but it has not been ascertained

whether they extend into the district administered flrom Katdk, though they are believed to

ooenpy portions of Keunjdr and BonaL

The greater portion of the Tributary Mehals has never been explored geologically, and

the information procurable as to their character is most impertbct. It is possible that other

coal fields may exist, though not probable. Even the Talchir Coal Field has only received, for

the most part, a very hurried examination, *

Excluding the formations of which no accurate information has been obtained, such as

the slates, quartzites and jasper, believed to occur in Keunjur and Bonai, the following is a

descending order, of the rook systems hitherto described as occurring in Orissa.

8. Dlown sand,

*

7. Alluvium,

h,—River Delta deposits.

a,—Older allu^um of coast plmn.

6. Laterite,

5. Katak or Atgwh sandstones.

4. Mahadeva ? or Panehet sandstones and grits.

3. Damuda sandstones, shales, and coal, •

2. Talchir sandstones, shales, silt, and boulder bod.

1. Metamorphic or crystalline rocks.

A brief description of the character of each of tiiese formations, as found in Orissa, is

appended.
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1. MsTAMORpnic OB Obystalline Bocks.

TKsse consist of various forms of gneiss, mica-schist, hornblende-schist, quartzite, t&c.

Crystalline limestone, common in many parts of India, has not been hitherto observed in

Orissa* True granite occurs in the form of veins traversing the gneiss, and is of various

forms, the most common being a highly crystalline variety vrith but little mica, and passing

into Pegmatite of the kind known as graphic granite, beautiful specimens of whichiiavo

• been found in parts of the Tributary Mehals. This granite is apparently, for the most part,

at least of contemporaneous age with the metamorphism of the gneiss. But, besides this,

the gpEieiss itself frequently passes into a granitoid form perfectly undistinguishable in blocks

from granite, but which, when in place, is usually found to retain every here and there

traces of its original lamination, and to pass by insensible degrees into a distinctly laminated

gneiss of the usual form*

Other prevalent forms are ordinary gneiss composed of quartz, felspar, and mica ; horn-

blendio gneiss in which the mica is r^laced by hornblende ; the latter mineral sometimes

forming a very large proportion of the rock, and quartzose gneiss, in which the felspar

and mica or hornblende, are in very small proportion and the quactz predominates. This

gradually passes into quartzite : a massive rock in general, in which felspar and mica are

either wanting or occur only in very small quantities.

The above may be considered the prevailing forms of the crystalline rocks ; but there

are others of* less frequent occurrence. Amongst these are diorite, amphibolite, syenite and

a magnesian rock, a kind of pot-stone occasionally resembling serpentine. These may all,

very possibly, be of later date than tlie mass of the mctamorphics, though the serpentine-like

pot-stone appears to be fairly intercalated.

2. Talchib GEOur.

The lowest beds associated with the coal-bearing strata are themselves destitute of

useful fuel, and well distinguished mineraloglcally from the Damiida or coal-bearing rocks.

They were first separated from the overlying beds in Orissa, and were named after the estate

in which they were found. They consist, in the Talchir Cool Field, of blue nodular shale,

fine buif or greenish sandstone, and of extremely fine silt beds, often interstratified with sand-

stone more or less coarse in texture, in thin alternating laminee. The sandstones often

contain felspar grains which arc usually undecomposed. In the sandstone and fine silty

shale, rounded pebbles and boulders of granite, gneiss, and other crystalline rocks frequently

abound, some of them as much as four or five feet in diameter. This remarkable form&tion

is known as the * boulder bed,’ it is peculiar to the Talchir group, and has been found in India

wherever that group has been examined ; in the valleys of the Damuda, the Sone, the

Narbadda, and the Godavari, as well as in that of the Bi-amini.

Of this singular association of large blocks of stone in a fine matrix, but few other

instances are known, the most remarkable one being that of the ‘ boulder clay’ of Great ^

Britain and other countries, which is now by most geologists considered to be of glacial

origin. The boulder bed of the Talchir group differs entirely firom the boulder clay

however; in the former, the fine matrix is distinctly stratified, and the boulders are rounded,

neither of which is the usual condition of the boulder clay. But the origin of such a rock

is, in both instances, surrounded by the same difficulty, viz, that any current of water which

could round and transport the boulders would sweefp away, instead of depositing, the fine

sand, clay, and silt in which they are imbedded* Yet nothing is clearer than that the two

were deposited together. Ice is rather a startling power to invoke in endeavoring to
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explain the phenomena of rocks found in a tropical climate, but without its agency it

appears difficulf^ in the piescut state of geological knowledge, to account for the Talohir

boulder bed.*

3. Dahctda Gbottf.

^bovethe Talchirs, or occasionally resting upon the metamorphio rocks without the

intoRrention of any other sedimentary beds, are found a series of sandstones and shales,

with beds of coal. The san^tones ate mostly coarse grey, and brown rocks passing into

grits. They are usually more or less felspathic ; the felspar being decomposed and converted

into clay, and they are often ferruginous. Blue and carbonaceous shales, often more or less

micaceous, and ferruginous shaley sandstones are characteristic of this group. Fossil plants,

chiefly consisting of Ferns (such as Qlossopterigt PeeopterU) Trizygia, EquisetacetB and

CalamiteSf and above all peculiar stems divided into segments, believed to be roots of

unknown affinities ( Vertebraria ), are ftequently found. Most of the fossil species found,

perhaps all, are characteristic of the Damuda formation.

The peculiar interest attaching to this group of rocks is, however, derived from its being

the only one in which workable coal has been found in the peninsula of India. All the coals

of Baniganj, and the other fields of the Damuda valley, all those of the Nnrbadda valley,

and of other parts of the Central Provinces, are in Damuda rocks. So far as they have

hitherto been examined, the coals of Talchir appear to be of inferior quality to those of

Baniganj, the Narbadda and some other localities, but the field in the Tributary Mehals has,

by no means, been thoroughly explored as yet.

4. Mahadeva? Gboup.

Above the coal-bearing series in the western part of the Talchir coal field, there is found

a considerable thickness of coarse sandstones, grits and conglomerates, quite different in

character from the beds of the Talchir and Damuda groups, and resting unconformably upon

them. These rocks are usually coloured of various shades of brown, they are frequently

very ferruginous, and the separate be^s composing them are massive and not interrupted,

as the Damuda sandstones frequently are, by partings of shale. They form hills of consider-

able size in Radakol.

It is by no means clear that these beds are the representatives of the group in the

Narbadda valley to which the name Mahadeva was first applied, but there is a general

sub-division of the rocks throughout the greater portion of the Indian coal fields into fhree

principal groups. To the higher of these the term Mahadeva has been given in the Narbadda
valley and in Orissa, and Panchet in Bengal, and until re-examination of the Orissa beds has

enabled their relations to that of other coal fields to be more accurately made out than was
possible when they were first mapped, it appears best to retain the name then applied

to them.

* In 1856 Mr. Blanford Boipgvsted (Memcdrs, Ctoological Snrv^, India, i, p. 48) that these beds might have
bean deposited <m a high table land, and that the association of the bonlden woo perhaps due to ground iee.

The advance of eosmical theories since that time hoa rather tended to increase the poeslbllltj of periods of
cold having occurred in the oonroe of the earth's historj, some of which maj have been anfficiently severe to affect

the tn^cs, or portions of them. The Tolehin have now been found over so extensive an area that the probability

of their having been deposited at any eonoidemble elevation above the eea hae greatly diminished, and some obeervera

ue inclined to ooaMder them marine, a view which 1 do not ebsre, but at the eome tfane no otiwr hypotheeis, not
Involving lee action, has been offered which ocoonnte satiefkctorlly for their peonllorities. (Sinoa thii woe written
strong confirmation of Mr. Blonford'e viewe hoe been obtained, hj finding in these Talohir boulder beds maeees
of granite of Urge elsck^ the enrfhces of which have been polished, scored, and fhrrowed preoioely os ore the
mosses of roehs or 1ioalderB,fl»ond inhedded in, end tnuu^iartod by, ke-^oss or glooisn. T. Onnaan).
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6. KatXe (Cuttack) ob Atgabh Gboup.

South-west of the town of Katdk is a considerable area occnpied by grits, sandstones and
conglomerates, with one or more beds of white or pinkish clay. The beds are very similar

in general character to those last described, but there is no evidence of their connection, and

it appears at least as probable that the K4tak rocks are of later date.

No fossils have been found in these beds except some obscure impressions apparently of

vegetable origin in the clays.

6. Latebitb.

The laterite of Orissa is evidently of detrital origin, and consists essentially of small

pisolitic nodules, chiefly composed of hydrated oxide of iron (brown hasmatite) and coarse

quartz sand, cemented together, more or less perfectly, into either a firm though somewhat

vesicular rock, or a less coherent moss, or at times remaining in a loose gravelly condition, and

thus passing by various gradations into a sandy clay with a few pisolitic iron nodules. As
a rule, the forms containing most iron are the most coherent, and vice versa. The more solid

forms are largely used as building stone, having the peculiar but important property of being

softest when first cut and of hardening greatly on exposure.

Beneath the detrital laterite, especially when a felspathic form of the metamorphic

rock occurs, the decomposed upper portions of the latter are frequently greatly impregnated

with iron, and converted into a kind of lithomarge which closely resembles the detrital

laterite in appearance, and is employed for the same purposes.

The massive form of laterite which caps many of the higher hills in Peninsular India,

and which is more compact than the detrital laterite, is not known to occur in Orissa.

, 7. Alluvium.

a. Older Alluvium of the }joa8t Plain.

In the neighbourhood of the hills and frequently for many miles from their base, the

alluvium of the plains consists of clay and sand, usually more or less commingled, and, in

most places, containing calcareous concretions (kankar or giitin) and pisolitic ferruginous

nodules. This deposit passes, as already mentioned, by insensible degrees into laterite on the

one hand, and into the more recent delta alluvium on the other, but in its typical form, it is

well distinguished from both by being more sandy and by containing nodular carbonate of

lime or kankar.

The age of this alluvial deposit is shown by its surface having been modified and

rendered uneven by the action of rain and streams ; so that the country composed of it is

more or less undulating.

Whether this formation, or any portion of it, is of marine origin is a question hitherto

undetermined. So far as it has been yet examined, it appears in Orissa to be unfossiliferoua.

The greater portion has, doubtless, been produced by deposits washed down by streams and

rivers from the higher country to the westward, and it appears probable that a portion of

these have been deposited along the coast. But other deposits have been, in all probability,

formed upon the original marine beds by the additional accumulations brought down by

streams and washed by rain from the hills, so that it is questionable whether the lower

marine beds, which probably exist, are anywhere exposed.
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h. River delta d^osiie.

In tiha neighbourliood of the great Timers the soil is finer and the country level, the

greater portion of it being yearly overflowed by flood waters and receiving a fresh deposit

from them, except in places where they are kept from overflow by artificial means. The

alluvium thus formed is generally highly fertile, but the country is swampy and often

malarious. As above pointed out, the only character by which this modem alluvium can be

distinguished is the flatness of its surface, showing that the area occupied by it is one of deposi-

tion and not of denudation. Usually also, it is less sandy than the older alluvium, and kankar

is not of frequent occurrence in it, though a thin layer of it often covers deposits of calcareous

sand and clays, from which the later deposit can, with difficulty, be distinguished.

8. Blown Sand.

Along the coast in places, as about Puri, large tracts of ground are covered with sand

blown inland &om the beach. The nature and origin of the formation are obvious.

In proceeding to give a sketch of the geological characters of the different districts and

states of which Orissa is composed, I shall first describe the districts of Balasor, Katak and

Puri, and subsequently those Tributary Mehals of which any definite information has been

obtained.

1. BALASOR.-^Almost the whole district consists of sllu^dal deposits. Metamorphics

occur in the Nilgiii hills, along the western boundary, but they scarcely enter the district

anywhere, and in no case are found more than a milo or two within the boundary. Laterite,

frequently massive, forms a narrow fringe to the hills in places, but not everywhere.

A few sand hills skirt the shore in the north-eastern part of the district, and on the

cast of the Subanrika they extend for three or four miles inland.

The older alluvium occupies the greater portion of the district, the fiat river alluvium

forming the southern part near the Bytarni, Karswa and Bramini rivers, and a tract in the

north-east near the Subanrika. Around Balasor itself the soil is rather sandy, and contains

laterite gravel. Concretionary carbonale of lime (kankar) is widely distributed, especiaUy in

the western parts of the distnet.

Katae.—Aa in Balasor, the largest part of the district consists of alluvium ; the older

form, with an undulating surface, occupying, however, a much smaller area proportionally,

and being confined to the nortb-westem part of the district ; nearly all of the remainder

being composed of the flat deltas of the Mahanaddi and Bramini. Along the sea coast

blown sand generally occurs, but only forms a narrow belt.

Between the rivers Bramini and Mahanaddi in the Killas of Balrampdr, Madpdr, Darpan,

Kalkala, DaJjfira and scattered over the country to the east in Pargana Ulti, there are

numerous hills all more or less isolated, and all composed of gneiss. Along the Bramini,

near Balrampur, and for some miles to the south-east, the rock is compact and granitoid.

Further south it is less compact and usually soft from partial disintegration near the surface.

It is marked with numerous red blotches, the remains of decomposed garnets. This soft

decomposed gneiss is sometimes quarried and used for building. The hills in this part

of the country are most inaccurately represented on the Bevenuo Survey maps.*

No laterite ocenrs around the more eastern hills, but around those in the neighbourhood

of the road from Calcutta to Katak, there is frequently a narrow fringe, often conglomeratic.

* Those on the Topoglifaphlcal Survey nidtw of the Tributary Blebals, on the other hand, are very correctly

(brawn,
''
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aa if it had been originally a beach deposit, and to the west of the high road to Kat&k
the metamorphic hills are surrounded in general by broad terrace-like flats,^frequently

stretching from hill to hill, and when they do not do so, affording evidence that the laterite

is continued beneath the intervening alluviam. This laterite is frequently employed for

building pui’pcses.

PtJBi.—The southern district of Orissa is much smaller in size than either of the

others, and yet the extent of hard rocks is larger than in either Kat&k or Balaslir. All the

country near the coast and a broad tract in the north-east of the district are alluvial, but

the western parts of the area are occupied by laterite, sandstone, and metamorphic rocks.

There is a very small extent of the older undulating alluvium ; almost all the eastern part

of the district, and the country extending from the Mahauaddi to the Chilka lake is per-

fectly flat, and consists of the newer or delta alluvium. Hence its liability to flooding from

the Mahanaddi. Hills of blown sand extend along the whole coast, and frequently are

disposed in two or three principal ranges,—^the first close to the shore, the second from

one to two miles inland, and occasionally there is another still further from the sea.

The greater portion of Ferganas Domipada and Dandimul, south-west of the town of

Katak, consist of the Atgarh sandstone, composed, as already mentioned, of coarse sandstones

and conglomerates. To the west these beds appear to rest on the metamorphic rocks, and

they have a general dip to the east and south-east, at low angles not exceeding or 6°.

They are surrounded on all sides by laterite and alluvium. At their apparent base to the

west is a coarse conglomerate, the pebbles chiefly of quartzite.

These rocks contain one band at least of white clay, which is largely dug, and used for

white-washing houses and for other purposes.

South-west of the sandstone country and west of Khurda, there is a broad undulating,

plain, partly covered with laterite through which the gneiss rises at intervals. In the extreme

west of the district around polgarh and Goriali, there are two very barren ranges of no

great height, running east and west, and formed of contact, rather granitoid gneiss.

From this x>oint, whence the boundary of the district turns to the eastward as far as the

Chilka fake, only detached hills occur, all of gneiss, with intervening plains of laterite and

alluvium. The group of hUls near Chatarma ore of granitoid gneiss, most of the others

are of garnetiferous gneiss with quartzose bands. Such are Khurda hill and the smaller

rises in the neighbourhood, and also the hills east of the Kat&k and Ganjam road between

Eameshwar and Monglajuri.

Precisely similar country extends to the west of the Chilka lake. The lake itself is a

part of the sea first rendered shallow by deposits from the mouths of the Mahanaddi and

from silt carried up the bay round the hills near Ganjam by the violent southerly winds of

the monsoon, and then entirely cut off by a spit, formed, by the same agency, of sand drifted

along the coast. Near the south-western extremity of this spit there is a considerable

deposit of estuarine shells, at a height of 20 to 30 feet above the present flood level of the

Chilka. The shells found, Cgthet'^a casta and Area granosa, have not been observed living

in the Chilka, and both are estuarine species, not occurring in the sea itself, but the former

is now abundant in the estuary connecting the lake with the sea. This deposit appears to

afford evidence of a recent elevation of the land.

There can be but little doubt that the Chilka is gradually diminishing in size and in

depth, but as it receives no streams of importance, the quantity of water chaiged with

sediment poured into it is small, and its rate of decrease is probably very slow. Its fauna
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is peculiar, and deserves more attention than it has hitherto received. Indeed, the whole

estuarine ftpUna of the Indian backwaters and deltas has been but imperfectly worked out,

and further information is extremely desirable, of the mollusca above all, for the illustration

of the fossils of the many deposits which have doubtless accumulated under very similar

ctroumstanoes in past times.

Trihutary diehals.

Of the geology of the following states :

—

Moharbanj. Bodamba.

Pal Lahara. Tigerea.

Nursingpur.

lying north of the Mahanaddi, and of all the states south of the Mahanaddi river, except

Bank!, viz ,
:

—

Boad. Nyagarh.

Daspala, fianapur.

Kandapada.

nothing whatever, definite, is known.

It is pretty certain that a large proportion of their area consists of metamorphic rocks,

and it is possible that no others may be found.

Of Keunjur and Nilgiri, only the edges bordering on the Balasor district have been

examined. Hurdole has been traversed, portions of Denkinal and Atmallik have been examined,

whilst of Ongiil, Talchir and the little estates of Atgarh and Banki, a somewhat more

general survey has been made, still however far from complete or detailed.

NUgvri and Keunjur .—The hills bordering on Balasor consist entirely of metamorphic

rocks of various kinds. In the northern part of the range gneiss is found, so granitic that

the direction of the foliation can scarcely be ascertained. It appears to be nearly parallel

with the escarpment of the range.

Granite veins are scarce, but gre^n-stone dykes or pseudo dykes, many of them of great

size, abound, and most of them, if not all, appear to he paiallel with the gneissicr foliation.

This fact renders it probable that the dykes in question are really beds so altered as to be

perfectly crystalline.

A kind of magnesian rocks, intermediate in composition between potstonc and ser-

pentine, approaching the former in appearance hut less grraiy in texture, is quarried to«ome

extent chiefly for the manufacture of stone dishes, plates and bowls. These stones are

roughly cut into shape in the quany, and finished partly with tools, partly on a lathe in the

villages. The rock employed occurs, interfoliated with the gneiss, in several places, and is

quarried at the villages of Santragodia and Gujadiha, a few miles south of Nilgiri, at a

spot two or three miles firom Jiigjuri, and in scattered localitLes to the north-west.

A few miles west-south-west of Jugjuri, near Parkpada, the granitoid rocks are replaced

by a tougb, hard, indistinctly ciystalline, homblendio rock resembling diorite, but exhibiting

more foliation than is seen in the hills near Nilgiri. Still further to the south-west, quartz

schist comes in, well foliated, occasionally containing talc. A detached hill near Bakipdr

consists of this rock, and so does the whole south-west portion of the range as far as Bugadi,

except in the immediate neighbourhood of the Salandi Naddi, where it leaves the hills. Here
syenite occurs, and the same forms a detached hill near Darapdr. The south-western portion

of the range is fme from the trap dykes, which are so conspicuous in the north-east of

Alt th« wortern ptartioiM of Keoiytir aie unexplored.
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TALCHfB, 0»g15l, and Atmailiz.—7%e Tdlchtr Coal-field.—These states comprise

by far the most interesting geological area in Orissa and its dependencies. T^e basin of

sedimentaiy rocks known as the TdlchCr coal-field is surrounded on all sides by metamorphics.

This basin extends about 70 miles from west by norih to east by south, with a general breadth

of from 15 to 20 miles, its eastern extremity at Karakprasad on the Bramiui river being

nearly 50 miles north-west of S!atak town. Its western limit is not far from Bdmpur in

the state Bddakol, and it comprises nearly the whole of Tdlchir and a considerable portion of

Ongul and Bdd&kol, with smaller parts of Bamda, Atmallik, and Denkinal.

The western half of this field, or more than half, is chiefly occupied by the rocks already

described as belonging to the Mahadeva group ;* conglomerates and coarse sandstones, which

form hills of considerable height in a very wild, jungly, and thinly inhabited countiy. It is

by no means improbable that the Damuda coal-bearing rocks will hereafter be found in

portions of this area. Indeed, they have been observed at the village of Fatrapada.

In the extreme west of the field Talchir beds occur in the upper part of a valley tribu-

taiy to the Tikaria near Deincha, and also near the village of Bampdr in Baddkol. In both

cases Mah4d5va rocks appear to rest directly on them without the intervention of any

Damudas.

Besides occupying the western part of the field, the M^hdd^vas are found in two places

along the northern boundary, which is foimed by a fault of considerable dimensions. C^e of

these places is near the villages of Bodaberna and Dereng, where the upper beds occur as

a narrow belt five or six miles from east to west, their presence being marked by low hills of

a hard conglomerate. Farther to the west» they recur in another isolated patch forming the

rise called Konjiri hill and its n6ighl)Ourhood. This hill consists of sandstone capped by

conglomerate, the pebbles from which weather out and cover the sides of the hill, concealing

the sandstone beneath.

The northern part of the field on which these outliers of the Mah&d^vds occur is much
cut up by faults, or, to speak more correctly, by branches of one gpreat fault. These faults ore

in some places marked by a quartzose breccia, containing fragments of sandstone and other

rocks. The vein of breccia varies in breadth ; at the village of Keijang, it is so largely

developed that it forms a hill of considerable height.’ Between the branches of the fault

Talchir beds and metamorphics occur; north of all the faults metamorphics only are

found.

The eastern part of the field from near Kerjang on the Tikaria river and Soukurai on

the Tengria to east of the Bramini is principally composed of Damuda rocks. Those may
usually be recognised by the occasional occurrence of blue and black shales, the latter carbo-

naceous and sometimes containing coal. The general section of the beds, so far as could be

made out in a difficult country much obscured by surface days and jungle, is as follows

1.

—Interstratifications of blue and black shale, often very micaceous, with ironstone

and coarse felspathic sandstone. These are at least 1,500 feet thick.

2.

—Carbonaceous shale and coal, about 150 feet.

3.

—Shales and coarse sandstones, the latter prevailing towards tiie base ; thickness

doubtfril, but not less than 100 feet.

* At the period when the Tdlohfr ooal-Aeld wee examined, nothing whatever wai known of the elaasifleation of
rooks which has since been made ont by the Geological Survey in the various coal-fields of India. Indeed, one of
the very first and most important diatln<^tiona, that of the Tttifiilr group below the ooel-beacing divialon, sras

in this region, aa already mentioned. The bonndariee of the Mdhfiddvia end Damfidaa on the map in the JfernolM.
Oeologloal Sorvei of India la merely a rough approximation made flrom memory after quitting the field. The
difibrencea of the rocks had been noted in the field, bnt their area had not been mapped.
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If this be correct, the coal only occurs upon one horizon. It is by no means impossible,

however, that other bede may be found.

Coal is known to be exposed in three places. The most westwardly of these is at.

Patrapada in Ongdl, a village on the Medulia Jor, a tributary of the Ouli river. Here some

six feet of carbonaceous shale and coal are seen in the bank of the stream, capped by clay,

upon which rest the coarse grits of the Mahaddva group. The ai'ea occupied by the bods

is small.
^

The next place, which is far better known, is at Gopalprasad in Talclur, on the Tengria

river. The rocks at this spot are nearly horizontal for a long distance, and the coal bed

extends for some miles along the banks of the stream above the village. It also recurs

lower down the stream. The thickness of the bed is considerable, but its quality inferior,

the greater portion being excessively shaley and impure. Selected specimens contain upwards

of 30 per cent, of ash. It by no moans follows, however, that better coal may not be found,

and even the inferior fuel would be useful for many purposes if any local demand existed, and

from the horizontality of the bed a large quantity might be procured with very little labour.

The general dip in the neighbourhood is to the north, and any attempts at working the coal

on a large scale, or further exploration by boring, should be made north of the Tengria

stream.

The third locality is in a small nalla running into the Bramini from the west just north

of the town of Talchir. Beds lower than the coal are seen in the bank of the Bramini at the

Bajah’s residence
; the carbonaceous shale with coal is exposed about 400 yards from the river

in the small watercourse ; only two or three feet are visible, the dip is north-west, and the

coal is covered by micaceous, sandy and shaley beds. A boring north-west of this spot would

test the bed fairly.

There is another locality in which, if the section can be trusted, beds just above the coal

shales in position are exposed at the surface, and where, consequently, a boring might very

possibly penetrate them. This is at the village of Konkurapal in Ongiil.* It is by no

means certjun that the Gopalprasad shales are close to the surface here, but the spot is the

summit of an anticlinal, and some blacK shale seen in the stream resembles the uppermost
portion of the rocks of Gopalprasad.

It is highly probable that closer search will show other places where coal is exposed at

the surface.

The south-eastern part of the field consists of Talchir beds, in which boulders are^only

occasionally found towards the base. They are numerous near the village of Porongo.
Above the silt bed containing the boulders, there is a fine sandstone frequently containing

grains of undecomposed felspar. There is no chance of coal being found in this portion of the
basin, that is, south of a lino drawn from east by north to west by south running about two
miles south of T&lchir.

In several places in the Talohfr field iron is worked. The ore varies; sometimes the
ironstones of the Damuda beds are used, but more frequently surface concretions, the supply
of which is necessarUy limited

; sometimes the Kttle pisolitic nodules of the laterite are found
washed from their matrix and deposited in snfficient quantities in alluvial formations to be
worth collecting. In one instance noticed, the ore was derived from the metamorphio rooks

• Not Mar QngOl (that la, not near the town eo called.) as misprinted in Hemoirs, Geoloaioal Survey of India.
I,p.ei. The village is about 10 miles north-west of Gopalprasad.

NW*.-The foregoing sketch of the Oeology of Orissa was prepared for use in the proposed general Gautteer
of India, now In eourse of preparation, under the direction of W. W. Hunter, LL. D.
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and bronglit firom a distant locality ; it resembled the mixture of peroxide of iron and quartz^

found at the outcrop of metallic lodes and known as " Gossan’ in Cornwall. The method of

smelting the iron in small furnaces is similar to that used in other parts of India, but

the bellows employed are worked with the foot, a peculiarity only found in the south-western

dependencies of Bengal and in Orissa. An account of the process with figures by my brother,

Mr. H. F. Blanford, will be found in Dr. Percy’s Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, p. 261.

The arenaceous ironstones of the Damilda group would, doubtless, yield a large supply

of ore.

Deneinal and Hindole.—^These require scarcely any notice. So fisir as is known,, they

consist of metamorphic rocks, except the western extremity of the first named State which

comprised the eastern end of the Tdlchir basin. The metamorphic rocks are of the usual

descriptions.

Atoabh.^—

T

he northern and western parts of this State consist of metamorphic rocks-.

Along the Mahanaddi from near Katak to the boundary of the state within three or four miles

of the village of Tigoria, there is a belt four or five miles broad of the same “ Katdk" sand-

stones as arc seen south of the Mahanaddi in the Puri district, being in fact a portion of the

same basin. The rocks are predisely similar^coarse sandstones and conglomerates with

one or more bands of white clay.

Babki.—West of the sandstone area in the Puri district there is a bi'oad expanse of

alluvium running for a considerable distance to the southward from the Mahanaddi ; west of

this again metamorphic rocks occur. There is a fine semicircle of detached hills running from

Bankigarh to tlie village of B^^desar. The hills are partly of garnetiferous gneiss, partly

of compact honihlondic gneiss. Bankl Peak is of very quartzose gneiss. The strike varies

in a jieculiar inaniicv, being very irregular, but with a general tendency in all the hills to dip

towards the centre of the semicircle. South of the hills is a large undulating plain partly

covered with laterlte.

* W. T. BLANFORD.

Notes on a new Coal-field in the south-eastebn paet of the Hydbabad (Deccan)

Tebkitoby, hg William Kino, B. A., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey of

India,
«

In the regular course of my work I have found a further small and hitherto unknown
outlier of coal-bearing rocks, some thirty miles south-east of the Kamaram or Pangady

Vagu field already described in these records.*

The present field is situated between about 17® 30’—17® 40’ north latitude, and
80® 18'—80° 25' cast longitude, near the villages of Rumpaid, Yellindallapad,t Hooserakapullr,

and Bagabonagoodium, in the easteim part of the Kundyconda talook. Its southern

extremity is about four or five miles east of the large village of Singareny, and it may he

as well to give this name to the field.

It is a narrow irregular patch of the ‘ plant-hearing series’ of rocks, about eleven miles

long and from one to two miles in width, giving an area of about nineteen square miles, though

at the same time the coal measures are only supposably about eight square miles in extent.

• Beoords, Geological Survey of India, Vol. V, Part 2, p. 46.

t Telllndallapad ia nearest to the outcrop of coal ecani ; but it is deserted at present (March ld7^« KoUapoor
and Cheedamulla (Sodamilla), a couple of miles to the east, are larger villugeai
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As the crow fies, it is about twenty-three miles north-north-east of the town of Ehum-
mumet * and thirty-six miles east of Nellycudr, the tahsil village of Kundyconda talook.

As tar as my knowledge goes, coal is only visible at one spot, and it is possibly only due
to the fact of the country being so dried up this year, and the exceptional lowness of the

water in the few stream pools, that 1 was able at last, after long and apparently hopeless

searching, to find the upper edge of a seam showing just above the mud and water in one

of these pools.f For this reason also is accountable the fact, that tjbe people around had no
idea of the existence of coal.

Even though the seam had not eventually been met with, I should have announced this

as a possible coal-field, and recommended that it should be proved by boring, for the rocks

were to my mind clearly of the coal-bearing series.

T am unable to give now the thickness of the seam, for neither time nor means for

excavation were at my disposal
; but there are two feet of coal ascertainable, and it looks a

good strong decided seam.

The coal, so far, is tolerably light, compact, chained slightly with patches of powdery
charcoal, is more or less bright, and breaks with a sub-conchoidal fracture. lu an open fire,

after being well dried in the sun, it burns brightly, though not quite so brightly as that of
the Pangady Vagu field, and leaves a soft powdery ash.j) A fair average specimen gives the

following assay

—

Fixed carbon ... . .. ,82 4
Volatile inotter . ... . .. 22-6

(Moiiituro 6 Oj.

A®** ••• • .. .. . X60

The specimen is however only from a 4bw inches within the exposed surface of the seam.
Owing to the absence, or concealed state, of the outcrops of coal it is utterly impossi-

ble as yet to say what its extent may be, and this cannot be*a8certained until borings Lave
been put down in various parts of the field. The positions of the different series of rocks
can only be indicated, as also the fact that there is coal.

A small map§ is appended, showing the general outline of the field and the rock series.
Absolute correctness of boundary could not be attempted in this map

; but the lines will be
found sufficiently correct for future exploration. ^

This is essentially a field requiring examination by borings, which may be put down at some
of the spots which are suggested on the map. In the Pangady Vagu field the outcrop of
coal is so freely exposed that *he who runs may read ' it ; but here, in the Singarpny field,
the mineral wealth is not at all so evident, though if it exist in any quantity, wffiich 1 am
inclined to think it does, it is to be got at and carried out infinitely easier in everv wav than
at the Pangady Vagu.

This name has been variously jflven, but the above seem b the nearest adaptation to ^ ^ which

Jb the official manner of epelling it. It is distinctly not RumamiH
,
the spelling In the atlas map is very to.

tbMofore that the aoam may not be visible to future explorers
t but I showed It to two of thepeople 01 itollapoor, who can easily point out the spot.

oiiglni flwgSto
different to the Pangady Vagu coal, the ash of whleh is hard and retains the form of the

i The sont^ extrsAltj of the field Is left undefined, as I am not quite sore that It does not extend farther
of the season md absence of water prevented my continuing the survey among the low hUls in
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Here, there is no hilly country to be got OTer, the locality being in the low country

;

while there is not nearly such thick jungle, though the held is completely covered by thin

tree forest. The villages are somewhat more frequent and populous, and thero are well

marked paths in several directions. The distances also to the coal from Khummutnct and

Kundyoonda are trifling when viewed in connexion with the proposed branch line’* of Rail-

way from Warrongol south-eastwards to the confines of the British Territory.

It is difficult to indicate the exact place of the coal outcr5p, owing to the inability of

obtaining a sight at any place through the jungle : but it is about two miles, or scarcely

this, due west of the small hill station marked on the atlas Sheet 75, near the villages of

Cheedamulla (Sodamilla) and Kollapoor, in the bed of the Yellindallapad vagu or stream.

At this pla(», the stream is crossed by two low barriers of thick bedded sandstone striking

nearly east to west with a dip of about 5° to the south, though the more northerly of the two

barriers is part of a low anticlinal with the beds on its northern edge dipping north. The

stream has cut an irregular aig-zag course, partly pot-hole and part gully, across this

latter barrier, with rudely vertical sides of fi*om four to thirteen feet high. The gully is

deepest in the middle, deeper than at either the entrance or exit, and here the sandstones have

been scoured out sufficiently to leave the top of the coal seam exposed all round the edges of

an oblong pool, the floor of which is also of coal. It is thus that the thickness of the coal

cannot be ascertained without boring or sinking a pit.

About two feet of coal are visible, and the seam is overlaid by, at the deepest part of

the gully, thirteen feet of sandstone in one bed. There is no passage by shales, or clays,

from coal to massive sandstone above, the junction between the two being perfectly clear and

sharp. The rock is a coarse friable felspathic sandstone with small quartz pebbles, or gravel

ofpebbles thinly distributed through it. At the thickest, there is a siuglebed, but this even-

tually resolves itself into two or three thinner bids. This is the character of these sand-

stones on the Paingady Vagu as well as here ;
that they do not run of an even thickness for

any distance, but that there *are as it were bands of irregular lenticular beds of sandstone

running into one another. *

The general lie of the DamIjda beds, as well as of the other associated rocks, is in easy

undulations and from east to west, with somewhat of a general basin form ; but they appear

to be only exposed to any extent on the Yellindallapad Vagu. Over the rest of the field, if

they exist, they are covered by sandstones of the Kamtki sub-group, though seldom to any

great depth, possibly not exceeding two bundrjed feet at the most in the southern part of the

field. In the northern half of the field, it does not appear as if any boring would have to

exceed one hundred feet.

The rock series exposed in this Singareny field are, in descending order

Kamthi, sub-group.

DAMtJDAS (coal measures).

Talchibs.

ViNDHTANS.

Cbystallines (Gneiss,

Kamthis and DXiit^DAS rest directly on the Gneiss for a good part of the eastern edge of

the field. No Talchibs are seen here, nor do I think they exist Bound the rest of the

field, except for a mile or so to the east of Singareny, the underlying rooks are Vindhtan.

* Part of a ajatera of railway proposed by Mr. T. M. Hardy Johnston, M. Inst C B„ Secretary to His

Highness the Nlasm's D, P. W., in a Memo, addreaaed to Sir Salur Jung llahadar, e. c. fe. i., dated July 187L
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The Talchiss are peculiar in occupying only the northern part of the field about Bum-

paid, in the basin of whose main stream they are well seen forming good wide spreads of fine

dirty yellowish green-grey (doe-skin-glove colored) mud sandstones. There are no sig^s of

voloanie associations here, as is the case on the Pangady Vagu; nor is there any well-

devdloped boulder bod. Here and there are occasional large pebbles or small assemblages of

such ; and in one spot in the bed of the stream from Mankarum, «&c., which is joined by the

Bumpaid stream, there is huge block (now broken in half) of from 10 to 16 feet in

diameter of Vindhyan quartzite, which seems to be still almost in situ.

The Talchibs are distinctly overlapped by the next higher or coal-bearing series, and to

such an extent both here and in the valley of the Godavery, that the two series would

appear to be separated by a greater interval than mere unconformity of overlap would indi-

cate. Otherwise, it is extremely difficult to my mind to account for such widely separated

patches of a formation which always exhibits great uniformity of color and materials.

Jn the present field, I was not fortunate enough to find a section showing contact

between the two series, hut in my notes referring to the Pangady field the fact of unconfor-

mity is there stated. In that section, though a small one, the bottom sands of the Babakabs

are lying on bluntly-hevillcd edges of mud sands of the Talchibs : the difference of angle

being vciy little it is true, but there is still a difference.

It is to he remembered that the worn edges of the Talchibs (even now soft and

friable mud-sands) would very likely, prior to the deposition of the Babakabs, not be sharp

and well defined, but rounded and somewhat fringed down ; and the angle of dip not being

much different from that of the newer rocks, their felspathic sandstones would, in general,

lie over the sandy mud-stones more in the style of oblique lamination ; and this is really

somewhat the manner of the Pangady Vagu section, though there is, as I have written, the

difference in lie of the beds themselves. ^
The I)AMtJDAS and Kamthis are of the usual kinds, viz .

:—coarse and fine felspathic

sandstones, the Kamthis being coarser, more open textured, m«re ferruginous, and perhaps

more gravelly. Jt is difficult, in the fibsenee of any fossil evidence and ffi.vorable sections to

draw any well defined boundary between these two series, though in general facies they are

as distinct as possible, while at the .same time they appear to be very distinct in age. It

seemed to me that the passage between the two is marked by a set of thinner and somewhat

closer-grained and compactcr-bnjwn sandstones coated on the surface with brown peroxide

of iron, and that these are the lower beds of the Kamthis, On such a view, I have entered

the two series in the accompanying map.

The hill station already referred to is of Kamthis ; though, on the eastern side, and for

some distance on the north and south, the base of the hill is of Obystallines. On the
western side, one descends from coarse sandstones having a dip of about 10® west by north
gradually to what are unmistakeable Babakabb, but whether these are continuous right
xmder the hill between the Kamthis and Gneiss, it is as yet impossible to say owing to the
talus of debris all round.

Pi’om the hill there is a general ^sy undulation of Babaeab sandstones nearly to the
crossing of the Yelliudallapad Vagu by the path from Singareny to the latter village ; but
just to the east of ihis path there are some low ridges of the compact ferruginous sandstones,
which I take to be lower Kamthis, These are lying in a set of narrow undulations with a
north—south strike ; and at the crossing of the stream or vagu they are dipping east-south-
east at from 20® to 30®.

The straiagraphic relations between the Kamthis and DXhi^dXb in this part of the
eofifltry are also indicative of the latter being distinctly overlapped by the former ; and that
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the Dahi^das were either only deposited in small detached areas, or were largely denuded

prior to the deposition of the Kamthis.

In the present case the beds of the hill station do not seem to be underlaid for the whole

of this door, but to have overlapped the DAMt^DiCs to the eastward ; and on this account

it is to be feared that the coal measures will not be found constant throughout the field.

There are two other small outlying hill masses of Kamthis, a few miles to the north-east

of the Singareny field, which are in general character exactly like the hill station, or of a

steep-sided plateau form, and made up of nearly horizontal beds. One of these is aboye

or immediately north of Dhaimapooram ;
and the second further north-east between

Kamaram and Anantarum. A couple of miles further east, is the south-western edge of

tlie main area of Kamthi-s. Now, there are no signs of DAMt^DAS under this south-west

edge ; nor are there any under the second of the two outliers mentioned. There are, however,

grey and pale buff sandstones at Dharmapooram underlying the hill of Kamthis, possibly

DamddAs, though I saw no trace of coal ; and it might be as well to examine these rocks

by boring.*

In the southern part of the field, the KamiMs are very strong, particularly on the

eastern edge after the stream from the Kollapoor tank is crossed. Here they form some low

ridges, and have a dip of 20° or 30° westward. The country is, however, so covered up by

clay and sandy deposits and jungle that it is difficult to make out the lie from these ridges to

the western edges of the field opposite Singareny ;
or to tell if any undulation brings

Hamuba beds up to within easy reach of the surface. Some of the beds on the western edge

opposite Singareny in the valley of the stream from Kollapoor, &c., seemed to be Dam^jda
sandstones. Borings should be put down right across this part of the field, and oertainly

;

below the eastern slopes of the ridges on the eastern edge.

I have indicated in the map where it would he advisable to put down bore holes. In no

case docs it appear as if these would ever need to be sunk more than 200 feet at the utmost,

and most of them, particulatly in the middle of the field, would seldom exceed 60 feet. In

all cases the borings ought to be sent down to the gneiKs (the greater part of, the floor of the

field is possibly of crystalline rocks), except in the neighbourhood of Rumpaid, where Talchirs

will be met with ; or to the Yindbyans (bard quartzite, slates, and siliceous limestones)

norihwards from the Yellindallapad stream, or in the southern end of the field.

Camp Khummumet, WILLIAM KING,
ZOth March 1872. )

DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.

Fbom June 1871 to Afbil 1872.

F. R. Reed, Esq., Soory.—Specimen of coal from the new workings at Kasta.

Db. Oatbbt.—Specimens of rocks and fossils from the limestone ridges north of the

Lingithang plain.

De. Oatlet.—Specimen of rough jade and of a rude stone mortar, small wooden wedges,

&c., found in the abandoned jade quarries opposite Galbasha.

Dr. Waaoen.—A. small rock specimen containing Eozoon Bavaricum from near Regensburg.

C. Bebnabd, Esq., C. P.—Left ramus of lower jaw of Bos (sp. P). Pranhita River above

Sironcha.

* The Geological Sarrey of India hare no means of boring.
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Messrs. Trbmellbn & Co., Swansea, per F. B. Mallbt.— series of spedmens illustrating

the manufacture of arsenic.

The Whbal Tbelawnt Mine Co., Cornwall, per F. R. Mallet.—A series of specimens

illustrating the washing and dressing of lead ore.

The Fhobnix Mine Co., Cornwall, per F. R. Mallet.—^A series of specimens illustrating

the washing and dressing of tin ore.

The Cabybdeas Smelting Cfo., Truro, per F. R. Mallet.—^A series illustrating the smelting

of tin.

Messrs. Evans, Abken & Co., Birmingham, per F. R. Mallet.—

A

series illustrating

the manufacture of nickel.

Messrs. Vivian & Sons, Swansea, per F. B. Mallet.—A series illustrating the smelting of

copper.

Messrs. Vivian & Sons, Swansea, per F. R. Mallet.—k. series illustrating the working of

zinc ore.

Pendleton Alum Co., Manchester, per F. R. Mallet.—A series illustrating the manu-
facture of alum.

Samuel Newbold A Co., Sheffield, perF, R. Mallet.—A series illustrating the manufacture

of steel.

Messrs. Chance, Birmingham, per F. R. Mallet.—A sample of glass beginning to pass

into the crystalline slate.

Penrhyn Slate Works Co., N, Wales, per F. B. Mallet.—Specimens of slate and slating

tools.

Ctfartha Iron Co., Merthyr Tydvil, per F. R. Mallet.—S])ecimenB of iron and iron ores.

Blaen Afon Iron Works, Monmouth, per F. B. Mallet.—Specimens of iron ores and

limestone used in smelting. *

R. Mallet, Esq., per F. R. Mallet?—A series of volcanic specimens from Vesuvius and

Etna, and of saline mienrals from Stassfurt.

F. R. Mallet, Esq.—A series illustrating the manufacture of China clay.

Captain Fryer, Moulmein.—Seven specimens of sub-fossil crabs from river bank near

Tavoy.

H. Woodward, Esq., London.—A cast of Eucladia Johnsoni, H. W.

G. Mawb, Esq., London.—A collection of fossils from the Kimmeridge clay.

The Royal University, Christiana.—

A

specimen of Sparagmit.

Captain Fryer, Sandoway.—

k

splendid collection of 33 ancient stone implements, some
of great size and perfection, from Burmah.

„ „ A line series of fossil crabs from river bank near Tavoy.

„ „ Specimens of limestone, Septaria, &c., from Sandoway.
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ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

From Ist January to 31bt March 1872.

71

Titles of Books. • Donors.

Bailt, W. H.—Figures of Characteristic British Fossils, Part III, (1871,) 870., London.

Bretsoenrider, E.—On the knowledge possessed by the ancient Chinese of the Arabs and

Arabian Colonies and other W estem Colonies, (1871,) 8vo.,

London.

CoccHl loiNO.—Brevi Cenni sui Frincipali Instituti e Comitati Geologici e sul R. Comitato

Geologico d* Italia, (1871,) 4to., Firenze.

Geological Society of Italy.

Hblland Amund.—Ertsforekomster i Soendhordland og graa Karmeoen, (1871,) 8vo., Chris-

tiania. Royal University of Christiania.

Hunter, W. W.-—Guide to the Orthography of Indian Proper names, with a list showing the

true spelling of all post towns and villages in India, (1871,) flsc.,

Calcutta. Government of India.

Jukes, J. B.—Letters and extracts from the addresses and occasional writings of J. Beete

Jukes, (1871,) 8vo., London.

Kjeeulf, Prof. Th.—

O

m Skuringsmoerker, Glacialformationen og Terrasser, (1871,) 4to.,

Christiania.

,, „ Om Trondhjems Stifts Geologi, (1871,) 8vo., Christiania.

Royal University of Christiania.

„ „ UndersoBgelae af nogle Kulslags og Torv., (1870,) 8vo., Christiania.

Royal University of Christiana.

Markham, C.—Abstract of the Reports of the Surveys and other Geographical operations in

India for 1869-70, (1871,) 8vo., London. India Office.

Muir, J.—Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and Jlistoiy of the People of India, Vol. II,

(1871,) 8VO., London. Government of India.

Pettersen, Karl.—Profil Gjennem Reisenelvens Dalfcere udover Ulce og Kaagen til Lyn-

genfjord, (1868,) 8vo., Christiania.

Royal University of Christianu.

Phillips, John.—Geology of Oxford and the valley of the Thames, (1871,) 8vo., Oxford.

Sexe, S. a.—

G

lotscher-Experimenter, (1870,) 8vo., Christiania.

Royal University of Christiania.

„ „ Le Ndv^ de Just^dal ^t ses Glaciers, (1870,) 4to., Christiania. Ditto.

Periodicals.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Yol. II, No, 11, (1871,) 8vo., New Haven.

Annales des mines, 6th Series, Yol. XIX, Uv. 3, (1871,) Yol. XX, Liv. 4 and 5, (1871,) 8vo.,

Paris. L’Administr. des Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Serial, Yol. YIII, No. 48, (1871,) 8vo., London.

Annab of Indian Administration in the year 1870-71, Yol. XY, pt. II, (1871,) 8vo.,
Serampore. Government op India,

Geological Magazine, Yol. YIII, No. 12, December, (1871,) 8vo., London.
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Titles of Books. Donors,

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Keporter, Yol. Ill, Eos. 6 and 7,

(1872,) 4to., Bombajr. Government of India.

Lbonhabd, G. und Geinitz, H. B.—^Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie, und

PalsBontologie, Jahrgang, 1871, Hefb YIll, (1871,) 8vo.,

Stuttgart.

Lischke, Be. C. E.—^Novitates Conchologicse. Abbildung und Beschreibung neuer

Concbylien. Supplement lY, Japanische Meeres-Conchylien.

Lieferung 9-12, 4to., Cassel.

List of Civil Officers holding gazetted appointments under the Government of India, as it

stood on the Ist July 1871, (1872,) 8vo., Calcutta.

Government of India.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Series,

Yol. XLII, No. 282, (1871,) 8vo., London,

Pbteemann, Dr. A.—Geograpbische Mittheilungen. Band XVII, pt. II, 1871, 4to., Gotha.'

„ „ Geograpbische Mittheilungen, Supplement, No. 30, Australien in

1871, (1871,) 4to., Gotha.

Troschel, Dr. F. H.—^Arcbiv ftir Naturgeschichte, Jahrgang XXXVII, Heft 2, (1871,)

8vo., Berlin.

GOVEKNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

Bengal.—Annual Report on the administration of the territories undei' the Lieutenant

Governor of Bengal during 1870-71, (1872,) 8vo., Calcutta.

Government of Bengal.

„ Blanford, H. P.—Report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of

Bengal, 1870, (1871), flsc., Calcutta.

Government of Bengal.

British Burma.—British Burma: General Department (Education;. Report on public

instructioii for 1870-71, (1871,) 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioner of British Burma.

General Department (Sanitary). Report on sanitary administratidb for

1870, (1872,) 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioner of British Burma.

Judicial Department. Report on Criminal and Civil Justice for 1870,

(1872,) 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioneb of British Bubma.

,
Political Department. Report on the administration of Hill Tracts, North-

ern Arakan, 1870-71, (1872,) 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioneb of British Burma.

„ Revenue Department (Excise). Excise Report for 1870-71, (1872,) 8vo.,

Bangoon. * Chief Commissioneb of British Burma.

^Montgomerir, Major T. G.—General Report on the operations of the Great Trigo-

nometrical Survey of India during 1870-71, (1871,) Use., Debra

^ Doon. The Great Trigonometrical Survey.
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IMUt <jf
Booh. Donon.

Mtsose—Beport on the administration of Mysore for the year 1870-71, (1871,) 8ro.,

Bangalore. ’ CEiir Comuissioheb of Mtsobb.

N. W. Fbotutcis.—Seport on the administration of the North-Western Provinces for the

year 1870-71, (1872,) 8to., Allahabad.

, Gotebbubni of ihb N. W. Pbovincis.

PoMifAB.—Report on the administration of thePnnjab audits Dependencies for the year

1870-71, (1871,) 8to., ladiore. Qotbbhkbiit of teb Pubjab.

TRANSACTIONS, Ac.

BBBLiir.*>-Monat8bericht der konig. Freuss. Akademie der Wissenschaiten zu Berlin,

November and December, (1871,) 8vo., Berlin.

Royal Acaobet, Beblib.

Calcutta.—Jonmal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Yol. XL, Part IL No. 4,

(1871,) 8vo., Calcutta. Abutic Society of Bbkoal.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. XU, XIU, (1871,) and

Nos. I-m, (1872,) (1871-72,) 8vo., Calcutta.

Asiatic Socibty of Bbhoal.

„ Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. T, Fart I, (1872,) 8vo., Calcutta.

Teb Gboiooical Subvby.

Flobbncb.—Bollettino R. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia, Nos. 1], 12, (1871,) 8vo., Florence.

Gboiooical Society of Italy.

London.—Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Vol 161, Fart I,

(1871,) 4to., London. Royal Society, London.

„ Proceedings of th'e Royal Society of Loudon, Yol. XX, No. ISd (1872,) 8vo.,

London. * Royal Society, London.

Yobk.—Communications to the monthly meetings of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society,

1870, 8ro., London. Tee Society.









REC&EDS

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OK

Part 2. j iwa CMay.

Name.

Poaitiou and boundaries.

Thb Bisbampi3b Coal-fibld, by V. Ball, m. a., Geological Surveg of India.

The above name being iliat of the capital town lias been given to an area of coal-

measure rooks which is situated in the eastern portion of the

comparatively low-lying ground of Central Sirgujd. On the

north and east the limits of the original basin of deposit are

defined by, in the former case, a ridge of low hills composed of metamorphic rocks, and in

the latter by the flanks of a plateau formed of the same rocks. This plateau rises from 1,000

to 1,800 feet above the generally elevated country of Western Chota Nagpdr ; thus forming

a step or barrier between Lohardugga and Central SirgujA. ,

In some eases the ancient valleys and indentations in these bounding walls of the basin

are occupied by prolongations from the rocks of the Talcbir formation, which, as they crop

out on all sides, probably underlie the coal measures throughout. Instances occur, notably

one, where spurs from the metamorphics penetrate into the area now occupied by the coal

measui-es. With these exceptions the latter lie witl^in well defined boundaries, which, to a

comparatively small extent only, have been affected by faults. On the south and west the

case is very diflerent. The original boundaries of the coal measures are far removed from tlie

prcbCfit limits ; and broken and semi-detached extensions of the sediinontaiy rocks, especially

the Talclurs, connect the Bisrampur field with other coal-fields, which, however, ^r all practical

purposes are, and for purposes of description may bo, most conveniently regards as distinct.

The coal measures whose limits have been thus defined occupy an area of about 400

aquare miles, throi^hqut which, except in tie river bods or their

immediate nelghboarhood ttad OH a few small bills, no rocks are

exposed : a considerable covering of alluvium concealing atl. To sBoh an extent is this the

case that a traveller might pass over the Bisr&mpiir and Partdbpdr road for tsr^nty;-two miles

without seeing a single outcrop of Bar&kars, save at two or three of the river er<Kufel%i*^«^
^ ^ ^

The level of this area falls gradually from south to north, Ik'srArapur at the south-east

corner being 1,94$ and Kiunra on the uortbern boundary 1,747

feet above the sea level.

The drainage of the eastern tbree-fourtlis of the field is

and its tributaries. The waters of the remainder are rariied directly iOt^M

Posdng and other smaller tributaries. The MahAn itself joins the Belir

miles to the north-west of the field, in its course traversing a channel deeply In above

mentioned barrier of metamorphic rocks which bounds the field on the north. This fa^'t, if

others were wanting, affords evidence of the immense denudation
Donodatlon.

which has taken place. But in the isolated PilkA Hill, formed of

the upper saiideioncs which rest on the southern boundary of the field, there is a remnant
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Previous observers.

Colooel Onseley, J. A. S. B.,

XVII. lB4d. i*. tta.

of the rocks, which, with a covering^ of trap, filled up the basins and valleys existing in the

ancient metamorpfaic area. Thus, we can see what were the conditions which gave the river

a fall from above, sufficient to enable it in the long lapse of time to cut down through what,

under other circumstances, would have been an insurmountable obstacle to the foimation of

a drainage outlet for this area on the north.

Under somewhat similar conditions, two other considerable rivers, the Kunhur and

Bebr, have cut gorges for themselves, through which they are gradually removing away all

traces of those rocks whose former presence enabled them to force their way to the Sone.

Thus the valleys and basins are being sculptured and cleared out anew, the sedimentary

rocks broken up into detached areas, and the basal metamorphics gradually re-exposed to

the direct action of denudation.

Previous to the first visit of the Geological Survey, the information regarding the

existence of coal measures in Sirgiija was <if a somewhat hazy

character, being chiefly confined to brief notices by the district

officers, who in their tours had seen or heard of the existence of coal seams.

In a paper on the antiquities of Sirgiija, Colonel Ouseley men-

tions the occurrence of coal, iron, gold, oclire, marble and lime in

that district.

In Mr. Greenoughb map the Damdda valley coal measures are connected with those

Greenouirh, Brit. Abs. Re- Sirgiija and the Hutso valley. 'I’he incorrectness of this was
port ior itio4, end map. pointed out in the Report of the Committee on Mr. Greonough’s

map, MJ^pointod by the Asiatic Society in 1866. Ficle J. A. S. B., XXV, p. 425.

ColonelHawghton, J. A. S. Colonel Haugbton states “ the Gangpuv coal formation is

probably connected with that of Sirguja and Palamow; but on

this point I have no reliable data.”

Colonel Dalton alludes to the dccurrence of coal in parts of

Sirguja.
*

Localities for coal ore given on the 1-incb maps constructed under the superintendence

Topographical Survey Maps, Miajor Dcpree and Captain Sale. Reference will be made to
ise7-6s. these localities in the following pages.

I.

—

General Geology.

The sedimentary rocks of this area are referable to three formations, viz.

Tdlchir series.

Damiida series (BarSkar group).

Upper sandstones (
= Ma.hadevasP)

As to the maximum thickness of the Talchlrs, there are no sections sufficiently definite

T&lchira
^ enable us to determine its amount with certainty ;

but in no
part of the field where the rocks of this formation are exposed do

they reach 200 feet. In the clearest section in the area—in the Goinghatta—the same beds

roll over and over and it is impossible to measure them. Outside what we have adopted as

the limits of 'Uie present description, there may be a much greater thickness, and in one

section undemeatii the Mdin pdt, they certainly do exceed 200 feet.

Similarly with the Bar^ars, though occupying a considerable area, there is no tilting

Bsr^srs
^ disturbance of the beds for any continuous distance, the con-

sequence being that no measurements can be made which are of

the least value fin* detennining the thickness. The prevalence of sandstones to the almost

B., 1861, p. 100.

Colonel Dalton, J. A S B.,

XKXIV, pt. II, No 1, 1866.
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total exclusion of tKe other rocks which go to make up the Barakar group in the eastern
coal-fields renders it impossible to identify individual beds in sections at any distance from
one another. And the coal seams are far too irregular and variable in thickness to be of
much use for this purpose.

From the general horizontality of the beds, from the character of the basin in which
they lie, and the outcropping of the TAlchirs on all sides, it is evident that, as compared with
the eastern fields, the thickness must be inconsiderable, and I filhd it difficult to bring myself
to believe that it anywhere amounts to even as much as 600 feet.

With the upper sandstones it is less difficult to assign a definite thickness, though it

bo a minimum one. The horizontal beds which form the Pilka
hill are about 1,000 feet thick.

Upper eandatones.

II.—TalchIm.

Extent of Talchtrs.

The natural geological boundaries of the Bisrdmpfir coal measures include an area suffi-

ciently limited and compact for convenient description ; but such

is not the case with respect to the underlying T&lchirs. Were
the usual practice—one very well suited to the Talcblrs underlying the coal measures of the

eastern basins—of following out the rocks to their extremest limits adopted in Western

Chot& Nagpur, we should find ourselves obliged to follow the extension in one direction

towai*d8 Itiwa and Mirzapiir, and in the opposite some 100 miles or so towards Sambalpur.

As it has been found with the metamorpliic rocks elsewhere, so the Tfi.lcbfrs, which

spread over such an enormous area in Sirgdja, can be most satisfactorily discussed in a

general account of the district, apart from their relations to any particular basin occupied by
‘coal measures.

In describing the distinct areas of coal measures which occur in Western Chota Nd^ur,
I propose in future to ado^t artificial boundaries, which will include a limited margin of

the surrounding rocks.

In the present instance the Rehr river serves as a very convenient boundary, except for

Limits of TSichfrs here ^ short distance near Fahdrbulla, where the coal measures them-
described. selves cross it.

On the north of the field, outside the fault which bounds the coal moaaares, there are

Ttfichirswestof Klanrf.
patches of Talchirs. The principal of these situated west

of the village of Kiunrd, is of an irregular triangular shape, and
is traversed by the Mdhdn river. The rocks in the lower portion of this area adjoining

the fault are pebble and boulder beds, with some hard sandstone: the latter I did

not at first recognise as belonging to the Talchir formation, but further on it is seen to pass

into true Tdlchirs, which extend np the Sdkdia river for about a mile. A short distance

north-east of Sugri these rocks are out off by a ridge of slaty quartzites. In the upper

reaches of the stream just mentioned, outside our limits, there is a strip of Talchirs the

boundaries of which have not yet been mapped.

The second patch of Tilchfrs lies sooth of the village of Mahaispiir ; it is of qnadran-

Ttlchtr. nnth of IKdrfiqb.
™ I<» nortbten

boundary is very irregular, a stream which runs with it altexnately

exposes Tfilchirs and metamorphios.

From the position of the faulted boundary, which is well seen in the B&nki river close

by, there can be little doubt that these patches lie outside the run of the fault, but I did

not succeed in finding any point where the section showed direct opposition of the edges

of the Baidkars and Tibbirs.
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From tbo eaetem corner of the field, a long irregular atrip of T&lohira mna with the

11
valley of the M&hfin towards Uphia, near which place it probably

c rs n a va ey.

disappears under the sandstones exposed on the southern face of the

M&il&n pftt. So far as it could be traced between Uphia and Barbfispiir, it appears to he

unbroken for about fourteen miles. When it does not occupy the present bed of the river, it is

often much obscured by alluvium and jungle. The boundaries of this strip are frequently in-

dented by noses of metamorphics and submetamorphics, and there are also several inliers

of the same rocks.

The bottom rocks of the T&lchirs in the sections exposed in the M ahan are the boulder

bed with very iiTegular bedding and a hard grit sandstone. Overlying these is a considerable

bed of 3’’ellowish-green sandstone, which, n^r Barbaspiir, has been thrown by a cross-fault

against the edges of the Barakars. In the Mahan itself shale beds are of comparatively rare

occurrence, but they are exposed in some of the sections in the streams which join it on the

south.

One point in reference to the boulder bed, which plasters over quartzites and slates in the

river south of the R4nchi and Partabpur road-crossing, is deserving
Origin of bottlderfl.

especial notice,, as it has an impoi-tant bearing on the origin

of that rock. The principal proportion of the boulders are derived not from the underlying

rocks, but from the granitic gneisses which occur three miles to the north. One rock,

a pink porjAyritic granite, which is seen in situ north of Tarki, seems to have been a prolific

source of these boulders.*

A branch from the strip of Talchirs above described borders the Barakars southward

as far as Karnji. This branch is traversed by the Gehiir river,
TflcMrs on eastern boundary,

^liich there is a section of sandstones and boulder bed, which

continues up to the mouth of the Doldoa stream, where slates and quartzites strike into

the river and continue in its bed for several miles.

In the Gagur river west of Karnj^ there is a very intricate section in which Barakars,

Talchirs, Slates, T^chirs, Slates, and Barakars are successively exposed.

The jungle on the hanks is very dense, and the map is, probably from that reason,

deficient ill detail, BO that it is difficult to trace out the geological boundaries. The accom-

panying map may, however, be taken as affording a fair approximation to the true statcwof

things. The second appearance of the slates is due to the same cross-fault as that above

mentioned at Barb^spur. They occur as a very small inlier in the base-beds of the Talchirs,

whose ends are against the Baiakar sandstones.

As to the continuation of this fault further south, I could see no satisfactory evidence.

Fault
*

Possibly it bounds the T41chirB south-east of Udiikatra, but with
the streiuns, in which the Talchirs are exposed, inclining, accord-

ing to the map, to the westwards, it is impossible so to represent it.

Between K4rnji and Chargar there is a very small patch of Talchirs exposed in the

low ground.

North-east of Sidmfi there appears to be a narrow strip of Talchirs cropping out from

Wlo)«tanorth-«rt.fKtoi.
“demeath the Bardkars, but the evidence of its existence is

afforded rather by ddbris in the stream, than from rooks in situ.

* In some of the boulder beds which ecour In the country west of the Rohr, a considerable proportion of the

bonlders consist of a reddiUh quartzite sandstone, probably of Vindyan age, which, if that supposition be correct,

mnot have been tzaasported to their prosent position from the neighbourhood of the Sone. This could only have
been' effected through the agency of ioe.
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Eastern branch.

Section.

Western branch.

Near the Tillage of Bhopoli there is seen the commencement of another bordering strip,

Ttfichire between Bhopoli which is traceable in the bed and neighbourhood of the Bdnki
and BisrAmpdr. rjygj. . thence to Bisr&mpdr it is covered and obscured by alluvium ;

but sufficient is seen to enable two branches of Talchirs to be traced with approximate

accnracy, one extending southwards to the Main p&t, where it is covered by the upper sand-

stones which underlie the trap, and the other westwards to the Filka hills, under the sand-

stones forming which it also disappears. •

The first of these branches is between seventeen and eighteen miles long, with an

average of about three miles in width. On the east the boundaiy

is throughout natural, but the western boundaiy is in part faulted,

with an inconsiderable throw, against the metamorphics.

The best section of the rocks in this strip is exposed in the bed of the Goinghattfi,

between the villages of Pm and Libra, where sandstones, pebble

and boulder beds, and needle shales, all of typical appearance and
lithological character, are seen.

In several of the reaches a peculiar effect is produced by the gneiss boulders, which

have been washed out of the boulder bed, and are scattered about on the surface, as though
they had been only just dropped from floating ice. One boulder, still f» situ in the bed,

gave the following dimensions 7' 4^' X 6' 8^' X 2'=97 cubic feet, and I observed several otliers

which could not be measured, which were still larger. Further south in the valley of the

Barn&i, where the strip is bounded by two ridges of gneiss hills, the boulder bed, shales and
sandstones, all occur, but no clear, consecutive section is exposed. ‘

The Talchirs which stretch westwards from Bisramplir to the Filk4 hills, are faulted

against the metamorphic rocks along the southern boundary.

The line of junction between them and the Bar&kars on the north,

is completely hidden by alluvium, but the probabilities are in favor of its also being faulted,

as west of the hill its continu*ation certainly is so.
*

The Talchirs disappearing under the grits and sandstones of the Filka hill, re-appear

on the western side much incivtised in their lateral dimensions ; this is due partly to the origi-

nal divergence of the boundaries, and partly to the efiects of a cross-fault, the position of

which is marked by a ridge of fault-rock at the south-west comer of the hills, and by the

effects produced by it in the Itampur coal-measure area, of which more hereaftSr.

Between the hills and the Rehr an irregularly shaped ai’ea of quartzites cuts the Talchirs

Quartzites
parts, running up to both boundaries and being faulted

against the Bar&kars. Resting on these quartzites, are three

small patches of Talchirs, remnants of the rocks which at one time spread all over them.
An isolated outcrop of these quartzites is exposed iu the Goinglmtt4 section, in which, as well

as in the Rehr and its tributaries, Talchirs are seen in many broken and detached sections.

The further extension of the southern fault, westwards from the point where it emsses

the Rehr, is not at present known. The Tdlchirs continue to border

the coal measures to within a mile and a half of FabarhuUa*

where the latter terminate. At Fah&rbull& the extension of the T&lcbirs in a southerly direc-

tion is limited by a considerable group of quartzite and slate hills, which will probably prove
to he bounded on the south by the above-mentioned fault, whose western extension has not

been yet traced out.

As stated above, the Tdlchirs extend far to the west of the Rehr, underlying one or

more distinct areas of coal measures. The present account is

limited to that portion of them bordering the coal-field and east

of the Rehr.

PahArbulIi.

TSloblrs west of Rehr.
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Sandstones what?

The boundary between the Bar&kars and TdlohCrs is pretty well seen in the Behr north

Seotioo in fhe
village of Bdndih ; but in the surrounding country tho

rocks are completely obscured by alluvium, and 1 have been

compel!^ to draw the boundary straight from point to point. It is probably somewhat less

regular than is represented.

« Proceeding northwards from this junction down the bed of the Behr, there are greenish

and yellow sandstones with iffbme shales and flaggy beds, which are chiefly exposed at the

salient points in the bed of the river.

East of S&rm& there are some rather coarse sandstones, not altogether like Talchfrs, but

apparently geologically inseparable from other more typical rocks

of that series. A short distance beyond, a nose of submetamor-

phio-looking quartzites and hornblendics strikes into the river. Prom tho mouth of tho

Jumarpara stream northwards for about three miles noTalchirs are seen in the Behr, the rocks

exposed being for the first mile hornblendics and slaty quartzites, with a west-north-west,

east‘South-east strike, changing to east and west. Nearly due west of Khopd V. S., coarse

granites come in and continue up to and beyond Khopa.

The Talchfr boundary leaving the Behr close to the mouth of the Jumarpdra stream

strikes north-eastwards, passing round the village of Nouapfira.

In the streams north and south of Karonji the rocks are much covered
; but where

exposed, except at one spot below the village, they are clearly Talchirs. At that point there

are some coarse sandstones, which I could not, as in the previous case, satisfactorily separate.

In the Oobri river and its various tributaries which traverse the country between

Chungari and Datma the boundaries between the Talchirs and

Barakars are very obscure. This is owing partly to the imper-

fections of the sections, partly to the presence of rocks of indefinite character, colored like

Tfilchirs, but lithologically resembling Barakars.

There is an inlier of Barakars south of Dhorfi whose boundaries can only be approxi-

mately represented. A reference to the map will explain the position better than any

description.

North and north-west from Nou&p&ra the Talchir and metamorphic boundary runs with

the Gobri, where it is very irregular and intricate. The river exposes granitic gneiss and

T&lchir rocks alternately. West-north-west of Kurkali, a belt of Tfilchirs, half a mile wide,

occupies the low ground below Easkelfi, and is seen in contact with the edges of the gneiss

under the east bank of the Behr.

Leaving the Gobri the boundary bends round Agina and Salkfi. At the latter place

Boundary at B&lk&
there is a remarkably fine boulder bed. The large masses of

gneiss which have been washed out of it, when seen from a short
Boulder beds.

distance, look like rock in situ. A mile north of Eotia the

T&lcbirs are cut off by the fault which bounds the field.

A few small outlying patches of Tfilchlrs occur in the metamorphic area which inter-

venes between the north-west comer of the Bisr&mpfir field and

Gobri Bections.

I
Outlying patebM.

the eastern extremity of the Jhilmilli coal-measure area.

111.
—T>kiktj>L Sebibs.

Bardhar Group,

Before proceeding to the description of the rooks exposed in the river sections, it will

Bodks in higb d
^ Words on the localities where the rocks appear

< in the high ground uncovered by alluvium. For the most part

the rooks so exposed consist of coarse grits, and pebble beds which form bossy mounds or

maU hills.
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Pdnri liilla of pebbly grit.

A few irery striking instances occur, where the hidden boundary of the Bardkars is

Boandary of Bsr&ksra sharply defined either by the character of the jangle growing
marked by vegetation. above, or by the undulating or sloping character of the surface, as

compared with that of the ground, where the underlying rocks are Tdlchirs or metamorphics.

At the north-east corner of the field close to Mukanpiir there are some small mounds

Grits at Muktopur, Ac.
® coarse grit, which are separated from the gneiss by a run o£,

' fault-rock. In the country to sqpth-west bending to south

as far as Chdnchi, there is high ground, some of the hills, as the B&l H. S., rising

100 feet above the plain. The rocks are coarse sandstones and grits, with bands of pebbles,

which are sometimes of considerable size and little water-worn.

In the neighbourhood of Koildxi there are coarse grits near the surface, most of them

excessively ferruginous.

At B&rdha there are mounds of whitish grit sandstones.

Close to Pdndih (or Pdnri) there are several small hilld, the highest of which is 200 feet

Ptori hUl. of pobblr grit.
“ «” op*"-

textured grit with pebbles, which I was at first disposed to regard

as belonging to the upper group, as it presented the very strongest resemblance to the rocks

of the Pilka bill. However, with the general resemblance which exists between the Bardkars

and rocks of the upper group, it is, in the absence of any well marked geological features,

almost impossible to attempt the separation of such isolated patches. South of the hill there

is a run of fault-rock, which marks the continuation of the bound-

ing fault of the noiih-west corner of the field. So iar as I could

see. its throw must be inconsiderable. I am the more inclined to regard the Pdnri rocks as

Barakars, in consequence of the range near Bhatgdon, which is at the same level, being

fonued of rocks exactly similar to the grits and pebble-beds on the east of the field, north

of Ohdnchi. Towards the south and south-west of the field, as at Sidma, Bisifimpur, Karwd,

and Jainnagar the coal-measure rocks are completely concealed by alluvium.

In describing the river sections, I shall begii^with the Mahdn, and then take up the

tributaries successively from east to west.

Mdh&n Biver Section .—The first Barakars exposed in the Mabdn section* are seen near

the village of Barbaspdr, where, as already stated on a previous page, they are faulted

against Talchirs. South of the river Bardkars occur outside the fault
;
possibly some of the

sandstones seen in the river too, should be so grouped, but at the fault there is a greenish

sandstone which is certainly Tdlchir.

On the west of the fault there is a small seam of carbonaceous

shales with irregular coaly layers.

Prom this down to the mouth of the Dekid stream the section exposes sandstones with

some carbonaceous shales ; but even of the latter, at the point west of Bedrd where coal is

marked on the published map, there is not a trace of shales, much less any sign of coal. Here

as well as at several other points to be noticed in due course, the Topographical Survey

must have marked coal from seeing drifted pieces lying at i^ose points and not seams in situ.

Opposite the month of the Dekid stream there is a seam, of which 4 feet, consisting of

coal and carbonaoeous shale, is exposed. The coal is of inferior

quality, but burnable. The base of the seam is quite concealed by

sand and water; possibly there may be a better quality of coal bebw.

« Ldfregardlng for the present the probable ocutttrenoe of Barftars in higher reaches of the river outside the

limits of the lileriupdr ctoal-fleld.
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Higher in the section there is a considerable seam, which is exposed along the northern

bank. The clearest view of it is to be obtained in the ne^ft
Seam. ,

reach.

The actual base is concealed, and the top much weathered and covered by surface ddbris.

Section ascending. Dip variable (rolliog).

1. Shales ... ... ... ...

2. Coal
, ... ... ... ...

3. Conoretionary shale oes ... ... 8"

4. Flaky coal ... ... ... 2'

6. Concretionary shale ... ... 10"

6. Same as No. 4; portions more coaly; contains much Iron, about ... 2' 8"

7. Concretionary shales ... 2' 3"

a Bard hand of strong coal ... ... ... 6'

9. Same as No. 6 2'

10. Hidden, about ... ... 4'

11. Concretionary shales 8"

12. Flaky coaly shale ... 1'

13. Conoretionary shale ... ... 3' 2"

14. Similar to No. 8, perhaps a little better ... .. 2' 3"

16. Coaly shale

::16. Concretionary shale

17. Coal, fair ... 4' 8"

18. CoDcretiunary shale ... 1' 6'

IB. Coal ... 2"

20. Indistinct concretionary shales alternating with flaky coaly layers ... 12'

Though this seam, as at present exposed, does not give promise of any considerable supply

of first rate coal, it undoubtedly contains much of 3rd or 4th rate quality, which might be

easily worked.

Owing to the horizontality of a portion of this scam, and the various rolling dips of

other portions, it is impossible to represent its strike and outcrop in one. The line on the

map is intended to indicate that the coal is seen throughout the distance marked on tlie bank

of the river, rather than to convoy any^efinite idea of strike.

From this to the mouth of the Patpuria (Dharia) stream I did not find any coal-seams,

the coal marked on the Topographical Survey map south of the site of the deserted village of

Pan8id4nd having no existence. The principal rocks which are seen are horizontal sand-

atones, some of the individual beds of which are traceable for several miles.
^

Just beyond, the. Patpuria stream there is a small seam of

inferior but burnable coal ; the section is—

•

Descending.

... ... ... ... ... 20'

... ... ... ... ... r 7"

... 3'

After this for about five miles the only rocks seen were sandstones and grits. There is

no coal in Htu at the mouths of either the Glhogor or Bank, as has been indicated on the

Topographical Survey map.

At the ICoted and Bhojd road-crossing there is a seam containing about S' 11" of

poor coaly sbale. It is seen again in the adjoining stream on the

east. Where seen in the M4h4n it has been let in between sand-

stones by two small faults. The tops of two other seams are exposed in the two next

Two seams.
reaches, at ^e localities indicated on the map. What the thickness

„ Und qualiiy’ of the coal may be which they contain can only be

determined by exoavation>

There is no coal at either of the localities marked near the mouth of the G41phdl4.

Sandstone, about

^Cool

filalsh sandy shales
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In tbe long 0Outh-to-nortU reach which tbllowe, the lower portion of a seam is exposed,

paving the bed of the river for about two miles. A clear section

of the top of this seam is exposed near Bhag&r&.

Hearn—Descending,

Sandstone about 12'

1. Blue shale ?

2. Coal, portions shaly, but for the most part fair 4!

3 Blue shale 44''

4. Coal, fair, upper 3'^ Hton> V V'

5. Shale .. V if'

6 Coal like No 4 8"

7. Shale r
8. Coal like No 4 ... .. 8"

9. Blue shale, about

10 Carbonaceous shale 3"

11 Cool like No. 4 ... ?

12. Shale,—covered.

Some experiments with No. 4 showed that it does not coke, but retains its shaly shape.

On roasting, it evolved gas freely in quantity, see p. 39.

The east-to-west reach beyond this has a deep channel, which retains a considerable

body of water. This and a dense grass and tree jungle wliich clothes the sides render it

atmosl impossible to keep the river in sight.

At the bend to the next reach there is a seam which is possibly only another outcrop of

Ihe one just described at BhagarA However, it contains less coal,

and the constituent layers of coal and shale do not correspond.

Secthn—^Descending,

Fot^pathic f^rit sandstone.

Interval.

1. Blue hhale ....
2. Coaly „

*

3. Blue „ .. t

4. Coaly „
5. Coal, fair

0. Blue shale ... ,

7. Coaly shale .....
8. Coarse ^rey and blue shales

0. Coaly carbonaucouM shale

10. Shale.

Base covered.

V
V 8"

1 ' 4"

4"

V 2"

V 2"

V 4"

V

From this northwards to its junction with the Bank! (Pertabpur) river, the Mdhdn
exposes sandstones at intervals ; east of Durti a fine trap dyke
causes a fall in the river. The strike of this dyhe^ the bed of

the river is 16^ north of east to 15** south of west. A possible continuation of it is seen

in the Joho&, six miles to the west ; but in the intervening country and also to the east of the

river I could see no trace of it.

Beyond the junction with the B&nki, under the eastern bank, there is a small seam

Seam.
which contains some hard coaly shale, hut apparently no coal.

After this for nearly a mile there are Barakar sandstones ; and then
no rocks are seen for nearly a mile, the deep channel of the river being filled with water.

The first rocks exposed are some TalcMr boulder beds, which crop out from underneath the
western bank. The faulted junction is therefore hidden here, but is very plain in sections

both on the east and west. North of this the M&hdn does not again traverse Barakar rocks.

Taking up the tributaries of the M&han, in regular succession from east to west, tbe
first to be noticed is the Deki4.
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Dekid River Section.— South-west of Markatdnd a nearly horizontal seam of from 1'6"

to 2' of coaly shale and coal crops out at several places. Above it

are ferruginous pebble beds and concretionary iron bands, the

former resembling rocks occurring in the upper group, e. g.^ in the hills near Kussurnbi on

the Ranchi road.

Gagwr River Section.—Although Barakars occur east of the cross-fault above described,

the river section of these rocks commences at it. They consist of massive sandstones, which

are horizontal or only slightly rolling, and are deeply cut by the river. North-west of

Udukatra, a seam of coal is partially exposed on the southern bank

underlying these sandstones. Apparently the same seam is again

seen at the loop bend east-north-east of Burkd-Dhnri4
; it there underlies some much

honcy-oombed sandstone. The thickness of coal is about 2' 4".

At the next reach there is another badly seen seam. Throughout

the remainder of the section up to the Mahan tlie rotdcs are all coarse sandstones.

The small streams flowing into the Gagur on the south were not examined in detail,

but where crossed, they showed no signs of containing coal. They for the most part are

at a higher level than tlie Gagur channel, and have not yet cut down to the coal exposed in it.

The watershed where they take their rise is the spur of quartzite which penetrates the

Bard kar area, and which has been already referred to.

PatpArid River Section .—The Patptirid stream rises in the high ground of the

quartzite spur* below Dhuria, where it passes on to the Barakars. The rocks exposed are of

very peculiar appearane.e ; they consist of pebble-beds and coarse conglomerates, which latter

contain masses of blue quartz, jasper, and jasper breccia, derived from the sub-metamorphics

in the vicinity. Not far off a large fragment of coal was seen, but no seam from whence it

could have been derived was discovered. Half a mile from the

mouth of this river there is a seam of coal which measures 2' 11 ;

it underlies massive sandstones, and is not improbably a thickened continuation of the

seam described in the Mdhdu section on page 32.

Tlie stream east of Khargaona, which joins the Patpiiria near its mouth, j^asses under-

ground for some distance cast-north-east of the village. At the

base of the tunnel a scam of about 1' 6" of poor coal, possibly t^e

same as the one in the Mahdn and Patpiiria, is exposed. My attention was drawn to this

peculiar tunnel by a flock of blue pigeons suddenly rising out of a hole near the road. This

hole proved to be an entrance to the cavern, the existence of which I might otherwise not

have suspected.

Turrlh River Section:—The Tnrri river, as well as its tributary, takes its rise in the ridge

of metamorphic rocks outside the northern boundary of the field, and joins the Mahin
rather more than one mile west-south-west of Kertd.

A short distance from the mouth there is a seam under a thick bed of sandstones which
contains about ll"" of inferior coal. About half a mile further up
the stream, there is a flat seam containing coaly and carbonaceous

shales, the thickness of which is uncertain. The map not being plotted, I am unable to

say to what exact spot the next locality for coal marked on the topographical map may
refer. Somewhere in that neighbourhood there are traces of carbonaceous shale, but no coal.

Like so many othere in SurgujA, this river proved very difficult to follow up : throughout long
readiteB the accumulation of the water in the deeply cut sandstone channel rendered it impos-

sible io wade, and the ihickness of tbe jungle on the ravine-intersected banks mode it almost
equally impossible to keep along the bank in sight of the rooks.
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The next coal seam exposed is situated sli^^htly south of west of Choura. It is fiat,

.

and paves the hed of the river; portions are coaly, but the thick-

ness is not disclosed.

In the western branch of the Turra called the Gohogor, I saw no traces of cool at the

junction. But the river has not been examined.

Bdnh River S€ction.~“^\iQ Bank river rises in the metamorphic hills to the east'

of Bisrampur, and joins the Mahan north of Bhojd. It firslP enters the sedimentary rocks

(I'alchirs) near the village of Takia. Thence it proceeds northwards along the eastern

l)ouiidary of the field, bending al one locality into the Barakars, and at another into the

metainorphics, and for the remainder of its coarse up to Ghangri, traversing Talchirs.

In the Bhiti river, which joins it close b}', there is a seam of carbonaceous shale which is

seen at the road•crossing below Baknd. In a stream which joins

the Bhiti south-east of Baknd, there is another seam containing

about 1' 6"' inches of coaly shale ; this is covered by coarse sandstones, the exact position

of the boundary between which and the slates is hidden. Ketumlng to the Bdnk, the Tal-

chirs, which occur in the hed of the river north of Ghangri, are gradually covered by pebbly

Burakar grits. About a mile from the junction, there is a seam
Soam contuining about 5'' of good coal

; after this, half a mile further,

there is a rolling seam which contains 2^ 10" of shaly coal ; it

ih several limes repeaie<l higher uj». West-south-west of Abkora, there is a seam which

is exposed by the deep-ent channel included between massive

beds of grit. It has a slight inclination to north and a variable

thickness, the average being about 2'
; it is, like many other of the seams in Sirgiija, in all

probability only a lenticular mass with limited lateral extension.

For iiboiit two miles beyond this only sandstones and grits are exposed. But east of

Chalasarai there is a seam of shaly coal of which 2' 1" is exposed,

tlve base being hidden. TJie streams which join the Bank in this

iieighbiMnhood from the east did not, at their moi^lis and for some distance in, give any

promise of coal. At the point where the Partabpiir and Bisrampur road crosses the Bank
there is a seam, with a slight dip to the south-east, which contains

about (f of poor flaky coal and carbonaceous shale exposed, the

base being hidden. In a stream which joins the Bdnk north of Baimd, there is a seam

containing somewhat similar shales. Nearly north-west of tlie

deserted village of Chorn, there is another seam with the same

constituents ; of this 2' G'" only is exposed.

For about two and a half miles more the river runs along through a gorge cut in q. p.

horizontal beds of massive sandstones and pebbly giits. Nearly

due east of Bboja there is a seam of coal dipping 5** to north, in

which there is about F 8"|>f coal exposed.

The remaining two miles or so of the Bank, up to its junction with the Mahan, I was

prevented from examining by an attack of fever.

Koted River Section.—In the stream which joins the Mahan south of Kotea, the rocks

are much covered, especially near Gourd. East of Koted, there are sandstones ; and close

to the mouth there is a section of the seam which is seen in the Mahdn, vide p. 32.

Galpkuld River Section.—In the loop-bend of the Galphula near Bildro there is a

seam containing some coal, about 8" of which is seen. In an

adjoining stream the whole seam, measuring about 7', is exposed,

in which there arc seen to be coaly layers mixed up with carbonaceous shales. I do nof
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think there is any promise of good coal being found in workable quantity. This seam has

a more decided dip to the north-east than is common, the rocks being for the most part

horizontal. Coal was met with south of the deserted village of

Jhapra. The seam consists of carbonaceous shales, with thin

layers of coal, one near the base measuring 6" ; the dip is 10° to south-east.

The same seam is better seen in the Bdher4dol branch of the river
;

it is here seen to

be pf considerable size, and contains about 65 feet of fair coal.

Some of the accompanying shales contain Glossopteris and other

plant fossils.

There are several other seams containing carbonaceous shale, with portions coaly. One is

situated west of Jhapra and another west of Bhoja ; the character

of the latter hardly justifies the insertion of coal on the Topo-

graphical Survey maps.

JAampi River Section.—In the Jhampi from Doin to its junction with the Mahan I

only met with one seam of carbonaceous shale associated with

the Barakar sandstones. Some fragments of coal, however, indi-

cated the presence of a seam in the area drained by the numerous small tributaries.

Chengodri River Section.—From the character of this river and its banks it was

absolutely impossible to follow it up closely. The only seam I

met with, was one containing V V' of coal which is situated at the

junction with the Jhampi.

Mdsdn river Section,—As indicated on the Topographical Survey map there is coal in the

Masan north-north-east of Jarhi ; the total thickness of the seam is

about 7', of which 2’ is coal. It dips to north-east. From its more

shaly and generally inferior character, I am inclined to think it is distinct from the seam about

to be mentioned. This seam runs with the stream for a considerable distance, being last exposed

about half a mile from the junction with the Malidn
; it contains

from 6 to 6 leet of coal, the upper portion of which is very fair.

It has an unsteady dip to south-south-west, which never exceeds, and rarely attains 10°.

This is the most promising seam in this part of the held.

Sdnki (Rartdhpur) River Section.—The boundary of the coal-held crosses the Banki
about two miles north-north-west of Bardha. The section clearly shows it to be faulted

;

the edges of the sandstones are presented against the faces of some much tilted and

disturbed slates and quartzites, the penetration of which by granite-veins and their

relations to the granitic gneissose rocks I shall allude to further

on. At tiie junction on the western bank of the river a thin

band of *1" of coal underlies the topmost sandstone, and is itself underlaid by a greenish

yellow sandstone, which I at hrst thought might be Talchir, bu^ subsequently concluded

to be Barakar.

From this to the junction with the Mahan there are more ot less horizontal sandstones.

In the Daldali stream, nearly due noi'th of Burdh&, there is a seam of coaly and

carbonaceous shale, which with its accompan3ring sandstones is

(locally) upheaved to an angle of 45°; from this to the point

where the stream passes into the Talohirs sandstones only are seen.

ISfdkti Rivor Seotion.^T}^e N&kti for a portion of its course runs with the faulted

boundary of the Barakars, crossing and recrossing it frequently.

The only rocks of tbis group which it exposes are sandstones.

In the Marata branch of the stream there is a small seam of coaly shale of no importance.
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The Bar&kar faulted boundary leaving the N&kti north of Narkold ia traceable south of

Pakni to Kdroti, where it is cut ofE. In several places along it the sandstones are highly

indurated.

Behr Biver Section .—The Behr river with its tributaries drains the south-western

portion of the coal-field.

The bounding fault of the south-west comer of the Barakars of the Bisrampdr area

crosses the Eehr one mile north-east of Beltikri ; the actual junction line is here covered, but

Barakars and Tdlchirs are exposed at no great distance on either side.

In the reach which strikes eastwards from Pacliira there is a trap dyke, which for a

mile forms the northern bank of the river ; at the other end it is

flung by a small cross fault which brings it down to the southern

bank. Besides this principal, dyke there is a second, irregularly parallel to it, which traverses

the sandstones for a short distance.

In the next rea^jh there is a coal-seam containing about 18 inches of fair coal. Dip 6®

to north-east. Further on there is seam which is, I think, distinct

from the last. It is inaccessible, being under a thick bed of sand-

stone which overhangs a deep pool. It is probably from 15''-18'' thick. Bather less

than a mile beyond the junction with the Pasang there is a

seam exposed in the bed of the Behr, of which the measurable

thickness is about 3 i#et. It has a slight dip, which varies in direction between east and

north-east. Most of the coal is fair, and a portion excellent. In the bed of the river beyond

this, blocks of coal of considerable size—from what seam derived is uncertain—are abundant

and of good quality. They may have been washed out of the seam just mentioned, or carried

in from some of the seams in the Pasang. Beyond this seam, up to the boundary, the only

rocks seen are coarse Barakar sandstones.

Basang Biver Section .—East of the Silphili Ghat, the section in the Pasang for about

four miles exposes horizontal 'sandstones only. The same beds persisting throughout.

West of the ghat the same sandstones continue for about four miles. In some places

the river has cut for itself a deep channel. South of the

deserted village of Easalgiri there is a seam which at first, from

the manner of weathering, appears to consist entirely of good coal. On close examination,

however, more than half proves to be quite useless, and the remainder inferior earthy coal.

1. Carbonaceoas shales ... ... ... B"

2. Shales with plant fossils ... 2^'

3. Carbonaceous shale, passing into 1' 6^^

4. Earthy coal S*

4/ Sf'

At the mouth of thfe Chapar river there is a seam, which, so far as it is exposed,

consists of slaty carbonaceous shale, with portions coaly. Before

Four seams. the month of the next northern tributary there is an inconsider-

able seam of coaly sbale, which has been locally tilted. Imme-

diately after it the top of another seam is seen under water. Before rewjhing the month

of the Arsotha tributaiy, the top of another seam, containing about 1' 6" of coal, is seen

at the water’s edge, and underlying the massive sandstone through which the channel is

cut. This, or a distinct seam, is exposed in the reaches beyond the ArsothA stream; it

contains 3' of coal and coaly shale, possibly more.

From this up to the mouth of the KarchA the rocks are covered. But a short distance

beyond it a seam is imperfectly seen under the southern bank.

Possibly a continuation of the same is exposed at the mouth of
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a stream which joins the Pasang near the Jainnug^ur and Kimid& road. It there contains

1^6^' of good coal (vide p. 39/ The top is much weathered, and covered with soil, but

the base is well seen. Another seam is badly exposed west of

the road, after which up to the junction with the Rehr the only

rocks seen are horizontal sandstones. In the Khoa and Gamhadid. rivers west of Filka the

Bar4kar sections contain grits and sandstones only ; the latter arc sometimes of a somewhat

pinkish color, as also aro some of those in the Pasang associated with the coal.

Onbri River 8eetionf &c.—The character of the sections in the Gohri, with its tribu-

taries the Ddmunda, Patpiirid, and Kadaria, can be best gathered from the map. In so far

as the Bardkars are concerned, there are no points of safficient interest to be made the

subject of special detail. No traces of coal were met with in any of them.

Pilkd hiUs.

Thickness.

IV.

—

Uppee Sandstones (Loweb Mahadevab ?)

Within the limits of the Bisrampur coal-measure area, the only locality in which

sandstones referable to any of the groups higher than the

Bardkars occur, is in the Pilka hills, a remarkable looking cluster

which stands out isolated in the centre of the Sirgiija plains.

These hills are formed of hard quartzose sandstones, grits and ])ebble conglomerates, the

beds of which are horizontal ; and the elevation of the top of the

^ highest hill above its base, or about 1 ,000, may therefore be taken

as giving the total thickness.

The evidence here afforded of great unconformity between the rocks of this and the

older formations is singularly conclusive. The basal bed of grit
Unconformity.

from Barakars across Talchi'rs on to metamorphics, the

relations between which had been first established by faults. A doubtful case—not ytit fully

examined—of similar faulting having taken place in the Bardkars previous to the deposition

of the upper sandstones, occurs in the hills to the north-east.

In the Karanpurd field too, a ipult has been mapped as running undor the Upper

Fdnehets.

In describing these rocks, I follow what appears to be now the accepted belief, viz., that

the Upper Fdnehets of the Damudd fields are of Lower Mdbddevd age, and the general

lithological resemblance between the Filka grits, and the Upper Fdnehets, is so strong

that 1 think their identity may be safely asserted.

The only difference that I could detect between the pebbly beds of Pilkd and those of

Panchet and Lugu* was that the former are somewhat less ferruginous, in which respect

they resemble the Rdjmahdl grits, which appear to be also referable to Mdbddevd age.

On the level top of the hill there is a little soil, hut no trace of either laterite or trap.

No laterite or trap
Judging fro™ the similar hills and the plateaus, both to the north
and south, trap in all probability at one time did also exist here.

Trap Dykes.

IXL addition to the general liorizontality of the beds, and the small throws of the few
faults in the BisiAmpdr coal measure area, the scarcity of trap dykes affords evidence thal.

the rocks have been subjected to a very small amount of disturbance, as compai-ed to that

which has affected the more eastern fields.
'A

One trap dyke is exposed in the Mdhdn section, two miles east of Durti. A possible

UAliAn dyke
continuation of it is seen in the Tdlchirs and metamorphics, in the

^
' Jojhoa stream, seven miles to the west, but no other trace of

its coniinuance beyond ihe bed of the Mdhdn was discovered.

• Bills situated respectively in the Bdnigaoj and Bokdro fields.
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The only other trap dyke is seen in the Itehr section, where it runs for about a mile

along the northern bank of tbe river, below Pachird. At the

east end of tbe reach it has been flung to soutli by a small fault.

Both the above are coarsely crystalline diorltes.

Behr dyke.

y.—

E

conomic Besocrces.

Building stouea.

With the exception of building stones which are of the* usual character found in the

Barakar and Talchir rocks, the economic resources of the Bisram-

piir coal-field are limited to coal.

From the imperfection of the sections, and the difficulty of identifying the partially

exposed coal seams at different localities, any attempt at a tabular statement of the number

of seams would only tend to exaggerate the importance of a large proportion of them, which,

while they will in all probability prove to be worthless, cannot
Many seams worthless. . , ^ i* ‘j. j i j. i i i.

at present, from the limited data which we possess regarding

them, be individually asserted to be so.

It may be regarded as an established fact that good coal does exist in fair abundance.

Good coal
horizontality of tbe seams, in a suitable condition

for working. But borings can alone furnish facts sufficiently
Bonngs.

reliable for estimating the extent and thickness of individual

seams, and generally tbe total amount of coal existing in the field. %uch borings at a few

well selected sites, would, in consequence of tbe undisturbed character of tbe beds, aud

the comparatively small thickness of the whole formation, give conclusive and exhaustive

iuibrmation as to the amount of coal obtainable.

To prove the individual seams which, as at present exposed, are the most promising, 1

would recommend borings being made on the west bank of the
Points for boring.

Mahan, a mile and a half north of Ohendia ; on both banks of

tbe Mabdn at Bhagara, and (m tbe southern bank of the Pasang, north of Jaldegd ; and from

these points in whatever directions tbe original results Would render it probable that the seams

extended.

For proving tbe total amount of coal throughout tbe area occupied by the coal measures,

borings should be made all across it. It is at present hardly necessary, however, to go fur-

ther into the question, as the probability of this hill-surrounded area being ever the seat of

mining enterprise is so slight that the existence of coal there in whatever quantity can

hardly' be said to have any immediate importance from an economic point of view.

Tbe coal-fields below tbe plateau in tbe Mdnd valley, ninety miles to the south, are the

only localities in Western Gbota Ndgpur which are ever likely to be made use of by any
railway coimecting Calcutta and tbe Central Provinces.

The following is tbe result of the assays of coals from five localities :

—

Coax. Sbams. Cabboit. VOLASILB.

1. Rchr river near Panri ... ... ... (water 6*6) 67*7 88*2

2. Pasang river, J&inuegur and Kamd4 road 66*2 37

3. Mdhdn „ BhagdriC 60*2 83

4. „ „ north of Chendid 46*6 S2*4

6. Mdsdn „ ... ... ... ... (water 4) 45*6 81*6
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Yl .—Metamobphic Bocks.

The metamorphic rocks surrounding the Bisr&mpdr coal-field are separable into two

groups, chiefly by their respective lithological characters. But
Two sTOttpB.

their occurrence here, as well os in other parts of Chota Nagpur,

is accompanied by certain geological features, which render it probable that they really belong

to two difEerent periods.

The types of the former group are coarse granitic gneisses with variable amounts of

visible foliation. Of the latter the types are slates, quartzites.
Types.

hornblendics. Instances occur however where individual beds,

lithologically undistinguishable from the latter, are geologically inseparable from beds be-

longing undoubtedly to the fonner.

VII.

—

Gbanitic Gneiss Sbbies.

The east and west range of hills south of Partabpur, which bounds the coal-measure

rocks on the north, consists of coarse granitic gneisses and schists which are exposed in

section in the M&h&n, Banki, and Behr rivers ; in the Bank! section, however, there are also

some quartzites, to which allusion will be made again further on.

On the east fiace ofiifthe field, granitic and porphyritic gneisses are again met with near

Ara, where they occupy a zone about three miles wide. South of
Trap-like hombleDdlcB.

^ peculiar group of trap-like hornblendic rocks form the

high ground near Pd-rsa. At first I was strongly inclined to believe these to be trappean,

and only relinquished this opinion on finding traces of foliation in some of the sections

exposed in the streams on the top of the hill. These rocks continue to the Bdnk south of

Sonpur.

The spurs from the high ground east of Bisrampur are formed of granitic gneisses with

Spars. occasional sehistose, hornblendic, and quartzose bunds.

South-west of Bisrampur and south of the Pilka hills, there is an area occupied by
metamorphics, which consist chiefly of granitic gneisses. These extend southwards to the

Mdin p&t through Lukdnpur.
^

On the west of the field the section of the metamorphic rocks in the Rehr commences
with quartzites of rather uncertain affinities ; these are followed

by granitic rocks, which continue—occasionally including schistose

or slaty beds—up to Jhilmilli.

Section In Behr

VIII.—Quabtzitb and Slate Sbbieb.

North of the faulted boundary where it croBses the Banki, there is a thickness of

several*^hundred feet of quartzites and slates, which present a

somewhat very unusual appearance. Granite veins or dykes

which are ordinarily confined to the gneissose rocks, in this case pass across into the

quartzites, and appear to have been the cause of the disrupted and tilted condition of

the beds. In some oases fragments seem to have been tom off from the main mass and

aro enveloped in the granite. Accompanying tiiis disturbance

, the slates are much hardened, and the faces are lustrous with

ciystals of actinolite.

On the eSaterU' side of the field, rather more than half the length of the boundary

runs between T&lchirs, quartzites, slates and sohists. The extreme irregularity of the surface

Section in Bfinki.

Books hordened.
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of the latter at the period of the deposition of the T41chiJt is well shown by the broken

character of the boundaries. In the Gehnr and M^n sections
Iron pyrites.

many of the slates abound in iron pyrites, which is generally

decomposed near the surfiioe and covers the rooks with a copious efflorescence of sulphur.

I saw no traces of copper, but &om the similarity of the rooks to the copper-bearing beds of

Singhbhum, it is by no means improbable that it may exist.

The G&gar river south of £&mji traverses a deep gorge, aiffl gives an admirable section

of the nearly vertical rocks through which it passes. They consist of slates, indurated

shales, quartzites and homblendics, the last mentioned sometimes exhibiting a cannon

ball structure. <

One slightly calcareous slate contained a few striated moulds, or impressions of apparently

organic objects, but what they could have been has not been

determined.
OrifBoic improBsions P

A steady strike to nearly west-north-west east-south-east prevails in these rocks. Whore

not vertical, the dip is to south-south-west at a high angle.

Near the village of Kuthwan, interbedded with quartzites, &c., there is a conglomerate

formed of rounded ^gmeuts of quartzite, jasper, bound to-

gether by a very hard quartzose paste.
^

Conglomeratfl.

A spur of quartzites, dec., penetrates for six miles west of the main boundary at Ohanchi

into the basin. It is not now covered by the sedimeutary rocks \
indeed south of Dari4

it forms some small hills which rise above the general leveL

In the stream south of Daria, Y. S., the conglomerate just mentioned is again seen-;

it is on exactly the same strike as the portion of it which is near Kuthwan, or nine

miles off.

At Ara, as already mentioned, the granites oom« in, cutting off the slates. On or

about the line of junction, there is a run of limestone, whjch

containB crystals of tremolite.
Limestono.

West of the Pilk& hill there are quartzites, which must, I think, bo referred to this

group ; and the hills south of FahkrbuM consist of rooks of the same character.

One notable difference I observe between the rooks of this group as seen in M&n-

bhdm and fiinghbhum and in Siigdji, and that is, that the

varieties of magnesian schist which are common in the former

and furnish a considerable proportion of the total thickness, are

nearly altogether absent in the latter.

Ahscnco
BOhiBtS.

of magnesiBa
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Miitebalooical notes on ras Gneiss of Soitth MiEZAPtiB and adjoining countby,

hg F. E. Maldbt, f. g. b., Qeoiogical Surrey of India^ (No, IL)

HaviD^ last season found the limestone of the Bichl nadi* to be a nonnal dolomite, 1

collected specimens from various localities this year, in order to
Limestones.

ascertain how far this character is general in the limestones of

the gneissose series. On analysis I obtained the following results

I,—Calcite Limestones,

A. B. C.

Garb, of lime ... ... 97*92 83-12 85*92

„ „ magnesia ••• ^ ... 1*47 7*04 8*19

,, „ iron ... ... •38 l-28t •76

Insoluble ... •80 10*16 5*62

100-67 101-60 100*39

II,—Dolomite Limestones,

D. E. P.

Garb, of lime ... 67-28 64*68 63*85

„ „ magnesia ... 30*24 34*14 46*78

„ „ iron •78 *68 •34

Insoluble •60 •76 i*oot

98-80 100*16 100 97

A is a very coarsely crystalline white limestone, from south of Bilw&da on the road from

Singrauli to Mirzdpur ; B a dark grey fine-grained crystalline rock, from east of Kar&mi,

(sheet 18, Eiwa Survey) ; C is a white and greenish-white, rather fine-grained crystalline

Tock, which occurs in subordinate beds through the dolomite "Sa. It weathers with a smoother

surface, and is tougher on account of*its more compact texture. D is a rather finely ciys-

taltine, or saccharine, white dolomite, &om the banks of the Rehr, south-west of Ekpai ; its

composition corresponds nearly to the formula 2CaO, CO, + MgO, CO,. E is a white

rather coarsely crystalline rock from north of Fararwa, having the composition 3CaO, CO,
+2MgO, CO, ; while F is the white crystalline normal dolomite (CaO, CO, + MgO, CO,)
of the Bichi nadi already referred to.

It will thus be seen that the limestones vary from pure carbonate of lime to pure dolo-

mite. In some oases, of which C and E are examples, the two rocks are interstratified.

The above dolomitic limestones are all associated with more or less serpentine ; and I think

it may be assumed that where the latter mineral is present in any quantity, the limestone

is magnesian. In the only case 1 have hitherto observed in which serpentine is actually

interbanded with the limestone the latter is true dolomite.

In the two patches of gneiss east of Eoelkat (sheet 18) occurring as inliers in the

WollsBtoDite
Talohirs, limestone is veiy abundantly met with, the same beds

^
' being probably repeated by folding, with a general strike of about

west 30** north. It is a white crystalline rock, varying from a saccharine variety to one

witdi cleavage facets of J inch across. The band to east of Eaondi contains a very large

amount of wc^lastonite. In fact the rock is entirely composed of this minend in places,

ooDstituting there a • * ^llastonite schist,* which from its greater resistance to atmospheric

VoL y, F. t Witii traces of oumganose. t Chiefly minqte scaleB of mloa.
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influences often stands up above the general surfscce in a low jagged ridge. The mineral

has a greyish-white color and bright pearly lustre, and the approximate parallelism of the

principal cleavage faces gives the rock a somewhat fissile structure. Tremolite is very

abundant in the limestone of the Bfchi nadi but the above is the first instance 1 have met
with of the occurrence of wollastonite.

My work brought me again this y^r to the corundum quarries between Pipra and

Corundam
K&dop4ni, which I examined closeb^. The thickness of the bed

cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy from the

amount of debris lying about ; but as a rough guess I thought I was more below than above

the mark in estimating it at 30 yards at the quarries where it appears to be thickest, and it

may be considerably more. The ground is too obscure for one to say with certainty that

the above includes no subordinate layers of other rocks, but I observed no indication of such,

and for anything I saw for the contrary, the bed may be a solid mass of corundum. It runs

about east-north-east, west-south-west, the bedding being vertical or at a high angle. The
section previously givenf is only true for the spot where it was made, for some of the

associated beds die out rapidly. At the west end of the long low hillock which marks the

position of the mineral, porphyritic gneiss and white quartz-schist are seen within 10 yards

of each other with corundum in the space between. From this to the Hehr, some 300 yards,

is obscured by clay, and no trace of the corundum is to be found in the river. Bast of the

quarries again, the bed can only be followed for a short distance, the entire length visible

from west to east being, as laid down on the map, about half a mile.

The corundum, where weathered, much resembles fine-grained hornblende-rook in a similar

state, and might be easily overlooked. Its intense hardness is well shown by the way in

which hammers which may have stood years of ordinary geological work are in a few

minutes split and pounded out of shape on it. It seems strange that it should not form a

more prominent physical feature. Pluvial mechanical erosion would apparently act very

slowly indeed on it, in comparison with the softer rocks on either side, and the absence of

sccondai'y minerals in considerable quantity does not point to important chemical alteration.

Probably its weak point is the irregular jointing by which it is intersected.

The quarrymon are, I was told, paid at the rate of one rupee per 31^ kacha mands
raised, but the mineral is only worked now and then when a quantity is ordered by the

mahajans who deal in it. Before commencing operations a kid is sacrificed to Dev£, to insure

good fortune, and protection from accident ; fires are lighted against the largo masses into

which the corundum is divided by jointing, and when they have been rendered somewhat

more brittle by this means, they are gradually smashed by heaving other pieces at them.

Considering the thickness and length of the bed, it is clear that the supply may be consi-

dered inexhaustible.

I have described the minerals which are associated with the corundum in my previous

note. The only additional species I have observed this year is kyanite, which occurs in a

radiating aggregate of a reddish color. ' It is a mineral, which as a simple silicate of alumina*

is a natural associate for corundum, and has been similarly met with elsewhere. There are

also small bladed crystals with a bright pearly lustre, much like diaspore, but their small size

and the impossibility of detaching them makes their examination difficult. They may be

kyanite.

Beds of magnetite interlaminated with granular silicious layers are met with not un-

frequently, more noticeably in the crystalline inliers near Koelkat,
Hagnotite.

near Gair&r and south of B&dop&ni. None of these, however,

are as rich in iron as the magnetic band at Korche in Mirzapur.'^ Magnetic aand very

* Vol. V, P. ao. t Vol. V, P. ao. t Vol. V. p. aa.
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frequency aoccfmpBmos other arenaceous materials in the beds of wateroourses, n some oases

probably in sufficient abundance to repay collection by the native iron-smelters. The differ-

ence in qpedffe gravity causes a natural separation 6f the ferruginous and silicious grains,

BO that the fonner could be collected with only a moderate percentage of foreign matter,

which could be almost wholly eliminated by washing. As far as I am aware however, no

attempt is made to utilize this rich detrital ore, while a few miles to the north, the vastly

inferior ferruginous beds of the Bardkar sandstones are laid under contribution.

EREATA IN PREVIOUS NOTE, (Vol. V, pagb 18).

Page 18, line 8, from bottom,ybr Hsematito read Tremolite.

20, »* 3, say »» vary.

u w 12. chrysolite » chrysotile.

M M 6, fiom bottom, „ and »» to finely.

21, ft 21, or in any » or any.

22, ft 4, „ stany f, strong.

>» ft 6, , f. falls ,, fuses.

„ 11, white ft rutile.

,
DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.

Jakuabt 23b3>.—CoLOtnsii J. Stbybbson, Deputy Commissioner of Akyab.—An ancient

stone implement of Akyab district.

Pebuitabt 26th.—F. R, Mallet.—^A specimen of arsenious acid from Orissa, (artificial).

„ 28th.—Majob Mobtoombbib.—^A few nummulit^ fossils irom north-east of

Lassa, Thibet^

Mabch 31st.—^H. WooDWABD, Esq., p. o. -.s.—

T

wo casts (upper and under surface) of

Eophrynus (Curculioidcs) Prestvicii from coal-measures clay iron

stone, Dudley, (Geol. Mag., 1871, Vol. VIII, pi. XI).

ACCESSIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Fbom Ibt Jabuaby to 31bt Mabch 1873.

Titles 0̂ Soohs. Donors.

Bell, J., Lowshiab.—<!!hemical phenomena of iron smelting, (1872), 8vo., London.
Bbeziba, Abistides.—Entwiokelung der Hauptsatze der Krystallographie und Krystall-

physik^ (1672), 8vo., Wien.
The Vibbba Ibbtitute.

Bbowb, Richabd.—The coal-fields and coal trade of the Island of Cape ^eton, (1871),
8vo., London.

Fbauebpeld, O. R. Vob.—

D

ie Grundlagen des Vogelschutzgesetzes, (1871), 8vo„ Wien.
Giobdabo, F.*^Esame Geologico dcdla Catena Alpina san Gottardo, (1872), 4to., Firenze.

The Authob.

Kitbstleb, GiJlflTAT.-“l3Se unscren Kulturpflanzen Schadliohen Insekten, (1871), 8vo., Wien.
NaKSlOXSOB, E. AlUYBE.—Monograph of the British Graptolitidse, Part I, (1872), 8vo.,

London. ,
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Titles of Boohs. jDonors.

Kowicki, Db. Max.—^Ueber die Weizenverwiisterin Chlorapstsemopiis Meig., (1871), 8vo.,

Wien.

ScBBAUF, Db.—Ueber die Kupferlosur von Nertscbinsk nadi Handstilcken dee k. k. Mine-
Talogiscben Museums, (1871)> 8vo., Wien.

Thb Vibnba Ikstitutb.

PERIODICALS.

American Journal of Sdence and Arts, 3rd Series, Yol. lY, No. 24, Yol. X, No. 25,

(1872-73), 8vo., New Haven.

Annales des Mines, 7th Ser., Yol. II, Uv. 4, (1872), 8yo., Paris.

L'Adminibtb. DBS Mibbs.

Annals and Magazine of Natural Histoiy, 4tb Series, Yol. X, Nos. 57, 58, and 60-62, (1872),

8vo., London.

Blochmabb, II.—Bibliotbeca Indica, New Series, No. 264, Ain-i-Akbari, Pasc. XY, (1872),

4to., Calcutta.

(lOVBBBlCBBT 07 IbDIA.

Geological Magazine, Yols. IX, No. 12, and X, Nos. 1, 2, (1872-73), 8vo., London.

Geological Survey of Canada. Report of Progress for 1870-71, (1872), 8vo., Ottawa.

Thb Subvbt.

Hablet, Stlvabtjs, abd Theobald, Wm.—Concbologia Indica, PartY, (1872), 4to., London.

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter, lY, Nos. 5 to 7,

(1872), 4to., Bombay.
^

GoVBBBlfBBT 07 IbdIA.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4tb Ser.,

Yol. XLIV, Nos. 295 & 296, Yol. XLY, Nos. 297 & 298,

(1872-73), 8vo., London.

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologic, und Palteontologie, Jahrgang, 1872, heft 7-9,

(1872), 8vo., Stuttgart.

Petebmabb, Db. a.—

G

eographische Mittheilungen, Band XYIII, Nos. 11 and 12, (1872),

4to., Gotha.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Yol. II, No. 7, (1873), 8vo.,

Roorkee.

Thouabob College, Roobiceb.

The Roorkee Treatise on Civil Engineering in India, Yol. I, (1873), 8vo., Roorkee.

Thohasob Collbgb, Roobebe.

The Zoological Record for 1870, Yol. YII, (1871), 8vo., London.

Tschebmae, Gustav.—Mineralog^sche Mittheilungen, Jahrg. 1871, heft 1

—

2, Jahrg., 1872,

heft 1—3, (1871-72), 8vo., Wien.

The Yiebba Ibstitute.

GOYERNMENT SELECTIONS, Ac.

Bengal.—Report on the Administration of Bengal for the year 1871-72, with map of

Bengal in case, (1872), 8vo., Calcutta.

Govebbmbbt of Bbbgal.

Bbitish Bubma.—^British Burma, General Department (Miscellaneous). Administration

Ropoi*t for 1871-72, (1873), 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Cokmibsiobeb, British Burma.
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HtUs qf Boohs. Donors.

OooBO.-^Beport on tiie Administration of Coorg for the year 1871-72, (1873), 8vo.,

Bangalore.

Goyebkment of Coobo.

India.—

L

ist of Officers in the Survey and Forest Departments and in Fort Blair on the

1st October 1872, (1873), fisc., Calcutta.

* Goybbnhbnt of India.

,,
Montgomebie, T. G.—General Report on the Operations of the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey of India during 1871-72, (1872), fisc., Dehi*a

Boon.
Dept. Agbic., Rev., and Commebce.

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department,

» Ko. 101. Report on the various Arab tribes in the neighbour-

hood of Aden, having treaty relations with the Government of

India, by Major General C. W. Tremenhure, (1872), 8vo.,

Calcutta.

Govebnmbnt of India.

Madbas.—Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency during 1871-72, (1872),

8vo., Madras.
Govebnment of Madbas.

Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. XXXII. Papers

relating to the survey and settlement of the Central and Eastern

Deltas, and the Upper Talooks of the Godavery District, (1872),

8vo., Madras.

Govebnment of Madbas.

Mtsobe.—Report on the Administration of Mysore for tho«year 1871-72, (1872), 8vo.,

Bangalore^

Mtsobe Government.

Nobth-Westbbn Provinces.—Report on the Administration of the North-Western Pro-

vinces for 1871-72, (1873), 8vo., Allahabad.

Govebnment of N.-W. Pbovincbs.

TRANSACTIONS, Ac.

Beblin.—Monatsberioht der k. Preuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, August, (1872),

8vo., Berlin.
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GSOLOaiCAL NOTB8 OK THB ROUTE TBAYBESED BT THE YaBZAKD EkBABST BBOII;

DULA TO Tabkand AND Kashoab, Db. F. Stolicbbia, Naturalist attacM to iks

Embassy.

In a former communication I had already occasion to notice^ iluit tbe r6cka compowi^^

the Kuenldn iang;e near Shahidula, chiefly consist of syenitie gneiss, often intertediM, and

alternating, with various metamorphic and quartssose sohists. SUn^; rachat oOBl^ite the

whole wajr down the KanUcash river for about twenty-four ttUes. Altar G»s ^mroad lol'V

lows, in a somewhat north-westerly^rection, a small stream leadia||totlbe Sanju-(m Grimm-)

pass. Here the rocks are chiefly true mica schist, in places full of gfurpeta. Near,

the pass itself chloritic and qnartzose schists prevail, in whiriirvetos of pale green jade occur,

numerous blocks containing this mineral having been observed near the top of the paiM.

All the strata are very highly inclined, often vertical, the slepes of the hills, apd in fact of

the entire range, being on that account rather preo^itous, and the create of the ridgee them-

selves veiy narrow.
s

, ,

To the north of the Sanju pass we again meet with metamorphic, mostly chloritic

schists, until we approach the camping plaoB Tdm, whore, distinctly bedded, sedimentary

rocks cap the hills of both sides of the Vafley. Th^ me almost hkck, silky slates,

resting unconformably on tite schists, and are overlain by a grey, partly quartritio sandstone,

passing into conglomerate. The last rock contains partldles of the black slates, and is,

therefore, dearly of younger age. Some Of the conglomera^h^ have a remarlmhly recent

aspect, but others are almost metampiphio. In none of the groups, the slates or .sandstones

,

or conglomerates, have any fossils been obeeryedV hut iMy ^ belong to scmie

palsBQzoio formation. They all dip at from to leirardB north-east, esteoding

for hbout one and a half BuIeB dowp t^ Sanje vdley. Here they ue suddenly cut dS hy

metamorphio echsta, but the exact place of contact on the' slopes of the hills » eptirdy

concealed by ddbris. The sduste are only in one Ot two plaiis interrupted by maaeive beds

of a beautiful porphyritio gndss, cofltalmiig %lendid ctyitale of orthoolaM and biotito

;

they oonrinne flw about rig^een nules to the camp Kiw&z. On the road, which often passes

through very narrow poritons of * the Tilley, we oito met old river deposits, oonsietiBg

of hade of gravel and very file clay, i^loh is eerily candied of by only a moderate toeeto,

and fills the atmosphere with doitds of dust ^cse old river deposits reach in many places

up to about <Mi6 hundred imd Slly feet above the present level of the river, wlu^ has to be

waded aeroee at least once in every mile.

At Ihe camp Kiwdz tbs'1^ on bq^ sides of the valley are low, coumeeed a eom^

paraih^ recent looking conghnnera^'whioh in a|»w plaeefe dltmriiAteawi bede^of redk^^
sand^ elay, the thickness of the la^ varying &om two. to five lest only, Theae rooh
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str^D|fty teiiemble tbosi; of tho sopra-nummulitic group, so extensively represented in the

n6igb]|(iil||idko<^ of Mari. They decouipose very readily, covering the slopes of the mountains

VEjth'lpM^boiLlders and sand, under which very little of the original rock can be seen.
' I^ear '1^^' camp the beds dip at about 40° to north-east, but about one mile and a half

further on a low gap runs parallel to the strike, and on the other side of it the beds rise

again, dipping with a similar .angle to south-west, thus forming a s^mclinal at the gap.

Below the conglom(>rate ihero crops out a grey, often senii-cr3’^8talline limestone, containing

in some of its thick layers large numbers of Crinoid stems, a Spir^er, veiy like 8. siriMtis,

and two species of Fennestellce. Following the river to north by east, this carboniferous

limestone again rests on chloritic schist, which, after a mile or two, is overlain by red sand-

stone, either in horizontal or very slightly inclined strata. Both these last named rocks are

v^ friable, easily crumbling between the fingers, particularly the latter, from which the cal-

careous cement has almost entirely been dissolved out. At Sanjn the red sandstones underlie

coarse grey calcareous sandstones and chloritic marls, some beds of which are nearly exclu-

sively composed of OrypUiea vesicularist many specimens of this most characteristic mid-

dle cretaceous fossil being of enormous size. The Grypheea beds and the red sandstones

are conformable to each other, and although I have nowhere seen them interstratified near

their contact, there is strong evidence of their being both of cretaceous age. Both decom-

pose equally easily, and the Grypk€Ba beds have indeed in many places been entirel^y denuded.

They have supplied the greater portion of the gravel and beds of shifting sand, which

stretch in a north-easterly direction towards the unknown desert-laud.

On the rood from Sanjn to Yarkand, which first passes almost duo west and after somo

distance to north-west, we crossed extensive tracts of those gravel bods, and of low hills

almost entirely composed of clay and sand, though we only skirted the true desert country.

Locally, as, for instance, near Oi-tograk and Boris, pale reddish sandstones crop out from

under the more recent deposits, but they appear to be younger than the cretaceous red sand-

stones, underlying the Chryphaa beds; the former most i>robably belong to some upper

tertiary group. Among the sandy and clayey deposits I was not a little surprised to find

true LoesSf as typical as it can anywhere be seen in the valleys of the Bhine or of the Danube.

T might even speak of * Berg’ and * Thal-Loss/ but I shall not enter into details on this

occasion ; for I may have a much better opportunity of studying this reuxarkable deposit.

At ]>roBont I will only notice that commonly we meet with extensive doi)Osits of Loens only

in the vaUeys. Its thickness varies in places from ten to eighty, and more, feet ; a fine

yellowish unsiratified day, occasionally with calcareous concretions and plant fragments.

,ln Europe the origin of this extensive deposits was, and is up to the present date, a dis-

puted question. Natuzdly^ if a geologist is not so fortunate as to travel beyond the ' Bhine*

or ' Donau-tha^’ and is accustomed to be surrounded with the verdant beauty of these valleys,

he might propose hdf a doaen^ theories, and as he advances in his experience disprove

the probability of. one afl^r the ol^iex, until his troubled mind is urearied of prosecuting the

object further. Here, in the dspes^ countries^ .where ebads of fmrttle dust repine those of

beneficial vapomr, where the is hardly ever dear and free from sand, nay occa-

sionally saturated with It, the oxptattatdon that the Low is a subaerial deposit, is almost

involuntarily pressed upon one's mind. 1 do not think that by this 1 am advancing a new

idea; for,^-auxless I am very nmch mistaken,—it was my friend Baron Bichthofen who

came to a similar conclusion during his recent sojourn in Soutiiern China.

Yarkand lies about five miles from the river, far away from the bills,' in the midst of a

Well cultivated land, dnterseotod by numerous canals of irrigation; a land full of interest

for the Bgrioulturist, hut where the geological mind soon involuntarily falls into repose. And

what shall'' t say .of our road ieom Yarkand to Kashgar P Little of geological interest, I

am afraid.
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Leaving Yarkand we passed for the first few mites through cultivaited land, whieh, how^

ever, soon gave way to the iisnat aspect of the desert, or something very little better. A few

miles south-west of Kokrahad a low ridge runs from south-e^st to north-west. If we are

allowed to judge from the numerous boulders of red sandstone and Qrgphma marl, some of

considerable size and scarcely river-worn, we might consider the ridge as being composed of

cretaceous rocks. But one Wdly feels consoled with the idea, that in wading through the

sand he should only cross a once cretaceous basin, and that theifwbcde of this country should

have remained free from encroachment of any of the kainozoic seas. It is very dangerous

to jump to conclusions regarding the nature of a ground untouched by the geological ham-

mer. The answer to any doubt must for the present remain a desideratum. On the fourth

day of our march, approachiug Yangihissar, we also crossed a few very low ndges, but

these consisted entirely of gravel and marly clay lieds, most of them dipping with a very

high a^gle to south by east, the stiike being nearly due east and west. South of Yangihissar

the ridge bent towards south-west, and there was also a distant low ridge traceable in a north-

easterly direction, the whole having the appearance of representing the shore of some large

inland watersheet. From Y’augihissar to Kiisbgar wo traversed only low land, as usually

more or less thickly covered with a saline efflorescence, but still to a considerable extent

cultivated. Here in Kashgar the distant heights of the Kuenlun, of the Pamir and Thin-

shan ranges are ready to unfold their treasures, whether we go in a Southerly, or wesfcrly,

or northerly direction
;
geological ground is even nearer to be found in some of the low ridges

from twelve to thirty miles distant, while the Moral-bashi forests, lying eastward, invite the

zoologist and sportsman. I trust wo shall soon be able to see and relate some novelties from

our neighbourhood.

Kashgar, 2()f/i Deremher 1873.

Note begardino the occurrence of jade in the Kabarash valley, on the
SOUTHERN BORDERS OF Tubkistan, by Db. Fejid. Btoliczka, Naturalist attached

to the Yarkand Kwhassy.

The portion of the Kuenlun range, which extends from Shahidula eastwaid towards

Kotan, appears to consist entirely of gneiss, syenitic gneiss, and metamorphic rocks, these

being quartzose, micaceous, or hornblendic schists. On the southern declivity of this range,

which runs along the right hank of the Karakash river, are situated the old jade mines, or

rather quairies, formerly worked by the Chinese. They are about seven miles distant fro^
the Kirghtz encampment Belakchi, which itself is about twelve miles south-east of

Shahidula. I had the pleasure of visiting the mines in company with Dr. Bellow and Captain

Biddhlpb, with a Yarkandee official as our guide.

We found the principal jade locality to be about one and a half miles distant from the

river, and at a height of about five hundred feet above the level of tho same. Just in this

portion of the range a few short spurs abut from the higher hills, all of which are, how-

ever, as usually, thickly covered with ddbris and sand, the result of disintegration of the

original rock. The vrhole has the appearance as if an extensive slip of the mountain -side

had occurred. Viewing the mines from a little distance the place seemed to resemble a

number of pigeon-holes worked in the side of the mountain', except that they were rather

irregularly distributed. On closer inspection we saw a number of pits and holes dug out

in the slopes, extending over a height of nearly a couple of hundred feet, and over a length

of about a quarter of a mile. Each of these excavations has a heap of fragments of jade

and rock at its entrance. Most of them are only from ten to twenty feet high and broad,

and their depth rarely exceeds twenty or thirty feet ;
only a few show some approach to low
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l^alleries of nky^mte length, and one or two a^e said to have a kn^h of eighty or a hundred

feet. Tiftftlriiig- oia mining operalioa as a whole, it is no douht a yery inferior piece of

the miner's ekill ^ nor cotdd the workmen have been provided with any snperior instiuments.

1 estiinated ih;e anmher of holes at ahoat hundred and twenty ; bat several had been opened

only experimentally, an operation which had often to be resorted to on account of the

superficial sand concealiug the underlying rock. Several pits also which were probably

m^SiOSted at a moderate depth were again filled in ; their great number, however, clearly

indicates that the people had been working singly, or in small parties.

' The rock, of which the low spurs at the base of the range are composed, is partly a

thin bedded, rather sandy, syenitic gneiss, partly mica- and homblendic schist. The felspar

gradually disappears entirely in the schistose beds, which on weathered planes often have the

appearance of a laminated sandstone. They include the principal jade-yielding rocks, being

traversed by veins of a pure whiter apparently zeolitic mineral, varying in thickness from a

few to about forty feet, and perhaps even more. The strike of the veins is from north-hy-

west to sonth-by-east, or sometimes almost due east-and-west ; and tbeir dip is either very high

towards north, or they run vertically. I have at present no sufficient means to ascertain

the true nature of this vein-rock, as it may rather be called, being an aggregate of single

crystals. The mineral has the appearance of aibite, bnt the lustre is more silky, or perhaps

rather glassy, and it is not in any way altered before the blowpipe, either by itself, or with

borax or soda. The texture is somewhat coarsely crystalline, rhombohedric faces being on

a fresh fracture clearly traceable. It sometimes contains iron pyrites in very small particles,

and a few flakes of biotite are also occasionally observed. This zeolitic rock is again

traversed by veins of nephrite, commonly called jade ; which, however, also occurs in nests.

There appear to be two varieties of it, if the one, of which I shall presently speak, really

deserves the name of jade. It is a white tough mineral, having an indistinct cleavage in two

different directions, while in the other directions the fracture is finely granular or splintry, as in

true nephrite. Portions of this miaeral, which is apparently the same as usually called white

jade, have siunetimes a fibrous structure. This white jade rarely occupies the whole thickness

of a vein ; it usually only oocurs along the sides in immediate contact with the zeolitic vein-

inck, with which it sometimes appears to be very closely connected. The middle part of

some of the veins mid most of the others entirely consists of the oommon green jade, which

is chai*acterized by a thorough absence of cleavage, g^at toughness, and rather dull vitreous

lustre. The hardneds is always below 7, generally only equal to that of common feliq»ar,

or Tety littie higher, though the polished surface of the stone appears to attain a greater

bardnoBS after long exposure to the air. The colour is veiy variable, from pitie to somewhat

darker green, f^proaching that of pure serpentine. The pale green variety is by far the most

common, and is in general use for <mps, mouth-pieces for pipes, rings and other articles used

as charms and ornaments* I saw veins of tiie pale green jade fully amounting in thickness

to ten feet ; hut it is by no means easy to obtain large pieces of it, the mineral being generally

fractured in all disections. Like the. ciystalliue vein-mineral, neither the white nor the green

variety of jade is affected by the blowpipe heat, with or withont addition of borax or soda.

Green jade of a brighter colour and higher translnoency is comparatively rare, and, already

.on that account, no doubt much more valnable. It is usually only found in thin veins of one

or a few inches.; and evon then it is generally full of flaws.

Since the expulsion of the Chinese from Yarkand in Ififliry the jade quarries in the

Korakash valley have become entirely deserted. They must have yielded a considerable por-

tion of the jade of oQ|nmeroe ; though no doubt the workmen made a good selection already

on the spot, t^ng away only the best coloured and largest pieces ; for even now a great

number of fair fragments, measuring 12 to 15 inches in diameter, form part of the rubbish

;

thrown away os useless.
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The Belakohi locality is, however, not the only one which yi^ded jade to the Chinese^

There is no reason to doubt the existence of jade along the whole of the Knenldn range, aa

far aa the mica- and hornblendic schists extend. The great obstacle in tracing out the

veins, and following them when once discovered, is the large amount of superficial ddbris

and shifting sand, which conceal the original rock ineitu. However, fragments of jade

may be seen among the boulders of almost every stream which comes down from the range.

We also observed large fragments of jade near the top of the Sanju pass, which on its

southern side at least mostly consists of thin-bedded gneiss and hornblendic schist.

Another rich locality for jade appears to exist somewhere south of Kotan, from whence

the largest and best coloured pieces are said to come ; most of them are stated to be ob-

tained as boulders in a river bed, though this seems rather doubtful. Very likely the Chinese

worked several quarries south of Kotan, similar to those in the Kaiakash vall^, and most

of the jade from this last locality was no doubt brought into Eotan, this being the nearest

manufacturing town. A great number of the better polished ornaments, such as rings, Ac.,

sold in the bazaar of Yarkand, have the credit of coming from Kotan
;
possibly they are

made there by Chinese workmen, but the art of carving seems to have entirely died away,

and indeed it is not to be expected that such strict Mahomedaus, as the Yarkandees mostly

are, would eagerly cultivate it. If the Turkistau people will not take the opportunity of

profiting by the export of jade, or if no new locality of that mineral is diseovered within

Chinese territory, the celestial people will feel greatly' the want of the article, and good carved

specimens of jade will become great rarities. The Chinese seem to have been acquainted

with the jade of the Kuenluu mountains during the last two thousand years, for Kotan jade

is stated to be mentioned* '*by Chinese autibiora in the time of the dynasty under Wuti
(B. C. 148-86).”

Yarkand, 14,th November 1873.

Notes fbom the Eastbbit Hxhalata.

While Dr. Stoliezka is applying his palssontological master-key to discover the secrets of the

rooks of the Kuenldn, on the extreme north-west of the great Tibetan mountain-area, investi-

gations of scarcely less interest are going on at the south-eastern base of the same, in the

Sikkim and Bhut^ Doars. It may indeed be said that the geology of the remote and in-

accessible regions of the Himalaya have for some time been better known to ns than that of

the nearer ground to the south of the great snowy range. A series of well-known fomalaons

have long since been identified beyond the passes ; while the rooks of the broad belt of momitain

region to the south of the main range have remained indeterminable. Nummulitic rocks have

been locally found along the southern fringe of that belt, corresponding stratigraphieally to the

Flysch of the Northern Alps. And upon very scanty fossil evidence it has been conjectured

that the limestone of the outer ridges in the Simla region are triassio ; but for the rest all

is daa'kness. There is, of course, a very good excuse for this in the highly metamorphosed

condition of the strata in the greater port of that region, and in the sterility everywhere

in fbssil remains—difficulties whi<dr greatly enhance the value of any promising clue to a

solution of the mystery.

From the point ol view of loca.l[ geology this state of ignorance has been specially

depTOssing. That same numihulitic fonnatioxfc—crushed and upheaved on the outer fringe of

the Himalayan region, and resting undisturbed upon a deeply denuded surfime.of the great

* Tole't Marao Polo, Yol. I, p, 177.
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]>Akhm trap^iuM^ iMeft ^btoat the only positive link between the rock^areas of the Peninsula

and of Central . Of the other Indian rook-fonnations—the Vindhyan series of unknown

age, and deeply rooted in the fundamental rocks ; or the great sandstone formations sup-

posed at presents range from permian to latest jurassic, and holding a comparatively super-

dohd relatikm to the supporting rooks—no assignable equivalent had been made out in the

ne^fldKHmng Himalayan provinces.

llAie press of work elsewhere may be offered to account for this ; for the clue which is

now promising such interesting revelations has been within reach at any time for the last

twenty years ; since Dr. Hooker discovered at the base of the Sikkim Himalaya rocks con-

tmning plant-fossils characteristic of the coal-measures of Bengal.*

illustriouB naturalist did not assign any stratigrraphical position for the rock in

that section
;
perhaps the only locality where he noticed it, near the Pank4bari rest-house,

did not admit of such a determination. This is indeed most likely the case ; for, the passing

observation made in the same spot by so practised a geologist as Mr. W. T. Blanford left the

quesHon still in doubt, the suggestions gathered being that the Damudas may occur there only

as fault-rock between the schists of the mountains and the tertiary sandstones at theif base

;

or even that the stones containing the Damuda plants may only occur as blot'ks in the tertiary

sandstones. A regular survey of that region is now in progress. Mr. F. B. Mallet took

up work there early in December; and already Important results have been obtained, both

practical and scientific. A band of Damuda coal-measure rocks has been traced for many
miles along the base of the mountains, and in places as much as one mile in width, inside

the fringing bed of tertiary sandstones. Besides the familiar Damuda plants, several

seams of coal occur, in a condition approaching anthracite in composition—shaving 79*3 of

carbon, 7*6 of volatile matter (dry), and 13*1 of ash—^but in a flaky grannlatod (graphitic)

state from crushing. The chief point of interest, however, is that there is no marked strati-

graphical break between these beds and the slaty and schistose rocks forming the mass of the

mountains ; on the age of which they will thus give very importknt evidence. Mr. Mallet

has not yet been able to satisfy himself ^pon the complicated structural questions involved

in the section, as to inversion, faulting, Ac., bat it is hoped that before the close of the season

some definite view may be made out. Meanwhile this notice is given of so important a

step in the geology of India.

While Mr. Mallet was making those observations on the ground, an independent sug-

gestion to the same effect was received from Mr. H. F. Blanford, whom we consider virtually,

as he formerly was officially, a collea^e in the study of Indian geology. Mr. Blanford was
at Darjeeling on a tour of inspection of the meteorological stations in that part of the

province. Ever mindful of his first love, and aware, of course, of Dr. Hodker’s original

discovery of Damuda fossils at the base of the mountains, it appeared to him that the fre-

quent bands of graphitic matter in the schistose and gneissic rooks of the higher regions

might indeed be the greatly transformed eqaivalents of the carbonaceous deposits of the Pen-
insula. If this criterion be confirmed by tbe ebse study of the stratigraphy, it promises to

be of very wide application ; for these ,graphitic bands are as abundant in the Lower Hima-
laya of the north-west as about Darje^ing. Tbe suggestion too fits in well with the littie

we know on both sides of the question : Dr. Oldham has always maintained that the coal-

measnres of India are pahsozoic ; and the Krol limestone, the uppermost gi'oap of the Lower
Himalayan rodc-senes in tbe north-west, is considered by Dr. Stolicska to be triassic.

H, B. M.

> Bimalayui Joamal, Vol I, page aoa.
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Fbtboleitm IK Assam, by Thbodobb W. H. Huanss, a.b.s. p.o.s^ GeoiogiaU

,
Surveg of India,

In looking thTongk the literatnre relating to t»etroleusi, I have not met with any record

of the composition of oils occurring in Assam. Burmese-oil, which is perhaps better known
under the name of Kangoon-oil, has, on ihe contrary, been the subject of frequent investi*

gation, and one of the later and most highly interesting papers referring to it is to be found

in the Memoirs of the American Academy* for 1867, under* the heading of ** Examination

of Naptha obtained from Rangoon Petroleum/* by Warren and Storer.

Having been foitunate enough lately to procure a few notesf showing the result

obtained by submitting some Assam petroleum to distillation at varying temperatures, I

propose taking this opportunity of placing them on record.

The petroleum experimented upon was obtained from a spring in land granted to Mr.

Goodenough, a member of the firm of McKillop, Stewart and Company. The tract, as

specified in a letter to the Board of Revenue, embraced “ both sides of the Boree Dehing

river from Jaipore to the effluence of the No Dehing river to a distance of ten miles on

each side of the Boree Dehing, including the lands near the Cherraphong hills, Jaipore,

the Makoom river, the Namchik Pooiig, the Terap river, the Namchik river, the Jugloo

river, and the Terok river.”

Which spring the petroleum that was tested came from I am unable to say; but it
*

was probably from one sti'uck near Makoom,J as the springs in that neighbourhood sur-

passed any others in the copiousness of their discharge, and evidently attracted most

attention.

Tlie first of the systematic borings for oil was commenced at Nabore Poong§ in Novem-

ber 1866 ; but it does not appear to have been successful, and it was abandoned after having

been sunk to a depth of 102 feet. In addition to several other hand-borings, a Mather and

Platt ste^-boring machine was set working in the latter end of December, and a hole was

carried down 185 feet ; but with the exception of if few signs of there were no good

results.

It appears from the records placed at my disposal that a blue clay was invariably met

with, not only in the Nabore Poong borings, but in those at Makoom and elsewhere. It

would have been interesting to know whether this clay, independently or in association with

some other rock, was a good index to oil
; but on this point there is nothing clear.

Whilst the borings at Nabore Poong were proceeding, others were begun at Makoom.

OiF was struck in one hole on the 26tli March 1867 at 118 feet, and it immediately rose 74

feet iu the bore, being 44 feet below the surface. About 300 gallons were drawn, after which

it was found not to flow continuously, a circumstance lehieh it was hoped would be remedied

by sinking deeper. r

As many as eight holes seem to have been put down in^the Makoom area, and they were

nearly all sudcessful in tapping oil. The yield varied in each.

* Vol. IX, Part 1, New Series, paffo 208.

t 1 am indebted for these notes lutd for much information r^arding petroleum and cool In Assam t<i my
fnend Mr. J. Jenkins.

t Lat, 27® 18’ North, Long. W Bast.

§ Tlie plaoes recommended daring the progr(»a of the borings were-^Nahore Pooi^g^ Makoom, Horbant,

Naincltcck, and liapoo Poong.
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In JanuaQr 1:8^, 100 to 125 gallons a day were collected from No. 4i» while 560 to 050

gallons were eotieeted fiem No. 5. The action of No. 6 bore was intermittent. Pure water

was spouted 0>r 3 nr 4 hours, then almost pure oil for 15 to 80 minutes, after which all action

ceased for an hpitr, or sometimes longer ; and then activity set in again. Great difficulty was

met with in storing the oil, and it is stated ihat wooden tanks failed to keep it in. The

inost<^00pious discharge was from No. 5 ; and as there was not sufficient storage room, the

flow was diminished by fixing a^valve to the well-pipe. The pressure was very great, being

30 lha. to the inch.

Tim following is a veryinteresting table showing when the blows of oil commenced, the

time the oil continued running, and the quantity of oil given from No. 5 bore at Makoom.

Thd depth at which oil was struck is not given in the returns made by the person in charge

of the borings, but the hole was most probably a shallow one like the others.

Bokb No. 6.—Makoom.

Table showing when ihe blows qf oil commenced, the time the oil continued running, and

quantity qf oil given.

Dale, 1868.
Commenced

to ran.
Day and hoars

runninir.

Gallons per I

^dwy of
I

January 8th 9 AH. ... 6 daya 16 hours. 630
[

Stopped gradually.

16th 11 „ 12 1,500 1
1,600 galloua lu 12 hours (very strong
blow ) •

17th 11 „ ... 14 2,100 2,100 gallons in 14 hours (very strung
I

blow

)

aoth Mtdnlght 9 600 6 0 gallons in 9 lionrs.

Slat 10 A H. ... 20 480 480 „ ,, 2«» ,, , _
23rd

i

11 .. ... 1 day IS 800 SIX) gallons per day (ran slowly).

S7th 231 SOO 99 . . 8i

.t 29th
1

e-80 6 daya 16 99 260 Bunqing very slowly.

February 6th
1

0 «... ' ^9 600 600 in 19 hours.
7th 2 days 700
18th S ». X. ...

1

19 1,400 In 10 hours 1,400 gallons.

ISth 8 A X. ... 1 day 6 1,000 1,000 in 80 hours.

•( 27th 11 „ ... 1 » 9 900 In 29 hours.

March 2ad e-so 1 « 6 1,700 In 80 hours.
7th 9 « .. 2 days 8.000 8,C00 in 48 hours. „

*1 lUh ... 1 9 „ ... ld4 11 9f 8,600 III 36 hours, very strong—burst pipes.

M Slat ...
1
10 „ 31 days 22 ff 600 n

per day.
1
Valve very little open, to reduoe the

May 14th 6 F. X. ... 90 « 460
1

" flow as much as possible.

per day. j

July 14th 11-80 A X. ... 3 « S91 9* 400
1

19th ... 9 ...

;

4 H 31 89 660
1

27th 1 F. X. ... 16 99 000. In 16 boon.
•S 28th 10-80 AX. ... 3 days 1 •9 700 A strong blow.

Auffast 8th 9 8 99 600 In three hours, very strong flow.

nth ...
j

12 F. X. ... 8 days 10 99 1,600
22Dd

1

9-SO A.x. ... 8 99 > 400
1

In 8 houcs. «

Here the man who kapt the aoeount ihU ill, and l(he one who relievedMm never kept any.

The temperature is not recorded.

Mr. Goodenough was not successful in establishing a petroleum«induBtry. The under-

taking ffiUed. as so many others in this country have done, owing to the difficulty of

iaranspori. But Ihe prospect of an abundance of mineral-oil in Assam has been proved ; and
if this .s^ndid province should ever be opened up, fortunes will yet he made iii this branch

of
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Aftat^sis qf petroleum .—The eample of petroleum operated upon was black, perfectly

liquid, atid of rather strong odour. Specific gravity *971. Water 1*000.

One thousand parts were submitted to distillation, first by the heat of a water-bath, bttt

that being insufficient, it was then heated by direct fire. It began to boil at 460° F.

—

90 parts below SOO^ F.
1

2. 06*6 between 600«—626® of sp. gr. ‘873

8. 128*6 »• 6a«P—660® ‘882

4. 100*0 M 66<P—676® 802

6. 1S3'6 » 676®—60(7* 000

6. 166*6 above 600® 018

7. 183*6

8. 1666 tnrned solid on cooling.

0480

There was a small residue of coke.

The first six portions would do for lamp oil, although of rather higher specific gravity

than that obtained from American petroleum.

Seven and 8 contain solid paraffin, which can be separated, and the liquid-oil used for

hibrirating ; or, aficr the first six portions have been distilled off, the whole of the residue

in the retort can be used as lubricating-oil.

For the purpose of comparison, I give the result of an experiment upon TeunsyU
vanian petroleum.

Samph .—Greenish black, rather thin oil. Sp. Gr. 882. One thousand parts yielded

on distillation-*-*

16 5 parts at 212? F.

86'6 „ 29V-302® of *p gr. •733

Jf5 5 „ 802®-320® „ *762

1260 „ 320®-338® „ "706

66'0 „ d38®-866? 8»
•776

62 6 „ 366®.302® BOO

660 „ 392®.428® •848

39-6 „ 428®.6I8® •864

ail the residue would be for lubricating-oil.

Rangoon-oiL—According te Warren de la Rue s researches yielda per thousand parts—

110 parts of oil below

100 M between

310 above 60(P which HoUdifiei on cootingr>

210 S0(P dark oil at the frreatest beat.

The paraffin Antained in portions 7 and 8 of the Assam petroleum might be manufaco

lured into candles. As compared with a few other substances, the following table shows the

number of grains required to give equal quan^ties of light i
—

Paraffin ...

Bpermaoeti ... .

Wax (bee's wax)

Stearic add ... ...

Composite candle (paade of stearine and stearic acid)

08 grains,

lao „
138 „
144 „
166 „

The discovery witliin the last few years of enormous quantitieB of petroleum in Canada

and the United States, has infiuenced considerably the manufacture of coal-oils in Great
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m
Britain and t»tW countiios. Bat there are places where coal and bituminoas shales may
be prodtably^ submitted to distillation, and I believe that oar Indian coal-fields offer a fair

chance.

The yi^d of crude oil from a ton of ordinary coal* does not usually exceed a maxitnum
of 76 gallons, and a coal which will yield 50 gallons may be regarded as an excellent

arl^e, provided it aifords coke enough to supply heat for its own distillation.

Ranioanj,

let December 1873. )

Coal in the (lAnn Hills, Mb. H, B. Msdlxcott.

The reported discovery of a new coal-field in the interior of the Garo hills, backed up
by the proposal to run a railway through them into Assam, led to a very urgent demand to

have the rocks of that region examined. Although nearly encircled by long-settled and fertile

districts of the upper deltedc plains of Bengal, that hill-tract has, till within the last three

years, remained perfectly secluded in primitive savagery. Partly to remove such an
anomaly, and partly to put a stop to the occasional practice of the Garos capturing slaves

and taking trophies of human heads among the bordering plains people, it was decided to

bring the hill-men under control. This intention wa.s carried out without serious difficulty.

The people bad of course been long acquainted with the character and power of the white men
holding sway over the plains, and submitted to their supremacy almost without resistance.

This year I had the pleasure to march through the length and breadth of the land in the com-
pany of an English lady, the wife of the Deputy Commissioner of the district, Captain
Williamson, the subduer and friend of the Garos, who made his tour of inspection through his

dominions "to fit in with my geological explorations. In the previous season topographical

surveyors had accompanied the several expeditionary parties sent in to take possession ; and
had succeeded in completing an excellent sketch map of the whole area. One of these officers

heard of the coal, and brought it to notice. It would seem that ^lo European actually visited

the spot ; indeed the description first g?l’en of the posilion could hardly have V}^^>cueded from
an eye-witness ; but samples were procured, and thus the bare iact of coal being there was
sufficiently authenticated. The confirmation of the existence of a considerable coal-field

in the position thus indicated, warrants brief notice of the situation.

It will probably he remarked that Garo-hill coal is at least familiar by name. In 1841.

Mr. Bedford, engaged on the revenue survey of the Goalpara district, brought to notice

what he oaUed the Eurrihari coal-field, at the extreme west end of the Garo hills, close to Siug-

mari on the old Bramaputra. Some attempt was, I believe, made at the time to work it ; and
the failure of the experimrat does not seem to have been fairly attributed to the failure of the
deposits. Agmn, about two years agOi the civil officers of Mymensing brought to the notice of

Government the oocurrenoe of coal on ihe Sumesary river at the south base of the main range
of the Garo hills. The extension of the Eastern Bengal Railway towards Assam was then a
pressing qu^lion

; and I ,wa8 deputed to report upon the prospects ft the coal deposits,

particularly 'those of the Enrribari region, the position of which, dose to the great river,

gave them special importance. In April '186S the result of my observatioxts was reported to

the Government of Bengal: the existence of a fair seam of useful coal at 8iju on the
Buinesary was confirmed, the present value of it being questioned,^ott aecoant of difficulty of
access from the plains across some ten miles of low rug|^ bills. .Of all the known ouictops
in the Kurribari region, at Mirampara and Ohampa^ri, a most unfavorable account to

* Caanol eoals and bltuminooia ihales yield as much as im to 230 gAlloas of oriide^ per too, bat they prodaoe
on coke oi uny vuln^.
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be given : the deposit was indeed the same as at Siju, and more favorably Gircamstanoed for

working, the measures being quite horizontal, and close to the surface ; but the oomu eoti*

tained only • a few irregular little strings of coal in a thick bed of day, resting almost
directly upon a platform of gneissic rocks. The only apparent prospect of useful coal

there lay in the possible development of the deposit on the same horizon to the deep of the
formation in its main basin, on the south of the barrier of crystalline rocks ; and £ sifg-

gested that this point might be determined by a boring in the neighbourhood of Harigaon.

The present revival of the question has been as stated above.

Thb Dabancks-ibi coal-field. Tke coal.—^The sample of the newly found coal, seat

for opinion, could at once be recognised as the cretaceous coal of this geologicd province

;

the same ns that known at Siju, and as that of the tiny field at Maobilarkar on the Shillong

plateau from which the supply for the station is obtained. It is a very peculiar coal, having

less the appearance of ordinary coni than the younger nummulitic coal of the same region

it has a decided brown colour when crushed, and gives a wooden sound when struck : it is

moreover impregnated throughout by small nests or minute specks of a resinous amber-like

substance. It is thus, of couiue, a light coal, but a very excellent fuel m shown by its com-

position

—

Fixed carbon

Volatile

(Moisture)

Ash

47-7

44‘B

(11-5)

7*7

The position .—Viewed from the south, the main range of the Oaro hills i« continuous

with the face of the Kasia hills to the east, although the aspect is different. Instead of the

bare mural precipices of massive sandstone, there is the steep rugged slope formed on con-

torted crystalline rocks, and Ihiokly wooded throughout. The chief orographical difference,

however, is that whereas from the scarp of the Kasia range the ground still rises for some

distance, passing into the elevated plateau of Shillong, the western range is only a narrow-

crested ridge, descending rapidly, though much less^precipitously than on the south, to a

broad region of steeply undulating hills of much less elevation. The Sumesary river, the

Semsang of the Garos, passes through the main range by a deep gorge just above Siju.

At the head of this goige there is a fine waterfall, close to Jankaray; and half a mile

further on, just above the confluence of the Eengcbi, the river crosses the south boundary

of the Daranggiri coal-field, which thus at present lies in a true rock-basin, passing below tbe

main drainage level. The elevation here may not be more than 300 to 400 feet above Siju.

The Sumesary flows for six mDes through the coal-basin, the north boundary being about

one mile below the village of Dobakhol. For the greater part of this length, the river is

here the boundaay, as recently laid down, between the Garo Rnd Kasia hill districts. The

range of tbe field to tbe east has not been determined. To the west it extends at least four

miles from tbe lower reach of the Semsang, up to and beyond Daranggiri.

Outcrops.— fine outcrops are freely exposed; the one originally reported being

by no means the most conspicuous. It occurs in the Garigithem stream, a furlong or so

above the confluence with the Semsang. It is 6 to 8 feet thick, with a steady southerly dip

of about 4®, the floor of gneissic rock appearing at a short distance higher up the stream.

In the main river, about half a mile abo^ the same confluence, the seam appears again in

equal force, with a low easterly dip. The correct inference, that the seam would be found

continuous through the intervening spur, led to the original announcement of the discovery

as of *' a mountain of coal." It was dose to Daranggiri village that I observed tbe finest

outcrop ; it is well exposed for many score yards at the base of the cliff along the right

bank of the stream, almost horizon^l, and with a thickness of full 7 feet throughout.
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l)eixig «t Uie irestg free from shaly partmgs. Near the south boundary of the field,

along ^6 baila of the' mmanent of the main range, the coal was found in two places ;

but hfiffOH hai the disiadvantage of having undergone much disturbance. In the stream a

little to the west of the lower village of Baduri, a few yards below the Daranggiri path, the

coal » thus seen in full force, but nearly vertical. On the same strike^ within a mile of the

SeWtikg, on the path between Baduri and Jankaray, the approximate position of the seam

iiit^miarked by large and abundant ddbxis.

On the evidence of these facts, it is, 1 think, safe to conclude that them is here a coal*

fiedd of considerable extent. The coal-measures are certainly continuous within the area

demarcated by the localities I have mentioned, covering roughly about twelve to fifteen

stjuare miles ; and although the coal itself is probably not co-extensive with the measures,

the total quantity must be very large ; and it is favorably circumstanced for mining. It lies,

however, in the very heart of the Glaro hills ; but on the most favorable line for a railway,

through the gorge of the Semsang, should it ever be thought advisable to undertake such

a work. The nunuuulitic formation with its limestone caps the high ground in the centre

of the basin.

tthe Mongrenggiri basin.—Some miles up the valley of the Semsang, to the west, there

is another considerable basin of tlie coal-measure rocks, occupying the valley above and

below the Kongrenggiri outpost for a direct distance of seven miles, from a little below

Sarramphang Haut to below Shemshanggirt. Locally it is five miles wide. I could no-

' where fiud an outcrop of the coal within this area ; but there are stratigraphical features

(see further on) suggesting that it may exist within the basin at greater depths than the

present surface.

The Kalu 5usin.''-*On the Upper Kalu, north of the main gneissic range, almut Chipor

giri, ihere is a small basin of the coal-measure rocks ; but no trace of coal has been observed.

Here, too, it may possibly be found at greater depths by boring; but the field would seem to

be shallow and closely circumscribed by the gneiss. Even if found, there would be several

miles of difficult transit to get the coal to market.

T%e main basin ,—^Every other observed appearance of the coal-measure rocks to the

north of the Turn range (excepting one narrow strip in the valley at Lenkra, in far

east), consists only of patches of variable extent and thickness, resting on the ridges and
spurs of the crystalline rock, some'oocurring locally near the Semsang even on the crest of the

main range. In so steeply eroded a country, these cappings of sedimeniary rocks are freely

exposed on all sides to denuding acrion, and the presence in quantity of any peculiar material

could scarcely escape detection ; Whdre, too, at any time a shallow trench down the hill side

across the bedding would lay bare tlie whole contents of the section. Tet in none of the very
many places where I crossed the measures in this position did any symptoms of coal appear.

With the single exception of a smeffi patch on the north shoCL^r of the ridge below the
village of Sokadam, every observed ouriier of the cretaceous fennation occurs within the
basins of the Semsang and the Kalu, In the neighbourhood of the main of elevation ; the
whole stretch of hills for twenty miles on'ihe (Soalpara side being, at least on Hie two tracks
crossed by me, entirely fwmed of gneiss. The origimd sites at the extreme west end of the
l^ls, at Ohampagiri and Mirampara, remain as the only known oases of tSiS seam bring re-

pa^essnted in a mere remnant of the measures on a low platform of gneiss. Thus, excepting in

^he v«ry doubtful project of a railway through the Semsang gorge and the Daranggiri basin,

and also in Ike uiiUhelj possibility of still finding a detached basin within easy reach of the
analpara botmdsary, the only prospect of a co^-supply still lies in the ihatn basin of the
fOmation, to the south of the Tura range.
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Tfad obanoes of this prospect are briefly as follows : It is demonstrable in the hills

and here, that i^e portions of the dretaoeons rocks found on the gneiss or within its soirihetii

limit are only the marginal deposits of a fiormation expanding gready in tbioknfflffl to d»e

south. Even within that marginal area, coal seems to hare ^been formed only in local depres-

sions of the old land-snrfaoe. The important <|uestion then oce&rs—how was it in the

depression of deposition P Eor the Ehasia portion it can positively be said that the con-

ditions for the accumulation of vegetable remains did not exist to the deep of the formation.

The whole expanded series is fully exposed in a nearly vertical position at the base of the

range ; and marine fossils occur throughout. Even the horizon of the coal near the base of

the series can sometimes be determined here by the presence of plant-markings and fragments
of the resinous substance so common in this cretaceous coal, but here mixed with marine shells.

The change to the westwards has not been traced out continuously along the strike ; but at the

Sumesari it i's already very marked : there is a strong seam of coal, well up from the

bottom beds ; it is brought up twice by contortion of the strata, showing its extension to

some distance from the rise ; and no marine fossils have been detected in the associated beds.

This, it will be recollected, is close on the same meridian as the Daranggiri fleld, only to the

south of the main range. To the west of the Sumesari a very great change takes place

in the mechanical circumstances of the strata: instead of being thrown on end at their

junction with the gneiss, as is the case everywhere to the east, the boundary here is, what is

called, overlapping—the strata being banked against the flanks of the mountain, each suc-

ceeding layer overlaps and conceals the one below it. There has been here too some eleva-

tion, compression, aud waving of the strata ; but, on the wlu>le, the formation is only exposed

to the depth to which the local streams have cut through the superposed strata. All this

is admirably exposed iu the ravines below Turn ; each layer being for the short space of its

overlap the local bottom layer of the formation. In some of them stLcks and strings of

coal occur, as under Machakholgiri ; but it seems likely that none of these streams touch the

true horizon of the coal deposit ; so that this may be in fall force to the deep of the basin.

In none of the beds of this region have any marine fossils been detected ; and there is very

abundantly here a white fine clay-rock,* that hardly appears in the Khasia sections. On the

whole, 1 think the question of coal or no coal in this position ought to be set at rest by a

trial boring. 1 have recoxUmeudod Dipkai, about two miles to north-east of PuUmari Haut,

as a suitable spot.

Gbolooy.—I would add a few remarks of a more general natura to bring my recent

observations into connexion with what I have previously said on the geology of this

region (see Mem. QeoL Sur., India, Yol. vii, p, 151). The difEerence of the structural fea-

tures of the sections in the Ehasia and the Garo divisions of this continued mountain-mass is

greater than was then surmised. In the Shillong region, the elevation of the plateau took

the form of an equable rise of the whole area—the gentle slope of the cretaceous strata

from the edge of the scarp, passing into perfect horizontality as they extend northwards,

is perfectly unbroken. In the features then observed along the outer base of the range,

there was nothing to suggest its being otherwise in the Garo region ; a gradual dimi-

nution of the elevatory and contorting action being the only change apparent. It would

seem, however, that, besides a general decrease in vertical effect, the elevating action here

was cdmost confined to the axis of the range, corresponding with the line of the scarp to the

* This voefc maj yet bo found veluable «e a potteiry-clay. It contains 8S‘8 per cent, decomposable by snlpburic

acid, and <tce ftmn alkali iron and lime, with a residiu of per cent, of pure fine ilUoa.
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eaat \ aad evea, tlmt il^>actal local depmsions took place to the north of that axis : not only

are,^ same ^pneSogifial horizons found at about the same level on both sides of the ridge,

upon whieh intermediat^y remnants of these very beds are found ^at much higher levels, but

also, as is very clear in the case of the Bongreng basin, steady local sinking took place,

the nununulltic limestone bang found in the middle of that small ai'ea at the river's level,

whila the cretaceous sandstone passes up to a considerable height on the spurs of the adjoin-

ing hills, no high dips being ii^oduced.

It » interesting to trace the apparent connection of these efiPects of disturbance with

pre-existing conditions. The manner in which the coal occurs in the Barang basin strongly

suggests that its limits are to some extent aboriginal, and therefore that the Semsang

valley itself was lined out in precretaceous times. At the Garigithem outcrop and also in

the Semsang there are about hfty feet of sandstone between the seam and the gneiss. But

as it rises along the spurs to the north and west, one finds a far greater thickness of sand-

stone without any sign of the coal, which is thus simply overlapped ; the beds on the high

ground, even in contact with the gneiss, being of a higher horizon than the coal. Half a

mile above the main outcrop in the Semsang there is on the right bank a cliff of sandstone

resting on gnass, and at forty feet from the base there is a highly carbonaceous shale repre-

senting the coal seam.

The manner in which the sandstones are banked up against the Tara range, and fill

up inequalities in its surface, is quite conclusive on the same point. The spur on which the

stetion of Tara stands has a midrib of gneiss, packed in sandstone, through which the old

ravines have been re-excavated. On the section through Siju and Baduri this would not appear,

the crushing having assumed a peculiar and intense form ; the separating rib of gneiss, here

representing the Tara range, is only four miles wide, and at the base on both sides the coal

measures lie at nearly vertical angles against the gneiss and parallel to its surface, while

high on the intervening ridge patches of the same rest flatly. Thus it would seem that

elevation by lateral compression takes effect by increasing existing inequalities ; as would

indeed result from the crasbiug of a se^es of inverted arches.

On the discovbbt of a kbw locai.itv foe Coffee tub Na.bbada Valley,*^

A

y
V. Ball, Esq., m. a.

The Bijour or submetamorphic rocks of India have, as has been predicted from their

character, proved the prindpal source of the useful and precious metals which have hitherto

been found in this oountty. The slates, quartzites, and schists which compose the Bijour

formation resemble in their lithological charaotcFs those metamorphic rocks which in all

countries are the most productive of metalliferoas deposits.

The discovery of a deposit of copper now to he recorded was made towards the end of

last year, on a small island in the Narbada river close to the Birman ghfit. The gentleman

to whom the sole credit of this discovery belongs is Mr. Charles Maynard, agent of the

Narbada Coal and Iron Company. Being well acquainted with the appearance of the ores of

Gcqiper, some stains of the blue and green carbonates upon the rocks attracted bis attention.

He at once determined to open up the ground with the view of ascer^ning, so far as possible,

extent and character of the deposit.

On the nth of Januaiy, I visited thescene of operations and found that a * drift* had by

that time been driven down to a depth of nine or ten feet. This gave me an opportunity of

examining the character of the deposit. The rock in which the ore occurs is an argillaceous
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sobist associated witb quartzites. In some of the beds of the latter the oomponent giAins are

very distinct. These rocks belong to the Bijour series.

I found that the underlie of the deposit corresponds to tke dip of the strata, amounting
to from 60® to 66® north, the strike being at this particular point east and west. The ore,

I believe—as £ found also to be the case in Singhhum**^— doea not occur in what can be truly

called a lode, but as a constituent of the schist which it permeates throughout a thickness of

at least six feet. This'was the thickness exposed at the time of iny visit ; but according to

Mr. Maynard s calculation this should be increased by eight feet ; thus making in all fourteen

feet as the thickness of the schist permeated by the ore.

There is, as usual, in such deposits, a tendency to the formation of nests and pseudo-lodes

;

but this, I believe, to be due to subsequent action—seggregation—and that the copper should

be regarded as a constituent of the schist as originally deposited.

The ores on the back of the lode, as is generally the case, consist principally of the blue

and green carbonates (Azurite and Malachite). As the mining progresses, nests of the grey

oxide become more abundant; and there are also some traces of the red oxide. Pyrites (tike

yellow metal of mining phi'aseology) has not yet been reached, nor can it be until a depth

sufficient to have ensured its protection from the decomposing effects of atmospheric action

has been arrived at.

The extension of the ore downwards or “ to the deep” can only he determined by mining.

As to its lateral extension we found some stains of the carbonates on the same bed of schist

fully 100 yards to the east of the present drift.

Trenches cut across the strike of the rocks to a depth of three or four feet would pro-

bably be sufficient to prove the lateral extension sufficiently for all present purposes.

As to the quality of the* ores, the assay of five specimens by Mr, Tween yielded the

following percentages of copper: No. 1, 47*8; Nca 2, 21’2; No. 3,32*0; No. 4, 25*4;

No. 6, 12'C.

Two specimens sent to the mint gave the following result :

—

A B
Copper M. ... 3275 23-1

Iron ... 2*50 5*4

Eartliy matter ... 64*76 71*5

100 * 100-

These results must be considered eminently favorable. The quantity in which the ore

occurs, the cost of its extraction and tiunsinieeion to market,t are the elements which

now remain to be ascertained in order to determine the full importance and value of the

discovery.

The last accounts which I received from Mr. Maynard represent the mine as progressing

favorably. Under his energetic management there is a prospect thus of a new industry being

started in the Narbada valley.

* 8m BMords of the Oeologioal Snrver of India, Ycd. ill, pt. ^ p. M.

t It does not of oouree come within the Mope of thli nottoe to disoow the qneation m to whether it would pay

* bMt to export the ore in the fortu of * refine,* or attempt the numafaetare of copper on the spot.
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Potash-Halt vboh East Ihhia.*

A haa Ijecome known here through this year’s Universal Exhibition is the

diseovHiy of bearing strata in the Mayo mines in the Salt-range in the north of

the Punjab.'

3>r» T. Oldham, who pi^vided and arranged the very interesting exhibition of East

ladilm mamral products, has thready made a oomuinnioaiion upon the position of the rock-

i^t,ln those hills in a notice published in the Ver, dtr OeoL JReieksanstalt, from which it

that this rock-salt group is considered to belong to the Silurian formation, and

acOOi^ngly is the oldest among the known deposits of salt.

Becently attention was drawn at the above-named salt-works to the occurrence of a salt

which, by its exceptional hardness, and the more searching examination of the resident

chemist, Herr Warth, revealed the presence of a considerable proportion of Magnesium and

Potassium.

Specimens from this deposit now in the Exhibition, consist of a white or reddish granular

mixture of Sylvine (Chloride of Potassium) and Kicserite (Sulphate of Magnesium).

,
The Sylvine and the rock-salt can be at once recognised by the cleavage and blow-pipe

reaoBon. The Kieserite appears in grains which have a maximum diameter of 12 mm.

It is colorless, and possesses the same hardness and cleavage as that given by me for the

Hallstadt mineral.t In places the Kieserite appears also to be compact.

The contained water amounts to 12*99 p. c. exactly, thus agreeing with the calculated

amount 12*94.

From thsKioserite in a moist atmosphere changing into Epsomite, the samples in which

that ingredient predominates become qiiite disintegrated at the surface, and exhibit a con-

stantly deciduons coating. Many pieces consist almost exclusively of Sylvine. Whether also

some Kieserite occurs in these samples, as may be conjectured ip such an association, does

not yet appear,'sinoe X have only been %|l)le to submit small pieces to examination.

The discovety of this Sylvine-bearing salt-band cannot fail to arouse attention in Eng-
land, sinoe, in spite of the dilKculties of transport, a profitable exploitation is possible.

T.

Notbs ok Tax Gxoloot op thX kxiohboitbhood of Mari Hill Station in this

: Fukjab, ^ A. B. Wynne, f. o. s., Ac.

The outer Himalayan hiUs on tAe bordm of the Northern Punjab present a marked

alteration in the genaral ^dreotion0 t|ie In^an frontage of these mountains. The prevalent

north-westerly strike of the WeslM^ lidma^ra is here kst, BaSs most northerly corner

of the Indian Empire is ambayed between the approaching masses df the Himalaya, Hindoo

KQ08h,aud Suliman n^es, the outworks of which have vario^ westerly and northerly

directions. On the Iffimalayan sids^ as notioed by Mr. Medlicott ^Hem. Geol. Sur., Vol. Ill,

pt. 2, p. 90), in the valley the Jhilam river^ the hills to the eari^ward possess the normal

north-westerly strike, while on the Opposite side of the valley they run in directions nearly

at right angles to the former. On one of the most lofry cf the minor ridges dosing in

this tlhilam valley to the west is situated the MU^ ^ti<m ^ Mari, at an elevation of

more than 5r,000 feet above the sea*

* TisDUsteO frenii the der K. K. Geolpgrlwheii RslcluiaAstalt, XXIII, No. X p. IM.—V. B.
'

' t SlUongoJior., Wiener, Aksd. Bd. LXlU, p. 80B.
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Besides the features noticed, the mountains on either side of the Upper Pnqjab etn-

bajment are more or less united by two lower ranges of hills, of which the most southern

is the Salt Range, dividing the broken undulating Potw&r or R&wal Pindi plateau from

the lower deserts and ‘ Doabs’ through which the five great rivers of the Panjab pass towards

Sind. The other less defined group of hills stretches from the Hazdra mounlains, by the

Chita Pahdr ridge to the AffrMi hills, towards Koh4t, separating the RAwal Pindi

plateau from the Peshawar plain. Within this cluster of bills •are large open spaces of low

ground cut up by ravines similarly to the Potwar plateau,* partaking somewhat of the

direction of the twct last named ranges and closely fianking the Hazara portion of the most

northein group of the two. The Mari ridge nses among numerous other hills near the

village of Chattar Sfla, then passing in a north-easterly direction by Trdt to Mari culminates

there at Pinacle bill (7,467 feet) overlooking a spur called Kdldanua, which unites the main

ridge with the more massive Murchpuri mountains to the north.

From Pinacle hill the Mari ridge bends to the east by south for a couple of miles,

separating the head waters of the Sohan, a tributary of the Indus, from those of the stream

which occupies the khud between Murchpuri mountain and Dewal, falling into the Jhilam

near Kohala. At Tops summit the ridge regains its north-easterly direction, and passing

by Dewal inclines still more to the north, descending gradually till it icaches the banks of

the Jhilarn river.

Southward from this Mari ridge the hills on the same side of the tlhilam valley consist

of four or five other ridges, all having the same general direction, starting fi'om the

Potwar plateau with a general strike of E. 30® N., but bending northwards as they rise,

and where they decline into the valley of the Jhilam having a bearing still more to the

north than north-east. Most of these elevations are shai’p-crested, the hill country presenting

a succession of deep steeply sided khuds or valleys, but southwards the lofty plateaux of

Narh and Karor are striking exceptions to the rule.f

Northwards from Mori* the same north-east and south-westerly run characterizes the

hills; but for some distance both north and south of^he station the ridges seem to branch

east and westerly from a crooked hack-bone or mid-rib rudely parallel to the course of the

river Jhilam. This is less prominent to the south, but coincides with the most lofty

aumrnifs to the northward, carrying the watershed between the Indus and Jhilam away to

the northern side of the Kaghan valley.

Another feature of the hills immediately near Mari may be noticed, namely, the

occurrence of small nearly horizontal patches of ground at high elevations formed of un-

stratifiod light-coloured clay. Advantage has been taken to level the surfaces of two of

• These open Bi»ace9 and the adjacent hills afforded the site of the military operations connected with the

Northern Camp of Exercise in 1873 near Hassan Abdal.

t It is said that when the sanitarium was being formed at Man there had boon some intention r»f adopting the

Narh plateau as its site instead. The reason given against this is want of water at the latter site; but the natives

have another legendary one connected with the displeasure of tho local Plr or spirit, who is said to have caused

such inconvenience to the inhabitants of the first hut built at Narh that the ' Sakeb log* departed and ieft the

Pir in peace

The elevation of the Narh plateau is only about 1,000 feet lower than Mari ; the form and size of the plateau,

which is cultivated in places, would seem to offer a much more capacious and better building ground white the

size of the catchment area and disposition of the strata are vastly more calculated for retaining a supply of water.

The dtstanoeTrom Rawul Pindee station is rather less thui that of Mari. The road-making dlfflcnlties are less, ho

fht as the hardness of the rocks is concerned, bat this renders thorn less suitable as building stone ; snow lies here

muoh shorter time. The plateau is not covered by forest ; timber, however, abounds on the northern slopes of fhe

neighbouring valleys. There is a well-made country road now for more than half the distance from Bdwal Pindi,

and as permanent quarters for troops, the silo appears to possess, on the whole, natural advantages superior to those

of the hill of Kuldauna, at the same elevation, where cxteusive barracks are in course of couetruction at present.
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theoe, so as to £onn the cricket-ground at ** the Flats/* three miles below the station on the

Kashmir roadi and for the croquet or archerj ground south-west of Pinacle hill. Both of

these localities are situated on the very back of the ridge ; near the former rises the summit
of Topa ; but the latter, at a much greater elevation, is commanded by no greatly higher

ground in its immediate neighbourhood. The clay in both oases is evidently water-washed

detritus, and it is not easy now to suggest where the ground was once situated which formed

the catchment area to caus^ these deposits, though they indicate clearly enough a former

difEerent configuration of the hills, and point to adjacent masses above them liaving been

entirely removed by meteoric denudation. Such facts as these, and the constant occurrence

of landslips on the slopes of these steep ridges, all more or less * dressed’ to a uniform in-

clination, force upon the observer a recognition of the alow bnt enormous atmospheric

erosion by which these khuds and ridges have been formed, here doubtless largely' aided by

the periodic rains and winter snows.*

The rocks of which the Mari ridge itself is formed, and all those for a long distance

southwards, present a sameness amounting to monotony. They belong to a vast series of

alternating gray or purplish sandstones and deep purplish-red clays, with occasional finely

concretionary psendo-conglomeratic bands. The series forms one of the lowest snb-diviflions

of the great outer tertiary zone of sandstones, clays, and conglomerates, coincident and

co-extonaive with the southern frontage of the Himalayan mountains. It is evidently the

same group of rocks os one of the lower divisions of Mr. Medlicott’s sub-Himalayan series,

in the Simla countiy, apparently corresponding to the Dagsliai beds of that section ; but

this being still debateable, it has here been called provisionally after tlie station—* The Mari
Group.* Its thickness is difficult to estimate owing to the contorted positions of the beds, buf^

it must be very groat; indeed, from an observation where the same rocks were locally less

disturbed in Kashmir, the group may cousiderably exceed 5,000 feet.

To the south the Man rocks are succeeded by very similar red clays and grayer or bluish

sandstones passing upwards into soft light gray sandstones, having local strings of lignite,

and alternating with rusty orange dfays. The latter are succeeded by conglomerates as

described in a previous paper in these Becords (Vol. VI, part 3).

The strata composing that half of the Mari ridge descending towards the Bdwal Pindi
plateau are either contorted or present a steep inclination towards the north-west, as though
to pass beneath the limestone hills forming the opposite side of the khud in that direction.

This feature is nowhere more marked than towards the south-west end of the Mari station,

where it may be seen in sandstones and clays all round and over the observatory hill, the

outcropping edges of other, strong sandstones underlying these beds being traceable along
the adjacent side of the khud to the south-east ; and the same strongly marked dip being
plainly visible from side to side of the ridge in the height overlooking the Lawrence Asylum
and the Mari brewery. It occurs again on the road to Kashmir and in other parts of the
station

; but is not universal, for towards Kashmir point there are many inclinations to the
westward and southward of west, chiefly on tbe northern side of the ridge, while over tho
continuation of this, towards Dewal and Kashmir, the latter and other dips in different

directions indicate the contorted state of the beds. It is perhaps owing to this oirciimstunce

• The weU known Himalayan feature of the forest* being confined to one aspect of hills, particularly those In
which the tree, (Piadrew, or Tim» Srnmana f) predominates is well marked abont Mari. Here tbe densely
wooded 8loi>88 are those pMsented moat to the northwards or north by west, the opposite or sunny side being often
nearly bare of trees. The forest at Mari ends sharply at the summit of the ridge, and yet Paluder forest may be
Been creeping down tbe south-Wbstem slopes of Chumbapeak above Kbalragall on tho upper road to Abbottabad
aa if the exception were necessary to prove tho rule.
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and to the less steep form of the ground that this north-easterly half of the Mari ridge

possesses its strongly marked red colour, the red clays having a larger surface erposuxe and

being less liable to rapid removal by the action of rain.

The prevailing dip of the Mari rocks, towards the higher hills adjoining, is a strikingly

abnormal feature in the structure of the country, and not to be relied upon in estimating the

relations as to succession among the rocks of* these hills. •Notwithstanding this, it is a
feature remarkably pi*evalent along hundreds of miles of the junction between the outer

tertiary belt and the nearest of the other rocks of tho Himalaya ranges.—It is also to be

found along the foot of the Alps in a similar relative situation. (See Mr. Medlicott's report

previously quoted, and his ** Alps and Himalaya, u comparison,’*—Jour. Geol. Soc., Lond.,

February 1868).

If this north-westerly dip were to be looked upon as indicating the succession, and un-

connected with faulting or other complexity (see Geol. Sur. Records, Vol. VI, pt. 3, and
•Tour. Geol. Soc., Lond., December 1873), then it would follow that the rocks north-westward

of the ridge must ho newer than those of the Mari scries, which is not the oaso.

Taking this north-westerly dip lo be the prominent stratigraphic feature of the Mar^'

ridge, associated, however, with other flexures of the beds, these will be found to bend over an
anticlinal axis coinciding with the khud immediately south-east of the station, the first of

a series of undulations, which becoming more open pass through all the hills to the southward

on this side of the Jhilam vallc}'.

The synclinal axes of these undulations seem to rise towards the eastward, steady low dips

in the opposite direction being visible from Mari in the precipitous flanks of some of the

distant hills on this side of the Jhilam, as in that supportiog the plateau of Narh and others.

About Mari itself the rocks possess but little interest in detail ; they contain only, so far

as is known, obscure vogetaljlo impressions ; and there is not even evidence to prove whether

they are of marine or freshwater origin. Close to th^^station, however, in the khud between

it and the limestone hills opposite, about Clifden, on the conuecting ridge of Kuldana

and along the upper road to Abbottabad, the local geology becomes much more attractive

and important, although obscure and difficult to work out owing to the crushed and iractured

state of the rocks.

The lofty masses which fill the front of the monntainJandsoape northwards from Mari,

strike.the eye at once as being of different rocks from those of the Mari ridge ; their naked

or, for the most part, unwooded slopes permitting the gray limestone of which they ore so

largely composed to appear and influence their colour. This contrast is very strongly marked

where the red Dewal portion of the Mari ridge forms one side of a deep khud, from which

the gray ridges and spurs rise abruptly towards the peak of Chambi and the high summit of

Murebpuri (9,229 feet).

The change in the geological structure of the ground is well seen by following the new

or upper military road to Abbottabad from Mari station,

^^otion along tho Upper Abbottabad
Proceeding along this towards Sunny Bank Hotel, the reddish

and gray sandstones and purplish red clays or shales of the

Mori series, with south-easterly dips, appear in the road cuttings, one thin band of grayish-

olive shale occurring among the reddish rooks below Titighar, and a little ddbris of a greenish

color near to Sunny Bank. Just at the latter place num-
Sunny Bank.

ipulitic shales and limestone are nearly horiKontal in the

Kdldana road, more of the limestone and red ddbris being seen on a spur below it. The red

beds are again to be found from this to the Kuldana cross-roads, just before reaching which
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At the difftMee above-m«ntianed aod about balf-a'ay up the Khaira Gali incline, where

Biflw
bendi westward into a steep ravine, it crosses a

* ' mass of red clays and greenish gray sandstones occupying

a space of about 100 yards in width, and bearing traces of much crushing and displacement.

Such d^B as are seen bending towards the south-east at high angles and nearly vertical. The

junction with the nummulitic limestones, &c., on either side is concealed by ddbris, the dip of

^udes and limestones to thd north-west being quite discordant, while those on the opposite

aide, though in the same general direction, are too distant to argue conformity therefrom.

This narrow band of sandstones and red clays strongly resembles, if it is not absolutely

identacal with, some of the Kuldana series: it may be traced from a spur close beneatih

KhairaGali, catting through the limestone hills and khiids in a south-westerly direction along

the flanks of the KhairaGali and Bhumkot spur to a place called Liran opposite to Clifden,

where it disappears. Here, at Liran, it is overlaid by or associated with a considerable mass of

stratifled rock-gypsum of pinkish white colour, dipping, as the red zone generally does, in a
south-easterly direction. Throughout its course it seems to be cut off by a fault from the

limestones to tbe north-west, while its south-eastern boundary may very probably be another

fault. The only fossils which bave been observed are plant remains in the sandstones similar

to those of tbe Mari and Kuldana rooks. The situation of this remarkable band appa-

rently foreign to the local series, plunging into the lateral ravines and rising over the inter-

vening spore, marking a deep line of fault cutting through the limestone and shale series,

bears testimony to the dislocation of the locality and may also be considered corroborative

evidence of the nearly parallel line of abnormal junction between the limestones of the hills

and the lower part of the outer tertiary series, coinciding with an extended region of faulted
dislocation.

Beyond the place where the upper Abhottdbad road crosses this red band, and thence to

Barefo OaU.
crest of the spur at Barean Gali (where there is another

, cluster of huts and hunnias’ shops), black, compact, and
lumpy nummulitic limestoneB aud shal^, varying up to several yards in thickness, may be
observed. Their Btratifioation exhibits, as much forcible disturbance as before, and the pre-
valent dips are northerly at steep angles.

Having here arrived at the crest of the first spur or ridge north-westwards from Mari,

Old rosd to AbbottdbSd, ClUtten,
Situation overlooks on one side the profound Deval Kh'ud,

and on the other, deep ravines leading tributaries of the
Haro river down from Chambi Peak. From a neighbouring eminence upon the ridge a view
may also be obtained towai-ds Mari, the deep Wind beneath it and the ool, or connecting
spurs, at Gbora Gali uniting jibe Mari ridge with the Umestone chain opposite, in the same
way as the ridge and hill of Kuldana 4oos. Down in the valley between these two connect-
ing ridges may be seen thb old road to Abbottdbdd descending the skpes and spuis from
Mari beneath Nandkot and Clifden. This old road, like the new one, exposes a section in the
cuttings, crossing the extension of the Kuldana limestone rib, and beds which ought to
occupy nearly the same horizon as those immediately to the north of it at Kuldana. These
beds, however, on the lower road bear only a general lesemblanoe to the former section ; red
days predominate, the sandstones differ both in quanrity and kind, sometimes containing
layers crowded with NumnulHet, And the thick maaBes of greenish olive w gray ahale of
the Kuldana section are not seen. The ground seems to be mueh slipped and faulted j and^n towards the bottom of the khud on the Mari aide, this old road orossea several alierua-
rions of strong limestone and crushed red aud variegated clays or shales, difficult to identify,
except in a general way, with those at the northern end of the Kuldana ridge. Contortion,
slippage, and local development might, however, easily account for the difEerenoes between the
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two sections. The bottom of the khud, and for several hundred.leet above it on the Hart

side, as well as the whole of the opposite side (except at Idran previously mentiotk^'ie oi

nummulitic limestone and shale, and the general dip of tha section like -^at at Kul^na is

to the south-east.

Betuming to Baredn Gali, the nummulitic limestone of the spur firom KhairaGali into

the Deval Xhud may be seen passing downwards for hun;-

dreds of feet with a steep dip to the northwards, which,

changing to vertical, turns in the side of the Masote glen so as to dip at a high angle to the

southward. ' Far down in this glen the rocks contain nummulitic Poraminifera, but it is

very probable that they are not all nummulitic, for southward of the continuation of the

red zone cutting through this spur high up near KhairaGali, a band of hard sandstone was

found, which may suggest that the limestones beneath it belong to some of the lower groups.

One great inverted syilcUnal fold in the limestones far below this sandstone balSd is also

visible in the side of this spur opposite to the steepest part of the ascending road from

Deria Gali to Bare&n Gali.

From this latter place up to KhairaGali the road runs on the western side -of the crest

KhairaGali
ridge ; the same dark, compact and lumpy nummu-

litic limestones and shales being seen the whole way. The

beds are much contorted, but near the barracks dip generally south-westerly, and farther, on

close to the bazaar are inclined the opposite way at 60® to 70*. Just here another narrow

red band, consisting entirely of clay sloping entirely in the same direction, passes through the

bazaar and down into the khud to the westward ; its relatiims are, ho^rever, very obscure.

From Khaira Gali to Changli Gali there are two roads ; of these the main one ascends pu
the west side of Chumbi Peak, and the other, or back road,

KhairaGali to Changli Gali,
generally in a dangerous state; only passable ibr men, takes

the eastern side. A sketch section along part of it, with remarks Uiereou, will he found in

Dr. Waai^^en’s paper in Geological Survey Eecords, Vol. 6, p* 16. FoUowii^ the main road

upwards rocks of different age from those previously Mentioned will be found, though some

of the limestones are suffideutly like the nummuhtio onaa to escape anything but close

scrutiny, and sometimes even this leaves them doubtful. ^?he observaticdi has been made

that the nummulitic limestones may be detected by l^t^inous unell ; this Is frequently,

though not always, the case ; but a better test seems to OQOiM?»in the lumpy chai:aeter, seldom

long absent from the nummulitic beds.

These limestones and other rocks seen at Intervals along,the roadhave been referred from

their frequently obscure fossils to the triassic jurassfo formatftens (see Ihr. Waagen's

paper just mentioned). . .

Something the ooufusum among the rocks here may^ gathered from the observation

St t f rooka.
withiu the short distance of about two miles from

* ^
^ KhairaGali to Ghangla Gali by the main road, the jurassic

beds re-appear seven times, the triasidd four tiimft, and the nummulitic three times; their

places of contact being fowthe most pmrt HneS of fodlt or st^ of which fourteen or fifteen

have been noted. The rodcs are generally indihltd at high jsttgles from north-east and south-

west axial lines ; but even these are fhomselves inclined, and in places nearly vertical
; the

positions of the beds afiording no bslp towards restoring tiie original arrangement of the

curves or the relations between the difo»ent grqu^s.

For a short distance from KhairaGali nummulitic limestones and sliales occur, their

Jurasi^
norlhrby-westerly dip rising from about 35* to vertical,

steady in the limestones, but crumpled, crushed, and contorted

in the shales
;
just beyond the vertical beds of limestone and separated from them by a slip

state of the rooke.
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or fault are black shales much overran by debris. They are probably a portion of the

Spiti ahales (jurassic) coming through from the other side of the hill.

The road turns round a small shoulder of the hill here, and a few paces beyond are some

shaly limestones with a five-feet band of shales, underlying about 160 feet of hard darh-ooloured

ferruginous sandstones, shaly in their upper part. These dip at 70° north-west, and have

been referred to the “ Gieuma^ Sandstone,” Upper Jura of Dr. Stoliczka, (see Memoirs, Geo-

logical Survey, Vol. 6, pt. 1).

The road turns sharply here to the right, entering an open khud, and the next rocks

seen are black and gray, strongly and thinly-bedded, lime-

stones with some clay or rotten shale bands. The beds are

steep, vertical, and bent over a nearly vertical axis. These limestones extend about 150

yai*ds from the sharp turn mentioned, at which distance they have a strongly oolitic texture,

overlying a thin-bedded zone. They contain a few fossils of triassic aspect. Although they

appear to overlie the Gieumal sandstone and a few beds of the latter, with 5 feet of black

shale both inclined towards the limestone, occur immediately beyond it, the junctions seem to

be on lines of fracture and the limestone docs not resemble the description of the cretaceous

b^ resting on the Gieumal sandstone series of Dr. Stoliczka.

Along with the small exposure of this sandstone and shale just mentioned are 100 feet

or so of dark-coloured vertical limestone apparently belonging to the jurassic sandstone

series, for a few beds of the latter, also vertical, arc next seen, and a little fui-thor on, thin-

bedded, black and gray shaly limestones are also nearly vertical or dipping at a high angle,

north-west, iudioaiing an -apparent alternation of limestones in the sandstone series.

Here another fault brings into the section contorted and vertical, dark gray and gray,

thick and thinly-bedded limestones, seen for 250 yards. They are occasionally inierstratified

with shaly layers, and are at the further end of the exposure oolitic. In tliesc beds traces of

fossils are not numerous, but the rocks appear to be triassic.

Next seen is a mass of about^ feet of vertical solid blue gray ferruginous sandstone

calcareous in places and resembling that referred to the

Gieumal series. It contains traces of fossils, which, however,

could neither be extracted nor made out, and it seems to be enclosed between two lines of fault.

Beyond this the roadn passes through vertical or highly indinod black and '^ray

Iwneetones, for 200 yards. They are partly thin-bedded

alternating with ehales, some are oolitic, and some largely

cCmposed of firagraents of ahells, among which are small oysters (one O. Haidmgerii f), casts

of a large smooth Binalve and of strongly ribbed shells, apparently Trigonue, also small

Bhynchoncdla and some Gastropede* T^ese are perhaps the most typical triassic rocks of

the whole section.

Apparently brought into junction with these limestones by a reverse slip or fault, is a
small quantity of vertical Gieumal sandstone, with some layers of black shaler

Ddbris overshoots the bank for ^ short way, and at the 9th" mile post, are gray sandy

oth Mile
micaoeoos shales with limestone layers probably triassic,

' dipping to the eastward at 65° and other angles.

A few paces onward the dip changes, coinciding with a break in the rocks, and thin-

hedded gray compact limestone which weather light yellow dip at 45® north by west for 100
yards. They contain beds full of small Ogstevs, and are believed to be triassic.

' A very sharp turn in the road occurs here for another hundred yards, beyond which,

gray, flaggy, and tbin-bedded shales are seen, bent into bold curves, weathered of a light
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yollowiflli gra} coloui, and overlying some graj hmebtono occupyingJyfcakk0L
fossils were found he le^ so that the position oi the shales le th^-jHpP^
the rock for a few paces, piotiudmg from which are 80]||^|Jbok rosty i^d pnoliUc

Just beyond the last named beds nearly vcitical nummulitic limestojte and shales

Kammulitlo
the foimer having sometimes black filmy carboun^^^P

p Ltd os These beds continue foi 500 ^aids crossi^ mH
roid with high noitheily dips wlnn not visibly cuned Ihoy contain pretty geneM^dtlk
hibut(d

—

Hotaltncp, little hpnus, email Nummulites, Corah, and (hhitotdeA ?

Kcai the npim cud ul this ox])Osmc of nnmmulitie limestone superficial dd1

BeUmnites
again, illowmg howovei, some thick, bedded ooUt^l

^ to i])pi ar in contact with which bome brownial^

lii^bly inclined to the northwrd (outain numbers of canaliculate nlendei Bei

thi uii uif^imcnt ot the lockdheie, it is probable that the mass ot nummi
includid between fiults on each side Close to this plate, but fuiiber

thin hofldcd limestones sueolided by culcaieous sandstone, o\ei which is a
ill puits \ety bluk ind coact ctionaiy, resembling tho Spiti shale oi

except that no trice of fossils could be disc(»veied lu them They
th( daik iu‘»t> (lit urn il saiulstoiu nid irt cut oft by a fault

and giay flaggy impuic luiit stone Mith caibonoceoub

wtsfc by north it 70° Tlust hods contain igiouplOto
ijicnts aie olosd) coinpat tid togethci They ait

oi these limestones iv \eiy t uthy and flaggy, a;

NummuLtK
by

nummifutio

til noithwaid of west At 9 foot up'

bind, ibout d iui C inches Ihuk, oocui^

Chaiiglif; ill

Chiiigligil] the shales and

piescnt much contoi

little Corals of

kiom
nitc, but

places nei

iH setn

slab at a

Here

and ap]

occm in

thiougb

liagmcnts in

Nummuhtio

almost in junction

in this country, attaini

Down m the

a much highei level under the

thAb
''kSDin

z»ei;dihn«4

mules) and

,, he seen, they

ioM MoMhna aud

f
ilitic Ttudkfa pAedomi-

betan^ssiQ^ and in two
1^4*^ti shaU**

mde oi the 16tb mde

JHiimmtei, Poeiens, See ,

ifii Bwaiwo (pei!l^ Trig m\m)

these there are distnbutcd

^^s iNhdMs largely made up of shell

ri)dX!|]|(figa1i, again on top of Murchpun

f the road fiom Dungagsli to EAiab&g,

i which place, these rooks are soon

hing horn Mianjani mountain, (the highest

\ Ibt) away towards the south-west

httween DdngagUi and 3B[&labig, and also isolatfd it

ed postytheie aie some pecului led beds the rclttions
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worked out. Th^ consint of bright rod and purple

^ue and rod-striped sandstones, variegated greenish and blackish
^ livor-oolored and greenish olay or shale alternating with

lystallino gypsum and limestone. They extend foi more
L a mile down valloy of the Haro river, and at first sight seem allied to the gypseous

I of the SubatiK group, hut it is difficult to understand how these could have come into

I position except by enormous faulting. It is perhaps possible that thcsi* lock^ may

Ilij»
some of those “ below the Trias ’* of Sii Ban mountain near Abbottabnd (see

l^of Geological Survey, Vol. IX, p. 335), but until a closei ac^quaintauce with the

pf the ground has been obtained, it is hardly safe to assign them to aii^' particnlai

^eir beds exhibit at least one anticlinal curve, and if nomally placed, consideiing

choractei; of the rocks along the Ahbottabad gpijji high above, they ought to

^tion very far down in the series. They are the rocks referred to in

aper to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, ySt XXXV, as “ Geyserian.”

descriptions and l)r. Waageu's papoi, it will be seen that the Chiiinbi

pali and the Abholtabad road, exi)ose beside the nnmmulitic locks two
brmations. Secondary locks are also knMP to occur among the long

^his higher region, passing northwards^ of Uawul Piiidi ; hence the

^at that a cential mass of these rocks exisib within the Muulipuri

IgtoatiouB mentioned however aie their expostnes sutfiaenlly

regarding their conformity or othei wise, but it is very

ara (Memoirs, Geological Suivcy, Vol. IX, ait 3) that

[
triobbic senes, while both of these and the num-
gmablc to the Attock blates.

the whole district is the idenlitv of some

series examined by l)i. Stolitzka iii

istoneb and those of the Kiol group

liajVol. V, pait 1, and Vul. Ill,

|eie and tlieSub-Himula>aii

WYNNK

Six sy

Galena ...

Aigentifcrons galena

Antimony

Tinstone

Tin fioin ditto

Maasix iron pyiltos

Natuiai asphalt in clay

Lava m the Colonial possessions
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RECOEDS

GEOLOGICAL SUBVEY OP INDIA.

Part 1.] 1869. [Pebniary.

Thb Valley op the Pooena Eiveb. West Beeae; hy A. B. Wynne, Esq., f. g. s., &c.

The Poorna valley between longitudes 76" and 78" cast, is traversed by the 21st

parallel of north latitude. It is about 124 miles in length from its upper or eastern end
to where it passes into the larger valley of the Taptee ; the main directions of both diverging

at first so as to include an angle of about 50," but aftcTwards becoming more nearly parallel

or east and west. The width of the valley may be roughly estimated at from 30 to 40 miles

on an average, but is in places gi-eater.

Its boundaries are—on the south, the range of the Adjunta gbfi^ts,—an abrupt se^rp of

the Beccan plateau produeed, and gradually becoming less marked, to the eastward—some
hilly and undulating ground forming the watershed in that direction between the Poorna
and Wurdah valleys; and on the north, the lofty hold and varied escarpments of the ftawil-

ghur range, which carry a high crest wesiAvai’ds near to where the Poorna river runs into

Ihe Taptee, the termina-tion of the mountain range here sinking with some rapidity, though

not being by any means .abrupt.

The Bouthom ranges pass imperceptibly into the usual steppe character of the Deccan,
while the mountains on the North are a complex ma.ss or group with a generally east and

west extension, and such summit elevations as 3,595, 3,1(78, and 3,975 feet, declining gradually

northward into the valley of the (upper) Taptee.*

These Gawilghur mounbiins are intersected by steep glens and wider valleys, sometimes

presenting nearly vertical precipices of great but unmeasured height which may in places

reach 1,000 to 1,200 feet. The glens and ra^dnes wind intricately among the mountains,

aifording some verj' fine scenery, and as their streams seldom retain water for any considerable

time, the wildness of this is increased by solitude.

Tlie valley of the Poorna possesses hut little variety of geological interest and is prin-

cipally distinguished by monotonous repetitious of features observable iii crossing the Deccan
from the seaward to this locality, where each hill and gh&t and undulating slope or plain

exhibits similar kinds of nearly horizontal flows of gray amygdaloidal trap, with here and
there a bed of harder texture of columnar structure, or of bright red bole, or alternationB of

these ; the traps sometimes containing numerous zeolites.

In the river valleys, and where superficial ' rain-wash’ has accumulated, a light brown
‘ kunkury’ alluvium is associated with calcareous sub-recent conglomerate below and black

cotton soil above, one being quite as occasional and accidental as the other, the conglomerate

or concrete being perhaps the most persistent along the river coui’ses, the brown alluvium

OT (?)
“ soda soir’f more universal and the cotton soil occurring, subject only to the rule that

it is always uppermost.

Upon descending the escarpment of the Deccan into the valley of the Poorna its alluvial

plain is entered, often at no great distance from the ghat, and stretching away as fisr as con

be seen ; only clear days permitting some of the nearest mountains upon the opposite side

* These heights are taken from a small photograph oopj of a map of Oangra by J. Hnlheran, Eaq.

t This sttoreMing brown alluvinm is oonsidered by Mr. Blanford dlffisrent from the-'* lo^ soil” of Madras.
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to become vUible. Heights not being given upon tbe best maps obtainable, the elevation of

this plain and its bounmiry ranges could not be ascertained even approximately in the absence

of a oarometei'—which is to be regretted, as the main watershed of India separates the

sources of the Poorna from those of the Wurdah, the water of the former being dischar^d

eventually at Suriit whilst those of the Wurdah are tributary to the Godaveri, which
enters tbe sea below Bajahmundry on the opposite side of the peninsula.

The ulluviura of this great plain, although of very considerable depth and occupying

so large an area, is as completely isolated ^om that of the neighbouring rivers as such a

deposit can be said to be. A section crossing the valley fi-om tbe Adjunta ghats, by Edula-
bad across the Poorna river, to the western termination of the G awilghur range, would show
the ordinary trap of the Deccan, forming the high ground at either end, and an undulating

country between, which viewed from above or from a distance has a plain-like aspect, but

frequently exposes the rocks of which it is formed ; consisting of the usual traps, here and
there covered only by slight detrital accumulations of the same kinds as those of the Deccan.
Except on the very banks of the Poorna no considerable quantity of alluvial matter would
be found, and this does not extend far from the river at either side. North and south through
Mulkapoor a difFeront section would he obtained. Here a wide space, chiefly on the south

side of the Poorna, is occupied by fine brown calcareous alluvium with ‘ kunkur’ and is

connected bj' a narrow neck, at Pccprala, with the great alluvial deposit of this valley which
in thickness may exceed 160 feet

;
and nothing eL?c, save varieties of this, is to be seen in or

near tlie river from Dadulgaou on its south bank eastwards up the stream nearly to the

flungum” or junction of the Phairlee river, which enters the Poorna near Kowsa, if we
except two or three small exposures of tmp in Its bed near Peeprala Pulsoad and about

three miles west of Burra Golagaon. The Poornn changes its course from the N. N. E.

at the junction of the above-named tributary, and thence takes a westerly direction ;—the

alluvium on its south side seldom extending h^ond an average of ten miles from the river

and nearly coinciding along its southem boundary with the Nagpoor extension of the Great
Indian Peninsula Bailway—while on the norm it reaches nearly to the base of the moun-
tains. On the cast its rather arbitrary and more or less indefinite hoiindaty closely

ap]3roaches the watershed east of Ellichpoor and bending southward traverses undulating
country eventually reaching the flanks of the hills near Oomruwuttce.*

All round the margin of this alluvial tract is a belt of country that might or might
not with propriety be included within it, although the surfacoedoposits there do not conceal

the nnderiying rook, the exposure of^which was taken as the chief guide in detennining
the line of boundary. On the north and east, this tract of country is very stony, though
nothing resembling an old beach is seen, and it may be supposed that streams descending
from the mountains and hills have freouenUy travelled across this space, their coui'ses sub-

ject to lateral deviation, covering the whole of it with the coai’ser fragments brought down
by floods at a time perhaps when the water of a lake or the sea, occupied the basin oC the
finer alluvium and arrested the boulder-bearing velocity of tbese mountain streams.f

In every part of the alluvium calcareous conglomerate or concrete is of common
occurrence. It occasionally contains fragments of bone or fossil teeth of ruminants, but
nl^ough sought for, no large accumulation nor even a lai'ge fragment of these fossils,

observed. Yet enough was seen to show an identity of the conditions under which those
deposits and those of the Nerbudda vall^ were formed. This sub-recent conglomerate

J

is very frequent in the ston^' tract above mentioned. It was everywhere searched* for worked
flints but without success, although one flake was found in a quite similar deposit, forming
the right bank of the Godaveri at Pyton in the Deccan, at a considerable distance to ilie

south.

Small land shells are not uncommon in the alluvium, some were preserved and trans-
mitted to Calcutta, but in general they were too fragile for romoval. They appeared to
belong to existing species. Specimens of Melania tuberculata ; Paludina JBengalensis

;

Bithinia pulcliella ; Lymneea—; Planorhis—,* Unio (1) Javidene : U,—

?

have been
recognized.

* I'runouuetHl Oom’ruwtee.

t At one place in the stream near Dhanapoor the stony mur^ seemed to unite with the finer allaviom by
alternations of coarse and fine strata tvro feet or so in thickness.

t The native name for this ' concrete' is ** Khrruk."
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A deposit of varying thiokness (within three feet) and but Hinall lateral extent, consist-

ing of fine dazzlingly white sand finely laminated occurs in the alluvial bank of the Pooma
at Paruth. It appears to be composed of comminuted or disintegrated crystals of felspars

with a small admixture of clay. It did not appear to be formed of or to contain minute
organisms, such as foraminifera, and was not elsewhere observed.

Much of this Poorna alluvium produces cffiorescences of salts, of soda chiefiy, and in
many places the wells sunk in it are brackish or salt. Over a wide tract on each side of the
Poorna river, north of Akola and thence eastward towards Oomrawuttee, wells are
specially sunk tor obtaining common salt &om highly saturated brine.

Some of thesp salt wells near Dyhunda in the lands of Gunoree are from 120 to 130
feet in d^th or probably more. They are sunk through yellow clay, then redder clay, and
below this a coarse sand or fine gravel from which the water issues with great force. They
are lined with wicker work in order to preseiwe the pottery vessels, in which the water is

raised bv hand, from breakage. The crystals of the salt are small and it is rather dirty, but
during the **dhup kala*’ or hot season, it can be obtained whiter. The wells are numerous
over the tract north of the river and some also occur to the south.

That the alluvium of the valley is of considerable depth may be perhaps inferred from
the absence of numerous exposures of rock, as well as from the depth of nullahs and height
of the river cliiis. The conglomerate, as usual, occurs in its lower portions, hut was observed
in some places west of Patulhi at different heights in the sections exposed. Its constant or
frequent occurrence beneath the rest of the alluvium would not prove its being contem-
poraneous in all places, as the trap rocks, upon which these deposits lie, cannot be presumed
to have had a surface sufficiently even to have permitted this.

Whether the whole of this alluvium wnn deposited in a lake, or by the nver travelling

from side to side of the valley under other conditions than at present obtain, does not appear. A
former estuarine slate of things may be indicated by the

^
salt-bearing gravels, or a large

salt lake, but the even though interrupted surface of the alluvium is against the probability of
its having been deposited by the Poorna under present conditions; while want of informa-
tion as to the relative levels, obscures the possibility of determining whether the rock}'

country about Edulabacl may not have formed a natural bund flooding the country occupied

by the alluvium ; certainly the stream through most of this is sluggish, but it seems to bo
a rather strong assumption, that no greater fall than the height of the river banks where
it enters this rocky tract—perhaps on an average not ihore than 30 feet—takes place within

so great a distance as extends between this and the upper end of the alluvium, about or

S. W. of Oomrawuttee,

Good water is scarce in this district, in some places shallow *jhieries ** alone can be

depended upon for a supply, the wells being brackish and even the river gravels furnishing

brackish water if pierced to any considerable depth. A succession of dry years seems to

have greatly reduced the usual supplies of water, and very many of the villages among the

hills to the north are deserted, it is said, because the streams which supplied them formerly

do not now furnish sufficient water. Not improbably the diminution in the supply has been

caused by the wholesale cutting down of the jungles which covered the country before the

period of the English Raj.f

The hills and portion of the valley south of the Poorna river have been stated to consist

of trap similar to that of the Deccan ; all the usual varieties of amygdaloid, zcolitic,

columnar, hard, gray, and softer, ashy-looking traps occur, their stratification being very
perceptible, and always nearly horizontal.

* ThlR name is applied to amall exoavationa in the aaudy bed of a river rea<!hmg the water which trickles

beneath the surface, and thiiM becomes niaturmlly Altered.

t Want of water is mneh complained of at Chikulda. There seems to ho no reason why the plateau to the
east of the bungalows should not oAord a suQloient catchment basin for the station. As the tranpean strata of the
hill dip N. by W. at if wells were sunk, the north side of the plateau wonld be the position to (dioosc with most
probability of sueoess. Near the bunniowa however the plateau, if such It can bo called, Is very narrow, and aAbrds
a much smaller catchment area, yet even hero the hill must contain strata which retain water os It issues from tlic

rocky beds of nullahs, and one well immediately beneath the northern edge of the plateau, and at a considerable

height upon the mountain side, in stated never to go dry.
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About tbe Oawilgbur range on the north there is a constant dip at low angles in that
direction, the lower part of Ihe rang^ being chiefly composed of amygdaloid and soft traps

;

and hard basaltic beds occurring in greatest quantity among the higher parts of the hula,

where such bands may be seen to course along the sides of cliffs and mountains for several

miles
; a capping of the harder trap remaining here and there on top of an isolated peak or

hill, while lower elevations around have less angular and more flowing outlines, being formed
of the softer varieties of the trap.

Occasionally along the bkse of this range, the beds have been thrown into vide curves

with very gentle inclinations, their axes dipping but slightly to the northward.

Intertrappean beds are said to occur among the Gawilgh ur hills ; they were only detected
in one place, and consisted of hard chert enclosing numerous shells : but 'tnough near, this is

not properly speaking within the Foorna valley.

Perhaps the most interesting geological feature of this counlpr is the occurrence of a
|p*eat fault, with a down-throw to the south, which may be very considerable, as it shifts the
trap downwards for some two or three hundred feet visible, added to an unknown thickness

of the trap which is buried by it, so that trap, of what exact horizon cannot be stated, is

brought against the underlying Mali adeva or Bdgh (Tanda )* sandstones. This fault crosses

the country in an east and west direction, close to the foot of the Gawilghur range north of
Ellichpoor, where the abrupt southern scarp of the range shows these sandstones, occupying
the interiors of open carves in the trap like those just now mentioned. The difference of
inclination between the sandstone and the traps is but slight, so that their unconformity is, as

usual, not very strongly apparent, though it nevertheless exists ;
the line of contact where the

overlying traps rest upon the sandstone, is frequently difficult to see when close by it, though
from a distance the difference of coloring and the bold projections of the sandstone outcrop
mark it well. The sandstones are chiefly soft or coarse white and even-grained rock, which
would doubtless make a good building stone. A large mass of these occurs in the lower
portion of the group expos^ ; above them are conglomerates, other sandstones *bf similar kind,

pu^le and black shales and flagstones, variegated and white flagstones and shales, and then
solid gray limestone with silicious or cherty nodules of peculiarly rugged aspect ; these lime-

stones in some places becoming so variegated as to form what if polished would doubtless be
A handsome marble.

In this group of Mahadeva or Bd.gh heds dips to the north of 10*^ andlfl°, with others

more nearly horizontal, may be sometimes seen ; these becoming less as the sandstones finally

disappear beneath the Gawilghur traps^to the north of the cantonments of Ellichpoor. In
the nver at Nurrha, norm-cast of the latter place, the section is somewhat unusual. The
ground here seems to have been intenseljMftpilted, and instead of leaving the trap and passing
over the fault on to sandstone at the mte of the hills, trap is again found north of the
general line of fault ; then occur several large dykes of another intrusive trap different from
that usually met with, between which are masses of the limestone, sometimes resting upon
a conglomerate, and tilted in various directions at angles of 35^ and 50.° Beyond this

disturbed locality the next rock seen is sandstone, horizontal for some distance but soon
overlaid and covered up from view by the unconformable trap.

In the flaggy portion of the Mahadeva or Bfi>gh group, impressions of large plants

have been observed, and in the shales and some of the Smestones numerous small univalve

shells.

Fossils were known to have occurred north of Ellichpoor, as mentioned by Dr. Bradley.

These sandstones were known to the late Eev. Mr. Hislop, but seem to have been erroneously

considered inter-trappean. Lithologically they frequently recalled the iwpearance of the

sub-trappean cretaceous rocks of B&gh-Tanda and Kajpoor along the Hutnee river. Ac.,

in the vmley of the Nerbudda, and it was a disappointment not to find the same, or tbe

same quantity of fossiliforous evidence here, the beds in both places being possibly, or

probably, of the same age.

Laterite occurs on the new road from Ellichpoor to Oomrawuttee at a place called

Bulgaon or Burgow, about six miles from the latter city. It is more properly a lateritic

conglomerate of small pebbles cemented together by iron oxides. It lies horizontally, and has

* BAgh-Tsnda m tbe name generally need by people when spesking of BAgh at a diatnee thexefirom.
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^uch the appearance ol* a re-compoaed rock, in many placea quite incoherent, harder at the
'top and outsides than internally, and the pebbles are all red, bright purple or ferruginous,

glazed outside and not recognizable as derived from any of the traps of the country, unless
from their resemblance they might be taken to have come fit>m one of ilie beds of red
bole, which are not very uncommon ; but then there is no reason why if so derived they
should not be intermixed with other trap pebbles. This has all the appearance of a local

deposit, does not crop out in some natural excavations near at the same level, and appa-
rently passes away underneath the cotton soil, but being l^orizontal or nearly so shows
for a considerable distance along a sluggish stream whi& occurs here, occasionally vary-

ing in structure so as to become a mottled white and purple rock of some strength.

In one place ,pn the bank of this stream a little cliff shows the incoherent gravel

resting upon a soft ferruginous bed, about 9 feet thick, with some lines like those of
deposition. Beneath this are 6 or 6 feet of greenish-gray trappean mudstone, very splintery

and breaking up into cubical forms so much that it is nearly impossible to obtain a fresh

fracture ; some harder parts seem calcareous, and have a fracture resembling that of compact
limestone. The laterite may be traced for more than a mile in an east and west direction.

Near Budja Kaira, on the larger river here, strong vesicular laterite undulates about
horizontally, but does not continue down the stream.

Again at Beethpoor lying to the eastward from Oomrawuttee, there is a quantity
of laterite in low swelling undulations—with the usual appearance of lateritic ground, a
ferruginous more or less smooth surface and occasional hard projecting knobs, but no good
sections of the rock.

At Chickulda (the hill station on top of the Gawilghur range frequented by pe(^le
from El lie h poor), the plateau upon which it stands and the surrounding summits have a
strongly latoritic appearance such as may be seen at Matheran and other summits of the
Western Ghdts.

These indications of laterite, occurring as they do in situations where the uppermost
beds of the trap series might he supposed to occur, may indicate a similar or nearly the same
lateritic horizon, which is known to occur among the uppermost, if not actually on the top
of, tlie Deccan traps along the Western Gh&ts. Otherwise they may he referrible to zones
of ferruginous strata more 8]>cciaUy lateritic than the layers of red holey trap referred to as

occurring in this neighbourhood and on the Deccan plateau ; but their limit^ development
and isolated character hardly afford sufficient grounds to reason upon with much probability

of arriving at trustworthy conclusions. •

Tlie cotton soil or black soil of the Poorna valley, although common enough, as is usual
in these trappean districts, has no geological piq9uliarity here requiring attention. To its

development, however, and the fertile nature of^oils derived from the trap may be traced

doubtless the name which this country has obtained as a cotton-producing district.

On the Kudbafah and Kubnool Fobmatioii^s : hy W. King, Junr., B. A.

The rocks forming the greater parts of the Euddaj>ah and Kurnool districts in the
Madras Presidency have been long known throi^h previous explorers under the names of
** Diamond Sandstone,” ** Clay-slate Formation,” &c. They extend over such an immense
area, and are found to be so complex in their stratigraphy and so diversified in their rela-

tions, particularly among the lower and older groups, that their systematic survey is not
yet quite completed, though some years have already been spent in their examination. Suf-
ficient, however, is now known of them to warrant the giving a short sketch of this interest-

ing series of rocks.

The series consists of great thicknesses of quartzites (altered sandstones), slates, trap-

flows and their associates, and limestones ; and these are found to constitute two (if not
more) great and distinct formations. To the older, being so typically and largely exhibited
in the Kuddapah district,* the name Kttddafah Fobuation has been assigned ; while the

newer Kubnool Fobmation derives its appellation from the adjoining district over which
it is so very well seen.

Kuddapah town Itaelf ia on ahalea and limeatonea oi one of the groape in the newer fonnation.
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The area of these rocks, from the Kistnah river down to Naggery Nose,* their

Bonthemmost extremity, is about 13,500 square miles. The greatest thickness of each for-

mation, as at present known, is ;

—

Kusnools, 1,200 feet ; Euddafahs, 21,000 feet.

The most interesting feature about these formations is that they are most probably

representatives of the great Yindhyan series of Indian rocks. This conclusion has been

arrived at &om careful comparisons of typical rock-specimens &om either series, and of the

recorded observations made during the surveys of each. The Yindhyans have now been

traced as far south as the Godnvery river, where it traverses the district bearing its name

;

and here they are so lithologically and stratigrapbically like the Kfpdapahs and Kubkools
on the Kistn^ river, not very far south, that there hardly remains a doubt as to the identity

of the one with the other.

The history of the Kuddafahs is still to be thoroughly worked out; and on this

account, the present sketch will be more directly confined to a description of the Kvbnools.
There are, however, some well-marked and clearly made out features of the Kuddai’AHs
which may in the mean time be adverted to.

Both formations agree in this, that they are largely made up of buarizites, while

limestones are sparingly developed in one and extensively in the other ; but the Kuddafahs
are distinct in showing strong groups of clay-slates, with one of which it may be necessary

eventually to include the trap-nows and their associates referred to above.

Supposing at present that all the quartzites, slates, &c., not included in the following

description of the Kurkools, may be considered as of the Kuddapak Fobmatiob,
it is then possible to give an idea of their locality in the great area of country occupied

by this formation.

The Goolcheroo hill-ranges south of Kuddapah, and their extension south-eastward
down to Tri putty and the Naggery hills, are made up of quartzite sandstones and conglo-

merates ; while rocks of the same kind with bands of slate go to form the long range of the

Eastern Ghats or Yellacondas lying hetiveen the Kuddapah and Nellore districts. The
country south-east of Kuddapah, that is Ontamitta, Chitwail, Poolumpet, &c..

within these mountain ranges, and that due north of it:—Nullamullays, Budwail and
Cumbum, up to the Kistnah river, are also made up of like rocks of the same formation.

The Gundicottah range of hills, north-west of Kuddapah, is like^vise of these old

S
uartzites, and the pai'allei ridges and valleys between that range a>nd the Bellary district to

he west, with their extensions right uj to Jaggarnat-Conda (hill), a few miles south of
Kurnool, are of quartzites, slates and traps.

These older rocks are interesting as bein^ traversed, at rare intervals, by veins and
strings of copper and lead ores, accounts of which have from time to time been given by
writers on the resources of Kurnool and Kuddapah. Copper ore occurs very sparingly ; in

fact, there are only traces of it, but the sulphide of lead is more abundant. The worlyngs
for both were abandoned years ago; a state of things perhaps due to the difficulties

in the way of living at, and working the mines, rather than to a failure in the ore.

Traces of these ores are also known in the older crystallines or gneiss, of the remainder of
the districts.

With such a brief account of what is at present known of them, the Kuddapahs may
be left for future description.

Kurnoolb.

This formation unfolds itself as a double series of groups of limestones and quartzites ;

the lowest beds of all being quartzites, as thus, in descending order :

—

1. Limestone fffoup

& Quartzite group

3. Limestone group

4. Quartzite group

...{I

ra. Calcareous shales.
Lb. Limestones.

j a. Pinnacled beds.

( b. Plateau beds.

f a. Ifon-calcareous shales.
(b. Limestones.

r a. Massive beds.
Cb. Beds (containing diamond gougne).

* A peak of the Naggery range, about 40 miles W. N. W. of Madras.
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ThcBC four groups are quite distinct, though conformable ; they generally overlap each

other in some part of the field, and ttiey lie, for the most part, very much as they were
originally deposited, viz., in great flat basins with edges slightly turned up,* or in very flat

undulations, from which, however, the upper limestones are always denuded, leaving the

quartzites exposed.

1st Gboup, Khoondaib Limestones.

The uppermost group lies nearly all over the wide Khpond -air (river) valley which
stretches northwards from Kuddapah town, and over most of the Kuddapah basin or southern

extremity of this valley. There is a small outlier under the fort of Kurnool; while more
of the same rucks cover the eastern extremity of the Kaichoor Doab. Again, a considerable

detached area of these beds, with the other groups, occurs in the Pain dd, or western taluqs

of the Kistnah district.

The rock coming to the surface,f especially in the Khoond-air valley, is not, however,
always limestones

;
more generally, there are reddish-purple calcareous shales (occasionally

cleaved), and these constitute the upper member of the group. For instance, the shales occur
all up the middle, and very strongly at either end, of this great valley. They gradually shade
down into the typical limestones of the group, which are dark-gray, more or less earthy,

sub-crystalline beds ;
sometimes very massive and thick, oitener flaggy or easily split up

into flags of 1—3 inches in thickness. The limestones are also occasionally more ciystalline

and compact, and cleaved to a certain extent, where folding or crushing of the beds has
taken place, as along the eastern side of the Khoond valley. They of course show most
along the skirts of the valley, as near Kuddapah, Podatoor, Dhoor, Chagalmurry,
Sirwdl, and so on up to the banks of the Kistnah.

2Nn Geoup, Paneum Quabtzites.

Along the western side of the Khoond valley, the country rises very gently in a series

of low long-sloping liills, with a few plateaus and undulations, which finally present an
irregular scarp towards the Bellary district. These are the Gundicottah, Kamwarum
and Paneum hills, whose surfaces, with the exception of the Gundicottah range, are made
up of quartzites of the second group, which thus rises up from under the limestunes of the

Khoond valley.

This is the only side <)f this part of the country over w-hich these quartzites occur

;

they do not appear on the western side of the vallq)% for the group thinned out altogether

ill that direction, as well as to the north and south
;
the sections among the turned up strata

on this bide showing the upper limestone group lying on the lower one without any inter-

vening quartzites, us is the case in the sections on the western side.

Altered sandstones of the same group show rather strongly in the Kistnah district;

where they are again, through the denudation of the upper limestones, the 6upei*ficial beds

of the low hills in the south-west corner of the Falndd.

The quartzites are of two kinds, quite distinct enough as features in the landscape, but
hardly sufficiently so to be referred to as separate members of a group. The upper variety

is a thick-bedded, massive, compact, white sandstone, much vitrified, hut granular, and
showing a ver}' peculiar style of weathering into massive buttresses and pinnacles. The
.strata are generally horizontal, or at a very low angle, and the steep-sided ravines and scarps

denuded in these are often fringed with strangely picturesque masses of rock, or the slopes

below the scarps are strewn with great fallen masses of the same beds. The high-road from
Kurnool to Nundial pastes over a plateau of those white quaiteites, and the quaintly worn
masses immediately remind one of some rocky coast from whence the rushing and tumbling
waters have long since retired.

Coarse sandstones and grits, with pebble beds, of dark colors, and in thinner strata

are generally found subjacent to the thick, white, piDnacled quai’tzites, and are often alone

without the covering of the upper beds. In such last cases, the remaining beds now form
the summits of a number of flat-topped bills fringing the Koilkoontla and Bunagan-
pilly sides of tbe Khoond valley.

* The bubjacent KursAPAns are, on tbe contrary, turned up on end, convoluted, crushed, and faulted In the most
varied waj.

t The Khoond valley is very ea<enpi\ciy covered with cotton soil.
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3bi> Group, Jummulmuddaooo Limbbtorbs.

WhereTer tlie above group of quarfczites has been cut tbrougb, it is seen to be resting

quite conformably on a thiw series of shales and limestones ; occasionally the shales thin

out and nearly disappear altogether, and then the quartzites look to be resting directly on
gray limestones.

These constitute the second limestone among the Kubnools, and they arts

generally easily distinguishable from those of uie Khoond valley. The shales are generally

of a bun color and are never calcareous, while the purple shales of the upper group are

tdways more or less so ; and again the limestones are as a rule more crystalline and compact.

There are, it is true, just as earthy and flaggy beds to be found in the upper as in the lower

group, but such beds are less frequent in the latter, and they are arranged in definite

succession. There is generally a three-fold series, thus :—at the bottom, compact, sub-

crystalline gray, and some purplish beds, with a thin series of peculiar limestone breccias ;

in the middle, thick, compact-splintery dark-gray and blueish beds ; and thirdly, pale and
dark-gray compact, sub-crystalline and sub-ear&y, often flaggy, beds.

The more crystalline and compact beds weather in a peculiar corulloid manner; the

worn surfaces being so radiately furrowed, pitted, and concentrically terraced, that the rock
seems to be made up of two or three dinerent fonns of coral

;
but close examination has

failed to show any organic structure. This coralloid appearance is characteristic of any
great show of these lower limestones, though the same feature is also seen every now and
then in the upper group.

This generally more crystalline set of lim^tones is seen at intervals, sdong the eastern

side of the Khoond valley, in a narrow belt of outcrop at or near the western base of the

Kullamullays. Ag^, on the western side of the same valley in Xoilkoontla and
Banaganpilly. and in the valley between the low No soo in ridge and the Gundicottah
hills, and so fu^er south, in the western part of the Kuddapah basin, where the Nerjee
quarries* have been opened up in the thin and compact beds of the gi*oup.

In the steep western slopes of the Gundicottah, Ramwaruin, and Paneum ranges
of hills, these limestones again come to light and form a narrow continuous terrace below the

vertical scarps of upper quartzites, all the way from the tops of the hills east of Tadpurthee
(Bellary district), up to within 24 miles south-south-east from Kurnool, when it spreads

out in wide sheets between the lower and gentler undulating hills which are here sinking

down to the flat country of Kurno<9'l, itself built on a further out-stretch of these same
beds.

Here, in Kurnool, the group has thinned out a great deal, but still there are the three

varieties of limestones in their proper order : the canal being cut in thin flaggy upper beds

;

^e more crystalline strata cropping out between the canal and the village of Calloor ; and
the thin grey compact suh-ciystmlines, though altered much by local igneous action, showing
close under the western bastions of the town. Thence, with the exception of some slight

denudation in ihe Toongabudra and Kistnah, these limestones extend northwards to a
few miles beyond the latter river, in the Hydrabad territory.

In the Pain fid there is the limestone ^ain in great force. It here presents identical

characters with those in Kurnool and Kuddapah, except that it is more extensively

cleaved ; and that the white and buff non-calcareous shales are only seen to a small extent.

4th Group, Banaganpilly Quartzites.

Lowest of all of these strata oomra another quartzite group which is interesting as
including the beds from which only diamonds are known to have been extracted in the
districts under description.

Hence, if the old nomenclature of ** diamond sandstone,*' or ** diamond formation*' was
to he employed in a classification of Madras rocks, it would have to be applied to the Kur-
KOOLS, or one of the .groups included in that formation. There is no case known of diamonds
having been found m quartzites of the Kuddapahs, or in fact in any other group of

* These quanies were opened, and are now extensively worked by E. W. Barnett. Esq., who has used the stone
wlimiever pneUeahle on the Madnu EUdlway, and for the new Madnui University and other public buildings In the
Preaidency.
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quartzites but the one now described. It is not, however, advisable to employ a name to

distinguish a formation, which is derived from what is evidently only an accidental attribute

of the rocks ; while it is not certain that the diamond sandstones of Punna in Central India,

which belong to the ViirnnYAN Series, are on the same geological horizon as the diamond-
bes^ng beds in the Kurnools.

This group of quartzites is a generally thin series of coarse san^, grits, and pebble
beds, of (hirk colors

;
the sandstones being in thick beds, while the grits, &C., are j^nerally

thin and sometimes flaggy. The pebble beds are full of snuilPfragments of chert of various

colors which are evidently derived from the slates and trappean beds of the Kuddapahs, on
the up'tunied edges of which they now rest.

Tlie relations and constitution of the gronp were first made out at Banaganpilly in the

Kurnool district, where the long sloping hill which rises to the west of the town is faced

with the qiiarizitcs.* From this point the strata were traced to the west, on eitJier side of

the Puspulla valley, as another narrow terrace of nearly horizontal beds of not much
tliickness, below and continuous with the terrace of limestones of the second group, already

referred to as lying below the western scarps of the Bamwarum and Paneum hills.

Indeed, these lowest quartzites form the toe of these western slopes.

The tliin-bedded pebbly strata which are generally the lowest in the group seem to be the

holders of the gangue, or snaly seams, in which the diamonds are found, but it is only at

rare intervals in the exposed area of these pebble-beds that workings have been opened, which
is partly accounted for by tlie fact that these seams of sandy and pebbly shales arc only of

local occurrence in the quartzites. The selection of working sites seems mainly to have
been guided 1)3' chance, as tiie finding of a diamond by a cooly or shepherd, and the selection

lias been a lucky one in only some cases, for there are localities where extensive workings
have evidently been carried on for centuries; while others have soon been deserted. The
diamonds found at present are very small and not of much value, nor do the returns seem to

liave been aiij' better for many years. The workings are of two kinds
; mines excavated in

the strata, or pits sunk at various points in the recent deposits of dbbris, shingle, and gravel,

derived from the denudation of the qiiartzite8.t The Banaganpilly workings are mainly
mines, while the now deserted pits at Chennoor near Kuddapah were in recent gravels.

In the Palnad,;^ there are again a set of altered sandstones answering to this group, and
there too among these beds frequent traces of old diamond workings.

The lowest group of the Kurnool formation is ^ways found to be resting unconform-
ably on other quartzites, slates, and limestones ; and where it is overlapi^d by the suiierincum-

hent limestones, these in their turn are found covering the older rocks in the same wa3' ; in

fact, there is not the smallest doubt but that the four groups now described constitute a
distinct formation separable by a great interval of time irom the subjacent strata, or the

Kuddapah.

Both formations are totally devoid of any fossil remains, at least not a trace of evidence

of organic life has been found in their strata, and in this they are like the Yiedhtans which
are as indicative of a pei'iod when tliere was no life. No more likely series of rocks for con-

taining such remains could be imagined ; and one is tempted again and again to examino
fiivourahlc localities, but always with no other result than some deceptive concretions, or

wonn-like tracks, or the most perfect surface of ripplings in the sandstones.

Neither can it be that fossil remains which may have once existed can have been so
completely obliterated by the metamorphic influence to which these rocks have been exposed,
as to have left no trace behind ; for whenever we have the ori^ally sedimentary contri-

tution of the rock apparently completely baked out of sight, as it were,—as in tlio case of
pebble beds and the coarsest conglomerates, which, until they are weathered, are as uniformly
granular (luartzites os one could wish to see—, the various weathering influences have again
revealed tlic original constitution.

* Tho Ranaganpilly diamond mines arc sunk and worked on the slope of this hill.

t These dhbriS'deposita ore often quito outside the area orKunDAPAnaand Kubitoolb, and henco we oocasionally
hear of diarnouds bciuff found m the neighbourhood of granite, or gneiss, when they are supposed to derlve<1 from
the latter rocks.

} It may bo as well to notice that the so-oallod Jug^^opett coal-field is a noith-oasterly extension of the Pained
oroa, and the Juggiapett rooks arc Kuurools and KunnAPAns which arc not at all of a coau-bci^ng oharactfr.
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There are deceptive appearanoee of org^aBic structure, such as, minute conceutricjlly

lammated globular bodies, in some of the Kuddapah rocks ; the ooralloid chai-acicr of the
Kumool lu^tonee; minute C^jorn-like bodies in the upper limestones; the deiidritric

crystallizations of the 03cide of manganese in quartzites, limestones, and slates ; and lastly

the cavities of clay-galls so frequent in the sandstones ; but these of course are oil reforrible

to odier than organic origin.

Geological Sketch of the Shillong Plateau: % IT. B. Medltcott,
P. G. S., Gcol. Survey of India.

The main features of the geology of the Shillong plateau, on the north-eastern frontier

of Bengal, have been kuovm for some time: cretaceous, iiummulitic, and younger strata,

resting horizontally upon metamorphic rocks of varioun types, at an elevation of 4,OCX)

to 5,000 feet, and doubtfully related to extensive masses of trappean eruptive rocks. A briel’

opportunity has recently occurred of visiting the hitherto geologically unexploivd western

portion of the plateau in the Garo region ; and also of ro-examiiiing the central ]>ortion,

in the Khasia af a Remim when field work was possible, A brief abstract of the

results is here given in anticipation of the more detailed description.

Regarding the supra nummulitic rocks, which are very poorly exposed in the central

region, little fresh infoimalion has been gained. Prom the sandstone of Noiigkalong on

tho western limits of the Khasia district, where it rests upon numiniilitic limestone,

tain Godwin-Austeu has made a collection of fossils upon which Dr. Stoliezka remark.s that
“ none of the species, so far as recognizable, appear to be identical witli those known from

the nummulitic beds of the same district.”

The nummulitic Ibrmation presents a total change in the character ol' tlie de]K>sit.s

from east to west: from being purely saudy and calcareou.s, they become almost tuitirely

argillaceoUB.

The doubtful horizon between the nummulitic and cretaceous formations hiis been

worked out. The former does not overlap the latter ; the northeni outliers, so far as known,
are all of the cretaceous deposits.

^
The local order of the cretaceous deposits at CheTrajioonji is described*

Many of the fossils collected have been identified by Dr. StoUezka witli forms occurring

in the Ootatoor and Arrialoor groups of the upper cretaceous rocks of South India. In
the small collection obtained, there were recognisable eleven Ibnns of Cepha]oi>oda, twenty-

seven of Gastropoda, eleven of Lamellibraiichiata, tliree of Brachiopuda, and four

Echinoidea.

A very extensive formation of stratified eruptive rocks is exposed, unconformably over-

laid by the cretaceous strata and resting in natm-al junction against a steep face of the

metamorphic rocks along the south base of the plateau. It is fully 3,000 feet thick. Ko
iiiter-trappean sedimentery rocks, nor any infira-trappean younger than the metamorphics,
having been found, it is impossible to assign the age of this eruptive formation. It is pro-

posed to call it the Sylhet Trap.

ToMly distinct from this is the Khasia Trap, so massively developed in the interior

of the hills, associated with the younger metamorphics. It is probably hypo-synchronous
with these, t. e., introduced ( P formed) at the time of their main distuibanoe and meta-
moiphism.

The granite occurring, both in large masses and in dykes, through tho upjjer meta-
morphics is younger than the Khasia Trap.

The separation of the Shillong series (the upper metamorphics) from the Gncissic
series, is conjecturally indicated.

The peculiar position of the plateau, between two great regions of disturbance, and the
close relation of the stratigraphical features with the south-eastei'n of these mountain-regions
are discussed as illustrative ox current opinions upon crust-movements.
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The oecnrrenco of a sharply defined terrace of older alluviiim ronnd the west base of

the Glaro hillfi, and corresponding with the well known Madhoopoor jungle deposits in the

plains to the south, is noticed with reference to the changes that have affected the delta of

the great rivers.

October 1868.

On the occheeence op Gold in the disteict op Singbhi^m, &c., by Val. Ball, Esq.,

Geological Survey of India.

The existence of gold in the districts of the south-west frontier of Bengal and in the

neighbouring tributfity states has long been kno^. It is found not only in the sands of
many rivers and streams, but in some instances it has been mined for in the aUavial and
other superficial deposits.

Colonel Haughton in his interesting memorandum 'On the geological structure and
mineral resources of the Singhbhiim Division,* has given an account of the gold washing,

and enumerated several localities where gold mining had been, or was, at the time of his

visits, carried on. He also quotes from a letter from Mr. Robinson in which that gentleman
sta.i3s the results of his attempts to establish gold-mining under European superintendence.

At Rohobe in Oodipur where operations were commenced and shewed some prospect

of being fairly remunerative, the climate proved so “ hot and unhealthy” that it was found
that no European could live there, and the works were given up.

Colonel Hanghton says that “the metal was found some years ago in considerable lumps
''in the Sona Nuddee of Sonapet in Tamar on the nortWn exfremity of Singhbhiim,
" and mucli is still fbiuid there.”

I have invariably found that the washers have traditions of nuggets having been found
at intervals.

The (;ases of the gold having been found in situ are undoubtedly rare. Colonel Haughton
»l>eaks of it occurring in (in sitv 1) "a little north of Assuntitlea in Khursowa,”
hut further on ho states I have not heard of any instance in which the metal has been

found attai'hed to a .st.ono, 8o*that the former statement must only mean to imply that it is

mined for in superficial deposits.” Dr. Emil Stcehr^statest that traces of gmd were found

in the copper ores of Slngbhum.

A Mr. Emerson was specially employed by the Singbhdm Copper Companjr to investi-

gate the gold resouTCos of the country. He is said to have crushed a quantity of quartz

and to have found traces of gold in it ; but his operations do not appear to have been suffi-

ciently successful to encourage him to continue.

When in Chaibossa last April, I was shewn a small nugget of gold in a quartz

matrix. It was said to have been obtained in the Kappergudee Ghat near Kalkapur
in Dholbhiim.

It is not within the scope of the present paper to give a complete resmn6 of all that is

recorded on the subject, but rather to nve an account of what has actually come under my
own observation in those portions of the districts which have been examined geologically.

During the season of 1866-67, Mr. Ormsby and myself fancied we were able to connect

the occurrence of gold in the streams with the existence of certain submetamorphic rocks

(magnesium and mica schists, slates and quartzites) which were then for the first time met
with in M&nbhiim.

Being anxious to put this connection to os rigid a test as circumstances would admit of»

and wishing to define, if possible, the exact boundaries within which gold certainly exists

and may bo reasonably looked for, I with some difficulty persuaded two gold washers (man

* J. A. S. B. XXI li, p. 103, ISM.

t Einige Bemcrkiingfin liber den District Singhbhiiin in Bengalcn. Viortel Jabrs’schrilt der Naturfbndiendea
OoselBoban. Zurich, 6tn yesr, Part \ isao.
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and wife) to acoompanj me during my examination of the remaining portion of the district

of M&nbhdm. They remained with me for upwards of three months, washing daily at

such fdaoes as pointed out.

One of the most intcrosthig results is, that the existence of gold in the mctomorphic

as well as the sub-metamorphic rocks has been satisfactorily proved. This, fiom vanous

reasons, 1 was not prepared to expect. Colonel Haughton, who speaks of the granitic

gneisBOse rocks as igneous, s^tcs that gold is never found in the streams traversing them.

Again, the Natives, so far as my experience goes, do not wash in the sands, &c., I^nng on

the metamorphic rocks, although they do not connect the existence of gold in the sands with

the vicinity of any particular rock.

In Md.nbhdm, the experience of generations of washers has enabled them to define

the boundaries within which washing is remunerative ; and this bountary, it is interesting

to obsen'^e, corresponds on the north exactly with that of the sub-metamorphic rocks.* This

coincidence I ascertained in the following manner. On my anival at Dulmi (which is

situated on the faulted boundary of these two groups of rocks) when marching northwards

from the lower part of Fattrum, the gold-washer asked to be allowed to return to his own
country (Dhalbfium), stating thnt none of his race ever went north of Dulmi. I induced

him however to stop, and while we romained north of the fault the washings were carri<3d on in

the granitic gneiss aim with comparatively poor, hut not exactly barren, results. On the day
1 crossed the fault south of Sindaree, when returning southwards, the gold-washer said that

we should after that find gold more regularly and in greater quantities than we had done

since we came north at Dulmi.

During the whole time, a record was kept of the daily results and of the nature of the

rocks in which the washings were made. The following abstiroct will suffice for comparison

of the productiveness of the two formations :

—

Suh-metamorphic8,

.Tuuuary, Fobruury. March,

j

April Total.

Number of days on which wash-
ing« were made 31 • e

1

8 66

Unsuoa’Bsful days 2 S 2 8— 3*6 per cent.

Gold in grams 17'68 4*65 7*6 2*45 32-38

Daily average in grains •67 •616 •4 •3

i

Daily average for whole period
= *46 griuns.

Metcmorphics,

January, February. March. April. Total.

Number of days on which wash-
ings were made 20 S3

UnaucceBBftil days 13 22 := 66 per cent.

Total gold in grains 4-78 •7 6-48

DnOy average *06 Daily average for whole period
5-48

- 33
*

* A 4rawn wtma tbe southern part of 31&nbht)m from Simlspal on the east through Bunsbazar to a little
north of Eehagurh ou the vreat, roughly fudicatcb the i>osition of the line of boundaiy between the two formationn.
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Oomparing these rosults by the nnmber of sucoessful days first, we may say,

that £i>r gold producing, the submetamorphic rocks are to the metamorplucs as

(100—13‘6=)86*4 to (100—66=)34=2‘6 : 1 ; comparing by daily average, tiie proportions

become *46 : •16=q. p. 3 : 1.

Wo may therefore conclude that the submetamorphios are between two and half and
three times as productive of gold as the metamorphics, so that as the ^Id washers onl}’- find

a subsistence irom washing in the submetamorphic area, it is q)i>vious i£at it would not pay
them to work in the metamorphics.

The greatest amount found on one day was 2‘2 grains, but the daily averages given

above should not be taken as indicative of the amount of gold to be mund by a regular

system of working where the washers would of course be set^ at favorable spots, and would
not have to spend a considerable portion of their time daily, as was the case of the men 1

employed, in making marches before they reached the scene of their labours.*

Tarious in the Asiatic Socie^*s Journal describe the methods of gold-washing
practised in dinerent parts of India. The instruments used, though essentially the same
in principle throughout have local peculiarities of shape, &c., and the manner of manipulation

also varies.

At He era Khun df the same instrument and manmulation serve for the separation

of both diamonds and gold. In fact the diamonds are mund in the middle of the process,

the iron sand with specks of gold being the final residue.

In Mdnbbum and Singbhum the instruments used are perhaps more simple than

those used in any other place. The dish measures 28" by 18'
, it is hollowed somewhat

eccentrically to a maximum depth of about 2^ inches. A scraper formed of a flattened iren-

hook sot in a handle, serves to collect the anriforious sand and gravel which acenmidates in

the angles of the rocks in the beds of streams. The dish when filled is placed in shallow

water, and the operator working with his hands soon separates and throws aside all the

coarser gravel and stones, while the agitation of the water ^erves to carry away all the mud
and lighter portions.

The dish is then balanced on the palm of the left hand and oscillated to and fro

with fbe right; this serves to throw off the gi-eater portion of the remaining gravel,

and the process is completed by a circular motion,wirhicn is communicated to the water

in the hollow of the dish, by which even the smallest pafticles of foreign matter ore

separated, and the final result is a residue of black iron-sand in which the specks of gold ore

readily appai'Gut.

The gold-washers belong to the lowest and purest races in the country, Gassees

according to Colonel Hanghton, but some of those which I met with were a race of kumars,
called D okra 8. Their numbers have been greatly reduced by the famine; without exception

they are all in the power of the Mahajuns, for whom they work at a low rate, and are never

able to firee themselves of the claims which the Mahajuns make on account of advances.

The daily earnings of the gold-washers are small, but might no doubt be increased,

if it were not fiiat they are always satisfied when enough gold has been found for procuring
the day’s subsistence.

* It 1« conoeivablo that the fiact of the mater quantitj of pold being found in the Buperficial depoeite within
the subnietamorplilc area might be atttnbutable to Mometlung in the euiifi^ratiun or elevation of the ground condu-
cive to the greater accumulahon of gold within that area. 1 could not however ducover anything of this kind; the
fall to Bonth is gradual throughout both formations.

The origin of the gold which is annually found in the rivers at present is, I believe, twofold. A portion bring
directly derived llrom the rocks and the remoindor rtoultiug from the re-assortment of detritus whldi is the remanet
of Bub-aorial action*

In both formations, the evidences of extensive snb-aerial action ore onmerous and prominent, and it is obvions
that nature has been carrying on gold washing operations in the valleys, since denudation first commenced to scoop
them ont, leaving barriers of interveulng xangeB of hills formed of the hardest rocks between them.

t J. A. a B. Vlll. 1067, 1830.
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Cokmel Haoehton 02^^** Tbo Gassees can always reckon on eamin^ from three to lour

pice per day, and I am assured that a vigorous man often gets as mudi as twelve annas,

which, as ilw Ordinary rate of field labour is about one pice, mi^ be considered a veiy large

sum.”*

Mr. Bobinson found in a trial which he made at Boh obe in Oodipur, that men to

whom he paid one anna could produce for him from three to four annas woi'th of gold.

Colonel Dalton states thai^ the washers themselves regard it as a very poor trade, simply
yielding they say hur (bellyful).

Dr. Stcehr iu his paper on SinghbbOm states that be fonnd the average daily earning
to be about 25 centimes (rather more than an anna and a half).

The men I met with stated that they could earn about an anna a day and occasionally

three or four annas.

Taking into consideration the manner in which the gold is distributed through the

superficial deposits of these districts, it would seem that the system of hydraulic mining,

at present practised in California, is the one which would be most likelj'^ to be successful.

In a recently published accountf of that system we learn that there is a company in

California which supplies water to the miners at such a moderate rate that “ 350 miner’s

inches of water, with a head of 160 feet, will remove and wash 4,000 tons of gravel pen*

diem, leaving a small profit on the working of stuff affoi*ding gold to the value of only three

half pence per ton.”

In parts of the districts under consideration it would be hopeless to expect to obtain

a constant and sufficient supply of water with the necessary heau>way : but there must be
many places at the bases of tlie plateaux which rise towards the west, where the conditions

would DC peculiarly favourable. During the rains the number of such places would of eonrse

be vastly increased.

The simplest idea of this process, which seems so nearly to approach to perfection in

California, is not, however, altogether unknown to the natives. Mr. Bobinson says}

—

“ Another plan and a very remarkable one in which the people collect the gold is by drawing up
small watercourses before the rains, so as to make places for a deposit of soil carried down
by the water ; this soil is cleared out several times and in it is found a large deposit of gold.”

In the shallow diggings the hydraulic system would not of churse be applicable, but even
in them an increased held would undoubtedly result from supplanting tlie native’s dish by
the Californian pan, rocker, Idhg-tom and sluice,

September, 1868.

Memobaxdum on the wells now beino sunk at the Eueopean Penitentiary,
AND at the bite FOB THE Cbntbal Jail, Hazabebbaoh, by H. B. Medlicott,
F. G. S., Geological Survey of India.

1. All the rocks of Hazareebagb are of the most extreme metamorphic t.yx>e, and are

besides very irregularly arranged. It will, therefore, be at once \mderstood that a question

of water-supply, in which these rocks are concerned, is altogether beyond those simpler cases

where a study of the sections might enable a Geologist to give an approximate positive

judgment upon the source of water in any given position. The independent method
being thus^ not applicable, I bad to trust to the discussion of existing local experience, and
the comparison of this with the Special cases proposed, with the following results.

2. Hazareebagb is on an undulating upland. There is nowhere any strictly level

ground ; but the tojis of the ridges are generally very flat, and the slopes very gentle. It

• J. A. a B., 1S54, p. 109.

t Quar. .fouisal of Science, XIX, Jnly 1868.

t J. A. 8. B., 18H P. lOS.
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is only in the immediate neighbourhood of the main Btream-channels that rougher and
steeper ground ooours, and also where roc^ come to, or near to, the suriaue, whether on the

slopes, or on the ridges. Hut even in this latter case, the summits of such ridges arc

approximately on tlie same level as those where no rock is to be seen ; I regret Uiat availabte

information does not enable me to give figures. Over laige areas, as in and about the Station

and Cantonmentsi no rock whatever is exposed. From the few glimpses I was able to get

in the upper part of unlined wells or in ditches, it would ap]^r that such areas are Ibrined

of a daiv stiff sandy clay, tinted with iron, and mottled with concentrated granules of the

same in varying pi-oportious. The greate.st thickness I was able to observe of this stratum

was 14 feet in a partially dug well, where the water level had not yet been reached
;
but,

no doubt, it locally attains greater dimensions- I could not fully satisfy myself, from an
inspection of this clay, whether it is purely derived from the decomposition in place of the

subjacent rock, or whether it be in some manner alluvial, a point that would beai* importantly

upon the under-ground distribution of the water. 1 incline to the former view; but, u
correct, the rocks must b(! there unusually free from the quartz-voins which occur so idmn-
dantly in the exposed rock sections, and which veins would remain in position and unaffected

in the clay. This stratum forms a cold and retentive under-clay : the upper two feet or so of

a paler colour, where dc- and re-composition has further advanced, forms a slightly improved
sub-soil, yielding at the surfacje a very poor soil. Where the iron and the sand ai*e not in

cxcchs, tiie uiid€‘r-clay forms an excellent hrick-clay; the upper layer being fit for tiles,

llohjw this clay, I am told, there comes suddenly an unknown thickness of incoherent sandy
or giavelly material, in wdiich the water runs freely ; but from the very apocryphal descrip-

tions I have received, I am quite unable to say whether this be a diluvisd deposit, or merely

clisinlegrated rock in place ; what has been conjectured regarding the clay may show that

1 incline Uy the latter view^ : the evidence of any old heaps or of well-clearings is in favor

of it. The greatly pr(‘j)otidcrating rock of the region is a finely gi-anglar hombleudic gneiss.

From a list of m^asureiueiitH Uken in 42 wells within Cantonments, and a partially contoured

]ilan, both furnished to me by the Executive Engineer, I have made the annexed tabular

htatement, from which a few inferences may bo gleaned. In none of these wells, that I

could hear of, was anything like rock met with.

3. It is remarked on the list that “ those measured in the evening have often boon

largely drawn upon, as No. 14 on the south side of the Flunge-bath. Early measurements
for all would have been better^ even if it had to be done on consecutive days *, it would se^m,

however, that the discrepancies thus introduced may balance each other in the averages of

the several groups
;
hut the data being thus not compGflrable, and there being no collateral

information, ono is left without a clue to an explanation of what may be only apparent

anomalies ;
such as Nos. 26 and 27, deep wells, exhausted, while much shallower wells in

the same neighbourhood hold several feet of water. In all such statistics, the original

depths to which the wells were sunk should bo the measure given ; tliis ought to be in a
jfcrmanent record and with it some attempt, however rough, to describe the materials cut

through. All should, moreover, be easily rcferrible to the level of the lowest drainage point

of the region as a datum line.

4. The table, contrary to what might have been expected, shows no decided advantage

in the supply to wells at a lower level.

6. There is a very marked advantage shown, as was of course to be expected, in an
increase to the depth of the wells ; there is at least 6 inches gained in the daily supply for

every foot in depth below a certain point. I say dail^ simply, for I do not^ think that the

depth of a well would affect its permanent level: thus Nos. 2 and 3 are within 70 yards of

each other, neither was much m use ; and although No. 3 is deeper by 8 feet 6 inches, there

is only 1 foot 3 inches difference in the water level, and evep this is in favor of the shallower

well. From every consideration it is manifest to me that to have an unfailing supply of the

best water in Cantonments, it is only necessary to sink a few feet lower than has been fbe

practice, and, I might add, to adopt some less primitive mode of drawing water than that

of hauling in buckets. Whore there are only a few feet of water, this mode of raising

makes it turbid and unfit for immediate use. Serious difficulty seems to have been felt in

attempting to carry the wells even to theii^resent depth ; but I cannot find that any proper

means have been tried te overcome this dimculty, such as the use of some metl^ of shonng
up the sides while the work is being carried on in friable, watery greund, and at tlie same

time some means of uuwatering more effectual than the obstructive one of baling and

hauling.
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6. Several figarea in the list show how safely the water is stored below ; bow slowly,

but surely, the supply recovers when drawn upon. These measurements were taken on the

6th ofJune, after a long season of drought. Dr. J. M. Coates, Superintendent of Jails,

has kindly given me a statement of the rain-falls for the preceding months :—January, 0*26

;

February, 0*97; March, 0*64; April, 0*0; May, 1*64; up to 6th June, 0*69. The scarcity

was much felt, but it was not an extreme case. I am told that worse seasons have been

experienced, still there were 13 and 20 feet of water in wells Nos. 2 and 3 at a depth from
the surface of 26 and 27 feet.* In other cases, as Nos. 6 and 14, a fair daily supply was
renewed nightly. The stratum of day can be but very slightly permeable to water, and

can contribute little ;
all the evidence goes to show that the water is lod^d in the disinte-

grated upj>er portions of the under-lying gneiss. The depth to which tnis decomposition

tdees place is variable according to the variety of the rock in diffei'ent spots ; but it is

generally veiy considerable, and in every case 1 would take that as the de^b to which a well

may be sunk with advantage. Tlie moderate permeability of this rotten rock, as shown by
the &ct8 just quoted, suggests an alternative to the deep sinking which has be^ recom-

mended as the best safeguard against scarcity : it would seem that wells may 1^ sunk within

80 to 100 yards of each other without seriously affecting the daily supply in each within

the limits of ordinaiy demand.

7. In connection with the question here discussed, I would bring to notice an allied

one of equal importance. In the 13 days following the 6th June there fell 14*43" of rain,

and all the wells were filled to within a foot of, or were quite up to, the surface. This is

their condition for months throughout the rainy season, after which they slowly subside to

their minimum at the end of the ensuing hot season. Such a state of things will seem
strange after what has been said of the conUguration of the ground, that the surface drainage

is ample in every direction ; and that at no great distance the rocks outcrop in valleys much
below the general level of the countiy, unless from artificial causes thepe is no surfiicc

lodgement of water. It may seem stranger that it shonld be allowed to remain so. I have
latuy heard doubts expressed as to the reputed healthiness of Hazaraebaugh. Without in

the least wishing to endorse such an opinion, against which there is much presumptive
evideucc, 1 may remark that, according to received notions, it seems like neglecting a means
of improved healthiness to allow the water to be so near the surface. It may be said, and
1 am not prepared to deny the assertion, that so long as the water is even a few inches under
CTound, it is innocuous ; that it is only when allowed to stagnate on the surface that it

becomes injurious ; if it be so, most of the ground would require no treatment, but there

would remain much to be done. When I passed through Hazareebaugh in the middle of
November 1866, after we had many days of hot sunny weather, I noticed soft slndgy ground
in many places, even within a short stone s-throw of the barracks. At half-way down the
slo])es of tne shallow hollows the water does ooze out, creating this boggy ground, so long
as the general water level remains above the level of the channel. Surely this would come
within the limits of the conditions to which the autumnal unhealthiness is attributed all

over India. But here, not as in the cities of the plains, the remedy is easy ; the most
complete facilities exist for drainage of any required degree. Of drainage, such as is usually

understood in India, Hazareehagh has had its fair share: the natural water channels

and the cuts along the roadside, or elsewhere, are kept clear, hut in such a sub-soil as that

here the effect of this is impemeptible. Drainage to be effectual should be such ** thorough
drainage” as a former would apply to similar land in Scotland, if he wanted to bring it

under tillage.

8. The Civil Station a^oins Cantonments immediatelv on the north-west, the ground
being apparently slightly higher. Here, about the Zillan Jail, and in the grounds of the

house occupied by the Superintendent of Jails, I saw some sections in unlined wells somewhat
different from what would seem to be the rule in Cantonments, in so far as that the clay,

which is of precisely the same character as elsewhere, is much less thick, not more than 6 to

10 feet. The rock does not appear at the surface. Even here 1 could not satisfy myself
npon the mode of origin of the clay ; there seems to be generally at the base a foot or so,

in which coarse quartz debris is ahun^nt and irregularly scattered. Here, however, it is

certaiii that fhe water-yielding rock is the porous rotten gneiss, in which flie wells are dug
without any difficulty. It is often so loose as to crumble away and fall in.

9. We may now come to the main object of our investigation. The European Peni-

tentiafy s^ds about three-fourths of a mile to north-nol*th-el^rt> of Cantonments, and
separated fi\>m them by a broad valley, some 40 feet deep, passing to westwards, in which
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direction the ridupee are confluent. The site for the Central Jail is some few scora yards he-

Tond the Penitentiaiy, on another minor branch of the same system of ridges. In both
localities rock crops out fredy in many places, and it might have been anticipated from the
beginning that the well question would assume a very diflerent aspect from that of any case
within local experience. It were useless to moralise upon so common an occurrence as want
of foresight, or to indicate its source in this particular instance.

10. In the Penitentiary well there is no clay at top. After about 3 feet of coarse

quartz gravel, mixed with rm sandy earth, th^ come upoif a run of largely crystallized

granite (pegmatite) very irregularly associated with homblendic gneiss. At flist this mass
was not diflicult to be cut, although not nearly so soft as the rotten rock already spoken of, hut it

rapidly became harder, and at f^ut 20 feet blasting had to be resorted to. All effects of

decomposition fbom surface atmospheric influence having ceased, the stone showed its true

characters of intense haidness and complete impermeability. The arrangement of the

bedding, if, indeed, it be true bedding, tn this short shaft is exceedingly irregular, pt one
spot apparently dipping to the north, and at another to the west. In the Lard rock at base
there are some weU marked joint planes showing large flat surfaces nearly vertical, but these
joints do not seem to be available for the percolation of water ; the few leakages that occur
are from points in the indefinite cracks that traverse the stone discontinuously without any
system, and generally where there is a film or layer of partially dismtegrated rock. Near
tne boM of the shaft another vein of granite like that at top, but thinner, traverses the

gneiss irregularly at a low average angle, but here it is firmly united with the containing
rock, the same even surface of fracture passing indiscriminately through both. I waited for

seveial days to have this well emptied, hut the water was still knee-deep at my last examiua-
tion. I do not consider that I have lost any evidence of importance.

11. From the accounts 1 have received, there would seem to he some prospect of
immediate success. 1 am informed by Br. Coates that a few days before the work closed at

the end of the hot season, he made a rough measurement of the leakage water, and fimud
it to be about 40 gallons per hour, nearly 1,000 per day. I confess that this surprises me
much : the excavation then was at about the level the water stood at when I saw it last, and
the leakage did not seem to me any thing like so much, although the time of year was so
much more favorable, and the well had just been emptied by double gangs of men working
day and night* Subsequent to that measurement, the last few blasts put into the rock
disclosed one or more layers.much softer than any met with for some yards above, and from
which water flowed in much greater abundance than J^om any of the higher points. Unfor-
tunately the rams put a stop to the work before this ground could be fully proved. The only

^mptoms 1 could detect of these sources was that, in walking about through the water,

I felt at two or three spots a veiy appreciable warmth under my feet. The first thing to be
done now is fully to test this ground. Five or 6 feet mere of cutting ought to prove what
it is worth. But a large margin ought to be left above any measurement xi^e now for the

diminution that may be expected in the dry season.

12. There can, of course, be no doubt of ultimate suooess : accumulated drippiufm will

at last yield the required supply. But this must remain matter of experiment. No one
but a diviner would venture to predict at what point succesB would he attained in rocks like

these. There is, however, on evident choice as to the direction in which these contributions are

to be sought. That word ** spruig" has a great deal to answer for : most men seem to think
that water comes from .the TOwels of the earth, whereas in 99 out of 100 apparent cases

the source is from above. The only available, and the only known, source of water here is

the one already pointed out, the porous mass of disintegrated rock at the out-crop under
the clay. Hiis bein^ the ease, I would decidedly recommend, in the event of the next few
fSBet in depth notjnving the required supply, that the vertical shaft be chan^d for a nearly

horizontal drift, ^fiie (maaoes are almost all in favor of this plan, and there is here t^
ultimate certainty of tapping the source itself in the most efiectual manner firom below.

In the vertical shaft there is no doubt the chance of oontributions from every side, while in

the drift we must select the most likely direction, but I am in favor of this attempt. There
are two elements for consideration, the structure of the rooks, and the lie of the surface.

From what has been seen of the rocks in the Penitenriaiy weU, there is litHe or no room
for choice ; they have no definite arrangement. The most frequent run of the rocks in this

neighbourhood is about ^orth-^north-west, and so the most likely line to cut ih«u would be

at right angles to thati>*,4ueet{oii. The primd facie view of the second condition would
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suggest to make straight for the nearest point of the slope of ridge, but it must be
m^fied in this case. I have carefully examined the line of the suvfisoe, and should con-

sider that oour^ to be unsafe ; the sIom to the south is too near and too rapid. The ground

from which a supply is to be expected lies to the west and west-south-west. I would recom-

mend that the drift be cut to we8t-30°-south, with a rise of 1 in 20. This direction, too,

would approximately suit the probable run of the strata.

1^. There is at least oive advantage in having the well in solid rock ;
it may be left

with ito present full width, and only cased for 20 feet or so from the surface. I would

recommend that this be done at once ; and that the pump, by which it is to be hoped the

future water-supply is to be raised, be put in position now. In such a well, too, the work
can be continued at any time as well as at first, should a season's trial prove the supply to be

insufficient. 1 would not, however, let this 1^ an excuse for an incomplete job at first ; the

failure would, of course, occur in a season of extreme drought, and might be seriously felt.

But, indeed, the energy of Dr. Coates has provided an excellent resource for a time of such

need, by converting the unsightly and doubtfully salubrious ravine in front of the Peni-

tential^ into a most picturesque lake of deep water. A very little care on the part of the

authorities can prevent any possibility of its becoming unwholesome.

14. The case of the Central Jail well is quite analogous to that of the Penitentiary,

but a little more puzzling. Here too, however, I would recommend the prosecution of the

work. I believe that success can be secured at a much less cost than would be entailed by
abandoning the site upon which preparation and work has been idready so ffir expended.

At top there were 6 to S feet of red gravelly earth, resting on the e^es of the strata,

which are thoroughly disintegrated for 3 to 4 feet passing down into much firmer rock.

Unlike in other wells the be£ here have a steady dip of 40^ to north-dfi^’-west. At a depth

of 30 feet on the rise, and 38 on the fall, an intensely hard I'ock was en(x>untered, in which
the work now stands at 40 feet. This well also had just been unwatered ; and considering

this, and the time of year, the leakage appeared to me to be very trifling. The last rock

out in this well is exceedingly unpromising ; the large surface of it now exposed does not
show a single crack or crevice. It breaks with sharp edges and large conchoidal fracture

:

it is a fine grained mixture of hornblende quartz and felspar thoroughly crystallized ; super-

ficially it might be described as a granitic diorite ; but geologically it must come under the
genus gneiss, as it seems to be strictly in the bedding, and to be simply an exaggerated form
of the fine foliated homblendic gneiss of the district. A correct knowledge of this rock

would greatly lielp a decision reganiing the well; but very little can be ffsoovered; there

is no out crop of it to be found. On the other side of the Penitentiary, at the edge of the

upper lake, an exactly similar rock is exposed for fully 10 yai^ across its strike. Thus in

the well shaft there is a prospect of having to cut through an indefinite thickness of perfectly

barren rock, and of the most difficult nature. The same obstacle aflects the consideration of

a drift. In this position, also, the condition of the surface is of dominant impori^gice on
account of the rapid fall in certain directions. The most likely direction for a drift to inter-

cept an abundant supply of water would be about due south, but this would take it into

the same rock, and even for a greater thickness than in the shaft, the cut being oblique bo^
to the strike and the dip ; here, however, there would be the prospect of its becoming softer

at every step. 1 have no doubt of this being the safest course. The lower the indination

of the drift, the better the chance. 1 wnuid not ^vise a greater slope than would ensure
the flow of water to the shaft. By cutting the drift to northward, it would run towards a
convex bend of the ridge, and su^ss would not he so secure ; but the obnoxious rode (at

l^ast this bed of it) womd be avoided.

15. There is one well in a position to he compared with these. The well for the
Police Barrack stands nearly centwly on the ridge of which the new buildings occupy pro-
longations : it is 470 yards to west-lS^’-north from the Penitentiaiy well (the distances are

tsdeen from a plan lent to me by Colonel Dawson) and 1 foot 9 inches higher ;
the same well

28 700 yards to south-4S*’-west fi*om the Central Jail well, and 4 feet 6 inches above it.

It is 30 feet deep. 1 have had veiy difierent accounts of this well : like all the others, it

'ffils to the brim in the vains, and some say that it has a constant supplv, the demand upon
it not being vexj great ; while others declare that it fails ; that in the hot weather people

living dong side (t fetch water from a considerable distance in the hollow. Some measure-
iments of tiieae three wells are given in Table II. The water the two new wells on the

10th October was probably below what they had contained 4t tlm fhllest ; but even that
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quantity shows that on the 19th June, when every other well in the place was at its full,

these were still at least 10 and 6 feet below their minimum height, an indication of the slow
and circuitous percolation by which they are fed.

I have n^e this report rather long, but I thought it best to omit nothing that might
give information.

23r(f November 1868.

Tabls I.

Table of depthe qf Water and of Wells in Cantonments as measured on tits Sth June

1868, just before commencement of the rainsy grouped according to levels of sites.

OrsB Bbtwbkh BKTWRBir
1 Tlirnvv MO'

88' COVTOUB. 88' AVB 84' 84' Airi> 80'
1

Number of
WeU.

Depth Depth Depth Depth
Bskibks.

Of Of Of Of Of Of Of Of
Water. Well. Water. Well Water. WeU. Water. Well.

1 7-0 87*0

2 130 88*9
• f rws Within 210 feet of No 3.

8 201 47*8 u. -Tt i ,, ... TlieHe two welle were little used.

4 7-5 sV-s ... ... ...

6 1-# 61 36-3

6 1*3 32*6 Much used

7 ft. 1*4 19*8 ...

8 ttf
'1*0 1776 ,

e 7-0 37*3 ... ...

10 91 403 ... ... ... .

11 .. 29 36*5 ... ..

12 ... u. ... 60 34 6

13 u. a 33 32 5 ... ... ...

14 • <e 2*0 380 ... ... Mm*h used.

16 ... M. 0*9 30*25

IS , ,
36*6 ... ... ... ...

17 7*7 31 1 ... ,, •
18 U. ... ... 1*8 26*5

19 8*0 SO'O ... ... ...

20 -rf 1*6 39-6 ...

21 UJ 7*5 30*0

22 fff -r-
5*2 31*8

23 Ttl u. 6*5 32 6

24 -tt
2*0 26 0

26 -1 3*26 27 25

26 “f ... ... ... 03 34*26

27 tr* ... 0*3 31*25

28 ••• "t ... ... 26 33 6

20 ... 4-6 33*6

SO SO 26*0
1*4

...

81 ... ... ... 19 0

83 ••• U. ... ... 4-3 24*3
;

33 1-0 29*0 ... .. ... ... ... ...
1

34 6*2 88*2 ... ... ... ... .

36 2*2 24*2 ... ... ... ... ...

36
87

6*4

9*2

82*4
40*2

... ... ... ... •

The four last are within a radius

88 4*6 86*6 US ... ... ...
of 180 feet.

80
40

6*0

0-0
28*6
21*0

... ... ... •

Within 80 feet of No. 39.

41
42

7*2

0*0
82*2

290
... ...

... ...

...

The five last arc within a radius
Of 260 feet.

79*6 442e 43*0 304*0 10*7 101*66 46-45 370*70

Hean of 18
of 10

01 84*0

'h BOA
2^7

... Nos. 3 and 49 are omitted as
exceptional.

« of 4
.. of 18 :::

20*1
3-6 29*2
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Tabis 11.

Table of me oturcmenU in the new Jail 'Welle.

•

1

Depth of
Well.

1

1 Depth of Water Depth of Water

1

on 19th June, on IGth October.

A. Police WeU

tl. PeDltentiary, 1'—9" below A.

G. CaitralJail.4'~a"

ieet

ao

M
39

feet, luchee. feet. Inchee

28 0 22 6

88 0 43 6

21 6 31 0

Meteobites.—To the collection of Meteorites in the Geological Museum, there have

been two valuable additions during the past three months. One of these, a spMecimen of

the veiy interesting fall which occurred on the 11th July 1868, at Omars (Doubs), in France,

has been presented by M. Jules Marcou, Paris. It is a remarkable stone of a dark-grey

colour, oolitic or sub-oolitic in texture, veir ^able, so as even to crumble under the action of

the fingers. Iron is present in extremely small particles. It is very slightly magnetic.

In fact, the fall represents a state intermediate between the ferruginous and the non-ferru-

«nous falls, sp. gr. 3*599 (in fragments). It yielded to Pisani by analysis no less than
75*10 per cent, of Peridot. To the kindness of my good friend M. Marcou I am indebted

for this interesting specimen.

The second fall occurred in India, near Mooltan, on the 17th October. The fall took

place at a spot alxfut 12 miles east of Lodran. ** About 2 P. M. a loud report was heard
'' in the sky to the westward, and immediately a cloud of dust rose from the ground. On
going to the spot the lerolite was found. The sky was quite clear at the time." This is

the account given by Captain Bond, District Superintendent of Police.

A portion only of the mass was obtained and forwarded. It is a very beautiful stone,

consisting of a large proportion of bright yellowish green olivifae, the crystals of which are

imbedded in a kind of crystalline network of brilliant iron. The stone is at present being
analyzed, and the result will be given hereafter.—T. 0.
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Annual Repobt of the Gsolooical Survey of India and of the Museum of Geolooy,

Calcutta, foe the yeae 1869.

The close of another year (1869) calls for a brief summary of the progress of the
Geological Survey since our last report.

The area, which it is possible to examine geologically within a year, depending essen-

tially on the number and ability of the officers employed, it is necessa^, first, to premise that

during ten months of the twelve just passed, Mr. W. T. B1an ford, Bepuiy Superintendent,

was absent, being engaged in the elaboration of his report on the Geolo^ and Natural History
of Abyssinia, the result of observations made while attached as Naturalist to the

Abyssinian Field Force, and during a brief visit, subseouently to the return of this force from
Abyssinia, to the adjoining temtory of Bogos. Mr. Blanford was, at the beginning of the
year (1869), ordered to proceed to Europe, where alone he could have facilities for the

comparison and identification of his collections and of reference to all previously published

accounts. After an absence from India, on this duty, of about six months, Mr. B1 anford
rejoined the Geological Survey at the beginning of November, and immediately took the field.

Mr. Ormsby, who (as reported last year) been obliged to proceed to Europe, suffering

from sunstroke, returned judt before the working season commenced in November. During
the most important and largest portion of the year, therefore, the survey was without

the aid of these two gentlemen. Mr. W. King and Mr. F. Mallet obtained 12 months'
iurlougli each, and left in September for Europe, having completed their maps and reports of

the previous season ; and their services will, of course, be wanting during the present season.

Last year I had to report that Mr. Charles Oldham had proceeded on furlough in Nov-
ember, and with deep regret 1 was called on to report his decease in April last. In him the

Government of India lost a trained and able servant, distinguished for his conscientious

devotion to duty, and for the cure and skill with which he, as Deputy Superintendent for

Madras, conducted the labours of the party working there. In him also the officers of the

Surve}*^ regrot the loss of an esteemed colleague. This death, resulting from the effects of an
attack contracted during his active service in India,adds another to the long list of those who
have succumbed to the very trying exposure in the worat and most unheuthy parts of the

countiy - which the pursuit of Geology in India necessarily entails. The remaining officen

of the Survey have all been actively engaged during the year.

Soon after the commencement of the year (1869), having then ;^t returned from the

Punjab, I proceeded to Cachar and Sylhet, to examine, on the spot, we evidence connec^
with the serious earthquake of the 10th of Januaiy, which had caused such extensive

damage. I was unfortunate in visiting the localities just at the time when aU the available

carriage of the district was needed for liie Military expedition then just leaving Silchar; so

that 1 found it impracticable to see quite as much of tne country as I could have^ wished. I
succeeded, however, in obtaining some accurate and valuable observations. And in returning

1 exossed the Ehasi Hills, nomig the results of the same earthquake at Sylhet, Cherra
Poonj ee, Shillong, and Gowhatty. A brief notice of these resets was given at a meeting
of tile Asiatic Society of Bengal in March {vide Proceedii^ of the Socirty for April 1869,

p. 113). Whileworking out these observations, I was led to noticehow little of any accurate ^oxd
existed in this country regarding the earthquake shocks to which many parts of it axe
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fivquenily ftabjaet. And 1 have, therafore, given some time to the preparation of as perfedPa
catalogue (d Indian earthquakes as I had means of obtaining. This 1 believe, prove an
useful addition to Indian seismo-statistics, and 1 trust may at the same time be the means
of eliciting further information on the subject. Many private records of such phenomena
doubtless exist, full of interesting and often valuable information, which has never oeen given
to the public. 1 would solicit the contribution of any such foots as may tend to jprove the
occurrence of shocks not hitherto noticed, or to indicate the extent of area over which, and the
relative violence or intensity with which, shocks already recorded may have been felt in

different parts of the country. The v^ nature of such a catalogue precludes the possibilitv

of successful commlation bv any unaided individual ; the co-operation of many is essentiaL

A report of the effects of the eauthquake of 10th January, 1869, is in progress.

At the beginning of November, I proceeded to the Central Provinces to control the

operationB there in progress for the exploration of the coal in Chanda and Berar. I found that

the late rains of the ^ar had caused a good deal of fever in many places, and the taking of the
field by the Survey Party was a little delayed in consequence, ftoceedingj from Nagpore in

company with Mr. C. Bernard, Commissioner of Nagpore, in whoseJurisdiction the Chanda
distnct 18, 1 first took a general review of the field as far south as Ballarpur. And then
returning fixed upon positions for future borings, with a view to test not only the continuity

of the Mds of e^ which the river Wnrdah had exposed in one or two places, but also to

prove the nature, thickness, and contents of the coal-bearing formation generally. I have seldom
seen a country less fiivorable for detailed Geological research, as a thit^ covering of clays con-

ceals the rocks entirely, exceptii^ at distant intervals. Any detailed examination, therefore,

necessarily takes muen time, and cannot in the end be very satisfactory. But, with the aid of

borings, we hope to be able to trace out the rocks with tolerable accuracy.

The results of the trials up to November last were published in the last part of the

Becords of the Survey (Part 4 1869), and it is not necessary to repeat them here. Since

that time, up to date, additional information has been gained, which is all satisfactoiy. One
of the great sources of doubt as to the extent of the coal deposits arose from the widely
established fact, that the beds in the group of rocks in which the coal here occurs (that

known to Indian Geologists as the Barakar group) had invariably a tendency to exhibit very
great variation both in thickness and quality within short distances. They are often of great

thickness locally, but thin out and nearly disappe^ within short distances : this variation

also being not only in the thickness, but also in the quality of the beds, so that what
shows as a bed of go^ coal in one pla^ may, within a few yards or a few hundreds of yards,

pass into a shale without coal, or even into a sandstone. It was, therefore, important to test

this, and the first new boring which was fixed on was put down near the village of Telwas a,

some ten miles to the north of where the coal had been found in the river. No coal was
visible, nor had any been ever known to be there ; but the position in which it ought to be
found, if the beds continued, was, as appeared to me, well marked. After some delays,

the rods were put down here, and passing through the beds of sandstone, seen on the surface,

they entered a group of beds of coal and shale, in the proper position exactly as anticipated.

Up to the close of the year, 19 feet of this coal, with a few shale partings, had been cut into

and the beds still continued.* Near the village of Nokora also, to the extreme south end of
the small area of coal-bearing rocks which occurs on the Chanda side of the Wurdah river,

near Ghugds, fihe limits of which had been approximately fixed by Mr. Blanford in 1866,
a bore-hofo was put down by Mr. Fiyar to test the character of l^e beds thmre. This has cut
the same group of beds with coal found to the north of Gbugfis village. There are representa-

tives of the two upwr beds, and then of the thicker group of shale and coal below. But, as

enected, there is a laxge^ amount of v^ation in the actual section. The thick beds of so-

called coal and shale notio^ in the borings at the north of Ghfigfis (see Becords, GeolmcaJ
Survey, 1869, p. 97), as being there altogetiier some 83 foet in thickness, have increased to

more than 60 feet at Nokora; hut this increase in aggregate thickness is chiefly in the
grater development of the earthy or shale beds. The &taib of measurements need not be
given here.

7^6 resnll^ so fisr as the explorations have been carried, seem to me to point to the
general continuity of the coals on a fixed horizon in the lower sandstones, and if this he con-

firmed by further examination, these coals be sought for with considerable certainty within

* Forty-ont feet, mvod laches, of coal have been cat altogeUier here, in a total depth of /ieet.
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the Tery Hmited area which thm rocks occup3r. Until the recent trials, 1 regret to say ihat
no principle seems to have gnided the sele^ons of the several points at which bore-^holes

were put down. They were apparently put down completely at hap-hazard, and were of
course, in most cases, without any defimte result. Localities nave now been absolutely fixed

upon for a number of additional borings, where, at comparatively small depths, the pre-
sence or absence of the coal may be determined.

A steam-boring machine has also been delivered at Chanda, but it is not yet in opera-

tion. It will in remity be of very trifling use in this field. The country is to an immense
extent either covered with jungle or with deep beds of clay, through which every little stream
cuts a deep channel or ^ly, and in either case there are no r(^s excepting of the most
primitive character. There are not, therefore, more than half a dozen spots m the district

to which this steam-boring machine can be conveyed, excepting at great loss of time wad ex-

pense. And even in those localities, the required information can be obtained with ordinary
boring tools more cheaply and expeditiously if only a systematic system of choice of position

be acM upon. It is, however, hoped that a trial will soon be made with this steam-boring
machine when the services of some one competent to undertake the management of it can be
obtained.

To Major C. B. Lucie -Smith, Dopul^ Commissioner of Chanda, I am indebted for the
most hearty and effective assistance in all things. The Geological Survey is also indebted to

Mr. S. H. Hcnnessy, Extra Assistant Commissioner, for the earnest and friendly way in

which he has ever met their wishes.

It is hoped that as soon as the Chanda district is examined, the investigations of the
Geological Survey may be continued down the valley of the Godavery, at detached points

in which we know of the existence of small basins of the coal measure rocks, in which coal

may exist in good workable quantity. Such a basin, for example, occurs about 15 miles north
of Dumaguuiam, from which, at the place indicated by Mr. W. Blanford in 1866 near
the junction of the Tal river, in the left ^nk close to the village of Lingal a, a oonsiderable

quantity of coal was raised last year jErom the bed of the river. This coal worked efifeotively

in the low pressure stationary engines, but was not sufficient to keep up steam for the high
pressure engines of some of the steamers. 1 am also indebted to Colonel Haig, n. B., for the

information that coal has been again found exposed in the scaroed face of the rocks on the

right bank of the river, about $4 miles below Dumagudiam. 'About two feet are seen above

water level, and it extends under the water as far as a man can reach with his arm.' All

these facts point to the necessity of an early and careful^examination of this country. And
it is my purpose next working season to work up &om the Madras side, the party of the survey
there engag^ bringing up ,with them the extended knowledge they have obtained of the

older groups of rocks in the Madras Presidency and the officers of the survey from Bengal
working downwards, and bringing with them their widely a^uired intunacy with the struc-

ture, character, and sub-divisions of the coal measures of India. The extent of country to be

visited is, however, wide, and the detailed examination of so large an area mil unavoidably

occupy much time. The result of a systematic examination of this kind will, however, be
more satisfactoTy and more trustworthy than if taken up at detached points.

In connection with these practical explorations by boring for coal, Ac., I would notice the

great satis&ction with which the Geological Survey have seen lately the success of that most
important trial for water at Umbalfa. The insufficiency of the supnly of water at this

large station has long been a source of anxiety, and a cause of ill-health, and has led to pro-

posals for the adoptiou of veiy costly and tedious works to increase the amount of available

water and to facihtate its distribution. Mr. H. B. Medlicott, after his examination of the
Sub-Himalayan rooks, urged the importance of seeking this much-needed supply of water in

the water-beari^ beds which must exist under all the country in that parallel along the foot

of the hills.* ^e reasons for the confident expectation of good water being found there

with a pressure at least sufficient to bring it to, or near to, the surface from very considerable

depths were stated, and have, on several occasions since then, been veir strongly urged. It

was therefore with no small satisfaction that we saw the very first trial confirm the justice

of these sanguine expectations. It is to be hoped that fhmier trials will be now boldly

* Memoirs of Gcologlcsl Survej of India, vol. 111., pt. 11. p. 161.
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carried oat, but at the same time strioilj^ limited to those areas where the probable existence

of similar conditions may be fairly aniacipated after proper examination.

As stated in my last annual report Mr. Medlicott was, at the commencement of the

year, engaged in the examination of the veiy important geological questions of the extent

and stratigraphical relations of the several series of sandstones, &o., associated with the coal

in Bengal as compared with those in Central India. In pursuance of this object, he
traversed the entire country between Hazaribagh and Balamow on the east and
Jubbulpur, on the west; and thence went southward to Nagpore and Chanda. This ex«

tended and general survey of the vast area occupied by these rocks has brought into greater

prominence and clearness, and has established the wider application of several of the views

already enunciated by other officers of the Survey regarding the distiibution and variation in

character of the several sub-divisions of that great series of beds, in some members of which
the coals of India chiefly occur, and which may, as a whole, and in a broad view of its fossil

contents, be called the plant-bearing series. The vast extension and wondei’ful constancy in

mineral character (comoined with local peculiarities) of the Talchir rocks, which have always

been treated of as the base of this gpreat series, although forming in themselves a well

marked and characteristic group, has been even more fully established than it previously

had been. The dying out also in passing to the west of the distinctions so easily established

in the eastern coal-fields, (Banigunj, Jherria, Ac.), where a three-fold sub-division of the

true JDamvda or coal-bearing rocKS is obvious—a fact already fully indicated by Mr. Hughes,
os far as the Bengal fields are concerned—^has been shown by Mr. Medlicott to be entirely

supported by the character of the rocks in the more western fields. And, at the same time, tho

co-existent met of the considerable increase in the development of the group which occui‘8 at

the top of the series (the Panchet group), seems equally established. The entire group of

the formations or series which in the east gives five well-marked sub-divisions (TaXekir,

JBarakar, Ironstone shales, Banigum, and Panchet) becomes at only a short distance to the

west only a three-fold series of the Talchir, the Barahar, and the Panchet. This was shown
to be the case in some of the Bengal fields, and the same fact is more fully insisted on by
Mr. Medlicott with reference to the 'country lying further west.

Although, so far as known, there seem good grounds for admitting this as giving the

truest representation of the facts, it must at the same time be stated that the lithological

character of each of these groups differ in the west and south from that of the typical rocks

in the Banigunp field and Talchir field. Even so near to‘ Ranigunj as the Palamow
(or Daltongunj field,) Mr. Hughes has shown that the Barahar rocks present a lithological

character intermediate as it were between the true Barahar and the Banigunj beds. And
further, in tbc Bokaro field, he has pointed out the transitional passage of tbe Banigunj beds
into the Panckets,

With these facts, it would almost remain an open question, whether much of those upper
beds, to which we are now disposed to assign the general name Panchet, may not represent,

in time, the upper groups of the more eastern fields {Banigunj beds. Ironstone shale). And
the fossils contained would go to support this view. But the general mineral character very
decidedly approximates more to that of the t^mical Panchet rocks, and throughout the entire

area extenmng over many thousand square miles with well exposed sections, the absence of
any deposits of coal, which are so valuable and abundant in the upper groups of the Banigunj
field, is an additional and strong reason why these rocks should he referred to the PanchA
^oup rather than to the others. It might possibly solve the difficulty better in the first

instance to establish an intermediate and distinct sub-division applicable only to a port of this

upper group of rocks in the west, but this would perhaps only lead to greater diflicultiea, because
this group must be localized, while all the facts point rather to a gr^ual passage of character
over geo^raphidhl areas, than to any definite sutAdivision. In any such large series, where the
sub-divisions are not marked by mateiial interruption, or change, of deposit, or by any long
interval of time accompanied by the destruction of pre-existing beds, there is no possibility of
drawing any trenchant line of division, for such does not exist. And it can, therefore, he
only on a balancing of evidence that any part is placed in correlation with one sub-division
rather than with another.

Mr. Medlicott has also brought forward additional proofs to show that, on
the large scale, the present limits of these coal-measure fields coincide approximately with the
original Ihnits of deposition and are not the result of faulting, or even mainly of denudation.
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This limitation of original demition has long been the view held by Mr. Hughes (and bj
myself) with reference to the^ngal fields which he had examined, and Mr. Medlicott now
shows how he considers it applicable to those in the west also.

There ap]^ear to me, however, wider and larger views of this variation in mineral chaxieter,

and in succession of beds, as well as in limitation of area oce^ied, which must be workea out
in greater detail before any definite conclusions be possible, ^ey may, however, be indicated.

All these successive beds, (possibly with the exception of the T^^lchire) representing an enor*
mous lapse of time, agree in one respect, that they seem to be purely iresh water (fluviatile

or fluvio-lacustrine) or estuarine deposits. This tact alone involves the consideration of defi-

nite limits within which the rivers or lakes by which, or in which, they were formed were
confined at the time of their deposition. This again would seem unavoiwbly to bring with
it a veiy large amount of variation in each b^in of deposition quite consistently with a
general resemblance or i^eement in the succession. It seems difficult, if not almost impos-
sible, to suppose that coincidently with any great changes of surface level, Ac., which may
have affected the whole countiy, there were not also variations in each more limited area, or
drainage basin of the then existing diy land. Thus it seems to me, we are naturally led,

d priori

t

to look for a general persistence of lype coincidently with a wide limit of vanation
in detail. And this, I believe, will go far to account for much of the variation we do find. The
present distribution of these coal-fields in India, modified, as it undoubtedly has been, by the
great destruction and denudation to which not only the coal-bearing, but all subjacent rocks

have been subjected, appears to me to point also to this limitation to defined areas. Thus the

Banigtinj, the Jherria, the Bokaro. the Ramghur, and the Karunpura fields all

belong to the drainage basin of the Damoodah river. Itkuri (Eetcoora), and the
Kurhurbari fields are in the basin of the Barakar, the largest affluent of the Damoodah,
from which in the upper part of its course it is separated by the lofty ranges of Parasnath
and the wide plateau of Hazaribagh. The iCasta deposits and the limited field near
Dubrajpur and the Deogur fields are in the valley of the Adjai, and fimited to it,

while the valley of the More, further to the north, has its small field near to Soory. (In a
wider view, all these rivers may he considered to have formed one general estuary at an
early period). The Talc hi r field, near Kattak, the detached areas of Talchir sandstones iu

the Sumbulpur country, and the Belaspur field, are limited to the Mahanuddy basin;

the Palamow, the Singrowli, and South Bewah coals are all strictly confined to the

Sone basin;—the Chanda. field and the continuation of this field in detached areas down
the Godavery valley, considerably below Dumagudiam, all are strictly confined to the basin

of the Godavery and its affluents, while similarly the coal-fields of the Nerbudda valley are

all limited to the drainage basin of that river.

In other words, it seems to me that there is very strong evidence to lead to the

conviction (announced by me at the meeting of the British Association in December 1867,

when speaking generally of the Geology of India), that the great drainage basins of this

country were on the large scale marked out, and existed (as drainage-basins) at the enormously

distant period which marked tlie commencement of the deposition of the great plant-bearing

series to which I have referred.

In this point of view, local variations in the lithological type, and local variations in

the thickness of the groups, and even their occurrence or non-occurrence, are only necessary

consequences of the mode and limits of formation. And this will, 1 think, go far to account

for these variations.

Mr. Medlicott has arrived at somewhat similar condusions bearing on the limits

of deposition of these beds as aj^lied to some of the basins.

At the commencement of the present season, Mr. Medlicott proceeded to the

Nerbudda valley, to worir out more closely than had before been practicable the coal-bearing

rucks in that area. When first visited, now more than twelve years since, no maps whatever

existed of the Nursiiigpur and Ho shungabad districts, and it was necessary, in order

to obtain any record, to car^ out a general topographical sketch or survey concurrently

with the geological examination. Within the last few months we obtaiuea the finished

revenue survey maps of these districts (Hoshungabad and Nnrsingpur), and I have at

once taken advantage of them to ascertain with greater accuracy than was originally possible

the distribution and contents of title coal-measure rocks there. The approaching completion
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of the line of railway between Jubbulpur and Bombay also rendered it urgently important
that thie ahould be done at the earliest date.

hTr. Willson examined in the early part of the year a laige portion the Jhansi
and Lnllntpur districts, traciDg out the remarkable quartz reefs that exist in such numbers
and of suoh size in that ar^ and mapping: with care the limits also of the recent deposits.

And he is at present engaged in the continuation of this work, so as to join on his eeofogical

boundaries with those fdr^y yery carefully put in by himself in the Ssugor anaDumoh
districts and with those in tlm Grwalior country map^ by Mr. Hacket.

The terrible sufferings of the population in Jeypore and adjoining country from
failure of their crops, and the consequences of deficiency of food, rendered it desiralble that
Mr. Hacket should not return for the present season to the work on which he had ton
there engaged. He has, therefore, been moved to Jubbulpur, where he will cany out the
examination with the detailed maps now available of the south-east portion of the district,

and connect it with Bewah to the north and east. In the beginning of the year Mr. Hacket
traced out the boundary of the great Deccan trap area, from Neemuch across to the Beeas
river, which line has since been embodied in the general map of the Yindhyan area accom-
panying the published report of Mr. F. Mallet.

Mr. Ball, in the early part of the year, carried out the examination of pa^ of the
Singhbhum country, tracing out carefully the c(mper-beariTm rocks and their limits. And
since Mr. Ormsby’s return in the autumn, Mr. Ball and Mr. Ormsby have both been sent

to revise and brii^ up to the existing state of knowledge of Indian Geology the maps of
Bhagulpur and Birbhum previous to final publication. These districts were among uiose

earliest examined in this countrv. And since that time very considerable progress has been
made in the distinguishing of the rock groups of India. The orimnal examination of these

districts had also been more than once necessarily interrupted % disturbances among the
Sonthals and other causes, and it was therefore essential that they should be gone over again
with a view to general revision.

Mr. Mallet, during the early portion of the year, was engaged in working out in detail,

and with the advantage of new and better maps, the relations of the several groups of rocks

which occur in the eastern jiortion of the Sone valley, and which there come Wtween the
Yindhyan formation and the gneissose^ rocks. Tlie more important of his results have
been embodied in the Beport on the Yindhyan formation, published during the year, which
is noticed further on. Mr. M allot, as already mentioned, has obtained leave for one year, and
left'India in Septembm*.

*

Mr. W. Blanford rejoined the Geological Survey on bis return from deputation as

Naturalist and Geologist in connection with the Abyssinian Field Force at the beginning of
November. He has taken up the carefril examination of the Chanda district with the
assistance of Mr. Hughes and Mr. Fedden. Of this district he had himself made a rapid
reconnoissanoe in 1866 and furnished a sketch geological map, which, considering the very
unfavorable nature of the^ oountiy for any gemogical examination and) the brief visit

Mr. Blanford paid to the district, was marvellouriy accurate and good. Mr. Blanford then
also was the first to realize the true nature of the coal d^sits of the field, which had been
searched out with untiring determination by Major Lucie-Smitb

, the Deputy Commissioner.
The occurrence of these coals in this district in a geog^phical position singularly favorable

for the supply of fuel to a v^ Urge area both to the west and 8ou&, and the considerable diffi-

culties attending the investigation, rendered it highly important that the facts should be ascer-

tained as quickly as possible. 1 have therefore mov^ up from Bengal Mr. Theod. Hughes,
who has perhaps had more experience and detailed knowledge of the Indian coal-bearing rocks
tlin.li any one on the Survey, and with Mr. Fedden he will act under Mr. Blanford, Deputy
Superintendent, work was allotted without delay. Mr. Blanford himselC in addition to

the general supervision of all, has taken up the detail^ mvestigation of the rocks which ccmte

below tbe coal measure series. Mr. Fedden haa been sent to those above the same series, while

Mr. Hughes will take up these coal-rocks themselves. The district is most unfavorable for

detailed geological examination, being either moretbanueually covered with very thick deposits

of days and gravels (often cemented into a hard calcareous conglomerate), occasionally

contflwng bones or frapnents of bones of large animals, and all probiwly of the same gener^
age aa the similar conglomerates of the Nerbudda and Godavery valleys, (Pliocene^ or
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concealed by widely Bpreadingjangles and foxe^ often almost impenetrable. Mr. BUtiford
years since pointed out that it would be impomible to arrive at an^ satisfeustory conduadODB
wit^ut actually boring in many places,

^

and this actual testing of the ground is now being
carried out successfully in conjunction with the general examination. Should the officers

of the Surrey be fortunate enough to preserve go^^ health during the season, this year will

see alarge area thoroughly explored. As already mentioned, the^late rains in October produced
a good £al of fever and illness, and, as usual, the Survey parties have also suffered.

Madras.—The early part of the year (1869) was given by Mr. King and Mr. Foote
to the completion of the geologH^ area ooc^ied by quartzites, slates, limestones, &c., which
cover the larger portion of the mstricts of ETuddapah and Kurnool, and which appear,
geologically, to represent in the south the older portion of the great Yindhyan series, to which
idlusion has already been made. This great area being complete in itself, ^at is, being
surrounded on all sides by rooks of to&lly different sges ana different mineral (dmracters,

will be treated of as one. And since the close of the field work, Mr. King has completed
a general report on the entire area containing many thousand square miles. This report is

now in preparation for the press ; and will be issued during the presetit year. Mr. King took
furlough-leave in September, handing over the Madras work to Mr. Foote. For the present
season Mr. Foote has been direct^ to carry on the examination of the rocks, of the same
mineral character, which appear under the great flows of the Deccan trap, and resting

qmte unconformably on the gneiss rocks in parts of the Raichoor Doab, the vicinity of
^elgaum, and under parts of the ghats on the western coast. That they belong to the same
general series as the rocks in Kuddapah and Kurnool there is no question, and it is hoped
that Mr. Foote’s acquaintance with the latter will enable him the more easily to identify them.
This win connect with the Madras area the work already done by Mr. 0. Wilkinson some
years since in Rutnagherry and Sawunt Warree, but which was unfortunat^y left

unfinished, when that gentleman was obliged to resign his connection with the Survev, as his

health could not bear the great exposure unavoidably entailed by his geological work. This
work will also, 1 think, give us a second complete section (geological) across the Peninsula.

I have had occasion already to notice the decease of Mr. G. Oldham, which untimely
event, and Mr. King’s absence on leave have reduced the Madras party for tiixe present season
to only one, Mr. Bruce Foote.

Bombay.—The Bombay party of the Survey continued the examination of Kutch as
reported last year. This was completed before the clos^of the working season of 1869, and
Mr. Wynne and Mr. Fedden both deserve much credit for the zealous and earnest spirit

with which they carried out this work in a very difficult and in many ways veiy inaccessible
district. Mr. Wynne has subsequently, during the monsoon, prepared a very admirably
executed map of the whole of Kutch, and has embodied hb own and Mr. Fedden ’s researches
in a general re^rt, accompanied with many excellent and well-drawn sketches. Thb map
is on the same scale as the Atlas of India, namely, 4 miles= one inch, and it will scaieely be
practicable to show the detail of the geology on a smaller map, although the publicatiou of
this large plan will he difficult.

At the commencement of the present season, as soon as it was practicable to leave Kutch,
Mr. Wynne proceeded, as ordered, to the Punjab to take up the detailed examination of
that province, while Mr. Fedden proceeded to &>mbay, and mining Mr. Blanford todk np,
under his instructions, the examination of parts of the Chanda and Woon districts, in whi&
he is now engaged.

It had long been my desire to cany out a careful examination of the Punjab, which offers
to the Geologist many points of great intaiest, as well an promise of valuable minei^ pro-
ducts. But the pressing demands for geological enquiiy in other directions have always
hitherto prevented any of the staff of the Survey from being located there. It was, therefore,
with pleasure that I found it practicable to send Mr. Wynne there this season, and 1 doubt
not he will exhibit the same zeal and ability there as he has elsewhere. I have asked hi
special attention to the relations of the beds ftom which petroleum is obtained or likely to
obtained.

Bubmah.—^Mr. W. Theobald has, as anticipated in last year's report, completed^
^neral examination of the Prome district up to the frontier oS Briibh Bmnnak, so
tiiat lies to the east of the Irawadi. He has this season tsdeen up the country lying
west of the river in the same parallel, and I hope the season will see it completed,
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part of the distriot, nummulitic r^ks (limestones, &o.,) occur and form an interesting

study. They may be found to contain petroleum, as they occasionally do elsewhere.

Publications.—The first nart of the seventh volume of the Memoirs qf the Geological
Survey India contains a full re^rt on the area occupied in North-Western India by the
mat series of rocks, to which uie name Vindhtan was first given by myself in 1856.
Stretching along the northern escarpments of the Nerbudda valley, passing across the
district of Jubbulpur, and forming the whole of the Bewah countiy north of the Sone,
this g^eat series extends in a continuous mass far into Bengal, where^ the picturesque cliffs

of the Bhotasgurh hills form its steeply scarped limi£ on the left bank of the Sone.
Beturning towards the west by Sasseram, Chunar, Mirzapur, and a little south of Alla-
habad, the boundary thence stretches in a great sweeping bay or curve to the south by
Kirwee, Bijawur, and crossing the Be as river, trends again north to Gwalior and Agra,
andFuttipurSikri, whence the line again trends to the south and extends to near Neemuch.
The rocks belonging to this widely extended and impoitant group constitute one of the most
remarkable and interesting series in all India. They become also still more important to

the Indian Geologist when he finds representatives of the same great series covering immense
areas in the Madras Presidency (Kuddapat, Kurnool, Ac.), stretching northwards along
the flanks of the ghats, and up the Godavery country, until in Berar and the adjoining

parts of the Nizams dominions, and again in Bustar and Chutteesgurh, they constitute

the rocky basis of very extended districts. They are divisible into several different groups
characterized by peculiar lithological distinctions, and throughout the whole area described

present a wonderful constancy of mineral composition. Mr. Fred. Mallet, who had himself
examined much of the area in N. W. India occupied by these rocks, has combined with his

personal observations the labours of others, and has given a connected histoiy of the entire

aeries in this part of the Memoirs.

I have always found it ex^edingly difficult to lead to a just conception of the immensity
of the areas we have to deal with ifi this country. And it may be useful to draw a com-
parison here which may tend to a realization of the facts. The small map, which accom-
panies the report of itfr. Mallet, (a reduction from the larger scale maps used in the field)

just noticed, represents an area quite as large as England and Wales ; while all the lines

of geological division and sub-division shown on it have been actually traced out by
detailed examination. The previous part of the Memoirs, the last part of Volume Vl,
contained also a geological map of (mite as extended an ar^ that is, geological maps ancl

reports have been published within fwelve months, exhibiting the structure of a countiy

larger in area than the whole of Great Britain and Ireland. And it should be .added of a
countiy regarding the structure of which nothing trustworthy was known previously to

the commencement of the Geological Survey.

The same part of Volume VII contains also a continuation for 1868 of the annual
returns of the quantity of Coal raised in India in continuation of similar returns which
I had already published for the years since 1857. The full details will be seen in the

tables given.

There is also, in the same part, a careful description of the very interesting area near

Cherra Poonji in Eastern Bengsd by Mr. Medlicott. As stated in my last report,

Mr. Medlicott enjoyed the advantage of visiting these hills at the only time of year in

which it was possible mr any one, withont certainty of serious illness, to visit the lower valleys,

which are deadly in the rainy season. He has thus been able to clear up much that was
unknown, and the consequenqe has been a considerable modification of the views originally

taken of their structure. Mi*. Medlicott has also been able to carry out the separation of

the tertiary and cretaceous rocks, the necessity for which, as established by fossils, was

S

in<i;/>Af/^dhy me in 1863, (Quor. Jour, Geol. Soc., Loud. voL xix, p. 524). His brief memoir
ive a valuable basis on which to carry out the detailed examination of the adjoining

ports on the Kurhurbari coal-field and on the detached and small fields near

urinBirbhum ar^ ready; their issue being only delayed by the time required for

ig the geological maps.

the PalaonAohgia Indica, a part or fasciculus of which wm due in October last,

not issued any pari. Several complaints as to the loss and injury sustained in con-

sequerite of the issue of this valuable series in small fasciculi having reached me, and desiiw
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having been expressed that they should be sent in larger parts, or volumes, or half volumes

I have thought it better to defer the issue for a little until a larger part can be published at

once. The four parts, therefore, for the year 1869-70, the last of which will be due in

October 1870, will be issued during the year before October, and will constitute half a volume.

The plates for all these are quite ready, and separate &Bciculi could be issued now, but, for

the reasons here given, it is thought wiser to delay a little and give four parts in one, as

was done before. «

The Records of the Geological which, as announced, are intended to convey a
notice of the current work of the Survey, shorter papers, and abstracts of papers which
cannot bo published in detail at once, with analyses of works bearing upon the Geology of

India, have punctually appeared at the stated intervals of three months. In the numbers
for the past year, we have given to the public descriptions of the geology of the rich and
productive valle^r of Be rar; sketch of the Geology of Eutch; of the Shillong^ plateau

(since published in detail) ; of the Euddapah and Eurnool districts in Madras, (oi which
detailed report is in press)

; on parts of Prome in British Burmah ; on the general relations

of the metamorphic rocks of Bengal ; in palseontology, a careful description and plate of
the fossil Panqshura {Mmys) iecta^ and other Chelonia, These are of ve^ high interest,

as they are truly identical with the same species, now living abundantljr in this country, while
the rem:iins described were found along with remains of animals which have long ceased to

exist in India, {Hippopotamus
^
Sivatherium, Mastodon^ Bearing on the practical

applications of Geology, we have notices of gold in Singhbhum : of the mineral statistics

of Eumaon, where a considerable amount of copper is still raised b}' the inhabitants; and
on the coal-fields of the Central Provinces: while to meet the general interest excited

in the histoiy of the Nicobar Islands, and to answer many enquiries made regarding their

geolog:y, I have published a translation of the most recent and valuable contribution

to their geological histor}', which having appeared in German, as a part of an expensive and
not generally available series of publications, containing the researches of the scientidc expedi-

tion which the Austrian Govcniment sent round the world in the “Novara” (1867-59), waa
not accessible generally to the public here. Pull lists of the additions to our library here,

of which so large a portion consists of exchanges with scientific institutions and societies in

other eouutries, are also regularly given in the Records.

In addition to the ordinary current work of the Survey much additionid labour has been
uudertaken in furnishing brief notices or sketches of different districts or provinces for district

officers, and lately more especially for the officers ch&rged with the Siting of the several

Gazetteers now in* preparation. These notices are necessarily required to be brief, but the

briefer they are, the more time and trouble they cost. 1 have further undertaken to continue

to supply these notices from time to time, not only for Beiig^al, but for other parts of the
county. Copies of geological maps, and sketch geologic^ maps have also been given to

several* public authorities and others, who have been interested either in investigations con-

nected with the mineral resources of the countiy, or for sanitary piuposes. Of the value

and utility of these maps, we have received cordial acknowledgments from all.

Librabv.—During tlie year just past, 883 volumes or parts of volumes have been
added to our library. Of this number 393 were presenM by other institutiouB or

societies, or were received in exchange for the publicatious of the Geological Survey. A full

list, as already mentioned, is given of the additions every three months in the Records. As
usual, a list is here appended showing all the societies or public institutions from which
donations or exchanges have been received during the year 1869.

As with the collections, so also with our books, maps, &c., we are most seriooslT UMxni-

venienced by the very limit^ space available for their exliibition or preservation.—a Jiffioulty

which there is at the present no means of obviating.

Museum.—So far as there has been any room, additions have constantly been made to

the collections exhibited in the Museum ; and all practicable means are ado{)ted to prepare

other series for exhibition, whenever it may be possible to accomplish this. More uian

20,OCX) specimens have passed through the Curator's and Assistant Curator’s hands, and have
been entered and catalogu^ for reference during the vear. But many of these had to be

packed up again, there being no place to keep them otherwise. Cases have been procured as

quickly as possible for the ^ditional rooms noticed in last y(*:ir*s ropoi*t, but they are not all

ready yet.
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Mbtbositsb.—Our noble ooUeotaon * of Meteorites maintains its excellenoe. During the
tsrelye months past, we haye had additUms of a specimen of the Khetree fall (February

1867)i for which we are indebted to Mr. D. Waldie of Calcutta, and specimens of tlie

Ornans fall (July 1868) ; of that which occurred at 8clayeti6 in Croatia (May 1868) ; and'*

of the mass which fell at Krahenberg, near Zweibrucken (May 1869).^ For the last three

we are indebted to Dr. Tschermak of the Imperial Mineral (Cabinet at Vienna.

As customary, an Index vilap, on a small scale, is appended, showine roughly the present

state of progress of the Survey ; as also a list of those societies or pimlic mstitutions from
which we have received publicarions, during the twelve months, in exchange for those of the

Geological Survey of India.

T. Oldham,

Camp, Chakda Disteict, *) Supdt, of Geol. Survey of India and
January 1870. } Director of Qeol, Museum, Calcutta.

LUi of Bodelies and other Puhlie Institutions, &c., from which pnblteaHons have been

received in donation or exchangefor the Library qf the Geological Survey of India

during the year 1869.

Belgium.—Academic Boyale des Sciences, Bruxelles.

Beeliit.^Academy of Science.

„ Deutsche Geologiscbe Gesellschafl.

Bombat.—Geographical Sociefy.
Boston.—Society of Natural History.

„ Museum of comparative Zoology.
Beeslau.—Schlesische Gesellschaft fur vaterlsendische Cultur.

Calcutta.—-Asiatic Society of Bengal.

„ Agri-Horticultural So^ty.
„ Indian Annals of Medical Science.

CoENWALL.—Boyal Geological Socie^.
Deesden.—Naturwiss. Gesellschafl, Isis.

Dublin.—Boyal Society. ^
„ Boyal Geological Society.

Bpinbuboh.—

R

ojal Society.

Gottingen.—Konigl. Gesefischait der Wissenschailcn.
Halle.—^Natural History Society.

Jubbulpobe.—Government School of Industry.
liAUSANNE.—Societd Yaudoise des Sciences Naturelles. .

London.

—

Boyal Geographical Society.

Boyal Society.

Boyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
Geological Society.

Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.
Society of Arts.

Madbid.—Royal Society.

Manchesteb.—Literary and Philosophical Society.

Moscow.—Socidte Impdriolc des Naturalistes.

Koeway.—Royal University of Christiania.

Paleemo.—Scienze Natnrali ed Economiche.
Pabis.—Academy of Sciences.

„ Comm, des Annales des Mines.

„ Socidtd Geologique de France.
Philadelphia.—American Philosophical Society.

,, Franklin Institute.

BooBXBE.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering.
Salem.—^Essex Institute.

Tobohxo»—

C

anadian Institute.
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jTurin.—Boyal Academy of Sciences.

JViCTOBii..—Jloyal Sociely.

I „ Philosophical Institute.

5 „ Govt. Geoloncal Survey of Victoria.

Vienna.—Kais. Akad. dfer Wissenschaften.

,, K. K. Geologische Reichs-Anstalt. •

Washington.—Smithsonian Institute.

VJ-overoments of India, Madras, Bombay, Bengal, N. W. Provinces, Pmgab; Chief Commis*
sioners, Oude, Central Provinces, British Bormah.

Notes on the Geology of the neighbourhood of Madras,—by R. Bruce Foote, Esq.,

F. G. S., Geological Survey of India.

The greater part of the Madras district lying north of the Palar river and south of the
Puli cat lake is occupied by rocks of the secondary, lertiary, and recent ages, the remainder
of the area being taken up by motamorphic rocks forming part of the great gneissio series

of Southern India.

The topographical features of this part of the Carnatic are very simple, the ground
rising from the coast westward up to the foot of the Eastern ghdts and their outliers, in a
very gradually inclined plane which I will call the Madras area.

^

The surface of this plane
is varied only by the shallow valleys of the Narnaveram, Cortelliar, and Palar rivers, the
latter ionning the southern boundaty of the tract of country now under consideration, lu
the north-uebterii part of the district the inclined plane is broken by two groups of hills,

the Sattavedu and Alicoor hills, to the west and north-west of which, but just beyond the

boundary of the country now to be described, rise the Naggery mountains, which are lofty

and con>pi(*uoub, but perfectly detached outliers of the Eastern gh&ts. The south-eastern

btorner of the incliued plane is doited by a number of low, but picturesque, ridgy gneiss hills.

The northern, central, and south-western ports of the Madras area are occupied by tbe

l^ratified rockb, roughli^'^ speaking, the southern and south-eastern parts by the metamorphiu
^

cks, a narrow belt of whicu must be included all round the western boundary of

i of the stratified rocks.

Classification of the Rocks.

The following tabular statement illustrates the various groups into which the rocks of

be Madras area have been classifieds—

Recent or quatemaiy

Tertiary

Secondary

Snbmetamorpliic

Meiamorphio ...

(

Blown eanda.
Alluvium, marine, lad flavlatils.

Laterite and Coiyeveram gravels.

.. Gritty sandatonea. f Coddalore

/(Cretaceous P)
' iJuraesic, Bajmshsl plant beds.

. Cuddapah group.

.. Gneissic series.

The Blown Sands,—These sub-aerial deposits are of no gpreat extent or importance,
as they form merely a fringing ridge to the beach. To the south of Madras they are largest

at, and to the south of, Covelong (Kovilam of the natives). North of Ma^as they attain

their greatest height, between 40 and 60 feet, at a place called CUdntamanikovil, where they
have nearly covert up the Kovii (Hindu temple).

The greatest width attained by this coast rid^ may be about a mile, but it is generally

Iffliucb less, and the Rmount of drifting inland is not of anv real importance, and easily

^Stopped by plantations of suitable trees, e. y., Casnaiinas, Paimjra palms, Screw pines, and

r
newnut trees, all of which flourish near &e coast.

The alluvial formations.—These are of two dasses, marine (inolnding estnarine) and
^iviatile, but they are nearly undistinguishaHe in character, and at many points graiduate

Hl^ each other imperceptibly.
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Their general character, as seen at the surface, is that of pure, or nearly pure, nilicious

sands, but beds of black, blue, or grey clay occur largely below the surface in the marine
alluvium near Madras ; these are, however, much less frecjuent in the fluviatile alluvium .

higher up the river valleys. The greatest depth to which the marine beds have been|

pierced by sinkings is 55 feet, when the gneiss was reached. In the marine and estuarine
'

beds along the coast many of the clays are largely filled with shells, all of living species, but

in a Bub-mssil condition. Such marine beds are known to extend two to three mites inland*

but I could not ascertain whether they had been penetrated by any sinkings further inland.

The river alluvia are of more interest than the marine, because they afford evidence of

some remarkable changes within the human period in the courses of several of the principal

rivers in the district. Lithologically, the fluviatile alluvia are of no interest, for they consist,

as a rule, of nothing but coarse, gntty, loose, silicious sand. Gravels or clayey beds are rare,

and organic remains are hardly ever met with, excepting a few Helices and firesh water

shells, (all of living species), in thin beds of reddish loam.

The changes in the course of the rivers above referred to are four in number, and concern

three rivers, the Palar, the Cortelliar, and the Naggcry river, but I will only notice the two
most important here.

The Falar now flows into the sea 42 miles south of Madras, but it. or a large branch

of it, formerly flowed down what is now the alluvial valley of the Cortelliar, and debouched

into the sea, somewhere to the north of Madras, probably between Ennore and Pulicat.

The present Cortelliar valley is very disproportionately large as compared with the river

which runs through it in a rather deep channel.

The present valley of the Palar is still more disproportionately small as compared
with its river; the two alluvial valleys join, or rather diverge, at a place about 10 miles east

of the town of Arcot. A stream is even now <‘onnected with the Palar just at the fork

by which water is still carried down the Cortelliar valley for many miles and eventually falls

into that river.

This stream is considered by the natives to be the old Palar and bears a Sanscrit name,
Vridaebara nuddee or old milk river, the Tamil word Palar also signilying milk river. A
similar change, of course, has occurred to the Naggcry riv’er, which in former times fell into

the Narnaveram river, close to the Uam.aghiri mountain, atNnglopcram. The Naggery river

was diverted from its old course at a place about two miles east bv south of the t/owii of
Naggcry, and made, by the cutting of a channel about half a mile in length through
gncissic rocks, to turn to the south-east instead of flowing due east and east by north and
to fall into the Trittang river, which joins the Cortelliar a few miles further cast. The
broad alluvial valley which now runs between the Naggcry mountain ridge and the Alicoor

hills is in consequence of this change drained only by small streams and artificial channels.

I could not obtain any information on this point from the enquiries I^nade on the spot,

but from the appearance of the cut through the neck of gncissic rock above described, I think
the change of the river course was the result of human agency. Like the alluvium of the ^

Palar river the alluvia of the Naggcry river (both in its old valley and along the newer *

channel as far as its junction with the Cortelliar) and of the Namaveram river consist almost
entirely of coarse gritty sand ; clay beds are rare, but where met with are of black color and
regur-like texture. All the rivers named appear to be still cutting Uieir channels deeper and
deeper every season.

Lateritic formations .—^The formations classed under the above heading are of three
principal kinds, namely, clayey ^nglomerates, gravels, and sands which occur distributed over
nearly the whole of the area under consideration.

Their occurrence is, however, not so much in continuous spreads as in detached patches,
many oi' which are but of small size, though some occupy important areas from one hundred
to two or nearly three hundred square miles in extent.

These larger areas occupy, as a rule, the higher grounds lying between the different river
valleys; the small patches occur at similar levels and are evidently outliers left by partial

'

denudatory acstion by which the once continuous lateritic deposits have been thus broken up.

The thickness of the lateritic formations is very small when compared to their supel
ficial extension. They rarely attain a thickness of 12 feet or upwards.
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The three principal kinds of rock above enumerated which make up the bulk of the

lateritic series, namely, clayey conglomerates, gravels, and sands, are found constantly

graduating into each other in such a manner that they can only be regarded as parts of

one and the same deposit, however various the appearance of the aifferent members.

In the Madras area, and to the north of Madras in the Nellore district, the character

of the lateritic formations is considerably different from that of tiie representatives of the

same series further south in Trichinopoly and South Arcot districts, the difference consisting

in the much greater frequency of conglomerates and in the presence of large quantities of

quartzite pebbles enclosed in the conglomerates. This peculiarity depends on the proximity

of the quartzite rocks of the Cuddapah series, which attain their southernmost point in the

Naggery mountains, and even more perhaps on the extensive destruction of the much
younger conglomerates of the Jurassic series which were mainly composed of pebbles and
boulders of such quartzite and were of great thickness. The laterites of South Arcot,

Trichinopoly, and Tanjore, on the contrary, do not, so far as known, contain any quartzite

whatsoever, but only fragments of gneissic rocks, and these but very rarely. The nearer the

laterite of the Madras area approaches to the Alicoor and Sattavedu hills, which are entirely

composed of the coarse Jurassic conglomerate above spoken of, the larger do the quartzite

and other pebbles it encloses become. In some of the laterite sections indeed near those hills

the conglomerate is so coarse that few of the enclosed pebbles are less in size than a man’s
head, and many very much larger; some, indeed, though perfectly smooth and well rounded,

of such size as to deserve the name of boulders.

In such conglomerates the matrix of ferruginous clay iron stone is almost masked by
the included masses.

Near the sea. however, as at the Bed Hills, a f('W miles north-west of Madras, the
included quartzile pebbles are small and not numerous, and the conglomeratic cli^racter not
everywhere visible. Where such is the case, the peculiar characteristics of typical laterite,

namely, its ferruginous character, its peruicaiion by tubular and vesicular cavities filled with
pale colored sandy clay, and lastly, its hardening and becoming coated with a glaze when
exposed to atmospheric influences, are seen to perfection.

The laterite gravels IVequently contain pebbles of quartzite and gneiss mixed with the

pisiform ferruginous pellets in varying proportion according to their proximity or distance

from the older quartzite yielding rocks. The sands associated with the lateritic conglomerates
and gravels show considcrfible variety in texture and color, the latter depending on the per-

centage of iron. They not nnfrequeiitly contain a large quantity of clay, and are then apt

to cake and harden, but without the excessive fissuring noticeable in purer clays. These
sandy beds are frequently found overlying the highly ferruginous beda and form to a great

extent the soil of the laterite areas.

The Conjeveram gravels .—In the south-western part of the Madras area the high
grounds north-north-east and north-west of Conjeveram are covered by a peculiar quartzite

gravel formation occupying the same relative position as the true laterite further to the east

and north, but distinguishable from it by the absence of ferruginous matter, and conse-

quently by its pale color. This change in mineral character (supposing the Conjeveram
gravels to belong to the latcrif;e period) takes place a little w'estward of a line drawn from
Wallajahbad due north to the alluvium of the Cortellior valley, but unfortunately no section

occurs showing the two formations in Juxtaposition.

Both have so far proved unfossiliferous as far as true organic remains are concerned, but
both appear to contain implements of human manufacture in tim shape of axes and spear
heads made of chipped quartzite pebbles and of the same types as those occurring in the
gravels of Western Europe. I have given the name of the famous old town of Coi\]everam
to this n-on-femiginous gravel deposit, from its occurring, so far as I know, only within the

Conjeveram taluq.

CUDDALOBE SaNDBTOKES.

Underlying the lateritic formations in the northern jiart of the Madras district is a
gritty sandstone of white or drab color sometimes slightly mottled with msfy spots. This
sandstone, which is well exposed only in the cliffs on the south aide of the Cortelliar river,

six miles north-west by north of the Bed Hills, beam a strong resemblonee lithologically
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to some parts of the Cuddalore sandstones as seen near Cuddalore, and like them appears

completely nnfossiliferous. In the Cortelliar clids the followiiif^ section is exposed :~-

Latoritie oonfflomarate ... 3 to 4 feet.

Mottled gritty Bandstono .. ... ... 6 „
Quttrtzose grit of bufty white and brown colors, heuominff whiter and

coarser grained downwards, very ft-iable; beds divided by thin

• partings ot Kunka|^ ... ... 80 to 4Q „

The base of the section is unfortunately entirely obscured by fallen masses, or by the

srater which here remains in a deep pool at the foot of the clifis.

It is not known what underlies these beds, so thej^ can only be provisionally regarded as

mresentatives of tbe Cuddalore sandstones. The gritty sandstones west of Poouamallee

which Mr. H. F. Blanford was disposed to refer to the same supra-cretaceous position have
yielded a few fossils of unmistakeably Bajmahal (Jurassic) character.

No representatives of the cretaceous group being as yet known to occur within the

limited Madras area I pass on to review the different members of tbe

Bajmahal os Jubassic Bocks.

Although occupying superhciall}'' a lesser area than the latcritic rocks, the Bajmahal
beds are o^nfinitely greater geological importance and deserve considerable attention.

Like the lateritie rocks, the Bajmahal beds are scattered about over tbe country in a
number of detached areas and patches divided from each other by alluvial valleys or by
bauds of overlying lateritie strata that have escaped denudation. From this broken up
condition of the formations added to the absence of really good sections it is ditiicult and in

some cases almost impossible satisfactorily to correlate tbe different formations occurring in

several patches.

For convenience sake it will be better to consider the several distinct patches in four

rups, ignoring as much as possible the intervening covering formations of j'ounger date.

is only in the three nortliern of these four areas that the base of the Bajmahal beds is

seen, resting on tbe gneissic rocks along tbe foot of the western flanks of the Sattavedu and
Alicoor bills and of the low plateau east of the Arconum railway junction.

In the Sripermatiwr area the base of the series is nowhere seen owing to the great
thickness of the surface deposits. Owing partly to the peculiar shape of the ground, but
still more to the general softness of the rocks and to the consequent enormous accumulations
of debris covering the surface, no section exists showing the true relations of more than small
portions of the Bajmahal scries, which renders any stratigraphical sub-division of the entire

series very difficult and uncertain. A provisional siib-di vision into two groups has, however,
been proposed, based mainly on lithological differences.

To one group consisting of coarse well consolidated conglomerates and sandstones the
name of Sattavedu group has been given, from the fact of these beds liaving been first

studied-by mj colleague, Mr. King-, in the Sattavedu hills.

The other group, consisting of shales, clays, and gritty sandstones and unconsolidated
conglomerates, we nave called the Sriperroatoor group, from its most important membera
oocumng under and around the town of Sripermatoor.

The Sattavedu Ghnoup .—In the Sattavedu area the entire series of rocks met with
consists of alternate bands of conglomerates and sandstones many hundred feet thick. These
beds extend southward into the Alicoor hills area (under the valley of tbe Narnaveram river)

and form the eastern and lofCier half of the hill group. The entire eastern base of both the
hill grouTO is covered up by lateritie conglomerates and sand, by which any extension to the
east of this series is completely masked.

The chief petrologi^ character of the members of this series is the prodigious coaneness
of the conglomerates which are made up of large well rounded smooth pebbles of quartzite with
a small number of similarly waterwom masses of granitoid gneiss firmly cemented together

a vaiying cement which is sometimes argillo-ferruginous, ferrugino-arenaceous, or silicio-

calcareous. In some of tbe sandstone beds m the Sattavedu hills Mr. King discovered the
flaw plant remains, amongst which was part of a recognizable Dict^opterie frond, proving the
true Biymahal character of the beds which contained it. In the southern extension of tbe
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same beds in the Alicoor hills no fossils were fonnd. The sandstones are mostly rather gritty
in texture and only occasionally sufficiently compact to be useful as building stones.

Srigermatoor Group .—Apparently underling these Sattavedu beds in perfect con-
formity are certain conglomerates, gritty clays and shales which form the western and southern
parts of the Alicoor hills, and which differ from the beds of the Sattavedu series in being soft

and quite unoompacted mid of white or grey instead of brown and reddish colors. Even
the coarsest oonglomei-ate beds at and near the base of the series are soft, the pebbles and
boulders of quartzite and gneiss, instead of being bound together by some firm cementing
material, merely lie imbedded in a very friable, more or less clayey, grit consisting of quartzose

debris derived from the gneissic rocks. Flanks of the hills consisting of these uncon-
solidated rocks are deeply covered by debris which is cut through by only a few rain-g^lies of

recent origin, and it is these only which afford sections of the undisturbed rocks. Many of

the gullies, however, do not even cut through the thick coating of debris and rain wash. No
section was found showing these unconsolidated beds in contact with the consolidated

Sattavedu beds where they approach each other in the centre of the Alicoor hill group, but as

far as the rounded outlines of the hills at that point serve to guide the eye there is an
undoubted dip of the softer beds under the hard conglomerates of the Sattavedu series. No
sign of any fault between the two series could be traced, but a fault might well exist and yet be
perfectly masked by talus and debris. The nearest visible point of approach of the two series

IS a sboi't narrow east and west ridge abutting at right angles against the hard basement-con-

glomerate bed of the Sattavedu series, which bed here forms a prominent north and south

ridge, succeeded to the eastward by several other ridges, corresponding to as many ^at con-

glomerate beds. The valleys running down north and soutn from the cross nd^ above
mentioned are the two principal valleys in the central mass of the hill group, and the depth
to which they are excavated is due to the greater softness of the underlying beds as compared
w’itli the ovcrlyin" series. Tlie southern part of the Alicoor hills, called oy the natives the

Naikenpolliam hills, is appamitly composed only of the unconsolidated beds which have trend-

ed in the direction of their strike from north and south to west-north-west and east-south-east.

The basement bed at the south-west of the Alicoor area near the village of Naiken-
poUiain contains included masses of conglomeratic quartzite of such tremendous size—800
to 1,000 cubic feet in bulk—that they suggest the idea of their being the relics of the base-

ment bed of the Cuddapah rcjks, which are so splendidly represented about eight miles to the

north-west in the tremendous cliffs of the Naggery ridge, parts of which have a vertical face

of 1,000 feet high-

strong evidence, the only probable explanation remaining is the one above suggested, which
derives great probability from the fact that, on a far smaller sceJe indeed, similar masses of

gneiss are included in situ in the basement bed of the Rajmahal plant beds at Ootatoor and
elsevrhero in the Trichinopoly district. These great quartzite masses, it is true, are not seen

to be resting on the gneiss surface, but the latter can only be a few feet further down the

slope. The inclusion of gneiss blocks in the basement bed of the Bajmahal series is to be

seen only a few miles to the south in the banks of the Naggery river at Chittapuram.
Numerous plant remains of unquestionable Bajmahal species were found in the principal

section at the south-west end of the Alicoor hills. Amongst these plant remains were paiis

of TainiopteriSf Dictyopteris^ Palcoozamia, and TterophyUum^ and Poacitea^Yik^ stalks.

Unfortunately from the friable nature of the clay bed in which they occur the
mi^jority appear to have become unrecognizable in drying, though,when freshly extracted from
the matrix even the most delicate venations and nervures were plainly visible.

On the south side of the Naikenpolliam ridge the lower membei's only of the series

appear to be represented ; they consist of unconsolidated conglomerates of various degrees

of coarseness, gritty sandstones and micaceous sandy shales, exposed in a few streams and
a great many well sections.

The only section which yielded fossils was one on the north bank of the Naggery river

opposite to Chittapuram, where two beds of rather friable sandstone were found to contain

plant remains, amongst which fragments of Tatiiopteria and Diciyopterit were identifiable.

On the opposite side of the river in^ Pyanoor area the same beds reappear, and ars

there seen to oe very low down in the series, in fact only a few feet above the oasement bed,
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which here includes, or rather is deposited around and among, sundry large iDasses of syeni-

toid and gneissic rock. These sandsionos with micaceous shales and sundry conglomerate
beds of the usual unconsolidated type extend hence throughout the Pyanoor area, as proved
by the numerous well sections, which everywhere pierce the superincumbent lateritic conglo-

merate.

The connection between 'the beds occurring in the Pyanoor area and those lying within
the Sripermatoor area, 12 miles to the south-east, is not clear owing to the difference in

|>etrolo^cal characters and to the insufficient evidence afforded by the organic remains. As
far as the relative topographical position of the two areas affords any clue it is in favor of
the beds of the Sripermatoor area, being simply an extension of those in the Pyanoor area,

the difference in mineral character of the xuspective beds l)cing probably due to the more
littoral character of the Pyanoor beds as compared to the Sripermatoor beds, which though
not to be considered as deep-sea deposits, yet appear to have been foi'med at considerable

distance from the land of the period. This view is favored by the lithological character of

a small series of Rajmahal beds exposed in a section lying about half way between the

Pyanoor and Sripermatoor areas.

The most important member of the series in the Sripermatoor area is a white shale,

the plant bed par eminence, resting on whitish friable gritty sandstone, which is m all

probability the basement bed over a great part of the area. In the southern iiari, of the

area there is another seri(^s of grey clays, reddish sandstones, and buff' saiul3’' shales, who.se

position with reference to the plant-shale could not bo ascertained in the absence of any
section showing the two series.

The area occupied by the plant-shales is, roughly speaking, a rectangularbasin about eight

miles long from north to south by four from east to west. I'onned bj' the junction of sevtM*uI

shallow valleys sloping very gently eastward. Several low liills rise out of the basin and are

capped with laterite. The town of Sripermatoor stands in the norih-west corner of the

basin, which is surrounded by rising gi*ouud, the edge of which is here and there sliglitly

scarped. To the south-east, however, a mere roll of the ground occurs much obscured by
surface soil, and beyond this the grey clays appear. The plant-shales an* apparently con-

tinuous all over the basin-like area, and appear to form only one bed which rolls about very
slightly at low angles, or is horizontal. The shale is white, ])ale-grey, or huffy-drab in

color, with in one or two places a little reddish or purplish mottling. The plant remains
occur scattered through the mass in a fragmentary condition, as if they had been tom off

by stormy winds and then drilled out to sea. In many places they ate mixed up with

remains of marine animals, e. g.^ at Amarambode and Valerie.

The richest collections of fo.ssils were made in the north-east comer of the basin where
the two sections above named yielded specimens of nearly every s])ecies in the Knjmahal
beds of the Madras area. In the western part of the basin animal remains were raivl}' found,

indeed plants were everywhere more frequent than animal remains. Of"^the plants several

species have been recognized as identical with species from the Rajmahal beds of Bci^al
and Cutch. These are Palceozamia Cutchensis and acutifolium and a Pietyoptens. The
following genera of plants appear also to be represented among the specimens collected by
myself: Taxodites (?), Pter(^hyllum^ Tceniopieris^ Stangcrites, Pecoptcrie, Lycopodium (/J,

Poacites, and parts of exogenous stems perfectly silicified.

The animal remains which 1 discovered and collected included a considerable number of

bivalve shells which, according to Dr. Stoliczk^ belong to the genera “ Leda, Yoldia, Tellina,

Peammobia, Lima, Pecten, Jc., all fonns with a remarkably thin shell, and the allies of

which are usually found living on sandy ground in from eight to ten fathoms of water.

Several exhibit a resemblance to species from the cretaceous rocks of Triehinopoly, but none
appear to be specifically identical”.*

Besides the above were several small Ammonites referred by Dr. Stoliezka to the
**Peniaii** group (but unfortunately not sufficiently well preserved for specific identification);

one a singular conical diaxnbered shell, (? ft phragmocone) of axiparently cephalopodous origin,

and some feh scales.

* 6«e 'General reralte from on examination of the Gaetropodone fauna of the Sooth Indian Crctaccons (Tcpoelts,

by Ferd. f9t<dfedni, Fh D., F. G. 8 , Palcontoloffiet, GeoloFieal Survey of India, page SS, in Vol. 1 of Recorda,.

G^ogical Survey of bidla.
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Beierencc has already been made to the difTerent lithu]o|'ical character of the rocks
occurring in the southern part of the Sripermatoor area and to the absence of sections

by which to determine tlie relationship of tne two sets of beds. The scries of bods here
met with consists of white, grey-buff and black sandy clays, and brown, buff, reddish-purple

and white gritty sandstones. One of the pale-buff sandy clays contains remains of
JPalaozamia and Stanperites. None of the sections show the base of the serh's. From
its topographical position and petrological character I am inclined to think that this series

underlies the great “ plant-shale'* bed.

Of very similar character and probably occupying the same relations to the “ plant-

shales" is a series of gritty sandstones and ^ales exposed in a fine section made by an
artificial channel running into the great Chumbrumbaucum tank on its north side. As
this section Ifcs two miles outside of the Sripermatoor area and the intervening space is

obscured by the latcrite, the position of the senes here seen relatively to the “ plant-shales'*

can only be guessed at. Tlie llajiriahal character of these beds is proved by the unding of a
fragment of a Dictyopteris in one of the lower beds of shaley san^tone.

To the south-west of the Sripermatoor area the Rajmahal series appears to extend to

some four miles he3'ond Conjeverani, for shaloy and sandy beds of precise)}" similar cJiai’actor

underl \ ing the (Jonjeveram gravels arc to be seen in several well sections. The most westerly

point at which unqucstionahly Rajmahal plant remains were found was one mile to the south-

west of Rajah’s Clioultry.

In eonclusioii I ma}’ jioint out that those Rajmahal beds of the Madj*as area contrast in

several respects with those of Bengal and Cntcli. The Madras Jurassic, or Ri^jinahal, beds
contain no carbonaceous matter, which in their equivalents in other parts of India occurs so

largel}’ an to form coal seams, blothiiig biitsilieined wood has been found in the Madras beds,

and unlike the Bengal beds, in the Rajmahal hills, with their groat intercalated trap flows and
the Culch hods, W’hich arc overlaid by trep flows of tertiary age, the Madras series is nowhere
penetrated h,y, or overlaid b}", igneous rocks ofany kind, nor in the least degree metamorjibosed.

Another contrast, hut of less importance, is, that unlike the Culch beds, which are often of gay
and bright colors, the Madras beds are remarkable for the dullness and sobriety of their

coloring, a remark which applies also to their representatives in the Trichinbpoly and
Ncllore districts.

The Suumetamorphic and Mktamobphic Rocks,

These demand hardly any notice in this place. TIic younger or suh-mctamoi-phic series

—

the Kudda])ah group—does not come writhin the area treated of, except in one, and that possibly

a doubtful case (see page 11). I'he mehimorphic rock series—the gneiss of Southern India

—

also presents little of interest loeall}"

;

m*ar the coast it consists of alternating bands of

quartzo-felspathic and hornblcndic beds wliich inn to some extent parallel witli the coast line.

Further inland to the westward of the lateritc and Rajmahal areas, the gneiss is more
highly crystalline and largely graniloid or syenitoid in structure, and is traversed by a few

trap dykes intruded prior to the deposition of even the Kuddapah rocks.

On the alluvial deposits of the Ieawadi, moue pabticulaelt as contrasted with

THOSE OF THE Ganoes,—by Wsi. Thbobald, June., Esq., GeoL Survey of Lidia,

It may fairly be presumed that the origin and grewth of those extended alluvial

deposits, forming the plains through which the more important rivers, carve their way to

the sea, were, in each several case, very similar, and that the history of the deposition of the
“ loess*’ of the Mississippi v.alley was but little different from that of the “ loess*' of the

Rhine. Each river system of course has its particular^ history, recorded in the alluvial

deposits of its basin, which, in some cases, afford a simple, in othere an intricate, record of the

geological vicissitudes the area has undergone, and in tr^in^ this record we are not uii-

frequently brought in contact with problems far more intricate and extensive in theii*

bearing, than tbe apparently uninteresting cbaracter of the beds would suggest, and we have

here in India in the “ loess” of our larger river basins, the same phenomena to account for,

which have so exercised the ingenuity of Geologists in the case of the “ loess*’ of the Rhino.
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In eveiy large river basin two distinct alluvial deposits will generally be met with, and this,

though it may seem a somewhat obvious f^ict to lay much stress on, has nevertheless been
overlooked in some instances, where its admission was necessary for the true explanation of
the geology of the district. One such instance is afforded in Mr. Fergusson’s paper in the
Qua^. Geol. Jour., Yol. XIX, 1863, where the author, from not properly grasping this fact, is

l^trayed into advocating a theory of elevation of the beds supporting the “Madhopore
jungle” which he never would have been, had ho rightly comprehended that he was dealing

not with one, but with Uoo groups of alluvial beds unconformable with each other. The

older of these groups may be either ^ mixed and alternating cha-

racter, but the newer group is essentially fluvio-lacustrine, and directly produced by the

existing river, albeit at one time, under snrface conditions widely dittcrcnt from those now
existing ; the former of these groups I shall speak of as the older alluvium ; the latter, os

the “newer” or “Gangetic” or “Irawadi” alluvium, as the case may be. One essential

distinction between these two groups, apart from mere stratigrapbical differences, is, that whilst

no veiy considerable thickness of the newer group can anywhere have been deposited,

without a corresiionding subsidence below of tlie area so raised at top, a very large accumula-
tion of the older or estuary beds may have taken place, during an elevation of the area

covered by them.

Under one of three conditions, every river discharges its waters into the sea, namely,
within an area of either subsidence, quiescence, or elevation, and bow largely, not only the

character of the deposits of a large river are influenced by the prevailing conditions at the

time of their fonnation, but the physical |)cculiarities no less of the delta itself, I shall

endeavour to illustrate by the Irawadi, and the contrast which its delta presents to that of

its sister stream, tlie Ganges—as these two rivers, the Ganges and Irawadi, happily furnish

ns with examples of rivers subjected to respectively the first and last named conditions.

In the Ganges valley the development of the neteer or Gangetic alluvium i>roperly

80 called (or as I would propose to restrict the term) is very considerable, and its relation

and junction with the older deposits usually well defined. In Uic njjper part of the valley

it is more or less restricted to the immediate neighlxmrhood of the river and to the narrow
limits within which the river alters its channel, but it at once spreads out on either bank
over a vastly broader area than before, so soon as wo descend below the confluence, on their

respective banks, of the Gandak and Son ; the newer deposit a.ssaming, east of those rivers,

much of the importance, as far as area goes, Avhicli the older group claimed to the west.

On the north of the Ganges, in the meridian of Purneali, the newer gn>up is thirty miles

broad, which corroborates a native tradition, that that city once stood on the Ganges.*

Eastward from Purneah, in the direction of Rajshaie and Pubna, the newer deposits spread

over a wide tract of low-lying countiy, the older clay being, however, often but a few feet below
the surface, and exposed in the beds of tanks or other artificial sections. Where this clay

arises from beneath the newer group, we often find it (if not usually) presenting a clearly

defined boundary, giving rise to an elevated tract of country, which offers a complete contrast

to the low-lying inundated land occupied by the newer alluvium—as an instance of which,

I may quote the narrow strip of clay country which runs down throi^h the newer group,

and strikes the Ganges above the station of Kamporo lieauliah, near Burgatchee. South
of the Ganges, all round the Rsymahal hills, the boundary of the two groups is more
intricate, and in some of the railway embankments a curious contrast is afforded by the
difference in color of the clays belonging to diflerent groups of which the embankment is

composed, the earth at one end derived from a patch of old kunker clay being a bright
reddish yellow, whilst at the other, it assumes a pitchy hue, from being taken fi*om a bed of
the newer deposit, dark-colored from the accident of its frrming part of the dried up bed of a

* It is i^sible that this estimate mar require to bo eolarf^ed, but after examining- the gromtd, I con-
cluded that the sandy beds north of Pnmean pertained to the older rather than the newer group. Though near
Fameah very flat and low, they rise and undulate considerably as we approach the hills, and include pebbles
gradnidly Increasing in size as we go north (or towards the hills) The gradient of the gnjiind, too, afterJ»:iHHiiig

Fnnieal^ is at once doubled, going north, that of the thirty miles between Purneah and the Ganges bcina unilonn, so
that 1 think there are snbstantial grounds for holding the view I have given The junction ir, it is true, confessedly
obsenre, but this Is the result of the sandy nature of the surface lieds of the older group, which readily commiiiglo
and fuse, so to speak, with the newer deposits, (he important fact of the gradient doubling along (his line nof being
cogniaam to the eye, but where the kunker clay of (he older group is juxtaposed (o the bauds and sills of the
newer auaviuni the case is different and little ainbiguii} results.
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marnh close under the hills (trap) in which spots the soil often bears no inconsiderable
resemblance to the “ Kegur”* or dark “ cotton soil'* so ejdiensivelj spread over Central and
Western India.

If we follow the river by its most direct course to the sea down tbe Bhagirathi we see
the lost of the older deposit or ** kunker** clay in the steep bluff of Bangamatia (“ stained
earth") over 100 miles as the crow flies above Cdcutta.

Below this to the sea all is Gangctic alluvium, wliieh at Fort William, as revealed to us
by the boring operations for an artesian well, is about 70 feet in thickness, resting on the
denuded surfat'e of the kunker clay, which is clearly indicated by the “ rolled l^ker pebbles'*

strewn over it, and intersected at that depth by the bore. To consider, however, the older
deposit, meroly in its aspect as regards the Gangetic basin, excavated in it, is to neglect a
great and iin]>ortant parz of its history, that is, the entire period during which the great
thickness of beds under Fori William, revealed by boring, of which it constitutes the highest
member, were being deposited. It is here we require to bear in mind the difference I
have insisted on, between the Gangetic group proper and this older group, for there
appear to me to be no sm'h cogent n'asuns why we should consider these beds as
“ Gangetic” deposits involving thereby a depression of several hundred feet, when it

seems a simpler solution equally supported by tbe facts of tbe case to regard them as estuary
deposits accumulated during an upward movement of the laud. The fragmentary condition
<if the matters brought up by tbe boring rod prevents any great weight attaching to the
mere jtreseuce of bunistriiie sliells and carbonac'cous matters at a great depth, as the enormons
quantity of wood, vt'gtdable trash and lacustnne shells, swept out to sea, from a tropical

shore and forming in places matted rafbs, must be quite adequate to leaving a lasting record
in the marine strata formed in times past, no less than in those now forming in the Bay. It

will hardly be contested tliat at no very remote period the sea bathed the southern slopes of
th<> Hiinakyas and stretched from the Bay of Bengal to the Persian Gulf, and to this period
diuiiig a rise of the land, and long prior to the very existence of the present Gangetic valley

or drainage system, would I refer these deep-seated beds, one of the highest of which is the
kunker ” eday which it has he(‘U the custom hitherto to regard as a Gangetic deposit. It

may be so
; but I Lave always held it to be marine on grounds quite independent of those

suggested by tbe Fort William bore.

1 do not, however, wish 4x1 affirm that this kunker clay which in lotoer Bengal 1 regard

as may not elsewhere prove to exhibit fluviatile characteristics, since in the upper part

of the Ganges valley, say above Chunar, beds intimately connected with it, certainly afford

fluviatile indications, and such variability is to be looked for in a deposit accumulated under

such conditions as I have surmised ; for supposing an equable elevation to take place over

the wliolc area, still tbe accumulation of tbe coarser beds near the centres of supply of sedi-

mentary matter, will be more rapid than that of the more remote, and they will consequently

begin first to exhibit marks of fluviatile action as the sea or estuary shoals, whilst no such

indications will be iiflbrded by the othera depijsited in deeper water, and this appears to me a

natural explanation of the fiict of fluviatile beds occuiTing in tbe central and upper portion ql

the Ganges valley, in intimate connexion with the kunkery clay which itself nowhere exhi-

bits any similar indications.

Tbe reason, apart from any other considerations, which has mainly induced me to regard

the old kunker clay, of lower Bengal at least, as a ^HtnRry deposit, is finding it high up on the

flanks of Patarghatia hill, whicli rises somewhat abruptly from the alluvial plams close to

the river, some few miles above Kajmahal. At tbe time of my visit, the clay was being

worked in this position for lime, the kilns being placed near the foot of the hill for the con-

venience of “ tipping” the “ kunker" clay down to them. The occurrence of the day at this

• An onittlon I once expreesed ref^arding the probable derivation of the tbe do^ootion of

^ecavinff trap rooks, or some crystalline rooks of similar eomposilion, received onriros contoation during my exa-

rfflion of Bastern l»roine. I there heard rciwateUlv mentioned a certain hUl of blMk earth which the Burmese
LiuHbiuu ......... r_ .i. !....» ni,„ “Uegur" had ever occurred to

and clays, wMch did not seem
,

found not one only, but three

Isolated pitches, or three aeparate hill lops of black earth, ju eveiy respect a veritable Begur ^ing the deeom-

MMd siffaco soil of what 1 at first regarded as a trap cap to tlie hill, but which the lut examined looahty conv need

STwasThedded trap ash, subordiiiate to the beds including it, and which Uappeued bo form the Bomnut of the three

bills capped by the “ black eariU’* in iiucatiou.
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Iiigh level far above that attained by tiie rest of the bed in the neighbourhood can only be

accounted for b}'’ one of three suppositions, either that it is a capping of clay carried up en
masse by the hill whilst being protruded up through the alluvial group surrounding it, a

supposition too unsupported by evidence to merit farther examination ; or that it represents

a remnant of a once continuous bed of like character, which once cxmtinuously stretched

across and occupied to a corresponding height, the country now forming the broM and low
lying valley of the Ganges, to which 'also the like objection applies as to the lost ; or lastly it

may have been originally deposited where we now see it on the hill side cutemporaneouhly

with the rest of tlie bed, occupying the plains, when ratarghaita hill constituted a rock,

submerged beneatli the waters of that sea, which 1 have previously alluded to as at no dis-

tant period occupying the plains of Bengal and upper India.

Much stress should not perhaps be laid on the negative evidence of an entire absence. of

fossils in this clay, but had it been formed by annual increments during Gangetic floods, it

is not easy to understand how in suoli a homogeneous claj', and one so well adapted to ])re-

seiwe any mulluscous remains deposited in it, no shells ai‘e found, either such as occur so

abundantly in river rejectamenta ; or Uniones^ for which it must have formed in places

a congenial habitat.

In the Nerhudda valle}*^ a very similar clay occurs though at a higher level above fhc sea,

and though shells are not comnioii in it, yet such sIujUs do occur in places, as are usually

swept down into inundated tracts by river floods at ]>resent, as HuUmus pullus. Gray, Helix
fallaeiosa, Fer. &c., as well as fine .specimens of JJnUmes with valves united as in life, of

species still living in the district ( V. Indicus, Sow., and a fine variety of U, cceruleus. Lea.)

The above are my grounds for inclining to the belief in the origin of the older allu-

vial clay, in lower Bengal at least, and I will close iiiy remarks on it by briefly describing its

character and appearance. Where best seen, in some steep section on tlie bank of the Ganges,

it presents the appearance of a stitf homogeneous clay, of a mottled yellowish or pale builisli

hue reddening much by exposure to the atmosphere. It contains a small amount of fine sand,

the presence of which in the fields and watercourses of the newer group is an unfailing

indication of an approach to the boundary of tlie older. Dispersed through it also an*

numerous small ferruginous concretions like shots, but no foreign D(>dy cither in the shape of*

pebbles or organic remains*, have to my knowledge been fouivi in it. lu some parts, as in

the colliery districts about lianigunj, where older groups of rocks cut out the alluvial deposits,

j^avclly beds surcharged with pisolitic oxide of iron, varying from a ferruginous gravel

(ill its consolidated shape termed laterite) to a bed sufficiently pure and unmixed to

constitute a workable ore, occur stratigraphicaUy subordinate to this alluvial clay, but they

ai’c mere local developments, varjuug in character, and influenced most probably by the

nature of the rocks constituting the neighbouring country. With the exception of these

gravelly, ferruginous and lateritic beds, which locally constitute a sort of bottom or

junction bed of this clay, we have no knowledge of what it rests on sa^e the rather meagre
info^ation to be gathered from the Fort William bore, neither do we know with certainty

its total thicknesst or if any beds superior to it in position have ever covered it, except,

should my view of their relations be the correct one, the sandy beds which in Furneah and
the adjoining Zillahs seem to overlie^ or perhaps in part replace it ; whioh ignorance arises

from tlie veiy uniform elevation over its entire area of so thick and homogeneous a bed, and
the general absence of artificial sections deep enough to pierce this.'

Disseminated thi’oughout this clay occurs the well known kunker or “ gooting*', occa-

siopally in well defined nodules but more commonly in irregular stringy courses, and o^n so
intimately commingled with the argillaceous portion of the bed, that the day^ is dug in bulk
for the kilns. Where this bed forms the surface of the country the more argillaceous portions
are washed out, leaving the kunker strings, sheets and nodules projecting, or forming on the
Burf'ace a sparse crust of ** gooting” pebbles, and this is more ohrarvable in the upper portion

of the valley than in lower Bengtd, where the clay seems less rich in lime than to the
north-westward.!

• Bovine bones were found In a well near Patna, at 00 feet. T. Olhhik.

t Ita thicknesB cannot be regarded aa under 00 feet.

t Sir ChMlee Lyell, speaking of tlie unchanged character of this clay (Prlnciploe. Vol. I, 480.) 1,000 miles norih
of Calcutta, doubtless inteuus the north-novU, Ac., ubovv Calcutta following the course of the river.
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I coiinot here enter at length on the relation of either this day with that (the identity
of which I presume) of the Jumna valley, which has yielded the as yet uudescribed “ Jumna
fossils*’ (mammalian) or with the analogous fresh water deposit of the Nerbuddn valley,

so rich in mammalian remains, but will content myself with remarking that the difference of
level between these two deposits is such, that the deposition of the one in a series of
morasses fed by a sluggish river (which seems to answer the indications of the Nerbudda
clay), might have gone on simultaneously with tlio accumdlation in a shallow sea of the
other of which the Bewah plateau in part formed the southern shore.

Having dwelt at some length on the older alluvium of Bengal, 1 will now pass to the
newer deposits, or Glangetic alluvium properly so called, which will require a much briefer

notice than the last. The newer or (^ngctic alluvium comprises a very varied series of beds,

dii'ectly precipitated from the waters of the Gauges, or its tributaries. It is at once an extensive

and important group deposited within the trough excavated by the Ganges in ^e older clay,

or tilling up such low lying tracts as receive the flood waters of the Ganges during its annual
inundations. It comprises some of the most fertile land in Bengal as in Tirhoot, which is

8tyl(5d the “ garden of India” where it is lai'gely developed, as also in Pumeah, Rajshaie,
Maldah, and in all the Zillalis which intervene between them and the sea. Its mineral
chara(‘ti‘T is very varied from a dark silty brown to a dazzling white sand, and in the sections

of the deposit exposed in the banks of the larger rivers we see nothing like the homogeneity
of the older clay, but a succession of beds of diflbrent thickness and various composition,

as is the nonual condition of an unmixed fluviatile deposit.

It loses something perhaps of its characteristic aspect, within the tideway where the
preseutje of tidal waters, and tidal mud, makes itself felt, but with the exception of the belt

of country within the limits of the present tideway, it is essentially a typical river-deposit.

About Calcutta however, though its asiiect is somewhat altered by the influence of the tides,

it must still be ranked as a deposit, as it contains several beds of peat clearly a marsh

accuuiulatioii and suflicieui to stamp its character and origin. I am aware that at Calcutta,

and doubtless elsewhere within the tidal zone, oyster shells have been found and other relics

pointing to marine conditions, as soondrie wood in site of growth, a tree which only flourishes

on laud overduwed by the sea, but we must presume that this dcx>osit' during the whole
period of its growth, of over CO feet at Calcutta must have been evei^ where traversed by
deep tidal creeks on the hanks of which the soondrie tree flourished and in whose quiet depths

oysters and other marine organisms lived, and the bore at Fort William leaves small doubt
that since the epoch when the underlying older clay had been sufliciently elevated to form a
tract capable of supporting vegetation, a contrary movement of depression has been going
on at a rate which ijermits the accession of Gangetic sediment at top adequately to counter-

balance the subsidence simultaneously* going on tolow.

Let us now compare with the alluvial groups in the Ganges valley as sketched above, the
similar deposits which occur in the valley of the Irawadi, prefibcing the subject with a few
remarks on the physical character of the country which presents some features peculiar to it,

resulting from the geological structure of the delta.

The delta of the Irawadi is embraced between the Myit-ma-kha Choung, on the east,

which, under the name of the Bangoon river, falls*into the sea below that town; and the

Bossein river on the west, which is given off as a small stream from the main river near the

village of Thamhyadeing, and enters the sea near Ne^rais Island ; Elephant and Poorian
Points which respectively mark the entrances of these rivers being 137 miles apart as the

crow flies. The Bassein river forms naturally the most westerly arm of the Irawadi, though

at its origin its size is inconsiderable ; but the Myit-ma-kha Choung rises near the town of

Prome, and running parallel with that stream first receives the surplus waters of the Iraw^»
when flooded by diannels which anastomose with it, opposite and below the village of

Pouktein, 45 miles above the origin of the Bassein river; Menghee, situated between

these two points, mav therefore he fairly taken in our calculations as the head or apex of the

Irawadi d^ta ; on which supposition, as the distance from Menghee and Elephant and Poorian

Points is respectively 129 end 176 miles, the area of the entire delta is about 12,000 ^uare
miles. By an independent calculation, I estimate the area of alluvial dejiosits within the

delta at 11,000 square miles, as some groups older than alluvial mur within the delta, but

no exact calculation can be made from the want of any, save an arbitrary boundary, of them
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to t)ie enstward, where they creep round along the Gulf of Martaban, and blend with the
deposits of the Sittang valley. Proportioned thus regularly as the Irawadi delta is, as
regards contour, with its three sides res)3ectively 129, 137, and 176 miles long, it may not
at once seem obvious how Mr. W. Blanford, in speaking it, called it “ a less pei^eet delta”
than that of the Ganges, 1 shall, however, endeavour to show wherein it diilei's essentially

from such delta of the Ganges, not in foion, but in respect to its composition and history.

The most striking feature connected with it, is not its mere datness, which is naturally
to be looked for in such an area, but its extremely low level. No definite assertion can of
course be made, but I think 1 am well within the mark when 1 say that 2,0U0 square miles
of this tract must be below the level of a high spring tide and fblly as much more not
raised more than a foot or so higher. Passing thiough any of the creeks when a spring
tide is at its height, the water is seen pouring inland up every channel and watercourse, and
difiusing itself over both fields and uncultivated ground, and the conviction pinduced is, that
a permanent submergence of a considerable tract within the delta would be the result of the
water being maintained at the fuU height of the springs fur any considerable period

; as it

is, however, in the coai*se of an hour or si>, the tide falls and the fiooded land relieves itself

through the usual channels. This extremely flat character tif the country may be surmised
Irom a mere iuspection of the map, from the numerous lakes or Engs” as they arc called,

scattered all over lower Pegu, and from the anastomosing and often tortuous character of
even the largest river cbaiiiiels.

For instance, a little below the important town of Nyoung-don the Irawadi divides into
two nearly equal branches, each possessing the dimensions of a first class river, one branch
flowing south and discharging itself by the Dalla mouth, whilst the more westerly branch
enters the sea by the Irawadi mouth. Twenty-five miles as the crow flies below the point
of bifurcation of the two streams, is the small village of Tan-ta-lop Kyoung, to which I shall
hereaftor refer, hut following the bank of the former branch or Dalla river on which it is

sitinited, the distance is raised to 45 miles or nearly double. Prom the same point of bifurca-
tion, at the same distance as the crow flies of 25 miles, on the other branch or Irawadi river
is the important town of Shuay-loung j the distance to which, follow iiig the river bank, is

42 miles nearly.

Still more tortuous is the Daga river in .some parts, which constitutes the most westerly
channel of the Irawadi within the delta, and which, though a far narrower river than eithei’

of those above mentioned, maintains a deep and permanent channel. From the village of'

Shckliabveng to the point of discharge of the Daga lake, is, as the crow flies, 18 milesi' b»it

measured along the river bank the distance actually exceeds 65 miles, which will give a
notion of the extremely level character of the countiy it traverses—^which character w not
confined to the delta merely, but marks more or less all lower Pegu, save in the vicinity of
the hills.

Such being the sui^ce, character, and conditions of the delta we might not unreasonably
be led to expect within it a great developuicnt of the newer or Irawadi afluvium, but so far
from this being the case, the country is almost entirely composed of the older group to the
almost total suiKsrsession of the newer. This will be most forcibly realised from the state-
ment that the entire area (excluding the actual river channel) occupied by the newer or
Irawadi alluvium in the yalle;]f, amounts to but 2(X) square miles, of which 60 miles is made
up of scattered patches adjoining the river, all lying above the bifurcation of the Dt^a and
(Pautoau) Irawadi rivers, whilst the remaining 140 square miles constitute an isolated tract
or oasis of recent deposits, below Pantanau, which seem to occupy an original trough or
depression in the surface of the older group. From this it will be apparent, that with great
similarity of surface conditions between the deltas of the Ganges and Irawi^i, great dissimi-
larity exists touching their geological constitution, the newer group of alluvial deposits so
laigely developed in the former being, so to speak, absent in the latter. The cause of this,
briefly stated, is the fact that the delta of the Irawadi at this present time is in preciselj the
condition of the delta of the Ganges at the time when the first layers of Gangetic alluvium,
70 feet bebw the present surface at Oidoutta, were being deposited, and when through the
single or joint action of deposition and elevation, the older marine group had become suffi-

cientljr raised to admit the deposition of beds stamped with a fliiviatile and terrestrial character,
and enren the accnmulation of such matters as peat, to permit of which ihe newly raised land
must have been at least as high above the sea, as the Letter raised portions of the Irawadi
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delta; since then a steady downward movement of the Gang[etic delta has permitted the
enormons accumulations of newer or Gangetic alluvium which covers so large an area in

Bengal, whilst the future can alone disclose if any similar movement of depression will ever
permit a corresponding accumulation of Irawadi alluvium in the delta in Pegu. That no
such movement has taken place hitherto is clear from the absence of the newer deposits

which would have originated in consequence of it, and moreover the proofs of a general
elevation are, as 1 shall show, sufficiently clear and undeniable.

*

Let us now consider how far the surface conditions which obtain in lower Pegu
correspond with the supposition above advocated, of a somewhat recent elevation of the country

from the sea (including, in the term elevation, the accessory agent of silting up), which, be
the area rising or sinking, is always j^ing on in so shallow and protected an estuary as

the head of the Gulf of Martaban. The ap^arance of the bed of such an estuary as

that in question, would, on its first elevation above the sea, be that of a dead level regarded
as a whole—merely furrowed hero and there by such channels as the drainage action of the
retreating waters would inevitably carve out in a plain of soft easily-removable matter. An
exception to this dead level character might here and there exist either in the shape of banks
of sand or other accumulations produced by cun*ents ; or depressions in the general suriace

produced cither by the locally increased set of cuiTcnts preventing the deposition of sediment
or their absence altogether checking the delivery over particular localines of even the finer

sedimentary particles. If we endeavour to follow the history of these suppositious de-

pressions subsequent to their permanent elevation, and conversion into dry land, we shall

thereby obtain a clue to the origin of the most prominent features at present of the Irawadi
delta, ms., the pi-esence throughout it of innumerable small engs*’ or lakes, the occurrence

of some of different character, such as the Daga lake, and the existence of the curious

isolated tract of newer alluvium, l^ng south of Pantanau. It is clear that in such a case

as that siip[)osed above, one of tWe results must happen to any depressions which the

newly elevated surface may present. If the depressions are of small extent and of a shallow

character, the^' will be convei'ted into small lakes or “ engs” in the rainy season, and be
more or less dried up and converted into grassy plains, such as are commonly seen in Pegu,
with a swampy navel perhaps in the centre, during the dry season. If the depTession is of

larger dimensions, or receives a larger supi>ly of water than evaporation can dispose of. it

drains itself naturally into the nearest or most accessible drainage channel in the country,

and this appears to be the case of the Daga lake.

Sliould again the depression be extensive, and, as its existence might he held t-o render

probable, it should be intersected or connected with one of the main drainage channels of

the countr3% it will in such a case be silted up by repeated accessions of flood waters charged

with sediment, and this appears to be the origin and history of the oasis-like tract of newer
alluvium near Pantanau, which has all the aspect of being an extensive trough-like depression

in the original surface of the land, l^ng in the course of two of the largest branches of

the Irawadi, and in consequence speedily silted up to the level of the surrounding country

by its waters.

The difference between ibis case and tbe last is one it may be said of degree, but
an aboriginal difference of level, though merely one of degpree, products exactly opposite

results. A moderate depression, such as the Daga lake (even cofteris paribus and in

this case the ground surrounding it is the higher),^ would, during the floods, as a rule,

discharge into the nearest river, whilst a greater depression, like the Psntanau trough, would,

during floods, never discharge into the river, but always itself be the recipient (tUl silted

up) of the waters of the flooded stream.

The Daga lake may be now briefly noticed as it forms a eur/ous feature in the district

1 am describing. The Doga lake is an annular piece of water situated on the west bank
of the Daga river, 25 miles north-west from Panta^u. Its shape is irregularly oval, 2f miles

long, and varying from half a mile to a mile in width.
^
It discharges its surplus waters into

the Daga river by a short channel of about f of a mile io length, but from always remaining
full is probably as deep as the channel of the Daga river itself. It is economicmly vaJnable

ns a nsh p^erve, and an account of the annual drawing of the lake is given by the

late M. O’Bile^ in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal. M. O’Riley speculates on
the mode in which it has been formed, but as he refers it to some vague intestine movement
of the neighbouring strata, I am unable to agree with his conclusions. Did such a piece ol
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water occur in proximity to a larg^e river channel in lower Bengal, it would at once, and
probably correctly, be referred to a deserted bend or knuckle of the river, and such was niy

impression in the present case before examining the ground. I anticipated finding a con-

siderable area of newer deposit of river silt marking the former extension of the Daga river,

but nothing of the sort exists, the permanent banks of the river displaying the ordinaiy section

of older clay, and the island ^occupying the centre of the lake being formed of the older clay

likewise. No other conclusion fhereiore remains hut to regard it as an annular depression which
originally existed on the surface of the older alluvium on its first elevation from the sea,

deepened, enlarged, and wrought to its present shape by atmospheric agency. Besides atmos-

pheric agency, which seems scarcely equal of itself to produce such a piece of water (else would
they be more common), even when aided by tbe original contour of the ground, 1 should

suspect some peculiarity in the soil constituting the bed of the lake. The older clay of

the delta is, it is trae, remarkably homogeneous as a whole, but this is not inconsistent

with the occurrence in it of tliin bands of a different composition. An instance in point occurs

to me in the Purneah district of Bengal, where a thin band-like portion of the older clay

usually so tenacious assumes almost the character of a quicksand by mixture with water,

forming a sludgy compound, easily removable by the action of either s])riiigs or a stream.

Some such band may very possibly occur in the older clay of Pegu, and if it occurred at

about the mean height of the water on the Daga river, or lower, it would go far to explain,

by the facility with which it would pulp down and flow away, the annular sliap^* of the lalos

which of course, however obscure the cause, is not purely fortuitous. In this view the

original depression of the ^ound may have been trifling, sufficient perhaps only to give

direction to the scouring action subsequently set up.*

A noteworthy point connected with the physical character of the delta of the Irawadi

is the more persistent character of the river channels in it. Towards tbe upper part of the

delta and above its proper limits, the Irawadi channel is never more than five miles ])ro.id

between its permanent hanks as they may be termed, that is tlie opposite margins of that

trough scooped by the river in the older alluvium, and of whicli a considerable portitm is

usually refilled with river deposits. Within the delta proper towards its mouth, the i)resent

river channels arc more permanent, and evince little tendency to deviate from their establish-

ed channel. Even such rivers as the Daga, which wind in the most circuitous tasliion in

a level country, exhibit no such tendency, affording in this respect a striking contrast to

the habit of rivers in the Gangctic delta. The Kosi for example^ oscillates from east to west
(its present direction) over an area of probably not less than 30 miles, and a town wliit'li

stood on the west bank of its main channel at the period of my visiting it first, stood on
its east bank the following year, through the re-opening and scouring out of a disused

channel in its westerly course. The station of EamiKire Beauleah is in like manner suffering

from the encroachment of the river, and so long back as 1855, steamers anchored where
houses once stood. Nothing too is a commoner process in the Gangctic delta than ihe,

obliteration o£ a river channel, and its conversion into a fertile plain, sr change not unfre-

quently effectefl in the course of a few years. Now, save within tbe narrowest limits,

nothing of this sort takes place in the Irawadi delta, and this is I think attrilmtahlc to the

different constitution of its delta, and the absence of any extended development of the

newer group, witHn which the incessant changes in the Gangetic rivei's take place, or in

other words owing to the greater and more equable resistance to erosion of an homogeneous
clay like the older deposit, than what is afforded by banks composed of newer silty deposits,

and such fiuviatile accumulations. Local pecnliarities may in some spots cause a wasting of

the older clay, as at the important town of Nionngdon, where a great extent of sand fiats

and shallows have resulted from the excessive denudation sufferad by the older clay, giving

rise to a sprawling channel verv different from the deep permanent channel usually seen in

the delta, but the cause is ubviousiy a local one, the clay here resting on an incoherent pebbly
sand, which melts away and allows the overlying bed to topple into the river, and the process

which is rather exceptional in Pegu in the ol^er group produces the same result as in &ngal,
where it is an universal operation in the newer.

* JSx. O’Bilej himself subsequently to the publicstion of the paper reflerrod to, ohanMd his view of the for-

mation of fills “lalre’*; and believed, as certainly appears the much more rational and simple mode of accountinfr
for its formation, that it is simply an nnfllled-in bend, or as Mr. Theobald says “ knuckle'* of Ihc river. Every-
thinff seems to be in harmony with this view, and Dr. Day, in his recent Fishery enquiries in Ilurmah, was also

satisfied that this was the true cxplanalion of the facts. T. Ohnnku.
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It may perhaps seem strange, that, with so eminently level and low lying a tract of
country as £ have described above, over which flood waters are repeatedly efiusea, no consi-

derable deposit of river sediment has taken place. The objection is to some extt^nt plausible,

but I shall now hazard a few considerations which greatly diminish its force. In the iirst

place I would beg attention to the fact previously stated by me, which lies at the root of the
entire question, and that is, Uiat the Irawadi delta is at this present time in the preciso

condition which the Gangetic delta presented, when, in the»latitude of Calcutta, the older

alluvium, now about 06 or 70 feet below the surface and considerably therefore below the
sea level, was nearly the height of the ])resent surface and beginning to receive those ac-

cretions of fluviatile and lacustrine deposits which now constitute the 70 feet of newer
deposits whereon Calcutta stands, as before shown. This is precisely the condition of the
Irawadi delta, and a downward movement, with a corresponding development of fluviatile

beds, is all that is required to create a strict parallelism between tbe two deltas. For cor-

respondme/ development I might perhaps rather say consequent development, as the deposi-

tion of any thiiikiiess of these tlnviatile beds is proportionate to the suosidenc'O of the area
occupied by them, hence their absence in any force, over any elevated area occupied by the
older group At the same liimi I do not wish to be understood as denying that, the flood

wat<'rH whidi cross the country leave no (lepo.sit, but only as insisting on tbe superficial

and 1 may say insignifleant development of this group in Pegu, from the reasons above given.

When the entire country is composed of the older clay a thickness here and there of a
few feet scatt(*red over the suidace and that after a very sparing fashion, scarcely deserves com-
parison witli the extensive and thick deposits of Gangetic alluvium. In the river banks a
cou]»le of feet at most, and this 1 consider an over estimate, of surface soil is seen, the

eutm^ bank being composed of the old homogeneous clay. Farther removed from the
main channel the dc'position of river silt is even more trifling on two accounts ; firstly

from the more- cojn'ous deposit of silt on the river bank, through the diminished velocity

of tlie waters, and secondly from a cause not usually sufficiently borne in mind. It

may seem paradoxical, but the low level and small inclination of tlie ground is a serious

obstacle to ils liecoining silted as I shall show. When a cross country “ sinll” takes place

and flood waters cliarg<‘d with sediment traverse a low country, deipobition of course takes

jdace, as when the floods of the Won abandoning their proper channel pour irregularly across

the plains of lieliar, and in pl.'icc of falling into the Ganges above Patna, effect an irregular

discharge for tljcmselves bcMow it. Very different, however, is the case of a river running
through so flat a country as tlie Irawadi delta, and possessing a rain-fall such as Pegu docs.

The fii'st showers of rain fill the numerous “ engs” or depressions scattered over the

couniiy, and these gradually enlarging, submerge tbe country before the turbid floods of the

river have risen to a similar height. In default of any effective drainage, the ground
adjoining the rivers bi'ing higher than the flooded interior, the ordinary rain-fall of the

district i>- usually adequate to produce this effect, but the low land skirting the liills, receives

in addition considerable, though irregulai* supplies through streams which pouring out from

the hills diffuse themselves over the «*ouiitry, and lose themsc‘lves in the plains. A vast

quantity of sand is swept down and forms a sort of encroaching talus margining the plains,

hut the’ somewhat depurated water mixed with the pure I’ain water of the plains, together

forms a body of water very limpid and free from sediment, though eventually often tinged with

brown from’deenying \egetabh* matter. The turbid waters of the Irawadi now rising, top their

hanks, but their course is soon arrested by the limpid water of the plains and may often bo

traced holding on their course without mingling wuth tlie other by the contrast in colour

the two bodies of water present, and this balance of power of course tends i>owerfully to

reduce the deposition of silt to a minimum over these inundated plains and restrict it to the

immediate neiglibourhood of the larger streams.

In appearance the older clay of the Irawadi vajlcy much resembles the older clay of

Bengal, hut it differs from it in being very deficient in lime, and rarely containing, and then

but sparingly, these calcareous concretions or kuiiKur which give a distinctive ebarapter to the

deposit in Bengal. It is a very homogeneous dei>owt throughout, but a thin dark band in it

shows that it dips seaward, or to tbe .south, at a greater angle than the surface of the land,

which proves that the proc(‘ss of elevation has been greater inland than towards thf gulf

of Martaban. This is qnif,e in accordance with evidence of an increased elevator3
" move-

ment as we proceed u]i the coast, northward. Towards Cape Negmis no prominent .signs
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of elevation present themselves, but as we approach Gwa we find gradually proofs of a some-
what recent rise of the coast, in the shape of coral banks rai^ above the present limits

of its CTOwth and in the presence, a few feet below the surface in the plains now removed
from the shore, of shdly sand and shells of species living on the coast. Aoove Myanoung this

dark band is cognizable high above the dry season level of the river, but within the ti&way
it occurs about midwater mark or lower, and is in many places dug out for pottery, being
highly' plastic and adapted for such purposes.

Towai-ds the top of the tideway the older alluvium or yellowish clay rests on a pebbly

sand, which is visible at Nioungdon, where it is rather better usual. This

sandy bed is doubtless the homologue of those extensive beds of gravel which towards the

frontier, underlie the older clay. Opposite the village of Monyo, near Nioungwaing, gold

washings are carried on in the bed of the river on a shingly bank which belongs to these

coarse gravels, and these gravels are probably the source of the gold which in many spots

is occasionally washed for in the Irawadi, though the returns are too poor to, attract con-

tinuous labor. This older clay is not confined to the valley of the Irawadi, but occurs like-

wise in that of the Sittang—and, which is mther difficult to account for on any other

hypothesis than that which I have adopted, of its estuary origin, in the upper parts of the

river valleys on the side of the Arakan Coast. In some of these valleys it is seen deeply

cut through by the river channels, and very often appearing little more than a remnant of

a once extends deposit. In such positions it is often masked and covered over by an enor-

mous accumulation of rocky detritus swept down over it by rains from the adjoining precipi-

tous bills. This is not a situation favorable to the accumulation of a homogeneous clay,

through long-continued fluviatile action, but rather points to a period when its equable

diifusion took place within the sea. The coarse gravels which underlie the clay towards the

upper portion of the delta and towards the frontier are clearly of marine origin, as no other

agency is ad^uate to formations of such coarse shingle as that in question. Opposite Prome
this gravel rises to upwaids of 60 feet above the flood level of the Irawadi and is fully 30 feet

thick reposing on miocene strata. The older clay is not seen here being apparently denuded,

but at Thaie^io the relation of the two beds is well seen. In the neighbourhood of Thaiet-

mio, this gravel contains numerous well worn and rounded pieces of fossil wood, six inches

in length and occasionally logs two feet and upwards in length. These logs have, of course,

not travelled far, and are derived from the miocene sands containing silicified wood in the
neighbourhood. Their presence, however, with other hard rocks, in well-rounded lumps is

clearly indicative of their origin in situ as a marine shingle bunk. Equally conclusive is the

thick deposit of coarse shingle comprising well-rounded boulders, many of six and nine inches

in length of the hardest schists, exposea in the river bank under the old Eoi*t of Miade
above Thaietmio on the opposite bank, and 1 can draw no other conclusion from these

deposits, than that, anterior to the deposition of the older clay, they formed shingle banks
in a shallow sea or estuary in which their hard silieious ingredients w^re rolled about and
polished down as we find them in the gravel. Having in a previous notice described the beds
whence the fossil wood has been derived I need not here allude to them, but 1 think I may
confidently assume that marine and not atmospheric agency was the force employed in the
removal (in pari at least) of these fossil-wood beds, and in reducing the silicified trunks so
abundantly contained in them into the innumerable smoothed blocks, boulders and pebbles of

fossil wood so characteristic of the Irawadi gravels.

I will conclude my remarks on the Irawadi alluvium by pointing out the effect to man,
and the extent to which his industry is affected by what might seem merely a trivial or
theoretical difference between the delta of the Irawadi and Ganges. I have already shewn
that within the Irawadi delta, but 200 square miles occur of the newer or Irawadi alluvium
proper, but without affecting to estimate the area occupied by the corresponding Gangetic
alluvium it may be taken as far more than two hundred times that amount. How, it is on

this newer alluvium that the finest indigo is grown, and indigo and may be said

to be the two main staples of the zillahs in Bengal occupied by the newer deposits. Not
only this, but the newer alluvium will produce any crop required of it, either rice, sugar,

opiums off seeds, &c., and hence from the occurrence of these newer deposits over so Iv^
an area in Bengal, that province has acquired the name for fertility it possesses. In the

Irawadi valley, in place of this fertile deposit, we have the older alluvial clay, which,
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though where it forms an undulating country, or beyond the limits of the delta, and on the
upper part alike of Pegu or Bengal, is capable of producing valuable crops of various descrip-
tions, yet where it occupies such low land as the delta, is fit to sustain nothing so well as rice

crops ;
and hence the inability of the delta of the Irawadi to compare in richness with that,

of the Ganges, or to furnish in like abundance the various products, which a seemingly trivial

difierence in geological composition enables her more favored sister the Ganges to produce.

Rangoon, l^th June 1869.
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OoHNWALL.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall. The fifty-first to fifty-fifth annual
iieports of the OouncU with the President's address, Ac. Ac., 8vo.,

1868-69. The Society.
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Dresden.—Sitzungs—Berichte der Natnrwissen&chaftliclicn Gesellschaft lais in Dresden,
Jahrgang 1869, Nos. 4 to 6, Apiil, May, June, 8vu., Dresden, 1869.

Gssellsch. Isis, Dresden.

Dublin.—Journal of the Bbyal Dublin Society, No. XXXVIll, 8vo., Dublin, 1869.
• The Society.

„ Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, VoL II, Pt., 1, 1867-68
8vo., Dublin. The Society.

Hanover.—ZeitschriR fur Malakozoologie, Vols. I, II, 1844-45, 8vo., Hanover.

London.—Journal of the Society of Arts, <tc., Vol. XVII, Nos. 872, 873, 874, 876, 877.

882, 8vo., London, 1869. Society of Arts, London.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVIII, No. 114, 8vo., London, 1869.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XIII, Nos. 3, 4, 8vo., London,
1869. The S^iety.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscow, Vols. 1 to XIII, 1829,

to 1839, 8vo., Moscow.

„ Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de Moscow, Tom. XIII, No. 3, 8vo.

Moscow, 1868. The Society.

„ Nouveaux Memoires de la Societe Impenale des Naturalistes de Moscow, Tom, 1

to X, 1829 to 1855, 4to. Moscow.

Palermo.—Giornale di Scienze Natumli ed Econoiniehe, Vol. V, Part 1, 4to. Palermo.

The Society.

Paris.—Bulletin de la Socidte G^ologique de France, 2nd Series, Tom. XXV, 8vo., Paris,

1867 a 1868. The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LVIII, Nos. 1,2, 8vo.,

Philadelphia 1869. Franklin Institute.

„ Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. X, New Series,

4to. Philadelphia, 1853. The Society.

Toronto.—Canadian Journal of Science, Ac.,New Series, Vol. XII, No. 3, 8vo. Toronto, 1869.

Canadian Institute.

Vienna.—Jahrbucli des Osterreichischen Alpen-Vereines, Bd. V, 8vo., Wien, 1869.

„ Verhaiidlungen der k. k. Zool. botan. Gesellsch. in Wien, Vol. XVIII, 8vo.,

Wien, 1868.
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Annual Repoet of the Geological Suevby of India, and of the Geological

Museum, Calcutta, fob the teas 1871.

The close of the year calls for the usual annual summary of proceedings of the Geo-

logical Survey.

As regards the staff available during the twelve-months from the Ist of January to the

31st December 1871, we have been rather more fortunate during the past year than on other

occasions. During a portion of that time, all the members of the Survey establishment

were at work at the same time—a rare occurrence. Shortly after the year opened, Mr. Jos.

W. Alexander was appointed an assistant in the room of Mr. Ormsby, whoso death it was

my duty to report in 1870. Mr. Alexander was cn^^ed in office work for some months, and

gave high promise of efficiency. After a few months, he was, however, nominated by the

Hon’ble the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal to the charge of the Maharajah of Durbungah

and of his brother (minors). His place was fortunately supplied without much delay by

the appointment of Mr. James Willson, A. B., whose university course had been marked

by the highest honours, and who had for some time been engaged successfully as Professor

of Mathematics in this country. He had given special attention to the study of Physics,

Geology and Mineralogy, and had obtained honors in these subjects at his final examination

in Trinity College, Dublin. He has been actively engaged since bis nomination in October.
•

These repeated changes, as frequently noticed, give rise to delay, complications and

difficulties, which very seriously impede the progress of the survey. It has been recom-

mended as the best means of preventing, so far as practicable, this injurious result, that

two or three supemumeraiy assistants should he appointed who would become absorbed into

the general staff as vacancies occurred, and who would meanwhile have acquired a

sufficient intimacy with local geology, and with the modes of enquiry to enable them to he

at once effective and useful. The working staff would thus be maintained at its proper

strength and an equable progress would be secured. At present, every new assist-

ant is comparatively useless for one whole working season, until he has become acquainted

with what has been done, and can thus take his place with the others in extending this

knowledge.

Mr. Medlicott, who, as stated in last report, had commenced the detailed examination

of the country near Mohpani coal-field, and the Puchmuni hills, on the south of the

Nerhndda valley, using for the purpose of recording his observations the maps of the Topo-

graphical Survey, just issued, was enabled to get over a considerable area. As noted on a
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U>riner occasion, when this important district was first visited by the Geological Survey in

1856-57, no maps of it existed, and to give even an approximate idea of the structure, it was
necessary to construct a sketch map as our work progressed. This, of course, had no preten-

sions to great accuracy, and it was therefore important to take advantage of the publication

of the regular survey maps at the earliest date. Towards the close of the season,

Mr. Medlieoit, I regret to say, safFored from a very severe attack of fever which incapacitated

him for w’ork. Hoping that a little rest and change of air would restore him to health,

he obtained three jnoiitlis’ privilege leave and proceeded to England, but the athick proved

so severe and conliuiied that he was obliged to obtain an extension of leave on medical certi-

ficate. Finding himself quite well again, he has returaed before his leave expired, and

has taken up the continuation of his old work on w'hich he is now engaged. It is hoped

that he may have no return of the attack. He resumed work at the commencement of

December.

Mr. W. T. HI an ford, who had at the opening of the season proceedwl to the

Godavery river to report upon tlie various places where coal had been said to occur in the

vicinity of the great works for the improvement of the Godavery at Dumagudium, very

successfully completed the careful mapping of the coal-bearing rocks within the British

territory, and carried the lines of boundary into the country of 11 is Highness the Nizam on the

opposite side of the river. Two sets of boring-rods had been sent out from England for this

district, and these were placed under the immediate charge of Mr. J. Vaiistavern, C. E.,

Executive Engineer at the Godavery works. Previously to the arrival of these tools,

Mr. Vanstavern had been ciUTying out a series of short borings with some small tools at

Lis disposal, but immediatelj' on receipt of the others, he commenced a systematic examina-

tion of the entire area of coal rocks on the British side of the river, acting strictly in com-

pliance with Mr. Blanford’s suggestions. Mr. Heppel was also moved down from Chanda
district, and ft>r a short time superintended the actual borings. After his departure, and up
to the present time, Mr, Vanstavern has with much skill, intelligence and system carried

out the series of borings agreed upon, and there only remain now one or two still required

to give a very complete insight into the .structure of the area in question. It is unnecessary

here to enter into details, as Mr. Blanfoi'd’s results have been already published. Unfor-

tunately there is little prospect here of any but a very limited supply of poor coal. The

area of the rocks which occurs in British territory in this vicinity is very small, and the beds

of coal which occur ai*e most extremely irregular and thin. Mr. Blanfords estimate of 12,<X)0

tons may be added to in consequence of more recent borings, but at best the supply is

limited. And the larger portion of the coal must be sought for on the opposite bank of the

river in the territories of His Highness the Nizam.

One of the first matters to which Mr. Blanford directed his attention on arrival at

Dumagudium was to take advantage of the accurate local knowledge of the countries they

inhaldt, which is always possessed by the wilder tribes inhabiting the jungles and more in-

accessihle portions of the districts, by a well directed distribution of small fragments of

coal over all the country, thus showing to the people actually what it was, for the discovery

of which a liberal reward had been offered by the Government of the country. Tlie success

of this plan was not long after attested by the report to the local authority of the existence

of thick hods of coal in the valley of a nullah not very far from Pakhall, in the vicinity

of Warungul. There would seem to be here a thick bed of coal well exposed, said to be

dipping at the high angle of 45°. The country around is all jungle, at present frequented by

wild elephants, but it could be easily opened out. I have no doubt that other similar rcx)orts

of coal will be brought in from time to time.
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Mr. Blanford later in the season carried out a general mapping of thf extent of the

sandstone area in this part of the Nizam’s dominions, and southward into Madras T^residency,

where it stretches down to within about eight miles of Ellore. All these rocks as seen at surface

appear to belong to the group which occurs over the true coal-bearing rocks. The country is

veiy widely covered by jungle and poor forest, and is in many places quite inaccessible for close

or detailed examination. But, so far as practicable, a knowledge of its structure will be

obtained during the present year by Mr. King, who has been placed there for this purpose.

Mr. Blanford completed a long season in this very unhealthy country; but not, I

regret to say, without suffering. He was very unwell afterwards in Calcutta, but was able

to take the field in Sind at the beginning of the present season. On bis way thither, be

devoted some tira^^ to the examination of the neighbourhood of Bombay, where the Municipal

Commissioner had sought the advice of a Geologist with reference to a proposed plan of

conveying water to the city through tunnels in the solid rock, which it was supposed would

j)rove much clieaper than the laying down of iron pipes.

vSiuce Mr. Blanford’s arrival in Sind, he has been deputed to accompany the Boundary

Commis.««iou under Sir E. Goldsmid in its vi.sit to Seistan, &c., a trip from which

I confidently anticipate that much valuable information regarding a country almost

entirely unknown will be derivetl. It is a duty also for which Mr. Blauford's wide acquaint-

ance with Natural History in general as well as Geology peculiarly qualifies him. He has

made most excellent use of the brief delay which occuiTed before starting, and has been able

to visit many places of interest in the Persian Gulf and also on the Arabian Coast.

Mr. W, King, Deputy Superintendent for Madras, on his retnm from furlough, com-

menced his field examination from the Toongabndra river, and examined the country lying

on either side of the Madms and Bombay railway np to the boundary of the great area of trap

nicks wliich cover such an immense space in the Deccan. The main object, as stated before, was

to carry out here an investigation of the several rocks which occur between this vast thick-

ness of overlying trappeau rocks above and the even moi*e widely spread base of the under-

lying gneibs and other ineiamoqibic rocks below. Joining on, therefore, to the south-west with

the lines already fixed by Mr. Poote os noticed in last report, Mr. King advanced to the north-

east, and was able to get over about 1,4(X) square miles of area up to Goolburga. Towards

the latter part of the season Mr. King was attacked with fever, and other symptoms, and was

driven into Bombay for medical advice. On getting better, be quickly returned to his work ;

but the season was then so far advanced that much further progress was impracticable.

The rocks met with were (1st) the crystalline mebimorphics, consisting chiefiy of

granitoid gneiss, quartzo-felspathic in composition, with little foliation, where seen with a

northerly strike and at low angles. This gneiss is much traversed by small granite veins

(binary,) lying to a large extent in the lines of dip. Occasional bands of hornblendic gneiss

also occur. The hilly and rugged parts are also frequently studded over with large bosses and

tors. The surface is generally flat and covered up by black cotton soil and alluvial deposits.

Overlying the gneiss in the valley of the Bheema is a series of limestones, sub-metamorphic

in texture and besiring a strong general re.semblance to the Karnul rocks. This may be pro-

visionally called the Bheema group. It consists in descending order of—Red purple and

chocolate coloured calcareous shales, flags and thin-bedded earthy-grey limestones ;
thicker

bedded,earthy and sub-crystallino limestones. There is locally a great lenticular patch of quart-

zitic, sandy and conglomeratic beds. There are also, of course, many local variations in the

groups from the general cliaracter given above. The most remarkable of these is a sciics of

brecciated beds, in which the materials composing the layers have been separated into numerous
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sharply angular pieces, and recomented by a material of precisely tbe same general charac-

ter as the 'mass. These are exactly like similar beds described in the Kamul and Kadapah

formations. Generali}', tbe lie of these Bheema beds is quite flat, or with a gentle dip to the

north-west. The diflerent groups noticed above do not appear to be unconformable, but the

newer overlap the older to a considerable extent. This is the case also with the trappean

beds which come over and reht upon the Bheema rocks. Where in contact, only slight

alteration has been produced in the underlying beds by the overflow of the traps; purple

shales become of a bright red colour, and weather with a soft velvety powdery surface, <fec.

Of the traps themselves, there is only a very limited thickness near the boundaiy. The

series is made up of several thin flows of various kinds, and of different degrees of compact-

ness and hardness. The uppermost flow is generally decomposed into a form of lateritic rock.

Mr. King has at the commencement of the present working season carried on these

boundaries a little further to the north-east, but was obliged to hurry on to take up the

examination of the Godavery area to which Mr. Blanford was unable to return. In addition

to this field work he has also supplied the Director of Revenue Settlements, Madras, with

notes on the geology of the Cuddapah and Nellore districts.

Mr. Bruce Foote continued the examination of the similar rocks to the south-west

joining on to the limits of last year’s exploration. It was hoped that he would have been

able to complete the countiy up to the western ghats, but the boundaries proved so much

more intricate and complicated than was anticipated, that this was impracticable. Mr.

Foote’s close examination of the country was rewarded towards the end of the seasoi» by

the very interesting and important discovery of the fossilized remains of a Rhinoceros in

the regur or black cotton soil. These have since been worked out with great care ][>y Mr.

Foote, and will be hereafter described.

Mr. W. L. Willson has continued the examination of the southern portion of the

Jhansi district, and of Lullutpur to the south, and the native states of Tehree, &c., to the cast.

Over all this country the same remarkable scries of trappean dykes and quartz reefs, already

noticed as occurring in the adjoining districts, c^in be seen, running up to the Par sandstone

scarp south of Gwalior to the north-west, and to the very bases of the Vindhyaii and Bijawur

rocks in the south-east. In no case, however, do these dykes penetrate either of these forma-

tions. They occur, apparently more numerously than elsewhere, from a few miles north-east

of Jhansi to tbe Viiidhyan scarp on the south-east ; their range being chietfy from north-20®

west to north-west. There is a tendency to a more easterly strike, as you pass to the north-

east towards the Dessaun river and Nowgong, while along the Dessaun a very few occur,

which head north, or a little west of north. The dykes frequently divide and form loops.

Many of them are of considerable size, and a few can be traced for many miles in nearly right

lines. They are, whatever their actual ago may be geologically, undoubtedly subsequent to

the * quartz reefs,’ through which they are seen to pass, and portions of which they show im^

bedded in the mass of trappean matter along the edges of the dyke.

Some curious outliers of the infra-trappean limestone were noticed in the southern part

of Lullutpur well out on the general flat composed of the crystalline rocks and covered by the

ordinary Malwa and Deccan trap rocks ; these are of the usual eanhy and cherty light coloured

calcareous rocks, in places worked for lime to whitewash tlie bouses with. North of

Jacklone the base of the series, as elsewhere in Saugor, is formed of pebbles of sandstone in

which numerous fragments of chert and limestone occur. When the soft matrix is washed

out the beds appear to consist only of these pebbles, occasionally some feet in thickness.

Black soil occurs in all these localities over the kuukury clay, which forms beds of considera-

ble thickness, 30 to 50 feet. Mr. Willson also notices a remarkable local development of
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black soil. “In veiy many places, when a large dyke is traceable through a valley, with ridges

of gneissose rocks on either side, it frequently forms a marked lane of black clay up to the

base rocks bounding it. And the dyke may often be traced across alluvial ground by this lane*

shaped band of black clay, although no rock is visible.*' Another fact in the physical con-

figuration of the country arises from the resistance to decomposition of these trap dykes, which,

therefore, very frequently occur along the top of the minor watersheds, where also most of

the villages arc placed.

During the present season, Mr. Willson continues this examination to the east, complet-

ing the northern portion of Dumoh district, for which no maps were available in former years.

Mr. Fred. Mallet had been deputed towards the close of last year, when returning

from Europe, to visit and examine the vicinity of Aden, with especial reference to the possi-

bility of obtaining a good supply of pure water for the inhabitants of that important station.

The results of this examination were published immediately on his return. He showed that

there was an abundance of water nearer to the foot of the hills a short distance from Aden,

but that this became absorbed in the sands that intervened between these streams and the

sea
;
in other words, that there was an abundance of good water, but that artificial means

of conducting it into Aden would be requisite. There seemed nowhere such a structuro

as would justify the expectation of x^^<)curing water by wells sunk on the artesian

principle.

Immediately on his return to India from this duty, Mr. Mallet was despatched to complete

the geological examination of the southern part of the Mirzapdr district which had been left

unfinishtid. This would carry our knowledge of the geological structure of that country

southwards to the long known coal-pits of Kota, which, were to be examined in greater detail

BO soon as the inajis of the adjoining country were available. This duty Mr. Mallet effectively

performed. During the recess he has been engaged in working up his maps, &c., and in a

careful examination of some interesting minerals he met with in that district in connection

with extensive masses of Corundum, and of which a brief account is given in the present

number of the “ Records of the Survey.”

To Mr. Mallet I also entrusted the entire remodelling of our collection of minerals.

When first the Museum was opened, the best series which our collection then afforded was

brought together, and was arranged by Mr. H. P. Blanford for exhibition. This was unfor-

tunately a very incomplete and poor series, but such as it was it proved useful. During subse-

quent years, this collection has been steadily kept in view, as opportunity offered of acquiring

additional specimens. And as a large number of additions had been brought together by

donation, by occasional purchase, and by exchange, it was determined to have the whole series

remodelled. The collections had been arranged in accordance with the fourth edition of

Dana’s system of Mineralogy (1854), but was now brought into agreement with the last or

fifth edition, 1869. Up to last year the an-anged collection represented 224 species by 1,460

specimens. It now represents 358 species by 2,239 specimens. The number of specimens

used to illustrate each species remains therefore about the same (6 to 7), but the actual number

has been increased by 779. But as, in addition to this increase in number, many inferior speci-

mens have been eliminated and better ones introduced in their stead, and a few which had been

misnamed removed, the actual number of vimo specimens added has considerably exceeded this

addition to the total number. These new specimens have been selected from the various

collections stored from time to time in the Museum ; from others purchased from Professors

Klipstein, Krantz, Ac., and from others presented by various persons or obtained in exchange,

as well as from those collected in various parts of the country by the officers of the Survey.
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Mr. Mallet himself had also brought ba<)k with him from Europe some very interesting and

valuable additions, all of which have been embodied in the general series.

It is at all times a difficult and costly task to form a really valuable Rorie.s of minerals.

Many varieties can be obtained only at rare intervals and under favorable circumstances, and

excepting by the purchase of tome good collection, the growth of many years of constant

attention, it would be impracticable now to produce any extensive and really fine col-

lection of minerals within a limited time. The object, therefore, has been to render

our series as practically useful as was possible, leaving the obtaining of handsome

or showy specimens of various 8i)ecies to such future opportunities as may occur. Tlie

general value of the series may be gathered from a summary of the number of representatives

of each group into which it is divided. We have of^

Native Elements

Spe^tB.

14

Speeiinens.

106

Bolphides, Arsenides, Ac. ... 48 298

Chluridcs ... 6 16

Fluarides 6 56

Oxides 39 623

Anhydrous Silicates ... 7fi 416

llydrons Silicates 66 316

Tantalates, Columbates ... 5 11

Phosphates, Arseniates, Ac. 33 103

Borates ... ... 6 10

Tungstates, Uolyhdates, Ac. ... 7 23
Sulphates, Chromates. Ac. 22 93
Carbonates ... 20 198
Oxalates ... 2 2
Hydrocarbon Compounds ... ... 11 40

358 2,239

The most important additions have been native Gold, native Platinum, and Platinum

metals; native Sulphur from Ladak; very fine crystals of Galena; Cinnabar, Nickel

and Cobalt ores ; Boumonite ; Tetrabedrite ; soluble Chlorides from Stassfurt, Fluorides from

Greenland ; Cuprite from Cornwall ; Hsematite ; Spinel ; Magnetite ; Rutile ; Pyrolusite ;

Diaspore; Manganite; Limonite; Brucite; Fsilomelane; Wad; some remarkably fine

specimens of quartz and opal ; Wollastonite from Auerbach ; varieties of Augite and Horn-
blende ; Tachyllite ; Beryls from Donegal ; Emerald from Siberia ; Olivine

; many veiy fine

additions to the Mica and Felspar series ; Tourmaline ; Kyanite
; Sphene ; Dioptase ; a few

additions to the Zeolite series ; Serpentines from the Lizard ; Margarite from North America ;

Pyromorphite ; Lazulite ; Bor&tes, especially Boracite in beautiful crystals
; Tungstates

;

Molybdates ; some fine crystals of Crocoisite ; soluble sulphates from Stassfurt ; Siderite

;

Cerusite ; Niellite and other organic compounds, in addition to many rare minerals, which

were unrepresented in the collection previously.

Mr. Mallet has carried out this re-arrangement with great zeal and success. He had
slight aid for a time from Mr. Alexander, hut on his departure was alone in the work. And
the ability w'ith which it has been done, under excessive difficulty as to space, and other

important inconveniences, and in rooms specially badly lighted, have borne ample testimony

to the many advantages of study in Europe, which Mr. Mallet had been liberally allowed

to reap during three months* time in addition to his furlough. The cost of this indulgence

has been much more than repaid to the survey, not only by the additional knowledge so

earnestly acquired by Mr. Mallet, but also by the valuable series he brought hack with him.
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In addition to this labour, Mr. Mallet undertook the duties of Curator, during the

temporary absence of Mr. Tween, for three months* privilege leave.

Mr. Mallet has this season again taken up the examination of the Kota coal-field, ex-

tending as it does both into Rewa and Chota Nf^ore.

At the commencement of the year (1871), as stated in the Report of 1870, Mr. Hughes
was actively engaged in the investigation of the Wurdha river coal-fields. During tlie

early portion of the season, his time was much occupied in meeting the district officers

during their visits to the field, and in pointing out to them how much had been ascertained

regarding the coal. These interruptions to his regular work most seriously interfered with

his progress, and by necessitating frequent long and forced marches to and fro, without any

sufiicicnt convenience for such rapid moving, the cost of which is such as the limited allow-

ances of the Geological Survey do not meet, they also resulted in his being laid up by an
injury to one of his feet, which for some time entirely prevented his moving about at all.

He remained, however, on the ground, and continued to give advice as to the borings. As
soon as able, he resumed his work, but at the close of the season he was obliged to proceed

home on medical certificate.

Late in the season (May) he crossed into His Highness the Nizam’s territories, and

pt>int('d out to Mr. Whyte, who had been sent by the Nizam's Government to put down trial

borings in the country opposite Ballarpur, the structure of the rocks, and suitable places

to work, for which aid Mr. Whyte expressed his obligation, and I am informed that the

result has been the proving the existence there of more than fifty feet in thickness of coal.

During the season, the various borings carried out on both sides of the river have en-

tirely confirmed the conclusion already arrived at with respect to this field, and have

established conclusively upon what a very irregular surface the upper rocks have been depo-

sited. The eastern boundary of these rocks was examined for a considerable distance, and

they were found to he faulted against the gneiss, as far south as Sitarampett, or nearly to

Moharli ; here, however, the fault at the surface passes through the Kamthi rocks them«

selves, bringing into contact different beds of the same series. South of Moharli again the

gneiss and sandstone are in contact along the boundary fault. The occurrence also of a

small inlicr of the Talchfr rocks between Walwnt and Sinaia adds a convincing fact to the

other evidence as to the irregular thickness of the upper (Kamthi) series, and shows the

necessity for actual trials before attempting to assert definitely the deptli at which, or the

points where, coal may be found. The general structure of the whole field, namely, a wide

anticlinal, largely denuded at the top of the curve as pointed out (by Mr. W. Blanford,) on

the first examination of the area, coupled with the many instances in which the Yindbyan

rocks below the coal occur in isolated and detached patches either at the 8Ui4|p^^llr at small

depths below it, places it beyond a question, that this central portion of the field is one in

which the flooring of the older rocks comes veiy near to the surface, and sc irregularly that

the coal, where found, will only be in small and discontinuous basins. For any large and con-

tinuous areas, we must go beyond this portion. To the west, the existence of the coal has

been fully proved over a long line of country in East Berar. To the east there is no reason

to assume its absence, hut its occurrence has not been proved as yet.

Wurrora, where a coal-pit has been commenced, is unfortunately not, as stated, on the

east scarp of the anticlinal, but a considerable distance from it, although the coal extends over

a sufficient area to yield a good supply for some time.

From a knowledge of these facts, and a general consideration of the lie of the ground, 1 was

comi)elled during the year, on the question being referred to me, as'to * what action should be
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taken in the matter* regarding the proposed line of railway to connect these coal-fields with
the Bombay and Nagpore railway, to point out the facts, and to urge strongly, that if the

object in view were to obtain the coal cheaply, there could be little question, that a line direct

to the Woon district of East Berar would be both shorter and cheaper, and would at tho
same time be more effective in tapping the largest and best cotton-growing districts of the

country. This line would have to cross only one large stream, the Wurdah, while the other

line, as proposed to Wurrora, would have to cross four or five, of which even one, taken alone,

would be heavier than the Wurdali, as shown by the estimates. I have been informed, though

not officially, that after a consultation between the Chief Commissioner of the Central

Provinces and the Commissioner of East Berar, this alteration in the line proposed has been

recommended. If carried out, it will undoubtedly give an easy access to a very large supply

of coal of such quality as occurs in this field. Ail that has been found is of poor quality,

breaks down very rapidly on exposure and drying, and is therefore wasteful ; nor will it bear

veiy heavy draft in the fires, but with properly adjusted fire-bars and frequent care it can be

used with success. The coal from near Sastu, in the Nizam’s dominions, is the most durable

yet raised in these fields.

In connection with this field, it is much to be regretted that somo trial borings were not

during the'season devoted to proving the eastern slope of the anticlinal referred to above.

A few well selected boiings would have settled the point as to the existence of coal. As I

have already said there is no reason to assume its absence, but it bas not as 3'et been proved to

bo present anywhere along this line. A trial boring was put down to the cast of the town

of Chanda at an early date, but this having reached a depth at which tho progress weekly

with hand-boring was only a few inches, was stopped on the arrival of a steam-boring

machine. This was at once put to work a little further to the dip, but the ground pr()ved

so soft that tubing was required, which was not available at the inoment. The stciim-boror

was then moved to Wurrora, and has been kept there since. And no further attempt has

been made to prove the oiial. There is most probably a large area over which it will be

found, and possibly at very workable depths. Any part of this ea.storn scarp of the anticlinal

will, however, be much more distant from the existing linos of railway than other sources of

coal, and will, therefore, be more looked to in the future than at present. There is also a

very large area of His Highness tho Nizam’s dominions, under which workable coal will be

found, and which will at some future time prove very valuable. The jpccurrencc of nearly

50 feet of coal, as proved at Sastu by Mr, Whyte working on behalf of the Nizam’s Govern-

ment, is only an instance. When examining the neighbourhood of Ballarpur, in the com-

mencomont of 1870, on the opposite bank, it was stated that the larger part of the coal

would be found the right bank of the Wurdah in the Nizam’s dominions. And these

sinkings confirmed the statement.

Mr. Hughes is still absent on leave.

Mr. Fedden was engaged in continuing his examination of the trappean rocks over-

lying the coal-bearing series to the west, and in clearing up one or two doubtful points as to

their boundary, &c. In the jungly country of Edulabad and to the east of that town between

it and the Wurdah, he suffered from repeated attacks of fever, which at last drove him from

the place ; and under medical advice, he proceeded somewhat earlier thqp customary to the

hills. He has resumed his work in better strength this season, and as from the small amount

of rainfall in these districts the state of the country is more favourable for work than usual, it

is hoped he will be able to effect good progress.

Mr. Racket during this season completed the district of Jubbulpur, of which he had

in the previous year commenced tho examination. The southern, south-eastern and south-
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wc^fltern poiiionfl havinj^ been completed laet season, the remainder has come under observa-

tion now. It was hoped also that the small district of Bijooragooghur, now attached to

and forming a portion of Jubbiilpur, would have been completed also, but Hr. Hacket was
laid up towards the close of the season by several slight attacks of fever and its conse-

quences, which prevented this.

Tlie (Bijawur) series extends in a north-cast and south-west direction across the

central portion of the district. At the north-eastern end, on the water shed between the

Nerbudda and the Mahanuddy rivers, they occupy nearly the entire surface, which intervenes

l>etween the Jubbulpur beds and the trap area to the south, and the Vindhyan rocks to the

north. Here they form a considerable range of hills, the Bhitree hills, but towards the

south-west in the Nerbudda valley, the section is less perfectly seen, and the rocks of the

series are only seen in a few large hills isolated by the alluvium. West of Jubbulpur,

with the exception of a fringe of rocks cropping out from under the trap on the south side

of the valley, and of a few small hills on the northern side, the series is covered by the

Nerbudda alluvium. The Bijawur series includes a great variety of rooks, of which the

principal are slate, micaceous quartzites, limestone, ribboned jasper rocks, highly ferruginous

and handed silicious rocks, micaceous schists, and igneous trappean rocks, both contempora-

]UH>us and intrusive. Cleavage abounds especially in the lower rocks, and often obliterates

the dip; the cleavage heading east 15° to 20° north and underlying to the south at 60°.

The whole series, notwithstanding very numerous local contortions, may be described as

forming a shallow synclinal, the lowest group cropping out on the northern and southern

s!<les and the higher group being best seen in the centre of the area. Four groups may be

defined, though iliey pass gradually into ejich other. These in descending order are (1) the

Chund(*rdeep group, called after the station of that name, and consisting of mica schists

and lirnostunes
; (2) the Lora group, called after the Lora hills near Suhora, consisting of

ribboned schists, in places highly ferruginous ; (3) the Bhitree group, called after tlie

Bhitree hills at the east end of the district, consists in places of ribboned jasper, in places

of quartzites with but little of this structure, and sometimes of schists, somewliat conglo-

meratic ; and (4) the Hujliowlee group, well seen near the town of that name, consisting

of slates, quartzites, and liinestoiio. Although these are the lowest rocks seen, they do not

constitute the base of the scries.

It would be of little use to enter into detailed description of these rocks without a

geological map, and we shall therefore confine our observation to a very few points only.

There arc not many trap dykes seen, although it is possible that many exist which are

concealed. Where the rocks are clearly exposed, as at the Marble rocks, several occur,

ofteriiig peculiar varieties. Of the economic products of the district thsi^S^^ores are the

most valuable. They occur entirely in the Lora group (with the excepti<H%t a -very small

quantity obtained from the laterite of Bijooragooghur). The most important mines are at

Joulce ;
others are at Gogra, &c. : from Joulee alone fifty loaded buffaloes, each carrying

about 3 mauuds of the ore, are said to be despatched daily. The ore is a rich micaceous iron

with liJBinatite. It yielded, on assay, 68*5 per cent, of iron. Mr. Olpherts, the resident

engineer at Kuince on the Jubbulpur line of rail\va3% has leased these Joulee mines from

Government, and ha»> suceeeded in bringing the bmmatite which occurs there into use as a

palut-htulf. For this, on outdoor woik and especially on iron, it is admirably adapted,

lie has erected on the Kiitnee river, near Moorwaira, three or four little native constructed

water-wheels, whi« h turn grindstones about three feet in diameter, msde of the Rewah

sandstoiie. These grind the ore to an impalpable powder, after which it is dried and packed

in cases. It sells retail for about £13 per ton. The excavations at PuUee are nearly 100
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yards long by. about 30 yards wide and 60 feet deep. There are also some old workings
some quarter of a mile distant, where large excavations, have formerly been made. The
mines at Mungela, and at Agorea in the Miijgoan hills, and also in the hills west of the
Marble rocks, are all situated on the same geological horizon, and the deposit of iron ore

would appear to be very constant, and to offer a practically unlimited supply of the very best

quality of ore. Small traces' of coppei* and lead have also been found, but nowhere in

quantity which appeared to offer any prospect of working them to profit.

Mr. Ball, who, as stated in last year’s report, had proceeded to the south of Chota
Nagpore and Sirgujah, completed last season a most admirable and largely extended re-

connoissance of a very extensive area. As stated then, there were gaps, for which no maps
or surveys existed, so that detailed work was impracticable. Bat Mr. Ball has in a very

satisfactory obtained an approximate knowledge of the limitation of the various series

of rocks, which will prove of the greatest service, when detailed examination can be taken
up. And all this in a countr3'' where scarcely a road exists, and where it was essential to

travel with the least i>ossible amount of comfort. I am happy to be able to report that

Mr. Ball has not suffered in health from his sojourn in these jungles, generally reputed
very unhealthy*. This season, Mr. Ball (taking with him Mr. James Willson, who,
having only m*ently joined the survey, required initiation into the peeiiliarities of the
various groups of rocks), has taken up the more detailed examination of the north-western
extremity of the Chota Nagpore country, of which the survey maps have been published.
Mr. Ball was absent for three months on privilege leave during the rtjcess, a holiday which
he had well eai'ued.

In Burmah, Mr. Theobalcl was more especially engaged in the examination or rather

ro-examinatiou of the Arakau range of the Yoma. The pe<*uliar relations of tlie altered

rocks seen towards the centre of that range with the unaltered niinimulilic rocks which
occur in the fianks, to which Mr. Theobald has directed attention in papers published in the

Becords of the Survej’^, were still on many points open to doubt and qut'stion, and to de-

termine these questions, Mr. Theobald crossed the range in several places right Ironi the low
ground of the livawadi to the sea coast. By these traverses he has satisfied himself that,

notwithstanding the remarkable alterations to which the rocks occurring along the axis

of the range have been subjected, they belong to one and the same series as the undoubtedly
uummulitic rocks seen on their Hanks. Mr. Theobald also paid sposial attention to the
brine springs of British Burmah, of which he has submitted a list, which will soon be given
in the Xiecords of the Surve^r. The great deficiency in detail and accuracy of the maps
of British Burmah which wc have to use, and the densely jungly nature of these less fre-

quented por^gaiS|0^ the country, must for generations render the close geological exauiination

of the area qufpplmpracticable, and all that can be looked for is such a general sketch of the
geological structure as will give a tolerably accurate idea of the relations of the several

rocks.

Mr. Wynne, who during the preceding year had completed the examination of the

eastern portion of the salt range in the Punjab, worked out the western part of the same
area in considerable detail, and is now engaged in the country lying to the north of this

range, and extending up to Attock, Hosseiii Abdal, &c. The strangely disturbed condition

in which.tbe rocks of the salt range are found, due not only to distinct faulting and disturb-

ajice on a large scale, but also to almost countless slips of enormous size along the bold
scarp to the south,—^resulting in a complicated arrangeinent of the several rocks, so
intricate that it would be impracticable to make it intelligible without careful plans and
sections—rendered it perfectly essential that the greatest care should be devoted to tbo pro}»er
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investigation of the contained organic remains on the spot by a competent Paleontologist,

and I have, therefore, taken advantage of Dr. W. Waagen’s having joined the survey,

and have entrusted to him a full examination of the relations and mode of occurrence of the

fossils of this salt range, and 1 have no doubt that the results will prove highly valuable.

Dr. Waagen, as will be seen from the coming number of the Records of the Survey, has

already been able to throw much light in this way on the puzzling sections seen near

Uawnl Pindee. •

Mr. Wynne’s health was not at all as good as could be wished, but his zeal and earnest

attention enabled him notwithstanding to work out the area visited with an amount of-

care and detail which is highly creditable.

I have also taken advantage of the well advanced state of the descriptions and plates of

fossils to enable Dr. Stoliczka, the Palaeontologist of the Survey, to visit and go over

the curiously interesting sections of the district of Cutch. He proceeded thither in Novem-

ber, and is much indebted to Ilis Highness the Rao and all the local officers for the most

friendly aid which will enable him to see more in the short time he can devote to the work

than he otherwise would have done. Valuable results have been already attained, but these

will l)c better discussed after the examination has been completed. The entire series of

fossils will prove most interesting and valuable ; and Dr. Stoliczka’s untiring zeal and energy

will enable him to unravel, by actual examination on the spot, some of the doubtful ques-

tions as to the distribution of these fossils in the several beds and other points of high

geological interest.

Mr. M. Fr3'’ar has been, during the whole year, detached on work not connected with

the Geological Survey.

Publications.—The punctual issue of the Recokds of the Geological Stjbvey has

been steadily maintained during the year. And I believe I am jusiihed in stating that this

scries giving early knowledge of important facts is steadily becoming more appreciated. The

numbers for the past year contain the Annual Report of the Geological Survey and Museum,

and the usual quarterly lists of the additions to the Library. In addition to these, are

details of the explorations for coal in the Godavari valley, and descriptions of the accom-

panying rocks by Mr. W. T. Blanlbrd : a general sketch of the geology of the Central

Provinces ; on the structure of the Konkan : Geology of Burmah ; the Raigurh and

Hengir coal-field; reported discoveries of coal in the Madras Presidency, and other papers,

all largely increasing the knowledge of the Geology of India, and thus gradually building up

the materials which will shortly enable a general geological map of the country to bo

prepared. ^

Of the PALiEONTOLOGiA Indica, wc have issued not only the four fasciculi due for the

twelve months past, up to October 1871, but have also issued in anticipation the entire

volume due for this year 1872, up to October. The great risks and uncertainties attending

the execution of careful chalk drawings on stone in this climate have compelled me to

anticipate our work in this respect as much as possible. Prom several years of trial, I

found that it was only possible to be certain of our publication of these fossil plates being

punctually maintained with our very limited staff, when wo were able to keep in advance

of the issue by nearly twelve months* work. We have therefore been gradually and by

great exertions gaining on the issue or publication, until this year 1 was enabled to publish

five fasciculi in one part of the description of the cretaceous bivalve fossils of Southern India.

This completes the monograph of this class, and forms the third large volume ol* plates and
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descriptions of that splendid series of fossils, the finest probably ever obtained from one

limited district. The Pel^ypoda have been treated with the same fulness of detail as the

other groups, and the volume will be found to constitute a general treatise on the classifica-

tion and relations of the fossil and recent bivalves generally, as well as a detailed descrip-

tion of the specific forms noticed in Southern India. This volume bears stronger testimony

than any words of mine coi\1d to the ability and unceasing zeal of our Palaeontologist,

Dr. F. Stoliczka.

The next group to be taken up, the Brachiopoda, are all arranged for the drawings and

plates, and the MSS. descriptions have beeu completed.

In addition to the completion of this volume of the cretaceous fossils, a fasciculus has

been published descriptive of some peculiar crabs found fossil in the tertiary rocks of Sind

and Cutch, also prepared by Dr. F. Stoliczka.

Almost immediately on Dr. W. Waagen s joining the Survey last year, the entire series

of the Cephalopod fossils, collected in Kutch, was placed in his hands for careful examin-

ation and description. For this Dr. Waagen was singularly well qualified by his intimate and

accurate knowledge of the Jurassic rocks of Europe, and by his previous studies in this

special family of organic remains. The result has fully justified our well grounded expecta-

tions. The last number of the Records of the Survey contained a brief abstract of his

researches. These are such as cannot fail to prove of the highest importance in their

bearing on Indian Geology, and brief as this mere abstract is, it is certainly one of the

most valuable contributions yet made to Indian PaJaBontology. Not less than about 80

species of Ammonites alone have been recognized, of which 73 have been procured in suffi-

cient preservation to be specifically described. Of these 73, 37 are old and well known species,

and 36 are now for the first time described. Of all these, Dr. Waagon completed the detailed

descriptions and careful drawings before going to the field. These drawings are now
being lithographed.

The rich collections of fossils from Indian rocks (although as a whole the greater part

of the country is singularly barren of any organic remains) which have been so rapidly

accumulated are now being so expeditiously and systematically examined that the publication

of them is limited only by the very small sum at our disposal for such purposes. The
present rate of issue of the Falieontologia Indica could be with ease doubled if funds were

available.

Of the Memoibs of the Geological Survey two volumes are nearly ready, but have been

unavoidably delayed by accidential injuries to lithographs, so that they could not be published

before the close of the year.

Mxfs.—Sanction having been given to the publication of the larger scale maps which,

whenever available, are always used in our field examination, arrangements have been in

progress for carrying out this system. It has been necessary to make several trials before

finally adopting any one plan, inasmuch as it is essential that all should be published on an
uniform system, of colouring, of arrangement of maps, &c., &c. Draughtsmen had also to be

trained to the work, differing essentially as it does from ordinary mapping work. These

preliminary and tentative proceedings will now soon be brought to a close, and I expect

that a short time will see the whole in good working order. A similar series of preliminaiy

trials has been found essential in the lithographing of the maps for final colouring. In

these, we are greatly indebted to the friendly interest which Captain Murray, of the Surveyor
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General's Department, has evinced in the matter. And I doubt not that a short time will

now suffice to bring the system into operation, after full prevision, so as to prevent their

being any interruption afterwards.

Geological sketches of several districts have been furnished to local officers for use in

gazetteers. Accounts of Bombay generally, of the North-ljresteni Provinces, of Eerowli,

have thus been supplied. •

Librabt.— During the twelve-months one thousand and sixty-eight volumes or part of

volumes have been added to the Library of the Geological Survey. Of this number about

one-half, namely, 629, have been presented, and 539 have been purchased. A complete list

of these accessions has been given in the successive numbers of the Keoosds. 1 append

here a summary list of those Societies, Institutions, &c., from which presentations have

been received during the last year. Recently established rules for the purchase of books, by
which the purchase oi‘ any book in this country, however urgently required, has been strictly

forbidden, and the establishment of an agency in London, which, however good for the provision

of ordinary English books, never has had such connection with the foreign scientific sodeties,

and such knowledge of the publication of scientific works, as would enable it satisfactorily to

fulfil the duties of an agent for a purely scientific establishment such as the Geological

Survey Library, will most seriously delay, obstruct, and impede the successful formation of

what has ever been our great want here—a good Geological Library. Hie delays alone will

necessarily throw back our information more than half a year. Books deliveted for trans^

mission to our libraiy in May last arrived in middle of November, those sent to India Office

in July were delivered in Calcutta in middle of December. In this case the cost of

transmission direct by post would, have been less than the cost of the cumbrous and needless

packing in boxes of wood and tin. In scientific enquiries and researches it is essential that

wo should have rapid and ready access to the latest publications, and delays of this kind,

therefore, most seriously diminish the utility and interest of our labours.

M D8BUM.—^As frequently stated, we can only maintain our collections in order by removing

one series so as to make room for the examination of another, and so gradually, but with

great inconvenience, bring them all into arrangement. I have already stated that during

the year our mineral collection has been overhauled and entirely remodelled. This could

only be done by removing from the cases a collection of rocks. This difficulty will, I fear,

continue in full force until the collections have been placed in the new building intended

for their reception, when space sufficient for their exhibition and careful comparison will be

available. Steady progress is, however, being made in the arrangement of the 'large collec-

tions, and in the sorting them, so as to form, when space is procurable, duplicate series for

exchange or presentation.

An index map is appended showing approximately the present state of progress of the

field work of the Surve3\

The various collections are in as good order and safe keeping as the limited accommo-

dation at our command will permit.

T. OLDHAM,
Superintendent of Oeol. Survey qf India,

and Director qf GeoL Museum, Calcutta.

Camp, Godaveby Riveb, >

\7th January 1872. J
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Ltisi of Societies and other Jjietitutionst Jrom which jnthlicatiens have been received

in donaUon or exchange for the Library of the Geological Survey of India during

the year 1871.

BjltaVia.—

B

ojal Society of Batavia.

BsLCtiirac.—Academie^Boyale des Sciences, Bruxelles.

Bbelin.—

B

oyal Academy of Science.

„ Deutsche Geologische Gesellschaft.

Boston.—Society of Natural History.

Bbeslau.—Silesian Society.

Calcutta.—Asiatic Society of Bengal.

„ Agii-Horticultural Society.

CoPBNflAQiBN.—^Danish Academy.

Dbhba Doon.—Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Dbebdbn.—

N

aturwiss. Gesellschaft, Isis.

Bdinbubgh.—Royal Society.

„ Royal Scottish Society of Arts.

Flobence.—Geological Society of Italy.

Glasgow.—Philosophical Society.

London.—Royal Geographical Society.

„ Boyal Society.

„ Royal Asiatic Society of Groat Britain and Ireland.

„ Geological Society.

„ Society of Arts.

„ British Museum.

Montreal.—Geological Survey of Canada.

Moscou.—Societe Iropdriale des Naturalistes.

MtJNicH.—^The Bavarian Academy.

Neuchatel.—Society of Natural Science.

Paris.—Comm, des Annales des Mines.

Penzance.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall.

Philadelphia.—^American Philosophical Society.

„ Franklin Institute.

„ Academy of Natural Sciences.

Portland.—Society of Natural Histoiy.

Saleh.—^Essex Institute.

Toronto.—Canadian Institute.

Turin.—^Academy of Turin.

Victoria.—Government Geological Survey of Victoria, Department of Mines.

Vienna.—Kais. Akad. der Wissenschafben.

„ K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt.

„ Zool. Bot. Society of Vienna.

Washington.—Smithsonian Institute.

„ Department of Agriculture of the U. S. of A*"*^**"”

ZURICH.—The Natural History Society.

Governments of India, Bombay, Bengal, N. W. Provinces ; Chief Com-
missioners of Oude, British Burma, and Mysore.
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Kouoa SECTION SHOWING THE BELiTIONS OF THE BOCKS NEAR MlTBBEB (IfABf),

Punjab, hj William Waagen, Ph. J)., Chalogieal Survey, i^f Indian

(Notb.—

F

or the information of many who frequent the Sanatorium Iforcee, and who may be Intereated in
the geological stmctore of the hills in that neighbourhood, we ^Te the following desmiptionof one easily accessible

section close to that hilUstatlon, the true relations of which have hitherto puu^ed many obserrem, owing to the

numerous contortions and fractures to which the rocks have been snldeeted. 'uds one section wtil, U is hoped, serre

as a key to others, and the vast importance of fossil remalps as IndioatinB the tme positiaa of the bells In which they

occur, once recognized, it may foirly be hoped that greater care will in fhtnre be thboii, not only In searching for

these, but still more in accurately establishing the bods from which they bare bebp taksUf—a point hitherto

sadly neglected).

The deposits on which Murree is built consist of red, clajejr slate, with thick sandstone

layers in it. These deposits are certainly younger than the NumHiulitie beds, whkh de-

cidedly dip under the former. It is difficult to say anything more definite as to their age,

every trace of fossil (except a few bones formerly found, as 1 am in^nmed) bemg wtmting.

(They are probably the representative of the true Siwaliks, further to the The
thickness of this foimation is great, but there arc so many ffiults and oonto^tite-

through it that we cannot say how many times the same series is repeated, and' oahoot,

therefore, determine its thicknesa with any exactness.

The true Nummulitic limestones are cut off from this formation mostly by ofior-

mouB faults, so that it often seems as if the red layers were dipping under them, but in

other places the superposition over the Nummulitics is very clear.

The ridge of mountains upon which Murree is built is entirely composed of these red

sandstones and shales. The next ridge to the north-west, however, is, for the greater part,

formed of Nummulitic limestone, which, at short intervals, is interrupted by IhicdE be^ of

grey or greenish shales, in some places crowded with Numnrnlitee, Even at the lowest portions

of the red shales, there are some calcareous bands, which contain, but rarely, Nummtditea

and some badly preserved Pelecypods, (mostly Lticina), and Gastropods, {Pleurotoma or

Jf'ueus), and some fragments of Crustacea. The richest bed of the Nummulites, which is a

greenish-grey clayey shale, appears to be rather in the upper part of the whole formation,

while the lower part is composed of more compact, grey limestones, which look exactly like

Triassic limestone, hut which are, for the most part, crowded with organic remains, chiefly

of undeterminable 6X>ecieB, among which a very small Nummulite is prevalent.

In most cases there is at the base of the Nummulitics a band of black, coaly shale, of

not more than from three to five feet in thickness.

Below this is a very considerable mass of sandstone in thick beds, outside yellowish-

brown and of rusty aspect, but blue in color on the fresh fracture. This sandstone is, in

some places, at lease 100 feet in thickness. There are no paleeontological indications of the

age of this sandstone, but it always occurs in such close relation to the * Spiti shales' that 1

am inclined to consider it of Jurassic age : more especially as Dr. Stoliezka has found, in

Spiti, similar sandstones, which he calls ‘ Upper Jurassic.'

This sandstone, if Jurassic, is often the only representative of this formation, the Spiti

shales, at its base, being so much crushed, that they almost entirely disappear, or they

assume an aspect quite different from that which they commonly present.

The 'Spiti shales', which follow immediately below the sandstones, are of very typical

aspect ; black shales, with clayey concretions, impregnated with iron. The concretions which

are not very distinct from the surrounding shale are not very hard, and do not, as is

the case in Spiti, contain the fossils. On the contrary, the fossils here are all compressed

between the single layers of the shales. At their base these 'Spiti shales’ show a

certain amount of transition to the next lower formation^ by some beds of a calcareous

sandstone and limestone intermixed with yellowish-grey shales. The limestones then
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Wome predominant, and show,

about 100 feet below the shales,

some very fossiliferous bands. It

is, however, impossible to obtain

anything determinable out of the

rock, bnt on the weather-worn

surfaces, I observed numerous

specimens of an Oyster, which I

consider to be Ostrea Haidingeri,

as well as several other things as

yet undeterminable. I have little

doubt that these limestones are

Triassic, although the palsBon-

tological evidence is still very

small. But the general aspect of

the whole group is so entirely

like some portions of the Upper
Trias in the Alps, and farther, as

there are Trtassic beds of the

Alpine type, well known in the

Spiti districts of the Himalaya,

1 do not hesitate to place these

limestones in the Tiiassic forma-

tion. I have seen no sections in

this neighbourhood which go

deeper than the Trias.

To give a single and easily

ac^cessible section bearing out the

statements just made, I will de-

scribe a line, of which a very

rough sketch is given in the

accompanying figure. The fii-st

glance will show what enormous

contortions and fault!ngs the

rocks in this district of the

Himalaya have undergone, and

bow difficult it must be to trace

the succession of the layers, when

they are cut through by faults

at nearly every 100 paces, and

when these faults are not visible

at the surface. The scale to

which the section is drawn does

not allow of all the contortions

which exist in reality being

shown. 1 was compelled to limit

mj'^self to the principal ones,

which determine the succession

pf the layers.
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Starting from the Bazaar of Kaira-gully, by the baekroad which leads* round tlie

Chumba Peak to Ghungly-gully, one ia able to observe in the first two miles of the road the
following section :

—

(1, 2.) At the corner, where the road branches off from the village and descends on the

slope of th6 mountain, are some Nummulitic shales and limestones, of grey and greenish

color, dipping to the north, and here and there with layers full of a small species of

Numaimlite, The Nummulitic rocks continue for some hundred paces, frightfully contorted

and dipping in several directions. At last

(3.) A thin band of an entirely black, coaly clay-shale, about two feet in thickness,

appears, indicating the base of the Nummulitics.

(4.) Below this a series of hard sandstones, brown on the surface, and bluish-grey

inside, arc observable along the roadside, intermixed with greyish shales, and here and there

with a more calcareous baud. The dip is uncertain and varied ; often they are vertical.

(6.) After these one meets grey limestones with intercalated grey slate layers, and
bands full of fossils, among them Ostrea Haidingeri, another Oyster, and several other

Pelecypods and Gastropods, in a very bad state of preservation.

Going further along the path, the scries is broken off, and, near the point A, a large

fault must cut tlirough the rocks, although this is not visible on the surfece, everything being

covered by ddbris.

Beyond the point a now scries begins. The first thing which appears are a few broken-

down bands of sandstone. Then follow, nearly horizontally,

(fi). Spiti slialcs, between sandstones of nearly the same description as No. 4, both

on the top and at the base, the band at top being, however, very thin. The shales contain

fossils, but they are very rare. Dr. Beveridge, B. A., also tells me that he found at this

sjiot, some time ago, a fcAV Ammumles.

Above the in)per sandstone follows

(7). A series of grey shales and nodular limestones, with many, but very bsidly-pre-

servod, fossils. I collected here a little Avicula and some Oysters, Further on, from the

road one can see very clearly that the whole of the Spiti shales and the other rocks have

been overthrown, and that the lowest part of these shales, and the transition from them into

the Trias, is here exposed. A little space is then covered with debris, and then typical

Triassic rocks (= No. 5) arc visible, thrown into a vertical position. With this the second

series finishes, and the whole is again cut off by a large fault at the point marked B.

The third group begins again with Spiti shales (below them occur Triassic rocks indistinct),

which arc here highly fossilifcrous, and dip at a high angle to the north. Here I collected

02^pelia acucincta^ Strachey, Perisphinctes frequens, 0pp. conf., simplex

^

Sow., Belemmites

Oerardi, 0pp., InoceramuSf Cwmllcba, Pecten; all common species of the ‘Spiti shales.*

Above the shales are the sandstones, described at No. 4, well exposed and more than 100

feet in thickness. They make a slight curve, showing a little hit of * Spiti shales* below, and

then dip down at a high angle. Below on the slope of the mountain the shales are again

visible, divided into two stages by a thick calcareous band; the thickness of the shales

is hero very considerable.

This part of the section is obviously not overthrown. And, therefore, it is clear that

the portion of the shales which has furnished the fossils is the uppermost or highest.

Higher up in the next * khud,* some more black shales are visible, bnt it remains doubt-

ful whether they arc not cut off by faults.
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At the point marked C a great fault again cuts off the whole Bection, and further on,

Triaesic limestones appear dipping to the south-west.

The mountain-top appears to be formed of the iN’ummulitic limestone.

This single section will sufficiently show the difficulties which attend the study of the

geological structure of thesrf regions. It is so far a satisfactory result that we are able

to show that the Nummulitics lie above the Jurassics, and the latter above the Triassic. It

is as yet utterly impossible to go further than this and attempt to distinguish certain stages

within the Mesozoic formations of this area.

Mubbee, >

November 1871. f

Mineeaioqical notes on the gneiss op South MibzapI^b and adjoining countbt, hg
Fbed. B. Mallet, Geological Survey of India.

In comparison with the gneiss of many other portions of the countiy, which presents

a singular dearth in mineralogical variety, that of the Rehr valley offers to the mineralogist

a tolerably rich field. The number of species known to exist in the area now surveyed is

pretty large, and further exploration will probably increase it. The following is a complete
list of those found up to the present time, showing their association and mode of occurrence,

but I will confine my subsequent remarks to those to which some specual interest attaches :

—

I,—Occurring as constituents of the gneiss. *

Quartz—Orthoclase—Oligoclase—Muscovite—^Biotite—Hornblende—Epidote P.

II,—Occurring in beds in the gneiss.

Limestone—Corundum—Magnetite—Quartz as quartzite And quartz schist—Hornblende
as hornblende rock, tremolite rock and jade—Mica as mica schist—Epidote.

Ill,— Occurring in veins in the gneiss.

A,—In quartz veins and reefs—Quartz.

R-—III pegmatite veins (as constituents)—Orthoclase—Oligoclase—Qnartz Mica.
C,—^In epidotic veins—^Epidote—Quartz.

RV,—Accidental minerals in the gneiss.

Magnetite—^Ilmcnite—Schorl—Garnet—StilbiteP.

V,—Minerals occurring in the subordinate beds {II) of the gneiss.

a. In the limestone—Magnetite—Pyrites—Haematite—Serpentine—Chrysotile—Phlo-
gopite P

fi.—ln corundum bed—Schorl—Euphyllite—Diaspore.
y.—In jade bed associated with Oorundum—Corundum—RutileP—Schorl—Euphyllite.

Occurring in the veins, ^c., in the gneiss.

a.—In quartz veins—Micaceous iron—Tremolite—Augite—Epidote—Schorl—Muscovite.
/^•““lu quartz reef—Galena—Cerusite.

I'^ pegmatite veins (as accidental minerals) Schorl—Garnet.
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Two felspars are often coexistent in the gneiss and in the coarse pegmatite veins by

^ which it is traversed. One, orthodase, generally formfe

the greater proportion of the rock, and is seldom or

never absent. The usual color is some shades of pink or red, but it passes not unfre-

quently into pure white. The other, oligoclase, is not a constant ingredient of the rock, and

whore it does occur, it is present in much smaller proportion ; it is always white in color,

weathering with a dull opaque surface from superficial alteration into Kaolin, and on such

altered face, it is markedly distinguished from the orthodase which weathers far less readily.

On a fresh fracture the two minerals are less easily distinguished, particularly when the ortho-

clase also is white. The striie characteristic of tridinic felspars are often prominently marked

on the oligoclase. The following is an analysis by Mr. Tween from a specimen out of one of

the pegmatite veins :

—

Silica ... ... ... 66*24

Alumina ... 20*72

Lime ... ... ... 3*66)

Potash ... 2*26 Soda 14*64.

Soda ... ... ... 9*221

Mr. Tween's determination of the alkalis in similar fel8])ar from Bundlekund gave

—

Soda ... ... .. ... 13*33) „
Potoflh ... ... ... ... 276/

The mica is iLsually biotite, and black or dark-brown in color. It generally occum in

small lamina}, but occasionally crystalline layers or single

crystals occur with cleavage faces one-half of an inch or one

inch across. Muscovite sometimes takes the place of the above, but it is less common.

The mica is sometimes associated with hornblende, and thence by gradations the rock

passes into hornblendic gneiss. In the gneiss which is associated with the limestone of the

Bichee Nuddee, large crystals of hornblende two or three inches across occur.

A very handsome epidotic rock occurs in a few places, which may perhaps be granite,

but I never obtained a clear section showing what its true
Epidote.

relations arc. It is found in low hillocks to the south-

west of Fokhra, being there composed of pink felspar and epidote with a little quartz.

Traces of foliation (or which seem to be such) can be seen, but they are faint. Thin veins

of epidote .with quartz sometimes intersect the gneiss both obliquely and parallel to tlio

bedding. Sometimes the sides of the vein are of epidote, while the centre is of crystalline

quartz, the summits of the crystals pointing towards each other with a hollow in the centre

as if the vein had been produced by infiltration

.

Epidote as a rock in itself has been obtained in only one instance, where it occurs as a

bed in the gneiss of a few feet thick.

Of the bands of limestone hitherto met writh in the gneiss, the most remarkable is

that near the mouth of the Bichee Nuddee, a stream which
LinieBtono included minfiralB.

falls into the Rehr near Singrowli. The rock, which is a

white marble, afforded on analysis the following composition ;

—

Carbonate of lime ... ... ... ... ... .. 53*85

„ magueeia ... ... ... ... ... 45*78

„ iron ... ... ... .. ... ... *34

Insolublo (chiefly minute scales of mica) ... ... 1*(H)

Total ... 100*97

being, therefore, a typical dolomite.

TOO

... 100*97
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It IB interbanded with serpentine of a rich green, and occasionally, but rarely, of a
rOsin-brown tint, constituting a fine verde-antique marble. The purely calcareous and the
serpentinous layers, say from about an inch to a foot in thickness, or in places the serpentine,

occurs disseminated in spots through the limestone. Associated with the latter are layers

of tremolitic hornblende passing in places almost into diallage
; these hornblendic bands being

traversed by irregular veins composed of quartz and largely crystallized white and flesh

colored orthoclase. The limestone contains large and brilliant crystals of greyish tremolite

(the tremolite in the hornblendic layers being light-green) and also Lu'ge masses of a bronze
colored mica, which from its occurrence in crystalline limestone, its color, and the com-
paratively fliint degree in which it exhibits biaxial characteristics, I believe to be Phlogopite.

Magnetic iron with pyrites also occurs, hut sparingly. In the serpentine silky layers of

light-green chrysolite of i or i inch thick are frequently met with.

Slabs of marbles transverse to the bedding, and thus showing the alternation of lime-

stone, and serpentine might be got to any extent of three feet across and with a little selection

of five or six feet or possibly even more. The rock is quite free from silicious geodes, and
would thus admit of easy sawing and grinding.

line grained gneiss with hornblende schist and containing ciystals of hornblende two or
three inches across is in contact with the limestone, the rock being so jumbled up that if*^

the gneiss were not well foliated, one might easily fancy it to be intrusive granite.

Several other hands of limestone have been mot with, of wbieb some are serpentinons.
Others again arc pure white, constituting a valuable marble.* One of these latter is crossed
by the road from Singrowli to Mirzapur a few miles from the former town.

On the right bunk of the Rohr a little below Saipur, tliere is a fine band, some 25 or
30 yards thick, of white crystalline marble witb serpentinons layers, wliicb may bo traced for

a considerable distance along the bed of the stream.

I cannot yet give a full account of the corundum bed at Pipra, as it is not inclndod in

Corundum and awociated minerals.
gtH)logicalIy surveyed, and I was only alile to pay

hurried visit to the place. The rock occurs in a small
hill between Pipra and Kadopani (sheet 18, Rewah Survey) and about a mile east of iha
Rohr, the beds hero having a rather irregular strike about east-west.

The section across the hill from south to north is as follows

a .—^White quartz schist.

Hornblende rock passing into jade, a few yards thick.

c.—White trcmoKtic quartz schist breaking with a fibrous fracture.

White and green jade, including some purple corundum and containing euphylfite
and schorl. The coloring matter of the jade is cleai*ly the same as that of the mica (oxide
of chromium)

; c and d are about equal in thickness to b,

c.—Bed of corundum sever^ yards thick. It is a reddish, sometimes purple or grey,
rock almost compact and crystalline in texture, and containing emerald-green euphyllite and
sometimes schorl and diaspore in the seams.

gneiBB with hornhlende rock. I hardly think that the corundum ic
in direct contact with the gneisc, hut it ia seen within a few feet of it, the intervening
being obscure.

White (froimlar limestone also occurs in the slate veins. A very fine mass may be found at the east end
Hill, two or three miles from the Mlrzapfir
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The cotundum bed is several yards thick, the surface of the hill being covered with

blocks, some of which are not less than 2 or 3 tons weight, and the supply is practically inex-

haustible. I was informed by a brother of the Bacall of Singrowlf, who lives at Kotah,
that no corundum hod been worked for five or six years, until last year, when 125 bullock

loads were taken to Mirzapur. A load is three maunds, the total, therefore, being about

13^ tons. The mahajuns pay for it at the spot 2|^ rupees per l4 kucha maunds (= 7 pucka

maunds of 40 seers), or at the rate of 18 shillings a ton.

When two pieces of the corundum are rubbed or knocked together in the dark, a very

beautiful crimson phosphorescenco is emitted. When > struck pretty hard yellow sparks are

also thrown off, which are quite distinct from the crimson light, the latter being elicited by the

slightest tap. The Same effect is produced more brilliantly by striking the stone with a

hammer, when the crimson light and yellow sparks flash out at every blow sufficiently hard

to produce tbe latter. The sparks resemble those from a flint and steel, while the

crimson light is true phosphorescence ; this ind light is so characteristic as to be of consider-

able use as a rough fleld-test for recognizing corundum. Quartz, and such other common
silicious minerals as I have examined which phosphoresce at all, give a yellow or greenish-

yellow light.

In 1868-69 I was informed that corundum was also obtained at Beejpiir in Mirzapur
on the right bank of the Rehr. On visiting the spot my guide took me down into one of

tin; nullas in the alluvium and showed me several lumps lying about, but I could find none

such in the alluvium itself or in any bed in the gneiss of the neighbourhood from which the

above lumps c<juld have been derived. This year in conversation with a very intelligent

Zemindar of Beejpiir, I mentioned the above facts, for which he furnished what seems to

bo a very plausible (‘xplanation—namely, that some years ago some bullock-loads of corun-

dum from Pipra (eight or ten miles to the west) had been thrown away at Beejpur
by some briujaiTies on account of more profitable employment for their bullocks or some

other reason.

The emerald-green mica which occurs in seams in the joints of the corundum has beeu

analysed by Mr. Tween, who found its composition to be as follows :

—

Silica

ALiimina

Oxide of chroinium

Lime
Potash

Water

...

. ... 43-53

... 43-87

•B1

... 1-45

... 7-80

... 4-60

102-16

The high percentage of alumina and small one of silica is what might be expected in

such a mineral in association with corundum, and the above composition closely coincides

with that of the mineral named Euphyllito by Professor Silliman, Jr., which occurs atUnion-

ville, in Pensylvania, in exactly the same association as our Indian one, namely, with corun-

dum and tourmaline. The chief difierence is, that the alkali in tbe American mineral in-

cludes both potash and soda, while in the Indian one it is wholly potash. In the mica,

however, found by Dr. Smith with the emery of Asia Minor, which he ori^ally regarded

a« muscovite, but on further investigation referred to Euphyllito the alkali is almost

wholly potash ; the presence of 1 per cent, of oxide of chromium to which the Indian

EuphyUite owes its color, distinguishing it from that of both America and Asia

Minor. The following are its chief characturs :—Structure micaceous ; hardness= 3‘&—4*0 ;
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lustre on cleavage snr&oe pearly, on lateral faces vitreous; color emerald-green and

sensibly monochroic. The color is the same whether the light passes perpendicularly or

parallel to the cleavage faces. Transparent in plates of moderate thickness. Biaxial;

yields water in a glass tube. In platinum forceps emits a starxy light, loses its color, and

falls on the edges.
^

The tourmaline associated with the above is jet black with rather brilliant lateral faces,

and often has a columnar structure parallel to the direction of the seam. Diaspore has also

been observed, but as yet in too small a quantity to admit of description.

Euphyllite and tourmaline occur also in the jade bed d, the former as a scaly aggregate

and the latter in a massive form. Microscopic crystals with metallic lustre and red color ore

observable, which appear to be white, but they are too minute to admit of chemical examin-

ation.

If I should revisit the Sone Valley next season, I hope to be able to furnish fuller

information respecting this very interesting as well as valuable bed of corundum and to trace

its outcrop east and west from present workings.

Just north of Korchee (close to the P a n g u n niiddoe, to the east of 6 o n d a Hill)

Hagnotite
there is a bed ofmagnetite in the gneiss with a high southerly

dip. It is a banded rock composed of alternate arenaceous

and ferruginous layers, the latter being granular magnetite. The layers are probably due

to bedding, for in a nulla near this, the sand, which is derived from this rock, exhibits a

similar alternation of silicious and magnetic sand.

The rock, which is friable, is pounded up into coarse powder and smelted near K o r c h o c,

being afterwards worked up into Kolharis, &c. As the powder consists entirely of magnetic

and silicious grains, it might be very advantageously washed in llie P a n g u n nuddee, by

which process the latter could be easily and rapidly removed and the yield of iron con-

siderably increased. As usual with the natives no dux is used,' so that the elimination of

the silica would be on important gain.

Hornblende rock is veiy abundant in some parts of the gneiss, often rising into hills on

Hornblende rook, tromollte rock, account of its great hardness. Very often, however, it does
and jade. many of the largest hills are of granitic

gneiss. Sometimes (c. y., west of Ddmrahar and Urjhut) instead of the^ usual dark-green

color, the hornblende is light-grey, and tremoliie rock becomes the most appropriate term.

The latter again passes into a light-grey or greenish granular to nearly compact hornblende or

jade. Such is met with in many places, more noticeably between Kotamowa and Bumnee,
and the top of Kurea Ghftt, where hands of a foot to a few feet in thickness are interhedded

with mica schist, north-west of Eisaree, where olive-green jade occurs, and associated with

the corundum of Pipra.

Accidental minerals are not anmerous in the gneiss itself. Small crystals of magnetic

iron are rarely scattered through the mass of the rock
Accidontal minerals In the gneiag. jm-j. v j-

and ilmez^te sand has been observed m one or two streams.

Schorl is a not unfrequent mineral, and garnet is also to be found in places. It is worth

noting that as far as my observation has gone, schorl is confined to the white felspar gneiss

and garnet to it Itnd to the hornblende schists, while epidote only occurs in the red felspar

gneiss. Pieces of red stilbite have been found in streams, but have never been observed

m situ. As, however, there is no trap in the district except some doubtful dykes, it is most

probable tliat the stilbite occurs as a secondary mineral in the gneiss itself as a lining of

fissures or otherwise.
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About three milee weet-south-west of Ohnrchuree and one and a half Bonth-west of

Leadoro
Ohiraikoon in Sir^oojah, near the south-west boundary

of Mirzapur, there is an abandoned lead mine formerly worked

by a Mr. Burke. The rock in which it is situated is a reef of light-grey, rather shattered

homy quartzite, running west-lS^-north, which cuts, parallel to the strike, through rotten-

looking earthy micaceous gneiss. At the mine it is double, thdre being one band of quartzite

perhaps 50 feet thick, separated from a smaller one by some yards of the gneiss, which latter

is intersected by many shattered strings of quartz. The quartzite bands have a hade of 60**

to 80uth-15°-west, the thicker being uppermost, and from the spots which were pointed out

to me as those from which the ore had been extracted, it would appear to have occurred in two

pockets ; one near the lower side of the upper quartzite band and the other near the upper

side of the lower, in both cases near the band of gneiss which separates the two branches

of the reef. I observed nothing indicating the existence of a regular lode. In some

specimens of the quartzite obtained from the above-mentioned spots, the ore (galena) was

very sparsely disseminated. Cerusite also occurs in small ciystals, and I was infoimed by

the Collector of Mirzapur that he believed antimony had also been obtained here. Of the

latter, however, I observed no appearance.

Descbiption of the sxnostones in the keiohuoubrood op the fibst babbibb on

THE OonAVABl, AND IN THE COUNTBT BETWEEN THE GODiCVABf AND ElLOBB. fty

William T. Blanfobd, P. G. S., Deputy Superintendent, Geological Survey,

\Continuedfrom page 115, Records, 1871.]

The rocks near Baigudem differ in no way from those further to the east, nor do they

„ . , , require any description. Coarse sandstones and grits with
Hocks near Raigadem. - ^ lo* i”

conglomerates and ferruginous bands are alone exposed.

Rocks are seen, for a short distance, in the Famaleru stream, from its confluence with

the Godavari to just above Genkatapiir, rather more than a mile in a direct line, thence none

occur all the way to Fagalapali. In the Bala Yagii which comes from Gtindalpdd and

joins the F&maleru near Bnrgawai, much felspathic sandstone and conglomerate is exposed,

of the usual character with a gentle north-west dip. In one spot nearly a mile from the

junction of the two streams some pink and white argillaceous stone is seen in the Bald. At

the junction with the metamorphics to Gundalpad no Talchirs are found. The bottom bed of

the sandstones seen in the stream is soft and felspathic, grey in colour and conglomeratic with

the usual Bardkar character, but in a hill immediately to the south coarse loose textured pink

and white sandstones are seen which precisely resemble Kdmthis.

The valley which debouches from the mass of hills to the eastward at Gundalpad consists

j II A ^ A ^ AA of metamorphic rocks, like all the more eastern hills,

including the lofty mass of Bdjgota. But the hills imme-
diately north and south of the valley consist of gntty sandstones. Their eastern boun^ry passes

nearly under Bajgotd, and is continued in a south-south-east direction for some miles; then

it turns more to the eastward. From the peak of Bdjgota a fine view is obtained over the

sandstone country ; the jungle clad hills to the south-west are seen extending away for many
miles, and the rocks of which they are composed have a low tolerably uniform dip, usually

from about 2° to 5°, but occasionally rather higher, to the west and west by north. It is

evident with this dip and the direction of the boundary that the beds near Ashrdopetta

ought to be rather lower in the series than those near Gundalpdd ; the former may represent
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some of the I'ocks seen near Amravaram. Their appearance, however, does not support this

view, but it should be added that they are very poorly seen, and that there was but little

time for their examination.

The sandstone south-east of this, along the north-east boundary of the sandstone area.

Rock. DMT north-eut boundnr,. .
Presents poiote of interest. As a rule, the rocks, except

south-east of Rnjgotfl. whore they rise into hills, which is not often the case, are

greatly concealed by sandy clay, forming a semi-alluvial plain. The hills, so far as they were

• examined, are of the usual grit and conglomerate, which form so large a proportion of the

field. The boundary is but an approximation laid down by a very cursory survey, and

closer examination will doubtless induce its modification. In only one place was any rock

seen which had a distinctly Barakar character* This lies south of the village of Bedanol,

nearly due cost of Ashraopetta, in a stream, and even in this case the rock was only white

felspathic grit, unaccompanied by shale or any other typical Damilda formation.

Leaving the eastern or north-east boundary for the present and returning to Raigiidein,

n<H>k8 near north boondwy between » few words will stjfficc to describe the rocks near the
iiaig6iiom aud BantaiborA. northern boundary of the sandstone area. The rocks to the

west and south-west of Raigudom are the usual sandstones, grits and conglomerates, more or

less ferruginous and possess no distinctive character. To the south stretching away to

Pagalapali and Mulkalapali is a great sandy plain of jungle in which very little rock occurs.

Scarcely any rock too is seen in the Kinarswami stream.

North-west of Dantalbora there is a considerable tract occupied by Talchirs. They

^ z do not run along the boundary of the sandstones, and it is
TdlcMrs north-west of DdntalborA.

. i a .1 ,

impossible to say whether they extend as far as tlie boundary,

or whether they are separated everywhere by a belt of metamorphics, as no rocks whatever

are seen near the Kenarswaiui stream about Dantalbora. Motamorphic rocks are, however,

well seen at Gadragddanpali, at Koigudem north of Sompali, 'and north of Sangam, and

they occur in the Kinarswami or rather in ite tributary called the Morair, south of Sangam,

so that they probably surround the Talchir area in the manner represented on the map. The

Talchir beds consist chiefly of the usual shales (mudstones), but just uorth of Gadragudanpali

some very fine compact sandstone is met with, which has been quarried to some extent

for the anicut at Dumagiidem. The northern boundary of the patch of Talchirs is obscure,

the country being much covered by sandy alluvium.

The mode of occurrence of the Talchfrs not only in this instance, but also on the outside

Unconformity of Damudaa and sandstones elsewhere, as on the TAl, at Dumagiidem
Kdmthis on Tdichira. around Narsapur, and again on the Ganar stream, and their

want of connection in all these instances with the Damtidas, point to an unusual degree of

unconformity between the two groups. In the present instance, the higher sandstone beds

near Dantalbora are believed to be Eamthis, but on the Ganar stream D|mudaB occur, and

there is the same absence of Talcbirs at the base of the plant-bearing series, and their

presence in an isolated area outside the boundary.

Tlie range of hills forming the boundary of the sandstones from Pahincha to Sitar&mpiir

North boDodiwy iu»r PhKinch*.
Mnoistg mainly of grit. On the hill fort of Sitar4mpur.

forming their eastern extremity, some fine red and yellow

compact shale of unmistakeably Edmthi character occurs. It is not clear whether the

boundary here is a fault or not, but apparently it is natural. The beds dip south close to the

boundary, but north on the hill forming the old fort.
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From near Paluncha the boundary turns to the northward, and a belt of sandstones,

8anartoneanorth-we.tofBa4i.oh..
« M 7 miles broad west of Paldncha, connects the tract

which stretches to the southward towards EUore and
B&gamahendri with that which extends to the Goddvari near Managur, and thence occupies

a large area to the north-west and west. The country was merely trayersed rapidly

and the boundaries very roughly sketched in. All the sandstone seen as far as Alapali

and Markod is similar to that near Paluncha, and the same is found from Markod for

fourteen miles in a direct line eastward to Buga. From a high hill two or three miles

west of Markod, all the hiUs in the wild jungly country, for at least ten or twelve miles west
and south-west, were seen to be evidently of sandstone ; beyond that distance are ranges, the

outline of which is less definite, but they are tolerably fiat topped and of no great height.

For several miles north and north-west of Markod similar sandstone ranges appear. (Markod
is north of the Atlas Sheet 94).

Coal has been found in fragments in the Kinarswami stream near Alapali, and comes

from the hills to the noiih-west (see Kccords, 1871, p. 82).

Two oj- three miles from Bagundla north-west of Pahincha, on the road to Kunaram, chip-

Chipped quartwte imploraenia near pcd implements of the Abbeville type were found in such
Rajriindia. abundance that 40 were picked up in a quarter of an hour

within an area 50 yards square. The spot is in jungle and cut up by small ravines. Many
of the implements are of white quartz. Besides those collected, nearly as many more must
have been discarded as ill made and imperfect, so that the locab'ty was probably a place of

manufacture.

The south boundary of the sandstone area, running west-north-west from Gbdnbpet, was

only crossed in one spot near Karkonda. The hills near
Boundary near Ghuribiiot.

Gharibpet consist to the west of garnet and kyanite

schist,* the last named myieral occurring in unusual abundance and frequently of good

colour. The eastern portion of the same little group of hills is composed of sandstone and

grit of the usual character.

South of this the boundary can only be traced at intervals, much of the country being

covered with thick sandy soil. The mctamorphic rocks, which consist largely of a compact

homblendic gneiss, approaching dioritc, are more frequently exposed at the surface than the

sandstones ; the latter are rarely seen except in the hills, which are dotted over the country,

and which consist of felspathic grit often conglomeratic. Farther oast, within the sandstone

area, there is the same paucity of sections ; a few fragments of ferruginous grit occur here and

there, or quartz pebbles scattered over the surface indicate the existence of conglomerate, but

sections are exceedingly rare. In all the grits fragments of clay occasionally occur.

The hill east of Unaparedipali is of the usual coarse felspathic sandstone, with bands

of fen'uginouB grit (the Kamthl iron bands) and compact red
Hills near Un&par^palf.

occurs. Here again the

rocks have a strongly marked Kamthi' character. The general dip of the hills around this

appears to be very low, not more than 2® or 3® to the eastward. About four miles south of

Pentlam, on the road to Kistnav4ram, in a nulla, a great thickness of the red purple and

yellow compact shale is seen, dipping east or east-north-east.

At the western end of the tank at Krishnavaram is some very calcareous rock, apparently

a schist strongly impregnated with carbonate of lime. This
Neor KrishnavArem.

be just outside the sandstone boundary which probably

* This rook was seen and described by Voysey.—J. A. S. B., II, p. 399.
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runs through the tank. A hill east of Krishnav&ram (probably Kistnavaram), and another

further south, are of precisely similar grit to that of which the other hills to the northward

are formed. The dip is very slight, if there bo any.

From this to Vaimsur, five miles further south, there is undulating country with a sandy
soil, through which no rock appears. At Rajerla metamorphic rocks occur in a well, and there

is a hill of crystalline rock just east of Vaimsur, but (partly from want of time for more
careful examination) no boundary was traced from near Kistnavdium to Chintalpudi. Near
this town metamorphics appear rather more than a mile to the south on the road to Ellore,

whilst at the town itself sandstone is seen in several wells. It is felspathic, and the colour is

variegated. Thence the boundary makes a curve to the eastward (not examined), and then
runs with a rather irregular outline for about ten miles to the westward south of Chatrai.

Around Chatrai (Chataroyc of map) the metamorphics are well seen, and to the south of

ConntiTMU Chatrai MdUiMa, of the sandstone are fairly exposed.

There is but little jungle, and the country is mostly open.
The bottom beds of the sandstone series are admirably seen in several places, for they rise

into low, flat topped hills, the base of which aro sometimes of metamorphic rocks, upon
which the sedimentary fonnations are seen resting. This is the case at Kamakapclta north of

Nuzed (Noozudoo or Noozeid of the map) and at Ravacharla to the south. Here the lowest

beds of the sandstone consist of white, pink and brown felspathic grits, and hard dark
reddish-brown ferruginous bands, more or less giutty and conglomeritic. A little further
north, as on the hill near Somavaram, and throughout the rises east and south of Nuzed,
similar beds are associated with variegated felspatliic sandstone, fine, white fargillaceous

sandstone, and red and yellow hard compact shale. All these beds are typically Eamthi in

their character, perhaps they resemble the beds at Sironcha more than those of Chanda
and Nagpur, but they differ greatly from the Damudas of Liiigrila and Madavaram.

The dips aro generally low, often nearly or quite horizontal, as in the hills west of

SmdstosMMuN&sed.
Sepudi. Thehillsare depicted on tbc map of absurd height,

judging from the hill shading ; in reality they are low, flat

topped rises, rarely exceeding 100 feet above the plain. The form ns represented is also fre-

quently inaccurate in detail.

That the beds are K.anitliis, and not of higher horizon as Panchets,* is shown by the
occurrence of Glossopteris, some leaves of which were found in sandstone dug from a well
close to Somavaram.

The base of the sandstones is not seen everywhere, for instance, around the tank north
of Somavaram and thence to the eastward, and there is of course a possibility of Damiidas
occurring in such places. Wherever the basement beds were seen however, they were
KAmtlus, so far as could be inferred from their mineral character, and there was the usual
want of carbonaceous shales and other indications of coal.

The metamorphics were not examined. Some limestone oceurs in the* crystalline

Metsmorphioa, limestone, &c.
i^ocks both north and south of Chatrai, (Chataroyo) but
it looks impure. West and south-west of Niized the

metamorphic rocks form fine masses of hills.

Some iron furnaces at Chftapum near Comanaram, and others subsequently seen are

Xwm/MriMWM. cylindrical, of greater bulk than usual, being about 4 feet
in diameter and the same in height surmounted by a

cylmdneal chimney a foot or 18 inches in height. The ore is decomposed ferruginous sLe
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abounding in iron peroxide and probably derived indifterently from the sarfaco of the

sandstone and of the metamorphics. The blast is obtained from hand bellows of a larger

size than usual, each worked by one man, two bellows to each furnace, the oat-tum from
each furnace appeared to be considerable, 60 or 70lbs. per diem from sunrise to sunset. It

is refined by the same men, not sold in the impure state.

Old Diamond mines at Qolapali.

The low rises south of Golapali are covered with the remains of old diggings, said to

have been diamond mines. 1 could not learn how long

a time has elapsed since the works had been abandoned;

an old man, at least 60 years of age, told me there had been no mining within his recollec-

tion, and the pits have all fallen in, the whole country being covered over with thick bush

jungle. The diggings appear not to have been in the sandstone itself, but in the. very

gravelly laterlte which rests upon the sandstone, but the surface is so much broken and

altered by the pits that it is difficult to say. The workings evidently cover a very consi-

derable area, and arc part of the old diamond mines of Golconda,* the ancient name of the

hill range north of the Godavari and the adjoining country.

Similar low fiat topped hills of Kamthis extend across the country north of Ellore,

„ ^ becoming gradually less distinct to the eastward. Th<i

character oi the rocks is precisely the same as near !Nuzed.

South of the low rises, there is a belt, generally three or four miles broad, of undulating

grounds, very sandy, and evidently derived from the waste of the sandstone, which is pro-

bably but a short distance below the surface. Without closer examination it is difficult to

say whether the sandstones can be sufficiently traced in this tract to justity the drawing of

the alluvial boundary to the south of it, but probably they can. Thence to the sea all is

believed to be fiat alluvium.

The hills scattered over the countiy north-east of Ellore appear to be a continuation of

« the same Kamthis. Hard feringinous gritty bands are
Country nortb-oast of Ellore. _ „ , «

common, and iragments oi them are conspicuous on the

surface. In the hills uear Kunlacherow, 16 miles north of Ellore, Veriehraria occurs in a

grey compact hard stone, which appears to be calcareous.

The hill just south of Tandkalpudi consists of fine hard variegated sandstone, with

something of the jieculiar vitreous character and conchoidal fracture, typical of particular

hands in the Kamthi beds at Bokhara near N^piir, the tank of Talaigaun, near Mangli,

and on Malargar west of GhAiida. The dip is to the east and very low, not exceeding

or 3”.

South-east of this there is much laterite stretching away to the borders of the sandy

alluvium. As a rule, however, laterite is but poorly developed in this country, and there is

no well marked belt of it along the edge of the alluvium as is the case to the northward in

Orissa.

On the hills cast of Ragavapuram there is a very low south -east or east-south-east dip

of about 1° or 2®. Twelve miles further to the east-north-east, and nort-h of Gopdlapuram,

the dip is south or south-south-east. The beds seen in the latter locality are very nearly

the base of the scries, as metamorphics come in just north of them, and amongst the Kamthis

a dark purplish sandstone of fine texture, highly ferruginous, felspathic and slightly mica-

ceous is well developed. The same is seen to a considerable extent in the hills to the north-

east near Bimulu, also close to the boundary. On this rock there is often a coating of

• See Voysey, J. A. S. B., 1833, p. 403; Ncwbold, .7. R. A. S., VII, p. 232.
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hydrous iron peroxide, as on laterite. The sandstone hills were seen stretching away to tho

God&vaii^ south of Palavaram, but were not further examined.*'

The hilla west of Pangadi consist principally of trAp, overlaid in part by sandstone or

conglomerate ;
underlying sandstone only appears on their

Traps ueaz Pangadi.
northern edge, close to Dudukiir. The fossiliferous lime-

stone band is distinctly intertrappean, but at a small height above the base of the

volcanic rocks. The trap is fine grained and compact, decomposing into the usual sofb earthy

greenish rock. All around, so far as was seen, the country is covered with black cotton

soil, and agate fragments are scattered about as in the Nagpur country.

To the eastward the hills are thickly capped with ferruginous grit and conglomerate,

precisely resembling that in the Kamthis and probably derived from their waste. This rock

is well seen near Daicharla and south of the bungalow at Pangadi* In the latter place it

consists of coarse white speckled fclspathic sandstone yellowish-brown in colour with ferru-

ginous bands. The trap can be of but little thickness, probably not more than 200 to 250

feet. It is seen on the road from Pangadi to Hajamahendri and reappears north of the

latter town, whilst the overlying sandstone appears to form the hills at Dowlaishwaram.

The follo\ring papers relate to the Geology of the country near tho Godavari :

—

VoTSBY, H. H.—^Bejjort on the Geology of Ilydrabad, J. A. S., B., 1833, Vol. II, pp.

298—306.

„ „ Second Keport on the Geology of Hydrabad, ihid.^ pp. 392—405.

Walkeb, W.—^Memoir on the coal found at Kotah, &c., with a note on the anthracite of

Dumtimnapilly (H. H. the Nizam’s dominions) J. A. S., B., 1841,

Vol. X, p. 341,

„ „ Report on Productions, &c., in the district of Hummumkoondah in the

dominions of H. H. the Nizam of Hyderabad, ihid.^ p. 386.

„ „ On the Geology, &c., of Hummumkoondah, ibid., p. 471.

„ „ On the Natural products about tho Pundalah river, H. H. the Nizam’s

territory, ih%d,, p. 609 and p. 725.

VoTSET, H. H.—Extracts from private journal, J. A. S., B., 1850, Vol. XIX, 189. (This

does not refer to the Godavari country) and p. 269 (pp. 287

—

288 and 297—302).

Wall, P. W.—Report on a reputed coal formation at Kota on the (Upper) Godavari

river. Mad. Jour., Literature and Science, 1867, Vol. XVIII,

p. 256.

Waleeb,Bb.W.—^Report on boring for coal at Kotah, Mad. Jour., Literature and Science,

1857, Vol. XVII, p. 261.

* 1 am informed that the sandstone is also found oast of the Godav&ri in this direction.
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Titles of Sooks* ' Donors.

Adams, Abthub.—Monograph of Sphasnia, a genns of Lamellibranchiate Mollusca, 8vo.

Adanson, M.—Description d’une nouvolle espbce de Yer qui ronge les Bois des Yaisseaux,

observdo an Sdn^gal, (1859,) 870.

A list of Plates of the “ Index Tcstaceologicns*" with the Lamarckian names adapted to the

figures in each plate, 8vo., London.

A^er9u Gdodral de la Collection Paldontologique van Breda, 8vo., Haarlem.

Afothekeb, E.

—

Yerzeichniss der in der Preass. oberlausitz vorkommenden Land*und

Wasser-mollnsken, (1858,) 8vo.

Baeb, K. E. V.—Ueber ein ncues project Austern-Banke an dcr Eiissischen Ostsee-Kustes

anzulegen und fiber den Salzgehalt der Ostsee, 1862, 8vo., St.

Petersburg.

Baibd, W.—Description of two species of shells collected by Dr. Lyall of H. M.*s Ship
“ Plumper,*' at Yancouver Island, (1863,) 8vo.

Babbande, Joachim.—Defense des colonies, lY, (1870,) 8vo., Paris.

„ „ Trilobites, (1871,) 8vo., Paris. The Ahthob.

Beudant, F. S.—Memoire sur la possibilitd de faire vivre des mollusques fluviatiles dans

les eaux saldes, et des mollusques marina dans les eaux douces,

considdrde sous Ic rapport de la 66ologie, (1816,) 4to.

Blainville, II. D. de. bt Dumebil, M.—^Rapport sur un Mdmoire do M. Duclos, ayant

pour titre : “ Monographic du genre Cyprsea,’* (1832,) 8vo., Paris.

Blainville. II. D. DE.—Memoire sur le Genre Hyale, (1821), 4to.

„ „ Memoire sur quclques Mollusques Pulmobranches, (1817,) 4to.

,, „ Note sur lorgonisation do ranimal de I’ampullaire, 4to.

,, „ Observations sur la difference de la coquille d’individus de sexes

differens dans les Mollusques cdphalds, 4to.

„ „ Sur ranimal de fargonaute, (1817,) 4to.

Blanchabd, Emile.—Du Systeme Nerveux chez les invertdbrds (Mollusques et Annelcs)

dans ses rapports aveu la classification de ces animaux, (1849,)

8vo., Paris.

Boblaye, P. de. et Yielet, T.—Expedition Scientifique de Morde. Section des sciences

Physiques, Yol. n, pt. 2, Gdologie et Mineralogie. With plates.

(1833), 4to., Paris.

Bose, M.—Sur un nouveau genre de Yers intestinaux ddeouvert, ddcrit et dessind par M. J.

Rhodes, (1819), 4to.

Bosset, M. de.—Notice sur la prdsence temporaire de Tophidium imberbe (Piemfer 011

Fierasfer) dans la cavitd du corps d’une Holothurie Orangde de

la Faune Fran^aise, (1834,) 4to., Neuohatcl.

Bbissow, M.’--Observations sur une espece de Lima^on terrostro dont le sommet de la

Coquille se trouve cassd, sans qui I’animal eu souffre, 4to.
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Titles of BooJce. Donors.

Buschhann, Boch.—

O

bservations sur Taccouplement des limacesr 8vo.

Cailliaud, F.—^Frao6d6 employd par Ics Pholades dans leur perforation, 8vo.

Capellini, G.—^LaStoria Naturale dei Dintomi del Gk>lfo della Si>ezia£ Cenno Storico.

(b865,) 8vo., Milano.

Cdpbalopodes, Anatomic. Organisation du Poulpe, 8vo.

Chabpsntieb Toussaint de.—^Libellulinse Europsese Descriptae^ ac Depictae; (1840,) 4to.,

Lipsise.

Close, Bev. M. H.—Notes on the General Glaciation of Ireland, (1866>) 8vo.

CowTON, Thomas

—

knowledge of tbe Mineralogy of the Yorksbire Coast made easy* to

the young Mineralogist, (1867) 12mo.

Cbedneb, H.—Die Vorsilurischen Gebilde der oberen Halbinsol von Michigan in Nord-

Ainerika,. (1869,) 8vo.

Cbombie, Eev. James M.—The Geological Belationa of the Alpine Flora jof Great Britain,

8vo.

Cbosse, H.—Un Mollusque bien maliraitd, (1866,) 8vo., Paris-.

Dawkins, W. Boyd.—Early Antiquities in Portugal, 8vo., London.

,, „ On the Pre-historic Mammalia of Groat Britain, 8vo., London.

D£midoff, Anatole de,—^Voyage dans la Enssic meridionale et la CiinuV, Vol. 1, (1840.)

—

IV, (1842,) with Atlas, (1840-1842,) 8vo., Paris.

DuCLos, P. L.—Description et classification M^thodiquc dc tcnites les Espotjcs des CoquiUcs

Univalves Marines, Vivantcs et a I’^tat Posmle, 8vo.

Dupont, Edouaed.—^Itudc sur les Fouilles Scientifiques executdes pendant I'hivcr de 1805-

1866 dans les Cavemes des Bords de la Lesse, (1866,) 8vo.,

Bruxelles.

„ IStude sur trois Cavemes de la Lesse explordos pendant les Mois dc

Mars et d’Avril, 1866, (1866,) 8vo., Bruxelles.

Edwabds, a. M.—Observations sur Texistence de divers Mollusques et^Zoophytes, (1861.)

8vo., Paris.

Ebman, H.—Ueber die automatische Undulation der Ncbenkicmen einiger Bivalvcn, (1833),

4to., Wien.

Feideb, B. J.—De Halyotidum Structura : Dissertatio Inauguralis, (1814,) 4to., Hake.

Febussac, le Babon db.—Concordance Systdmatique pour les Mollusques terrestreR et

fluviatileR de la Grande-Bretagne ; avec un aper^iu des travaux

modemes des savans angkis sur les Mollusques, (1 820,) 4to.

„ „ Sur la Synonyinie des Coquilles bivalves de I’Amdriquo Sei>ten-

trionale, et Essai d'une table de concordance a ce sujet, (1835,)

8vo., Paris.

FiLiPPi, Db Ph. db.

—

Encore un mot sur k formation des pcrles, 8vo.

Fonvielle, W. De.—^L'Homme Fossile, J^tude de Philosophie Zoologique, (1865,) 8vo.,

Paris.

FbatEneld, G. R, U.—Ueber ein neues Hohlen-Caiychium, (1862,) 8vo.

Gaillon, Benjamin.—^Essai sur les causes de k oouleur verte que prennent les Huitres des

pares a ccrtaincs di>oqueB de Taiinde, (1821,) 8vo.
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Titles qf Books, Donors,

Gebvais, P. et VakBeitedek, P. J.—^Note siir les MalaoosoaiTea du genre Sepiole, 8yo^

Bruxelles.

Gceppebt, De. H. B.—Ueber Einschlusse im Diamant, (1864,) 4to., Haarlem.

Godet, Paul.—^Note sur les Anodontes du lac de Neuchatel, (1862,) 8vo.

Gould, Db. A. A.—Catalogue of Shells of Lake Superior, with Descrixytions of new species,

8VO.

Obat, J. E.—Some remarks on a paper of Dr. L. Pfeiffer, especially on the Clausium

of Clausilia, (1840,) 8vo., London.

Gbos, 0.—^Note sur les Sperniatophores de la Seiche (1848), 8vo., Moscow.

Gbuenewaldt, M. a.

—

^De Pctrefactis Formationis Calcareae Cupriforao in Silecia, 8vo.»

Berolini.

Guettabd, M.—Observations qui peuvent servir a former quelquds caracteres de Coquillages,

, (1756,) 4to.

G UMBEL, C. W.—Die Gcogiiostischen Yerhaltnisse des Ulmer Ccmentmorgcls, (1871,) 8vo.,

Miinchen.

Gumbel, G.—^Vergleichung der Foraminiferenfauna aus den Gosaumergeln und den Belem-

nitellen-Schichten der Bayeriseben Alpen, (1870,) 8vo.

Gumbel, H.—TJcbcr den Kiesvulkan und iiber vulkanischo Erscheinungen im Kieskessel,

8vo.

Hague, F.—Ueber die naturliclie und kiinstliche Bildung der Perlen in China, 8vo.

Haidingeb, W. von,—^Remarks on the Luminous, Thermal, and Acoustic Phenomena at-

tending the fall of Meteorites, (1869,) 8vo., London.

Hayes, M. le Chevalieb Lifebuee des.—^Notices coucornant le Beeuf-Marin, antrement

nomm5 bete a huit dcailles, on Octovalve, (1787), 4to.

Heathebington, A.—The Gold Yield of Nova Scotia. 1860-1869
; (1870), 12mo., London.

Hebissant, M.—Eclaircissemens sur Torganisation jusqu’ici inconnue d'nne quantity consi-

derable de productions animales, principalement des Coquilles des

Animaux, (1766,) 4to.

IlocHSTETTEB, Db. F. VON., AND Petebmann, De. A.—^The Gcology of New Zealand,

with Atlas of six plates (1864), Svo. and 4to., Auckland.

IIcEVKN, J. Van deb.—Contributions to the knowledge of the animal of Nautilus Pompilius,

(1860), 8vo., London.

,, „ Eenige afwijkingen in den vorm van het hoofd, waargenomen

hij een manncl^k voorwerp van Nautilus Pompilius, 8vo.

Hogbebg, D. S.—Om n&gra for Sverige nya arter och foimforandringar af Laiidoch Ins-

josnackor, (1841,) Svo.

Hopkinson, John.—On British Graptolites (1869), Svo.

Howse, Eichaed.—^Note on the right of priorily of a Catalogue of Permian Fossils, pub-

lished by the l^neside Naturalists* Field Club in New-castle, on

Thursday, August 17tb 1848, Svo,

Index Musaei Linckiani, Vol. I, (1783,) II, (1786,) (1783-1786,) 8vo., Leipzig.

Kicks, J.—Description de trois Limaces nouvelles pour la Faune Beige, 8vo., Bruxelles.

Kieneb, M. Louis.—Quelques observations sur le genre Litiope de M. rang, Svo.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

KiNa, Clabbnce.—

U

nited States Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel. Mining

Industry by James D. Hague, Vol. Ill, with Atlas of 37 plates,

(1870), 4to., Washington.

Kobelt, De. W.—Catalog der im europaischen Faunengebiet lebenden Binncnconchylien,

(1871)» 12mo., Cassel.

Lacaze, Duthiebs H.—Historic naturelle du Corail, (1864,) 8vo., Paris.

Laiiabck.—

G

enera of shells, (1823), 8vo., Londoui

LANasB, Db. C.—Ueber das capillare Blutzefasssystem der Cephalopodcn, (1850,) 8vo,

Leichhabdt, Ludwio.—^Notes on the Geology of parts of New South Wales and Queens-

land (1847), 12mo., Sydney.

Ltndsteom, G.—Om Brachiopodslagtet Trimerclla, Billings, (1867,) 8m, Copenhagen.

Linnabssox, J. G. 0.—On some Fossils found in the Eophyton ^Sandstone at Lugnas in

Sweden (1869), 8vo., Stockholm.

Lommei, J.—^Verzeichniss einzolner Meeres-Siisswasser et Landconchyli^ sowie ganzer

geordneter Sammlungen, (1862,) 8vo., Heidelberg.

Lov£n, S.—Ueber die entwickelung von Chiton, (1856,) 8vo.

Lutnes, le Due. DE.—Voyage d’Exploration a la Mer Morte, a Petra et sur la Rive

Gauche du Jourdain, Liv. I, 4to., Paris.

MacGowan, De.—^Notice sur Tusage des Perles in Chine, 8vo., Dijon.

Mabbh, 0. 0.—Description of ancient Sepulchral Mound near Newark, Ohio (1866), 8vo.,

New Haven.

M^moire sur Vorganisation des parties par lesquelles certains mollusques' s attacheni saisissent

leur proie, (1784,) 4to.

M’Cot, Pbof.—^The Order and Plan of Creation (1870), 8vo., Melbourne.

Meyeb, H. a., und Mobiits, Kael.—

K

urzer Ueberblick dcr in der Kieler Bucht von uns

beobachteten Wirbellosen Thiere, (1862,) 8vo., Hamburg.

Middexdobff, De. A.—Sibirische Reise, Band I, theil I, Einleitung Klimatologie, Geog-

nosie, Botanik, (1848,) 4to,, St. Petersburg.

Moqdin, Tandon a.—

M

emoire sur I’organe de Todorat chez les Gasteropodes terrestres et

Iluviatiles, 8vo., Toulouse.

Mobch, O. a. L.—^Fortegnelse over Prof. R. af D. 0. F. L. Hcncks efberladtc Conchy-

liesamling, (1854,) 8vo., Copenhagen.

„ „ Om Cranchia megalops, Prosch, 8vo.

„ „ On the Genera of Mollusca established by H. F. Linck in the Catalogue

of the Rostock Museum (1862), 8vo., London.

»• „ On the pperculum and its Mantle (1865), 8vo., London.

Mobeen, Ch.—^Nouvelles Remarques sur la Morphologic des Ascidies, 8vo., Bruxelles.

Mouelox, Michel.—

E

squisse Gdologique sur le Maroc, (1870,) 8vo., Bruxelles.

Mulleb, M.—Observations sur la reproduction des parties, et nommdment de la T6te des

Limacons 4 coquilles, (1778,) 4to.

Museum Senckenbergianum, Band UI, heft 1, (1839)— 3 (1845), 4to., Frankfurt am Main.

Ne^bsebt, j. S,—The Geological Survey of Ohio, its progress in 1869. Report of an

address delivered to the Legislature of Ohio, February 7th, 1870

(1870), 8vo.
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iiber den Mincnbetrieb in Bolivien und den brasilianiachen MittebPlrovinzcn Matfeo

Grosso uiid Goyaz im Gegensatze zu dem im Westen der Union,

12nio., l^rlin.

Nyst, M. H,—Descriptions succinctes de dix Espbees Nouvellfes de Coquilles Fossiles, 8vo.,

Bruxelles.

„ ,, Description succincte d*un Nouveau Mollusque Marin des Rives de I’escaut,

8vo., Bruxelles.

„ „ Notice sur deux Coquilles Nouvelles dn Genre Crassatelle, 8vo., Bruxelles.

Ntst, M. H.—Notice sur quelques rechercbes Paldontologiques faites aux environs d’Anvers,

8vo., Bruxelles.

„ Notice sur une Coquille du Genre Cyrcnc, (1868-1869,) 8vo.

„ „ Notice sur une Nouvelle espece de Pccten et observations sur le ]>ecten

Diiwelsu, 8vo., Bruxelles.

Old, R. O.—Colorado: United States, America. Its History, Geograpbj^ and Mining

(1869), 8vo., London.

OnniaNY, Charles de.—Descrqition de trois nouvelles cspeces de Paludines fossiles, (1837,)

8VO.

„ „ Mollusques, Paldontologie UniverscUe, 8vo.

OtiHEROD, G. W.—On tlie traces ol' tin streaming in the vicinity of Cbagford (1866), 8vo.

Ousted, A. 8.—Forclobig Underretning om DjTet af en Art af Slaeg^en Pyrula, Lamb.

1801, (1850,) 8vo.

Owen, Richard.—On tlie anatomy of Clavagella, Lam. (1834), 4k).

„ „ On the pnatomy of the Brachiopoda of Cuvier, and more especially of

the Genera Terebratula and Orbicula (1833), 4k).

Page, David,—Geology as a branch oi* General Education—an address ^1866), 8vo„ London.

Peacock:, R. A.—Physical and Historical Evidences of Vast Sinkings of Land on the North

and West Coasts of France, and South-Western Coast of Eng-

land, within the Historical Period (1868), 8vo., London.

Penoellt, Wif.—On an accumulation of Shcdls wdtli Human Industrial Reanains (1866),

8vu.

„ „ On the alleged occurrence of mppopotamtis major and Machairodus

latidens in Kent’s Cavern, Torquay (1869), 8vo.

„ „ On the Lithodomous Perforations above the Sea Level in the Limestone

Bucks in South-Eastern Devonshire (1866), 8vo.

„ „ The antiquity of Man in the South-West of England (1867), 8vo.

Pfeiffer, Dr. L.—Descriptions of new species of Land ShellB from Jamaica, collected by

Mr. Gosse (1846), 8vo.

PoifiY, Andre.—Bibliographie Cyclonique Catalogue sur les Ouragens et les Tempdtes Cyclo-

niques, 2nd Edit., (1866,) 8vo., Paris.

FdmpeLlt, Raphael.—Notice of an account of geological observations in Cbina, Japan,

and Mongolia (1866), 8vo., Philadelphia.

Qusnstedt, Dr. Fr. Aug,—^Klar und Wahr, (1872,) 8vo., Tubingen.

Bamdonce, Dr. Van.—-Sut des ossements fossiles trouves dans les environs de Saint

Nicolas, 8VO., Bruxelles.
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K#.cluz, M. C.—^Note but le Genre Sphenifl, Turton, (1858,) 8vo.

Reeve, Lovell.—On a new species of Lymnaa from Thibet, 8vo.

Reinha-EDT, J.—Om Slujjfteij Lithotiyas Evne til at bore sig ind i Stocnblokhe, (I860,) 8vo.

Roberts, G. E.—^Remarks upon the Present Condition of Geological Science (1864), 8vo.,

London.

Roberts, Isaac.—^The Wells and Water of Liverpool (1869), 8vo., Liverpool.

R(Emer, Pbri).—Ueber Python Evhoirua eine fossile Reisonschlange aus tertiarem kalks-

chiefet von Kami auf der Insel Euboea, (1870,) 8vo.

Rome, J. L.—^The Abbeville Jaw—an Episode in a Great Controversy (1864.), 8vo., London.

Rowley, G. D.—A Paper upon the Remains of Man and Extinct Mammalian Fauna, at

Eynesbury, near St. Neots, Huntingdonshire (1866), 8vo.,

London.

Samuelson, James—Continuity in Civilisation, as illustrated by the connection between our

own culture and that of the Ancient World (1869), 8vo.,

London.

^RS, M.—Zur Entwickeluiigsgeschichte der MoUusken und Zoophyten, 8vo.

Saunders, Trelawwt.—A Sketch of the Mountains and River Basins of India (1870),

Roy. 8vo., London. C. Markham, Esq.

Saussaye, M. Petit de la.—De Tutilltd de Taquarium pour Tetude des mollusques, (1861,)

8vo.

Schalce, II. F.—De Ascidiarum stnictura, (1814,) 4to., Halae.

Schmidt, Oscar.—Ueber das Kdrperchen in dor Mikropyle der Najadeueicr, (1857,) 8vo.

ScHOLTz, Dr. H.—Mollusques terrestres et fluviatiles de la Sildsie, (1841,) 8vo.

Schumacher, O. F.—^Auszug aus dem Essai d’une nouveau Systeme des habitations des

vers testacds, 4to.

ScoHY, De.—

S

ur une ddcouverte d’ ossements fossiles, 8vo., Bruxelles. »

Second Report of the British Association Committee for exploring Kent's Cavern. Devonshire

^ (1866), 8vo.

SiEBOLD, Dr. C. Th. von.—Ueber den Unterschl»*d der Schalcnbildung der mannliehen

und weiblichen Anodonten, (1837,) 8vo.

Slack, Henry J.—On some Recent Investigations into Minute Oi'ganisms (1871),

8vo., London.

Stevens, Edward T.—The Stone Period. A Paper read at the Hevcnteontb annual meeting

of the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

of Wilton (1870), 8vo., Salisbury.

Stimpson, Dr. Wm.—

M

alacozoological Notices, No. I, 8vo.

Stoliczka, Feud.—Ueber heteromorphe Zellenbildungen bei Bryozoen, Ccelophymia, Reuss,

8vo.

Suite des Extraites du Porte Feuille de I'abbd Dicquomare, Facultd locomotive, etc., et

Limaces de Mer la Palmif5re, (1786,) 4to.

Symonds, W. S.—Notes on a portion of the Matgorn-Yrych Canawg, or the Horn Core

of the Great Ox, 8vo.
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Syst^iue de claBsification des Mollnsques et des Anilides de M. Siisso, 8yo., Paris.

Tlie Family of the Cowries, (Cyprajidae), (’1832,) 8vo.

Ueber das Gobiss der Gattung Cancellaria, (1861,) 8vo., Bonn.

IJeber die systematische Stellung der Gattung Solarium, (1861,)* 8vo.

VanBexeden, B. J.—Notice sur le sexe des Anodontes et la signification der spermato-

2oaires, (1844,) 8yo., Bruxelles.

Villa, Antonia.—Intomo tre opere di Malacologia del sig. Brouet di Troyes, (1856,) 8vo.,

Milano.

Whitaeeb, Wm.—

L

ist of Works on the Geology, Mgieralogy, and Palaeontology of

Devonshire (1870), 8vo.

White, J. C.—Queensland, the Progressive! An account of the colony, its soil, cli-

mate, productions, and capabilities (1870), 8vo., London.

WoHNLicH, WiLiiELMXJS.—Dlssertatio Anatomica de Ilelice Pomatia, Wirceburji, (1813,) 4to.

Zoologie Descriptive. Les Mollusqucs, 8vo.

Zoologie. Extraits de dilTcrentes lettres de M. A. Lesueur ^ MM. Desmarets et de Blain-

ville, (1817,) 4to.

Periodicals.

American Journal of Oonchology, Vol, VII, pt. I, (1870-71), 8vo., Philadelphia.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. II, Nos. 8-10 (1871), 8vo., New
Haven.

Annales des Mines, Gth Series, Vol. XVIIT, Liv. 4-6, (1870,) Vol. XIX, Liv. 1-2, (1871.)

(3870-1871,1 8vo., Paris. L’administr. des Mines.

Annales de Malacologie, Vol. I, (1870,) 8vo., Paris.

Annals and Magazine of Natural Histoiy, 4th Series, Vol. VIII, Nos. 45-47 (1871), 8vo.,

London.

Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York, Vol. I, (1824,) IX, pts. 4-1,

(1868) (182'1-1868), 8vo., New York.

Annual Report of the Geologists’ Association for 1870, 8vo.

Geological Magazine, Vol. VIII, Nos. 9-11 (1871), 8vo., London. •

Hanley, Stlvands, and Theobald.—Oonchologia Indica, pt. 3, (1871,) 4to., London.

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter,, Vol. Ill, Nos. 2-5

(1871), 4to., Bombay. Government of India.

Leonhard, G., and Geinitz, IT. B.—Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie, and

Palteontologie, Heft 6-7, (1871,) 8vo., Stuttgart.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Series,

Vol. XLII, Nos. 279-281 (1871). 8vo., Loudon.

Martini und Chemnitz.—Syatematisches Oonchylien-Oabinct, Band X, pts. 202-206,

(1871.) 4to., Niimberg.

Pbtsbhann, Db. a.—

G

eographiache Mlttheilungen, Band XVII., pts. 8-10, (1871,) 4to.

Gotha.

,,
Geographiache Mittheilungen. Supplement, No. 29. Australien in

1871, (1871,) 4to., Gotha.
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PfEiFFEB, Db. Louib.—^MalakozoologiBcb© Blatter, Band VIII, Bg. 4-10, (1871,) 8vo.,

Cassel.

„ Novitates Conchologicae, Abbildung and Bescbreibung Neuer Oon-

clijrlien, I, Abth., Land-Concbylien, Lief 38, 4to., Cassel.

Pictet, F, J.—^Matdrianx pour la paleontolc^ie Suisse, 6tb Series, Liv. 10-11, (1871,) 4to.,

Geneve et Bale.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XXXIX (1871), 8vo., London.

Report of the Chief Commissioner of Minos for the Pl*ovince of Nova Scotia for the year

1869 (1870), 8vo., Halifax.

Tboschel, Db. F. II.—Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, Jahrgang XXXVI, Heft 6-6, (1870,)

Jahrgang XXXVil, Heft 1, (1871,) (1870-1871,) 8vo., Berlin.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS.

Bengal.—Report of the Revenue Survey Operations of the Lower Provinces from Isl

October 1869 to 30th Scx>tember 1870 (1871), fisc., Calcutta.

Govbbnment of Bengal.

Bombay.—Report of the Sanitary Commissioner for Bombay, 1870 (1871), Use., Bombay.

Govebnment of Bombay.

Buitibh Bubma.—^British Burma, Judicial Department, (Police) Report on the Police

Administration for 1870 (1871), 8vo., Rangoon.

„ British Burma, Judicial Department, (Prisons) Report on the Prison

Administration for 1870 (1871), 8vo., Rangoon.

„ British Burma, Military Department (Marine), Report on the Light

houses for 1870 (1871), 8vo., Rangoon.

„ British Burma, Revenue Department, (Miscellaneous.^ Revenue Report
for 1869-70 (1871), 8vo., Rangoon.

^ Chief Commissioneb of Bbitish Bubma.

India.—Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Home Department,

No. 83. Selections from the Rex^orts of the Trigonometrical,

Topographical, and Revenue Surveys of India for 1869-70 (1871),

8vo., Calcutta.

Government of India, Home Department.

„ CuNiNGHAM, J. M.—Sixth and Seventh Annual Reports of the Sanitary Com-
missioner with the Government of India, 1869 and 1870 (1870-

1871), flsc., Calcutta. Govebnment of India.

„ Hume, Allan.—Report on the Administration of the Inland Customs Depai*tmeut
for the official year 1869-70. Ax)pendices A to E (1871), flsc.,

Calcutta. Government of India.

„ Walker, J. T., b. e.—Account of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of India, Vol. I. The Standards of • Measure and the
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Base-Lines: also an introductoiy account of tbe Early Oper-

ations of tbe Survey during^ 1800-1830 (1870), 4to., Debra

Doon. Govxbkhent of India.

Mtsobe.—^MbAdb, B. J.—Report on tbe Administratioxi of Coorg for tbe year 1870-71

(1871), 8vo., Bangalore. Mysobe Goyebnment.

N. W. Fboyinces.—Cabmichael, C. F.—Report on the Administration of the Folice of .

tbe Nortb-Wcstem Fiovinoes for 1870 (1871), flsc., Allahabad.

Gk>VEBNMENT OF N. W. FbOVINCEB.

„ Henvey, Fbedebice.—Al. Narrative of tbe Drought and Famine

which prevailed in the Nortli-Western Provinces during 1868,

1869, and 1870 (1871), fisc., Allababad.

Govebnment of N. W. Fbovinces.

Poet Blaie.—Annual Report on the Settlement of Port Blair for the year 1870-71 (1871),

8vo. Govebnmbnt of India.

TRANSACTIONS. &c.

Beelin,—Monatsbericht dcr konig. Preuss. akademic der Wissonschaften, June—^August

(1871), 8vo., The Academy.

Beu^elles.—Annalcs de la Societd Malacologique de Belgique, Vol. V, (1870,) 8vo.,

Bruxelles.

Calcittta.—Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, New Series,

Vol. Ill, pt. 1 (1871), 8vo., Calcutta. The Society.

„ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XL, pt. I, No. 2 (1871), 8vo.

balcutta. The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 9—11 (1871), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

Colombo.—Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Asiatic Society, 1870-1871 (1871), 8vo.,

Colombo. Hugh Nevill, Esq., C. S.

Copenhagen.—Oversigi over det kongelige danske Videnskabemes Selskabs Forhandlinger

og dets Medlemmers Arbeider, No. 3, (1870,) No. 1, (1871,)

(1870-1871,) 8vo., Copenhagen. Danish Academy.

Flobencb.—^Bolletino R. Comitato Goologico d’ltalia, Nos. 7—10, (1871,) 8vo., Florence.

The Institute.

Glasgow.—Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Vol. VHI, No. 3 (1871),

8vo., Glasgow. The Society.

Gloucesteb.—Proceedings of the Cotteswold Naturalists' Field dub for 1864 and 1869

(1865 and 1870), 8vo., Gloucester.

London.—British Museum, Geay, Geoege R. Hand-List of Genera and Species of Birds,

distinguishing those contained in the British Museum, pt. II.

Conirostres, Scansores, Columbm, and Gallines (1870), 8vo.,

London. Teustees of the Bbitish Museum.

n Geay, Geoege R.—^Hand-List of Genera and Species of Bii^s, distinguishing

those contained in the British Museum, pt. III. Struthiones,
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Grallfls, and Anseres, with Indices of generic and specific names
(187p, 8vo., London. Tbustess of the Bbitish Museum.

London.—Oeat, J. E.—A synoptical catalogue of the species of certain Tribes or Genera
of Shells contained in the collection of the British Museum and
the Author’s Cabinet; with descriptions of new species^ 8vo.,

London.

» „ M Catalogue of Monkeys, Lemurs, and Fruit-eating Bats in the collec-

tion of the British Museum (1870), 8vo., London.

Tbubteeb of the Bbitish Museum.

,1 n Supplement to the catalogue of Seals and Whales in the collection

of the British Museum (1871), 8vo., London.

Tbubteeb of the Bbitish Museum.

„ Waleeb, F.—Catalogue of the specimens of Dermaptora Saltatoria in the collec-

tion of the British Museum, pts. IV and V (1870 and 1871),

8ro., London. Tbubteeb of the Bbitish Museum.

„ Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XVTI, Nos. 846, 876, 878, 879, 880, and 881,

(1869) Vol. XVIir, No. 896, (1870) (1869-1870), 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ A Gold Currency for India. Report of conferences held by the India Committe<>

of the Society of Arts (1870), 8vo., London. The Society.

„ Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXVTI, pts, 2-4,

Nos. 106, 107 (1871), 8vo., London. The Society.

Manchebteb.—Transactions of the Manchester Geological Society, Vol. V, Nos. 16, 17,

(1866-1866) Vol. VI, Nos. 4-8, (1866-1867) Vol. VII, Nos. 1-8,

(1867-1868) Vol. Vin, Nos. 2 and 4, (1868-1869) (1865-1869),

8vo., Manchester.

Mecelenbubo.—Archiv des Bereins der Freunde der Naturgeschichte in Meklenburg,

Heft I, (1847,) XIX. (1866,) (1847-1865), 8vo., Neubrandenburg.

Melboubne.—^Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the year 1870 (1871), flsc., Melbourne.

Secbetaby Mining Defabtment, Victobia.

„ Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for quarter ending 31st

March 1871 (1871), flsc,, Melbourne.

Secbetaby, Mining Depabtment, Victobia.

Penzance.—Transactions of the Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, Vol. VIII, pts. 1-2

(1871), 8vo., London. The Society.

Philadelphia.—Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LXI, No. 6 (1871),

Vol. LXII,No. 4, 1871 (1871), 8vo., Philadelphia.

The Institute.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol, XII, No. 86

(1871), 8vo., Philadelphia. The Society.
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ViENKA.—Jahrbuch dcr K. K. Geologischen Beichsanstalt, Band XXI, No. 2, (1871,) 8vd.,

Vienna. The Institute.

„ Verhandlungen der K. K. Geologisohen Beichsanstalt, Nos. 7-10, (1871,) 870.,

Vienna. The Institute,

Washington.—Smithsonian miscellaneous collections. Check List of the SheUs of North

America, June 1860 (1860), 8vo., Washington.
^

Wellington.—Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, VoL III (1871),

8vo., Wellington.

Maps.

Geological Sketch-map of the Parish of Beechworth (1871), Melbourne.

Seceetaby> Mining Department, Victoria.

January 6^^, 1872.
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RECORDS

Part 1.] 1873. [February.

Annual Repoet of the Geolootoal Suevey of India and op tub Geological
Museum, Calcutta, poe the yeae 1872.

Durinpf the twelve months of 1872 our workin^y staff was diminished in number by

the absence, either on leave, or on B|)ecial duty elsewhere, of several of the officers of the

Survey.

As stated in last year’s report, Mr. W. T. Blanford was deputed to accompany the

Boundary Commission in Bolucliistan and Persia. Two very interesting papers on parts

of the Persian Gulf and of the shores of Arabia visited by Mr, Blanford, while waiting

for the arrival of his fellow labourers, have been given to the public during the year. Later

on, at the close of the boundary labours, he was compelled by ill health to proceed direct to

Europe, where he arrived in Septeinber. It is to be hoped that ho will bo able to work up

the extensive and valuable materials he has acquired, together with those of his colleagues

in the duty. Taken as a whole, it is certain they will form one of the most valuable conti'i-

hutions to the Natural History of a little known portion of the earth’s surface, which offers

many points of high interest and importance, in so far ns it forms a connecting link, iis it

were, between our Indian empire and the wide areas of Arabia on one side and of the Cas-

pian and Russia on the other. Mr. Blanford also had opportunities not often offered to

European naturalists, which, I doubt not, he made ample use of. On this duty he has been

absent during the whole twelve months. Mr. Foote was absent for three months from

August to November. But this interfered only sliglitly with the progress of the work.

Mr. Fed den, who had been suffering from frequent attacks of fever in the unhealthy district

of the Pemgunga and Wiirdah valleys, loft the countiy on sick leave in May, and has been

absent since. Mr. Hug he s, who had been invalided in the same districts during the work-

ing season of 1871-72, returned to duty and resumed his wmk in November 1872, and has

since been actively engaged. Dr, Waagen was also compelled to leave for Europe on medical

certificate at the close of the year. Mr. J. Willson, who had been absent on sick leave from

May, resumed his duties early in December, and at once proceeded to tbe field. These con-

stant changes, necessitated in a great measure by the heavy work and great exposure to

which the assistants of the Geological Survey are subjected, unavoidably retard progress and

delay the completion of maps.

At the commencement of the year (January 1872), Mr. Medlicott was actively

engaged in the examination of the Satpura coal-fields and adjoining country. Some of the

results of this examination are already published. Of these results the most important,

practically, were two—the possibility of coal being found to extend under the more recent

deposits of the Narbada valley proper outside the hills, and tbe probability of beds of
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workable coal being traced more to the south in the Dudhi valley. To test the former, Mr.

Medlicott recommended that boring trials should be made near Gadurwaira, and this has

been commenced. The actual borings have been placed under the charge of Mr. Collin, a

coal engineer who had been engaged at Wurrora in the Chanda district. But badly supplied

with tools, and at a distance from any place where mechanical appliances and instructed

labour could be obtained, the progress hitherto has been very small and very disappointing.

Mr. Medlicott is only responsible for the proper selection of the locality, the actual working

being under different control. The false economy of attempting to carry out such an

undertaking without proper tools and efficient supervision cannot be too strongly insisted on.

Mr. Medlicott meanwhile has been endeavouiiiig to push on the geological examination of

the adjoining country, this being the necessary preliminary to any farther practical search for

coal, his progress in this being, however, most seriously retarded by the necessity of looking

after boring operations so inefficiently conducted, without any countervailing advantage.

Mr. W. L. Willson has been steadily engaged in extending the geological lines and

boundaries, from the north of Dumoh, where he had been engaged, into Bcndelcund and

the adjoining territory of Bewah. The district examined is as yet incomplete in itself,

and any description must be deferred. Mr. Willson waa, daring the recess, most usefully

employed in the preparation of the maps of Dumoh district on the scale of 1 inch = 1

mile for publication, some of which arc now ready.

Mr. Mallet, who had, as reported at the dose of last season, proceeded to the coal-fields

of Kota, on the southern borders of Mirxaptlr district, mapped out its limits. He notices

some fourteen outcrops of coal, most of them, however, very thin and worthless ; some two or

three have a workable thickness of fair coal. All appear to be on about the same horizon, not

more than two being seen in any cross section, the richer outcrops thus appearing to be only

local. Mr. Mallet has also added many interesting mineralogical observations to those

in his previous report upon the rocks occurring in the wddely.spread gneiss series, especially

upon the valuable bed of Corundum which he hud noticed in that neighbourhood. These

notes having been published in the Memoirs of the Survey need not be alluded to hero more

pai*ticularly. During the later part of the year, Mr. Mallet has taken up tbo exiimina-

tion of the Hazoribagh district. A considerable part of ibis district had been gone over

some years since, but the topographical maps, which wei‘e then available and which were

shortly afterwards condemned, were so imperfect, and those resulting from the re-survey so

entirely different, that it has not been found practicable to transfer the geological lines, t&c.,

without absolutely going over the ground a second time. Mr. Mallet's labour will be

confined chiefly to the crystalline and metamorphic rocks. In a similar way, Mr. James
Willson has been, since his return from sick leave, engaged in patting in the geological

boundaries and divisions of the coal-fields in the south of the same district on the new
maps preparatoiy to publication.

In the early part of the season, Mr. Ball was engaged in the examination of the coal-

bearing rocks in Sirgnja. Among these areas, the small coal-field of Bisrampur is in itself

complete, and will shortly be published. Among these rocks Mr. Ball has noticed a case of
unconformity between the lower group, or the Barakdr rocks, and the upper sandsto^s, defined

by faulting in the lower rocks not affecting the upper. This is a veiy unusual occurrence, but
is of high interest if established by further research.

In the latter part of the year, Mr. Ball has been deputed to accompany Mr.
H. Bauerman, who had been sent out by the Right Hon’ble the Secretary of State, in

bis visit to the more important iron-yielding districts, with a view to giving a definite

opinion on the feasibility of establishing iron works in India, and with him haa visited
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Birbh'dm, Ranee^nnj, Hazaribagh, &c. Mr. Ban erman's report will be submitted to the

Secretary of State.

Mr. -Hacket has carried bis lines and divisions from the adjoining districts of Jabalpdr

and Bijiragoogurh into Bewah. A very large part of this area is covered by the Jabalpdr

formation. It is seen typically in the north-west of the area, but is extended by
Mr. Hacket considerably to the south dif Bandogurh. The Bandogurh sandstones are

themselves 1,000 feet thick. How far this apparent extension of the formation can be proved

to be the fact must be seen from the adjoining country when it comes to be examined.

In the present season Mr. Hacket has been sent to work out the details of the more
recent deposits of the Narbada valley in connection with the Satpura basin, which

Mr. Medlicott is examining at the same time.

Previously to his departure on leave, Mr. Fedden had extended to the south his

examination of the rocks of the Nizam’s territories adjoining Chanda, tracing out the

existence of a group of rocks under the great Deccan trap to west of Sirpur, containing

remains of PaleBozamiOt thus establishing their relations with the upper jurassic rocks of

Kutch and the Rajmahal beds of Bengal, and giving another clue towards unravelling the

connection of tlic so-called Jabalpur beds of the Narbada valley with the others. The full

extent of these rocks remains to be worked out.

In the Punjab, at the opening of the year, Mr. Wynne and Dr. Waagen were

engaged in the detailed examination of the Salt-range and adjoining country. This has

enabled the mapping of the whole of that range to be completed, while a remarkably interest'

ing and extensive scries of fossils has been obtained, which have as yet been only partially

examined, but which, when fully investigated, promise to open up some very important and

intricate results. One of these discoveries I will notice again. At the close of the working

season. Dr. Waagen returned to Calcutta and took up the detailed examination of the

Cephalopoda from Kutoh, our previous collection of which had received very extensive additions

from the labours of Dr. F. Stoliezka. This group will form one of the most important

contributions to the Cephalopoda fauna of the upper jurassic formations (from the Titho-

nien to Callovien) ever published. The extent of this group alone, without any of the other

classes of Molluscs, may be estimated from the fact that their illustration will require about

60 large quarto plates. The MSS. of the descriptions have been nearly all completed, and

great progress has been made in the preparation of the plates. But it was with much regret

that we were obliged to suspend the work,—only temporarily, I hope,—in consequence of the

serious illness of Dr. Waagen, who had commenced it, and whose wide and accurate

acquaintance with the Cephalopoda rendered bis descriptions highly valuable. I sincerely trust

that a few months and a better climate may restore Dr. Waagen to the enjoyment of full

health, and enable nim to resume and complete his history of this most interesting fauna.

Towards the close of the year, Mr. Wynne had resumed his examination of the

Punjab rocks, but was necessarily diverted for a time to enable him to aid in procuring

and forwarding a complete collection of the salts and rocks of the Salt-range and its salt

mines, toi, be sent to the Vienna Exhibition. Having accomplished this, he resumed the

detailed examination of the country north of the Salt-range. A brief but careful description

and sections of the well known hill of Sirhan, close to Abbottab4d, has been published during

the year—a result of the joint labours of Dr. Waagen and Mr. Wynne. This has

been given without delay, both because the hill is close to a well known station, and so

accessible to those who desire to examine its structure, but also because this structure had

been entirely misrepresented ; while it would at the same time form a typical illustration

of what might be looked for in other similar areas.
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In Madras Mr. W. King had, at the commencement of the year, taken up the examina-

tion of the country adjoining the Godavari, in continuation of tho preliminary survey of tlie

same area which had been carried out by Mr. Blanford, whose health did not admit of his

retuniing to that district. As it was important that the more southern portion of the coun-

try should be carefully examined prior to proceeding to the less accessible area fui'ther uortb,

Mr. King*s attention has been chicHy directed to the country extending between Dumagu-

diem and Kummununett. Some of tho princijj^al results arrived at have been already pub-

lished in the Records of the Geological Survey for 1S72, so they need not be detailed here. In

one pbice, a limited area of conl-bearing rocks was traced out, and actual beds of coal

found ; but the country is so covered with jungle, and so thickly coated with debris and

recent deposits, that nothing very definite can be asserted rtigarding the extent or value of

this coal without borings. Another small area near Ashwarowpeita holds out some promise,

but this also must bo actually tested before any satisfiictory conclusioii can be arrived at.

Towards tbe close of the j'ear, when it was too early in the season to eiittu- the jungly

countiy to tho north with any safety, Mr. King has made a careful examination of the

country between the GoddvAri, and Rajahmundry, and the sea, and has there found some fossill-

ferouB beds, the organic remains from which will prove of high interest. He has also

brought the well known fossilifcrons beds of Katcnni, near rbajaliinuiidry, into stratigraphicaJ

relationship with those occumng at Putigady on the opposite bank of the Godavari—here a

stream of great width. As the jungles become drier and more accessible, Mr. King will

extend his researches northwards.

Mr. Foote has been steadily carrying out the boundary lines between the groat area of

the Deccan trap rocks and the underlying beds ; and between those intermediate bods and the

gneiss rocks on which they rest. He has connected his lines with ilmsc previously mapped
in by Mr. Wilkinson to the west. The entire area examined, excepting a few square

iniles'on tho top of the plateaux, is within the di-ulnago basins of the Kistno, Gatpurba, and

Malparba rivers. Mr. Foote has also been fortunate enough io*add to the valuable series of

fossils, bones, Sexi-, of Mhinocerosy wliioh he had obtained during the previous year, and to find

others of bovine animals, together with deposits of fresh-water shells, which on examination

proved to be very similar to those found with the ossiferous cla3's and gravels of the Narlnada

valley. There can he no question that these ossiferous beds will prove of the very highest

interest when fully worked out, as bearing on the distribution of genera in these pleioceiie

deposits, which still exist in other areas, but which have entirely ceased to exist within the

limits of the districts where their remains arc found.

In Burmah, Mr. Theobald has been engaged in extending his examination of the

country between the central range and the eastern boundary of tlie country on tho Sitlang

river. The present season will sec the completion of his examination of British Burmah
proper ; and a map and general report will then be pn^pared for i>ublication.

Dr. Stoliczka^ in the early part of the year, (X>n)plcted his detailed examination of the

Province of Kntch (Kach’h), in which he has been enabled, by tho application of his

paleeontological knowledge, to define several well marked suh-divisions or horizons in the

Jurassic rotjks, and to establish their close relationship to the acknowledged groups in

Kuropeati classifications. The full details of these are being prepared for publication, while

the magnificent series of fossils also obtained will be worked out .as soon as possible.

Publications.—The Recobds of thb Gsolooical Subvet op India have appeared

with regularity at the established three-monthly intervals. In the series for the past year,

besides the Annual Report of the Survey, papers, more or less in detail, have Ijecn given,

treftting of very varied subjects and localities. It would have been impracticable » for a
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cbnaiderable timo to come to publish a detailed account and map of the complicated structure

of the hills flanking the great Himalayan range in the Punjab ; and it seemed, therefore,

desirable to give at once a brief outline and description showing the relations of the rocks

and their general physical aspects and structure.

For this purpose, a section close to the most frequented station in those hills, Murree

{Mari) was taken. Dr. W. Waagen has pointed out very clearly the distinctions of the

beds, as indicated by their fossils. Such a sketch ought to suffice as an index or guide to

other observers in the adjoining districts. Descriptions of the mineral contents of the gneiss

in the district of South Mirz<apur are given by Mr. F. Mallet, who has pointed out the

oc(;urrence there of a very valuable dex)osit of Corundum, which is also of high interest

from its associated minerals being identical with those occurring in America in the some

association.

The sandstones of the Godavari are described by Mr, Blanford, while Mr. King, who
took up Mr. Blanford’s work there, describes in more detail the southern portions of this

ai-ea near Kuinmummett, and shows the occurrence of coal there in quantities which will

repay the expense of working when the held is rendered more accessible. Mr. Blanford
also contributes two valuable sketches of the geological structure of the Beluchistan

shores of the Persian Gulf, as well as a notice of Maskat and Massandim on the coast of

Arabia. Mr. Medlioott describes in detail a very remarkable case of what tqipears to bo

only local jointing in some sandstones at Jabalpur, and a careful discussjon of the physical

relations of the ‘Laiiieta’ group. Mr. Theobald has given a. notice of j>otroleum localities

in Pegn, and further discussion of the relations of tlio * axial* group in Western Proroe,

while, in addition to these more local and limited notices, a general sketch of the geology of

Orissa, and another of the geology of the Bombay Presidency, were also published—both

drawn up by Mr, Blanford. This brief enumeration of the principid contents of the

numbers will show how much has been done to elucidate the geological structure of the parts

of India and adjoining countries in which the officers of the Survey have been engaged.

Of the Memoibs of the Geological Suevet two volumes have appeared. It was

stated in last report that these were well advanced. Both Vol. VIII and Vol. IX have

been issued during the year just closed. In the first of these, Vol. VIII, in addition to

brief {jiccouiits of three small, isolated, and unimportant coal-fields in Bengal, a long and

detailed a<;count is given of an immense area, nearly as large as England, to the north of

Madras town, iiicludiug the districts of Kumool and Kuddapah, with maps and illustrations.

Vol. IX includes a notice of the Pciiliibula of Kutch (Kacb’h), a description of the geology

of the vicinity of Nagpur, a notice of the geology of Sirban hill near Abbottahad in Punjab,

and a brief notice of the occurrence of Ammonites in beds, in the Salt-range, containing

other fossils universally admitted hitherto as of carboniferous age. This last is one of

the most striking discoveries which has marked the progress of PalaK>ntology for many
years. The occurrence of the Brachiopoda, Aihyria suhtilita^ A, Roissyi; Frodunta
costata, JP. longispina, JP. Swmholdtii, in the same beds would at once bo admitted as

abundant evidence that those beds belonged to the true carboniferous group of Europe, but

with them also occur Strophaloaia Morrisiana^ which would rather indicate a Permian age.

There is, however, no question whatever that the association of fossils points conclusively to

a Palffiozoic epoch, whatever doubts there may be as to the exact horizon in the

palaeozoic series to which the beds may belong. Now, the occurrence of a true Ammonite
in any of the palseozoic rocks is a fi^tir altogether new to stratigraphical palseontology, and

ojicns up a whole field of investigation of the highest interest. The examination in detail

of the beautiful scries of fossils obtaioed from the Salt-range has unfortunately been
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interrupted by the serious illness of Dr. Waagen, who has been obliged to proceed to Europe
on medical certificate, but when completed, this collection will exhibit other novelties besides

those already noticed.

Of the Paljgoktologia Indica, during the year terminating on 31st December 1872,

the portions descriptive of the cretaceous Brachiopoda and of the Ciliopoda have been issued.

In the last reports we pointed out the rapid progress which had been made in this series,

and showed that the rate of publication was limited chiefly by the amount of funds it was

possible to devote to it. The question commended itself to the favorable consideration

of the Government of India, and it is with pleasure I acknowledge the liberality which

has doubled the sum granted for this valuable series from the commencement of the next

financial year. Meanwhile efforts are being made to instruct the necessary artists,

lithographers, &c., so as to he ready to take advantage of this. We had, during 1871,

issued, as then stated, the portions of the work which represented the fasciculi due up to

October 1872. The .two parts since issued have been large ones, while the Echinodermata are

printed off and only await the completion of the plates. There remain, therefore, the corals

to complete the issue of all the groups of invertebrata represented in the cretaceous

rocks of South India. These parts combined will form the fourth large volume of the

Cretaceous fauna, and will complete the monograph of this very important group. It will

form a monument of skill and labour reflecting the very highest credit on the Paleontologist

of the Surveys Dr. Stoliezka, and will prove a very fitting description of one of the richest

and most varied iaunm ever obtained from a limited area in a limited formation.

A fasciculus of the Cephalopoda of Kutch is ready for issue. This contains all the

JBelemnites and NautiUdee, It was hoped that we should have boon able to continue this

series without interruption, the succeeding portion being very well advanced ; but the

illness of Dr. Waagen already alluded to has disappointed this expectation. The series of

the Cephalopoda is very extensive, and will prove a contribution to the fossil history of the

upper Jurassic rocks of the very highest importance and value.

In addition to the regular issue of the Palaeontologia Tndica, some cf the more remark-

able forms met with in the Salt-range, as already noticed, have been figured in the Memoirs

of the Survey.

Maps.—

S

ome of the sheets of the district of Dumoh, which had been taken up first

for publication on the larger scale of our field maps, or 1 inch equal to 1 mile, are ready,

and have been kept back until the whole district be completed, which will be very shortly

now.

Of the * Atlas of India’ maps, which are to bo need as the final record of our work, six

quarter sheets were ready for issue to the public at the close of the year. Of these, the

four quarter sheets of sheet 79, containing the larger portion of the Cretaceous area of

Madras Presidency, were prepared some time since, but had not been issued, awaiting the

completion of the adjoining parts. Two quarter sheets, north-east and south-east, of

sheet 78 were printed during the year, and the parts of sheet 77 are now in the hands of

the engravers. A small map is annexed showing the present state of the publication and

preparation for publication of these final maps. These are now printed in colors with

much success at the Surveyor General’s Lithographic Office, and the general system having

been established after several trials, the rate of issue can now be maintained with some
regularify.

Libbabt.—During tbe year, seven hundred and xfinoty-six volumes or parts of volumes

have been added to the library of this department. Of this number 489 have been pre-

sented amd 307 have been purchased. As usual, a list of Societies or Institutions from whom
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we have received each presentationa or exchanges is annexed, while each Baccessive number

of the Recobds has given a list of the additions received during the preceding three months.

1 rejoice to think that this department has been relieved from the injury resulting to its

library from the restrictions imposed on the mode of procuring books, and from the delays

consequent thereon. And 1 doubt not the Coming year will again show a return to the

larger number of volumes which we have been for years past in the habit of recording.

Advantage has been taken of the past year to bring up the binding and securing of our

valuable series so far as practicable.

Museum.—^The collections in the Museum have been maintained in good order, the

additions properly embodied in the general series, and the spedmens properly cleaned out

and carefully labelled. The collection of minerals, which, as reported last year, had been

entirely remodelled and added to so largely, has been in part carefully catalogued by

Mr. F. R. Mallet, and it is hoped that this valuable work may be completed during the

coming rainy season, when work in the field is impracticable.

The demand for the preparation of a good series illustrative of the mineral wealth

of this country to be sent to the great Exhibition in Vienna has entailed on all the officers

of the Survey a large amount of trouble and occupation during the last months of the

year. The extremely limited and unsuitable accommodation which the present Museum
house offered for such extended collections has always prevented our bringing to-

gether a collection properly representing the mineral resources of the country. lu fact,

we had no place to put such a collection if made. While, therefore, our series afforded good

specimens in one or two directions, it was iieccssary to procure fresh and good sized specimens

for Vienna. I would here acknowledge the groat liberality and very cordial co-operation which

1 have experienced on the part of the numerous colliery proprietors iu the country, who have

supplied us with excellent specimens of the coals, ores, tools, &c., from their districts. 1 am
also indebted to the Commissioner of Inland Customs for a very valuable series of specimens

illustrative of the salt deposits of India. And in brief, from every one to whom we applied

for aid, we have received most ready support. The time at our disposal was far too

brief to admit of anything approaching to a complete series being obtained, but that which

is to be sent will give a fair representation of tbe mineral wealth of the country. With the

special sanction of the Government, it is proposed also to send some of our unique and valuable

collections of fossils, which will excite great interest among the Geologists of Europe, and

will afford a much desired opportunity for actual comparison and identification with known

European forms.

An Index map is, as usual, appended showing the present state of progress of the field

work of the Survey.-

The various collections are in as good order and preservation as the limited occommo-

T. OLDHAM,
Supdt, of GfeoL Survep, India^

and Director qf GeoL Museum, Calcutta*

dation at our command will permit.

Calcutta,

February 1873.
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last qp Societies and other Institutions, ^c., from which publications have been received

in donation or exchange for the Lihrarg qf the Geological Surveg qf India during

the year 1872.

Batayia.—^Boyal Society of Batavia. ^

Bbblin.—^Boyal Academy of Science.

JDitto.—Deutsche Geologische Qesellschaft.

Boston.—Society of Natural Histoiy.

Bbeslau.—

S

ilesian Society.

Calcutta.—^Asiatic Society of' Bengal*

Ditto.—^Agri-Horticultnral Society.

Cahbridoe, Mass.—Museum of Gom^rative Zoology.

Christiania.—Boyal University of Chiistiania.

Columbus.—GSological Survey of Ohio.

Copenhagen.—Danish Acadei^y.

Dehba Doon.—^Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Dbesden.—Natunviss. Gesellschafb, Isis.

Dublin.—^Eoyal Dublin Society.

Edinburgh.—Curators of the Signet Library,

Flobence.—Geological Commission of Italy.

Glasgow.—Philosophical Society.

Gottingen.—The Society.

Lausanne.—Society of Natural Science.

London.—Geological Survey of Great Britain.

Ditto.—Boyal Society.

Ditto.—Boyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Ditto.—Geological Society.

Ditto.—^British Museum.

Montreal.—Geological Survey of Canada.

Munich.—The Academy.

New Haven.—Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

New Zealand.—Geological Survey of New Zealand.

Paris.—L’Administration des Mines. „

Philadelphia.—American Philosophical Society.

Ditto.—Franklin Institute.

Ditto.—Academy of Natural Sciences.

Portland.—Society of Natural Histoiy.

Boorkeb.—^Thoma^on College. ^
Salem.—^Essex Institute.

Ditto.—Peabody Academy of Science.

Tubin.—^Academy of Turin.

Victoria.—Government Geological Survey of Victoria, Department of Mines.

Vienna.—^K. K. Geologische Beichsanstalt.

Washington.—Smithsonian Institute.

Ditto.—Department of Agriculture of the United States of America.

Yobe.—

Y

orkshire Philosophical Society.

Governments of India, Bengal, North-WeStem Provinces, Punjab;
Chief Commissioners of Mysore, Central Provinces, and British

Burmah ; Surveyor General, and Supeiintendent, Great Trigonometri-

cal Survey of India,
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Sketch of the Geology of the Noeth-West Peotences, H. B. Medlicott, %
F. G. 8., Deputy Superintendent^ Geological Survey of India,

The g:eology of the North-West Provinces is conveniently si^rable into throe divisions,

correspoading to three distinct geographical r^ons. Twenty-three of the thirty-five

revenue-districis are entirely on the Oangetic plains. Three districts on the north—Dehra-

Dun, Garhwfil, and Kum&on—^belong altogether to the Himalayan region. Out of nine

districts on the south, seven are in very large proportion covered by the plains-deposits

;

three only being in whole or in great part within the rock-area of the Peninsula of Hindu-

stan. It is at once apparent that these geographical divisions are also strictly geological

;

and it may bo here stated that no identification has as yet been made out between the

rocks within these provinces on the north and on the south of the plains. The formations

of these several regions may be noticed in the following order

1.—The Plains.—Terms applicable to these deposits. Bhangar and Kh&dar lands.

Whether the great rivers are raising or lowering their Khfidars. Bh&bar
and Tarai land. Age of the Bhangar land. Kalar lands.

II.— The Himalayan region.—Physical and geological divisions. The Sub-Himalayan

series : Sabathu group ; Nahan group ; Sivalik group. The limestone

and slate series : The Krol, Infra-Krol, Blini, and Infra-Blini groups.

The metamorphic scries.

III.

—

The Peninsular region.^TiiiO coal-bearing series: Barakar and Talchir groups.

The Vindhyan series : its cliaracicrs: its distribution. The slate series. The
schibt and gneiss series.

I.—The Plains.

Terms applicable to these deposits.—The middle ^gion naturally claims first attention.

It Is often spoken of as * the alluvial plains of the Ganges,* or by such like expressions. In a

general sense these terras are admissible : there is no doubt that the materials forming the

plains were contributed by the Ganges and by its tributaries. But in this range of meaning

the Sivalik deposits might claim to be included ; for it has been shown that their materials,

too, were conveyed through the existing Himalayan drainage system. On the other hand, by

confining the word ‘alluvium* to its strict geological meaning—^to ground subject to flooding

from the very channels that now exist—the alluvial ground of the North-West Provinces

becomes comparaiively small. It is necessary to specify stiU further to bring out the distinc-

tion to be made in the area under notice : the word ‘ alluvium’ is scarcely understood unless as

applied to fine deposits from tranquil inundation ;
and it applies to such indiscriminately

;

whereas from the proper geological point of view, the distinction to bo indicated is what
ground is undergoing increase from whatever form of deposition, and, on what ground
abrasion (denudation) is in permanent action ; or, in other words, where river action is for-

mative and where it is destructive.

Bhangar and Khddar lands.—h. large proportion of the plains-area in these pro-

vinces is permanently undergoing denudation. The main rivers run through it in confined

and fixed valleys, the flood-level of the waters being well below the general level of the

conntry. Several considerable streams, as the Hindan, take tbdr rise within this area;

and though subject to local overflow, with deposition of alluvium, they must, on the whole,

carry away annually a large quantity of earth. The fixed valleys of the great rivers are

of very variable width, generally bounded by steep high banks ; they are called Khddar, the

adjoining high land being known as Bhangar, The deep, low-Water, channel of the river

oscillates within the Khddar, or river-plain ; the whole of this being liable to inundation from
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the^oodu, and to coiiBtant erosion and re-formation by the action of the current. Kkadar-
mati is very nearly the native equivalent for ‘ alluvial land.’ But though there is always a
large total area of true alluTial land in the Khadara of the great rivers, it is possible that,

on the whole, these Khadara are undergoing denudation, that the river-bed is deepening,

and that the new alluvial land formed by its changes of position may be progressively lower
than the older patches removed by the same process. It has not yet been defined how
much, or if any portion, of the eastern districts come within the sub-deltaic conditions

that prevail in the Lower Provinces, where the river-action is broadly formative. The whole

of the province of Oude would come under one or other of these descriptive terms

—

Bhangar
or Khddar land.

Whether the great rivers are raising or lowering their Khadara.—The question

whether the great rivers have at present a tendency to deepen or to raise their channels is

one of much imporiance in relation to engineering works, and of great interest to the

geologist. Within deltaic regions, where the rivers are essentially formative, the process is

sufficiently understood : tlie bed and banks of the main channel are raised, till the contrast

of level determines a gradual set of the water to lower ground through some minor distri-

biitai’y ; the new channel is at first scoured out to the capacity of the main channel, when the

raising action recommences. Within the narrow river-plain of the Khddar^ there might be no
general feature to betray which process is in force. The river would oscillate pretty much
alike in either case, removing and replacing the patches of alluvial land. Still it seems likely

that careful enquiry among the natives cultivating the Khadara would elicit some grounds
for judgment : as, if any very old patches of alluvium were no longer inundated by the
highest flood, one might infer that the river had lowered its channel. The d pWor? con-

ditions may be stated briefly thus : Whether a river is cutting or depositing depends,

of course, upon its velocity and upon the charge of solid mat-ter, wholly or partially

suspended in it, As regards the first condition, it can be broadly stated that the slope

(and hence the velocity) within the Khadara is everywhere* much above that at which
silt-carrying rivers become on a large scale depositing rivers : at Kanhpur the fall is

nineteen inches per mile, at Allahabad thirteen ; while in the sub-deltaic region at

Patna and Rajraahal it is only six inches; and in the Delta proper it lowers to throe

inches.* It is moreover certain that for eight or nine months of the year, the great
rivers rush from their gorges in the mountains as torrents of clear water, or onl^ in the hot
months, discoloured by fine glacial mud ; immediately upon entering the Khddar, however,

the water becomes more or less charged with silt and continues so throughout its course.

For these months then the river must be denuding its channel. During the flood season,

on the contrary, the water issuing from the mountains is highly charged with de-

tritus; which is, to some extent at least, gradually deposited as the slope of the
channel becomes lowered in the Khddar. It would be difficult to conjecture to what
distances within the plains coarse shingle and gravel might be rolled along by the scour of
the cuiTent in extreme floods during successive seasons. Large stones not being found in the
bed of the river in the dry season may not be a safe indication of the case; as it is conceiv-

able that they should always he buried under lighter deposits as the flood subsided. * Whether
or not the rivers are able, even with the assistance of the clear water for eight months of the

year, to carry out of the Khddar all that they carry into it in the flood season, cannot be
determined without careful observation ; but from all the considerations mentioned, it would
seem likely that throughout the greater part of the Khddar the balance is in favor of erosion.

Any tendency pf the Ganges and Jamna to lower or to raise their bed at the mouth of their

goigee ought to he discoverable from the effect on the canal-heads at Hardwar and Fyz&b&d.

* These figures aw quoted from Mr. Fergoason’s paper ia the Quart. Jour. Oeol. 8oc., Lond., Vol. XIX, 1868.
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Continaed observations on the silt in the water, uniformly conducted at distant places, at

Fatehgarh, Kanhpdr, and Allahabad, might indicate whether erosion or deposition is taking
place within the Khadar region. But the most satisfactory test would be, continued registra-

tion of the rise and fall of tbo water on permanently fixed gauges, to be checked by an
annual exact measurement of the low-water liver-section at each gauge.

JBkdbar and Tarai land.—Independently of such tracts on the eastern borders of the

province as come within the sub-deltaic region of the great rivers, thei*e is a considerable

stretch of country where the drainage is formative. The minor streams from the outer skirts

of the mountains do not run on into the plains in deep channels cut through deposits of

earlier times ; tbej*^ flow, at least for many miles, in broad shallow and ever-shifting beds

formed of materials brought down b\' themselves. The load of shingle, gravel, sand, and earth

washed into these torrents by the heavy rainfall from the precipitous slopes of the Sivalik

hills, formed of soft conglomerates, sandstones, and clays, is far more than the current can

carry into the main rivers. It is possible, too, as has just been discussed, that something of

the same kind takes place in the upper reaches of these rivers themselves. There is thus,

along the northern margin of the plains, a broad belt of ground the formation of which
is strictly ‘recent.* The porlion of it next the hills, having a steeper slope than the rest,

is chiefly composed of shingle and gravel with a filling in of sand and earth. This is the

forest-bearing zone known as the hhdhar. Except in the rainy season, it is devoid of water

;

streams of considerable volume soon sinking into the porous ground, to reappear (at least in

part) along the lower fringe of tlie co.arse deposits. This second zone, though having, on

the whole, a considerable slope, greater than the general slope of the plains, is thus made
watery and swarapj" ; it is well known as the tarai. V/est of the Ganges this formative

process is specially active owing to the greater development here of the soft Upper Siv&lik

rocks, which are the most abundant source of detritus. Some years ago, excavations in

connection with the Eastern Jainna Canal brought to light the ruins of an ancient town.

The tarai in the Jamna-Ganges Doah is scarcely a noticeable feature, owing probably

to the good natural drainage ; the watershed being here 400 feet above the Ganges at

Hardwdr. Eastwards from the Ganges the tarai becomes more and more distinct. In

the same direction remnants of an ancient hhdhar deposit become frequent and of increasing

elevation, till in the far east, at the base of the Sikira Himala^’B, they stand at 1,000 feet

over the actual ton-ents. To the south of the plains some analogous cases of recent

deposits may he found, but they are altogether insignificant ; the larger rivem there also run-

ning in channels which they do not overflow to any extent.

The phenomena under notice have been only incidentally e.xamined, so that the sketch

here given is very incomplete and open to correction.

Age of the hhdngar land.—It having been shown that the great moss of the plains,

deposits belongs to a bygone period of formation, it devolves upon the geologist to ascertain

the age and nature of the process. Very little progress has as yet been made to that end •

the systematic study of the question not having been taken up. Some have maintained

that the deposits are marine or estuarine ; others, as seems most likely, that they are, at

least to any observed depth, purely fluviaiile, by a process like what is now going on

in the Bengal Provinces. No trace of marine organisms has been found in them. But

some bones of terrestrial mammalia were got in a hard bed of calcareous gravel in the bed

of the Jamna near Etawa; and which seem to belong to species or varieties now extinct ;

BO that those deposits will probably take rank among the later Tertiaries. From observations

made in sinking wells along the line of railway, one of the engineers has stated the general sec-

tion of the Ganges-Jamna Doah south of Aligarh to be—^loam 35 feet, blue silt 30 feet, strong

lay 20 feet, resting on a water-bed of reddish sand, from which the water rises some 30 feet
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The bed of clay Blopes from north to south at about two feet in the mile, the surface sloping

about eighteen inches in the mile. The water obtained from the blue silt is always more
or less saline. The only deep section of the plains-deposits is from the boring for an
artesian well at Amb&la. This position, a little to the west of the Ganges-lndus watershed,

is on the zone of recent deposits ; the river channels are all superficial, and become lost in

the desert country to the south. There is nothing in the section of the boring to mark a

change from these surface deposits to others of an older period. None could, indeed, have

been expected, as it is only on an extended horizontal section that a plain of denudation, such

as that of the present Ganges-Jamna Doab, could be detected between any older beds and

perfectly similar materials recently overlaid upon them. There is moreover no presumption

that any such .break exists in the plains-deposits west of the main watershed, or at least

at that watershed. A single, boring, too, can tell little or nothing of the arrangement of the

strata. The depth reached was 455 feet, or 450 feet above the sea-level. Frequent alter-

nations of clay and sand were passed through. At 286 to 296, and 400 to 417 feet, coarse

gravel and large stones were found ; strong beds of clay occurring again beneath.

Kalardands.—The presence of alkaline salts to a very deleterious extent in the sub-

surface water, and their appearance as an efflorescence in many parts of the country, has been

an object of anxious enquiry in Upper India for many years back ; especially as it seems

on the increase, and most so in connection with irrigation. The efflorescence consists

principally of sulphate, carbonate and chloride of sodium ; more rarely nitrate ; and occa-

sionally with potassium as base. The crude salt with its earthy admixture is called Kalar
(Kullur). The cultivators also speak of it as usar and reh. But the former word is said

properly to mean negatively sterile soil ; and reh is said to be properly applied to the carbonate

of sodium (or natron). Several conjectures have been made as to the origin of the Kalar :

1, that it is an aboriginid ingredient of the soil ; 2, that it is continually being elaborated

from the soil by the action of water ; 3, that it is brought up by water from saline deposits at

some depth from the surface ; 4, that it is very largely and to* an indefinite degree due to

accumulation by evaporation from lodgement of inundation waters. It is not likely that any

of these is the exclusive cause ; and it is most important to determine in what degree each of

them may operate, with a view to determining the remedy to be applied in each case. The
third supposition, which would be the most unfavorable of all, may be set aside. There are

some spots on the plains of Upper India, as at Bhartpur, where deep brine-wells are

worked ; but the ground near them is not Kalar-ld^ndi ; and, on the other hanS, through-

out the tracts of Kalar-land the water of the deep wells is sweet, holding as little as, or

even less saline matter than, the water of the great rivers. It is of course known that the

Kalar salts are in the main the product of the decomposition of silicious minerals by

atmospheric and other surface conditions. But the ingredients of alluvial deposits are

entirely made up of mineral detritus that has already undergone the principal phase of this

soil-producing action ; and its further decomposition would be very slow indeed. Whatever

opinion may be maintained regarding very ancient Kalar-lajid, all the evidence upon the

receift formation of these salts goes to prove that it is due to accumulation by evaporation

in water-logged land ; and it is a necessary corollary from this that water-logging from river

or canal inundation must immensely increase the rapidity of its growth. Flooding from

^in would be limited to the salt-resources of the ground affected, or of such local drainage

as it recrived ; whereas river or canal inundation would be an inexhaustible source of importa-

tion of these salts. Various remedfes have been suggested for this most serious evil : the

cultivation of plants, such as the barilla plant, which assimilates a large amount of some of

thesd salts ; the application of suitable mineral manures, so as to &cilitate the utilization of

these salts by ordinary crops ; the application of efficient drainage. If one had only a

definite amount of Kalar to deal with, as would be the case supposing it to be of purely
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local origin, the applicaiiun of tho first two methods might he sufficient. But with an

inexhaustible and ever renewed source of the salt, such as is supplied by river and canal

water (both being drainage water), it seems evident that efficient drainage is the only suffi-

cient remedy.

II.

—

The Himalayan ssaiON.

Physical and Geological divisions.—^In Kum&on and Garhw^l tho boundary of tho

Province extends up to the great snowy range, the frontier of Tibet. West of the Ganges,

the District of Dehra-Dun (including Jaons4r) comprises only a small portion of the Lower

Himalaya. The mountain-area presents three well-marked physical zones. There is a

narrow fringo of low hills, which, from their analogy to similar ridges in other countries

named after the range to which they are subordinate, have been called the Sub-Himalayan

range. North of these t^ mountains rise abruptly to an elevation of 6,000 to 7,000 feet

;

and from here there is a broad belt, some fifty miles wide, of ridges having this elevation, or

but very little over it, up to the base of the great snowy range. This middle zone has been

designated the Lower Himalayan region. The geology of the hills has as yet been only

cursorily examined. The rocks that appear within the limits of this province may be noticed

under three heads : 1st, the Sub-Himalayan series, correspomiing in distribution, at least in

its upper groups, with the lower hills designated by that name ; 2nd, a limestone and slate

series, occurring very constantly in a belt of varying width along the margin of the Lower

Himalayas, as at Naini Tal ; and 3rd, a metamorphic series with granitic protrusions, form-

ing tho rest of the Lower Himalayan region, and also the line of snowy peaks ; close upon

the northern flanks of which, beyond the frontier, there rest the PaUeozoic and Secondary

rocks of Tibet.

The Sub-Himalayan Series.—The youngest of these divisions, the Sub-Himalayan

series, includes a wide range of the Tertiary period ; from the nummulitics up to the Miocene

SivaJiks ; and these are closely connected with the Pliocene deposits of the plains. In this

series three well marked physical stages have been described. In point of elevation the order

of sequence of these has been reversed—^tho oldest being highest and the youngest lowest,

in their respective zones. This has not taken place by inversion
; nor yet (it has been

argued) by upheaval in steps, through faulting. Appearances are best explained by tho

supposition, that during successive periods of elevation an irregular scarped line of erosion

was weathered out along the newly raised strata (like the present cliffed face of the Sivalik

hills) ;
and that against this, as boundary, the newer groups of deposits were accumulated,

just as we see the bhabur slopes of tho present day. As would result from such a process.

Hie oldest group has been most elevated and longest exposed, and so has suffered most from

denudation. Only remnants of it are left along tho margin and on the flanks of tho

higher hills.

The Svhdihu group.—Tho typical area in which all the sub-divisions of the lowest

group are seen lies out of the North-West Provinces, to west of the Jamna. The hill

stations of Kusaoli, Dagshai, and Subdthu are on these rocks, which take their name &om the

last of these places. The base of the group consists of brown clays with Hmestraes and

fine sandstones, passing up into thick red clays and strong sandstones. The age of the

lower portion is well characterized by abundant nummulitic fossils. Only a very small

remnant of these beds has yet been observed in these provinces. It occurs on a gap of the

ridge bounding the Eastern Dun, close above Hikikds, and just north of the village of

Bone. The hills of Kum4on and Garhwal have been only cursorily examined, and other

outliers of this group may yet be found.

The Ndhan group.—The middle group of the series is largely developed in the hills

« immediately at the base of the mountain range, as spurs of which they might be hastily
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described $ but their distinctness a range is well marked by a line of low gaps and open

longitudinal valleys along the geologic^ boundary, the drainage passing through the range

by narrow transverse gorges. These features may be well seen along the Western Ddn
under Masuri. In the Eastern Ddn, from Rajpiir to the Ganges, this flanking range has

been removed ; but east of the Ganges it appears again in great force, continuing so up to

the Nepal frontier. The strata are well exposed along both roads up to Naini T&l. They

consist principally of massive gray sandstone (very like the molasde of Switzerland), with

subordinate bands of clay. The small nests of lignite found at many places in the sand-

stone have more than once given rise to exaggerated hopes, and even to confident statements,

as to the existence of coal. The fine heematite iron-ore of Dcchouri near Kalidiingi is

only a local concentration of the iron oxide which occurs so freely disseminated as an ingre-

dient of the clays. This middle member of the series has been called the Nahan group,

from the chief town of Sirmiir.

The Sivalilc group . youngest member of the Sub-Himalayan series is the Sivalik

group, so called from the name given to the outermost range of hills by Colonel Sir Proby

Cautley, who found in those rocks the splendid collection of vertebrate fossils, partially

described by Dr. H. Falconer in the Fauna Sivalensis. These hills are much lower than those

of the middle group, from which they are generally separated by the broad longitudinal

valleys known as the duns

;

which are structural features, not mere valley's of denudation.

The form of disturbance of the strata is very regular ; broad ‘ normal’ anticlinal flexures,

the axis-plane sloping towards the mountains. The Sivalik hills have been weathered out

along the axis of the flexures ; and the duns lie on the flat northern slope The original

* Sivalik Hills’ are that well-defined portion of the range between the Ganges and the

Jamna separating the Dehra-Ddn from the plains. From a short distance east of the

Ganges the range is broken and scaicely recognisable, having probably been denuded ofiT

and covered up, if indeed it had ever been so prominent as to the west. The hhdbar

deposits here often reach up to the base of the inner range of the middle group of rocks.

The P4tli Dun is an irregular valley of denudation in these hills of the Nahan group.

The lower part of the Sivalik group is very like the Ndhan group in composition, save that

the sandstone is softer and fresher. At top there is a great thickness of conglomerate, both

earthy and sandy. The physical separation between the Sivalik and the Nahan group has

recently been clearly made out
; but the distinction was unfortunately not observed in the

collection or the description of the great series of fossils formerly procured from this region.

The vast majority, if not all, of the large mammalian > remains were obtained from the

younger group; some vertebrate fossils were found in the N&ban rocks, but they were in

great part lost or were mixed with those from the Sivaliks : a very interesting point —the
comparison of the two faunas— was thus missed.

The limestone and slate series .—The second rock-system to be noticed consista of an

unknown thickness of slates, limestones, and sandstones, forming the first range of the

mounti^s from end to end. The stations of Chakrata, Masuri, and Nalni Tal are on those

rocks, uhe strata are greatly contorted, although preserving a strike approximately parallel

to the mountain range ; and the relations of the several bands of rock can now be only

vaguely suggested. From the more regular secUons in the hills west of the Jamna the

series has been roughly divided, in descending order, into—The Erol limestone; the

Infra-Krol slaty shale (often carbonaceous); the Blini limestone and conglomerate; the

Infra-Blini slates. It is the Krol limestone that determines the picturesque outline of the

outer ranges, as at Naini Tal, compared with that of the great mass of the Lower
Himalayan region. The Bliui limestone has also been traced eastward, along the outer flanks

of moimtaiDS, to as far as under Naiiii TM. The Krol group has been asserted to be of

triaasic age ; but the only fossifs certainly known to have been procured from these rocks
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within these provinces were some indeterminate casts of bivalves from a band of limestone

in the fi^orge of the T&l river, at the east end of the ^ehra-Dtin. The lead-mines of Sirrodr

and those near Subathu are in this series of rocks. Trappean intrusions occur at many
places in them.

The metamorphic series.—At many places, as on the Simla section, there is a complete

transition from the slate series into the crystalline schist series, through a graduated meta-

morphism. Elsewhere the passage is abrupt, as in the valley north of Naini Tdl, where the

junction is complicated by profuse trappean intrusion. The great mass of the lower Hima-
layan region, and also of the snowy range, is composed of crystalline schists, gneiss, and
granite. There is a large mass of intrusive granite near Almora. Copper ores occur at many
places, and are worked by the natives. They have not been favorably reported on by Euro-

pean mineral-viewers. There are also many fine bands of lich iron ore
; but the inacces-

sibility of the ground prevents their being extensively used. Impure graphite is found in

several places.

TII.—The PENiNstrLiE keoioh.

Although the rock-area south of the plains and within the North-Western Provinces is

very small, it forms an extended line ; and thus it includes representatives of the principal

rock-series of Hindustan, excepting only the Deccan trap formation and the cretaceous rocks

below it. There are thus to be noticed

—

The coal-bcaring series.

The Vindhyan series.

The slate series.

The schist and gneiss series.

The roaUhearing series.—The great plant-bearing series of rocks, so widely scattered

over India, has been divided in different basins into a number of well-marked groups. But
the characters of many of those sub-divisions, or their equivalence in time, do not exactly

correspond from one basin to another, so that it is impossible as yet to adopt a scale of

groups applicable tliroughout. The two bottom groups of the series are the most widely

distiibuted and the most constant in character. The Talcbirs, the lowest group, is of

special interest as exhibiting undoubted glacial action in very ancient rocks (probably

Palfeozoic), and in what is now an intertropical latitude. The most characteristic bed of

this group is a fine greenish-gray silt, in which there frequently occur huge boulders of rock,

sometimes rounded, and sometimes, in the same spot, quite angular, occasionally polished

and deeply grooved by friction
;
just as is at present only known to occur in glacial deposits.

It is not possible at present to conjecture to what conditions—whether to great elevation,

or to change of climate from eosraical causes—these phenomena were due. In most of

the fields throughout India the coal-measures are confined to the Barakfir group, which

is largely made up of coarse felspathic sandstones.

In British Singrowli, the southern extremity of the Mirzapur District, there are

about forty square miles of the Talchir group exposed ; and about twenty more ove^id by
the Barakars. From the Kota mine in Singrowli all the coal was procured, which used in

old times to be carried on pack-bullocks for forty miles, across the Vindhyan plateau, to

Mirzapur, for the steamers on the Ganges. The sandstone forming tho small plateau over

the coal-measures at Kota probably belongs to one of the upper groups of the series. This

is the only patch of this series of rocks within the North-Western Provinces. It is the

eastern extremity of the great central basin of South Eiwah.

The Vindhyan series : its characters.—Tho base of the plant-bearing series is separated

all over India by total unconformity, involving a great break in time, from the next preced-

ing formation, which ia known as the Vindhyian series. The precise range of this series has
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not yet been fixed. TJbie rocks to which the name was first given, or rather adopted from
the old gec^raphical name, are the stroim^ fine sandstones forming a very long range of cliffs

along the north side of the INTarbadd valley from Hosungabad to Jabalpur, and continuous

thence along the north of the Sdn valley to Sasseram in Behar. As the sandstones recede

from this line of cliffs, they become steadily split up by thick bands of shales, with lime-

stones, and BO necessitating a division into three principal groups, as Bhanrer, Riwah, and
Kalmur, forming the original Yindhyan series. In the S6n valley the sandstone cliff is

weathered back to the north of its line in the Narbada country ; thus exposing older beds,

underlying the Slaimur sandstone. These consist of limestones, fine flaggy sandstones and

shales, with strong bands of very peculiar porcellanic and trappoid beds ; the whole forming

a series of local groups. Beds of exactly the same description as those of the Sdn
Valley appear again along the north edge of the Yindhyan basin; and here also they

stop out against the gneiasic rocks of lower Banddlkand, and so are entirely over-

lapped by the Eaimur sandstone. They were here first described as the Semri series,

but are now properly merged in the Son series. As these strata present throughout

steady parallelism with the Yindhyan beds above them, both occupying the same basin,

being alike affected by local disturbance, and alike free from any symptoms of meta-

morphism (except the conversion of the sandstone into quartzite in certain positions

of disturbance), the name Yindhyan has been extended to the whole series, with only

the distinction of Upper for all the original Vindhyans and of Lower for the S6n

series. On the north side of the gneissic area of lower Bandelkand, about Gwalior, there

is a group of rocks resting, just as the upper Yindhyans themselves do, upon an old surface

of the gneiss ; they have scarcely undergone any more disturbance or metamorphism than

the Yindhyans ; but the Kaimur conglomerate rests unconformably upon an ancient surface

of erosion of these rocks, and is largely made up of their ddbris. There is, however,

at least one marked character common to the Gwaliors and the lower Yindhyans—the

peculiar porcellanic and porphyritoid beds occur in both ; and it would be by no means

improbable to suppose that the two are in part cotemporaneous deposii^ There are

also marked differences between them ; the Gwaliors are highly ferruginous and includo

some strong sheets of cotemporaneous basic trap. These now characters, on the other

hand, suggest another link in the descending series of formations : rocrossiug the same

gneiss, to the south, wo find in the Bijawar country a new group of rocks, still again

resting flatly upon an eroded surface of the gneiss, only partially disturbed and shWing only

incipient motamorphism, but upon which the original lower Yindhyans rest unconformably.

Cotemporaneous trap and highly ferruginous deposits are marked features of this Bijawar

group ; and it would not he extravagant to assume that it is, in part, cotemporaneous with

the Gwalior group. Again, in the Sdn Valley, the lower Yindhyans rest with extreme

unconformity upon beds that have been thought to represent those of By4war, and which

have become highly metamorphic and associated with.^eissic rocks. We thus finally arrive

at the suggestion of a younger and an older gneissic series; without finding, below the

Yindhyans proper, a clearly marked physical break applicable generally over even so small a

geological field as the Indian Peninsula.

The stratigraphical difficulties observed in the preceding paragraph might be removed

by the aid of fossils ;
hut to the great disappointment of geologists in India, the Yindhyans

have fta yet yielded no oiganic remains, although the undisturbed and unaltered strata

composing them, often covered with fine ripple marking, continually tempt one with the

hope of successful search. Some forms supposed to be corals were found by Mr. Hacket in

a limestono of the Gwalior series.

Besides^prodneing in abundance building stone of first rate quality and limestone,

the Vindhyans are only remarkable as containing diamonds. The miues near Pannah are
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now more worked than any others in India. The gem is, of course, found in the diluirial

deposits; but the diggings most prized are in the Biwah group of the Vindhyan series.

Although, however, th^ group has a very wide rahge, diamonds are not known to occur

in it beyond a very limited tract in the State of Pannah. This fact and other pbservations

have suggested that the diamond was not originally formed in the Bi^ah group ; but rather

in some peculiar contact-rocks at the base of the lower Tindbyan, or Son, series, and well

exposed in the sections close to the north of Pannah.

Its distribution.—The Baramnasa, forming the eastern boundary of the I^orth-WesterD

Provinces, flows from the eastern extremity of the Vindhyan plateau. From here to

Futehpiir Sikri (which stands upon a ridge of Bhanrer sandstone), south of Agra, the north

scarp of the Vindhyans corresponds approximately with the south boundary of the

provinces ; the native states of lower Bandelkund being intricately interwoven with the

districts of Banda, Lalatpur, and Jhansi. Only, on the east, the Mirzapur district stretches

southward across the Vindhyan plateau, here formed of the Kaimur group, and across the

S6n valley, where there is a full section of the lower Vindhyan, or Son, series. The

northern outcrop of this same series is exposed in the Banda district, about Kirwi. The

Gwalior series just touches the border of the province in the Etdwah district.

The slate series .—In discussing the range of the Vindhyan series, the Bij^war

formation was mentioned as showing incipient metamorphio action. It is made up of

hornstone-breccias, quartzite-sandstone, cherty limestones, ferruginous sub-schistose slaty

shales, and thick sheets of basic trap -rock. The districts of Banda and Lalatpur just touch

upon the original area of these rocks in Bijawar. In the Mirzapur district, in the hills

south of the S6n, similar rocks occur, in a state of high contortion, and connected on the

south with a broad band of clay-slates, which are in turn intimately associated with

crystalline schists and gneiss.
^

The schist and gneiss series .—The wide bay formed by the Vindhyan scarp between

Gwalior on the north-west afld Kirwi on the south-east is occupied by highly metamorphic

rocks,—coarse porphyritoid gneiss and crystalline schists. In the districts of tlhansi and

Lalatpur these rocks appear freely ; but to the north-east, in the districts of Jaloun, Hamirpdr,

and Banda, outcrops become more and more scarce as the rock disappears under the

plains deposits. The strike of the foliation and of the bedding, where observable, is

generally east and west. Greenstone dykes are very abundant, with a prevailing north-west-

south-east direction. None of these dykes pass into any of the overlying sedimentary rocks,

and ore therefore presumably of older date. The most striking feature of this area is

the prevalence of great quartz-reefs, standing up in great wall-like ridges, sometimes

more than three hundred feet high, many yards wide, and running quite straight for

several miles continuously, or with intervals appearing again on the same strike. They

have a prevailing north-easterly run, but exceptions are frequent. These also are certainly

older than the Bijawar formation, and also apparently older than the trap dykes. It has

been thought that gold should be found in or about these gpreat quartz-reefs ; but there is

no trace or tradition of its occurrence. According to some theories, this would be accounted

for by the extreme antiquity of these reefs and of the enclosing gneiss.

The gneiss at the southern point of the Mirzapdr district in Singrowli belongs to the

groat metamorphic area of Behar and Bengal. Here also massive porphyritic and granitoid

gneiss is the predominant rock, with subordinate bands of hornblende schist. Ther^ is a

strong band of line Corundum in it near the village of Pipra. Bands of ciystallino

dolomite and limestone are also frequent in this gueiss
; whereas none whatever has been

observed in the gneiss of Bandelkund.

H. B. MEDJ^ICOTT.
September 1872.
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DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.

S. £. Fbal, Esq., Assam.—^A supposed ancient stone implement found in the common clay

at Seebsaugor.
^

A. Stxwast, Esq., Collector, Rajamundry, Godavari District.—A series of Intertrappean

fossils from Eateroo, Rajamundry.

C. U. Shepard.—A small portion of the Meteorite which fell at Searsmont, Walds Co.,

Maine, U.,S. A., fell 2lBt May 1871.

Db. Bibch, 10th N. I., Barrackpore.

—

A. specimen of calcareous tufa (statactitic) from

Ross, Hokatoka, West Coast of New Zealand.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Fbom 1st Octobbb to SIst Decembeb 1872.

Titles of Boohs, Donors.

Annual Reports of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey for 1851*52, 1853, 1854, and 1858,

4to., Washington.

Museum, Comb. Zoot., Haevaiid.

Archseological Survey of India. Reports for 1862—1865, Vols. I and II, (187l)f 8vo., Simla.

Home Office.

Elliot, Sib H. M.—The History of India as told by its own Historians, Vol. IV. The

Muhammadan period, (1872), 8vo., London.

Goveenmekt of India.

Geological Survey of Illinois, Vols. Ill and IV, Geology and PalsDontology, 1868 and 1870,

8vo., Springfield. •

Museum, Comp. Zool., Haevaed.

IIectob, James.—Geological Survey of New Zealand. Reports of Geological Explorations

during 1870*71, with maps and sections (1871), 8vo., New
Zealand.

Geological Sukvet of New Zealand.

Huxlet, Thomas H.—A Manual of the Anatomy of Vertehrated Animate (1871), 8vo.,

London.

Jaaeboee van het mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Cost Indio. Jaarg. I, Deel. 1, (1872), 8vo.,

Amsterdam.
Netheblandb* Goyeenment.

Mabeham, C. B.—Abstract of the Reports of the Surveys and of other Geographical

Observations in India for the year 1870-71, (1872), 8vo., London.

India Office.

Faceaed, a. S.—^First and Second Annual Reports on the injurious and beneficial Insects

of Massachusetts (1871 and 1872), 8vo., Boston.

Peabody Academy of Science.

$, „ Injurious Insects, new and little known (1870), 8vo., Salem.

Ditto.

»» 93 Record of American Entomology for 1868 and 1870, (1869 and 1871),

8vo., Salem. '

Ditto.

Scuddeb, Samuel H.—A systematic Revision of some of the American Butterflies (1872),

^ 8vo., Salem.

Ditto.
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Titles of Books, Donors,
SowEBBT, Jambs.—Mineral Conchology of Great Britain, VoL VII, Nos. 106 to 113, (1840)

8vo., London.

Tate, Balph.—^Rudimentary Treatise on Geology, Part II. Historical Geology, (1871),

8vo., London.

Walker, Colonel.—^Notes on tbe Harmonic Analysis of Tidal Observations, (1872), 8vo.,

London.
The Author.

PERIODICALS.

American Journal of Conchology, Vol. VTI, part. 4 (1871-72), 8vo., Philadelphia.

„ „ of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. IV, Nos. 20 to 23 (1872), 8vo., New
Haven.

„ Naturalist, Vol. II, (1868), V, (1871), 8vo., Salem.

Peabody Academy of Science.

Annales des Mines, 7th Ser., Vol. I, liv. 3, (1872), 8vo., Paris.

L'Administr. des Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4tb Series, Vol. X, No. 69, (1872), 8v()., London.

„ of Indian Administration for 1871-72, Vol. XVT, part. 2, (1872), 8vo., Serampore.

Government of India.

Archiv fiir Naturgesohichle, Jahrgang XXXVII, heft 4, (1871), 8vo., Berlin.

Geological Magazine, Vol. IX, Nos. 9 to 11, (1872), 8vo., London. ^

Indian Economist, with Agricultural Gazette, and Statistical Reporter, Vol, IV, Nos. 2 to 4^

(1872), 4to., Bombay.
Government of India.

London, Edinburgh, and DubUn Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Ser.,

Vol. XLIV, Nos. 293 & 294, (1872), 8vo., London.

Neiies Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologic, und Palaeoutologie, Jahrgang, 1872, heft 6 & 6,

(1872), 8vo., Stuttgart.

Peterman, Dr. A.—Geographische Mittheilungen, Band XVIII, Nos. 8 to 10, (1872), 4to.,

Gotha.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. I, No. 6, (1872), 8vo.,

Roorkee.

Principal, Thomason College.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. 36, (1872), 8vo., London.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS.

British Burma.—^British Burma, General Department. Reports on Hospitals and Dispen-

saries for 1869-70, (1872), 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioner, British Burma.

„ British Burma, General Department, (Sanitary). Repoit on Sanitary

Administration for 1871, (1872), 8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

„ British Burma, Judicial Department, (Police). Report on Police

Administration for 1871, (1872), 8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

^ British Burma, Judicial Department. Report on Criminal and Civil

Justice for 1871, (1872), 8vo., Rangoon.

Hitto.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

Bbitibh Bubma.. - British Burma, Political Department. Heport on the Administration of

the Hill Tracts, Northern Arrakan, (1872), 8vo., Bang;oon.

Chief Comiiissionbb, Bbitish Bubma.

„ British Burma, Revenue Department, (Excise). Report on Excise Admin-

istration for 1871-72, (1872), 8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

„ British Burma, (Miscellaneous) Report on Revenue Administration for

1871-72, (1872), 8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

India.— Cunningham, J. M.—^Eighth Annual Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with

the Gavemment of India, 1871, (1872), ilsc., Calcutta.

Government of India.

„ Narrative of the Course of Legislation by the Council of the Governor General

during the official year, 1871-72, (1872), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto-

„ Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Department of Agricul-

ture, Revenue and Commerce, No. 90. Extracts from the Reports

of the Trigonometrical, Topographical, and Revenue Surveys of

India for 1870-71, (1872), 8vo., Calcutta.

Ditto.

North-Westebn Pbovinces.—Cabmichael, C. P-—-Report on the Administration of the

Police of the North-Western Provinces for 1871, (1872), flsc.,

Allahabad.

GovEshMENT, N. W. Provinces.

Punjab.—Report on the Administration of the Punjab and its Dependencies for the year

1871-72, (1872), 8vo., Lahore.

Punjab Government.

TRANSACTIONS, Ac.

Berlin.—Monatsbericht der konig. Freuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften, May to July, (1872),

8vo., Berlin.

The Academy.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Band XXIV, heft 1

—

2,

(1872), 8vo., Berlin.

The Society.

Boston.—Journal of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. IV, Nos. 2—4 (1844),

8vo., Boston.

Ditto.

„ Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. II, pt. 2. On the Deve-

lopment of Limulus Polyphemus by A. S. Packard, (1871),

4to., Boston.

Ditto.

Bb|BBDAU.—Aebtundvierzigster Jahres. Beiicht der Schlesischen Gesellsobaft fur vaterlan-

dische Cultur, (1870), 8vo., Breslau.

Silesian Society, Bbbslau.
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Titles of Books. Donw^s,

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Kew Ser., Vol. XLI, part I, No. 3,

part II, Nos. 3 and 4, (1872), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 9, November, (1872), 8vo.,

Calcutta.

Ditto.

„ Becords of the Geological Survey of ludia^ Vol. V, pt. 4, (1872), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Subvet.
Cambbtpqe, Mass.—Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Vol. I, Nos, 1—7,

and III, Nos. 2—4, (1869 and 1871), 8vo., Cambridge.

Museuh, Comp. Zool., Habvasd.

„ Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College,

No. IV, Pourtalds, L. F. de. Deep-sea Corals, (1871), 8vo.,

Cambridge.

Ditto.

, Annual Report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology

at Harvard College for the years 1868—1871, 8vo., Boston.

Ditto.

„ Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol, I, (1785),

to IV, (1821), 4to., Cambridge.

The Academy.
Dresdfe.—

A

cademite Csesarem-Leop. Nat. Cur. Ephemerides sive observationum Med.
Phys. centuria I, (1712), to X, (1722), 8vo., Lipsiee.

,. Acta Physico-Medica Academiso Csesareee Leopoldino-Carolinse Naturs Curioso-

rum exhibentia Ephemerides, Vol. 1, (1727), to X, (1754), 8vo.,

l^orimberga.

„ Abhandlungen der romisch-kauserlichen Akademie Medicinisch, Chirurgisch

Anatomisch Chymisch und Botanische, Vol. I, (1755), to XX,
(1771), 8vo., Norimberga.

„ Nova Acta Physico-Medica Academim Csesarem Leop.-Carol. Nat. Curio. Ephe-

merides, I, (1757), to VIII, (1771), 8vo., Norimberga.

„ Novorum Actorum Agademice Caesarero Leopoldino-Carolinm Naturae Curio-

sorum, Vol. IX, (1818), to XXXIII, (1867), 4to., Dresden.

„ Miscellanea Curiosa, Vol. I, (1670), to XIII, (1705), and Index (1670—1705),

8vo., Norimberga.

„ Kellneb, W. a., and Buchnbb, A. E.—Index rerum memorab. quae in

decuriis III, ac centuriis X, Ephemeridum ab anno 1670—1722,

(1739), 8vo., Norimberga.

„ Commercium Litterarium ad rei medicse et scientbe naturalis incrementum.

Anni 1731—1746, 8vo., Norimberga.

„ Buchner, A. E. Academise sacri Romani Imperii Leop.-Carol. Nat. Curio.

Historia, (1766), 4to., Halle.

„ Neiobbaueb, J. D. F.—Gesohichte der Leop. Carolinischen Deutsohen

Akademie, (1860), 4to., Jena.

„ Sitzungsberichte der naturwissenschafUichen GeseUschaft Isis in Dresden

Jahrg., 1871, Juli to Sept., 8vo., Dresden.

The Isis Society.

Flobbnce.—Bollettino R. Comitato Geologico d* Italia, Nos. 7—10, (1872), 8vo„ Florence.

The Society.
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Titles of Books. Donors.

London.—Journal of the Boyal Asiatio Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Series,

Yol. VI, part 1, (1872), Svo., London.

The Society.

„ Memcnrs of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Figures and Descrip-

tions illustrative of British Organic Bemains, Decade XIII,

(1872), 8vo., London.

Geological Subyey of Gbeat Bbitain.

of the Geological Survey of England and Wales. Explanation of

Quarter Sheet, 88 N. E., of the Geological map of England
and Wales, illustrating the Geology of the neighbourhood of

Dewsbury, Huddersfield, and Halifax, (1871), 8vo., London.

^ Ditto.

of the Geological Survey of England and Wales. Explanation of

Quarter Sheet, 93 S. W., of the one-inch Geological Survey map
of England, illustrating the geology of the carboniferous

rocks north and east of Leeds, and the Permian and Triassic

rocks about Tadcaster, (1870), 8vo., London.

Ditto.

„ Geological Survey of England and Wales. Geology of the country between

Liverpool and Southport, and explanation of geological map,

90 S. E., by Charles E. de Kance, (1870), 8vo., London.

Ditto.

,, Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and of the Museum of

Practical Geology. Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland during the years 1869 and 1870, (1870

and 1872), 8vo., London. *

Ditto.

„ Memoirs of the Geological Survey of England and Wales, Yol. IV, Whitaker, Wm.
The Geology of the Ijondon Basin, part 1. The chalk and the

eocene beds of southern and western tracts, (1872), 8vo., London.

Ditto.

„ Proceedings of the Boyal Society, Yol. XX, N98. 135—136, (1872), 8vo., London.

The Society.

„ Bay Society. Allman-Geoboe, J. A monograph of the Gymnoblastic or

Tubularian Hydroids, (1872), 4to., London.

MilNCHEN.—^Abhandlungen der Mathematische-Physikalischen classe der k. b. Akad.

Wissenschoften, Band XI, abth., (1871), 4to., Munchen.

The Academy.

„ Sitzungsberichte der Mathematische-Physikalischen classe der k. "k. Akad.

Wissenschoften zu Munchen, 1871, heft. 3, and 1872, heft. 1,

8vo., Munchen.
Ditto.

y, Sitzungsberichte der konig, bayer. Akademie der Wissenschoften zu Munchen,

1869, 1, heft 4, and IT, heft. 1 and 2, 8vo., Munchen.
Ditto.

PKILadelpkia.—Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, New Ser., Yol. I,

(1847), to III, (1855), 4to., Philadelphia.

Memoirs

Memoirs

The Academy.
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Titles of BooJcs. ^ Donors.
Philadelphia. Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1867

1868; pp. 66-144 of 1861; Nos. 1—6 of 1862; Nos. 1—2 of
1869, 8VO., Philadelphia.

Mubehm, Comp. Zool., Habyabd.
ft Journal of the Franklin Institute

—

Ist Ser., Vol. V—VI, (1828),

2nd „ Vol. Ill, (1829)—XXVI, (1840),

3rd „ Vol. I. (1841)—XXXII, (1866),

„ Vol. XLVII,No. 6,(1864),LXIII, No. 6,and
„ Vol. LXIV, Nos. 1—3, (1872), 8vo., Philadelphia.

Ditto.

.r Transactions of the American Philosc^hical Society, New Ser., Vol. XIII.
pt. 2, (1866), 4to.. Philadelphia.

Ditto.

„ Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. I, Noe. 1—4 and
6—12, (1840); II, Nos. 16 and 18, (1841); III,' (1843); IV,
Nos. 29—39; V—VI; VII, Nos. 61—62; and VIII—IX, 8vo.,

Philadelphia.

Ditto.
Salem.—Bulletin of the Essex Institute, Vol. II, (1870), III, (1871), 8vo., Salem.

The Institute.

„ Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Science, Vol. I, Nos. 2—3, (1872), 8vo.,

Salem.
^

The Academy.
„ First Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Academy of Science, (1869),

8vo., Salem.

Ditto.
Vienna.—^Jahrbuch der k. k. Geologischen Reichsanstalt, Vol. XXII, Nos. 1

—

2, (1872),

8vo., Vienna.

The Institute.

„ Verhandlungen, der k. k. Geologischen Beichsanstalt, Vol. XXII, 1872, Nos. I

—

10, 8vo., Vienna.

Ditto.

Washington.—Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

Vol. IV, (1860), to XIX, (1870), 8vo., Washington.

Museum, Comp. Zool., Habyabd.

„ Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. I, (1848), to XVII, (1871),

4to., Washington.

Ditto.

„ Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. I, (1862), to IX, (1869), 8vo.,

Washington.

Ditto.

„ Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institute for

the years 1857—^1869 and 1866, 8vo., Washington.

Ditto.

Yobe.—Communications to the monthly meetings of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society,

1870—1871, 8vo., London.
• The Society.

January lOM, 1872.
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Annual Repoet of the Geolooical Sueyet of India and op the Geological
Museum, Calcutta, foe the teas 1873.

For the first lime since the institution of the Geological Survey of it devolves

upon an Officiating Superintendent to draw up the Annual Progress Report. Dr. Oldham,
who may be said to have founded the survey, was compelled for the first time, after more than
twoutj'-two years of continuous service, to take sick-leave to Europe early in April. For
many months previously it had been strenuously urged upon him that rest and change of

climate were necessary for his health. Even when he did leave India, it was to work hard in

putting our collections into order in the Exhibition at Vienna ; and the high merit officially

awarded to those collections is largely due to his personal exertions on the spot as well as in

India. The Superintendent's absence being only for a season, no change of method has been
made or proposed, as unless permanently adopted such would only be mischievous. This
report will theinfore be as brief as possible.

It should be remembered that the progress reported on relates to the work accomplished

during the field-season ending in April, May, or June, according to position, and brought into

form during the recess for the monsoon ; a preliminary notice being added of the distribu-

tion of the field work for the season opening in October and November.

I am unfortunate in having to chronicle a season of particularly slock work. Besides

the absence of the usual number of the staff on sick-leave, several causes supervened to

disturb what must be considered the normal work of the Survey. These interruptions were

more or less unavoidable, and are to be taken as work done, under which head I have

here placed them. In some cases at least the advantages gained, special or general, will

compensate for any loss to our yearly tale of ground surveyed.

For the last half of the year six out of our small staff were absent. Hr. Blanford has

been in Europe for the whole twelve months. Hard work in Persia made it necessary for biin

to take sick-leave ; but he has been busily engaged in working out the very valuable zoologi-

cal collections he took home with him from those little explored regions. He has also been

mindful of Indian Geology in giving to the Society of. Arts an excellent abstraot of our

work as illustrating the mineral resources of India, besides several papers of scientific interest

road to the Geological Society and to the British Association. Mr. Fedden has been absent

on sick-leave for tlie entire year. After a long struggle with an exhausting illnesli.

Dr. Waagen was compelled to take sick-leave at the end of December 1872. Till tlie day

of his departure he laboured at the description of the jnrassic fossils of Each, leaving the

first portion of the work ready for publication, and a quantity of mannseript and plates

in an advanced state of preparation. Tlie Survey was especially fortunate in seoui-ing the
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service Dr. Waagen for this work, as he had already achieved a sound reputation by his

jeseareh^ltK of corresponding age in Europe. We have to lament that the tidings

of, his%eal^ii?l^^ unfavorable. As already notioed, Dr. Oldham had to go on sick-leave

'ea^^ may, perhaps, hope that improved health, and relief from the interrup-

tions aM^^oocupation inseparable from the duty of directing widely scattered operations

and correspondence, may give him leisure to mature the long expected introduction to the

geology of India. The alienee of Dr. Stoliczka, although depriving us for a time of our

palaeontological oracle, is not to be regretted when We consider the service he is engaged on.

Every arrangement had been made for hipo to attend the gathering at Vienna as the rightful

exhibitor of tbe most interesting part of our collections, and where there was so much to

attract him, but be eagerly gave it all up to seize the opportunity of visiting a new hold

of research as naturalist with the Mission to Yarkand. In spite of the great suffering he

endured in crossing the Eorakorum range at so late a season, he has already contributed an

interesting sketch of his observations of that ground. Before leaving. Dr. Stoliczka had

just completed tbe publication in the Palseontologia Indica of his highly valued work on the

Cretaceous Fauna of Southern India. The remaining absentee is unfortunately to be recoi*dcd

as permanent : Mr. J. Willson, after his brief connection with tbe Survey, finding that the

duties were more than bis health was able for, transferred his services to tbe Educational

Depariment, in March. The loss thus sustained by tbe Survey of an officer whose thorough

training in science gave promise of high efficiency, is not to be made good ; the Govern-

ment having decided that'the pay of this appointment is to be devoted to tbe experimental

institution of native apprentices.

Although the staff of the Survey is nominally divided into three parties, under Deputy

Superintendents corresponding with the three chief Presidencies, it has never been found

convenient to adhere closely to this arrangement. Those who have studied certain forma-

tions must follow them out irrespectively of fiscal boundaries ; and in so large a country,

where communication is often ' difficult, it is commonly most convenient that each geologist

should communicate independently with head-quarters in Oalcutta. The work may there-

fore be most intelligibly noticed with some attempt at natural order, commencing with

the formations to which our coal-measures belong.

In the south, Mr. King accomplished a veiy satisfactoiy season’s work in tbe region of

the lower Godavari. He revisited the Slngareni coal-field, which he had discovered and

described in tbe preceding season. Kumerous trial borings had meanwhile been put down
by tbe Nizam’s officers, and a considerable amount of coal proved, idthough the seam was

not found to be continuous throughout. The Beddadanole coal-field was fully examined

;

and although no outcrop was discovered, there is considei'able hope tha coal exists. Mr.
King gave full directions for prosecuting the search by borings, and orders have been given

l^ the Madras Govmment for their being carried out. This field is not, like the Singareni

field, drcumscribed within very narrow limits by tho older rocks. The actual area of measures

exposed is not larger than that of Singareni ; but the rocks are seen to pass beneath an

extensive spread of a younger formation, and there is at least a chance of there bemg a con-

siderable field, much of it in British territozy. In this region we bad hitherto only

difdriminated three members of this great rock-series; namely, tbe Talchirs, the Barakars,

sa^ fhelCamtlii sandstones, which Mr. Blanford had followed down the Godavari and

valleys from Chanda and Nagpdr, where he had, from the evidence of the fossil

ranked;^them in the Damuda horizon. From other fossil evidence, found in this con-

liU^'^i^per Sandstone series of the Godavari basin, it has long been considered tba{ in

r^resents formations younger than the reputed age of the Damndas. The
obssnrity rejecting the correlation of this whole series of rocks with established formations

has bemi owing to tho failure hitherto to liuk any important portion of it with beds
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containing a distinctive marine femna. Such a connection has long sino^ been jkre the

Bqmahal group, through the Koch deposits ; but the connection ^ the H^mahal gvout> itsell

in its typical aiea with the main rock-series is very ]incertain» Mr. Eii^ has at Iwt been
80 fortunate ae to hit upon what may yield a clue to our puzsle^a fossiHfesdtiazonadf^inaHiie

beds at Bagavapuram, thirty miles due west of Bajamaudtri, Well intercalated with

the upp^ sandstones, continuous with those overlying Ihe Beddadanole coal-measures.

In the same region, at Innaparaz Katapili, thirty miles no(rth>>no]^-east of Ooconada,

he also found fossils, iu some detached sandstone beds along the norihern margin of the

Godavari delta. These latter fossils have been recsognised by Br. Stdiezka as on the

horizon of his Oomia zone (uppermost Jurassic) in the Each series, the same which

had long since been assimilated to the Bajmahal group. The Bagavapnram fossils did

not reach in time for Dr. Stoliczka to examine them. They are at least specifically different

from those of Innaparaz, and underlie a rock which Mr. King conjectures to represent

that of the outliers. The facies of them, so far as a non-expert can pronounce, is jnrassio.

Above all these rooks, and underlying the trap, Mr. King discriminates a belt of sands with

a thin limestone, characteristically similar to the Lameta or infra-trappean group of the

Central Provinces, and which he conjectures to be oretaoeous ; the fosSUs in the limestone

being distinct from those of the well-known Pangadi inter-ti^appean bods close by. The
working out of all these suggestions is of tbe greatest importance to the geological history

of India.

In this connection notice may appropriately be taken of a doonment quite recently pub-

lished and circulated by the Government of Madras. It consists of a large-scale map, in

divers colours, of a small area on tbe Kistna river about fifty miles south-by-east of tbe

Singareni coal-field; with an explanatory text by Colonel Applegath, in which the old

assertions are repeated regarding his discoveiy of cool there many years ago, with the addi-

tion that, having recently visited the coal-fields of the upper Damuda valley, he is in a

position to assert the geological identity of the formations. It only needed this to complete

the anomaly. Whatever possibility there might be of a coal being found in these rocks, quite

distinct from that of the Indian coal-measui'es and unobserved by more recent explorers,

it is really not within the range of possibility tliat several geologists of experience should

so utterly confound rocks with which they are perfectly familiar. The ground referred

to is the northern extremity of a large geological basin, of whioh a map with detailed des-

cription was published daring last year in the Memoirs of the Survey. Working from

the south, Messrs. King and Foote had no hesitation whatever in identifying these

rocks on the Kistna as port of the connected series of Kodapah and Karnfil rocks, in the

examination of which they had been engaged for several consecutive seasons. After tbe com-

pletion of that work Mr. King moved northwards, and found no difficulty whatever in recog-

nizing tbe true coal-bearing series in the Singareni field, for the explq^tion of wkich by

borings be gave indications which have proved successful. An account of this was also

published during last year. Still we find the false prophets apparently in as great favor as

ever with the authorities in Madras. Comment on such proceedings would be suprirfluous.

More to the north, in the Godavari basin, Mr. Hughes was engaged fmr the whole season

in the Wardha coal-field ; but frequent interruptions greatly retarded progreae towards

completing the examination of the field. Several weeks were taken up in connection with

Mr. Baaerman*8 dentation to examine the iron-deposits. Time was idso spent in interviews

with the mining officers of His Highness the Hizam, and in selecting rites for borings at

Warora and Pisgaon. The chief independent result of the season was the demarcation of

the small detach^ coal-field near Chimur, which may yet be of importance in connection with

the iron ores of the neighbourhood. In examining the zamia-bearing zone on tbe south-

west margin of the field, Mr. Hughes found a small coal-^m in it at Balanpnr, which
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curiooBlj repeats the diaracters of the seams on the same horizon in the Jabalpur group of

the Kathada region. In the Wardha hdd two pits have been sunk to the coal, one at

Warora in the Central Provinoes, and one at Pisgaon in East Berar.
1-

Mr. Medlieott took up his work in the Satpnra, with the understanding that he was to

cany out the examination of the formations so closely connected with the coal-measures there,

and by which these axn concealed j while at the same time he was to afford geological guidance

for the borings he had recommended in the Narbada valley. The executive management of

these was entrusted by the local Govemment to Mr. Collin, a mining engineer, or coal-

viewer, sent out from England for the coal exploration in the Central Provinces. Both the

personal and material provision for these trials proving utterly inadequate, Mr. Medlieott

was afterwards called upon to supervise the execution of the work. Thus the geological in-

vestigation was stopped, in the vaiu hope of preventing the inevitable collapse, under existing

arrangements, of the experimental work. The work Mr. Collin bad executed was so bad that

it had to bo abandoned ; while Mr. Medlieott, owing to this fruitless interruption, was only able

to complete bis examination of the lower Dudhi valley, with a view to fixing the sites for the

borings there. Late in March tlie borings at Gadarwara and Snkakheri were recommenced

under the immediate charge of Mr. Stewart, a very intelligent and trustworthy employd on

the Gi'eat Indian Peninsula Bailway, whose services were obligingly placed at the disposal of

Government by the Agent, and under the supervision of Mr. Cooke, the Executive Engineer

at Nai*smgpur.

These trials were undertaken upon the fully discussed possibility and a reasonable

probability that the Satpura CQal-meaBures might here extend from the Sitariva field beneath

the alluvial plain. No depth tould be assigned for these covering deposits. From 200 to 500

feet was given as the probable range. Considering the delays and difficulties to be contended

with, the progress up to date must be taken as very creditable to those in charge of the

work. Insufiicieut and defective piping has been throughout thebhief difficulty. The boring

at Gadarwara bad to be stopped at the end of October, as the piping could not bo diiven

beyond 226 feet, and there were no pipes of smaller diameter to sink within those that had
stuck. The rods were put down to 251 feet, still in alluvial gi'ouud ; but the hole could

not be kept clear without the piping. At Sukokheri work was in prog^ss at the

close of the year, the piping having reached a depth of 330 feet, still in alluvial clay. Thus,

of course, we as yet kuow nothing as to what rock underlies these deposits^ the great

thickness of which will prove a great impediment to mining enterprise should coal be

found beneath them.

In view of the great extension of boring operations in all parts of India, it is to be

regretted that there is still much misapprehension regarding the nature of- the work, and

consequently want of system and concert in the management. Next to the impa]*tant object

of these operations, the work of the Geological Survey is the chief sufferer from^ this defect.

Among homogeneously civilized communities it is duly recognised that boring is a branch

of engineering ; that although the geologist might give the safest indications for the position

and prospects of a boring, he would probably make a bungling attempt at executing the work.

The mining engineer is supposed to, but very rarely does, combine these two branches of know-

ledge so radically distinct. In all new and intricate cases the greatest safety lies in the combined

aetiou of independent experts. This combination might no doubt be obtained in India as it

cofiamonly is in Europe, both elements being present. Such undertakings are, however, new to

this dotmtry ; and we have not got beyond the primd facie point of view : because the

xiU0orily of engineers will declare that they know nothing about boring, and the geologist

Col^ot ^Bown 'his connection with the business, it is assumed that the latter must be the

best man foir the whole job. The mistidce is very similar to insisting upon a zoologist
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or a metaphysician performing the Cssaarean operation beoause a number of enxgeona

standing by chose to excuse themselves on tiie plea that they had never seen the t^byg done.

No doubt a man of intelligence and education can always mahe some useful attempiat

the supervision of mere skilled labour ; and I have no doubt that Mr. Stewart would ac-

knowledge his obligations in this way to Mr. Medlicott; but it is a fact that this geologist,

when he was ordered to take charge of the borings he had recommended at ^Gki^wara,

had only once before seen a boring in a casual way, and did not know the difference between a

crab-winch and a jack-role, between a wrench and a spanner. 1 cannot bnt think that sudb

important operations, depending entirely upon mechanical ingenuity and resources, should

he under proper professional control and responsibility, and also that this should be forth-

coming in some branch or other of the Department of Public Works,

In the Damuda basin Mr. J. Willson spent the season in retracing the lines of the

Karanpura coal-fields on the newly issued maps of the Hazarib&gh district.

Mr. Hacket was incidentally engaged upon these same formations, in adding to our
collection of fossil plants from the Jabalpur group; but his cdiief occupation for the season

was to trace the boundaries of the Vindhyan and older rocks on the new maps along the

northern side of the Narbada valley in the Jabalpur, Narsingpur, and Hosungabad districts,

and at the same time to add to our collections from the ossiferous valley deposits. Mr.
Uacket filled iu a large area.

Ill the same region, more to the north-east, Mr. W. L. Willson carried on the work
of previous seasons, completing sheets 34, 35, 37, 47 and 48 of the new Topographical sur-

vey of Kiwah aud Bandelkand, including rucks of the Vindhyan, the Bijawar, and the

gneissio series.

Mr. Mallet, having had much experience of the crystalline and metamorphic rocks in

Bandelkand and the Son, valley, took up an important section of the same rocks in South

Behar, with the advantage of the new large-scale maps of Haz&rib&gh. So far as the

comparatively small area of one season's detail-work can be trusted, there seems to be no

marked siratigrupliical break between the quartzite and slate series of Behar aud the gneiss

of Bengal. In the middle of the season Mr. Mallet was recalled for some weeks to Cal-

cutta to prepare our mineralogical collections for the Vienna Exhibition.

Far to the south-west of the operations already noticed, Mr. Foote was at work in the

South Mabratta country. A section was run 001*086 the gneissio area lying between Bellaiy and

the Malparba river, a little to the north of which the south boundary of the Kaladghi series

was crossed, and the previous season's work joined on. Various parts of the ground near

Kaladghi were gone over again to clear op obscure points. The south-east port of the

Kaladghi basin was then surveyed, including the lino of outliers extending to Ga^jandergarh.

From this point the south boundary was carried west to Murgod in Belgaum district. So

much of the gneiss area was gone over as was necessary to close in the north-east quarter

of sheet 41, and to connect the several quartzite outliers with the general work. After

completing the above boundary, work was carried on in the quartzite area around Toragal

aud Bamdurz, till it became necessary to move into Kaladghi to arrange and despatch the

collection of geological specimens for the Vienna Exhibition, *

The work remaining to bo noticed is external to the rock-area of the Pemnsnla. In the

extreme north-west, Mr. Wynne was engaged in working out the ground; to the north of the

Salt liange where the tertiary series occupies a large area and forms the outer ridges of the

mountain region. The top and bottom horizons ore identifiailde with the Sivalik and Subathu

groups of the sections far to tlie east, but the same marked divisions of t]ie series are not

expressed in the west as in the east. At the base here, although the purely stwctural features
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are remarkably like those in the Snbatkti region, upper secondary formations have been identi-

fied in sequence nummulitic deposits, and of which no traoe has as yet been found in

the sections described to the east. The presence of such a close sequence of formations

would in itself go^ to negative here the interpretation that has been given of the features

in the Sioda region, and thus support Mr. Wynne in rejecting it for the ground he describes.

But it is quite possible that both may be right. If widely different modes of action did not

occasionally pr^uce similarity of result, the art of observing would be much simpler than

it is. These eristing discrepancies of fact and of opinion can only be adjusted by the exami-

nation of the long stretch of intervening mountains between the Jhilum and the Bavi.

On the south-east side of India, Mr. Theobald completed the survey of Pegu. This

work* was commenced in the close of 1860 under Mr. Blanford, assisted by Mr. Fedden.

In 1862 Mr. Theobald took Mr. Blanford's place ; and since 1864 he has been alone at the

work, and for eighteen months absent on furlough. On the north the limit of this work is a

very broken one
;

all the formations have a north and south strike, and aro thus absolutelj'

cut off along the frontier. On the east the boundary is very regular aud natural. At a

little to the east of the Salwin in Martaban, along a very steady lino, the tertiary formations

rest against crystalline maiamorphio rocks. The ground to the cast of this has not been

survc3’’cd topographically. No one who has not made tlie attempt can form a conception of

the difficulty of observing the rocks in a wild tropical region. Rank vegetation produces doei)

soil ; and where the rocks themselves aro not very liard, os is the case with much of these

tertiary formations, one may march for days through a hill country without getting a fair

section of rock in place. There thus remains a great deal to dear up in the geology of

Pegu ; but the description now published will form an admirable guide to further investiga-

tions. Fossils, too, seem to he very scarce. Enough only have been discovered to establish

the presence of triassic, cretaceous, aud nummulitic strata forming the Arakan Yornali,

beneath the general mass of younger tertiary deposits on the east, forming the Pegu Yomah.

The south-eastern districts of this province form a totally distmet geological field from that

now completed by Mr. Theobald, as marked by the eastern boundary of this area. They are

entirely formed of crystalline and sub-metamorphlc rocks, in which there is much promise

of metalliferous deposits. On this account the mining engineer apjrointed os mining

geologist to the Survey has been deputed to examine those regions. Mr. Fryar reports

dii'ectly to the Chief Commissioner of British Burmah.

Mr. Ball’s work for the season has not yet been noticed : till the middle of February ho

was engaged in accompanying Mr. Bauerman to some of the coid and iron-fields of Bengal

and the Narbada valley. It was quite out of the question that Mr. Ball could then take up his

work in the distant wilds of Sii^ja ; so he occupied the time most usefully in completing

the arrangement of our coUections for the Vienna Exhibition.

Even if Mr. Baueiman’s deputation to India had not so directly touched upon the

work of the Geological Survey, it would call for notice here. Ho is the latest, and no doubt
the most competent, of a series of experts sent out from England to report on the prac-

ticability of iron manufacture in India on European methods. His preliminary’ report con-

taining the general result of his observations bias been published ; but the question seems

to stand pretty much as before. Mr. Bauerman has simply restated tbe case in a more
intelligible form than some of his predecessors, but no more so tiiau it has all along been

expressed by tile Geological Survey—thai» under existing circumstances, the Raniganj coal-

field Is most promising place for a trial, the principal defect there bring tbe fiux ; and
the Suinrejf has been called upon to furnish further data. The only good to be expected

Barman’s visit i^^ to establish the opinion that actual tsial must be the next

stage of the enquiry. As an accomplished metaHurgist he may also suggest what recent
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improvements in the art would be most suitable to the^oireumstances ; but, of course, whoever

may bo entrusted with the conduct of the experiment would ipnu his, own opinion upon

this point. Meanwhile further search is being diligently made by the Survey for means
of surmounting the known material deficiencies.

In the foregoing paragraphs frequent mention has been made of the Vienna Exhibition

as having caused interruption to work during the field seasoi^, which is already so restricted

by the conditions of the Indian climate. This was duly hoBeed by Br. Oldham in hia

last report ; and it was shown how largely this eircnmstance was due to the present crowded

and confined condition of onr museum and oflaces, whereby ^ have beMi prevented from

making even such collections for head-quarters as would suffimently illustrate our field-work,

and much less provide duplicates for distribution or for exhibition elsewhere. It is satis-

factory to know that this disability will certainly be shortly removed by our removal during

this and the ensuing year into the new Imperial Museum buildings. Once the drawback

1 have mentioned is removed, the occasional muster of a special collection for foreign exhibi-

tion will be altogether a gain—as an incentive to keep up to date, as a means of efiectiiig

valuable exchanges of specimens, and, not least, as an opportunity for selected officers to

renew their acquaintance with men and things in more civilized regions, and to improve

their knowledge in the highly progressive sciences with which we have to deal.

Daring the present season the distribution of the work is in continuation of that of

last year except in the cases of the following officers : Mr. Theobald has been transferred to

the North-West Provinces. One of the most interesting problems of Indian Geology awaits

solution there—to get materials for unravelling the pahcontological sequence in the immense

series of deposits based (transitionally) upon the marine nummulitics, and ending above in

the deposits containing the great mammalian fauna known as Sivalik. A first step in this en-

quiry will be to discriminate the proper horizons for tho species of the numerous fauna now
known as * Sivalerisis,* derived from strata for which very different stratigraphical positions

have been subsequently assigned.

On tbo urgent requisition of the Government of Bengal to have a mineraj survey of

British Sikkim and the fruige of the Himalayan range to the east, principally in the hope of

discovering some serviceable coal deposit, Mr. Mallet has been detached for that duty. The
chief expectation of success rests upon fact that rocks of the Damuda age, containing tho

well known fossil plants of the Indian coal-measuros, are known to occur obscurely along

the inner boundary of the tertiaiy sandstones flanking the mountain range. The occa*

sionol carbonaceous deposits in these younger formations themselves have nowhere, as yet

seen, offered any encouragement to extended search.

Mr. Hughes has been deputed to carry out some special inquiries regarding the con-

ditions for iron manufacture. He has already reported briefi^y upon the availaMe deposits

of Kumaon, and is now engaged in bringing together additional information to reduce

tho difimulties of the undertaking in the Ranigaivi field. It is hoped that there will still

be enough of the working season left to admit of his completing the examination of the

Wardha coal-field.

Mr. Ball has for the present taken up Mr. Medlicott's work in the Satpnra region

;

and is to afford geological guidance for the boring operationa. Mr. Hacket has resumed

his work in Kajputana, which had to be suspended some years ago on aocoont of the famine

in that region. Mr. Medlicott is to devote what time he oan spare foi; field-work to an

examination of the coal recently discovered in. the Garo hills. This coal can be certainly
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identified with the evetaceous coal of dijn and Maohiluricar in the same region. It appears

to lie inan inteiior hann» tiie existence, of whioh was not suspected. Until within the last

five yeai^ these hiUs were as completely, on a atnall scale, a terra incognita as Central Asia,

all appmaoh bmngforhidden on account the savage propensities of the inhahitants.

It regains to notice a now feature in the constitution of the Surv^, It was said above

that the last vaeancy that occurred in the stafi^ by the transfer Mr. J. Willson to the

^^Bduoal^al Department, has not been filled up, the Qovemment having decided to devote

the pay of that appointment to the attempt to train native geologists. The scheme has in

a way grow out of, though it can scarody be said to be a development of, endeavours made

by Dr. Oldham from time to time to eshkblish teaching in certain branches of science in

connection with the Geological Survey, that some general knowledge of these subjects might be

diffused, and no doubt with the ulterior view that ifthis teaching bore fruit, the Survey might

benefit by obtaining competent workers. Dr. (Hdham^s proposal would have involved some ex-

pense, in the shape of remuneration to the teachers. The present scheme avoids this objection,

but is not free ^m others. It begins by curtailing the effective staff of the Survey ; for

years to come, moreover, these attached students must be a direct incumbrance ; and there is

small guarantee that they can ever be otherwise—that they will ever be fit for independent

work. The superficial discrimination of stones tiiat used to pass muster as geology, and does

so still with the majority, is really of no kind of value in the present stkte of knowledge.

Geological observations to be of any use or interest must inolude much that is not obvious

to the naked eye. And in any country like India, where the means of locomotion are so

cumbrous, a surveyor who cannot describe and discuss his observations, or who cannot bo

trusted to observe correctly, is comparatively useless, as it takes nearly the whole time of a

competent man to check and direct his work. It is not here assumed either that natives

cannot be taught geology, or that it requires a high order of intelligence to attain moderate

Xiroficiency aa a geologist. It does, however, essentially require a modernized mtelligenoe

;

the work being even in its lowest steps the rational interpretation of nature—dke most element-

ary positions of the science being not statements of obvious fact, but inductive conclusions

through a postulated causation. It is this that makes geology so singularly inappropriate

for the initiation of the primitive cast of mind. Geology is pre-eminently a science having

no corresponding art or practice in the proper meaning of the words, in which work can be

done according to prescribable rules. Every geological act involves a deliberate judgment.

The industrial undertakings occasionally based upon such judgments, involve only mechanical

skill of a rough order, requiring no recognition of geological principles. These remarks

may seem somewhat fine-drawn ; but I think it right to represent this experiment for once

under its essential conditions. The natives of India having as yet shown such little apti-

tude for acquiring physical knowledge in any of its branches, there seems small encourage-

ment to force them directly into the a|qp1ioation of one of the most omnplex developments

of that knowledge. There are to be four native apprentiees; one joined in Msuroh last, and

three are about to join. They are all stndeots of the Lahore College, no applicants having

come forward firom the North-Western Provincesv Their qufdifioations consist of a moderato

knowledge of Sngliih and of elementary mathematics. It was at first prescribed that they

should be immediately put into geological harness. But sanction has now been given to

theirattending one or more courses of physical science lectures at the Presiden<^ College.

The fact of their Wng already appointed to the Survey, though only as probationers,, is not

perhaps the most likely way to stimulate tiieir studies. At the worst we may lock forward

to ntifisi^ them m liMsil-oollectoxs.

.p^gafOarsojis^The quarterly Bsoonns of tbb GxoLoaxoaL Subvey of Ifdia have

j»gularly, eentaining numerous papers, both of general interest and of praoti-

cal he^ng* ^e first number, besides the annual report^ oontnins a sketch of the geology
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of the North-Weat Provinces. This is the only province in India of which every part has

been, more or less, cursorily visited. In the second number there is a map and description of

the Bisrampur coahheld, which is about the centre of the extensive spread of these formations
nearly continuous in the region of the upper Son and the northern tributaries of the

Mahanadi. The coal-basins of this latter area will become of great importance when the

direct route is established between Calcutta and Bombay. Mr. Mallet contributes addi-

tional mineralogical notes on the crystalline rocks of south Mirzapur. In the August
number there is a briefdiscussion of the question of the geological age of our old river valley

deposits, in which during the season's work in the Narbada valley Mr. Hacket had found

a most symmetrically formed stone implement. The olject of the paper is, by an examination

of the stratigraphical features, and the comparison of them with those of established form-

ations in £uro2)e, to give a purely geological statement a most interesting question that had

hitherto rested upon somewhat vaguely expressed palaeontological surmises. A preliminary

notice is given by Mr. King of the Beddadanole coal-field, about thirty-five miles north-west

of Bajamundri, and by far the nearest known deposit to the sea-board of the Godavari delta.

As yet nothing can be said of the prospects of the field. The trial boiings are only commenc-

ing. Mr. Wynne contributes a sketch of the geology of the Bawal Pindi region, showing

the enormous continuous development of the tertiary series. A comparative statement of

the coal-measure areas of dificreut countries, as compared with India, is drawn up by

Mr. Hughes ; and Mr. Theobald gives a description and list of the brine-springs of Pegu,

the exploitation of which is now almost entirely superseded by the importation of salt and

the manufacture of sea-salt. The fourth number contains a note by Mr. Hughes on some

iron deposits of Chanda, Mr. Ball’s description of Barren Island, and some memoranda by

Mr. Theobald upon the metalliferous localities of British Burmah.

Of the Memoibs of the Geoloqicai. Subvet op India, the first part of volume X
was issued early in the year. It contains acarefnlly written description by Mr. R. Bruce Foote

of a large tract of counliy’' close to Madras, comprised in the eastern half of sheet 78 of

the Indian Atlas. This is separately issued in two quarter sheets, geologically coloured.

Besides the gneiss, the oldest fonnation occurring here is that well known in Indian geology

as the Bajmahal group, the Oomia zone in Dr. Stoliezka’s classification of tlic Kach rocks,

and considered by this most competent authority to be of uppermost Jurassic ago. There

are also several distinguishable deposits of tertiary and post-tertiary age, in some of which

are found the rude stone implements described by Mr. Foote some years ago. This part

also contains a tentative sketch with skeleton map of the Satpura basin of the coal-measui-e

scries by Mr. Medlioott. This ground seems to offer a fuller development of this groat

rouk-sericB than any other area in India—from the zamia-booring Jabalpur group, pro-

bably the same as the Bajmahal, through the Mahadeva strata and underlying beds

presumably of Panchet and Damuda (Kamthi) afiiuities, to the typical Barakar and Talchir

rocks at the base. Parts of the northern side of the basin were carefully examined, the

lie of the coal-measures discovered, and indications given for trial borings. Part 2 of this

volume, containing Mr. Theobald's description of the geology of Pegu, is also virtually pub-

lished, the whole impression having been struck off in October, tho delay being iu the litho-

graphing and colour-printing of the map.

The issue of the Palasontolooia Indica for tho whole ycai* was made in April and

May. With a view to the Vienna Exhibition, and to admit of his going there himsell.

Dr. Stoliezka made great efforts to get in advance of his work. The parts then issued contain

the Echinodermata, Antho^a, Sponges, Foramiuifera, Arthrozoa, and Spondylozoa, forming

the fourth and last large volume of the Cretaceous Fauna of Southern India. The fullest testi-

mony has been offered by the most competent authorities to the excellence and value of this

work. For the same object an effort was made to prepare and issue the first fasciculus of the
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series describing the jurassic fauna of Kach by Dr. Waagon. It contains the Belemni-

tidsc and Nautilidse , and was issued in Juno, being the number in advance for the first

quarter of 1874. There is a quantity of manuscript and of drawings in an advanced state

of preparation, and if cither Dr. Waagen or Dr. Stoliezka is able to return, even late in

the year, the publication can be readily brought up to date.

Maps.—The first of the systematic publication of our maps on the scale of one inch

to the mile, as recently saiictioued, was made this year by the issue of tbe twelve sheets of

the district Dumoh; several sheets of the adjoining region are ready to send to press.

1 cannot but express my decided opinion that the publication of the greater part of our work
on this scale is prematmo and wasteful, neither the maps nor the geology being worth it.

I say this advisedly, and because I am quite prepared to defend the cxcclloucc of the maps
to the degree of accuracy that can be expected in them. We have for the most part to deal

with rocky and hilly ground, and tracts of this description generally come under the Topo-

graphical system of survey. It would altogether defeat the objects of this mode of survey,

which ara expedition and moderate cost, if it were to attempt the same accuracy' of detail that

is expected from the method of the Revenue Survey. For all ordinary purposes of geogra-

phy, and for all rough practical purimscs, as well as general geological structure, these maps

arc all that need be required. But close geological work is as severe a tost as a map can be

put to ; and I have often had to give up tbe attempt to make the geological features agree

accurately with the lines of these maps. I can speak even more positively of the geological

objection Take these very maps of Dumoh ; they only represent the boundaries of the

overlying trap, the divisions of the Vindhyan series (generally several hundred feet in

thickness), and the outcrops of the inter and infro-trappeans, all in the simplest relation of

horizontal superposition. There is no single feature of scientific interest or of practical

utility calling for any minuteness of delineation, and that cannot be adequately indicated on

the quarter-inch scale. It is certainly necessary that the field work should be executed on

the one-inch scale if only to ensure all i)0S8lble accuracy on the smaller map ; but once this

reduction has been carefully made, and with an explanatory text, it would be of small

consequence if the field-maps were destroyed. The most complete geological map possible

would be of no use in the hands of one who scarcely knows one rock from another ; and

for one who does, the quarter-inch maps will be sufficient guide over nine-tenths of the

geological work likely to be done in India for many a year to come.

While on the subject of large scale maps, I would urge the importance of having really

adequate working maps of certain tracts where the utmost amount of accuracy and of geologi-

cal detail is called for. Such a map is now greatly needed on the scale of four or six inches

to the mile for the Raniganj coal-field, where nfining enterprise is so active.

Of the Atlas of India maps, quarter sheet 77 S. W. was published during the year

;

and several of tbe adjoining sheets are ready for tho engravers. Tlio printing of these has

not been pressed on account of some uncertainty as to corrections, which could not be settled

in the absence of Mr. King. This is of less consequence, as a skeleton map of most of the

area was issued with the descriptive memoir published last year. As these Atlas sheets are

to be our final and general form of publication, it is of groat importance to decide upon a

permaneut scale of colours, so as to have the series uniform ; and it is very difficult to do

this safely while the scale of formations itself is under discussion. Once this difficulty is

surmounted, we shall be in a position to publish a good number of these quarter sheets.

Libbaby.—Tho library has received tbe addition of 614 volumes or parts pf volumes

during the year, of which number 477 were presented, and 137 purchased. This number
would have been much larger, save for the unfortunate miscarriage of a large consignment

of books from Bt^riiu. 11 is hoiked that the case has only gone astray and will be recovered.
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It has now been several months missinp^. Tho detailed list of those additions has been
regularly published in the Records

; and a list of the institutions from which presentations

or exchanges have been received is annexed.

Museum.—Occasional donalions to tho museum have been duly acknowledged in the
Records. Mr. Mallet was able, during the recess, to get through a considerable section of
his descriptive catalogue of mineral collection. The preparation for the Vienna Exhibition

entailed no small additional labour upon all hands ; but the success achieved has been most
gratifying to all. Tho parts of those collections to bo received back have not yet arrived.

Tlie series of specimens in the museum are in good order.

H. B. MEDLICOTT,

Offg^ Supdt. qf Choi. Su^'vey, India^

Calcutta, I and Director of Oeot. Museum, Calcutta.

January 1874. f

lAst of Societies and other Institutions, frmn whichpublications have been received

in donation or ^change for the Library of the Geological Survey of India during

the year 1873.

Batavia.—Royal Society of Batavia.

Belfast.—Natural History and Philosophical Society of Belfast.

Beblik.—German Geological Society.

„ —Royal Academy of Science.

Boston.—Boston Society of Natural History,

Bruxelles.—Royal Academy of Science.

Calcutta.

—

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Cambridoe-Mass.—American Academy of Arts and Sciences.'

^*!!***^Mu6eum of Comparative Zoology.

Chbistiania.—Royal University.

Copenhagen.—Danish Academy,

Dresden.—The Isis Society.

Dublin.

—

Royal Dublin Society.

„ —Royal Geological Society of Ireland

Edinburgh.—Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Florence.—Geological Commission of Italy.

Glasgow.—Philosophical Society of Glasgow.

Gottingen.—The Society.

Indianapolis.—Geological Survey of Indiana.

Lausanne.—Society of Natural Sciences.

Liverpool.—British Association for tho advancement of Scicnre.

London.—British Museum.

„ —East India Association.

„ —Geological Society of Loudon.

„ —Royal Asiatic Society.

„ —Royal Institute of Great Britaiu.

„ —Royal Geographical Society.

„ —Royal Society.

„ —India Office.

Melbourne.—^Royal Society of Victoria.
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Minneapolis.—Academy o£ Natural Sciences, Minnesota.

Montreal.—Geological Survey of Canada.

Moscou.—Imperial Society of Naturalists.

Munich.—Royal Bavarian Academy of Science.

Neuchatbl.— Society of Natural Sciences.

New Zealand.—Geological Survey of New Zealand.

Paris.—Geological Suiwey of France.

„ —L’Administration des Mines.

Philadelphia.—Academy of Natui'al Sciences.

„ —American Philosophical Society.

Roobeee.—Thomason College of Civil Engineering.

Salem.—Peabody Academy of Science.

„ —Essex Institute.

Stockholm.—Bureau Recher. Geol. Suede.

„ —Royal Academy of Science.

St. Petebsbubo.—Imperial Academy of Sciences.

Toronto.—Canadian Institute.

Turin.— Royal Academy of Science.

Victoria.—Government Geological Survey of Victoria, Department of Mines.

Vienna.—^K. K. Goologische Beichsanstalt.

„ —Vienna Academy.

Washington .—Smithsonian Institute.

„ —Department of Agriculture of the United States of America

„ —Department of State, Washington, D. C.

„ —^United States Geological Survey.

Wellington.—New Zealand Institute.

Yokohama.—German Natural History Society. •

Zurich.—^Natural History Society.

Governments of BengiU, Bombay, India, Madras, and North-

Western Provinces ; Chief Commissioners of British Burma, Central

Provinces, and Mysore ; the Surveyor General of India, the Resident,

Hydrabad, and the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Sur-

vey of India,

A BRIEF account OF THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE HiLL-RANGES BETWEEN THE
Indus Valley in Ladak and Shah-i-dula on the frontier of Yarkand ter-

ritory, hy Dr. F. Stoliczea, Geological Survey qf Indian Naturalist attached to the

YarJeand Embassy,

The following brief notes on the general geological structure of the hill-ranges alluded

to, are based upon observations made by myself* on a tonr from Leh, vid Changchenmo, the

high plains of Lingzi-thang, Earatagh, Aktagh to Shah-i-dula, and upon corresponding

observations made by Dr. H. W. Bellew, accompanying His Excellency Mr. Forsyth's camp
along the Korakorum route to this place.

Before proceeding with my account, I friU only notice that our journey from Leh (or

Ladak) was undertaken during the second half of September and in October, and that we
found the greater portion of the country north of the Changchenmo valley covered with

* As a m^ber of a dotached party, epeoially deputed by Hia Ezctilency the Envoy, Mr. T. D Forsyth,

0. B., to exploreiiie ChaDgebeumo and Lingsi-tbBng routes.
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snow, the greatest obstacle a geologist can meet m I^J^aurvey. While on our journey tho

thermometer very rarely rose during the day above the freezing point, and hammer opeia^

tions were not easily earned out. At night the thermometer sank as a rule to zeix), or even
to ^ below zero in our tents, and to 26'’ below zero in the open air. Adding to this the

natural difficulties of the ground we had to pass through, it was occasionally not an easy

matter to keep the health up to the required standard of working power.

Near Leh, and for a few miles east and west of it, the Indus flows on the boundary

between crystalline rocks on the north and eocene rocks on the south. The latter consist

chiefly of grey and reddish sandstones and shales, and more or less coarse conglomerates,

containing on occasional nummulite and casts of pelecypods. These tertiary rooks extend

from eastward south of the Pangkong lake, following the Indus either along one or both

banks of the river, as far west as Kargil, where they terminate with a kind of brackish and

fresh-water deposit, containing melania.

Nearly the entire ridge north of the Indus, separating this river from the Shayok, and

continuing in a south-easterly direction to the mouth of the Hanle river (and crossing hero

the Indus, extending to my knowledge as far as Demchock), consists of syanitic gneiss, an
extremely variable rock as regards its mineralogical composition. The typical rook is a

moderately fine-grained syenite, crossed by veins which are somewhat richer in hornblende,

while other portions contain a large quantity of schorl. Both about Leh and farther

eastward, extensive beds of dark, almost black, fine-grained syenite occur in the other

rock. Tlie felspar often almost entirely disappears from this fine-grained variety, and

quartz remains very sparingly disseminated, so that gradually the rock passes into a horn-

blendic schist ; and when schorl replaces hornblende, the same rock changes into layers

which are almost entirely composed of needles of schorl. Again, the syenite loses in places

all its hornblende, the crystals of felspar increase in size, biotite (or sometimes chlorite)

becomes more or less abundant, and with the addition of quartz w^have before us a' typical

gneiss (or protogine gneisS) without being able to draw a boundary between it and typical

syenite. However, the gneissic portions, many of which appear to be rcgularl}’^ bedded, are

decidedly subordinate to the syenitic ones. As already mentioned, the rock often has a

porphyritic structure, and tho felspar becomes pink instead of white, as, for instance, on tho

top of the Kai-dung pass and on the southern slope of the Chang -la, where large fragments

are often met without the slightest trooe of hornblende. To the north of the last men-

tioned pass the syenitic gneiss gradually passes into thick beds of syenite-schist, and this

again into chloritic schist, by the hornblende becoming replaced by chlorite, while tho other

mineral constituents are gradually almost entirely suppressed. The syenitic and chloritic

beds alternate with quartzose schists of great thickness. This schistc-e series of rocks

continues from north of the Chang-la to the western end of the Pangkong lake, and

northwards to the Lunker-la, generally called the Marsemik pass. On the western route

Dr. Bellew met similar rocks north of the Kardung pass at the village Kardung, and

traced them northwards across the Shayok, up the Nubra valley to near the foot of tho

SuBsir pass.

Intimately connected with the metamorphio schistose series just noticed, is a greenish

chloritic, partly thin-bedded, partly more massive rock, which very closely resembles a similar

rock found about Srinaggar. Only in this case certain layers, or portions of it, become often

distinctly or even coarsely crystalliiie, sometimes containing bronzite sparingly disseminated,

and thus passing into diallage. This chloritic rock forms the greater part of the left side

of the Ghangchenmo valley, and also oocurs south of the Suesir pass. I think we have to

look upon this whole series of schistose and chloritic rooks as the representatives of the

Hlurianformation.

After crossing the Ghangchenmo valley to Gogra, we met with a different set of rocks.

They are dark, often quite black, shales ^ternating with sandstones. Many beds of the
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lulter have a comparatively Teccnt,;|pi^^* rather micaceous, without the least

ractamorphic structure, while the shales accompanyinf' them very often exhibit a silky, sub-

metamorphic appearance on the plains of fracture. I observed occasionally traces offucoids

and other plants in these shales, but no animal fossils. On the Cbaiigchenino route those

shaly rocks forms the ridge of the Chang-lang pass, as well as the whole of the western

X)ortion of the Lingzi-thang ;
and they are met again after crossing these high plains and

entering the Karakash valley, as far as Shinglnng (or Dunglung). On the Korakorum route

Dr. Bellew brought specimens of similar rocks from the Eorakornni range itself. Tliere

can be but little doubt,—^judging from sin^lar rocks which I saw in Spiti, and from their

geological relation to certain limestones, of which I shall presently speak—that wo -have

in tlie shaly scries the carboniferousformation represented.

In many localities along the right bank of the Changchenmo river, then at the hot

springs north of Gogra, and on the southern side of the Chang-lang pass, we find the carbo-

niferous beds overlain by triassic limestone which often has the characteristic semi-oolitic

structure of the Krol-limostone south of Simla. At Gogra and several other places dolomi-

tic beds occur ; and in these, sections of Dicerocardium Himalayaense are not nneommon.

In other places hods are met with full of crinoid stems. North of the Lingzi-thang plain

—

to the west of which the hills are mostly composed of the same triassic limestone—a rod

hrecciated, calcareous conglomerate is seen at the foot of the Compass-la, but this conglome-

rate gradually passes into the ordinary grey limestone, which forms the ridge, and un-

doubtedly belongs to the same group of triassic rocks. The last place where I saw the

triassic limestone was just before reaching the camping ground Shinglung ; here it is an

almost white or light grey compact rock, containing very perfect sections of Hfegalodon

tri^ueter, the most characteristic triassic fossil. On Mr. Forsyth’s route Dr. Bellew

met with similar triassic limestones on the northern declivities of the Sussir pass, and also

on the Korakorum paM overlying the carboniferous shales and sandstones previously

noticed. On the KorakCrum the triassic limestone contains spherical corals very similar

to those which had been a few years ago described by Professor Bitter vou Beuss from the

Hallstadt beds in the Alps, and which are here known to travellers as Korakorum stones.

A description of these very remarkable corals will be given subsequently,

Betnrning to our Lingzi-thang route, we leave, as already mentioned, the last traces

of triassic limestone at Shinglung, in the upper Karakash valloy. Hero the limestone rests

upon somo shales, and then follow immediately the same chloritic rock which Wb noticed

on the Lunker-la, alternating with quartzose schists, both of which must bo regarded os

of upper palroozoic age.

At Kizil-jilga rcgqlar suh-metamorpliic slates appear, alternating with a red conglo-

merate and red sandstones, and further on dark slate is the only rock to bo seen the whole

way down the Karakash, until the river assumes a north-easterly course, some fourteen

miles west of the Karatagh pass. From here my route lay in a north-westerly direction

towards Aktagb, and the same slaty rock was met with along the whole of this route up
to the last mentioned place. Dr. Bellew also traced these slates from the northern side of

tlie Koiakornm to Akiagh. They further continue northwards across the Suget-1&, a few miles

north of the x>a8S, as well os in single patches down the Suget river to its junction with the

Kai'akash. The irregular range of hills to the south of tho portion of tho Karakash river,

which flows almost east-west from Shah-i-dula, on its southern side entirely consists of these

slates, while on the northern side it is composed of a fine-grained syenite, which also forms

the whole of the Knenldn range along the right bank of tho Karakash river, and also is tho

sole rock composing the hills about the camping ground Sbahri-dula. The slates of which 1

spoke are, on a<^ouut of the close cleavage, mostly fine, crumbling, not metamorphio, and

must, I thinlT, be referred to the silurian group. They correspond to the metamorphic

schists on* the southern side of the Korakorum ranges.
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Thus we have the whole system of mountain ranges between the Indus and the borders

of Turkistan bounded on the north and south by syenitic rocks, including between them
the Silurian, carboniferous, and triassic formations. This fact is rather remarkable, for, south

of the Indus, we have nearly all the principal sedimentary formations represented from the

siluiian up to the eocene, and most of the beds abound in fossils.

The only exception to which I can allude on the Changchenmo route is near Kium, in

the Changchenmo valley. Here there arc on the left bank of the river some remarkably

recent looking sandstones and conglomerates, dipping at an angle of about 45" to north-by

east, and at the foot of these beds fise the hot springs* of Kium. I think it probable that

this conglomerate has eastward a connection with the eocene deposits, which occur at the

western end of the Pangkong lake, and in the Indus valley south of it.

In the previous notes I have scarcely alluded to the dip of the rocks at the diiferent

localities. The reason is that there is indeed very great difficulty in directly observing both

the dip and the strike. At the western end of the Pangkong lake the dip oi‘ the metamorphic

schists is mostly a south-westerly one, but further on nearly all the rocks dip at a moderate

angle to north-east, north-by-east, or to north. On the Lingzi-thang, just after crossing

the Changlang, the shales are mostly highly inclined, but further on the limestones lie

unconformably on them and dip to north-east. Wherever the hills consist* merely of shales

and slates, their sides are generally so thickly covered with ddbris and detritus that it

becomes almost an exception to observe a rock in situ.

The ddbris is brought down in large quantities by tho melting snow into tho valleys,

and high banks of it are everywhere observable along tho water-courses. At a somewhat

remote—say diluvial—period this state of things has operated on a far greater scale. Not
only weiv the lakes, like tho Pangkong, much more extensive, but valleys like the Ohang-

chenmo, or the Tanktze valley, somotiuics became temporarily blocked up by glaciers, or

great landslips, and the slungle and clay deposits were often accumulated in them to a

thickness of two or more hundred feet. Near Aktagh similar deposits of stratified clay exist

of about IfiO feet thickness, and extend over an area of more than one hundred square miles.

Tliere can be but little doubt that when these large sheets of water were in existence, tho

climate of these now cold and arid regions was both milder and moister, and naturally more

favorable to animal and vegetable life than it is now. A proof of this is given, for instance, by
the occurrence of subfossil Succinca^ IIclivesyBXidi PuptB in ibe clay deposits of the Pangkong
lake, while scarcely any laud molliisk could exist at the jjresent time in the same place.

Notes on some of the Ihon-oees of Kumaon, by Theodoee W. H. Hughes, A. R. S. M.,

F. G. S., Geological Suevey of India.

In connection with the highly important subject of tho establishment of iron works in

this country on the large scale, I was called upon in October las^ by Government to investi-

gate the mode of occurrence and to determine tho quality of some iron-ores in the province

of Kumaon.

My attention was directed to no new localities ; I was instructed to visit ground that had

already been so reported upon, written about and discussed, that it possessed a literature of

its own on the special subject of iron, of more than five hundred octavo pages.f

* Tho temiierature of those hot sprini^s varies from 60° to 125°. They form no deposit of ffypsum, like tho

springs north of Gogra, bnt there is a good deal of soda deposit round them.

t Selections from the Eocords of like Government of India, No. VIII, 1865.

» » Supplement to No. VI 11, 1855.

M „ (, tt »• f* M ! ,, XVIT, 18M.

*• H i> »» ** H n f» u XXVJ, 1868.

Eeport on the Qovcrnmcnl iron works at Dcchonrcc in Kumaon, by Thomas Oldham, £s<i , 1860.
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There was no time, and perhaps no necessity, for me to make an exhaustive examination of

the capabilities of the entire province ; but my work would have been personally more satis-

factory if, by more extended research, I had been able to assure myself that no essential points

had escaped the observation of my predecessors.

Acting upon the orders conveyed by letter through Colonel Hamsay, c. D., Commissioner

of Kdmaou'^** to i-eport generally upon the quantity and quality of the ores and fluxes in the

neighbourhood of Ramgarh, Khairni, Kaladhdngi, and Ddh-chaurf*—1 proceeded as soon

after the cessation of ttie rains as possible to examine each locality indicated.

Colonel Drummond, Dr. Oldham, and Messrs. Henwood, Sowerby, Barret, Davies,

Watson, and Bauerman have expressed views as to the prospect of Kaladhungf and Ddh-

chauri furnishing ore and flux, and 1 find on comparing their opinions that with the excep-

tion of Mr. Henwood in 1855, and Mr. Bauerman in 1873, they entertain the belief that ore

is very plentiful. In this belief I coincide. I have only to tem2)er the too high estimate

formed of the quality of the ore.

RXifOAun.

Under this heading it will be convenient to refer to several places in the same geological

region, but at some distance apart—namely, Fahli, Losbgi&ni, Hatda Khan and Parwara.

PaA/t.—This locality is near the Bamgarh suspension bridge and on the right bank of

the Kaldpaiu river. 1 am sony to say there was no means of gaining any knowledge as to

the existence or quality of ore other than by the examination of some waste heaps near the

months of two deserted galleries. A sample of ore was brought in and analysed. It yielded

42*03 per cent, of iron. This is but a low percentage, and may bo accounted for by BU2)poBing

that the waste mass from which the ore was picked out contained only poor specimens. At

Natud Khan and other localities where the same variety of ore (micaceous hmmatite) occurs

the average percentage of iron is much greater. •

l/oshffidni.—Iron-ore has been extensively wrought near Loshgidui. There are two

distinct beds, the Gwdldkuri and the Khdnipdkd. The ore, which is least rich in iron, is

that of the Gwalakuri bed.

Its outcrop is well defined, and by clearing away a little earth, I was enabled to obtain

what I consider a fair sample of the ore, which is a rather dense brown haematite, yielding

62*4 per cent, of iron. The minimum thickness of the bed is 8 feet. I have not been able

to find any reference to the quality of this iron in any of the books which I have consulted.

1 suspect that its external appearance, which is certainly not indicative of such a high per-

centage, as analysis shows it to contain, condemned it in the eyes of those to whom the

soft, bright, micaceous hasmatites of the neighbourhood had recommended themselves.

The Kbdnipdka bed is distinct from that of Gwalakuri, although on almost the same

horizon. It has been largely mined by the natives, and the number of shafts that have been

sunk to reach the ore is something extraordinary.

I was anxious to obtain access to some underground workings, in order to estimate tbo

Guckness of the bed ; but when I saw that the only means of descent was by a rope down

which one had to slide to a depth of 80 to a 100 feet, and then come up again hand

over hand, and that the shaflt was neither straight nor dressed, I was obliged to acknow-

ledge that to g^in my end would necessitate the performance of a feat somewhat beyond

my powers. In consequence, I can merely repeat what the natives told me, that the bed

varied from 6 to 8 feet in thickness. A large amount of the ore is stacked in the yard

adjoining the partly erected furnace near the village of Hamgarh. It seemed unnecessary

to have the peccentage of iron determined, as it appears to be of quite as high a value as the

Nutda Khau ore, the analysis of which will be fouud further on.
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NatM -ffAejm.—Thfa is one of the most celebrtited locflHtiels for iihe ores, coming nii^er

ihe g^enerai heading of Bamgarh. It possesses, howevei^, no olahbdl to Ba{)erioritj over lioeb-

gidnf, either on the ecore of better quality of ore or grea^ thiclciiess of bed* Hie accident

of its propinquity to the main road between NaCni T41 and Altnora renders it easy of aoeess,

and therefore brings it more into notice.
'

'

v

There is no outcrop of the bed visible ; and, as in tbe caso nf Lddigidni, 1 have to rely

On the statement of the natives who worked it underground, that its total thickness is 9 feet,

including a parting that varies ft*om 1 to 2 feet. A spedmen Of the OrOi which I obtained

near the old workings, yielded 61*33 per cent, of iron. Dr. Maonajsaxl^^ who analysed a

sample forwarded by Colonel Drummond in 1855, gives the mult of hiS ' examination as

70‘72 of iron. This is, of course, a very high pfgceutage^ and the average m probably ucaiier

the result obtained in our ofiSco.

PaTTwdrd,—^This locality is several miles from B6mgarh,r but as 1 had heard of it

spoken of as possessing a bed of good ore, 1 went there. I fottnd on my arrival thSt there

was no opportunity of inspecting the Ironstone in stYa, every pit that had been sunk

having filled in. I tried to open out one of them, but two days* working convmccd me that

a month would be required to get down and expose the bed, and I contented myself by taking

away a specimen of the ore from amongst a few pieces that the headman of the village had

in his house. It was brown hmmotite, mixed with a great deal of calcareous matter. The

result of analysis was 29‘61 per cent, of iron and 43 per cent, of oarbofiato of lime. Al-

though the quantity of iron is small, this ore would be valuable to mix with others, on

account of the carbonate of lime with which it ie associated.

There were several mines in the neighbourhood which 1 might have looked at, but as

they were all abandoned, and there was nothing to see at the surface beyond the tocIeb in

which the ironstone occurred, 1 wasted no time over them.

SuuMABY.^The cxaimnation of tbe fisw locsdities I have visited convinces me that in

the Bdnigarh area the ores are rich, ahundant, and may be easily worked.

The Loshgiinf and Natdfi Khan beds have only to be mined upon some rational system

to yield on enormous amount of ore. Dr. Oldham, in his report of 1860,t when referring

to Bdmgarh, says, ** there is not the slightest possibility of the want of ore being felt ; there

is the greatest abundance.**

liime-stone occurs in the immediate vicinity of the ironstone at Natdd Ehan.

It yields by analysis 67'6 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and the rest is chiefly clay. This

is not equal to the purity of limestones g^erally in use in England, which contain 93 to

97 per cent, of carbonate of lime; but an impure limestone can be employed advantageously

at times, when the ore of iron is of such a eomposition that it requires some forrign earths

to be add^. 1 am not aware of any purer limestone occurring near E^atdd Khan or

Losbgiani.

KhaienX.

From Bdmgarh 1 proceeded to Khaimd, and after examining the iron-ore there went

to Tatail and Kaldagarh, which are villages in the valley of the Kosf, distant about three

and seven miles respectively from Khaima.

’A bed of quartzite, in which smidl veins of red hmmatite we found, occurs

near to the old suspension bridge at the confluence of the Kosi And KbairnA rivers. I can-

not report favorably of this locality os a source of supply ; for, though the ore considered

* Selections flrom the Records of the Ooverument of Indio, Supplement to STq, Till, 1A6S, page 87.

t Report on ilie Govemmeut izon-works at Rcohonree, in Khmaon, bjr Thomas Oldham, Esq., I860, p. 24
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merely as an ore is good, it is too muoli segitered tliroogb tlie maim for profitable working.

Mr. Sowerby speaks bighly of Kbaimfi, and says—^*1 have no doubt whatever but that

the depomt is veiy oousiderable, and there is a good back (hill) to work upon.'* Our opinions

differ.

2hto»2.^Two veins of ironstone were pointed out to me near JTatail. One measuring

eight to twelve indies in thicknessi and dipping to the west at an angle of SO”, occurs in a hill

to the south of the village, and is associated with Tsloosa shale and dolomite. The amount

of carbonate of lime in the dolomite is 66*1, wad the remainder is carbonate of magnesia

and day.

I could not obtain a large sample of the ore, which is micaceous iron, as there are no

longer any surface worMugs, hut I was dUo to pick off a small piece from the side of the

vein, and it yielded by analysis 48*77 per cent, of iron.

The other vein, containing magnetite, occurs west of the village and on tbo left baiik of

tliG Simr&ra Gadhdri. It is of small size, and it has never been holed for the sake of the ore.

The native agars merely collect the fragments that may be occasionally brought into the

bed of the stream by slips of the bank. The assay of the ore gave 60*11 per cent, of iron.

Kalddgarh.-^Mj visit to this place was labour entirely thrown |Lway, as I could soo

nothing more than a small hollow in clay whore iron>ore was once obtained.

SuMHABT.—Of the different localities which I hove alluded to in the Kkairn/l area,

there is not one which gives promise of much ore. I cannot say what the valley of the

Kosi might yield between Kalu&garh and the Bh&bar ; but in the section of it which I

examined, there was nothing to justify the hope that Khaimd was a valuable district for

ironstone. It would he wdl if we knew what the capabilities of the Kosl valley were lower

down, where the accessibility from the plains might render deposits of rich and abundant

ore more than usually valuable, in order to mix them with the poorer varieties of the Bh&bar.

Flux.—^As there is no probability that any demand for limestone to be used in iron

furnaces will arise near £hairn&, the question as to its occurrence or not is not of much
importance.

KXLAOHI&Naf.

Owing to the interest attaching to this well known resting place for people either

going to or coming from Nafni Tab as having once been the scene of actual smelting

operations on the large scale, I went carefully over the ground with Mr. Matthews,

the Secretary to the Kfimaon Iron Company, and examined the deposit of iron-ore which

occurs between the two extreme points known as Loba Bhar Bhar and Dharifi Khdr&. It is

a much more recent formation than the iron^ores of Bimgarh and Khaimfi, being possibly of

tertiary age. It occurs with the clays and sandstones of the l^ahnn group, which form the

low fringing hilb to the north of K&L&dhdngf, but whether intersti'atified with them or

unconformable to them it is difficult to say. There is one section in the main road to

Naini Tdl, about a mile ftom the d6k bungalow at Kdladhdngf, where the ironstone has

been out through, and it ap]iears to be conformable to the beds below it. This may, however,

be quite accidental.

Mr. MedUoott informs me that further west, to as far as Nahun, similar beds of ferri-

ferous (day occur, though not bo rich as at Ddh-ohaurf, and undoubtedly forming an integral

portion (4 the Nahun group, (tertiary). This is a point of considerable practical importance,

for if the deposit 1>6 unconformable to, instead of being interstratified with, the clays and

sandatones, the ironstone at the surface is to a considerable extent the measure of its quan-

tity, whmas if it be a bed in the series, it will yield a much greater body of ii'onstone than

is now exposed to view.
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Even taking the most unfavorable view of the case, however^ there is aa immense mass
of ore. I was somewhat sceptical at first as to Ihe quantity being largOi but half an hour's

steady walking over a more or less continuous band of it, removed any doubts that' 1 had

entertained.

I cannot, however, speak very enthusiastically about the general quality of the ore. A
sample, which I consider contains more than the average quantity of iron, yielded 49*91 per

cent, of protoxide, or 38*82 per oent. of metallic iron.

On referring to the printed records on the subject, I find that in inal-aasays made by

Mr. Davies’* the percentages of iron were 48, 47, 40, and 28 ; Piddington gives the maximum
as 52 and 29. And Dr. Macnamara from best quality samples obtained 48*53 per cent.

SoMMAnT.—No appreciation of the valae«of the Kaladhdngi deposit can be umde by
merely reading a series of maximum and minimum percentages of samples sent in to an

analyst. One must go over the ground as 1 did to see wLat the general proportion of rich

to poor ore is—-and I am of opinion that the poor ore predominates. At first sight this state-

ment might appear to condemn the Kaladhiingf ironstone, but this is not the case, for ifthe

“ getting " of it were properly supervised by some person who could distinguish the good from

the bad portions, the deposit is so largo that an immense amount of superior ore might be

made available for smelting. Unless some plan of discrimination, however, is adopted, a

mixture of high and low class ores will take place, and os the better dass of ore is not

extravagantly rich, it will do no more than just raise the entire mass above tho standard of

condemnation.

Limestone blocks occur in several of the small streams near Kalfidhdngi, and

notably in the Banr river. An estimate of quantity is scarcely called for, as the supply is

more than ample for the wants of half a dozen furnaces.

Dish-chatjei.
m

The ironstone which occurs at Kalddliungi extends westward to Deh>chauri. Mr

.

Sowerby spoke highly of the Ddh-chaurf ore, and asserted that it was more abundant than

tho deposit at Kdladhdngi. This latter statement was a point which Mr. Matthews,

equally with myself, wished to investigate, and we spent three days in looking up every section

that was to be seen, and we came to the ooDclnsion that the deposit of ore was less extensive

than that at Kalddhungi, but the quality was generally much better. Several difiereut heds

aro spoken of by Mr. Sowerby as being in Htu, but I can neither confirm nor disprove this

assertion. None of tho natural sections furnished me any satisfsctoiy evidence, and to have

opened out a shaft, or driven an adit, would have occupied two or three months. With only

the quantity of ore, however, to- operate with that I saw on the surface, there is enough to

supply all the requirements of tho number of furnaces that are ever likely to bo kept in blast

at Ddh-ebauri, so that whether three beds or four beds exist is really not of much consequence.

The following analyses of Ddh-chaurf and Kalddhungf ores exhibit side by side tho

composition of samples which are somewhat above the average quality :

—

Ddh-chaurf. KdMdhifngf.

Lobs in hoatinfir ••• ... ... 4*68 7*87

Oxide of iron 70*88 49 91

Alumina 4*79 6*27

Lime . . ... ... S»U 1*1

Phosphoric acid ... ... 1*87 '88

Silica and insoluble 15*81 86*6?

100*84 100-23

metallic iron 56*18 88-82

There was no sulphur, and the amount of phosphoi’us is not excessive. •

• SolcetiuuB from the Uccords of the Goveninicat of India, Supplement to No. Vlll, 1806, page -11.
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jF7iM;.-^ldineBtone may be picked out of the chaniocl of tbe river Baur, and in several

of its nunor tributaries. Ekionuous blocks are strewn on the same hill ride in which the

iron-ore exists ; and 1 am informed that a tufii d^Kwit oconrs within a reasonable distance

of Ddh-ohaurf. .

Gbnsbal SuuiUBT.—SnmmariHing in a few words the result of my investigaticm

regai'ding the iron-ores, 1 have to stiite

—

Ores.—That in the B&mgarh cii*cle, the ore is good and plentiful.

That in the Khaima circle, the iron-ores are not of much Value.

That in the Kal&dhtingC circle, the ore is not as good as those occurring in tlie Ramgarh

circle, but the supply is very great.

That in the D^h-chauri circle, the average quality of the ore is superior to that at

Kdladhtingi, and the quantity is large.

Limestone.'^^o fear need bo entertained about the supply of limestone for fluxing.

Every authority agrees in testifying to its abundance.

Although my duty was only to report upon the quantity and quality of the iron-ores

at the places indicated in my instructions, I would beg to make a few remarks in view of the

possible resuscitation of the manu&ctore of pig-iron in the Bhdhar, at Kaladhungi, and

Ddh-chautf.

Such an attempt cannot fail through paurity of ore or flux. Water-supply is available

throughout the driest season of the year, as is proved by the fact that the furnaces of the

Kumaon Iron Company were in blast until the 5th of June. The reproductive power of

the forests has been tested in the severest manner, for I am informed by Mr. Matthews that

in 1860 a considerable tract of land extending from the vicinity of the furnaces at Kdld-

dhungi to the base of the hUls was cleared, no trees being left for hearing seed ; and now

(1873) the whole area is so covered with well grown saplingps that it is difficult to believe in

the accuracy of Mr. Matthews* statement.

Comparing the conditions now with what they were ten years ago, when the Kumaon
Iron Company stopped operations, circUmstanoes are much more in favor of the possibility

of Indian^manufaotured iron competing with home produce. The high price of coal in Eng-

land has led to such an advance in the cost of iron of all kinds that there is now a pros-

pect of India being able profitably to work her own raw material.

Note ok tee saw matebials fob ibok sueitino in the Bakiganj Field, bt
Theodobb W. H. Hughes, a. b. s. x„ f. g. s., Oeological Survey of India,

As a result of Mr. Bauerman’s preliminaiy report upon the iron-ores of the Ranigauj

ooal-field, the Geological Survey of India has been called upon for informatiou on the

subject.

Claim of the fidd recognised,—It is almost needless to say that the claim of this field

to be considered the most advantageous position for the manufacture of iron in Bengal on an

European scale was recognised years and years ago by the Survey, and that Mr. Bauermau,

in recommending it as the locality ofEering the best prospects of suocess, has but confirmed

the opinion held by every geologist and others competent to offer one.

The establishing of large iron-works was not urged at the time of the survey of the

Bfinigan] field, for it would have shown an utter disregard of the conditions essential to

success, to have done so. Since then, however, increased facilities of communication, dis-

coveries of better coals, the possibility of making coke, and the steady rise in the price
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of imported iron, have tended to reduce the margin of {nrobable failure to such proportions

that the prospect of the suocossfol manufacture of iron hae emerged from the region

of speculation. Nevertheless, the caution recommendedhy Mr. Bauerman to the Government

of India before going into any projects for the erection of works is veiy judicious ; it being

undeniable that the subject of flaxes is a most essentiiJ point to enquire into.

Kunkwr assags .—^With a view to throw some light upon the application of hmhur,
I have lately made a few trial assays at the Mint which I will reflar to in detail flirther on.

1 obtained a very fair slag ; but it must be remembered that the assays were ccmducted under

a favourable combination of circumstances unattainable in a furnace, and that before the

practical adaptability of kunkur can be pronounced upon, experiments on a more extensive

scale ought to bo carried out. The result of the small trials in so far answers a useful

purpose, that it indicates a possible substitute for rock-limestone, and can be accepted as

some measure of the value of kunkur.

Proposed trials.—I propose at the end of the field-season operating upon a few tons

of raw material, varying the proportionate quantities of kunkur, ore and coal ;
and I cannot

but anticipate that the deductions from such experiments will be useful. I am happy to

say that 1 have already received oiTers of assistance and the loan of a cupola from Hon'ble

J. M. Bobinson, of the Bengal Coal Company, and Colonel H. Hyde, B. E., to the latter

of whom I am already indebted for facilities afforded me at the Mint daring my preliminary

assays.

Although ray more special attention was directed to the subject of fluxes, was in

addition instructed to point out the most favourable position for erecting furnaces; to

institute enquiries about furnace materials ; to make some sort of estimate as to the quantity

of iron-ore available ; and to confirm or modify the opinion entertained of certain • coals in

the western part of the field. For the sake of convenient reference I propose to notice each

section of my enquiry under these different heads. And first as to coal.

CoAli.—I presume it is unnecessaiy to adduce evidence in proof of the enormous amount

of coal which exists in the Baniganj field. There is x)crhaps no area of similar size in ibe

whole world which can compare with it for actual thickness of the seams. The coal, however,

is not so good in quality as it might be ; but I believe bettor will be discovered as the- field

becomes progressively developed.

Weak point of Indian coal : its ash .—^The weak point of our Indian coal is the amount

of inorganic matter that it contains as compared to good English and Welsh coal ; but lately

two samples have been received at the Geological Survey Office, one from Sanpur near Nirsha,

and the other from Bahmandiba, near Ni&matpur, which contain only 8’9 and 8*7 per cent,

of ash respectively. The average percentage is 16,

Nothing more than an ordinary analysis of these coals has been made, and their

composition is

—

Sanpdr. Bahmandiba.

Carbon ... ... *.• 64*3 67*8

Volatile matter (inclusive of water) 26*8 33*5

Ash ••• .«• 8*9 8*7

100*0 100*0

Both are said to coke ; and as they are remarkably clean, they ought to be bnuight more

into use. At present I believe they are scarcely worked. The S4upur coal is hardened with

a cartage freight of six miles and a toll ; but the Bahmandihi seam has no serious drawback
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to contend against. It lies in the general strike of the Sanktoria seam, which is well known

to be one of the finest properties in the field, and it may be the continuation of that bed to

the north-east.

A very complete series of analyses of thirty different coals has lately been made by

Mr. Tween under Dr. Oldham's direction, and I find that those samples furnished by the

Ddmarkdnda, Banali, Sanktoria, Mangalpdr, and R&nlganj collieries combined the greatest

freedom from ash with high percentage of oarbon.

Names of Collieries. Carbon. Hydrogen,
Oxygen
and Sulphur. Ash.

Nitrogen.

Fdmnrkfiudu 71-86 4-67 878 •60 14*0

Sanktoria ... 68-80 4-62 12-27 •82 13*5

BAuiganJ ... 69-46 4-82 10-98 •36 14*4

Bandli 60-08 4-79 10 00 •37 148

Mauffalpur... 68-81 4-8 12-11 •88 13-3

Pcrucntairc
of coke in

nndried coal.

76 fl

716

72*2

Tlie loss of water in the Dumarkunda, Sanktoria, and Kaniganj eo^il was 2 per cent.,

in the Bandli coal 4 per cent., and in the Mangalpur coal 6*8 per cent.

Ainount of sid^liur small.—The amount of sulphur is in each instance considerably

under 1 per cent.—a fact which will not readily be credited by those who think that

Indian coals are always saturated with iron-pyrites.

I append a statement of the amount of sulphur in some good chiss British coals :
—

*

Noethumbeuland. ^

Sulphur ill 100 parin of coal.

Steam Bum coal (*«tf*am coal)

Pcareth coal (gas coal)

Low main seam. Buddies Hartley colliery (steam coal)

NoTTINOF IMSHF RE.

Shircoak colliery, belonging to Duke of Newcastle

South Staffobfshibe.

Hooves ... ... ...

Lancashibe.
Bushey Park seam ...

Pemberton yard m. ...

Blaiva, South Wales.
Nilvein coal (steam coal)

Three quarter vein (furnace cool) •••

Dowlais, South Wales.
Baa Las ...

Bargoed big-coal (blast furnace coal)

SCOTLAHH.

Argeslme, ...

Walls end Elgin ...

•65

•8«

1-51

•92-

I'OO

101
1-82

•76

•81

1*01

1*07

1-23

1-61

• Betey^a Motallurgy, 1861, Vol. I, 69, I02.—Crookc8 and Bdhiiir, 1870, VoL III, paffc 469,
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I cannot find any teferenco to the coal ifom the Belrfii colHery, but it deserves mention,

as it cakes we!l> and koke bright and dean. The Beirdi seam, like the Bfihinandih&, is on

the same strike, and is possibly on the same horizon as the Sanktoria seam. In our present

state of knowledge, one can only conjeofare that such is the case ; but an air of probability

is lent to this o|nnion by the circumstance that the Belrdi coal possesses nearly the same

qualities as the Sonktoria cod.

FfCB^mfrom important in conneotvm amount ifflux required.— have par-

ticularised the coals from eight difierent kcalities, because Bnalyds shows that they are

best adapted for smelting purposes. Tliey are the coaki freest from ash, and this is a point

that must bo borne in mind in connection with the amount of flux that will be required.

For raising steam and for smitbey works there are twenty other coals in ihe Bdniganj field

that woidd answer nearly as well ; and there is always the prospect that many of the

collieries from which moderate or inferior coal is at present being raised may some day meet

with better seams as their workings become deeper and new ground is opened out.

Best locality far coaZ.—The portum of the field which contains the most promising

coals, east of the Bdrdkar, is decidedly that part of it limited in a north-west direction by

the outcrop of the seams mined on the Sanktoria and Belrdi properties, and in a south-west

direction by the Banohet formation marked on the geological map. Within this area is

included, in addition io the collieries belon^ng to the Bengal and New Birbhdm Companies,

those owned by Messrs. Apear and two or three quarries possessed by natives. Some of

the land is, I am informed, held by Bani Samd Mdui, a Hindoo lady, whose religious

principles are opposed to coal mining.

lBOW-OBB.~The deposits of iron-ore are of two distinct geological ages. The older

are associated with the coal measures, as a group in the series, while the more recent are

connected with the rock known as laterite.

Laterite, as a rule, is not rich in iron and as it does not occur in any form west of the

meridian of the town of B&niganj, I directed my attention principally to the ores of the

coal measures. 1 did not restrict my observations to any one special locality : 1 visited the

lands east of Basdra, and Mad&pur, and the entire tract from Lalganj to Bogunia. I

thought it possible that the Singaxan valley might be a good locality for iron woriu; but

it does not offer the same advantages as the western part q£ the field, where the iron-ores of

the measures are in close proximity to the superior coals of Sanktoria, Belrdi, Dumarkdndfi,

Bdhmandiha, &c.

The only samples of ore that I considered it necessary to collect wm from the lands

of Aitura, Malakola, Chalbalpdr, Kdlri, Sibpur, Jassaidih, Boldi, and Notanghar. They are

£air representative specimens picked mostly from heaps, which had, conveniently for me,

bees collected by the contractors who supply baHast for the repairs of the Grand Trunk Boad.

Mr. Tween has up to the present time only bemi able to complete tke analysis of one

sample. It came from Kdlti, and contains—

1. Insoluble matter (silica 16*4) ' ... ... 13*6

2. Sesquioxide of iron (metallic iron 42 per cent.) ... 60*4

3. Alumina ... ,
M. ... 5*8

4. lame ... ... ... 2*9

5. Magnesia •6

6. Phosphoric arid ... ... «. 2*2

7. Water ... ... 9*2

1007

* Lst«i$teWiu^%4K)&t«iixi8iiroml2to26perW^e^ iron. Some of it, hauvm, ie uothiag more than clay
with iron ntflhiS.
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There is no sulphuric acid, hut there is an appreciable quantity of phosphoric acid.

Ore htematite,—I was rather surprised at the absence of carbonic acid, being under the

impression that the above specimen was a carbonate of iron. It appears, however, to be a

sesquioxide. The amount of iron it contains is 42 per cent., which mcdies it a valuable ore.

The ironstones occur over an area of several square miles in thin beds varying in

thickness from 2 to 8 inches, through a mass of carbonaceous shales, known geologically

as the ironstone shale group. Mr. Blanford* estimates that they form about xSth of the

whole group ; and Mr. David Smithf considers that 6,400,000 tons per square mile will be

the yield. My own measurements showed that the ironstones occurred in the proportion

of 1 foot to 10 or 12 of shale, and taking the group as 1,000 feet (it is more than

this), we have, roughly speaking, 200 millions of tons in every square mile. Assuming

6 feet only as workable, I think the figuros will be assuring enough to set at rest all mis-

givings about quantity.

Small dip,—The dip of the strata with which the ironstones are associated is every-

where small in the neighbourhood of theB4r&kar; and the contour of the surface is such

that the conditions for mining by open work are all highly favourable. No difficulty can bo

experienced in winning the ore at a reasonable price.

Magnetic iron,—The advantage to be derived from mixing different varieties of ore is

well known. Some very rich deposits of magnetic iron-ore are described by Mr. Blanford];

as associated with metamorphic quartzites just beyond the boundary of the field near the

village of Tituri, about two miles west of Beharinatli hill. The ore occurs interlaininatcd

with the quartzite and gneiss in bands varying in thickness from 3 inches to 2 feet. They

are very pure, and contain from 60 to 70 per cent, of iron. Research may bring to light

other similar deposits ; but there is little probability of such a thing happening, as the natives

are usually aware of the iron-ores that occur in their own district, and if any had existed,

information about them could hardly have escaped the frequent inquiries that have been made

The main dependence of any iron works must be upon the iron-ores of the coal

measures.

Flux.—As I have not been called upon to compile a treatise upon the manufacture of

iron, I need not explain why the necessity for a flux exists. Many minerals might be used

as fluxes, but in practice we are limited to a few, namely, limestone, clay, and silica. For

such ores as occur in the Raniganj field, limestone is most required ; and limestone that is

nearly pure has hitherto been considered as indispensable.

Impure limestone sometimes preferable,—In some instances, however, as in the case

of the Kulti ore, the analysis of which has been given above, a limestone contaiuing some

clay would be preferable. Impure limestone indeed is often advantageous, but its applica-

bility depends upon the suitability of its own impurities to combine with those of the

iron-ore.

In kunkur we have an impure limestone, containing from 70 per cent, downwards of

carbonate of lime, and a vaiying proportion of free silica, clay, magnesia, iron and water.

It would make in some instances a most economical flux if the amount of carbonate of

lime in it were somewhat greater than it is. Kunkur, as a rule, however, rarely contains

more than 60 to 65 per cent, of carbonate of lime, which leaves a large amount of impurity,

out of which some is probably not required, and therefore it subtracts from the working value

of the kunkur.

* Memoirs of the Geological Surrey of Indio, 1861, Yol. Ill, Art. 1, page 76.

t Mr. David Smith's report on the coal and iron districts of Bengal, 1856, page 6.

X Memoirs of the Goolof^cal Survey of India, 1861, Yid. Ill, Art. 1, page 103.
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Some specimens which 1 obtained in the Baniganj field contain the following quantities

of carbonate of lime ;

—

Sanktoida ... ••• ••• ••• 66'12 per cent,

fiamnagar... ••• 64'98 „

Carmuri ... ••• ••• ••• fil’OO „

Mr. Tween has not been able to make a full analysis os yet of all the samples that

have been sent in for examination, and without such -analysis, it is impossible to estimate

what proportion theoretically the kunkur should bear to fuel and ore, in order to produce

a suitable slag.

Wellfused slag and clean button .—I have, however, carried out some assays at the Mint

;

and the result is, that with equal quantities of kunkur and ore, and using wood charcoal or

coke, 1 obtained a well fused slag and a moderately clean button of iron. I have not made

the number and varieties of assays that 1 should like to, owing to the necessity of sending

in a report at an eai'ly date ; but the possibility has been demonstrated of using kunkur as

a fiux on a small scale.

The assays were performed in unlined plumbago crucibles. My first experiment was

unsuccessful, as 1 could not get up heat enough in the small table gas furnace which Colonel

Hyde placed at my disposal. My after attempts with the use of coke in a wind furnace

were more foidunate.

Ko. 1. Ore ... ... 100 grains (Killti ironstone containing by

wet assay 42 per cent. iron).

Kunkur 100 „ (Ramnagajr kunkur containing

66 per cent, carbonate of lime).

Charcoal ... 30 „ (Wood charcoal).

Percentage of iron 45*0 ; slag perfectly fused, grey. Button of iron, dark-grey, crystalline,

broke rather readily under hammer. Two or three sorts of metal embedded in the slag.

From the appearance of the iron, the ore will probably reduce easily.

No. 2. Ore ... ... 160 grains.

Kunkur ... 160 „

Charcoal ... 40 „ ,<>

Percentage of iron 44'7 ; like all dry assays, the percentage of iron is shown to he greater

than it actually is. Slag, greyish-green, a few beads of iron adhering to outer surface. But'

toil, dark-grey on fractured face. Does not split at firat blow, but flattens somewhat.

No. 3 Ore ... ... 100 grains.

Kunkur 100 „

Coke... ... 30 „ (coke from Calcutta gas works).

This was put into a smith's fire, and the slag was not perfectly fused. It had a light

green colour. Numberhss shots of iron at bottom of slag. Fractured surface of button, white.

No. 4. Ore ... 100 grains.

Kunkur ... 100 „
Coke... ... 30 „ (coke from Calcutta gas works).

Slag, light grey, semi-translucent. Button on fractured face, white, compact.

No. 5, Ore ... ... 150 grains.

Kunkur ... 160 „
Coke ... ... 40 „ (coke from unwashed Sauktoria

coal-dust).
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SlAg, liglit amethyst colour, clear, translucent. Button, on fractured face, dark-grey, coarsely

crystalline. The amethystine colour of the slag may be due to manganese.

No. 6. Ore ... 150 grains.

Kunkur ... 130 „
Coke ... ... 30 „ (coke picked piece of Sanktoria

coke).

Percentage of iron 44'0. Slag, slight amethyst colour, translucent. Button on fractui-fd

surface, not quite so dark as No. 6, coarsely crystalline.

I made several other assays which I need not refer to. My object was to see whether

kunkur would do the work that was required of it. The less quantity, 130 grains in No. 6,

answered quite as well as 150 grains in No. 5 ; but I would recommend equal quantities of

kunkur and ore, because the coke contains sometimes a large amount of ash.

I have used throughout only the some ilux that could be employed on the large scale.

Pure limestone is not known to occur in any quantity in or near to the Kaniganj field. My
colleague, Mr. Mallet, however, has discovered a bed of it in the vicinity of the Maddptir

Branch Kailway ; and it is quite possible that when investigations in that neighbourhood

can he completed more may haply bo discovered. Tho limestone is very pirns and is

only ten miles from the station, so that if railway rates for carriage were only cheaper, it

might be employed to supplement the kunkur of the Kaniganj field. A large quantity

might easily be removed. 1 have been informed of another bed south of the Dnmuda and

near to Kaniganj
;
but I have not yet had an opportunity of visiting it. From the ap-

pearance of tho sample sent to me for examination, I scarcely think that it can he of

much iniportaiice.

It is not to either of these limestones, however, that we can look foi* a supply of flux

;

and Kotds stone is so dear comparatively to kunkur that I think we must depend upon the

latter material.

Amount of kunkur.—On tho question of the quantity of kunkur available within the

field, I have consulted with Mr. Dejoux, Executive Engineer, who is at the head of the

Special Department devoted to lime, kunkur, and limestones, and he assures mo that thei-c

is an unlimited quantity. In this assurance Mr. Joll, who was for some time Executive

Engineer at Barakar, unites. Mr. Dejoux's expencnce and special knowledge is so ranch

greater than my own that I prefer quoting his conviction to offering a decisive opinion of

my own. I examined several of the localities where lime was being made, and judging by

what I saw, I am inclined lo think that there are very large deposits in the vicinity of

Barakar ; both banks of the river are full of kunkur ; and the quality of the material

appears to improve at some depth below the surface.

One advantage that would be derived probably from the use of Kotas limestone is,

that its average composition might bo depended upon. As regards kunkur, I am not sure

whether this would be the case. Again, quoting Mr. Dejoux, however, he says that out of

numerous samples which he has analysed, he has found that its composition is much more

constant than might be anticipated from the nature of its origin, and that 66 to 66 per cent,

is the usual amount of carbonate of lime that it contains. If this be so,—and the analyses

now being made in our office will confirm or disprove this point,—wc shall be able to regulate

the amount required for fluxing; but if the percentage of carbonate of lime be inconstant,

the working of a furnace is likely to be variable and the outturn of iron irregular both in

quality and quantity.

I trust I have made clear the case regarding kunkurj that there is a large qu inHty

available ; 2wr/, that it can be nsed as a flux ; but that unless its composition be pretty
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f’onsiant, there arc difficulties in the way of its employment that might make the use of a

more costly but a more reliable limestone advantageous.

Until full analyses of many specimens have been made however, we cannot pass judg-

ment. Should they prove the composition of kunkur constant between certain limits, then

1 think we may, without actual experiments on the largo scale, declare it to be an appro-

priate flux.

Choice of site.—The tendency of the evidence brought forward has been to show that

the country in the vicinity of the Barakar is best adapted for a site. No locality offers the

same advantages. It is nearer to the foreign sources of limestone at BotfLs and in the Haza-

libagh district than any other part of the field. The best quality coals occur there ; easily

workable ores may be got ; an abundance of kunkur can be procured ; sandstone quarries

arc in actual existence ; the Grand Trunk Boad, and the Bfirakar branch, and Chord Line of

tlio East Indian Railway are in the immediate vicinity of all requisite raw materials ; and

the land necessary for buildings, tipping room, &c., belongs, in great part I believe, to native

holders, who would probably dispose of it at more favourable rates than British holders.

Any definite selection of a site must of course be postponed for the judgment of the

manager who may he appointed, but the choice ought to bo limited between the meridians of

the Sitarampiir and B&rakar Railway stations, and a short distance north or south of the

Grand Trunk R(3ad.

Fubnace BUiiPiNO MATEBIALS.—It is difficult to say off-hand whether certain stones

will have the propeHy of sustaining the temperature which the chemical process carried on in

the furnace requires. In the selection of native stones, as also of artificially manufactured

stones, wo must be guided chiefly by experience. There arc quarries near the Bar4kar bridge,

from whicli the sandstone of the lower coal measures arc obtained, and if those that are fine-

grained are selected, they will probably be found to withstand heat and the action of fluxes.

Soapstone.—Occurs in the Manbhum district, and dishes m&do from it used foimerly

to be sold at Taldauga ; source of supply is rather distant.

JFVVe clay,—Scarcely any attempt has hithei'to been mode to turn the fire-clay, which is

found with many of the seams, to account. Messrs. Bum and Company, who possess pottery

works at Raniganj, have lately made a few bricks from the clay in the Raniganj colliery of

the Bengal Coal Company, and the manager, Mr. Cowban, informed me that they wei-o tested

Jit Jamalpur, and were found to withstand the treatment they wore subjected to mucfi better

than English bricks. I believe fire-clay occurs at the Basdra colliery of the Raniganj Coal

Association, but it has not yet been tested.

Coarse sand ,—This is required for mixing with other materials. It can be obtained

from the rivers Bardkar and Damfidd.

This, like the above, may also bo wanted for mixing. Large quantities are

procurable a short distance up the chord line, about Jamtarah.

Moulding Some moulding sand of veiy pure quality is obtained near Rdniganj

from the Damddd. I know of no other place where it occurs, but equally good sand may
possibly be found in the Bdrdkar.

Concluding bejiabeb.—Having shown that the materials essential for the manufacture

of iron exist, 1 will now point out what the probable cost of coal, iron, and kunkur per ton

will bo.

Coal,—A veiy fair estimate is Rs. 2-8 to Rs. 3 a ton.

/ro«-orc.~ The price of ore delivered at the works will probably be Re. 1 a ton.

The rates at present paid by the oontractors who obtain ore from the Kfilti estate of the
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nc^ Birblium Coal Ooiupauy is only 5 annas a ton, or Us. 1-8 per hundred cubic feet liKwely

heaped ; but as the ore is close to the surface, I have trebled the rate in order to cover

extra expenses when deeper workings are opened out. Any information about the rate paid

for assistance, although imparted to me by a contractor's Sirdar, may not be correct, as

natives sometimes make misstatements. Whether this be so or not however Be. 1 a ton

is a liberal estimate.

Kwnhur,—^This material ought to be procurable at Bs. 1-8 a ton, or Rs. 5 a hundred

cubic feet.* Mr. Joll, Executive Engineer, roughly values unwashed kunkur at Rs. 1-6

a ton. In order to be on the safe side however, lot the rate in all calculations be Rs. 2.

I find that Rotds limestone, taking the very lowest estimates, will for equal quantities

be exactly ten times the cost of kunkur when delivered at Sit&r&mpdr.

Thus, 100 cubic feet of limestone conveyed from Bot&s to

Lakiserai by water the whole way ... Rs. 18 0 0
Railway freight from Lakiserai to Sit&rampur „ 47 0 0
Unlanding and landing charges, and so on ... „ 5 0 0

Total ... Rs. 70 0 0

or Rs. 20 a ton as compared to Rs. 2; but as Rot5s limestone will probably do three times

the amount of duty that kunkur will, the comparison is as Rs. 6 to Rs. 20. Considerable

advantage would be deiived from the use of Rotas or any other comparatively purer lime-

stone, because in the employment of kunkur, there is an increase in the weight of material

to be passed through the furnace for the same produce of metal.

Occasionally, as I pointed out before, an impure limestone may be more suitable for a

flux than a pure one ; but in kunkur the impurities are somewhat too great, not to make it

advisable, hearing in mindn’elative cost, to substitute a better material.

Cost of manufacture .—The simple cost of the manufacture of pig-iron per ton, leaving

out of consideration tlie interest on cost of furnaces, management, and so on, will, according

to my figures, be—
*

Rs. A. P.

Ore 3-3 tons at 1 ... 3 8 0

Kunkur 3^ „ at 2 ... 7 0 0

Coal (large) ... 3^ „ at 3 ... ... 10 8 0
Coal (small) ... ... 0 8 0

Wages ... ... 2 8 0

24 0 0

I have allowed liberally both in the amount of material and in the matter of cost.

Mr. David Smith, who made veiy careful calculations in 1856, showed that with the price

of liome manufactured iron as it then ruled, and with the estimated cost of pig-iron at

Rs. 20-8 per ton,t there would be a considerable profit. I think there can be but little doubt

* Tbo ton is calculated as 27 *' mam.**

Iron-oro ... ... ... 100 cubic feet b 136 mam =» 6 tons.

Kunkur ... ... ... 100 „ „ sa 94 „ s 3) „
Limestone ... ... ••• 100 „ » ~ 94 „ a 3) ,,

t Mr. David Smith’s report on iron districts of Beniral. p. 18. His figures ore for siibple cost of manufac-

ture as mint' ngo.
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that if ibere is demand enough in Indian markets, iron may be manufactured in this

country and sold at a much cheaper rate than imported English iron can be bought for.

There are always difficulties inherent in the starting of new undertakings ; but we have

the beacons of past failures in other parts of India to steer our way by. If any of the

Companies at B&niganj who possess their own coaJ, iron-ore, and kunkur were to take up the

project of iron smelting, they would have immense advantages over Government in respect

of cost of raw materials ; should, therefore, the present attempt be in the least degi’ee

successful, it will be a guarantee to all Companies of the value of their own resources.

THEODORE W. H. HUGHES.

Note on the ha.bitat in India of the elastic sandstone, ob so called
Itacoldxtte.

Although within the last twenty years members of the Geological Survey have frequently

passed within sixty miles of this interesting locality, no one has been able to visit it—so

great is the difficulty and loss of time involved in making the shortest excursion off the

main highways in India. At last an amateur has come to the rescue ; and it is to be hoped

the example will be followed elsewhere, for official geologists, having to work by rule and

measure, can rarely supply the place of the genuine amateur in the repeated contemplative

observation of local conditions. Geology has boasted of several distinguished and devoted

amateurs in India. The recent comparative scarcity of such labourers must be due to the

greatly increased activity of official life, and not to any growing distaste for recreation in

scientific pursuits. Colonel McMahon, Commissioner of Hissar, has sent a box of specimens

and some very interesting notes illustrative of the only known position of the elastic sand-

stone. The description is given as far as possible in his own words.

Kaliana is five miles west from Dadri, a town in the Jheend state, sixty miles nearly duo

west from Delhi. The hill, which is one of the Trigonometrical Survey Stations, is l,4i77 feet

above the sea, and about 740 above the plain. It consists of a long ridge, running for some

miles in about a north-north-east direction ; one of the many such ridges which in this region

of the Punjab stretch far into the^ plains, the alluvial areas between them being confluent

with that of the Indo-gangetic deposits. These ridges are prolongations of the Aravali

mountain system, and are approximately on the lino of the Indo-gangetic watershed.^ The

ridge of Futehpur Sikri, running north-north-east to within a few miles of Agra, is the most

westerly member of the Aravali system of disturbance ; it is formed of up-turned Vindhyaii

rocks, l^ing the western limit of the great spread of these ancient deposits, stretching from

here round by Saugor to Sasseram in Debar. In examining the ground to the west of

Agra, the Survey geologists have been a little puzzled by the position of the elastic sand-

stone ; this name, and the superficial appearance of the stone, leading one to expect a

recurrence of some unaltered rock-group, perhaps an outlier of the Vindhyan series. It is

an excellent illustration of the way in which deeper geological meanings become attached

to words based originally upon superficial characters, involving of course a reciprocal restric-

tion of the extension or denotation of the term. This stone is in reality only a very local

and modified condition of a massive quartzite, which is the general name for metamorphic

sandstones.

The highest part of the ridge immediately overhangs the village of Kaliana. It is

here double-crested, the projecting ribs being formed by two strong beds of ironstone, a quart-

zite strongly impregnated by massive specular iron (black hsematite) and some magnetic

iron, strings of pure ore occurring locaUy in the mass. These bands of fenniginous quaH-

zite are regularly interstratified with the mica and hornblende-schists ; and the earthy cellular

quartzite so largely quanied for millstones is distinctly an intercalated member of the same
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seties, all being nearly vertical. The elastic sandstone is only found in patches in this band

of millstone quartzite. There is no regular bed or seam of it ; the stone-cutters, of whom
there is quite a colony at Kaliana, come upon it suddenly when cutting out slabs of the

ordinary stone. Often the rock in immediate contact with a nest of elastic sandstone is

highly indurated and quartzose. The stone-cutters declare that they sometimes find it in

the line of the bedding, and sometimes along the joints. Their idea of the matter is, that

it is a mere local peculiarity of the sandstone rock caused by the percolation of rain water

and miti (earth) from the surface. If the miti had been omitted, the native explanation

is probably the correct one. The only superfibially noticeable difference between the two is

the greater porosity and friability of the clastic stone, owing probably to the removal of

some thinly permeating cement to which the strong rigidity of the quartzite is due. Among
the rocks sent by Colonel McMahon there is a variety of this pseudo-metamorphio rock in

which the earthy ingredient prevails largely over the quartzose. Its aspect is somewhat

like that of a half-baked fire-brick ; and it would seem as if it had only needed a modicum

of some alkaloid base to have converted the whole into a form of gneissic rock.

There are two myths connected with these elastic sandstones which it is desirable to

discredit. One is its supposed connection with diamonds. In India at least there is no

sliadow of such connection. All the widely scattered diamond localities seem somehow

connected with members of the Vindhyan series of rocks. And, on the other hand, there

is no tradition of diamonds at Kaliana. The idea comes from Brazil, whence also the fancy

name Itacolumyte ; it is probable that the connection is quite imaginary.

The other notion is, that the elasticity is attributable to talc, or mica. However this

may be true of the Brazilian variety, there is no pretence for it in the Kaliana rock ; the

few small plates of mica in it are quite isolated, the rock not having any schistose (foliated)

stmeture. The only tenable account of this property of elasticity is that given by Pro-

fessor Haughton, whose name is a full guarantee of correctness :
—** A most remarkable cir-

cumstance sometimes occurs in the formation of these sandstones, which ore not composed

of pure particles of quartz, but of clay mixed with them, namely, that the particles of

quartz mixed in this clay or paste are permitted a certain amount of motion. If you take

an ordinary sandstone, it is like any other rock ; and with a lens yoq can see the separate

particles, and that each separate particle is touched On every side by a number of other

rounded particles that hold it in its place, and it in turn contributes to hold them in their

places, so as to form of the whole a rigid rock like any other. But, occasionally, in some

rare cases—^which, as far as I have any knowledge of them, are confined to Brazil, South

Carolina, and Delhi—you have a rock composed of partidos of sandstone, which are not

in contact with each other, but lie in a paste of felspathic clay, which paste permits a cer-

tain amount of motion between the particles of the mass.” (Haughton's Manual of Geology,

Lecture II, p. 51). It would seem that in the Kaliana rock, doubly metamorphosing con-

ditions were concerned in its production—a solidifying process to give tenuity to the earthy

paste, and a partial dissolution to remove the rigidity of its first solidification.

Elasticity, in its vernacular sense, is a misleading name for the character of this stone.

It bends without the least sensible increase of resistance up to a certain limit, where it comes

to hard stop. Mr. F. B. Mallet found that a slab of the Kaliana stone 24'6* X 6*7" X 1*8*,

resting on supports 24'* apart, gave a deflection of ; and that after saturation with

water the deflection was reduced to 0*65.

On the west side of the Kaliana hill and not for from the top there is an old mine

cut into the ironstone. It is said that three generations ago it was worked for copper. In

a piece of schist sent from this spot, there is not the slightest trace of copper staining ; but

the mica has a very decided copper colour, which may have been the beginning and end of

the mining experiment.—H. B. M.
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OEOLoaicAL Notes ok part of Nobthebk HazXbibaoh, hg F. B. Mallet, f. a. s.,

Geological Survey of India.

In an early number of these Kecords (Vol. II, p. 40, 1869,) a brief notice was given of

the metamorphic rocks of Bengal, in the northern part of their area, from the Karakpur
hills at the north-east corner of the rock-area of the Peninsula, along the lower valley of tlie

Ganges and the S6n valley, into the valley of the Narbada, where all the older formations

pass under the Dakkin trap. Throughout that distance, in a west-south-west direction,

and corresponding with those very marked orograpbical features, the gneiss is fringed by less

metamorphosed rocks—schists, slates, and quartzites. To give shape to the study of those

rocks, more than from any compulsion of decided views, a tentative classification was then

attempted, upon general stratigraphical reasoning, occasionally against the apparent {primd

facie) evidence of local sections. The series thus indicated consisted in chronological order

of—1«/, a fundamental gneiss (undiscriminated); 2nd, gneissic schists and quartzites (of

Mahabar) corresponding to the less metamorphosed slaty schists and quartzites to the north

(Uajgir) ; %rd, massive gneissoid (foliated) granite, mostly forming domes
;
4dh, fiaggy

schists and gneiss with quartzites and amorphous pseudo-gneiss, sometimes conglomeritic

(Lakisarai, Bctia, Sukri, infra-Bijawars of Bandelkand); intrusive invasion

of pegmatite; Qth, Bij&wars (of Bandelkand and the Agori zone of the Son valley).

The hazardous points of this scheme were known to be—the doubtfully granitic (exotic)

character of any of the dome gneiss, and principally, the supposition of gneissose rocks

(No. 4) greatly younger than the schist and quartzite series (No. 2). Both positions wore

placed primarily upon the same general evidence—^the universally intense folding, with

cleavage of the schist and quartzite series, compared with the frequently moderate disturbance

in a portion of the gneissic rocks, which, moreover, seemed to occupy a position of general

superficiality as regards the main body of the gneiss and to contain locally ddbris of the

quartzite series.

The detailed survey of which these notes ore a first instalment was undertaken in the

hope of working out some more definite views upon rocks forming so broad a feature in the

geology of India. The observations refer to what seemed to be a key to the position, where

the schists and quartzites of Mahabar are well exposed in connection with the gneiss. Thu

area especially referred to is contained in sheets Nos. 7 and 8 of the new topographical survey

of liazaribdgh district, on the scale of one-inch to the mile, of which sheets this note may bo

taken as a description ; some observations, however, referring to the adjoining ground where

the geological mapping was incomplete. As the survey of this region has been interrupted

by orders of Government, in order to take up Gie examination of some supposed coal-bearing

ground at the base of the Eastern Himalaya, it is well to make a record of the work

80 far done. Thus far the views suggested by the sketch-survey have not been upheld

as applicable to the section hero; the massive dome-gneiss, of which some magnificent

examples occur, is not proved to be in any special sense intrusive, or foreign to the rocks with

which it is associated ; and the flaggy schists with quartzites of the Sukri seem to be an

irregular basal member of the Mahabar series, rather than a much later and independent

group; however this relation may still be maintained for the conglomeritic pseudo-gneiss

of Lakisarai and Bandelkand.

Immediately to the south of the above-mentioned area (that included in sheets 7 and 8)

spreads the comparatively level highland of Karrakdiha, the extreme edge of which invades

sheet 8 in one or two places, as at Gajhandi and Simmeria. To the north again of the

Mahibftr and Bhiaura ranges, the alluvial planes of Bihfir sti'etch to the horizon, save

here and there where some outlying hill breaks the continuity of the prospect. The area

under discussion, therefore, comprises a part of the jungly and hilly country which marks the
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descent from, the open cultivated Hazirihigh plateau to the Gangetic plains. This

broken interval varies very much in breadth ; in the south-'weet comer of sheet 8 we have

Sidwat&nd and Bishanpur I'espectively Cn the plateau and ^luvium and separated by
less than a kos, whilst from Simmeria some fifteen miles must be crossed before the

alluvium comes in sight along the northern base of the Hahdhlar hills.

Only two prominent groups of stratified rock are present : tho . mete^ composed

mainly of gneiss, with runs of hornblende rock^ and ihc subnmtamo^lik^ is made up
almost entirely of mica-schists and quartzites, with some homblendic bands, lb is scarcely

necessary to say that the quartzites and the more granitiform varieties of gneiss form the

highest and most imposing masses of hill, e. g., the Bhiaura and Mahdbar ranges,

Durbasha and Maramoko Hills, whilst instances are not uncommon in which the lines' of

drainage have been scooped out of the sofber schists, as in the western part of sheet 8.

Metamobphicb.—

L

ithologically the gneiss presents few characteristics differing from

the ordinary ones which have been so often described elsewhere. The artual gneiss itself is

usually composed of felspar having commonly a red color, although sometimei white, quartz,

and uniaxial nyca in small dark green or black scales. Hornblende rode and acdust are

very abnndant, voiying in texture from a compact stony variety to one in which the

foliation is vciy prominent Subordinate runs of mica-schist also^ ocour^ some of which

are composed of a mixture of black mica and hornbleu^ wit|X' of silvery

mica with quartz ; the latter variety is similar in appearance some of tlie mioa-sohists

of the submetamorphic scries, although clearly u^terbanded with and phasing into the

gneiss.

Seldom are more perfect examples of the dome-shaped form of hill into '^hich the gneiss

sometimes weathers to he found than in the present area. Two cases are more especially

prominent; the hills whicl^ run along the north side of the Bhiaura range and those which

internally fringe the quartzite ridge north of Gawan. In the former instance the ^mes
extend from Bdlchaki eastwards to north of Dhnhnii the rdek throughout being a Very

homogeneoust compound (viewed on the large scale) of white felapar, quartz and black mica,

containing albo ill-formed porphyritic crystals of similar felspar. Nearly vertical foliation

is almost everywhere clearly marked, oven on the smooth rounded faces of the hills, running

parallel to the quaibz ridge on the south. In the previous notice of these rocks already

alluded to, while the foliated character of the rock fonning the Bdichaki domes, and the

absence of dykes ramifying from it into the adjacent quartzite, is noticed, the posubiHty of

its being, notwithstanding, of a truly granitic character is suggested, partly on strotigra-

phical grounds and partly from the appearance of reaction of the rock in question and the

quartzite on each other. Hy own more detailed examination, however, has led me to r^^ard

it as belonging to the metamorphio series. It certainly is more homogeneous on the large

scale than the mass of the gneissose rocks ; it does not include suhordina^ banda of other

rocks such as hornblende or mica-schist. I think, however, that this is due, not to the homo-

geneous and the mixed rocks being distinct in origin, hut to the &et (as I take it)

homogeniety is a necessary element in the production of the domes, and hence that it is only

auch portions of the gneiss as possess this homogeniety that weather into domes* The

gneiss north-west of Ohurki for instance, and again at Fokriamo, is itsrif exactly of the Bdl-

chaki type, but it is interbanded with layers and beds of hornblende schist, and in neither

case have prominent domes been fi^rmed*

— *

* The prefix * sub* is used here, as In provions papem^la these vclumes in the same SOilixiMss, to denote an

inferior degree of metamorphtem, and has no reference to the stra8^aphloal position ef ths in question.

t In the valley south of Bdlchaki there is a lo# hilloek tmea of what t lifiEe lie hornblende rook,

although possibly trappean. This is the only exception I have observed, Snd It ie lit the valW between the domes

,

not in the domes themselves.
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Small voioB of segr^gitic pegmatite, liaviog the same compoBition as the.surrounding

rock, from which they only differ in laigeness of crystallization, arc not uncommon- in the

gneiss ; they seldom exceed two or three feet in thicknewss, are sometimes short and lenticular,

in other cases traceable for some little distance. It is sometimes not easy to distinguish

these from the granite veins to he described further on.

Limestone.—Calcai’eous rocks are veiy rare in the metamorphics of this region. In

fact I have observed none in sheets 7 or 8 except a thick band of dolomitic limestone at

Dhelwa (north of Gawan), which may, however, belong to the submetamorphic series,

and a few thin layers of the same rock close to G&wan.

In the bed of the Patru nadi, north-cast of Gulgo, (east side of sheet 3) the following

section is exposed

a.*^Hornblende schist overlaid by

ft.^Largely crystalline white limestone containing scales of light green mica here

and there ; this bed is about 6 feet thick, and is covered by

peculiar mixture of garnet and ooccolite containing traces of galena and copper.

In places the two minerals are well inteimixed, in others the gaimet occurs in a

pure massive form (so called calderite) ; only a few feet of this rock (c) is seen.

The beds in this jeetion, which is on the south side of the stream, dip at about 15^

to east-north-cast, and the same strata are seen on the opposite side also, the distance from

bank to bank, or length of visible outcrop, being perhaps 50 yards. An analysis of the

limestone by Mr. Tween yielded

—

Carbonate of lime ... ... ... ... ... ... BB*S0

M magnesia ... ... ... ... S’07

Oxide of iron and alumina ... ... *.« ... ... *61

Insoluble ... ... ... ... 7*18

BBue

The locality is worth notice, as being within fifteen miles of Mahishmon station on the

Karhai'b&i'i branch of the East Indian Bailway, over a country traversable by cai-ts ; more

especially so in the event of iron works being started at Buniganj, the distance of which

from Mahishmon is seventy-nine miles by rail. The bed is thin no doubt, but it may extend a

considerable distance, and perhaps increase in thickness along the strike, and there is further

the possibility of its being brought to the surface elsewhere in the neighbourhood by rolls in

the strata. These points can only be determined by a close survey of the ground, which is

beyond the limits of the area at present completed. A limited supply of veiy good
mineral, either for burning or as a 5ux, can, however, undoubtedly be obtained there,

whilst there is the possibility that if the bed were opened out, it would prove of considerable

value. The nearest known locality where limestone occurs plentifully is Bhotdsgarh on the

S<5n, the transport of stone from which to B&nigai^ would involve over eighty miles of river

and 236 miles of railway carriage; a bed, therefore, like the above, although it may perhaps
not prove to be of much importance, is still well worth a trial.

Galena is sparsely disseminated here and there through the garnet and
coooolite Tock mentioned above, as overlying the limestone ; and minute specks of copper
pyrites and blende are also visible, the rock in one pr two places being stained bright green

l^ copper, ^ '

On t)|ie north h^nk of the river the b^s are cut through by a nearly vertical granite

vein, al^ contains traces of gedena, and the felspar in which is partly amazonstoue,

the color bwg probably due to copper. Bpth load and copper, however, merely occur very
sparingly ^ disseminated through these rocks. There is no indication of a lode, or any
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reason for supposing tbe ores to exist more plentifully in the vicinity. The locality was

pointed out to mo hy the agpent of the zemindar to whom the land belongs as one in which

lead hod been found. He had caused some excavations to 4)e made in the hope of finding

more, which I advised him to discontinue.

1 was also Informed that some loose fragments of lead-ore (oerussite apparoutly from

the description) had been found loose on the surface of the soil just east of Mehandadi
(sheet 3) about a year ago, and also to the south of the village ; and that on digging in the

latter locality some more was found two or three feet below the surface.

Oerussite was found by some Santhals, from one of whom I obtained a specimen, under

similar circumstances at Barliamasia (sheet 3), some five or six years ago, and a small

quantity of lead smelted from it, after which it appears they closed the hole up in oi'der

to keep the discovery a secret. About two years ago also a Sonar was looking for pieces

of kaukar, to make lime for pdn, near the village of Nauwdda, south-west of Dhurgaon
(sheet 9). On putting some pieces of what he su])poBcd to he such in the fire in order to

bum them, he was rather suiquiscd to find globules of lead to have resulted from the

rtperatioii. He then searched the locality for more, but failed in finding any at tlie time.

Ill the rains, however, when the earth had been washed away from the loose surface-stones,

he found a few pieces, aggregating about half a sir, from which he obtained a small quantity

of lead. The ore in question is a dark red cerussite, like that of Barhamasia; and
similar fragments are said to have been found close toKhesmi (sheet 9). In all these

localities they probably indicate the existence of lead-ore somewhere in the vicinity, but not

necessarily at the immediate spot, as they appear in every case to have been found either

loose on the surface or embedded in the suiface soil. They furnish no evidence of the

presence of lead in workable quantity, although there is of course the possibility of the

existence of such. It would perhaps be worth while to expend a small sum in examining

the localities at Barhamasia and south of Mehandadi.

Tinstone,—Tin-ore was worked some years ago at Nurgo, a village just south of Ihe

Barakar and about three miles from Leda (eight miles west of Kar harbari). The original

discovery of the tin apiiears to have been purely accidental on the part of some Kols, who
having dug up the ore and smelted it as one of iron, were surprized to see what they took

for silver, flow from the tap-hole. Tliey endeavoured to dispose of it as such at Bdniganj,

and there learnt its true nature. They then abandoned the pit, and alter a few years tbe

exact locality where it occurred was foigotten. Subsequently a Mr. Lord determined to

work tbe ore, and after several trial sinkings succeeded in hitting upon the right spot.

The ore occuiTcd in three or four lenticular beds or nests in the gneiss, the cross section

being lenticular and seldom more than a foot or two across, although at one or two points

as much as thirteen, while the nests extended over 20 yards in a direction nearly parallel

to the foliatiou of the gneiss, from the outcrop to the limit of the workings. Tbe gneiss

(which is of a thinly foliated, rather rotten variety, including a few thin segregitic seams

of pegmatite) dips at about 25° to B. 10° N., the nests consequently having a similar direction.

The ore consisted of gneiss through which ciystals and grains of tin were tiiickly dis-

tributed. Mr. Deveria, Mr. Lord’s manager, followed these tin-bearing nests for about

20 yards by an inclined gallery;* the tin was then decreasing rapidly in quantity, wliile

the rock was harder, and a large quantity of water draining into the mine ; and hence tlie

gi*08s receipts being less than the working expenses, the mine was abandoned.

During the time it was worked, the ore after being brought to the surface, was broken

up while still fresh (as it hai'dened considerably by exposure) with a common country dheki.

* My n-ioud Mr* T. H, Hughes had an opportunity of seeing the mine rrh«i open, and it Is from hu notes that

thib brief account is given.
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The pounded ore was then placed in a basket and washed bj hand, by which means most

of the lighter impurities, chiefly quartz and felspar, were removed. Subsequently after

drying^, it was sifted in a chop (winnowing basket) to separate the remaining sand. When
a sufficient amount of ore had been accumulated, it was smelted with charcoal in an ordinary

aguria's furnace, the charges being the same as those used in iron smelting. The tin,

after being run out and cooled with water, was broken up, the clean metal laid aside pre-

paratory to casting, and the rest, which was much mired with charcoal, returned to the

furnace. The clean tin was re-melted in a large open iron vessel and ladled out into moulds,

holding about 40 Ks. of metal each. Altogether only about twelve maunds of tin was
produced, as 1 was iiifomcd by a native of the place who had worked under Mr. Deveria. ^

Magnetic iron.—There are a few ferruginous bands scattered through the gneiss,

containing a certain proportion of magnetic iron. 1 have not observed any very rich oi-es,

although poorer ones are often smelted by the native ** agurias.** Magnetite is also sometimes

disseminated through the gneiss itself in small quantity, and collects in some of the stream

beds to a trifling extent.

SUBMETAMOBFHICS.

Mclations to Metamorphics.—The difficult question of the relations between the

metamorphics and submetamorphics is one which must eventually be decided by a review of

the entire area, or at least of a large portion thereof, unless, indeed, we arc fortunate enough

to obtain some crucial sections which will prove a key to the solution of the problem. Such

sections, however, arc not available in our present ground.

Stariing with the identiiication of theMahabar schists and quartzites with those of

Itdj gfr and Karakpur as suggested by Mr. Mcdlicott, we shall find that whatever may be

the case elsewhere, there are no indications here of strongly marked unconformity tlio

gneiss. Taking, for instance, the line of junction between the quartzite and gneiss north of

Gawan, we see that it bends round successively from N. W. to N. te., E.. S. E. wid E. N. E.,

the strike of each rock being throughout parallel to the boundary ; and not only do they agi-ec

in strike, but also in dip. Along the greatest portion of the above line the gneiss underlies

the quartzite ; but near Gawan, and also at llardi'ha, the reverse is the case (the strata here

being inverted) ; throughout also, whether the dip be natural or inverted, it is equal in both

at any given point. ^

Individual sections are also ohlainable in which the same absence of imconfonriity is

apparent. Thus, where the stream cuts through the quartzite ridge due north of Moman-

khifan, the last gneiss seen is well foliated, dipping 60^ to N. 20° E., and composed of

reddish felspar, quartz and schorl, the last being aggregated in places into large masses of

crystals. Twe»'.ty yards lower down stream (higher in the section), and with similar dip, is

granular quartzite composed of translucent grains ; a little lower it contains small innate crys-

tals of schorl and mica. Beyond this is more quartzite with a small included baud of mica-

schist, and the Dadho range is entirely of the latter rock. North-cast of Bime, again, the

gneiss is schistose, and the quartzite somewhat felspathic near the junction, so that the two

rocks have the appearance of passing into each other within a few yards across the strike.

The same x>ara>llelism of strike is also observable on the large scale along the Bhiau ra

junction, from B d 1 c h ak i to D hu h,n i, in the dome gneiss. South-east of B e 1 g h a t i,

however, the strike is not sufficiently, ^regular to allow one to say whether, os a whole,

it is parallel to that of the quartzite, or not. The gneiss here is much mixed with

horublcndo schist, &c., mid 1 do not think the beds are the same as those which form the

domes. .iSere? then, is perhaps a case of unconformity, although it might also be explained

by faulting.
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Micaceous quartzite is again seen in the hills west of Manjne, being, I believe, the same

as that to the east; but the junction with the gneiss is here somewhat different. From

Deothan to Pacharidi the dip is mostly under 30^, the rochs in the southern part of

the soctioii being schistose homblendic gneiss (dome gneiss in the hill north of Deothan)

with hornblende schist and rock ; these become more schistose to the north-east and pass into

mica-schist, above which again is schistose quartzite.

Quartzite is again found to overlie the gneiss in the western part of sheet 8, whilst in

the centre of the same the mica^schists are in immediate contaot. It may, perhaps, be

suggested that the quartzite should be included with the gneiss, and the boundary between

the two scries drawn above the former, the absence of quartzite in places being thus due to

unconformity. It will be found, however, when describing the submetamorphics, that while

there is generally, at least, a well-marked junction between the gneiss and quartzite, none

such is obtainable between the latter and the schists ; it is, hqwever, to be observed, that the

junction of the schists with the gneiss is also everywhere one of passage, sometimes gradual,

souictiincs tolerably sharp, hut still a passage; and the foliation of each rook is always, as

far as my observations extend, parallel to the common boundary : at least, if there be any

deviation it is so slight as to escape detection.

Some local cases have been mentioned above, in which the gneiss overlies the submeta-

morphi(;s at high angles. Such arc, undoubtedly, invertions of the strata, the motamorphics

being cleaily the lower scries. Amongst other examples in which the true superposition of

the submetamorphics is apparent, I may mention the Deothan section, the baud of

quartzite north of G k w a n, and the schists flanking the gneiss hills north of B h u 1 a d i.

Although no unconformity is discernible between the two series in the present area, this

does not necessarily militate against the unconfonnity which has been supposed to exist else-

where. In the Vindhyans of Central and North-Western India, we have an example of a

great formation, which, notwithstanding its age, is undisturbed over large tracts of country ;

whilst in other areas, like the Dhar Forest, the strata are highly contorted. If on such a

formation another great series were deposited, the two would clearly bo unoonformable to

each other, although such unconfonnity would not be discernible in many places ; and if

at some subsequent epoch both were greatly disturbed, the resulting relations of the two

scries to each other would perhaps bear some resemblance to those of the metamorphics and

submetamorphics.

Stratiqraphy.-^li a section be taken from north to south across the B h i a u r a range, a

little to the west of the trigonometrical station, the following succession of strata is passed

over in ascending order—the dip througboui being to the south at high angles, but decreas-

ing somewhat from north to south, the gneiss h being nearly or quite vertical, while the

mica-schists h are inclined at 60° or 70®

—

Oangetic alluvium of Bihdr.

h .—Gneiss forming dome-shaped hills.

c.—Small band of mica-, with probably some hornblende- schist, fragments of the latter

being strewn about.

(f.—Quartzite foiming the ridge on which the trigonometrical station is situated ; some

portion's are a hard, finely granular rock, breaking with a suh-vitreous fracture,

and ocouiTing in beds from one to two or three feet thick, in which no schistose

structure is developed; others are coarse-grained and micaceous, and micaceous

flaggy beds are also met with.

e. -HornWetido rook and sebist, with mica-Bohist and interbandod layerg ef qaartaite. In

some of the hornblende schist the foliated structure is well developed ;
elsewhere
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the rock has sometimes a very trappean aspect, and I am not sure that some of

it is not trap, either contemporaneous or more probably in dykes parallel to the

foliation. A very clear-cut line of demarcation between it and the quartzite is

sometimes visible, and that there is more or less trap hereabout is certain from

an observation ou the top of the ghat which crosses the quartzite ridge north

of F h u 1 w a r i a. Here a band of greenstone, about 15 inches broad, is seen run-

ning N. 10° E., or nearly -at right angles to the strike of the quartzite. It can

only be traced for 10 or 15 feet, but is clearly a dyke.

/.—Quaitzite similai* to c.

g.

—Hornblende rock and schist with mica-schist, Ac., similar to d.

h.—Quartzite similar to c.

A very thick hand of hornblende rock and schist. Much of it is of the formci

variety ; but the schistose sti*ucture is very common also, and the rock sometimes

contains a considerable amount of quartz in seam-like nests here and there.

7 .—A broad band of schistose, micaccons quai'tzite. It is coarsely granular, and much
softer than the quartzites to the north, so that it docs not, like iliem, rise into a

lofty ridge. It contains a good deal of iuterhanded raica-Kchist, and the micii-

schist to the south (k) contain subordinate layers of quartzite, the two rocks not

being clearly dcmaicated from each other.

l\—Mica-schist, passing in places into arenaceous schist, and ihenco into micaceous

quartz schist. No distinct lino can be drawn between these, hut the main mass

of the rock is mica-schist. Along the southern face of the hills it is full of

small crystals of garnet and audalusite, the latter sometimes so plentiful as in

weathering out to cover the surface with gravel.

L—Gangelic alluvium of the Sakri valley.

The quartzites d, /, and h of the above section form three lofty parallel ridges (the

valleys between being occupied respectively by the beds c and y), and the possibility of

their being in reality the same beds repeated by folding at once suggests itself. Detailed

examination of the range, however, did not lead me to adopt this view.

In following the strata towards the west, e and g are found to disappear, and the three

quartzite ridges join into one, in wliich d, f, and may be, and probably are, all Represented.

The hornblendic band i also thins out in the same direction, and where the Sakri river cuts

through the range, nothing but quartzite rises above the level of the alluvium, forming a

ridge of greatly reduced elevation. A few miles further on, Mr. Medlicott found it gradually

to come to an end also.

To the cast, again, we find a great twist in the strata at Dhubui, and e and g can only be

traced a short distance beyond this point ; hornblende rock, however, is again visible on the

top of the ridge cast of Mokrumo ; i and j also thin out to the east, so that at Nurpani
H. S. and beyond, the range is again reduced to a single baud of quartzite.

It will be observed that all along the Bhiaura range the sti'ike of the foliation

of the schists corresponds with tlie direction in which the different alternations of

rocks
.

thes^lves run. Generally speaking, the bedding and foliation of the mica-schist

lie in titdn s&me phme, although instances are not unfrequent in which they do not

do BO. ln' tibe former case, the rock has a tendency to weathei.' into more or leas slab-like

faeces, whfist we liiid it to split much less easily where the foliation and bedding differ, and to

weather into featureless hillocks, like those of D um d um a (sheet 7).
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The section across the G'bagra valley is a synclinal, the band of quai*tziie north of

Gdwan being clearly the same as that at Knrp&ni. It turns round again in sheet 2

(as observed by Mr. Willson), and re-enters sheet 8, near G & wan, where it again bends round

sharply to south-east. It is here iuterbandod with hornblende- and mica-schists, the section

in this respect resembling that of the Bh i a u r a range.

There appears to be another synclinal in the Sakri vidley below Birne, the

quartzites on both sides being, I believe, the same ; that on the left, however, is softer and
more micaceous, much of it, in fact, verging towards a micaceous quartz s^dtist, and passing

insensibly into the mica-schist below. Tlic same rock much mixed with mica-schist, and even

gneissose beds, is found again noiih-east of Pihra, the boundary between it and the

metamorphics being a faulted one, indicated along the greater portion of its length by a line

of horastono.

Further south still, the mica-schists are most commonly, but not ahvayg, found in direct

contact with the gneiss. The rock in the neighbourhood of Bajpura is of avery inde-

Euite character, every gradation from quartzite to mica-schist being found, but too much
mixed up to admit of separation. In the western part of the sheet, as I have previously

pointed out, the quartzite makes its appearance again, but in the Ratanpur area the

schists arc the contact rocks, there being here, ns elsewhere, a passage, sometimes gradual,

sometimes tolerably shoi'p, into the gneiss. North-west of the above-mentioned villago the

mica-schi^ contains abundance of staurolite.

In Mahabar Hill we have the highest member of the series present in this paH
of the country : a great thickness of quartzite overlying the mica-Bchists. At the mouth

of the Mangraun gorge the junction of the two rocks is well seen, there being a complete

passage from one to the other in about 20 yards ; half-way between thin layers of both

ore interstratified. Tlie quartzite forma a great synclinal, dipping everywhere (at the ends

oi' the hill as well as on^ihe flanks) into the hill at angles mostly from 30° to SO**. In tlie

central part of the range the rock is so crashed, that the bedding is sometimes quite obscured.

In some cases also, planes of what appear to be cleavage, are visible, having a direction differ-

ent from that of the bedding. This peculiar trough-like conformation, and the high in-

<;lination of the strata, is remarkably favorable to the retention of water, and the volume

flowing from the densely forest-clad gorges which wind in amongst the hills, strikes one as

exceptionally great.

The absence in the P a t r u valley of the large thickness of mica-sohists, which is

pi^csont immediately to the south-west, must, I believe, be attributed to a fault with northern

downthrow. The junction of the quartzite with the schists however, and of the latter with

the gneiss,Is natural, so that the fault must occur in the schists themselves. It is apparently

by another fault running north and south with western downthi’ow, that the quartzite is

brought almost in contact with the gneiss in the valley north of Ko tiy lir.

According to the above view, it will be seen that in Northern Hazdiribagh the sub-

mctamorphics include three main subordinate groups, via.
:

—

Mahdhar quartzite.

Mica-schiate^ including subordinate bands of arenaceous and homhlendic schist.

JBhiaura quartzite, sometimes wanting, in other places attaining a great thickness,

and sometimes interhanded with hornblende- and mica-schists.

Pegmatitb GBAiriTB.—Through both gneiss and submetamorphics, but especially in the

latter, there is a large development of pegmatitio granite,* penetrating thie older rOcks in

* 111 most EngUsli standard works on geology pegmatite is defined u oonslsUng; esssBtlalty of qnarts and

felspar, with llttlo or no mloa; and in some, as Identioal With graphic granite.
, DjeOesi^ kowever, and l^anmann

describe It as a veiy coarse mixture of quartz, felspar, and silvery mica, often conhtbciinf toormaliue. lit is in the

latter sense that the word is used here.
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innumerable dykes and Teins, as well as in larger masses. The rock is generally a very coarse

quatemaiy compound, composed of quartz, felspar, mica, and tourmaline, united in very

vaiying proportions. ,

The quartz is white and translucent to semi-transparent, and never, so far as I have

observed, presents any approach to crystallization. The felspar is sometimes orthoclasc,

sometimes aMte, the latter having an opaque white color : the orthodase is also generally

white, but of a less pure tint ; occasionally it is more or less reddish. The mica (muscovite)

generally has a smoke brown color in plates of moderate thickness, although colorless in thin

lamins. When perfectly unaltered and free from internal foreign matter, it is highly trans-

parent, but where decomposed, it loses some of its diaphauiety and acquires a more silvery

lustre. The plates occur of every size, up to 18 inches diameter or more, but such very

large ones are much less common as those of a few inches across. Ocx^asionally, two minor

cleavages are apparent (ooP and oopx), parallel to the latter of which more especially, the

mineral divides into narrow ribbons, and fibres like asbestos, or, where both are present, it is

divided by them into equilateral triangles. Oreenish-gray beautifully plumose mica is also

not uncommon, weathering out in small irregular masses above the general surface of the

rock. Dark-brown and olive-green biotite sometimes occurs, but even where most plentiful, it

is quite subordinate to the muscovite, whbh it never altogether replaces. Occasionally the

plates are some indies across, and include smaller interlaminated ones of muscovite. i

Tourmaline is rarely entirely absent from the pegmatite, and most usually forms an

important ingredient in it. The crystals often attain a large size
;
those of two and three

inches across are common, and in some dykes they are met with over six inches diameter.

Owing to the great brittleness of this mineral, in comparison to the felspar and quartz in

which it is imbedded, crystals approaching perfection are rarely obtainable ; the few I did

secure were of the common foim xP2. xB. — jB. Sometimes the prisms lie parallel

to each other and perpendicular to the walls of the vein, but this is iar from being universal,

or even common, and it seems, as might bo expected, to he more usually observable in dykes

of a few feet in thickness. The tourmaline is jet black with brilliant lustre, and the large

lumps often met with in the mica mines are superficially not unlike anthracite ; some of the

miners who have seen the Karharbari coal-field take them to be coal, but few of them have

any idea of what real coal is like. Small crystals of tourmaline are sometimes found imbedded

in plates of mica, with tiieir principal axis parallel to the cleavage of the latter ; ciy^stals are

again observable pdnetrating otliers of the some species. It appears that the tourmaline was

generally the first to crystallize, the mica next, afterwords the felspar, and the quartz to have

resulted last.

The relative proportions of the different minerals vary greatly
;
generally all four are pre-

sent, but in some places the rock oonsists ehiefiy of felspar and mica with little quartz, in

others it is made up entirely of quartz and mica, and the latter again diminishes in amount

until the rock passes iuto micaoeouB or into pure vein quartz. Graphic granite, composed of

feli^sv with a Uttio quartz, is another variety occasion^y met with. Sometimes the tourma-

lins is absent, in other Smbs it is one of the most prominent constituents of the rock.

;I!he nejjpaat^, a whole, is very largely crystallized, but one of its most marked

ehanu^r<iB|i^ its of, texture. In one place it may be comparatively fine, but

hm ^ fieeil^ great mass of pure M$par, with cleavage fiices a foot long, occurs, and
' ti^re txmlucent quartz, or perhaps ihese cohtain plates of mica over a foot across.

It is coarsest pegmatite often occurs in dykes of only a few yards in

breadth, w laj^ givibiticta^ the dykes consequently that nearly all

of tile 1^ sank.
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Occasionally the granite occupies considerable areas, as south o£ P i h r a, where in a large

mass of irregular hills no other rock is seen, and again south of G aw a n ; for a mile below
S&nkh the Sakri river flows continuously through it. Most commonly, however, it is

found penetrating the older rocks in dykes and veins, varying from 60 yards or more in thick-

ness, down to less than an inch. These are more usually roughly parallel to the foliation of
the rocks they penetrate, but by no means universally so. Many cut through quite obliquely

and irregularly, and ramify in vaiious directions. They are mostly vertical or hade at high
angles (agreeing in this respect with the foliation), but instances occur where they are nearly

horizontal. Such horizonal dykes of gi'eater thickness than usual may perhaps, iu some cases,

give rise to the larger granitic areas-

The surrounding rocks seldom present much appearance of alteration in the vicinity of

the granite; generally the junction is quite sharp, and the beds in immediate contact not
different from what they are at a distance. It is to be remembered, however, that these beds

had perha])s already undergone metamorphism before the introduction of the granite. Some-
times there is a rapid passage of a few inches from one rock to the other, as if the strata in

immediate proximity had been fused or greatly softened. South of Pi hr a, the mica-scliists

-south of the large spread of granite there, pass into gneiss near the junction; but as there

is always a gradation from the mica-schist into the true mctamorphics in this portion of the

country, it docs not follow that the above passage is iu any way connected with the granite.
%

After an examination of the granite in the iunumcrahlo dykes and veins, ]>resentiug

every appearance of having forced its way in uneven and ramifying courses through the

circumjacent strata, one can scarcely avoid feeling satisfied as to its truly intrusive origin,

and the fact of its maintaining a constant mineral character amongst the different rocks

Ihrouglj which the dykes occur, whether the.se be gneiss, mica-, hornblende-, or quartz-

schist or even limestone, some of which arc rocks from which the granite could not possibly

liave been produced by aiiy*mere chemical re-arrangement, leaves no escape from this view. It

is, however, on the other hand, not easy to explain the occurrence of thin strings of granite

of an inch or half an inch thick, running exactly parallel Ix) the foliation of the including mica

schist for many yards, aud at a distance from any visible dyke, and of lenticular pockets

(also parallel to the foliation) completely isolated to all appearance in the surroiinding rock.

Such cases arc so very common, that I scarcely think it is always a sufficient explanation to

say that they arc offshoots of some dyke hidden beneath the surhice, or were once connected

with a djke above, which has since been removed by denudation. I have already alluded to

the passage of the granite into vein quartz. These are points requiring elucidation, but that

the granite is really intrusive is beycnid question.

The dykes are far more plentiful in the submctaiiiorphic than in the iiietamorpliic scries,

and their distribution in the former is very unequal. In some areas they occur, large and

small, by hundreds ; in others they arc entirely wanting.

Mira Mines.—It is in this granite that the well-known mica mines of Bihar* and

the neighbouring districts are situated. I have previously said that the coarsest pegmatite

is frequently found in dykes of moderate thickness, in which, therefore, plates of mica of the

largest size occur, and it is such dykes that the minors generally select for their operations.

They pay from one to two rupees each per annum, according to the richness of the yield,

to the owner of the land for the privilege of mining. The usual mode of working is simply to

excavate a trench along the course of the dyke, which in the G a wan neighbourhood is

seldom carried deeper than 20 or 25 feet. Sometimes where there is a considerable thickness

* A paper by Captaiu ShcrwiH on the mode of working the mica mines m the Bihitr diblrict maj be found in

the Journal Abialie Socu‘<>, HinKal, aoI, XX, p. 2S5
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of decomposed mica ilear the surface, rude shafts are sunk to the fresh and uninjured mineral,

and excavations carried on laitu'ally from the bottom. In a few cases also, rough horizontal

galleries are driven in from the side of a hill. In the last methods of course artificial light is

necessary. No precaution is taken to support the roof, and accidents are not unfrequent

from its falling in.

The plates of mica are generally brought to the miners* village, and there, after being

slightly trimmed with ordinary grass-cutting knives, (which are not particularly well adapted

for the purpose, but are probably the only ones the people are able to purchase,) they are

sorted into different heaps according to quality and size. The quality depends on the mineral

being in ii perfectly unaltered condition, its transparency and freedom from cloudiness caused

by internal foreign matter, the absence of minor cleavages which render it liable to split

into ribbons and triangles, and the planeness of its fissile surfaces. Six kinds are recognised

according to the size of the plates, viz .
:

—

1«<.— Sanjhla. 4/^.—Karra.
2nd .—Manj h 1 a. 5tk .—TJ rth a.

Srd.—Kasi. —Ad mall a.

Some of the miners intercalate failurtha between urtha and admalla, and speak of

another size (bark a) still larger than admalla. AH these terms are used rather vaguely

in respect to the absolute size of the plates indicated thereby. At Dhab and /Famtara 1

induced the minors to separate a quantity of the mica into the different grades, and mea-

sured an average specimen of each, with the following results :

—

Dhab. Jamtdra.
Sanjhla 6" X 4" 4" X 3"

Manjhla 7x6 5x4
Kusi 9 x^6 6x5
Karra 12 x*9 8x6

The above four sizes include the greater portion of the mica found, it being only in the

best mines that urtha and admalla are procurable. The largest plates I liave myself seen

measured 19" x 14" and 20" X 17" inches, hut 1 was informed that considerably larger ones

are sometimes obtained.

The mica is sold by the load, which is built up of the plates, either into one frustrum of

a cone and carried on the head, after being bound together with cord, or into two such, and

carried in a banghi. A load equals 6 paseris, one paseri being equal to 6 kacha sirs of

12 chataks each, or to 33 paka sirs of 16 chataks; the load, therefore, being 224 s^^s

paka, or 461tis. avoii’dupuis. The miners informed me that the prices paid to them by the

m ahaj an s were as follows ;

—

#

Per load.

3 annas,

6 „

7 „

12

2 to 6 rupees,

4 to 9 „

the selling prices being about double the above.

The value of the large plates more especially varies greatly with the quality. I was

informed by Colonel Boddam that plates of first quality of 18 inches diameter fetch as much

as 60 rnpis a riiand in the market, or about 30 nipis a load.

Sanjhla
Manjhlu
Itasi

Karra
Urlha
Admalla
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Accessi^ Minerals : Lepidolite.^Aoce&^ovy lainerals are not very numerous. Amougat
those which occur, the most abundant is lepidolite, which, although not widely distributed,

exists in considerable quantity where it does appear. I first observed it in a dyke a little to

the south-west of Pihr a, whore the granite is composed of white felspar, quartz, and irregular

masses of lepidolite occurring as a scaly aggregate, varying in color from violet-red to greyisb-

violet. The mineral is also found of a lead-grey and violet-grey color, mixed with quartz.

An analysis of the violet-red variety by Mr. Tween yielded the following results :
—

Silica ... ... ... ... 60 39

Alumina ... ... 3103
Oxide of Manganese^ ... ... ... tv.

Lithia ... ... ... 3-71

Potash ... ... ... 1*40

Soda ... ... 5-8()

Fluorine ... ... 5(X)

Loss on igniting ... ••• 4. 23

10216

Small black grains and crysbils of tinstone are occasionally discernible in both the

above varieties. Lepidolite is also met with in a dyke a little to the south-east of this locality

;

also just north of Bhulddi, and again about a mile south of Manimundar, whci'e the sides

of a hillock are strewn with blocks, one of wliich was estimated to weigh about 8 cwt.

Green and blue Tourmaline.—At the two lirat-mentinned localities associated with the

lepidolite is tourmaline, which varies in color from green to indigo-blue ; some crystals being

blue iu the interior and green externally. The prisms chiefly traverse, parallel to the

cleavage, the plates of a silvery mica (altered muscovite?) which is present as well as the

lexndolite ; they also penetrate the quartz.

Heryly garnet^ apatite, Icuropyrlle.—Small crystals of yellow beryl are abundant in a

large dyke which crosses the Tend waha Nudi south of Mahabar hill; and garnets, generally

much decomposed, are not unfrequently met with here and elsewhere. The few obtained, iu

which the form was ap])arent, were trapezohedrons. In three or four dykes a crystal or two

of green apatite was observed; and from a dyke crossing the S a k r

i

above Sankh I

obtained a mass of Icucop^'rite, weighing about three-fourths of .a pound.

l^H.—Most of the above miiiomls being frequent associates of tinstone, their occurrence

led me to keep a sharp look-out for such, both in the granite itself and in the river beds.

With the exception of tliat disseminated thi'ough the lepidolite of Pihra, I only observed

the mineral in one locality however. This was in a lenticular pocket of granite, included in

mica-schist, at Siinratari, west of Pihra, through which a few crystals of ^ inch across and

less were scattered. The occurrence of tin, even iiisuch minute quantity hoivever, is interesting,

as showing that the same mineral association which has been observed in other parts of the

world obtains here also ; and indicates at least the possibility of the ore being found in larger

amount in the granite of the area yet to be examined. 1 fear the chance is but small of its

being obtained iu workable quantity. The tin-ore of Leda, as previously mentioned, occurred

as a bed in the gneiss of the metamor]Dhic scries.

Galena.—Galena is very sparsely disseminated through a granite vein, penetrating

the limestone and associated beds in the Pat ru Nadi as well as through the latter beds

themselves.

Trap or three irap d3^kes were observed intersecting the granite south of

Gawan. Whether these be of the same age as those whi<'h traverse the inetamorphic and
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submetamorphic series is not certain, although there is no assignable reason fo|^ supposing

them different.

TalchIbs.—

I

n the S akri Nadi, south of Ddbar, there are some small patches of

slightly micaceous huff sandstone, rather fine-grained, but containing abundant rolled pebbles

and small boulders of granite, gneiss, mica-schist, &c. In parts, the greater portion of the

rock consists of pebbles, in other places it is quite free from them. The beds, which are not

more than 20 feet thick in all, are leTel as a whole, but rolling on a small scale, and are

lithologically perfectly similar to T ti 1 c h i r s. Mr. Willson, however, higher up the same

stream, as well as in other places, found two sandstones, the upper resting unconforraably on,

and containing numerous pebbles of the lower, which is clearly Talc hi r. It is not

]>erfeclly certain to which of these the sandstone in question belongs, but as I observed no

sandstone pebbles in it, it is most probably Talchir. Small patches of similar rock are

i'ound south of D e o th a u and east of P i h r a.

Debceiptiok op Plate.

Fig. 1.—Granite dyke resting on, and including a folded mass of, quartz-scliiht : Section—

Te n d w a h a Nadi, south of M a h u b a r hill.

„ 2.—Mass of quartz-schist nearly enclosed by granite: Section—T e n d w a b

a

Nadi. '

„ 3.—Junction between hoimblende-schist and granite dyke : Plan—T e n d w a li a

Nadi.

„ 4.—Granite dyke in mica-schist : Section—S a k r i Nadi east ol‘ Sunk li.

„ 5.—Lenticular pockets of granite, running parallel to the Coliatiou of the surround-

ing mica-schist ; Plan—S i m r a t ft v i.

6.—Granite dyke, in hornblende- and quartz-schist : Section—T e n d w a, h a Nad i.

„ 7.—Granite overlying mica-schist, both of which are faulted against Talchir sand

stone } the newer rocks being covered by alluvium : Section—S ak r i Nadi,

south of Jlabar.

„ 8.—Granite vein in quartzite : Section—S. S. E. of L a k r a h i.

„ 9.—Granite dyke cutting obliquely through gneiss, into which it sends strings

parallel to the foliation: Plan—E. of Gidhaur hill.

DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.
LiErT.-OoL. Ralph Young, b. e., Lahobe.—Portion of a meteorite which fell near Mylsi,

50 miles south-east of Multan, on the 23rd September 1873,

weighing 2,698 grains.

Col. McMahon.—A. number of specimens of the millstone-quartzite and associate rocks of

Kalian, Jhind.

Geokge Elliot, Esq.—Sulphide of antimony, antimony gossan, tinstone, argentiferous

galena, and gold-bearing quartz from Victoria.

Y. Eall, Esq., G. s. I.—Specimens of lava from Pompeii; Chrome iron and serpentine

from Transylvania; tinstone from Queensland, and a crystal of

quartz with included schorl.

Political Agent, Bhawulpoob, theough the Depaetment op Aoeicultubk, Revenue

AND Commerce.—Two pieces of a meteorite which fell at

Khairpur, 35 miles east of Bhawulpoor, on the 23rd September

1873—

1 piece weighing «« ... 8,296 grains.

1 „ ... ... 1,393 „
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ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.

Fbom 1st October to SIst December 1873.

Titles of Bool-s. Donors^

Balfour, Edward.—Cyclopoedia of India, and of Eastern and Soutbeni Asia, Vols. I—V,

(1871-73), 8to., Madras.

Dept. Aoric., Rev. and Commerce.

Bleeker, F.—Atlas Iclithyolo^ique des Indes Orientales Nderlandaises, Vols. I—III, witli

132 Plates, (1802), fol. Amsterdam.

Dr. Friedlander, Rangoon.

Cunningham, Alex.—Archmulogica] Survey of India.—Report for the year 1871-72, (1873),

8vo., Calcutta.

Home Department.

Ellis, G. E.—Memoir of Sir Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford, with nolice.s of his

daughter, 8vo., Philadelphia.

Amer. Acad, of Arts and Sciences.

Helland, Amund.—Forekomster af kise i Visse Skifere i Norge, 1873, 4lo., Christiania.

, Royal University, Christiania.

Lenoir, G. A.—Catalog der Fabrik und Ilandlung Chemischcr, pharmareutischer, physika-

Ii.>chor, Gerathschallton und Apparate, (1861), 8vo., Wien.

V. Ball, Esq.

Markham, C.—Abstract of the Reports of the Surveys and of other geographical operations

in India for 1871-72, (1873), 8vo., London.

, India Office.

Sexe, S. a.—

O

n the rise of laud in Scandinavia, (1872), 4to., Christiania.

Royal University, Christiania.

Statement exhibiting the moral and material progress and condition of India during the

year 1871-72, (1873), flsc., Loudon.

C. Marrham, Esq.

The couijdele Works of Count Rumford, Vol. I, (1873), 8vo., Boston.

Amer. Acad, of Arts and Sciences.

PERIODICALS.

American Joumal of Science and Arts, 3rd Series, Vol. VI, Nos. 32—33, (1873), 8vo., New
Haven.

Annales des Mines, 7th Series, Vol. Ill, h’vr. 3, (1873), 8vo., Paris.

L’Adminstr. des Mines.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series, Vol. XII, Nos. 69-71, (1873), 8vo.,

London.

Cora Guido.—Cosmos, Nos. 3 and 4, (1873), 8vo., Torino.

The Author.

Geological Magazine, Vol. X, Nos. 9—11, (1873), 8vo., London.

ImUan Economist, with Agricultural Gazette and Statistical Reporter, Vol. V, Nos. 2 & 4,

(1873), 4to., Calcutta.

Government of India.

London, Edinhiirgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, 4th Series,

Vol. XLVI, Nos. 306—307, (1873), 8vo., London.
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Titles of Books, Donuriff

Nature, Vol. VIII, Noe. 208—209, Vol. IX, Nos. 210—214 (1873), 4to., London. ^
Neues Jalirbuch fiir Mineraloj'ie, Geologic und Palscontologie, Jahrgang, 1873, beft 5—7,

(1873), 8vo., Stuttgart.

'?£TEBS1ANN, Db. A.—Gcographischc Mittbeilungen, Band XIX, Nos. 8 to 10, (1873), 4to.,

Gotha.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Vol. II, No. 10, (1873), 8\ro., Roorkee.

Thomason College.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopic Science, New Series, No. LII, (1873), 8vo., London.

„ of Science, No. XL, (1873), 8vo., London.

Reports of the Mining Surveyors and Registrars for the quarter ending 30th June 1873,

(1873), flsc., Melbounie.

Mining Deft., Melbourne.

GOVERNMENT SELECTIONS, &c.

British Burma.—Administration Report on the Hill Tracts, Northern Arakan, for the year

1872-73, (1873), 8vo., Rangoon.

Chief Commissioner, British Burma.

„ Report on Civil and Criminal Justice in British Burma for 1872, (1873),

8vo., Rangoon.
Ditto.

„ Report on Public Instruction in British Burma for 1872-73, (1873), 8vu ,

Rangoon.
Ditto.

„ R(‘port on the Police Administration of British Burma lor 1872. (1873)*

8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

„ Rt*poi’t on the Sanitar3'‘ Administration of Britisli Burma for 1872, (1873),

8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

„ Report on the Trade and Customs of British Burma for 1872-73, (1873)#

8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto. ^

,,
Report on Vaccination during 1870-71 and 1871-72, (1873), 8vo., Rangoon.

Ditto.

„ Stroveu, Capt. G. a.—Memorandum on the Metals and Minerals of

Upper Burma, (1873), Use., Calcutta.

Deft. Agbic., Revenue and Commerce.

Central Provinces.—Report on the Administration of the Central Provinces for 1872-73,

(1873), 8vo., Nagpur.

Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces.

Hydbabad.—Administration Report by the Resident at Hydrabad for the year 1872-73,

(1873), 8vo., Hydrabad.

The Resident.

India.—Codes of the Financial Department, (1873), 8vo., Calcutta.

Dept. Agbic., Revenue and Commerce.

„ Ninth Annual Report of the Sanitary Commissioner with tlie Government of India,

t 1872, (1873), fisc., Calcutta.

Government of India.
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Titles of Boohs. Donors,

Loir^ Pboyincsb.—^Report on the Revenue Survey operations of the Lower Provinces

^ from Ist October 1871 to 30th September 187.2, (1873), flsc.,

Calcutta.

Govbbnmxnt of Benoa^

TRANSACTIONS OP SOCIETIES, Ac.

Belfast.—Proceedings of the Belfast Natural Histoiy and Philosophical Society for the

session 1871-72, (1873), 8vo., Belfast.

The Society.

Be$.lie.—^Monatsbcricht der konig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, May to

August, (1873), Svo., Berlin.

The Academy.
Boston.—Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. II, pt. I, Nos. 2—3, and

pt. II, No. 1, (1871-72), 4to., Boston.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XIII, pp. 369 to end,

and XrV, pp. 1—^224, (1871), 8vo., Boston.

Ditto.

Calcutta.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XLII, pt. 1, No. 3,

(1873), 8vo., Calcutta.

The Society.

„ Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. IX, November, (1873), 8vo.,

Calcutta.

Ditto.

CAMBBiDaE.—Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, Vol. IX,

pt. 1, and X, pt. 1, (1867-68), 4to., Cambridge.

The Academy-

„ Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. VIII,

pp. 137—4C8, 8vo., Cambridge.

Ditto.

Dublin.—Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, New Series, Vol. Ill, pt. 3,

(1873), 8vo., DubUn,

The Society.

Florence.—^Bollettino R. Gomitato Gcologico dTtalia, Nos. 7—10, (1873), 8vo., Florence.

Geological Society of Italy.

Indianafolis.—Cox, E. T.—Second, Third, Bpd Fourth Reports of the Geological Survey of
Indiana, during 1870, 1871, and 1872, (with maps) (1871-72)

8vo., Indianapolis.

E. T. Cox, Esq.

London.—Journal of the East India Association, Vol. VII, No. 2, (1873), 8vo., London.

The Association
.

„ Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XXI, No. 146, (1873), 8vo., London.

The Society.

Melbourne.—Progress Reports and Final Report of the Exploration Committee of the Royal

Society of Victoria, (1872), flsc., Melbourne.

The Society.

Neuchatel.—Bulletin de la Socieid dcs Sciences Naturcllos de Neuchatel, Vol. IX, No. 3,

(1873), 8VO., Neuchatel-

The Society.

\
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Tides ef Boohs. Donors.

Philadelphia.—Proceedings of ihe American Philosophical Society, Vol. XU, Kos.

(1872), 8vo., Philadelphia.

The Society.

Salem.—American Naturalist, Vol. V, Nos. 2—12, and VI, Nos. 1—11, (1871-'72), 8vo.,
’

The Academy.

„ Fourth Annual Eeport of the Trustees of the Peabody Academy of Science for

1871, (1872), 8vo., Salem.

Ditto.

„ Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Science, Vol. I, Nos. 2—3, (1871-72), 8vo.,

Salem.

Ditto.

Yokohama.—Mittheilungcn der Deutschcn Gesellscbaft fur Natdr und Volkcrkhnde Ostasiens,

heft 2, (1873), ilsc., Yokohama.

The Society.

Jaumrg 5th, 1874,












